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Background
As of November 5, 2021, there are 228 Class II disposal wells in Ohio that are used primarily to disposed
produced water from oil and gas development in Ohio and from the surrounding states of Pennsylvania and
West Virginia. For comparison, this is ~45x the number of active Class II disposal wells in New York (n=5)
(NYSDEC, 2021), ~15x the number of active Class II disposal wells in Pennsylvania (n=15) (PADEP,
2021), and ~3.5x the number of active Class II disposal wells in West Virginia (n=64) (WVDEP, 2021).
Consequently, Ohio contains the largest amount of Class II disposal well infrastructure in the Northeastern
Appalachian region. On June 6, 2021, the ODNR released revised regulations for Class II Disposal
Operations & Storage Facilities. The ODNR opened a 21-day comment period on these permits on June 11,
2021. On August 30, 2021, the ODNR submitted the draft rules for a CSI Review with a 14-day public
comment period. On October 28, 2021, the Division submitted the rules to the Joint Committee on Agency
Rule Review for the final stage of the rulemaking process.
PSE Healthy Energy provided Earthjustice and the Sierra Club with a preliminary evaluation of these
proposed regulations. Comments were provided verbally to Earthjustice on June 14, 2021. Following this
preliminary review, PSE conducted a more extensive review, comparing these proposed regulations (which
are now accepted) to the previous regulations in addition to federal regulatory requirements from the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA).
Following a review of the (at that time) current and proposed Ohio Class II disposal well regulations, PSE
was tasked by Earthjustice and the Sierra Club to provide a comprehensive review of six Class II disposal
wells operating in the state of Ohio. These wells are further separated into two clusters relating to two issues
surrounding the Class II program in Ohio: 1) out of zone migration resulting from disposal into an
unsuitable formation, and 2) overpressurization of an injection formation due to collocated disposal wells.
In this task, we utilize a checklist developed from a comparison of the recently adopted and previous Ohio
Class II disposal well regulations.
In general, our review suggests than the newly expanded area of reviews (i.e., previously a maximum of
0.5 miles expanded to 2 miles in the new regulations), while an improvement over the previous AORs, is
still not appropriate to highlight potential locations of fluid migration, and thus endangerment to USDWs.
Furthermore, the lack of enforcement of violations to minimum annulus pressures does not address the
potential integrity issues they may indicate, and thus may endanger USDWs due to failures of casing
integrity.

Methods
Document Review
Initially files pertaining to the wells of interest were pulled from the Risk Based Data Management System
used by the ODNR. However, it was quickly apparent that crucial files (e.g., annual reports, permit
documents) were not retrieved. Consequently, a records request under Ohio’s open records act was filed
with the ODNR on January 7, 2022. This request was fulfilled on March 25th, 2022. We received a total of
356 files pertaining to these 6 wells (a detailed breakdown follows). Our review was primarily constrained
to information contained within these files. However, when necessary, nearby well records were retrieved
from the ODNR Well Viewer Database, and information was extracted from the literature to support
analysis and recommendations (these references are provided at the end of this document).
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82 files related to the Red Bird 2 SWIW #18 well (API # 34167297310000)
8 files related to the Red Bird 3 SWIW #23 well (API # 34167297620000)
35 files related to the Redbird 4 SWIW #24 well (API # 34167297670000)
14 files related to the Redbird 5 SWIW #25 well (API # 34167297680000)
114 files related to the Travis Unit SWIW #7 well (API # 34121240860000)
103 files related to the Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 well (API # 34121239950000)

Review Checklist
After an extensive review of the new (recently proposed and adopted) and previous Ohio Class II disposal
well regulations, as well as the federal Class II disposal well regulations, we developed a checklist for
reviewing Class II disposal wells in the state of Ohio (Table 1). This checklist is utilized to look for systemic
deficiencies across the reviewed Class II disposal wells. Where issues of concern arise, a discussion has
been included describing issues with the line item. Where no issues arise, further discussion is not provided.
For example, setback exclusionary zones were satisfied for every well reviewed, thus no discussion is
provided for these line items.
Spatial Analyses
All geospatial analyses were conducted in ArcGIS 10.8.1. Radial buffers corresponding to the Area of
Review (AOR) radii were created to assess if all items (i.e., oil and gas wells, water wells) required to be
included in AOR maps were included with the submitted permit materials. Locations of oil and gas wells
(ODNR, 2021) and water wells (DOW, 2022) were retrieved from online state databases. Similarly, setback
compliance was assessed by measuring the distance to features (e.g., houses, roadways) as determined by
consulting aerial imagery (6-inch resolution) (OGRIP, 2020).
Radius of Endangerment Calculations
Hydrogeologic properties (e.g., permeability, hydraulic conductivity, porosity) of injection formations used
in calculating the radius of endangerment with the modified Theis equation were collected from the
literature. Since the baseline (i.e., pre-stimulation) formation pressures were largely not measured (or if
they were, they were not included in permit materials) for injection zones, the top of the injection formation
(as measured from the bottom of the lowest underground source of drinking water) was assumed to be the
pre-injection hydrostatic head in the injection formation. As injection formations are typically capped by
impermeable rock layers, assigning the top of the injection formation as the initial hydrostatic head is a
conservative estimate. Storativity for injection formations was estimated in the manner of Younger (1993)
using the average specific gravity of the injected fluids over the well’s lifespan, as determined by submitted
laboratory reports, and injection formation porosity as reported in the literature.
The base of Underground Sources of Drinking Water (USDWs) was estimated from nearby (i.e., within
~0.25 miles of the disposal well) domestic water wells (DOW, 2022). All water wells were assumed to fully
penetrate any aquifers. Thus, the depth of any water well was assumed to be the base of the USDW. The
pre-injection formation hydrostatic head was calculated as the difference between the depth of the bottom
of the lowest USDW to the top of the injection formation as reported in well completion reports.
In general, injection rates were determined by dividing the injection volumes by the number of operational
days as reported in annual reports. However, at the time of our review, 2021 annual reports were not yet
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Table 1. Checklist for reviewing Class II disposal well records, and places where line items were sourced.
Category
Area of review



Specific item/action
Area of Review appropriate distance for injection volume
AOR items shown on maps
Appropriate corrective actions performed on applicable wells, witnessed by
division
USDWs were mapped/inferred, depth of base provided

Geologic
characterization
Setbacks
Well
construction

Mechanical
Integrity Tests
Injection
operations

Monitoring

Plugging and
abandonment

Faults were mapped
Geophysical logging suite conducted, submitted
Injection zone pressures/properties were measured
Setbacks satisfied
Casing mechanically centralized and cemented ≥500 ft above injection/potential
flow zone
Tubing and packer set ≤200 ft above injection zone, division witnessed
Cement evaluation logs submitted
MIT (part 1, part 2) conducted
MITs performed at required frequency, and at least 25% witnessed by division
Injection suspended if mechanical integrity fails
MASIP calculated
Injection pressures do not exceed calculated MASIP
Injection suspended, division notified if MASIP exceeded
Injection pressure & volumes monitored daily
Pressure of annulus between the casing and tubing monitored at least monthly, 200
psi minimum enforced
Annual monitoring reports submitted
Well correctly defined as abandoned, abandonment notice/plan submitted
Correct plugs/methods used, plugging witnessed by division
Plugging record submitted

Source
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations; USEPA Class II Section
1425 Guidance 19 crosswalk.
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations; USEPA Class II Section
1425 Guidance 19 crosswalk.
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
Current Ohio regulations
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compiled. Thus, we did not have injection data for the Travis and Warren wells for the 23 days preceding
the Genesis well surface expression. To fill this data gap, injection rates/volumes were estimated using
2020 injection data. Specifically, the injection rate for January 2021 in these wells was estimated by
multiplying the median injection rate for 2020 (1,971, and 1,193 barrels/day, respectively) by 23 (both wells
were assumed to be in operation for all 23 days prior to the Genesis well incident).

Wells Associated with the Washington County Produced Water Migration Incidents
In late 2019, an increased flow of produced water was observed in 28 production wells located in the Berea
Sandstone formation in Washington County and was reported to the ODNR. The three owners of these
wells suspected that the recently installed Redbird #4 well (API # 34167297670000) was responsible for
these observations (Blauer & Aye, 2020). In August 2020, a report commissioned by the ODNR, Blauer &
Aye (2020), concluded that produced water injected into the Ohio Shale formation at the Redbird #4 well
was the primary source of produced water from production wells in the Berea Sandstone. Ultimately,
produced water injected by the Redbird #4 disposal well traveled 2,000 feet vertically and over 5 miles
laterally through naturally occurring fissures in the Ohio Shale and Berea Sandstone.
The ODNR concluded it was unlikely that produced water had migrated into USDWs. To assess this
possibility, the ODNR contracted with Groundwater & Environmental Services to sample private water
wells to verify that private water wells in the area were not impacted by the operations of the injection well.
A total of 9 domestic water wells were sampled during this study, and the authors corroborated the ODNR,
also concluding that shallow aquifers did not appear to be impacted by the Redbird #4 well (Groundwater
& Environmental Services, Inc., 2021). However, measured analytes generally consisted of major elements
and general chemical parameters (e.g., pH, alkalinity). Known toxins (e.g., heavy metals, organic
compounds) commonly measured in Appalachian produced waters do not appear to have been measured.
Furthermore, this investigation only considered impacts to domestic wells, which are generally within 200
feet of the land surface. Thus, the absence of impact observed by this investigation does not necessarily
mean that USDWs (which possibly extend deeper than the depths of domestic water wells) were unaffected.
In August 2021 a surface expression of produced water was observed emanating from an abandoned well
located near the shore of Veto Lake (Harvilla, 2021b). Specifically, the well is located on the bank of Plum
Run, a tributary to Veto Lake which flows between the Redbird #5 well and the rest of the Redbird facility.
While there does not appear to be any digital record of the location of this well, a review of images included
in news reports (e.g., Harvilla, 2021b, 2021c) and satellite imagery (OGRIP, 2020) suggests the abandoned
well was ~1 mile from the Redbird #2, #4, and #5 wells. While reports indicate the ODNR has conducted
an investigation of this incident (Harvilla, 2021b), to date no report has been released. The abandoned well
in question appears to have been plugged sometime in September 2021 (Harvilla, 2021c).
Here we utilize the checklist for assessing Class II disposal wells to examine if there are systematic
deficiencies in these three wells (Redbird #3 was never constructed). Because 2021 annual reports are not
yet available, we are unable to examine operation actions immediately prior to the Veto Lake surface
expression event.
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Red Bird 2 SWIW #18 (API # 34167297310000)
Area of Review
The injection rate in the Class II disposal well permit is estimated to be 1,800–3,600 barrels per day, which
according to Ohio regulations would correspond to a 0.5-mile AOR. Using the monthly total injection
volumes and operational days per month provided in the annual report, it appears these estimated rates were
very inaccurate, the actual injection rates were ~30–7,500 barrels per day. These rates would not lead to a
different AOR being selected at that time, however according to the recently adopted regulations, the AOR
would be 2 miles. Using the modified Theis equation, the radius of endangerment would be 2.33 miles.
The operator identified a total of 9 oil and gas wells within the 0.5-mile AOR (Figure 1), of these the
majority (n=6) are drilled to the Berea Sandstone, and none of these wells extend deeper than ~2,700 feet.
Table 2. Review checklist for the Red Bird 2 SWIW #18 well (API # 34167297310000).
Category



Area of review
NA
Geologic
characterization
Setbacks
Well
construction
Mechanical
Integrity Tests
Injection
operations

NA

NA

Monitoring

Plugging and
abandonment

NA
NA
NA

Specific item/action
Area of Review appropriate distance for injection volume
AOR items shown on maps
Appropriate corrective actions performed on applicable wells, witnessed by division
USDWs were mapped/inferred, depth of base provided
Faults were mapped
Geophysical logging suite conducted
Injection zone pressures/properties were measured
Setbacks satisfied
Casing mechanically centralized and cemented ≥500 ft above injection/potential flow
zone
Tubing and packer set ≤200 ft above injection zone, division witnessed
Cement evaluation logs submitted
MIT (part 1, part 2) conducted
MITs performed at required frequency, and at least 25% witnessed by division
Injection suspended if mechanical integrity fails
MASIP calculated
Injection pressures do not exceed calculated MASIP
Injection suspended and division notified if MASIP exceeded
Injection pressure & volumes monitored daily
Pressure of annulus between casing and tubing monitored at least monthly, 200 psi
minimum enforced
Annual monitoring reports submitted
Well correctly defined as abandoned, abandonment notice/plan submitted
Correct plugs/methods used, plugging witnessed by division
Plugging record submitted

Legend

Satisfied
Partially satisfied
Not satisfied
Unable to determine from reviewed documents
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Figure 1. Map of Oil & Gas wells (ODNR, 2021) and water wells (DOW, 2022) within, and in the near
vicinity of, the 0.5-mile Area of Review boundary surrounding the proposed Redbird #2 well. Basemap
layers are USGS topographic maps (USGS, 2019b) overlaid on a hillshaded 30ft digital elevation model
(USGS, 2021).
There is a memo included in the reviewed permit materials which instructs an ODNR inspector to conduct
a search for water wells located “within close proximity” to the Redbird #2 well. While there is no record
of the ODNR conducting a physical search for water wells in the provided inspection documents, a
document in the permit materials indicates that this search was conducted at 300 feet from the wellbore in
February 2013. Digital records indicate there are a total of 29 water wells within the AOR (Figure 1), 16
of which are domestic water wells (depths ranging from ~55–180 feet deep), 12 are monitoring wells
(depths ranging from ~20–25 feet deep), and 1 is of unknown type (DOW, 2022). The omission of these
wells in the application materials is not against Ohio state regulations, however from the lens of
transparency with the public, water wells should be included in AOR maps.
No corrective actions were performed on any wells within the AOR, which in general, are more than 3,100
feet above the top of the injection formation, and thus did not require action.
Geologic Characterization
The description of USDWs in the area appears limited to a state-wide map. However, it is unclear if this
map was submitted with the permit materials. In the reviewed documents, it seems to have been sent in
response to public comments rather than as part of the well permit application materials shared by the
ODNR. It is possible this map was moved ahead of other permit materials to directly address the person’s
comment however, so we cannot conclusively say if this material was included in the materials submitted
as part of the permit review. Resistivity logs were run by the operator, but no interpretation is included in
permit materials. An interpretation of these logs would have been useful for delineating the base of USDWs.
In the rest of the permit materials there does not appear to be any mention of the nearby water wells, or
approximate depth to the bottom of the lowest USDW. Not providing the depth of the base of USDWs in
8

the area is directly contrary to section 5.3e of the USEPA section 1425 guidance document (USEPA, 1981),
and does not indicate whether USWDs are underlain by confining layers (which can restrict fluid movement
in the case of migration). Thus, there appears to have been relatively little review of USDWs in the area,
and their locations are relatively poorly constrained.
A geologic characterization of the area was conducted, but notable gaps appear to exist. In particular, no
geological description of the top of the injection zone is provided. Driller’s logs describe the extent of the
Packer Shell (5,530–5,541 feet) and the next logged interval is the Stray Clinton (5,558–5,563 feet). As the
perforated zone extends from 5,542–5,708 feet, there is no description (or name of) the top 16 feet of the
injection interval, and the lithology of this interval is unknown. This omission is contrary to section 5.3d of
the USEPA section 1425 guidance document (USEPA, 1981), as well as OAC 1501:9-3-06(F)(7) which
stipulates a permit shall include a name and description of the injection zone. This is a concern, as the lack
of information makes it unclear if this interval contains geologic features (e.g., fractures, evaporite layers)
that may enable out of zone migration.
Geologic logs, including gamma ray, neutron density, induction, CCL, and radial cement bond were run
during the well construction. Various formation pressures (e.g., breakdown pressure, instantaneous shut-in
pressure) were also collected at this time. However, no pre stimulated pressures of the injection formation
were included in the permit materials, and there is no mention of the formation porosity and permeability.
These properties are useful for calculating the radius of endangerment with the modified Theis equation, in
addition to determining the baseline suitability of a formation for injection. For example, if the proposed
injection formation was relatively overpressurized prior to injecting, once the confining layer was
penetrated the native fluid pressure would cause formation waters to rise until the gravitational and fluid
pressures reach an equilibrium. The differences in these pressures would thus control the volume of fluid
that could be injected before fluids were to migrate out of the injection zone. Given logs were included,
they were likely interpreted. However, the results of these interpretations are not clearly indicated in the
permit materials.
Well Construction
In general, the Redbird #2 well appears to have met all construction standards required by the state of Ohio.
The well bore appears to have been fully cemented, the cement outside the production casing extends over
3,500 feet above the injection formation, the cement outside the intermediate casing begins ~90 feet below
the top of the production cement and extends to the land surface (Figure 2). Thus, all potential
injection/flow zones appear cemented. The only packer was set at a depth of 5,516 feet (26 feet above the
injection formation) in May 2015. Cement evaluation logs were run and submitted in 2015.
Despite these standards appearing to be met, the operator appears to have violated OAC 1501:9-3-05(A)(3)
for at least half of 2021. Specifically, there was a period of approximately 6 months where the operator did
not have an appropriate valve installed for ODNR inspectors to measure injection pressures. The operator
was warned to install this valve by an ODNR inspector during three consecutive inspections in May,
August, and October 2021. The operator does not appear to have installed the correct fitting until sometime
prior to the January 2022 inspection, thus it is unclear if the well was in compliance with injection and
annulus pressure requirements during this period. No violation was issued for this infraction.
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Figure 2. Schematic of the Redbird #2 well. Note, all stratigraphic intervals recorded in the reviewed
documents from the top of the Big Lime to the bottom of the well bore are provided; missing intervals
indicate depths where no formations were recorded.
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Mechanical Integrity Tests
There appear to have only been one MIT part 1, and one MIT part 2 conducted, both at the construction of
the well. Specifically, the only MIT part 1 was conducted in May 2015 at 1,345 psi (~1.05x the
contemporary Maximum Allowable Surface Injection Pressure (MASIP), 1,275 psi). The cement bond log
was created 5 days prior to this test and appears to have been the only MIT part 2 that was conducted. The
lack of subsequent MIT part 2, while not against Ohio regulations, is concerning from a fluid migration
standpoint. Specifically, pressure tests conducted during MIT part 1 alone cannot determine the risk of the
external migration of injected fluids into USDWs (Nielsen & Aller, 1984), thus not performing subsequent
MIT part 2 cannot fully confirm the integrity of well, and rule out the possibility of fluid migration.
Sometime in 2017 the MASIP was increased to 1,490 psi, however we have no record of a MIT part 1 being
conducted at the new MASIP. This appears to be a violation of OAC 1501:9-3-07, as the casing was only
tested to ~90% of the updated MASIP. This is potentially concerning as the operator appears to have not
demonstrated that mechanical integrity can be maintained at this higher injection pressure.
Injection Operations
A calculation of the MASIP does not appear to have been included in the permit materials, and in general,
the MASIP of this well is not clearly defined. Not supplying these calculations does not allow outside
parties to assess the suitability of the injection pressures. The initial well permit in 2013 establishes a
MASIP of 1,335 psi, and this value appears to have been lowered to 1,275 psi by order 2015-360. Two
years later (November 2017), the operator requested to increase the MASIP to 1,500 psi, submitting
calculations using the formula given in OAC 1501:9-3-07. We have no record of the ODNR approving this
request in the documents we were provided, however an inspection report from August 2018 contains a
comment by an inspector that the MASIP was raised to 1,490 psi by order 2017-498. This order was not
supplied by the ODNR but was retrievable from RBDMS. As previously mentioned, no MIT part 1 appears
to have been conducted at the new MASIP, and as such there was no demonstration that the well can inject
at the higher pressure without leaks or integrity issues.
Injection pressures in the Redbird #2 well appear to have never exceeded the MASIPs, and generally the
MASIP appears to be appropriately selected from the specific gravity data available for our review.
Injection pressures were generally at the MASIP.
Monitoring
Injection pressures and volumes appear to have been monitored daily, however data at a daily resolution
are not in the provided documents, only daily averages/maximums are recorded in the annual reports. No
gaps were present in these data in the reviewed annual reports. None of the annual reports were submitted
past the reporting deadlines.
In general, annulus pressures were monitored continuously. However, these data were not recorded during
two periods, July 2016 (for an unknown reason) and February 2019 (due to a recorder malfunction). There
do appear to have been multiple violations of OAC 1501:9-3-07 between 2015 and 2021. In particular, there
are two periods during 2019 (March and December) where the annulus pressure was <200 psi but the well
was operational for every day in those months (Figure 4). Furthermore, there were a total of 12 inspections
where the annulus pressure was <200 psi, and the injection pump was noted by inspector to be in operation.
There was one additional inspection where the annulus pressure was <200 psi, but it was unclear if injection
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Figure 3. Injection pressures in the Red Bird 2 SWIW #18 well as determined by pressure data included in
the annual reports (blue circles and red triangles) and measurements made by ODNR inspectors (black
dots). Also included are MASIPs (yellow circles), as calculated using the specific gravity measurements
and the equation provided in OAC 1501:9-3-07, and MASIP(s) ordered by the ODNR (red line).

Figure 4. Annulus pressures in the Red Bird 2 SWIW #18 well reported in annual reports (blue and hollow
circles and triangles) and measured by ODNR inspectors (black dots). Blue filled shapes indicate months
where the well was reported as operational for every day of the month, and hollow shapes indicate months
where the well was reported as operational for portions of the month. The red shaded box indicates annulus
pressures that are in violation of the operational conditions in the injection well permit and may indicate
integrity issues.
was occurring. Violation of this condition likely indicates integrity issues with the annulus (e.g., between
the production tubing and annulus, or the annulus and casing).
Plugging and Abandonment
No plugging and/or abandonment operations appear to have been conducted in association with this well.
Red Bird 3 SWIW #23 (API # 34167297620000)
Area of Review
The injection rate in the Class II disposal well permit application is 2,000–3,000 bbl per day, which
according to Ohio regulations would correspond to a 0.5-mile AOR. A map of oil and gas wells inside the
12

Table 3. Review checklist for the Red Bird 3 SWIW #23 well (API # 34167297620000).
Category



Area of review
NA
Geologic
characterization

NA
NA

Setbacks
Well
construction
Mechanical
Integrity Tests
Injection
operations

Monitoring

Plugging and
abandonment

NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA

Specific item/action
Area of Review appropriate distance for injection volume
AOR items shown on maps
Appropriate corrective actions performed on applicable wells, witnessed by division
USDWs were mapped/inferred, depth of base provided
Faults were mapped
Geophysical logging suite conducted
Injection zone pressures/properties were measured
Setbacks satisfied
Casing mechanically centralized and cemented ≥500 ft above injection/potential flow
zone
Tubing and packer set ≤200 ft above injection zone, division witnessed
Cement evaluation logs submitted
MIT (part 1, part 2) conducted
MITs performed at required frequency, and at least 25% witnessed by division
Injection suspended if mechanical integrity fails
MASIP calculated
Injection pressures do not exceed calculated MASIP
Injection suspended and division notified if MASIP exceeded
Injection pressure & volumes monitored daily
Pressure of annulus between casing and tubing monitored at least monthly, 200 psi
minimum enforced
Annual monitoring reports submitted
Well correctly defined as abandoned, abandonment notice/plan submitted
Correct plugs/methods used, plugging witnessed by division
Plugging record submitted

Legend

Satisfied
Partially satisfied
Not satisfied
Unable to determine from reviewed documents

AOR was provided in the permit application materials. Using current ODNR oil and gas well data (ODNR,
2021), there were a total of 9 constructed wells within the AOR at the time of the permit application (and 2
expired permits) (Figure 5). In general, the operator provided construction details for each of these wells.
There were two wells which were noted to contain no retrievable information, this is still the case as of the
2021 well data we used for our review. No corrective actions were conducted on any of these wells.
There is a memo included in the reviewed permit materials which instructs an ODNR inspector to conduct
a search for water wells located “within close proximity” to the Redbird #3 well. While there is no record
of the ODNR conducting a physical search for water wells in the provided inspection documents, a
document in the permit materials indicates that this search was conducted at 300 feet from the wellbore in
July 2015. Using digital records, there are a total of 29 water wells within the AOR, 16 of which are
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Figure 5. Map of Oil & Gas wells (ODNR, 2021) and water wells (DOW, 2022) within, and in the near
vicinity of, the 0.5 mile Area of Review boundary surrounding the proposed Redbird #3 well. Basemap
layers are USGS topographic maps (USGS, 2019b) overlaid on a hillshaded 30ft digital elevation model
(USGS, 2021).
domestic water wells (depths ranging from ~55–180 feet deep), 12 are monitoring wells (depths ranging
from ~20–25 feet deep), and 1 is of unknown type (DOW, 2022). The omission of these wells in the
application materials is not against Ohio state regulations, however from the lens of transparency with the
public, water wells should be included in AOR maps.
Geologic Characterization
Geological logs were not run for this well, as it was never drilled. The geological documents in the permit
application were limited to the inclusion of a map of statewide USDWs, and structural/contour maps of the
Precambrian, Knox, Trenton, Dayton, Onondaga, and Berea formations/units. Additionally geologic
properties of the injection formation were not measured or included. To check that the proposed surface
casing was to be installed at the correct depth, the bottom of the USDW was estimated as the deepest of the
water wells within the AOR (180 feet).
Well Construction
Construction details are not available because the Redbird #3 well was never constructed.
Mechanical Integrity Tests
Since the Redbird #3 well was never drilled or constructed, no mechanical integrity tests were conducted.
Injection Operations
Injection operations never occurred at the Redbird #3 well. The MASIP was calculated for the permit
application using the formula provided in OAC 1501:9-3-07. Our calculations (998 psi) match those of the
operator (998 psi).
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Monitoring
Because the Redbird #3 well was never constructed and injection never occurred, no monitoring of injection
operations was conducted.
Plugging and Abandonment
No plugging and/or abandonment operations appear to have been conducted in association with this well.
Table 4. Review checklist for the Redbird 4 SWIW #24 well (API # 34167297670000).
Category



Area of review
NA
Geologic
characterization
Setbacks
Well
construction
Mechanical
Integrity Tests
Injection
operations

NA

NA

Monitoring

Plugging and
abandonment

NA

Specific item/action
Area of Review appropriate distance for injection volume
AOR items shown on maps
Appropriate corrective actions performed on applicable wells, witnessed by division
USDWs were mapped/inferred, depth of base provided
Faults were mapped
Geophysical logging suite conducted
Injection zone pressures/properties were measured
Setbacks satisfied
Casing mechanically centralized and cemented ≥500 ft above injection/potential flow
zone
Tubing and packer set ≤200 ft above injection zone, division witnessed
Cement evaluation logs submitted
MIT (part 1, part 2) conducted
MITs performed at required frequency, and at least 25% witnessed by division
Injection suspended if mechanical integrity fails
MASIP calculated
Injection pressures do not exceed calculated MASIP
Injection suspended and division notified if MASIP exceeded
Injection pressure & volumes monitored daily
Pressure of annulus between casing and tubing monitored at least monthly, 200 psi
minimum enforced
Annual monitoring reports submitted
Well correctly defined as abandoned, abandonment notice/plan submitted
Correct plugs/methods used, plugging witnessed by division
Plugging record submitted

Legend

Satisfied
Partially satisfied
Not satisfied
Unable to determine from reviewed documents
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Figure 6. Map of Oil & Gas wells (ODNR, 2021) and water wells (DOW, 2022) within, and in the near
vicinity of, the 0.5-mile Area of Review boundary surrounding the proposed Redbird #4 well. Basemap
layers are USGS topographic maps (USGS, 2019b) overlaid on a hillshaded 30ft digital elevation model
(USGS, 2021).
Redbird 4 SWIW #24 (API # 34167297670000)
Area of Review
The injection rate in the Class II disposal well permit is 4,000–6,000 barrels per day, which according to
Ohio regulations would correspond to a 0.5-mile AOR. Using the monthly total injection volumes and
operational days per month provided in the annual report, it appears these estimated rates were very
inaccurate, actual injection rates were ~843–19,500 barrels per day. These rates would not lead to a different
AOR being selected at that time, however according to the recently adopted regulations, the AOR would
be 2 miles. As the operator did not appear to record the thickness or depth intervals of the injection
formation, we were unable to compare either of these AORs again the radius of endangerment.
While the 2-mile AOR in the proposed regulations is a large increase over the 0.5-mile AOR considered
during the permitting of this well, it would have still been completely inadequate to identify the destinations
of fluid migration following injection into the Ohio Shale. Specifically, fluid migration was observed over
5 miles from the Redbird #4 well (Blauer & Aye, 2020). Thus, even the increased 2-mile AOR would have
still been unable to point out the wells to which Redbird #4 fluids migrated.
The operator identified a total of 12 oil and gas wells within the 0.5-mile AOR (Figure 6), of these the
majority (n=8) are drilled to the Berea Sandstone, and none of these wells extend deeper than ~2,700 feet.
At the time of Redbird #4’s completion, the Redbird #2 well was in operation, but was cased and cemented
across the injection zone utilized by the Redbird #4 well (Figure 2). There is a memo included in the
reviewed permit materials which instructs an ODNR inspector to conduct a search for water wells located
“within close proximity” to the Redbird #4 well. While there is no record of the ODNR conducting a
physical search for water wells in the provided inspection documents, a document in the permit materials
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indicates that this search was conducted at 300 feet from the wellbore in June 2018. Using digital records,
we found a total of 30 water wells within the AOR (Figure 6), 18 of which are domestic water wells (depths
ranging from ~55–180 feet deep), 11 are monitoring wells (depths ranging from ~20–25 feet deep), and 1
is of unknown type (DOW, 2022). The omission of these wells in the application materials is not against
Ohio state regulations, however from the lens of transparency with the public, water wells should be
included in AOR maps.
Geologic Characterization
A statewide map of USDWs was included in the permit materials, and no finer resolution map was included.
The depth to the base of USDWs appears to have been estimated by the operator using 100 feet below the
base (670 feet above sea level) of the nearest perennial stream (Plum Run). The operator did include the
depth of the deepest nearby water well (180 feet), but did not use this to calculate the bottom of the USDW.
Assuming the well was drilled to the bottom of the aquifer, the base of this USDW would be 546 feet above
sea level, thus the operators estimate of the base of the USDW being at 570 feet above sea level appears
conservative. However, this is only true if no deeper USDWs exist, which we are unable to determine from
the materials available to our review. Resistivity logs were run over the 1,600–4,323 feet depth interval,
but do not appear to have been used to infer the presence or absence of USDWs over this interval.
The geological documents in the permit application were limited to the inclusion of a map of statewide
USDWs, structural/contour maps of the Precambrian, Knox, Trenton, Dayton, Onondaga, and Berea
formations/units, and geophysical logs (e.g., Gamma ray, density neutron, and resistivity) run when the
well was drilled. No faults appear to have been present in any of these units. Confusingly there are no depths
recorded for the Ohio Shale in the well completion report. This appears directly contrary to OAC 1501:93-06(F)7, which stipulates permits must include the depth and a description of the injection zone. While the
perforated interval is given, there is zero mention of the thickness of the Ohio shale in the well completion
reports provided to us (this interval was not logged during the drilling of the nearby Redbird #2 or Redbird
#5 wells).This omission is directly contrary to section 5.3d of the USEPA section 1425 guidance document,
which states appropriate geologic data on the injection zone should include the thickness of the injection
zone (USEPA, 1981). It is unclear why this information was omitted, as from the permit materials it is
completely unclear if this formation was isolated by confining layers, let alone how thick it is. Given than
injected fluids travelled ~5 miles laterally, and nearly 2,000 feet vertically, it is exceedingly clear that the
injection formation was not isolated and begs the question of if the geological suitability of this formation
was even considered by the ODNR during permitting.
Well Construction
In the original casing ticket created when the Redbird #4 well was drilled, the cement on the production
casing extends to the land surface. Thus, the top of cement appears to have extended more than 3,500 feet
above the top of the perforated interval (Figure 7a). We are unable to calculate the height of cement above
the injection formation, as we were unable to find any mention of the top of the Ohio Shale in the documents
provided. Following the reworking of the well in May 2020, the injection interval was moved into the Bass
Islands Dolomite (~4,100 feet), the cement on the production casing extends ~1,600 feet above the top of
this interval (Figure 7b). Thus, in both configurations there appears to have been a sufficient amount of
cement on the casing.
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Figure 7. Schematic of the Redbird #4 well as configured to inject in the Ohio Shale (a) and the Bass
Islands Dolomite (b). Red boxes indicate inferred injection zones. Note, all stratigraphic intervals recorded
in the reviewed documents are provided; missing intervals indicate depths where no formations were
recorded.
The original packer was installed at a depth of ~3,600 feet, 74 feet above the top of the perforated interval.
Again, as there appears to be no mention of the top of the injection interval, we are unable to compare this
depth to the top of the injection formation. After the well was reworked in May 2020, a new packer was
installed at a depth of 4,235 feet, 83 feet below the top of the Bass Islands Dolomite. Segmented cement
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bond logs were submitted when the well was drilled in 2018. Subsequent cement logs from when the well
was reworked in May 2020 were not included in the documents provided, although Order No. 2020-118
(not provided by the ODNR, but retrieved by Buckeye Environmental Network from RBDMS) indicates
that new logs were run following the well reworking in 2020.
Like the Redbird #2 well, the operator appears to have violated OAC 1501:9-3-05(A)3 for at least half of
2021. Specifically, there was a period of approximately 6 months where the operator did not have an
appropriate valve installed for ODNR inspectors to measure injection pressures. The operator was warned
to install this valve by an ODNR inspector during three consecutive inspections in May, August, and
October 2021. The operator does not appear to have installed the correct fitting until sometime prior to the
January 2022 inspection, thus it is unclear if the well was in compliance with injection and annulus pressure
requirements during this period. No violation was issued for this infraction.
Mechanical Integrity Tests
A total of 2 MIT part 1 and 1 MIT part 2 were conducted over 4 years. The first MIT part was conducted
in October 2018, at 1,060 psi (1.25x the MASIP), and the second MIT was conducted at 990 psi (1x the
MASIP) following the well reworking in May 2020. Both were witnessed by the ODNR. From the
documents available to our review only one MIT part 2 appears to have been conclusively conducted.
Segmented cement bond logs were run in September and October of 2018. However, Order No. 2020-118
(not provided by the ODNR, but retrieved by Buckeye Environmental Network from RBDMS) indicates
that new logs were run following the well reworking in 2020. However, these logs were not present in the
documents available for our review, so we cannot conclusively say whether another MIT part 2 was
conducted.
There does not appear to be any loss of mechanical integrity referenced in the documents we reviewed.
Injection Operations
The MASIP was calculated by the operator using the formula given in OAC 1501:9-3-07. Because no
specific gravity measurements were made, a specific gravity of 1.2 was used for these calculations. A
MASIP of 840 psi was calculated and matches our calculations. Given the maximum monthly injection

Figure 8. Injection pressures in the Redbird #4 well reported in annual reports (blue circles and red
triangles) and measured by ODNR inspectors (black dots). Also included are MASIP(s) ordered by the
ODNR (red line).
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Figure 9. Annulus pressures in the Redbird #4 well reported in annual reports (circles and triangles) and
measured by ODNR inspectors (black dots). Blue filled shapes indicate months where the well was reported
as operational for every day of the month, and hollow shapes indicate months where the well was reported
as operational for portions of the month. The red shaded box indicates annulus pressures which are in
violation of the operational conditions in the injection well permit and may indicate integrity issues.
pressures appear to have increased following the plugging of the Ohio Shale perforations, it appears that
the MASIP was increased following the well reworking. Using the depth of the second packer (4,235 feet)
as an approximation of the new injection depth, we calculated a MASIP of ~975 psi. This is roughly
congruent with a new MASIP of 990 psi established by Order No. 2020-118 in June 2020, although
documentation of this change was not included in the documents we reviewed (this document was pulled
from a previous search conducted by Buckeye Environmental Network of files related to Redbird #4 on
RBDMS). No recorded monthly maximum injection pressures, or injection pressures measured during
inspection exceeded any MASIPs issued by the ODNR (Figure 8).
Monitoring
Except for two periods, annulus pressures were monitored continuously. Specifically, annulus pressures
were not recorded during February 2019 (due to a recorder malfunction) and May 2020 (due to the well
being reworked) (Figure 9). Additionally, there were a total of 2 inspections where the annulus pressure
was <200 psi, and the injection pump was noted by inspector to be in operation. As previously mentioned,
this has potential integrity implications.
Plugging and Abandonment
ODNR Order 2020-118 details that a plan to plug the Ohio Shale interval was submitted to, and approved
by, the ODNR in April 2020. This plan was not included in the documents provided for our review but was
retrievable from RBDMS. The plugging appears to have been completed in late May 2020, as an inspection
report mentioned that the Ohio shale perforations had been squeezed off with cement.
Redbird 5 SWIW #25 (API # 34167297680000)
Area of Review
The injection rate in the Class II disposal well permit is 4,000–6,000 barrels per day, which according to
Ohio regulations would correspond to a 0.5-mile AOR. Using the monthly total injection volumes and
operational days per month provided in the annual report, it appears these estimated rates were very
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Table 5. Review checklist for the Redbird 5 SWIW #25 well (API # 34167297680000).
Category



Area of review
NA
Geologic
characterization
Setbacks
Well
construction
Mechanical
Integrity Tests
Injection
operations

NA

Monitoring

Plugging and
abandonment

NA
NA
NA

Specific item/action
Area of Review appropriate distance for injection volume
AOR items shown on maps
Appropriate corrective actions performed on applicable wells, witnessed by division
USDWs were mapped/inferred, depth of base provided
Faults were mapped
Geophysical logging suite conducted
Injection zone pressures/properties were measured
Setbacks satisfied
Casing mechanically centralized and cemented ≥500 ft above injection/potential flow
zone
Tubing and packer set ≤200 ft above injection zone, division witnessed
Cement evaluation logs submitted
MIT (part 1, part 2) conducted
MITs performed at required frequency, and at least 25% witnessed by division
Injection suspended if mechanical integrity fails
MASIP calculated
Injection pressures do not exceed calculated MASIP
Injection suspended and division notified if MASIP exceeded
Injection pressure & volumes monitored daily
Pressure of annulus between casing and tubing monitored at least monthly, 200 psi
minimum enforced
Annual monitoring reports submitted
Well correctly defined as abandoned, abandonment notice/plan submitted
Correct plugs/methods used, plugging witnessed by division
Plugging record submitted

Legend

Satisfied
Partially satisfied
Not satisfied
Unable to determine from reviewed documents

inaccurate, actual injection rates were ~6,600–11,900 barrels per day. These rates would not lead to a
different AOR being selected at that time, however according to the recently adopted regulations, the AOR
would be 2 miles. Due to time limitations, we were unable to locate formation properties for the Bass Islands
Dolomite and thus were unable to use the modified Theis equation to calculate a radius of endangerment.
The operator identified a total of 8 oil and gas wells within the 0.5-mile AOR (Figure 10) all drilled to the
Berea Sandstone, and none of these wells extend deeper than ~2,700 feet. While originally the Redbird #4
and #5 wells were to be drilled presumably around the same time (both permits were approved on the same
date), by the time of Redbird #5’s completion, the Redbird 4 well was in operation, as well as the Redbird
#2 well. The Redbird #2 well was cased and cemented across the injection zone utilized by the Redbird #5
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Figure 10. Map of Oil & Gas wells (ODNR, 2021) and water wells (DOW, 2022) within, and in the near
vicinity of, the 0.5 mile Area of Review boundary surrounding the proposed Redbird #5 well. Basemap
layers are USGS topographic maps (USGS, 2019b) overlaid on a hillshaded 30ft digital elevation model
(USGS, 2021).
well (Figure 2), and the Redbird #4 well had been reworked to utilize the same injection formation (Bass
Islands Dolomite) as the Redbird #5 well (Figure 7).
There is a memo included in the reviewed permit materials which instructs an ODNR inspector to conduct
a search for water wells located “within close proximity” to the Redbird #5 well. While there is no record
of the ODNR conducting a physical search for water wells in the provided inspection documents, a
document in the permit materials indicates that this search was conducted at 300 feet from the wellbore in
June 2018. Using digital records, we found a total of 7 water wells within the AOR (Figure 6), 6 of which
are domestic water wells (depths ranging from ~55–180 feet deep) and 1 is of unknown type (DOW, 2022).
The omission of these wells in the application materials is not against Ohio state regulations, however from
the lens of transparency with the public, water wells should be included in AOR maps.
Geologic Characterization
A statewide map of USDWs was included in the permit materials, and no finer resolution map was included.
The depth to the base of USDWs appears to have been estimated by the operator using 100 feet below the
base (693 feet above sea level) of the nearest perennial stream (Plum Run). The operator did include the
depth of the deepest nearby water well on the same side of Plum Run as the Redbird #5 well (177 feet) but
did not use this to calculate the bottom of the USDW. Assuming the well was drilled to the bottom of the
aquifer, the base of this USDW would be 606 feet above sea level, thus the operators estimate of the base
of the USDW being at 593 feet above sea level is generally in line with this approximation. However, this
is only true if no deeper USDWs exist, which we are unable to determine from the materials available to
our review. Although the well completion report indicates resistivity logs were run, they were not included
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in the documents available for our review and are not available on the well summary for Redbird #5 on the
ODNR’s Oil & Gas Well Viewer.
The geological documents in the permit application were limited to the inclusion of a map of statewide
USDWs, structural/contour maps of the Precambrian, Knox, Trenton, Dayton, Onondaga, and Berea
formations/units, and geophysical logs (e.g., Gamma ray, density neutron, and resistivity) apparently were
run when the well was drilled. As previously mentioned, geophysical logs were not included in the
documents shared by the ODNR and are absent from the ODNR’s Oil & Gas Well Viewer, thus it is unclear
if these were actually run. No faults were indicated in the structural contour maps provided. From the
documents provided, it is unclear if any formation properties were measured.
Well Construction
Unlike the other wells reviewed, cement logs and casing tickets were not included in the documents
provided. From an April 2020 email outlining the proposed cementing plan, the surface and intermediate
casings were to be cemented to the surface, and the production casing was to be “cemented back up into
the intermediate casing.” However, it is unclear if this means cement was to extend from the bottom of the
production casing, or at some point within 300 feet of the top of the injection zone. Inspection notes indicate
the top of cement on the production casing was at a depth of 1,510 feet, but the bottom of cement was not
noted. Thus, it is unclear what the actual extent of cement on the production casing was and cannot be
definitively compared to requirements in the regulations. The packer was installed at a depth of 4,312 feet,
or 31 feet below the top of the Bass Islands Dolomite in June 2020 (Figure 11).
Like the other operational Redbird wells, the operator appears to have violated OAC 1501:9-3-05(A)3 for
at least half of 2021. Specifically, there was a period of approximately 6 months where the operator did not
have an appropriate valve installed for ODNR inspectors to measure injection pressures. The operator was
warned to install this valve by and ODNR inspector during three consecutive inspections in May, August,
and October 2021. The operator does not appear to have installed the correct fitting until sometime prior to
the January 2022 inspection. No violation was issued for this infraction.
Mechanical Integrity Tests
Two MIT part 1s appear to have been conducted, the first in June 2020 at 1.2x the MASIP (1,200 psi), and
the second in August 2020 at the MASIP (1,005 psi). During the second MIT part 1, the annulus pressure
increased by ~21% (although did not decline over the 15-minute period). Cement bond logs were also
submitted to the division at this time, thus completing the MIT part 2. From the documents available to our
review, there appear to have been no mechanical integrity issues indicated.
Injection Operations
The MASIP was calculated by the operator using the formula given in OAC 1501:9-3-07. Because specific
gravity measurements do not appear to have been taken, a specific gravity of 1.2 was used for these
calculations. The assumption of a specific gravity of 1.2 for injected fluids appears to be a conservative
estimate, as approximately 75% of sampled produced waters from Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia
in the USGS produced water database have specific gravities of 1.19 or less (Engle et al., 2019). The MASIP
of 870 psi calculated by the operator matches our calculations and was established by the ODNR as the
MASIP in the permit issued in August 2018. Following the Redbird #4 out of zone migration, in October
2020 the injection formation of the Redbird #5 well was moved from the Ohio Shale to the Bass Islands
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Figure 11. Schematic of the Redbird #5 well. The red shaded area indicates the injection zone. Note, all
stratigraphic intervals recorded in the reviewed documents are provided; missing intervals indicate depths
where no formations were recorded. Except for the top of the cement on the production casing, all cement
intervals are from the proposed cementing plan, casing and cement tickets were not in the documents
provided for our review.
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Figure 12. Injection pressures in the Redbird #5 well reported in annual reports (blue circles and red
triangles) and measured by ODNR inspectors (black dots). Also included are MASIP(s) ordered by the
ODNR (red line).
Dolomite, and the MASIP was increased to 1,005 psi. No calculations were given for the new MASIP but
using the depth of the bottom of the production casing (4,371 feet) as an approximation of the new injection
depth, we calculated a MASIP of ~1,007 psi, which roughly aligns with the new MASIP of 1,005 psi
established by Order No. 2020-221 in October 2020. Documentation of this change was not included in the
documents we reviewed (this document was pulled from a previous search of files related to Redbird #5 on
RBDMS).
No recorded monthly maximum injection pressures, or injection pressures measured during inspection
exceeded any MASIPs issued by the ODNR (Figure 12).
Monitoring
In general, annulus pressures appear to have been monitored continuously, and no violations of OAC
1501:9-3-07 were noted (Figure 13). During one inspection the measured annulus pressure was <200 psi,
but that occurred when the well was not in operation. We cannot conclusively say that no violations

Figure 13. Annulus pressures in the Redbird #5 well reported in annual reports (circles and triangles) and
measured by ODNR inspectors (black dots). Blue filled shapes indicate months where the well was reported
as operational for every day of the month, and hollow shapes indicate months where the well was reported
as operational for portions of the month. The red shaded box indicates annulus pressures which are in
violation of the operational conditions in the injection well permit and may indicate integrity issues.
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occurred during any ODNR inspections however, as during an inspection conducted in May 2021, the
ODNR inspector recorded no injection or annulus pressures, and provided no meaningful narrative of the
events of their inspection.
It is worth mentioning that we were only able to review roughly three months of monitoring data for this
well. Thus, these observations may not be representative of annulus pressure monitoring practices at this
well over the future lifespan.
Plugging and Abandonment
No plugging and/or abandonment operations appear to have been conducted in association with this well.
Redbird Wells Summary
In general, none of the Redbird well completion reports contain any logging of the depths of freshwater
strata. Instead, the base of fresh water appears to have been primarily estimated using statewide USDW
maps and the base of the nearby perennial stream. No discussion of the resistivity logs appears to have been
included in the permit materials available to our review (Redbird #2 and Redbird #4).
Relatively limited geologic descriptions of the injection formation appear to have been conducted for the
Redbird #2 and Redbird #4 wells. For example, there is no description of approximately 16 feet of the
injection interval in the Redbird #2 well. In a more egregious example, there is zero description of the first
injection zone of the Redbird #4 well. Specifically, the driller logs contain no mentions of the depth intervals
of the Ohio Shale. It is unclear why the ODNR did not require the operator to provide details concerning
the formation they planned to inject produced water into. Given the out of zone migration that occurred due
to the Redbird #4 well utilizing a formation with little primary permeability, this oversight appears to have
possibly enabled this migration to occur. Specifically, as the permeability of this rock layer was provided
by a fracture network, it should have been apparent that this network could possibly facilitate the migration
of injected fluids over relatively long distances by providing approximately direct flow paths. Regardless,
this omission seems to be against the requirements of section 1421(b)(1)(B) of the Safe Drinking Water
Act, which states the ODNR should require information in the permit application materials such as
“appropriate geological data on the injection zone and confining zones including lithologic description,
geological name, thickness, and depth.” The only one of these items that was provided by the operator in
the permit materials was the name of the formation.
There are also inconsistent constructional conditions issued to each well. Specifically, the construction
requirements under OAC 1501:9-3-05(A)(3) indicate the operator should install a fitting in accordance with
the construction conditions established by the ODNR. Across all Redbird wells (i.e., Redbird #2, Redbird
#4, and Redbird #5), there was a period from May to October 2021 where the ODNR inspector was unable
to attach their pressure monitoring gauge due to the operator not having the specified fitting installed (i.e.,
¼ inch female threaded fitting). Consequently, the inspector was forced to use a gauge supplied by the
operator to make their pressure measurements. It is unclear if similar calibration procedures are observed
by both the ODNR and the operator, thus these measurements may have been inaccurate. If measurement
inaccuracies did occur, they may have obscured operational issues (e.g., insufficient annulus pressures
which could indicate a loss of mechanical integrity and thus possible fluid migration as explained below).
Thus, it is unclear why the ODNR chose to ignore enforcing their permit conditions.
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Established operational conditions also appear to have been violated without any associated penalty.
Specifically, violations to OAC 1501:9-3-07, which stipulates there must be a minimum of 200 psi on the
annulus while injection is occurring does not appear to have been enforced. There were a total of 12 and 2
inspections of the Redbird #2 well, and Redbird #4 well, respectively where the ODNR noted the injection
pump was injecting, but the annulus pressure was less than the 200 psi minimum. No enforcement actions
appear to have been taken, despite this deficiency indicating there may be potential integrity issues between
the injection tubing and annulus of the well. If this pressure differential does not exist, it is possible for
injected fluids to interact with the casing, bypassing a safeguard against casing corrosion (USEPA, 2008).
As Appalachian produced waters typically exhibit high salinities (e.g., >100,000 mg/L Total Dissolved
Solids) (Rossi & DiGiulio, 2021), not enforcing this operational condition could lead to future integrity
failures of the production casing and possibly enable communication between injected fluids and USDWs.

Wells Associated with the Noble County Surface Expression
On January 24, 2021, a surface expression of produced water occurred from the idle Gant Florence/Ohio
Power Co. production well (API# 34121232160000) owned by Genesis Resources in Noble County
(hereafter referred to as the “Genesis well”). During this event, produced water flowed from the well to the
ground surface and into a nearby stream for four days until the well was shut in (Harvilla, 2021a).
Ultimately, the well emitted at least 40,000 barrels of produced water over two weeks, killing roughly 500
fish/aquatic species (Ritzer, 2021). The ODNR is currently investigating on the cause of this event, however
the injection of produced water at two nearby Class II disposal wells owned by DeepRock Disposal
Solutions has been hypothesized to have caused this incident (Harvilla, 2021a). These wells are the Travis
Unit SWIW #7 (API # 34121240860000) and the Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 (API # 34121239950000)
and are located 2.37 and 2.56 miles away, respectively (Figure 14).
Here we utilize the checklist for assessing Class II disposal to examine if there are systematic deficiencies
in these two wells. Because 2021 annual reports are not yet available, we are unable to examine operation
actions immediately prior to this event.
Travis Unit SWIW #7 (API # 34121240860000)
Area of Review
The injection rate in the Class II disposal well permit is 200–2,000 bbl per day, which according to Ohio
regulations would correspond to a 0.5-mile AOR. Using the monthly total injection volumes and operational
days per month provided in the annual report, it appears these rates were an underestimate, actual injection
rates were ~254–2,828 bbl per day. These rates would not lead to a different AOR being selected at that
time, however according to the recently adopted regulations, the AOR would be 2 miles.
Even if the larger AOR were used, the Genesis well (2.37 miles away) would have not been reviewed.
Using the modified Theis equation to calculate the radius of endangerment (i.e., the area where injected
fluids may migrate to) appears to have been more appropriate than using a fixed distance area of review.
Specifically, using the distance from the bottom of the lowest USDW (52 feet) to the top of the injection
formation (5,856 feet), the estimated injection rate (1.29x106 ft3/day), an assumed permeability and porosity
of the injection formation (0.69 millidarcies and 8%, respectively — average values measured in the Clinton
Sandstone by Riley et al. (2010)), the radius of endangerment of the Travis well was estimated to be
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Figure 14. Location of the Gant Florence/Ohio Power Co. well, Class II disposal wells, and oil and gas wells (a). Well locations taken from the
ODNR Well Viewer (ODNR, 2021) and basemap layers are USGS topographic maps (USGS, 2019e, 2019a, 2019d, 2019c) overlaid on a hillshaded
30ft digital elevation model (USGS, 2021). Cross section of wells likely associated with the Genesis (Gant Florence/Ohio Power Co.) well surface
expression incident (b). Note: missing intervals indicate depths where no formations were recorded in well completion reports.
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Table 6. Review checklist for the Travis Unit SWIW #7 well (API # 34121240860000).
Category



Area of review
NA
Geologic
characterization
Setbacks
Well construction

Mechanical
Integrity Tests
Injection
operations

NA

Monitoring

Plugging and
abandonment

NA
NA
NA

Specific item/action
Area of Review appropriate distance for injection volume
AOR items shown on maps
Appropriate corrective actions performed on applicable wells, witnessed by division
USDWs were mapped/inferred, depth of base provided
Faults were mapped
Geophysical logging suite conducted
Injection zone pressures/properties were measured
Setbacks satisfied
Casing mechanically centralized and cemented ≥500 ft above injection/potential
flow zone
Tubing and packer set ≤200 ft above injection zone, division witnessed
Cement evaluation logs submitted
MIT (part 1, part 2) conducted
MITs performed at required frequency, and at least 25% witnessed by division
Injection suspended if mechanical integrity fails
MASIP calculated
Injection pressures do not exceed calculated MASIP
Injection suspended and division notified if MASIP exceeded
Injection pressure & volumes monitored daily
Pressure of annulus between casing and tubing monitored at least monthly, 200 psi
minimum enforced
Annual monitoring reports submitted
Well correctly defined as abandoned, abandonment notice/plan submitted
Correct plugs/methods used, plugging witnessed by division
Plugging record submitted

Legend

Satisfied
Partially satisfied
Not satisfied
Unable to determine from reviewed documents

3.47 miles. Thus, if the modified Theis equation was used to determine the AOR, the Genesis well (2.37
miles away) would have been included in the review of wells penetrating the proposed injection formation.
The submitted permit materials contain a map of the oil and gas wells inside the AOR. Using current ODNR
oil and gas well data (ODNR, 2021), there are a total of 92 constructed wells within the AOR. An ODNR
inspector determined no water wells were nearby by walking a 500-foot radius around the well. Three water
wells with depths ranging from ~40–60 feet deep are located within the AOR, but are generally ~2,000 feet
or greater away (DOW, 2022). The omission of these wells in the application materials is not against Ohio
state regulations, however from the lens of transparency with the public, water wells should be included in
AOR maps.
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Figure 15. Map of Oil & Gas wells (ODNR, 2021) and water wells (DOW, 2022) within, and in the near
vicinity of, the 0.5-mile Area of Review boundary surrounding the Travis Unit SWIW #7 well. Basemap
layers are USGS topographic maps (USGS, 2019e) overlaid on a hillshaded 30ft digital elevation model
(USGS, 2021).
No corrective actions appear to have been performed on any wells within the AOR. Given the Genesis well
incident, the 0.5-mile fixed distance AOR was completely ineffective, as the Genesis well should have been
included in the reviewed wells (and would have been if the AOR was determined by calculating the radius
of endangerment). The ODNR performed a preliminary review of these wells claimed all five wells within
0.50 miles that extended below the Onondaga Limestone had adequate cement over the injection
zone/perforated formations. While these five wells have details of casing/cementing provided in the permit
materials, no actual cement logs were included. Instead, handwritten cementing details were supplied. In
general, the oil and gas wells have anywhere from 518–1,864 feet of cement overlying the Clinton
Sandstone, and the injection wells have at least 1,941 feet of cement above the injection formation.
Geologic Characterization
No discussion, or maps of the locations of USDWs appears within the permit materials. Thus, from the
reviewed documents it appears that little attention was given to nearby USDWs that may be impacted by
injection operations. If this were the actual case, then this appears to be directly against the section 1425
guidance issued by the USEPA, which states applications should include: “Geologic name, and depth to
bottom of all underground sources of drinking water which may be affected by the injection” (USEPA,
1981). As such, the omission of these materials appears to be a violation of section 1425.
Geologic logs, including gamma ray, photo density, neutron, temperature, audio, induction, and CCL/VDL
were run during the initial well construction in 2004. However no new logs were run when the well was
converted to a Class II disposal well in 2010. While this was not a requirement, it would be inline with best
practices as cement bonds degrade over time, and given the possibility of fluid migration, redetermining
the integrity of the cement on the casing following well conversion would be prudent.
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While various formation pressures (e.g., breakdown pressure, instantaneous shut in pressure) were collected
during both the initial construction and conversion of the well, no pre stimulated pressures of the injection
formation were included in the permit materials. Formation porosity and permeability also appear to have
not been measured (or at least not clearly defined in the permit materials). Additionally, the recording of
depths of encountered formations is spotty. For example, no description of the rock layers from ~5,550–
5,790 feet is provided (Figure 16). Furthermore, only one depth is given for the Salina Formation, a
formation comprised of layers of shale and dolomite which are interbedded with evaporites (Norris, 1978).
The thickness of this formation is especially pertinent information, as the third packer was installed 37 feet
below the top of the Salina, and the Salina appears to be 56 feet thick at the Haga-Travis Unit #1 well (API
# 34121219250000) ~0.25 miles NW of the Travis well. Thus, salt layers may be present below the packer
depth and pose a potential fluid migration pathway (if the salt layers were to dissolve following fluid
interaction) for injected fluids if the casing were to fail (Ge et al., 2022).
Well Construction
The top of cement extends 1,684 feet above the injection formation, and thus conforms to Ohio regulations
concerning the minimum height above the injection zone. No hydraulic properties were given for any of
the geologic formations, but the aforementioned evaporite layers in the Salina Formation could be potential
flow zones. Cement extends 500 feet above the top of this formation, and over 1,100 feet below the top of
this formation, thus it is likely adequately cemented.
The Travis well appears to have been plagued with packer issues, during the period of 2010-2020 a total of
three packers were installed and there appear to have been integrity issues associated with each packer
installation. The first of these was set at 5,847 feet in August 2010, however, it is unclear if this packer was
correctly set (details are provided in the following mechanical integrity section). This packer was replaced
in February 2011, with a new packer set at 4,561 feet, a depth 1,295 feet above the injection formation —
almost 13x more than the acceptable distance stipulated by the regulations. A variance for this depth was
granted by the ODNR, who stated no adverse effect of setting the packer at this increased distance above
the injection formation was anticipated due to the height of cement behind the production casing. The final
packer was set at 5,039 feet (829 feet above the injection zone) in January 2019. A detailed discussion of
the concerns regarding these packers is given in the following mechanical integrity section.
Cement logs from the initial well drilling were submitted, but new logs do not appear to have been run (or
are not in the documents that we were provided). Issues concerning the reliance on old cement bond logs
are outlined in the Mechanical Integrity Tests section below, but in short, old cement bond logs likely do
not provide an accurate representation of the current cement annulus integrity.
Mechanical Integrity Tests
Mechanical integrity tests (MIT), both part 1 and 2 were conducted at least once for this well. MIT part 1
appears to have been successfully performed at least four times over 11 years, and every test we were able
to review appears to have been witnessed by the ODNR. However, there appear to have been chronic issues
maintaining mechanical integrity within this well. For example, the MIT part 1 appears to have been first
conducted in late June 2010. During this test (and at least three subsequent tests) the annulus was unable to
maintain the pressure applied to it. Casing issues were discovered, and a lead patch was applied. Following
the repairs, the first “successful” MIT part 1 appears to have been conducted in mid-August 2010.
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Figure 16. Schematic of the Travis Unit SWIW #7 well. The numbers and thick lines indicate the order
and depths of each packer installed, respectively. Note, all stratigraphic intervals recorded in the reviewed
documents from the top of the Big Lime to the bottom of the well bore are provided; missing intervals
indicate depths where no formations were recorded. The thickness of the Salina formation is for illustrative
purposes only, the actual formation thickness was not recorded in the well logs.
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During this test, the packer was installed at a depth of 5,847 feet (Figure 16) but failed to hold the applied
pressure (1,735 psi, the original MASIP). The operator and ODNR inspector then dropped the pressure to
1,300 psi, and when that pressure was held, the ODNR decided to use 1,300 psi as the MASIP. This is
concerning as packer tests should be pass/fail, with a fail indicating there is a loss of integrity within the
annulus. That may either be between the production tubing and the production casing, or the casing and the
surrounding cement/formation. Either option is troubling. Class II disposal well annuli are meant to be filled
with a corrosion inhibitor, which extends the casing lifespan. Communication between the injected fluids
and the annulus could result in corrosion of the casing. If the loss of integrity is with the casing itself, then
that could result in a potential migration pathway for injected fluids outside of the injection formation.
Regardless, either scenario represents a potential threat to USDWs in the area. It is unclear why the ODNR
thought injecting at a lower pressure was an acceptable solution to the loss of pressure, rather than requiring
the operator to identify and correct the issue prior to starting injection operations, as the Ohio regulations
do not stipulate this is an acceptable way to respond to loss of pressure during a MIT.
Following this test, three more successful MIT part 1 were conducted (February 2011, February 2016, and
January 2019), at ~1.5x, ~1.1x, and ~1.1x the contemporary MASIPs, respectively.
While MIT part 1 was conducted multiple times, MIT part 2 seems to effectively only been conducted once.
During permitting the conversion of the well from an OG well to a SWD well (2010), the cement bond logs
created during the initial well construction (2004) were submitted. These documents were used again to
request a variance for increasing the space between the packer height and the injection formation to over
800 feet (>8x the distance specified in the regulations at the time). The variance was granted on January 9,
2019 with the ODNR concluding “no adverse effect is anticipated by having the packer set 829 feet above
the injection zone.”
This is puzzling, as over the interval from 5,176–5,350 feet (137–311 feet below the packer depth) ALL
Consulting determined there was anywhere from between 90-20% bond integrity between the cement and
casing. Thus, during this interval, there may be as little as one line of protection (i.e., only the production
casing) guarding against possible fluid migration (Figure 16). A 40-arm image caliper log run at this time
(December 2018) noted portions of the production casing were distorted. While inspection reports indicate
well completion activities were conducted following this log, it is unclear from the provided documents if
this distortion was corrected. Furthermore, in December 2018, the cement bond logs were 15 years old, if
the bond was at 20% then, it is exceedingly likely that the actual bond is lower than 20%. From the
documents available for our review, it does not appear that newer bond logs were run.
Injection Operations
From the permit materials available to our review, it does not appear that the operator calculated the MASIP
using the equation provided in OAC 1501:9-3-07. However, this may be explained by this rule being
enacted 2 years after the permit application (although the operator submitted these calculations with the
Warren well application in 2008). The ODNR required MASIPs of 1,300 psi for September 2010 – February
2011, and 1,735 psi thereafter. Using the earliest submitted specific gravity sample (1.06), and the injection
depth (5,856 feet) in the equation provided in OAC 1501:9-3-07, we calculated a MASIP of 1,704 psi.
While these values differ, our calculations rely on an assumed specific gravity. Using a specific gravity of
1.05 would yield a MASIP of 1,730 psi which is generally in line with the ODNR’s recommendation.
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Figure 17. Injection pressures in the Travis Unit SWIW #7 well reported in annual reports (blue circles
and red triangles) and measured by ODNR inspectors (black dots). Also included are MASIPs (yellow
circles), as calculated using the specific gravity measurements and the equation provided in OAC 1501:93-07, and MASIP(s) ordered by the ODNR (red line). The grey shaded box indicates the period of the
produced water surface expression from the Genesis well.
Regardless, from the lens of transparency, the ODNR should have included their calculations for
determining the MASIP.
Both the maximum monthly injection pressures reported in annual reports, and injection pressures measured
during ODNR inspections do not exceed the ODNR mandated MASIPs. Consequently, there does not
appear to have been any need to cancel injection following an exceedance of the MASIP. However,
beginning in 2014, there is a cyclic pattern of the MASIP (1,735 psi) issued by the ODNR being higher
than that as calculated from the specific gravity measurements and the formula provided in OAC 1501:93-07. Thus, the ordered MASIP may have not been appropriate given the actual specific gravity of the
injected fluids.
Monitoring
Injection volumes and pressures appear to have been monitored daily (although report forms do not provide
data at a daily resolution). Maximum and daily average injection pressures were not included for February,
April, and July in the 2013 annual report, however. It is unclear if these data were submitted at a later time,
or if the ODNR followed up on these omissions.
There appear to have been multiple violations of maintaining an acceptable annulus pressure during
injection, however the ODNR appears to have never issued a formal violation despite this being in violation
of OAC 1501:9-3-07. Specifically, there were 72 times when there was injection pressure measured during
an ODNR inspection and the annulus pressure was below the 200-psi minimum defined in the operational
conditions of the injection well permit (Figure 18). Of these, 22 inspections involved the ODNR inspector
noting the pump was not in operation (or some well workover activity was being conducted). During the
remaining 50 inspections, the injection pump was noted as operational, and the annulus pressure was less
than the required 200 psi. The ODNR seems aware of this issue, as there were several streaks of warnings
issued by the inspector for not maintaining a positive pressure on the annulus. In particular, during three
consecutive inspections (September 18, 2012, October 23, 2012, and October 30, 2012) the inspector
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Figure 18. Annulus pressures in the Travis Unit SWIW #7 well reported in annual reports (circles and
triangles) and measured by ODNR inspectors (black dots). Blue filled shapes indicate months where the
well was reported as operational for every day of the month, and hollow shapes indicate months where the
well was reported as operational for portions of the month. The red shaded box indicates annulus pressures
which are in violation of the operational conditions in the injection well permit (and may indicate integrity
issues) and the grey shaded box indicates the period of the produced water surface expression from the
Genesis well.
warned the operator about the need to maintain a positive pressure. Despite the multitudes of warnings, and
obvious failure of the operator to act upon them, no violations were issued by the ODNR.
It is unclear why there was a chronic lack of maintaining an acceptable annulus pressure in this well. One
possible explanation could be issues with the production tubing and packer, leading to a leak of the injected
fluids into the annulus and thus increasing the potential of fluid migration. However, this does not appear
to be the case as this issue would manifest in a positive relationship between the injection and annulus
pressure, and no such relationship exists. Thus, there may be integrity issues with the production casing in
this well, but from the reviewed documents we cannot conclusively say this was the case.
Annual reports were submitted for every year 2010-2020. However, many of these reports were seemingly
submitted after the deadlines (February 14 for the years 2010-2016, and April 15 thereafter). Specifically,
the received stamp dates on the 2010 and 2012 all are later than the deadline. However, in the case of 2010,
this well was not in operation at that point in time, thus this may explain the late submission of that report.
If the received stamp date indicates the actual submission date of the 2012 report, then this report was
submitted almost exactly one year past the submission deadline. From the compliance notices supplied by
the ODNR, it appears that no violation was issued in response to this seemingly, extremely late submission.
A violation was issued for the late submission of 2015 annual report, however. In this case, the report
submission deadline was extended to March 15th, after the initial deadline was not met. A violation was
issued when the extended deadline was not met (Compliance Notice No. -966989191), and the report was
finally submitted on March 23rd. It is unclear if any penalty was associated with this violation. Lastly, the
2017 annual report seems to have also been submitted late, with the date of the authorized agent signature
being 9 days later (April 24th) than the submission deadline (April 15th). From the reviewed documents, no
violation appears to have been issued in response.
In addition to being a violation of the state regulations, the late submission of monitoring reports is
concerning from the standpoint of possible endangerment to USDWs, as late submissions could potentially
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obscure the well operating at conditions outside of those established by ODNR permits. For example, if the
well were operating at injection pressures exceeding the MASIP, and a monitoring report were submitted
past the reporting deadline, this could delay the ODNR reacting to this inadequacy (e.g., ordering injection
to cease for a period to allow pressures to dissipate) and possibly lead to an overpressurization of the
injection formation.
Plugging and Abandonment
No plugging and/or abandonment operations appear to have been conducted in association with this well.
Table 7. Review checklist for the Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 well (API # 34121239950000).
Category



Area of review
NA
Geologic
characterization
Setbacks
Well
construction
Mechanical
Integrity Tests
Injection
operations

Monitoring

Plugging and
abandonment

NA
NA
NA

Specific item/action
Area of Review appropriate distance for injection volume
AOR items shown on maps
Appropriate corrective actions performed on applicable wells, witnessed by division
USDWs were mapped/inferred
Faults were mapped
Geophysical logging suite conducted, submitted
Injection zone pressures/properties were measured
Setbacks satisfied
Casing mechanically centralized and cemented ≥500 ft above injection/potential flow
zone
Tubing and packer set ≤200 ft above injection zone, division witnessed
Cement evaluation logs submitted
MIT (part 1, part 2) conducted
MITs performed at required frequency, and at least 25% witnessed by division
Injection suspended if mechanical integrity fails
MASIP calculated
Injection pressures do not exceed calculated MASIP
Injection suspended, division notified if MASIP exceeded
Injection pressure & volumes monitored daily
Pressure of annulus between the casing and tubing monitored at least monthly, 200 psi
minimum enforced
Annual monitoring reports submitted
Well correctly defined as abandoned, abandonment notice/plan submitted
Correct plugs/methods used, plugging witnessed by division
Plugging record submitted

Legend

Satisfied
Partially satisfied
Not satisfied
Unable to determine from reviewed documents
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Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 (API # 34121239950000)
Area of Review
The injection rate in the Class II disposal well permit is 200–1000 bbl per day, which according to Ohio
regulations would correspond to a 0.5-mile AOR. Using the monthly total injection volumes and operational
days per month provided in the annual report, it appears these rates were an underestimate, actual injection
rates were ~210–2,500 bbl per day. While this factor would not change the AOR selected using the
regulations in place at the time of well permitting, using the volumetric rates in the recently adopted
regulations, the AOR used would be 2 miles.
However even with this expanded AOR, the Genesis well (2.56 miles away) would have not been reviewed.
Using the modified Theis equation to calculate the zone of endangerment (i.e., the area where injected fluids
may migrate to) seems to have been more appropriate than using a fixed distance area of review. Using the
distance from the bottom of the lowest USDW (52 feet) to the top of the injection formation (5,752 feet),
the estimated injection rate (1.43x106 ft3/day), an assumed permeability and porosity of the injection
formation (0.69 millidarcies and 8%, respectively — average values measured in the Clinton Sandstone by
Riley et al. (2010)), the radius of endangerment of the Warren well was estimated to be 3.65 miles. Thus,
if the modified Theis equation was used to determine the AOR, the Genesis well would have been included
in the review of wells penetrating the proposed injection formation.
A map of oil and gas wells inside the AOR was provided in the permit application materials. Using current
ODNR oil and gas well data (ODNR (Ohio Department of Natural Resources), 2021), there are a total of
107 constructed wells within the AOR. The presence of nearby water wells was determined by an ODNR
inspector physically walking a 1,000 feet radius around well to look for water wells; none were found

Figure 19. Map of Oil & Gas wells (ODNR, 2021) and water wells (DOW, 2022) within, and in the near
vicinity of, the 0.5 mile Area of Review boundary surrounding the Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 well.
Basemap layers are USGS topographic maps (USGS, 2019e) overlaid on a hillshaded 30ft digital elevation
model (USGS, 2021).
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during this search. However, there are three water wells (depths ranging from ~40-60 feet deep) located
within the AOR, but are generally ~2,000 feet or greater away (DOW, 2022). The omission of these wells
in the application materials is not against Ohio state regulations, however from the lens of transparency
with the public, water wells should be included in AOR maps.
No corrective actions appear to have been performed on any wells within the AOR. Specifically, the
operator claimed all wells within 0.50 miles had adequate cement over the injection zone/perforated
formations. However, only three of the wells within the AOR have details of casing/cementing in the permit
materials. Of these three wells, cement logs are only included for well 34121240860000, and well
34121239950000. The other well has handwritten cementing details which indicate there are 4,275 feet of
cement from the bottom of the wellbore. Additionally, there are ~1,300 feet of cement that extend below
the land surface. The remainder are described as “shallow”. It is unclear how this was determined. As of
2010 there were three wells drilled at this time whose depths extend 4,000 or more feet below the land
surface. None of these wells are mentioned in the permit documents. Thus, it appears that the review of oil
and gas wells located within the AOR was not a complete review, and not in line with OAC 1501:9-3-06.
Geologic Characterization
A map of USDWs in the state was included with permit materials, however it appears of very poor spatial
resolution. No further information regarding USDWs were in the permit materials or the supplied
documents. From reviewing water wells in the AOR it appears that wells in the area tap aquifers within 100
feet of the land surface
No geologic maps appear in the permitting material, and thus faults do not appear to have been mapped.
However, this requirement was instituted in OAC 1501:9-3-06 which was effective October 1, 2012, about
two years after this well was permitted. However, given the potential of fracture networks to facilitate
subsurface transport of injected fluids, and the possibility of seismic events in response to injection
operations, not confirming the integrity of nearby formations introduces a possible risk to nearby USDWs.
Only gamma ray and casing-collar locator logs are present in the reviewed documents. Resistivity logs do
not appear to have been run, or if they were, they were not included in the documents reviewed. Including
these logs, as well as providing an interpretation of them, would have been useful for delineating the base
of USDWs. The original well permit mentions that compensated density, epithermal neutron, temperature,
and induction logs were also run, but these logs do not appear in those permit materials. Presumably some
injection zone properties (e.g., porosity) were measured, however these data were not available for our
review.
Well Construction
The amount of cement used during well construction conforms to Ohio regulations, 1,651 feet of cement
were placed above the injection zone, 1,100 feet great than what regulations call for. We were unable to
assess how this amount of cement relates to possible flow zones, as no hydraulic properties of wellbore
geology were provided in the documents provided. Cement evaluation logs were submitted with permit
materials.
While the well cementing appears satisfactory, there appear to have been issues with the packer in this well
(although not to the degree of those in the Travis well). Initially (September 2008), the packer was installed
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Figure 20. Schematic of the Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 well. The numbers and thick lines indicate the
order and depths of each packer installed, respectively. Note, all stratigraphic intervals recorded in the
reviewed documents from the top of the Big Lime to the bottom of the well bore are provided; missing
intervals indicate depths where no formations were recorded. The thickness of the Salina formation is for
illustrative purposes only, the actual formation thickness was not recorded in the well logs.
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at a depth of 5,744 feet, 20 feet above the injection zone, and thus in line with the contemporary regulations
(≤100 feet above the injection zone). Almost four years later (January 2012) this packer began leaking and
a new one was installed at a depth of 5,575 feet, 189 feet above the injection zone (a variance for the
increased distance was granted by the ODNR). Another four years later (May 2016), more packer issues
arose (seven holes were discovered above the packer), and the tubing and packer were replaced, with the
packer installed at 5,565 feet, 199 feet above the injection zone (again a variance was granted by the
ODNR). Thus, the apparent difficulty of ensuring a good packer seal in this well, like the Travis well,
suggests possible casing defects.
Mechanical Integrity Tests
Mechanical integrity tests (MIT), both part 1 and 2 were conducted at least once for this well. MIT part 1
appears to have been successfully performed at least three times over 12 years, and every test available for
our review appears to have been witnessed by the ODNR. The initial MIT part 1 was conducted in
September 2008 at the MASIP with no decline over 15 minutes. Four years later (January 2012), the next
MIT part 1 was conducted when the packer was replaced; the annulus was tested at ~1.09x the MASIP and
declined by ~1.5% over 15 minutes. The latest MIT part 1 was conducted during the installation of the third
packer; the annulus was tested at ~1.07x the MASIP and declined by ~0.55% over 15 minutes.
Although MIT part 1 was conducted multiple times, MIT part 2 seems to have only been conducted once.
While not prohibited by the contemporary or new regulations, this is concerning from a fluid migration
standpoint, as subsequent MIT part 1s alone cannot determine the risk of the external migration of injected
fluids into USDWs (Nielsen & Aller, 1984). During permitting the conversion of the well from an OG well
to a SWD well (2008), the cement bond logs from the initial well construction (2001) were submitted.
These documents were used again to request a variance for increasing the space between the packer height
and the injection formation to ~200 feet. The variance was granted on January 9, 2019, with the ODNR
concluding “no adverse effect is anticipated by having the packer set 199 feet above the injection zone.”
Updated bond logs were not requested.

Figure 21. Injection pressures in the Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 well reported in annual reports (blue
circles and red triangles) and measured by ODNR inspectors (black dots). Also included are MASIPs
(yellow circles), as calculated using the specific gravity measurements and the equation provided in OAC
1501:9-3-07, and MASIP(s) ordered by the ODNR (red line). The grey shaded box indicates the period of
the produced water surface expression from the Genesis well.
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In general, there appears to be only one direct mention of integrity issues in the documents available to our
review. Specifically, an inspection report in January 2021 notes the operator contacted the ODNR to notify
them of equalizing pressures between the tubing and annulus, and the ODNR told them to cease injection
immediately and repair the issue. Thus, injection appears to have been suspended in light of the tubing
integrity fail.
Injection Operations
A MASIP of 1,678 psi was calculated in the permit application materials. Using the specific gravity from
the attached lab report (1.06), and the injection depth (5,752 feet) in the equation provided in OAC 1501:93-07, we calculated a MASIP of 1,674 psi, which is in line with the operator’s calculations. As such, the
ODNR mandated a MASIP of 1,680 psi.
It appears that only one violation was given for injecting at pressures exceeding the MASIP (March 1,
2018). However, the maximum monthly injection pressure (gathered from the annual reports) exceeded
1,680 psi twice – sometime during December 2012 (1,710 psi), and again sometime during March 2017
(1,682 psi). The violation was only issued for the latter of these two incidents, and the first infraction
appears to have incurred no penalty. In addition to these incidents, during two periods near 2015 (Figure
21, red arrows) the monthly maximum injection pressure appears to have exceeded that of the MASIP
calculated using the equation in OAC 1501:9-3-07. In order 2008-63 item 3, the operator is required to
maintain a specific gravity of 1.06 or less. If this value is exceeded the ODNR must be contacted
immediately and injection ceased. If the fluid specific gravity is not lowered under this threshold within 48
hours, the MASIP is reduced to 1,330 psi. The specific gravity of injected fluids exceeded 1.06 thrice in
2014 (June, November, and December), twice in 2015 (May, September), thrice in 2016 (April, May, July),
and once in 2017 (November). However, from the documents available, it is unclear if the responses to
these exceedances required by order 2008-63 were undertaken. It is unclear why the ODNR felt this issue
was important enough to create a line item in order 2008-63, yet not act on violations to it.
It appears the operator did not contact the ODNR in both cases where the MASIP was exceeded, and
subsequently violated OAC 1501:9-3-06. As no violation was issued for the first exceedance (December
2012), it seems likely the ODNR was unaware of this violation. While a violation was issued for the second
exceedance (March 2018), the ODNR apparently only noticed this violation from reviewing annual reports.
Thus, the operator has a history of injecting at pressures exceeding the MASIP and not notifying the ODNR,
and this behavior may have been partly responsible for the overpressurization of the injection formations
that led to the Genesis well surface expression.
Monitoring
Injection volumes and pressures appear to have been monitored daily, although report forms do not provide
these data at a daily resolution. Maximum and daily average injection pressures were not included for April
and May in the 2013 annual report, however. It is unclear if these data were submitted at a later time, or if
the ODNR followed up on these omissions.
In general, annual pressures were monitored on a continuous basis, and thus were measured at least
monthly. However, there is a gap in these data during April and May of 2013. A total of 46,640 barrels
were injected during this period, but maximum and minimum annulus pressures were not recorded.
Additionally minimum annulus pressures were not recorded during the entire year of 2010. It is unclear if
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an updated report exists with these missing data, if they were measured but not recorded, or simply not
measured at all.
Like the Travis Unit SWIW #7 well, there appear to have been multiple violations of maintaining an
acceptable annulus pressure during injection, however the ODNR appears to have never issued a formal
violation despite this being in violation of OAC 1501:9-3-07. Specifically, there were 14 times when there
was injection pressure measured during an ODNR inspection and the annulus pressure was below the 200psi minimum defined in the operational conditions of the injection well permit (Figure 22). Only 2 of these
occurred when the ODNR inspector noted the injection pump was not in operation (or some well workover
activity was being conducted), and 3 of these contain no mention of the status of the injection pump. The
injection pump was noted as operational in the remaining 9 incidents, and the annulus pressure was less
than the required 200 psi. Unlike the Travis Unit SWIW #7 well, warnings were not issued by the ODNR
inspector for these infractions. It is unclear why the ODNR did not deal with these infractions in a consistent
manner across the two wells and did not issue violations for not meeting the permit operating conditions,
as they may indicate possible integrity issues.
Annual reports were submitted for every year 2008-2020. However, many of these reports were seemingly
submitted after the deadlines (February 14th for the years 2008-2016, and April 15th thereafter). Specifically,
the received stamp dates on the 2008, 2010, and 2012 all are later than the deadline. The 2015 annual report
was not submitted by the deadline. The deadline was then extended to March 15th, which was also not met.
A violation was issued (Compliance Notice No. -965290152), and the report was finally submitted on
March 23rd. It is unclear if any penalty was associated with this violation. The 2017 annual report also
appears to have been submitted late, as the date of the authorized agent signature is 9 days later (April 24th)
than the submission deadline (April 15th). However, no violation appears to have been issued in response.
These late submissions pose similar concerns (i.e., obscuring disposal well operational conditions) as
discussed in the Travis well section.

Figure 22. Annulus pressures in the Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 well reported in annual reports (circles
and triangles) and measured by ODNR inspectors (black dots). Blue filled shapes indicate months where
the well was reported as operational for every day of the month, and hollow shapes indicate months where
the well was reported as operational for portions of the month. The red shaded box indicates annulus
pressures which are in violation of the operational conditions in the injection well permit (and may indicate
integrity issues) and the grey shaded box indicates the period of the produced water surface expression from
the Genesis well.
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Plugging and Abandonment
No plugging and/or abandonment operations appear to have been conducted in association with this well.
Summary
Both the Travis Unit SWIW #7 and Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 wells have several issues from the lens
of protecting USDWs. Firstly, we were unable to find any clear description of USDWs in the vicinity of
these wells. While a regional map of aquifers was included with the Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 well
permit materials, it was at extremely coarse spatial resolution (i.e., statewide rather than county or
township). No further examination appears to have been given to this topic, although it is possible that
operators were supplied with information from ODNR staff, however if that were the case, that information
should be included in the permit materials for possible public review. Additionally, both well completion
reports contain no recording of depths of freshwater strata, despite this being a line item on the well
completion form. Thus, the operators (and ODNR) appear to have relied on poor resolution maps to
demonstrate the lack of USDWs, rather than complement regional scale data with field data and better
constrain the extents of these units.
The search for water wells conducted by the ODNR was conducted at two different search radii, 1,000 feet
for the Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 well (in May 2008), and 500 feet for the Travis Unit SWIW #7 well
(May 2010). It is unclear why a consistent search radius was not used. Both wells fall within the same AOR
tier, and the Travis well was expected to inject more fluids than the Warren well. As it stands it appears
these search distances were conducted haphazardly. While outlining the location of these wells is not
required by Ohio regulations, it does seem appropriate from the lens of public transparency.
Next, very little geologic description of the injection formation appears to have been conducted. Crucial
injection formation properties (e.g., permeability, hydraulic conductivity, native formation pressure) that
establish the pre-injection conditions of the injection formation do not appear to have been measured (or if
they were, are not present in the permit materials). Thus, this omission precludes simulating possible threats
to nearby USDWs (i.e., calculating realistic radii of endangerment).
There are also inconsistent constructional conditions issued to each well. Specifically, the Warren Drilling
Co SWIW #6 well (permitted in August 2008) had a constructional condition stipulating the specific gravity
must not exceed the value (1.06) used to calculate the MASIP. The Travis Unit SWIW #7 well, permitted
2 years later, had no such stipulation, and the operator did not submit any MASIP calculations. However,
even though these conditions were defined for the Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 well, the ODNR took no
actions in response to the 10 specific gravity samples which exceeded the 1.06 threshold. Thus, there
appears to be a disconnect between permit conditions and the actual enforcement of those conditions.
Another example is the inconsistency of the enforcement of OAC 1501:9-3-07, which stipulates there must
be a minimum of 200 psi on the annulus while injection is occurring. There were a total of 50 and 9
inspections of the Travis Unit SWIW #7 well, and Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 well, respectively where
the ODNR noted the injection pump was injecting, but the annulus pressure was less than the 200 psi
minimum. No enforcement actions appear to have been taken, despite this deficiency indicating there may
be potential integrity issues with the well. This is an issue that is not unique to only these wells, a 2014
citizen’s audit of Ohio’s Class II disposal wells observed similar issues in multiple disposal wells (Rutz &
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English, 2014). Consequently, this appears to be a systematic issue, and enforcing these violations is crucial
to maintaining mechanical integrity and ensuring the isolation of USDWs from injected fluids.
A seemingly especially egregious overlooking occurred during the Genesis well incident. On January 24,
2021, the ODNR inspector assigned to the Travis and Warren wells requested the injection company cease
the inject of produced water at these two wells. This request was followed up by the manager of the ODNR
UIC program, and the injection company was again asked to stop injection. However, an inspector visiting
the well that evening found that the injection company resumed injection operations 3.5 hours prior to the
visit. Injection operations were immediately ceased upon the inspector’s request. From the documents
available for our review, it is unclear if penalties were issued following the actions of the injection company.
Inspection reports following this date were not available for our review, however the violation documents
released only extend until 2018. Thus, we cannot conclusively say no violation was issued. If this were the
case, it seems like an example of the ODNR lacking the ability to adhere to section 1425. As previously
stated, USDWs in the area are largely present in shallow sediments (i.e., <100 feet below the land surface).
The sheer volume of produced water emitted (i.e., 40,000 barrels or more) by the Genesis Well makes it
exceedingly likely some of these fluids entered local aquifers. Thus, the actions of the injection company
(i.e., resuming injection operations) represent a blatant disregard for local water quality and directly further
endangered nearby USDWs. From the documents available it appears no formal orders to cease injection
were issued, only requests. If no official orders were issued, this is a clear example of disregarding the
endangerment of surficial USDWs in the area.
Combining the Theis equation with the principle of superposition (i.e., combining the pressure effects
resulting from injection at multiple wells), it is apparent that the Genesis event likely occurred from an
overpressurization of the injection formations. Collectively, these wells appear to have added a substantial
amount of hydraulic head (>5,400 feet) to the Clinton/Medina Sandstones at the Genesis well. This head
addition manifested itself in an overpressurized abandoned well which flowed for two weeks, and directly
impaired nearby ecosystems. ODNR regulations required the Genesis well to have been plugged after it
was decided it was a non-producing well. Obviously, the required plugging was not conducted, however
this deficiency appears to have either been disregarded, or undiscovered. If the radii of endangerment were
calculated for these wells, the Genesis well would have been reviewed by the operator prior to injection,
and this deficiency would have then been discovered and addressed, and the surface expression would likely
not have occurred. This is especially apparent when considering a transect of wells extending from the
Warren and Travis disposal wells to the Genesis well. The Boyd Wagner well (API # 34121233640000)
was located approximately halfway between the Warren and Travis disposal wells and the Genesis well
(Figure 14), and was also perforated in the Clinton and Medina Sandstones, but had five cement plugs
placed sometime prior to the Genesis incident (Figure 14). Consequently, no surface expression occurred
at this well.
Even the recently relatively improved AOR regulations (i.e., 2-mile opposed to 0.5-mile) instituted by the
ODNR would not have placed the Genesis well within the AOR. Thus, as long as the ODNR continues to
permit injection wells disposing of large volumes of produced water in the same injection formation in
relatively close proximity, and does not require the modified Theis equation (or similar) to be used to
estimate the radius of endangerment nearby USDWs may continue to be endangered.
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Conclusions
Systematic Lack of Violation Enforcement
In our review, we noticed a common trend of the ODNR not addressing violations to constructional and
operational conditions. For example, during multiple years, annual reports for both the Travis and Warren
wells were seemingly submitted late, however very few violations were issued. Another example is the
inability of the operator of the Redbird wells to meet the constructional conditions outlined in the issued
permit. Specifically, for nearly half a year this operator appears to have been operating injection wells
without the appropriate fitting as stipulated in Ohio regulations and the operational conditions.
Subsequently, the inspector was forced to use operator supplied pressure gauges rather than ODNR issued
gauges. As ODNR inspections are meant to be an independent assessment of the suitability of injection
operations, using a seemingly non calibrated instrument calls into question the impartiality of these
measurements. However, the most concerning from a standpoint of endangerment to USDWs, is the lack
of enforcements of violations to the annulus pressure minimums.
Our review highlights a systematic lack of enforcement by the ODNR concerning violations to the
minimum annulus pressure operating conditions. Specifically, four of the six reviewed wells exhibited
periods where the disposal well was actively injecting, and the measured annulus pressures were less than
the 200 psi threshold established by OAC 1501:9-3-07. Of the two wells which did not display this pattern,
one (Redbird #3) was never constructed, and the other (Redbird #5) only had three months of operational
data available at the time of our review.
The observations concerning minimum annulus pressures are not limited to our review, as a citizen’s audit
conducted in 2014 also observed similar behavior (Rutz & English, 2014). Consequently, this appears to
be a systemic issue across Ohio’s Class II disposal well program. Maintaining a positive annulus pressure
is a key strategy to maintaining the integrity of injection well casing (USEPA, 2008). If this pressure
gradient were to cease to exist, highly saline, and thereby corrosive, injection fluids could come in contact
with the well casing, potentially degrading the integrity of the well casing. This would eliminate a layer of
protection guarding against injected fluid migration, and possibly reducing the integrity of the well to only
the integrity of the cement bond with geologic formations, thus increasing the likelihood of fluid migration,
and by extension, pose a threat to nearby USDWs.
Incomplete Description of USDWs
Across all the reviewed wells, relatively incomplete descriptions of USDWs were included in permit
materials. For example, both the Travis Unit SWIW #7 and Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 well permit
materials did not contain any clear description of USDWs in the vicinity. While a regional map of aquifers
was included with the Warren Drilling Co SWIW #6 well permit materials, it was at extremely coarse
spatial resolution (i.e., statewide rather than county or township). Additionally, none of the examined well
completion reports contained any recording of the depths of freshwater strata, despite this being a line item
on the well completion form.
The newly adopted regulations specify that a geological investigation may include geological descriptions
of USDWs, however this description does not appear to be explicitly required. It is not clear why these
descriptions may be included rather than are required to be included, as defining the limits of nearby
USDWs should be crucial to ensuring their protection. While the cyclic sequences of sedimentary rocks
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which comprise the bedrock in the Appalachian Plateau are often discontinuous over lateral and/or vertical
distances, resulting in discontinuous lenses, tapering layers, and/or thin beds of permeable (e.g., sandstones)
and impermeable (e.g., shales) bedrock units (McCoy et al., 2015 and references therein) that are relatively
difficult to map over regional extents (GWPC, 2017; Riley et al., 2012), data from multiple bore holes can
map the vertical extents of USDWs in the immediate area of Class II disposal wells.
Thus, using the difficulty of creating regional maps of USDWs due to regional stratigraphy as a justification
for not requiring a sufficient characterization of USDWs does not appear to be inline with the requirements
of 1425 primacy, especially given potential impacts to humans relying on USDWs. Specifically, using data
from the last U.S. Geological Survey groundwater census (2015) (Dieter et al., 2018), calculations suggest
that approximately 46% of Ohio’s population relies on groundwater. Given that the population of Ohio has
increased by approximately 1.7% (~200,000 people) during the period of 2015-2020 (USCB, 2021), it is
likely that the number of Ohio residents relying on groundwater has also risen. Thus, not attempting to
better constrain the locations of these units in areas with sparse data coverage introduces the potential for
injection operations to impair unmapped USDWs which may be currently utilized (or utilized in the future).
As previously discussed, given the vertical distance separating injection formations and the typical depths
of USDWs in Ohio, fluid migration would be unlikely. However, legacy oil and gas infrastructure can, and
has increased the possibility of this migration occurring (e.g., the Gant Florence/Ohio Power Co. well, and
Veto Lake incidents). In consideration of this potential risk, if operators are unsure of the extent of USDWs,
and unwilling to infer their extents via geophysical methods, ODNR should not allow injection operations
in these areas.
Lack of Subsequent MIT Part 2
Contrary to MIT part 1, Ohio regulations do not require subsequent MIT part 2 following the initial MIT
part 2 test. Specifically, MIT part 1 tests must be conducted at least every 5 years, however subsequent MIT
part 2 tests may be required “for good cause.” The frequency of subsequent MIT part 1 in the current
regulations is consistent with federal regulations, however the frequency subsequent MIT part 2 is not.
Furthermore, the wording used in the current regulations concerning what may trigger subsequent MIT part
2 is extremely vague and is reminiscent of the wording regarding the notice period prior to conducting a
MIT. In that example, the newly adopted regulations addressed the issue by explicitly defining what prior
constituents. In another example, the previous regulations specify that the division may order a new area of
review “for good cause,” and the current regulations have expanded this wording to indicate “for good
cause” means that Class II disposal well operations may be impacting wells or public health. The regulations
should be amended to correct this oversight similarly, by explicitly defining the currently undefined “for
good cause.”
Furthermore, as the pressure test conducted during MIT part 1 alone cannot determine the risk of the
external migration of injected fluids into USDWs (Nielsen & Aller, 1984), the lack of a mandated retesting
frequency for MIT part 2 appears to be a large deficiency of the newly adopted regulations. This deficiency
is not present in two recently redrafted state UIC regulations – Colorado and California – which require
testing frequencies similar to and more frequent than (at least once every 2 years) , respectively, federal
regulations (14 CCR § 1724.5-13, 2019; COGCC Rule 400 Series, 2021). In short, at minimum the current
regulations should be amended to provide a clear definition of what “for good cause” entails, and preferably,
define a frequency for subsequent MIT part 2.
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Injection Formation Overpressurization
From our review of these six Class II disposal wells, the AORs called for by the new regulations do not
appear to be appropriate for locating possible conduits of injected fluid migration. For example, if the AOR
was selected based on the calculated radius of endangerment, the plugging of the Genesis well would have
been reviewed, and corrective actions would have been required, and thus the surface expression would
have not occurred. Thus, either the ODNR or USEPA Region 5 should conduct a technical assessment of
current Class II disposal wells in the state of Ohio to determine if the AOR distances used in permit reviews
were appropriate, as well as identify other potential locations of surface expressions.
While the Genesis well event appears to be the only documented occurrence of overpressurization in the
state of Ohio that we can find, it is possible this will not remain the case as cumulative injection volumes
increase and the density of Class II disposal wells also increases. A relatively recent review of the USEPA
oversight of the UIC program by the Government Accountability Office identified overpressurization as an
emerging risk to the Class II program (USGAO, 2014). USEPA Region 6 officials identified that
overpressurization could arise by a formation receiving injected fluids for a long period of time or from
increases in injection pressures (USGAO, 2014). The location of multiple injection wells using the same
injection formation in relatively close proximity to each other is analogous to a long history of fluid
injection, and is a current issue in the state of Ohio
Thus, Ohio UIC regulations concerning the selection of an AOR should be further reworked to account for
the possible threat of overpressurization. Specifically, Ohio has over 150,000 abandoned wells (Harvilla,
2021c), given this large number, the Genesis well incident highlights the need for the ODNR to require the
AOR be based off of radius of endangerment calculations made with the modified Theis equation (or a
similar equation). In our review of the Redbird wells, we found operator estimated yearly injection volumes
to substantially underestimate actual injection volumes. In light of this, we recommend a factor of safety
be built into either the injection rate, or lifespan of the injection well used in these calculations to ensure
that risk is adequately constrained.
Out of Zone Migration
Historically, and currently, the ODNR has allowed injections into the Ohio Shale, a Devonian shale with
little primary permeability. Instead, the permeability of this rock layer is provided by a fracture network,
which can facilitate the migration of injected fluids over relatively long distances. In the most notable
example, injected fluids migrated more than 5 miles from the Redbird #4 disposal well (API
#34167297670000). This well was utilizing the Ohio Shale as the injection formation, and following this
event, permits for new Class II disposal wells that sought to inject into the Ohio Shale were prohibited
(Blauer & Aye, 2020). This prohibition has been lifted, and the newly issued regulations allow this activity,
albeit with constrained injection rates (200 barrels per day per year).
Due to time and budgetary constraints, it is unclear to us how many wells utilize shale as an injection
formation. At the bare minimum, in 2020 it appears there were at least two other wells utilizing the Ohio
shale as an injection formation (Blauer & Aye, 2020). While the Redbird #4 incident appears to have not
endangered any nearby USDWs, this may not always be the case. For example, subsurface fracture trends,
or legacy infrastructure may influence out of zone migration in unexpected ways and possibly present
conduits for fluid migration into USDWs. Given that the new regulations do not outright prohibit this
practice, and the possibility for substantial out of zone migration (e.g., >5 miles laterally, and 1,000’s of
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feet vertically) by fluids injected into these formations, a comprehensive audit of this practice by USEPA
Region 5 seems warranted to fully constrain potential risks.
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Every day in the United States, at least
2 billion gallons of fluids are injected
into over 172,000 wells to enhance oil
and gas production, or to dispose of
fluids brought to the surface during the
extraction of oil and gas resources.
These wells are subject to regulation to
protect drinking water sources under
EPA’s UIC class II program and
approved state class II programs.
Because much of the population relies
on underground sources for drinking
water, these wells have raised
concerns about the safety of the
nation’s drinking water.

The Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) role in the Underground Injection
Control (UIC) class II program is to oversee and enforce fluid injection into wells
associated with oil and gas production, known as class II wells. EPA has
approved 39 states to manage their own class II programs, and EPA regions are
responsible for managing the programs in remaining states. EPA regions and
states use a mix of resources to manage class II programs, including EPA grant
funding, state funding, and federal and state personnel. EPA’s UIC grant funding
has remained at about $11 million for at least the past 10 years.

GAO was asked to review EPA’s
oversight of the class II program. This
report examines (1) EPA and state
roles, responsibilities, and resources
for the program, (2) safeguards to
protect drinking water, (3) EPA
oversight and enforcement of class II
programs, and (4) the reliability of
program data for reporting. GAO
reviewed federal and state laws and
regulations. GAO interviewed EPA and
state officials and reviewed class II
programs from a nongeneralizable
sample of eight states selected on the
basis of shale oil and gas regions and
the highest number of class II wells.

What GAO Recommends
GAO recommends that, among other
things, EPA review emerging risks
related to class II program safeguards
and ensure that it can effectively
oversee and efficiently enforce class II
programs. EPA agreed with all but the
enforcement recommendation. GAO
continues to believe that EPA should
take actions to ensure it can enforce
state class II regulations, as discussed
in the report.
View GAO-14-555. For more information,
contact Jose A. Gómez at (202) 512-3841 or
gomezj@gao.gov.

Class II programs from the eight selected states that GAO reviewed have
safeguards, such as construction requirements for injection wells, to protect
against contamination of underground sources of drinking water. Programs in two
states are managed by EPA and rely on EPA safeguards, while the remaining six
programs are state managed and have their own safeguards that EPA deemed
effective at preventing such contamination. Overall, EPA and state program
officials reported that these safeguards are protective, resulting in few known
incidents of contamination. However, the safeguards do not address emerging
underground injection risks, such as seismic activity and overly high pressure in
geologic formations leading to surface outbreaks of fluids. EPA officials said they
manage these risks on a state-by-state basis, and some states have additional
safeguards to address them. EPA has tasked its UIC Technical Workgroup with
reviewing induced seismicity associated with injection wells and possible
safeguards, but it does not plan reviews of other emerging risks, such as high
pressure in formations. Without reviews of these risks, class II programs may not
have the information necessary to fully protect underground drinking water.
EPA is not consistently conducting two key oversight and enforcement activities
for class II programs. First, EPA does not consistently conduct annual on-site
state program evaluations as directed in guidance because, according to some
EPA officials, the agency does not have the resources to do so. The agency has
not, however, evaluated its guidance, which dates from the 1980s, to determine
which activities are essential for effective oversight. Without such an evaluation,
EPA does not know what oversight activities are most effective or necessary.
Second, to enforce state class II requirements, under current agency regulations,
EPA must approve and incorporate state program requirements and any
changes to them into federal regulations through a rulemaking. EPA has not
incorporated all such requirements and changes into federal regulations and, as
a result, may not be able to enforce all state program requirements. Some EPA
officials said that incorporating changes into federal regulations through the
rulemaking process is burdensome and time-consuming. EPA has not, however,
evaluated alternatives for a more efficient process to approve and incorporate
state program requirements and changes into regulations. Without incorporating
these requirements and changes into federal regulations, EPA cannot enforce
them if a state does not take action or requests EPA’s assistance to take action.
EPA collects a large amount of data on each class II program, but the data are
not reliable (i.e., complete or comparable) to report at a national level. EPA is
working on a national database that will allow it to report UIC results at a national
level, but the database will not be fully implemented for at least 2 to 3 years.
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June 27, 2014
Congressional Requesters
Every day in the United States, at least 2 billion gallons of fluids are
injected into underground formations to enhance oil and gas production or
to dispose of fluids brought to the surface during the extraction of oil and
gas resources. These fluids consist largely of saltwater and may contain
pollutants such as chlorides, hydrocarbons, and naturally occurring
radioactive materials. Using injection wells that rely on gravity or
pressure, the fluids are injected deep underground into porous rock
formations, such as sandstone, that are typically below aquifers that can,
or do, supply drinking water. Because a significant percentage of the
population gets its drinking water from underground aquifers, these wells
have raised concerns about the safety of the nation’s drinking water.
Wells used for injecting fluids associated with the extraction of oil and gas
resources are known as class II injection wells. 1 As of 2012, there were
over 170,000 class II injection wells in the United States, located in states
as diverse as California, New Mexico, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas,
and Virginia. To protect underground sources of drinking water from
contamination, class II injection wells are subject to regulation by the
Underground Injection Control (UIC) program overseen by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) under the Safe Drinking Water
Act (act), which is managed by state regulatory agencies and, in some
cases, EPA. 2 Under the UIC program, EPA and states rely on safeguards
1
EPA regulates six classes of underground injection wells. Class II wells are used to inject
brines and other fluids associated with oil and gas production, and hydrocarbons for
storage, and are the focus of this report. Additionally, Class I wells are used to inject
hazardous wastes, industrial non-hazardous liquids, or municipal wastewater beneath the
lowermost underground drinking water sources; Class III wells are used to inject fluids
associated with solution mining of minerals beneath the lowermost underground drinking
water source; Class IV wells are used to inject hazardous or radioactive wastes into or
above underground drinking water sources (these wells are banned unless authorized
under a federal or state groundwater remediation project); Class V wells, in general, are
used to inject non-hazardous fluids into or above underground drinking water sources, and
are typically shallow, on-site disposal systems; Class VI wells are used to inject carbon
dioxide for long-term storage.
2
EPA is also responsible for overseeing, and, in some cases, directly implementing or
managing programs in tribal lands and U.S. territories. This report only discusses state
programs and EPA-managed programs in states, and does not directly address tribal or
territorial programs.
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to prevent fluids from leaking into aquifers that can be used as
underground sources of drinking water. These safeguards require well
operators to among other things, meet technical standards for
constructing, operating, testing, and monitoring injection wells.
The UIC program regulates three types of class II wells associated with
oil and gas production: (1) enhanced recovery wells into which brine,
water, steam, carbon dioxide, or other fluids and gases are injected into
oil- or gas-bearing formations to increase the recovery of residual oil and
gas; (2) disposal wells into which brines and other fluids brought to the
surface during oil and gas production activities are injected to dispose of
them; and (3) storage wells into which liquid petroleum products are
injected, generally as part of the U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve. 3 EPA
estimates that approximately 80 percent of class II wells are enhanced
recovery wells.
States request approval from EPA to manage the UIC programs in their
respective borders, including the class II programs. Under the act, the
EPA Administrator approves state programs for one or more classes of
wells through a rulemaking process, with public notice and comment, and
EPA updates federal regulations to reflect the approved program. Once
EPA has approved a state’s program, the state has primary management
and enforcement responsibility for its UIC program, known as primacy. In
states that do not have approval to manage their programs, EPA regional
offices manage the programs in the state directly. Twenty-five states with
class II wells manage their class II programs and regulate over 95 percent
of the class II wells nationwide. Eight states with class II wells have
programs managed by EPA regional offices. The remaining 17 states
have no class II wells. (See app. I for a list of the states that manage their
programs and the states in which EPA manages the program.)
Domestic production of oil and gas has increased dramatically in the last
several years, with corresponding increases in the wastewater resulting
from production processes. 4 As we reported in September 2012, oil and
gas production from shale formations increased more than 4-fold in

3

The U.S. Strategic Petroleum Reserve is an emergency stock of oil maintained by the
U.S. Department of Energy.
4

GAO, Oil and Gas: Information on Shale Resources, Development, and Environmental
and Public Health Risks, GAO-12-732 (Washington, D.C.: Sept. 5, 2012).
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recent years and is expected to increase in the future. Improvements in
technology have made it economically feasible to extract oil and natural
gas from unconventional sources that were not previously profitable.
Specifically, hydraulic fracturing combined with horizontal drilling has
increased domestic production from unconventional sources found in
shale, tight sandstone, and coalbed methane formations. Fracturing
processes can use, per well, between approximately 2 million and 6
million gallons of water combined with sand and chemical additives. While
hydraulic fracturing involves the injection of fluids underground, the
Energy Policy Act of 2005 exempted the process of injecting fluids—other
than diesel fuel—into a well to hydraulically fracture formations. 5
However, water that is produced from formations during oil and gas
production, including water from hydraulic fracturing activities that flows
back out of the well, needs to be disposed of or reused. Water that is
injected underground for disposal or to enhance recovery is regulated
under the class II UIC program.
The increase in wastewater associated with oil and gas production—both
produced water and flowback water—has created a need for additional
class II wells. The number of class II wells grew from approximately
144,000 in 2005 to over 172,000 in fiscal year 2012. 6 Concerns have
been raised about the potential environmental and public health effects
associated with the large amounts of wastewater generated during and
after the fracturing process. In 2012, we reported that produced water and
fracturing fluids contain a wide range of contaminants that pose a risk to
groundwater quality, if not properly managed. At high levels, exposure to
some of the contaminants in produced water could adversely affect
human health and the environment. Similarly, some additives used in
fracturing fluids, such as diesel fuel, are known to have toxic constituents.
We also reported that the extent and severity of environmental and public
health risks associated with shale oil and gas development depend in part

5

In 2005, the Energy Policy Act amended the Safe Drinking Water Act to exempt the
underground injection of fluids associated with hydraulic fracturing operations related to
oil, gas, or geothermal production activities from regulation under class II programs,
except in cases where diesel fuels are used in the fracturing process.
6

Approximately 18,000 wells were incorporated into the class II program as a result of the
reclassification of some wells in California and were not newly drilled wells.
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upon federal and state regulations and oversight, including the UIC
program. 7
Given the increased wastewater disposal needs associated with
increasing oil and gas production, you requested that we provide
information on EPA’s oversight of the class II program. In this report, we
examine: (1) EPA and state roles, responsibilities, and resources in
managing the class II program; (2) EPA and selected state safeguards to
protect underground sources of drinking water; (3) EPA’s oversight and
enforcement of class II programs; and (4) the reliability of data to report
on the class II program nationwide.
To perform this work, we identified and analyzed relevant legislation,
regulations, guidance, and program documentation, as well as
documentation on oversight and data management. We also interviewed
officials from EPA at headquarters and eight regional offices, as well as
state officials who manage the class II program in their state. Further, we
selected a nonprobability sample of eight states with class II programs—
California, Colorado, Kentucky, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, and Texas—to analyze the class II program at the state
level. The results of our work in these states cannot be generalized to
other states, but do provide detailed examples of EPA’s and states’
management of class II programs. We selected these states from the six
shale oil and gas regions as defined by the Energy Information
Administration. For each of the six shale regions, we selected at least one
state that had among the highest number of class II injection wells,
ensuring that we had both states that EPA had approved to manage their
class II programs (state programs), such as California, Colorado, North
Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma and Texas, as well as states in which EPA
regions manage the class II program (EPA-managed programs), such as
Kentucky and Pennsylvania. 8
To address our first objective, we reviewed the act, which establishes the
UIC program, and describes the process by which states may be

7

GAO-12-732.

8

The Energy Information Administration is a statistical agency within the Department of
Energy that provides independent data, forecasts, and analyses on energy. Energy
Information Administration, Review of Emerging Resources: U.S. Shale Oil and Shale Gas
Plays (July 2011).
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approved to manage their own UIC programs. We interviewed EPA
officials at headquarters and the eight regional offices with states that
have oil and gas activity and class II underground injection control
programs about their management of the program. We also spoke with
officials in six of our eight selected states about the day-to-day
management and operation of their class II programs, and we requested
data on the relative share of the class II program budget contributed by
the states. Similarly, we spoke to the regional office staff responsible for
managing the programs in Kentucky and Pennsylvania about their
management of the class II programs in these states.
To address our second objective, we identified and reviewed relevant
federal regulations and program guidance that establish minimum federal
safeguards to protect underground sources of drinking water from
contamination by injected fluids. These federal regulations applied to two
of our eight selected states—Kentucky and Pennsylvania. We also
identified and reviewed state regulations and program guidance regarding
safeguards in the six remaining states in our sample. To complement our
analysis of law, regulations, and guidance, we interviewed officials in EPA
headquarters and eight regional offices responsible for overseeing the
UIC program in the selected states, and interviewed state and appropriate
regional officials about the implementation of these safeguards in the
eight selected states. Our review included a summary and comparison of
the regulations and guidance that establish state and EPA-managed
program safeguards, but we did not analyze the technical sufficiency of
those safeguards.
To address our third objective, we reviewed EPA regulations and
guidance on approving state programs and revisions, and EPA guidance
that defines effective oversight of class II programs by EPA headquarters
and regional offices. We also spoke with EPA headquarters and regional
officials about how this guidance is implemented and with state and
regional officials about the oversight of programs in the eight states we
reviewed. We reviewed documentation from state and regional
evaluations, annual reports submitted by states to EPA, and agreements
between EPA and states outlining the terms of their UIC programs.
Finally, in support of the fourth objective, we obtained and evaluated
class II program data from reporting forms that state and EPA-managed
programs submit to EPA, and well inventory data collected by EPA in a
Web-based system. To assess the reliability of the data from reporting
forms, we interviewed EPA headquarters officials about their processes
for collecting and managing the data and tested the data for
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completeness. We also interviewed EPA regional officials and state
officials about their processes for completing and submitting the data and
checked for consistency in how they reported the data. To assess the
reliability of well inventory data, we interviewed EPA officials about their
collection of the data and any limitations in using it. We determined that
the inventory data were reliable for our reporting purposes, and that the
data from reporting forms were reliable for purposes of reporting
individual state data, but not for aggregating and reporting national data.
In addition, we spoke to EPA officials regarding a national database that it
is developing, which is not yet complete or used for reporting. We
discussed its capabilities and purpose, as well as reviewing
documentation on database development.
We conducted this performance audit from December 2012 to June 2014,
in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe the
evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and
conclusions based on our audit objectives. A more detailed description of
our objectives, scope, and methodology is presented in appendix III.

Background

This section presents information on the use of injection wells in the oil
and gas industry and key provisions of the Safe Drinking Water Act and
EPA regulations related to protecting underground sources of drinking
water, and EPA UIC regulations and evaluations.

Oil and Gas Production
and Use of Underground
Injection

After a long period of declining production that lasted through 2005,
annual U.S. production of oil and gas—and associated wastewater—has
experienced significant growth. This increase is due in large part to
development of oil and gas from unconventional formations. For example,
shale oil production increased more than 5-fold, from 39 million to about
217 million barrels from 2007 through 2011, while shale gas production
increased approximately 4-fold, from 1.6 to about 7.2 trillion cubic feet,
over the same period. Oil and gas production, including production from
unconventional oil and gas bearing formations, involves removing
hydrocarbon bearing fluids from geologic formations underground.
Conventional oil and natural gas are found in deep, porous rock or
reservoirs and can flow under natural pressure to the surface after drilling.
In contrast to the free-flowing resources found in conventional formations,
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the low permeability of some formations, including shale, means that oil
and gas trapped in the formation cannot move easily from the rock.
As a result of geologic differences, the methods used to extract
hydrocarbon resources, including the amounts of water used and
wastewater produced during extraction, vary widely. 9 Some oil and gas
can be developed by drilling a well and relying on the natural pressure in
the formation to push the oil or gas to the surface. When an oil or gas
producing reservoir is depleted—that is, no longer producing oil or gas—a
producer can inject fluids, such as saltwater, into the reservoir to increase
the pressure in the formation and move the residual oil and gas toward a
well and the surface for collection, a process known as enhanced
recovery (See fig. 1.). 10

9

Fossil fuels such as petroleum and natural gas and its derivatives such as plastics,
waxes, solvents, and oils, are hydrocarbons.
10

Enhanced recovery of oil and gas resources can involve many different types of
injection, including the injection of steam or gases such as carbon dioxide.
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Figure 1: Injection Wells for Enhanced Production and Wastewater Disposal

Note: In 2005, the Energy Policy Act amended the Safe Drinking Water Act to exempt the
underground injection of fluids associated with hydraulic fracturing operations related to oil, gas, or
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geothermal production activities from regulation under class II programs, except in cases where
diesel fuels are used in the fracturing process.

Similarly, some hydrocarbons are produced through the use of hydraulic
fracturing. Hydraulic fracturing involves the injection of liquid under
pressure to fracture the rock in geologic formations such as shale to
create fractures and allow hydrocarbons to flow more freely from the
formation into the well for collection. The liquids used in this process
consist primarily of water, but also include chemicals, and sand or other
agents for holding open the fractures (proppants). When a well is no
longer economically viable, a producer may decide to cease production
from it. At some point after production stops, wells may be converted from
production wells to disposal wells, where wastewater can be injected for
disposal. If the well is not used for any of these purposes, it becomes idle
or inactive and will eventually be plugged and abandoned.
The process of extracting oil and gas creates several waste streams that
must be managed. Key among these waste streams is the water (brine)
produced along with the oil or gas during production. Produced water may
include water that occurs naturally in the formation, water or other liquids
that were injected into the formation to enhance recovery during the
drilling or production process, and flowback water, which consists of the
water, chemicals, and proppants used for hydraulic fracturing (fracturing
fluids). Over 90 percent of the water produced during oil and gas
operations is disposed of underground, either through injection for
disposal or for enhanced recovery. The remaining water may be
discharged to surface water such as streams or lakes, stored in surface
impoundments, reused for agricultural purposes such as irrigation or
livestock, or reused for hydraulic fracturing. 11
Differences in geologic formations can affect the pressure and volume of
wastewater injected underground for either disposal or reuse in
enhancement of oil and gas production. Layers of sediment and rock
deposited over time create different underground formations with different
characteristics, depending on the material that was deposited and various
geologic processes. These characteristics include how porous and
permeable a rock is—both characteristics that determine how well a

11

GAO, Energy-Water Nexus: Information on the Quantity, Quality, and Management of
Water Produced during Oil and Gas Production, GAO-12-156 (Washington, D.C.: Jan. 9,
2012).
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formation can accept and hold fluids such as wastewater. Generally,
fluids are injected into porous, permeable reservoirs below an upper
confining layer, or geologic formation with low permeability through which
significant quantities of liquids cannot move. The confining layer serves
as a barrier of protection between the reservoir where fluids are being
injected, known as the injection zone, and underground sources of
drinking water (see fig. 1). Ideally, an injection zone is sealed above and
below by continuous, impermeable rock formations and is large enough to
keep injected fluids from reaching pressures great enough to fracture the
confining rock layers.

The Safe Drinking Water
Act and the UIC Program

Much of the nation relies on groundwater as a source of drinking water,
and reflecting this fact, Congress included groundwater protection
provisions in the 1974 Safe Drinking Water Act, as amended. The act,
among other things, required EPA to establish the UIC program, including
the oversight of state programs regulating underground injection
activities, to prevent the endangerment of underground sources of
drinking water. Before the act’s passage, there was no overall federal
regulation of injection activities, although some individual states regulated
injection wells. Because of concerns about leaks from injection wells and
the potential contamination of underground sources of drinking water,
Congress established the national program in the Safe Drinking Water
Act.
The Safe Drinking Water Act requires EPA to establish regulations for
state programs with minimum requirements to prevent injection of fluids
that endanger underground sources of drinking water. These minimum
requirements are to prohibit the injection of fluids underground unless
permitted and are to include, among other things, requirements for
monitoring of and reporting on injection wells. In implementing the
program, EPA has defined underground sources of drinking water as an
aquifer, or part of an aquifer, that has not been exempted from regulation
and either supplies a public water system or contains a sufficient quantity
of water to supply a public water system and (1) currently supplies
drinking water for human consumption or (2) which, among other things,
contains fewer than 10,000 milligrams per liter (mg/l or parts per million)
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total dissolved solids. 12 Aquifers can be exempted from protection under
the act and used for injection. Operators may apply for an exemption for a
particular aquifer from EPA and, if granted, operators may inject fluids
into the aquifer.
The act, as amended through 1977, placed three conditions on the UIC
program. First, EPA’s program regulations must not interfere with or
impede the underground injection of brine or other fluids brought to the
surface in connection with oil or natural gas production or natural gas
storage operations, or any underground injection for the secondary or
tertiary recovery of oil or natural gas, unless such requirements are
essential to protecting underground sources of drinking water. Second,
EPA’s regulations of class II wells should provide for varying geological,
hydrological, and historical conditions within and among the states. Third,
EPA’s program must not unnecessarily disrupt existing state UIC
programs.
The act also included provisions for states to apply for and receive
approval from EPA to manage one or more of the UIC programs in their
state (each class of well is managed as a program). 13 Under the act, to
gain EPA approval, a state generally must adopt and implement a
program that meets the minimum requirements established under EPA
regulations and conduct reporting as EPA requires. EPA must approve or
disapprove a state’s program through a rulemaking process, and EPA’s
practice is to enter into a memorandum of agreement with each state,
outlining state and federal responsibilities for program management and
oversight. States with approved programs—state programs—manage the
permitting, inspection, and enforcement of injection wells in their states
under EPA oversight.

12

Total dissolved solids means the total dissolved (filterable) solids present in a fluid. UIC
regulations protect water which has less than 10,000 milligrams per liter (mg/l) total
dissolved solids. Most drinking water averages between 200 and 300 mg/l total dissolved
solids and water with TDS greater than 500 mg/l is not recommended for human
consumption.

13

Section 1422 of the Safe Drinking Water Act allowed EPA to grant primary enforcement
authority to states for all classes of UIC wells.
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Congress amended the act in 1980, creating an alternative process for
states to receive approval for their UIC class II programs specifically. 14
Using this alternative, in lieu of adopting EPA’s minimum requirements, a
state can seek approval to manage its own program by demonstrating to
EPA that its program is effective in preventing the contamination of
underground sources of drinking water. 15 Similar to the conventional
approval process, states are required to submit an application to EPA and
enter into a memorandum of agreement with EPA laying out the
components of their program. However, EPA has discretion when making
the determination that the state’s program is effective at protecting
underground sources of drinking water. To help states seeking approval
for their programs under this approach, EPA developed guidance
outlining what would constitute a program that is effective in preventing
contamination of underground sources of drinking water.
Most states have class II programs that have been approved by EPA
under one or the other process, although some of these states do not
have class II injection wells. EPA has approved 16 states under the
conventional process (2 with class II injection wells), and 23 state
programs under the alternative process (all 23 with class II injection
wells), with most states approved in the 1980’s soon after the program’s
inception (see app. I for a list of states). Eleven states do not have
program approval (eight with class II injection wells), and the programs in
these states are managed by six EPA regional offices. 16

EPA UIC Regulations and
Evaluations

In 1980, EPA issued regulations that established minimum requirements
for state programs, and through the mid-1990s, issued guidance for the
class II programs. Until recently, EPA has made few significant additions

14

Section 1425 of the Safe Drinking Water Act created an alternative process for EPA to
grant primary enforcement authority to states for class II wells only.

15

A state must show that its program meets the same four key requirements that the EPA
regulations were to address: (1) prohibition of unauthorized injections; (2) authorized and
permitted injections must not endanger drinking water sources; (3) include inspection,
monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements; and (4) apply to federal agencies
and federal land. 42 U.S.C. § 300h(b)(1) (2014). However, states approved by this
process do not need to address each of EPA’s technical requirements, such as those
related to well construction and testing.

16

According to EPA, two states with EPA-managed programs, Kentucky and Tennessee,
have applications pending to manage their programs.
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or updates to the regulations and guidance, which have remained in
effect to govern EPA’s class II program. In 1988, about a decade after
EPA issued its regulations, the agency initiated a midcourse evaluation of
the class II program to determine whether any changes were needed to
improve the program. 17 EPA evaluated the adequacy of program
regulations and safeguards, including various safeguards such as
mechanical integrity tests, and found that most of the regulations and
corresponding safeguards were adequate to protect underground sources
of drinking water and needed no changes. EPA’s evaluation also
identified some areas of the program that could be improved, such as the
temporary abandonment of injection wells and construction requirements
for injection wells. In 1992, in a follow-on study, an EPA-chartered
workgroup recommended that the agency amend its regulations to ensure
that wells were abandoned in such a way that they would not provide a
conduit for injected fluids. 18 The study also recommended that well
construction requirements be changed so that all wells drilled after the
regulations went into effect have multiple layers of steel casing and
cement through formations that had a certain water quality. According to
EPA officials, EPA developed draft regulations to address some of the
recommendations from the evaluation and follow-on study, but the draft
regulations were never published. EPA announced in 1995 that it would
not pursue a change to regulations, and no subsequent action was taken.
In 1996, EPA created the UIC Technical Workgroup to provide a forum to
evaluate ongoing technical issues in the UIC program. The workgroup
has members from EPA, states, and environmental organizations, which
discuss, review, and resolve technical matters related to underground
injection. The workgroup’s objectives include promoting consistent
implementation of the UIC program and assisting with the development of
regulatory revisions and technical guidance. Since its inception, the
workgroup has reviewed a number of technical issues surrounding class
II wells, including well construction standards and the types of fluids that
are acceptable for injection into wells.

17

EPA, Mid-Course Evaluation of the Class II Underground Injection Control Program:
Final Report of the Mid-Course Evaluation Workgroup (Aug. 22, 1989).

18

J.B. Smith, U.S. EPA, and L.A. Browning, The Cadmus Group Inc., Proposed Changes
to EPA Class II Well Construction Standards and Area of Review Procedures. Society of
Petroleum Engineers/EPA Exploration and Production Environmental Conference (San
Antonio, Texas: March 1993).
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In 2005, the Energy Policy Act amended the Safe Drinking Water Act to
exempt the underground injection of fluids associated with hydraulic
fracturing operations related to oil, gas, or geothermal production
activities from regulation under class II programs, except in cases where
diesel fuels are used in the fracturing process. 19 In February 2014, EPA
issued class II permitting guidance for hydraulic fracturing operations
using diesel fuels. The guidance includes technical recommendations for
EPA permit writers.

EPA Oversees Class
II Programs, for
Which EPA and
States Provide a Mix
of Resources

EPA and states have separate roles and responsibilities for class II
programs and provide a mix of resources to support them. EPA
headquarters oversees the class II program by setting program
regulations and guidance, while regions focus their oversight on
evaluating state programs and state reporting. State programs, as well as
EPA-managed programs, are largely responsible for the day-to-day
management of the class II program, including providing permits,
conducting inspections, enforcing regulations and guidance, and
collecting data and reporting. EPA and states provide a mix of resources
to support the class II program including EPA grants, EPA and state
personnel, and state funding.

EPA Oversees State and
EPA-Managed Programs

EPA headquarters regulates and oversees state class II programs, in
addition to all other UIC programs, by setting program regulations and
guidance and providing grant funding to state programs. EPA’s regional
offices primarily oversee states that have approved UIC programs—
particularly class II programs—by reviewing grants and conducting annual
evaluations. EPA’s primary responsibilities include the following:
Establishes program regulations and guidance. EPA issues and, in
some cases, updates minimum federal regulations and develops
guidance, to assist with the implementation of UIC program
requirements, including those established in the Safe Drinking Water
Act. In addition, EPA develops guidance for state and EPA-managed
programs on technical program requirements such as pressure testing
and well construction.

•

19

Codified at 42 U.S.C. § 300h(d)(1)(B)(ii).
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•

•

•

Approves state program applications and state program revisions.
EPA reviews and approves state applications to manage their own
programs. The act requires EPA to approve state programs, and
certain revisions, by rule, meaning that EPA conducts a rulemaking
including public notice and opportunity to comment. EPA has issued
regulations and guidance concerning the process for approving state
programs and revisions. Currently, 39 states have approved class II
programs, and, according to EPA officials, there are two applications
pending approval. See appendix I for a list of states with approved
programs and appendix II for a description of the approval process.
Enforcement of state class II regulations. Once state programs are
approved, EPA incorporates state program regulations into federal
regulations, which gives EPA the ability to enforce state program
requirements in cases where the state does not take action or
requests EPA assistance. 20 To incorporate state program
requirements into federal regulations, EPA conducts a rulemaking
process that provides public notice of the proposed regulations and
the opportunity for any person or organization to review the
requirements and submit comments in writing for a 30- to 90-day
period. EPA generally provides a response to the significant issues
raised during the comment period and discusses any changes made
to the regulation as a result, and it publishes the text of the final
regulation in the Federal Register. The Code of Federal Regulations
provides a public record of approved state programs that can be
enforced by EPA.
Oversees state programs. EPA regions oversee state programs. EPA
guidance issued in 1983 provides details of effective oversight of state
programs, including several steps that regions are to take. EPA
regional officials are expected to conduct annual on-site evaluations
of state managed programs that usually involve, among other things,
an on-site meeting with state class II officials to discuss program
performance and a review of permitting and inspection files, both of
which are intended to help determine whether the state program is
meeting the requirement to protect underground sources of drinking
water from endangerment by underground injections. EPA

20

To incorporate state regulations into federal regulations, EPA conducts a rulemaking to
codify them into a section of the Code of Federal Regulations. See 40 C.F.R. pt. 147. If
EPA decides to enforce state program requirements, EPA must give the state notice; if,
after 30 days, the state has failed to commence appropriate action, EPA is to issue an
order or begin a court action.
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•

•

States, and Some EPA
Regions, Manage the Dayto-Day Activities of the
Class II Program

headquarters is responsible for conducting the annual evaluation of
EPA-managed programs.
Allocates and administers grants. EPA allocates grant funding to state
programs using a formula that includes the number of underground
injection wells in each state, state population, and state land area. To
receive funding, states are required to submit a grant application with
a work plan that estimates the amount of federal funds and state
funds needed during the state’s fiscal year, and the number of
personnel the funding will support to accomplish specific activities
such as permitting, inspections, and data management. States are
required to match 25 percent of the grant funding allocated with state
funding. Funding allocated for EPA-managed class II programs is
provided to the EPA regional office to help cover its costs for
managing the programs. At least once annually, EPA regional officials
are to evaluate state program accomplishments and compare federal
funds and state matching funds spent to the state’s end of year
financial reporting.
Aggregates and reports data. EPA makes data available to the public
on the class II program, as well as other UIC programs, nationwide.
EPA’s guidance says that it will aggregate state-reported data on the
UIC program to allow tracking and evaluation of the program.
According to EPA officials, EPA developed and maintained a
mainframe database to aggregate and summarize state reporting data
at a national level until the mid-1990s, and it has not had a similar
database until recently when the agency determined that it needed to
modernize its data and reporting systems. EPA has three data
collection efforts under way: (1) a Web-based system to collect and
report basic information on program performance; (2) biannual
summary reporting forms submitted by the states or EPA regional
offices; and (3) a national well-specific database that, according to
agency documents, will ultimately provide data, by well, on a number
of variables, including violations, significant noncompliance, and
alleged contamination of underground drinking water. EPA is working
with state UIC programs to help them develop the capability to input
data directly into the database.

States, as well as certain EPA regional offices responsible for EPAmanaged programs in some states, are largely responsible for the day-today management of the class II program. Management includes
permitting wells, inspecting wells, enforcing regulations and guidance,
and collecting and reporting program data to EPA. More specifically,
managing the day-to-day activities of the class II program includes the
following:
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Resources for State and
EPA-Managed Class II
Programs Include EPA
Grants, State Funds, and
Federal and State
Personnel

Program management. States and EPA regional offices are
responsible for managing class II program staff, developing program
regulations and associated guidance, applying for EPA grants, and
tracking expenditures associated with EPA grant funding.
Permitting. States and EPA regional offices review and approve
permits for existing and new injection wells and regularly review
historical well records.
Monitoring and inspections. States and EPA regional offices review
monitoring reports submitted by well operators, conduct field
inspections of well sites, test wells to ensure protection of
underground sources of drinking water, and ensure that operator
reporting, inspections, and testing are done consistently and correctly.
Compliance and enforcement. States and EPA regional offices are
expected to identify wells that are not in compliance with regulations
and guidance, take enforcement action against well operators in
violation of regulations and guidance, and pursue legal action against
violators when necessary.
Aquifer identification and exemption. States and EPA regional offices
are expected to conduct aquifer surveys and develop inventories of
aquifers in the state. They assist with applications to EPA for aquifer
exemptions. In addition, they conduct investigations of potential
contamination of aquifers.
Data management and reporting. States and EPA regional offices
develop a complete inventory of class II wells in the state. They also
collect and manage data on wells to satisfy EPA’s reporting
requirements, including data on well inspections and compliance data,
such as well operator violations and any enforcement actions taken.
Public information, training, and technical assistance. States and EPA
regional offices conduct public outreach and training to help staff and
well operators keep current on technical issues. States and EPA
regional offices also provide technical assistance to well operators
when necessary.

EPA and states provide a mix of resources to support the class II
program, including EPA grants, state funding, and EPA and state
personnel. State programs are funded in part by EPA grants. States
receive EPA grants to help pay for the costs of managing the class II
program. Federal officials said that federal grant funds for the UIC
program, including EPA grant funds for states’ class II programs, have
remained unchanged since the 1990s, at around $11 million in grant
funding for all states, territories, and tribes. As shown in figure 2, EPA’s
grant funding for the UIC program, as well as grants for state class II
programs, remained flat from fiscal year 2003 through fiscal year 2012.
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Between fiscal year 2003 and fiscal year 2012, nationwide, grant funding
for state UIC programs has fluctuated between approximately $9.7 million
and $10.1 million. During the same period, total UIC grant funding for the
states we reviewed remained between $3.0 and $3.2 million, and grant
funding for state class II programs was around $4 million. 21 As shown in
figure 2, considering inflation and rising costs these totals represent an
actual decline in available funds for state UIC programs when converted
to real fiscal year 2013 dollars.
Figure 2: Federal Funding for State UIC Programs, Including State Class II
Programs, Fiscal Year 2003 through Fiscal Year 2012 in Real and Fiscal Year 2013
Dollars

21

EPA grant funding estimates for state class II programs do not include EPA-managed
programs.
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State programs also use state funding, including revenues from well
permitting fees and other sources, to pay for their programs. 22 For five of
the six programs we reviewed that provided budget data, states generally
provided most of the funding to support their class II programs (see table
1). Some states have increased their budgets for the class II program
over the last few years, while others’ budgets have stayed relatively level.
Even so, in the states we reviewed, the percentage of the state class II
program budgets covered by EPA grants has decreased in the last few
years in some states. For example, EPA grant funding comprised
approximately 6 percent of California’s class II program budget in fiscal
year 2008 and approximately 3 percent in fiscal year 2012. Similarly,
grant funding comprised approximately 35 percent of Colorado’s class II
budget in fiscal year 2008 and 30 percent in fiscal year 2012.
Table 1: Select State Class II Program Budgets Fiscal Year 2008 to Fiscal Year 2012
Dollars in thousands
State budget
EPA grant (% of state budget)
California

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

$8,534

$7,572

$12,080

$13,064

$15,460

$491 (6%)

$494 (7%)

$504 (4%)

$509 (4%)

$489 (3%)

Colorado

$271

$278

$326

$316

$322

$96 (35%)

$98 (35%)

$97 (30%)

$99 (31%)

$98 (30%)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

$97

$99

$103

$105

$100

$294

$302

$242

$242

895

$160 (54%)

$161 (53%)

$161 (66%)

$156 (65%)

$152 (17%)

N/A

$643

$459

$546

$668

$286

$291 (45%)

$290 (63%)

$295 (54%)

$287 (43%)

North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Texas

$2,323

$2,235

$2,174

$2,493

$2,273

$609 (26%)

$624 (28%)

$622 (29%)

$636 (26%)

$616 (27%)

Sources: GAO analysis of EPA and state data. | GAO-14-555

Notes: State budget data are for the state fiscal year that generally starts in July and ends in June.
EPA regions managing programs in Kentucky and Pennsylvania do not track budget data and grant
funding specific to the class II programs, while North Dakota could not provide specific data on its
program.

22

GAO, Funding for 10 States’ Programs Supported by Four Environmental Protection
Agency Categorical Grants, GAO-13-504R (Washington, D.C.: May 6, 2013).
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States also dedicate various staff resources to administer state class II
programs. Generally, states utilize management staff to administer the
program; technical staff, such as geologists and engineers to review
permit applications; and field based staff to conduct inspections and
observe well construction. According to state and EPA regional officials,
class II programs are managed by a combination of full-time staff and
part-time staff that split their responsibilities between the class II
programs and other tasks. In the states we reviewed, staffing levels for
the class II program have fluctuated over the past several years. For
example, Colorado and North Dakota remained flat at approximately 3
and 5 staff members in their programs respectively between 2008 and
2013, whereas Texas and Ohio increased the number of staff in their
class II programs from approximately 18 to 24 and 3 to 8 respectively
over the same time period. In contrast, the number of class II program
staff in Oklahoma decreased from 8 to approximately 6 between 2009
and 2013. 23
Resources for EPA-managed class II programs, such as Pennsylvania
and Kentucky, also include EPA grant funds and EPA staff, although EPA
regional offices do not separately track funding and staff resources
specific to the class II program. EPA allocates grant funding to all states
with UIC programs, regardless of whether they are managed by states or
regions, and EPA regions receive this grant funding to help pay for their
management. Regions that manage class II programs in certain states
said that they have approximately 4 to 6 staff working on the program
across all UIC programs, not just the class II program, as of fiscal year
2013. According to EPA officials, staffing resources and funding for the
programs has remained relatively flat or decreased since fiscal year 2011.
For example, staffing levels for EPA Region 4’s class II program in
Kentucky have decreased from approximately 8 staff to approximately 6
staff from fiscal year 2011 through fiscal year 2013.
According to EPA and state officials, UIC program responsibilities have
increased in the last several years. In particular, EPA, with the input of
23

We requested staffing data from the states we selected, however, some states do not
track staffing data specifically for the class II program. For example, California could only
provide estimates of staffing based on the number of class II wells regulated and the total
number of oil and gas wells in the state. Similarly, EPA does not track class II program
staffing data in Kentucky and Pennsylvania, and could only provide estimates of class II
program staffing based on inspection activities in those states. As a result, we did not
compare class II program staffing levels across states.
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some state program officials, developed guidance for diesel fuel use in
hydraulic fracturing operations and regulations for a new class of injection
wells associated with carbon sequestration, known as class VI wells. In
addition, between 2005 and 2012, the nationwide inventory of class II
wells increased from approximately 144,000 to 172,000. 24

State and EPAManaged Programs
We Reviewed Have
Safeguards to Protect
Underground Drinking
Water

All of the class II programs we reviewed have safeguards to prevent the
contamination of underground sources of drinking water by ensuring that
fluids injected into underground formations do not leak into aquifers that
are used, or could be used, for drinking water. The six state programs we
reviewed incorporate safeguards that EPA deemed effective at preventing
underground injections from endangering drinking water sources, while
the two EPA-managed programs incorporate the specific safeguards
established in EPA regulations and guidance. Officials who manage the
eight programs we reviewed reported few known instances of
contamination from the injection of fluids into class II wells in the last 5
years; however, EPA’s class II program does not require monitoring of
groundwater for contamination nor do most of the eight states we
reviewed. Moreover, EPA has noted that the absence of known
contamination is not necessarily proof that contamination has not
occurred. In the last several years, issues have emerged with the
potential to affect the protectiveness of class II safeguards, but EPA
officials have said that any changes or additions to the safeguards will be
addressed on a state-by-state basis.

EPA Safeguards Seek to
Prevent Fluids from
Leaking into Underground
Drinking Water Sources

EPA developed safeguards to protect underground drinking water
sources in the 1980s, designing them to prevent fluids that are injected
into underground formations from endangering underground drinking
water sources. Specifically, in a 1980 document titled Statement of Basis
and Purpose: Underground Injection Control Regulations (Basis and
Purpose), EPA identified the major pathways that contaminants can take
to enter underground sources of drinking water, and discussed EPA’s
proposed regulations to ensure that movement of injected fluids would not

24

Approximately 18,000 wells were incorporated into the class II program as a result of the
reclassification of some wells in California and were not newly drilled wells.
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endanger these sources. 25 EPA identified six major pathways of
contamination, or ways in which fluids injected into a well could escape
the well and enter underground sources of drinking water. Figure 3 shows
four of the six different pathways.

25

EPA, Office of Drinking Water, Statement of Basis and Purpose: Underground Injection
Control Regulations (May 1980). This document was intended to summarize the technical
basis and purpose underlying the underground injection control regulations promulgated in
40 CFR Part 146, including the safeguards summarized in this report. Our review included
a summary and comparison of the regulations and guidance that establish state and EPAmanaged program safeguards, but we did not analyze the technical sufficiency of those
safeguards. According to EPA officials, the safeguards established in EPA regulations are
still sufficient.
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Figure 3: Pathways of Contamination of Underground Sources of Drinking Water by Class II Wells

Note: Other pathways that are not included in the graphic include fluid movement from one part of a
formation to another that contains an underground source of drinking water and fluid injection into a
drinking water source.

According to EPA, the pathways include
1. fluid movement through a hole or other fault in the well’s casing, or
steel pipe that is placed into the wellbore—that is, the hole in which
the well is placed. Casing can prevent a well hole, or bore, from
collapsing and, in specific cases, also serves as a means for injecting
fluids into the underground formation in which they will be stored.
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2. fluid movement through the space between the casing and the
wellbore. Such movement can occur when friction and resistance are
created in the formation into which fluid is being injected, and the fluid
takes the path of least resistance back through the casing and the
wellbore.
3. fluid movement from an injection zone, or the underground formation
into which it is injected, through the confining formations around it.
When they are injected into a formation, fluids under pressure will
normally travel laterally through the formation, away from the well.
Typically, the formation should be separated from overlying
formations that contain drinking water by a confining layer, or a layer
of relatively impermeable rock; however, if there are permeable or
fractured areas in the confining layer, fluids can move from the
injection formation into a formation that serves as a source of drinking
water.
4. fluid movement through abandoned or completed wells that are not
properly plugged to prevent movement of fluid. This occurs when
fluids injected into a formation move laterally through the formation
and encounter a well that has been abandoned and not properly
plugged or a well that is complete and operating, but has not been
properly completed (i.e., weaknesses are present). Fluids injected
under pressure will take the path of least resistance and flow up the
wells and into underground formations containing sources of drinking
water or even onto the land surface.
5. fluid movement from one part of a formation to another that is not
meant to be used for wastewater storage. In some cases, fluids may
be injected into an aquifer that in another area is designated for use
as a drinking water source. In these instances, the injection formation
does not have any confining layers or other geologic formations to
separate it from the drinking water source. According to EPA officials,
injection is typically done when the flow of an aquifer is away from the
protected part of the aquifer, or when the injection pressure is low
enough to prevent movement to the protected part of the aquifer.
6. fluid injection directly into a drinking water source. This occurs when
fluid is injected directly into an underground source of drinking water.
The Safe Drinking Water Act and EPA regulations prohibit injection of
contaminants directly into an underground drinking water source, if
the presence of that contaminant may cause a violation of any primary
drinking water regulation or otherwise effect human health.
To prevent fluids from moving along these pathways and potentially
contaminating underground sources of water, EPA designed several
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safeguards described in the Basis and Purpose report. These safeguards,
shown in figure 4 and described below, are flexible and implemented by
the state program directors. EPA has not reviewed class II program
safeguards since the 1990s, but officials told us that, generally, the
safeguards established at the UIC program’s inception remain sufficient
to ensure the protection of underground sources of drinking water. In the
eight states we reviewed, two states’ programs (Kentucky and
Pennsylvania) are managed by their respective EPA regions and have
adopted the EPA safeguards. The six remaining states we reviewed have
safeguards in their programs that EPA has deemed protective of
underground sources of drinking water. These states were not required to
use the safeguards in EPA regulations. Rather, EPA reviewed the state
programs’ safeguards to determine whether they were effective in
protecting underground sources of drinking water. In the following
discussion, for each safeguard, we discuss EPA regulations, which apply
only to Kentucky and Pennsylvania, and then we discuss how the other
six state programs address each safeguard. 26

26

EPA regulations would generally be reflected in state programs approved under the
conventional process, in which a state must adopt each EPA requirement or its equivalent.
However, all six state programs that we reviewed were approved under the alternative
process.
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Figure 4: Class II Injection Well with Safeguards

Area of review: To prevent fluids from entering an underground drinking
water source by, for example, moving through wells that have been
improperly abandoned or completed, the state UIC program director
determines an area of review necessary to obtain a permit for new
injection wells. This is an area around an injection well where pressures
in the injection zone may cause the migration of fluids into an
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underground source of drinking water. Before fluids can be injected into a
new well, the state director must consider information on other active or
abandoned wells in the area, and the corrective action status of any
defective wells. The size of an area of review can be a fixed radial
distance of one-quarter mile or greater, or it can be calculated by a
formula that considers the injection rate, the movement of fluids through
the injection zone, and the size of the injection zone among other factors.
The area of review that results from the calculation is known as the zone
of endangering influence, and can be greater or smaller than the fixed
quarter mile radius. As shown in table 6 in appendix IV, all eight programs
we reviewed generally require that at least an area of one-quarter mile
around a well be reviewed to ensure that wells are properly abandoned or
completed. In addition, class II program officials in three of the states we
reviewed, noted they have the discretion to require that the zone of
endangering influence be calculated to determine the area of review.
Some state programs also have exceptions to the fixed radius
requirements for the area of review. For example, in Ohio, if operators
plan to inject into a well at a rate greater than 200 barrels per day, the
fixed radius of the area of review increases to a half mile. In Oklahoma, if
a well can accept fluids via gravity and does not require additional
pressure to inject fluids, no area of review is required.
Geologic characteristics of injection zone and confining layers: To ensure
that fluids do not travel through weak areas of a confining layer, EPA
regulations require that appropriate geological data on the injection zone
and confining zone be considered prior to issuance of a permit to inject
fluids. Programs can use data that already exist, and a permit cannot be
issued until a determination has been made that the formations are sound
and can contain injected fluid. In the states we reviewed, permit
applications require prospective well operators to provide basic
information on geologic formations surrounding the injection zone
including factors such as the permeability and porosity of the surrounding
formation and the depth of the lowest freshwater bearing formation. In all
of the states we reviewed, permit applications require some geologic
information on the formation where oil and gas fluids were being injected.
In addition, all but one of the states we reviewed collect information on
the depth of underground sources of drinking water or freshwater in the
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area surrounding the injection zone. 27, 28 Table 7 in appendix IV shows
the information to be submitted for geologic review prior to permitting for
the eight states we reviewed.
Casing, cementing, tubing, and packer: To prevent fluid from moving
through a faulty injection casing, EPA set specific requirements for well
construction. According to EPA’s Basis and Purpose report, some wells
only need surface casing, or casing that extends the length of the bore
through the formation in which shallow drinking water exists, while other
wells may need multiple sets, or “strings,” of casing depending on the
depth of the well and the surrounding geologic formation. For example,
intermediate casing can be necessary to protect other underground
resources such as coal beds or gas storage zones. The deepest layer of
casing, known as the long-string or production casing, isolates injection of
fluids into the designated formations. EPA also requires that each layer of
casing be surrounded by cement and suggests that specific equipment
called tubing and packer be used. Tubing is typically steel or plastic pipe
inserted inside the production casing, which isolates the casing from the
fluid injected into the well. Tubing set on a packer allows well operators to
directly inject fluids into formations and prevents corrosion by not allowing
injected fluids to contact the casing wall. A packer is a mechanical device
that sits below the tubing and locks into the casing wall, sealing the space
between the tubing and casing, called the annulus, from the injection
zone. In Kentucky and Pennsylvania, EPA manages the class II program
using EPA’s requirements. Each of the six state programs we reviewed
have requirements for casing and cementing, with varying levels of
specificity on depths of casing and cementing depending on the location
of underground sources of drinking water or well type, among other
factors. For example, North Dakota regulations state that all casing and
cementing requirements should be dependent on the geological factors in
the area surrounding the well. Conversely, California and Ohio have
specific requirements regarding depth of cementing for surface,

27

Colorado does not require information on the depth of freshwater or underground
sources of drinking water and Texas only requires it for permit applications for disposal
wells.

28

Pennsylvania, Kentucky, and North Dakota also require geologic information on the
confining layer above the injection zone. For example, North Dakota has specific language
in their class II regulations that requires that the confining layers in the area of review
surrounding the zone of injection be free from geologic faults and fractures.
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intermediate, and production casings. Table 8 in appendix IV shows each
state’s requirements for casing and cementing.
Mechanical integrity testing: To prevent fluids from leaking out or up
through the wellbore, along the outside of the cement surrounding the
casing, EPA’s Basis and Purpose report states that a well needs to
demonstrate mechanical integrity, or the absence of leaks. To ensure
this, EPA’s regulations require that the integrity of well casing be verified
through, among other means, mechanical integrity testing to detect leaks.
Mechanical integrity testing involves, for example, increasing the pressure
in the tubing and ensuring that the tubing and packer holds that pressure
for a period of time. Verification of mechanical integrity first occurs prior to
the well being authorized as ready for injection, with subsequent
verification occurring at least once every 5 years during operation for
most wells. All of the states we reviewed, except for Ohio, generally
require that new injection wells be tested prior to injection and that they
be tested at least once every 5 years of operation. Ohio requires
mechanical integrity of wells before injection of fluids commences and
then requires monthly monitoring for leaks in saltwater disposal and
enhanced recovery wells; if monthly testing is not feasible, then these
wells must be tested for mechanical integrity every 5 years. California and
Oklahoma also require more frequent testing of mechanical integrity for
specific types of wells. For example, California requires annual
mechanical integrity testing for every water disposal well, and Oklahoma
requires annual testing for all commercial disposal wells. Table 9 in
appendix IV shows the requirements for mechanical integrity in each of
the eight states we reviewed.
Injection pressure: Another measure to ensure that fluids do not travel
through the confining layers into a source of drinking water is the control
of the pressure at which fluids are injected, or injection pressure. EPA
regulations require that well injection pressure should be controlled to
avoid initiating new fractures or propagating existing fractures in the
confining zone adjacent to underground sources of drinking water. In the
eight states we reviewed, permit applications require information on the
rate of injection and injection pressure to determine the maximum
allowable injection pressure. Table 10 in appendix IV shows the injection
pressure requirements for each of the states we reviewed.
Plugging and abandonment: To prevent fluid from moving through
improperly abandoned wells, EPA regulations require that, after operation
of a well stops, the wellbore is adequately plugged with cement. Each of
the eight states we reviewed had requirements for injection wells to have
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a plugging and abandonment plan and sufficient financial resources,
usually in the form of a bond, to complete the plan if necessary. Table 11
in appendix IV shows the plugging and abandonment requirements for
each of the eight states we reviewed. All of the states we reviewed except
North Dakota require that state or EPA officials witness well plugging or
that operators report to the state once the well has been plugged. 29 State
requirements for financial assurance varied between the states we
reviewed depending on the depth of the well, well status, and the number
of wells covered. For example, California, Colorado, and North Dakota
increase the financial resources, or bonding amount, required based on
the depth of the well. In addition, California and Colorado also require
financial resources for the plugging and abandonment of inactive wells.
Some states will also allow operators to obtain an individual bond for
multiple wells. 30 In Kentucky and Pennsylvania, where the class II
program is managed by EPA regions, the regional administrator
determines the financial resources necessary for an operator to plug and
abandon a well, and the operating company must demonstrate that it has
those resources available.
Further, in some of the eight states we reviewed there are old wells that
were abandoned and not plugged properly and, in some cases, without
an operator to hold financially responsible. In addition, according to EPA
regional and state officials, some states are unaware of the location of
some of these wells. For example, EPA officials said that the oil and gas
industry in Kentucky has been present in the state for more than 100
years and that improperly plugged wells predating the class II program
pose a key vulnerability to underground sources of drinking water.
According to EPA officials, many of these wells were plugged with tree
stumps or other readily available material and have insufficient casing or
cementing. California, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and Texas have a
backlog of abandoned wells that may need to be plugged to protect
underground drinking water sources. In some cases, if the abandoned
wells fall within one-quarter mile of the proposed new well, the states can
require that operators plug the abandoned wells through the area of

29

According to North Dakota officials, although state regulations do not require that state
officials witness well plugging, in practice, North Dakota officials witness all well pluggings.

30

For example, when the same operator is responsible for a large number of wells,
California, Colorado, Texas, Ohio, and North Dakota allow operators to issue one bond
that meets the financial requirements for plugging and abandonment for all of their class II
wells.
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review requirements for new injection wells. They can also use other
resources to pay for plugging these wells. Of the eight states we
reviewed, seven reported having an abandoned well fund from which they
can pay to plug and properly abandon a certain number of wells per
year. 31
The eight states we reviewed also have specific requirements for wells
where injection will not take place for several months or years, defined by
EPA as temporarily abandoned wells (see table 12 in app. IV). Programs
in the eight states we reviewed have different definitions and
requirements for wells that are not in use before the well is plugged, and
do not require additional testing for wells that are inactive. EPA guidance
states that a uniform definition of temporary abandonment is not needed
as long as requirements are in place to ensure that wells are not
endangering underground sources of drinking water.
Monitoring and reporting: To provide an early warning of potential
problems, EPA regulations require monitoring of fluids to be injected and
well operation. For class II wells, EPA requires, among other things, that
operators “monitor the nature of the injected fluids with sufficient
frequency to yield data representative of their characteristics;” 32 according
to EPA’s Basis and Purpose report, such information can help federal and
state regulators understand reasons for well failures and take appropriate
corrective actions. In addition, class II wells should be monitored on a
daily to monthly basis; according to EPA, continuous monitoring is not
required for class II wells because the fluids injected into these wells are
usually less corrosive and less hazardous than fluids injected into other
UIC well classes. In each of the states we reviewed, programs require
class II well operators to report on injection pressure and injection volume
to ensure the well is being properly monitored. The programs we
reviewed vary in the frequency and type of reporting required based on
the type of well. For example, California, Colorado, and North Dakota
require monthly reporting on injection pressure, injection volume, and the
type of fluid being injected whereas Kentucky, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and
Texas require annual reporting. Table 13 in appendix IV shows the
monitoring and reporting requirements in the eight states we reviewed.

31

According to EPA, these funds can be used for both injection and production wells.

32

40 C.F.R. §§ 146.23(b), 144.28(g)(2).
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According to EPA guidance, inspections of well sites are important to
ensure that operators have safeguards in place to effectively protect
underground sources of drinking water. Programs in each of the states
we reviewed conduct on-site inspections to review the operation and
condition of the wells. If these inspections identify violations of the
applicable federal or state regulations safeguarding underground sources
of drinking water, the state can proceed with enforcement activities, such
as fines and penalties, as appropriate. Table 2 shows the inspection
activity in state fiscal year 2012 for the eight states we reviewed
compared to the class II inventory of wells for 2012. The percentage of
wells inspected compared to the state’s total well inventory ranged from
20 percent in Oklahoma to 100 percent in Ohio and North Dakota.
Table 2: Inspections of Class II Underground Injection Control (UIC) Wells in
Selected States

Class II well
inventory

Actual inspections
in fiscal year 2012

Percentage of class II
wells inspected in fiscal
year 2012 as reported by
a
states

California

49,783

31,869

64 %

Colorado

901

769

87

Kentucky

3,221

1,127

34.3

North Dakota

1,290

6,778

100

Ohio

2,439

1,686

11,134

11,680

20

1,865

330

33

52,977

22,412

41.4

State

Oklahoma
Pennsylvania
Texas

b

100

Sources: Inventory data reported by EPA; inspection data reported by state officials.
a

States may inspect a well more than one time in a fiscal year, and the percentage of wells states
reported inspecting may not reflect the number of actual inspections divided by total well inventory.
Conversely, states may inspect more than one well during the same inspection. At GAO’s request,
select states calculated the percentage of class II wells inspected for fiscal year 2012. In calculating
their percentages, it is possible that some states may have counted multiple inspections to a single
well multiple times in this calculation, while other states may have removed them as duplicates.

b

According to EPA Region 5, Ohio’s inventory of class II wells includes approximately 2,000
temporarily abandoned annular disposal wells which are not annually inspected. The actual
inspections column only reflects inspections conducted on the approximately 440 active conventional
and annular disposal wells in Ohio.
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Programs in States We
Reviewed Reported Few
Instances of Alleged
Contamination, Although
Class II Program
Safeguards Do Not
Include Groundwater
Monitoring

The programs in the eight states we reviewed reported few instances of
alleged contamination caused by potential leaks from underground
injections into underground drinking water sources. State and EPA
officials reported this information from two sources: (1) data on well
violations that could be significant enough to contaminate underground
sources and (2) data on citizen complaints of water well contamination
and resulting state investigations.
States and EPA-managed programs track data on well violations that are
significant enough to pose a risk of contaminating underground sources
of drinking water. State and EPA regional officials identify violations
through their well inspections and, using EPA definitions, identify the
violations that may have been significant enough to contaminate
underground sources of drinking water. State and regional officials do not
have to confirm that contamination has occurred, only that a violation was
significant enough that fluids may have contaminated an underground
source of drinking water. Officials for the eight programs we reviewed
said that they reported few such significant violations, and that few of
these had actually contaminated drinking water sources, as shown in
table 3. For example, California reported 9 instances of alleged
contamination in 2009, and 12 instances of alleged contamination in
2010; California officials told us that the instances of alleged
contamination resulted from an individual operator that was injecting
fluids illegally into multiple wells.
Table 3: Instances of Alleged Contamination in Selected States from Class II
Underground Injection Control (UIC) Wells
State

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

California

0

9

12

0

3

Colorado

0

0

0

0

0

Kentucky

0

0

0

0

0

North Dakota

0

0

0

0

0

Ohio

0

0

0

0

0

Oklahoma

1

2

4

1

2

Pennsylvania

0

0

0

0

0

Texas

0

1

0

0

0

Source: GAO analysis of EPA 7520–2A data.

Notes: According to California officials, all of the instances of alleged contamination California
reported in 2009, and 9 of the 12 instances of alleged contamination reported in 2010, resulted from
one operator injecting illegally into multiple wells.The instances of alleged contamination may vary
because of several factors, including the number of inspections that each state conducts, how states
prioritize inspections, and how states define alleged contamination.
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Officials from the eight states we reviewed also based their statements
about few or no instances of contamination from injection wells on their
efforts to track and investigate citizen complaints alleging water well
contamination. Each of the eight states we reviewed has a process for
receiving, tracking, and investigating citizen complaints about their water
wells being contaminated. The process the states use is similar, taking
citizen complaints and investigating the complaints. The investigation may
involve, for example, checking the drinking water well for contamination
and completing an assessment of the possible sources of contamination.
However, unless it is part of an investigation of a citizen or other
complaint, EPA and states generally do not directly monitor groundwater
to detect contamination from injection wells as part of their class II
programs. When it first developed the UIC program and its regulations,
EPA considered, but did not include, monitoring of groundwater for
contamination as a means of evaluating the effectiveness of the program
and its safeguards. 33 Furthermore, the Safe Drinking Water Act does not
specifically require groundwater quality monitoring for class II wells.
Moreover, EPA guidance notes that, while evidence of the presence or
absence of groundwater contamination is important, it cannot serve as
the only measure of program effectiveness, and the absence of evidence
of contamination does not necessarily prove that contamination has not
occurred.
Nonetheless, some of the programs in the eight states we reviewed do
monitor baseline water quality, although EPA’s regulations do not require
it. North Dakota, Oklahoma, and Colorado each require sampling of
groundwater at various stages of the oil and gas production process. For
example, North Dakota requires applicants for a class II injection well
permit to provide a quantitative analysis from a state-certified laboratory
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In the 1980 Federal Register notice announcing its final program regulations, EPA
stated that it had evaluated two approaches for directly measuring improvement in
groundwater quality from implementation of the UIC program and concluded that neither
approach was feasible. The first approach would have drilled groundwater monitoring
wells near a random sample of injection wells; this approach was rejected as too
expensive and difficult because of the number of monitoring wells that would be needed.
The second approach would have monitored groundwater quality using samples from
nearby water or other wells; one drawback of this approach, according to EPA, was that it
would require groundwater modeling to calculate whether contamination had occurred and
EPA determined that such methods and data did not exist. Other drawbacks included the
inability to know when contamination started or to distinguish between contamination from
an injection well and other potential sources of contamination.
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of freshwater from the two freshwater wells nearest to the proposed
injection well. Similarly, Oklahoma requires permit applicants to provide
an analysis of freshwater from two or more freshwater wells within a onemile radius of the proposed injection well. Colorado officials said the state
requires oil and gas drilling permit applicants to analyze the water quality
of groundwater samples from four nearby water wells, depending on well
location and depth.

New Program Risks Have
Emerged that EPA Says
Will Be Handled on a
State-by-State Basis, but
State Programs Could
Benefit from Additional
National Guidance

New risks have emerged in the management of class II disposal wells
that could affect the class II program: induced seismicity,
overpressurization of formations, and use of diesel fuel in hydraulic
fracturing operations. EPA has tasked the UIC Technical Workgroup with
providing technical information to inform states’ decisions about induced
seismicity, but plans to address overpressurization of formations and
diesel use on a state-by-state basis without requesting assistance from
the workgroup. Without similar reviews of other emerging risks, class II
programs may not have the information necessary to fully protect
underground drinking water.
Induced seismicity: Recent seismic activity associated with injection wells
in Arkansas, Ohio, Oklahoma, Texas, and West Virginia has raised
awareness of the potential for earthquakes resulting from the
underground injection of fluids. In addition, in 2012, the National Academy
of Sciences concluded that underground injection does pose some risks
for induced seismicity. 34 To the extent that induced seismicity creates
conditions that endanger underground sources of drinking water,
according to EPA, it may have negative environmental effects. 35
Programs in three of the eight states we reviewed—Ohio, Texas, and
Oklahoma—have adopted steps to address the potential for seismic
activity in injection areas. Ohio finalized new regulations that went into
effect on October 1, 2012 that allow the state’s chief of the Division of Oil
and Gas to require a number of different tests or evaluations to address
potential induced seismic risks for companies seeking permits for brine

34

National Research Council, National Academy of Sciences, Induced Seismicity Potential
in Energy Technologies (Washington, D.C.: 2012).

35

Groundwater Protection Council, A White Paper Summarizing a Special Session on
Induced Seismicity, (February 2013).
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injection wells in Ohio. 36 According to Region 6 officials, Texas hired an
in-house seismic expert to assess potential risks and the state continues
to monitor developments and research related to induced seismicity.
Oklahoma has partnered with Region 6 to conduct three dimensional
mapping of seismic events for analysis.
EPA officials said the agency has not amended its regulations to add
specific requirements related to seismic activity and injection wells, but
rather, tasked its UIC Technical Workgroup with conducting a study of the
problem and potential actions to be taken by EPA and the states. The
workgroup issued a draft white paper that identified the three key
components behind injection-induced seismic events and identified
possible steps to be taken by state programs to manage or minimize
induced seismicity, including (1) determining whether a site needs further
assessment to ensure protection of underground sources of drinking
water; (2) taking steps to assess the reservoir and to modify well
operations (injection pressure, intervals, or other measures); and/or (3)
require additional seismometers or increase monitoring of injection
pressures, formation pressures, and/or the characteristics of the fluids
being injected. EPA officials said that the white paper is still in draft, but
will help the state program directors to decide what, if any, regulations or
safeguards need to be adopted to deal with the issue of induced
seismicity.
Overpressurization of formations: Overpressurization, according to
Region 6 officials, occurs when fluids injected into a formation increase
the pressure in it to a point where the fluids flow back up a well and onto
the surface. Region 6 officials said that two such incidents occurred in
Oklahoma, and they noted that overpressurization is occurring in
locations where formations have been developed and receiving
wastewater for long periods of time. The key threat to underground
drinking water sources in such situations is from the leaked fluids
containing contaminants from produced water or fracturing fluids flowing
to the surface and migrating back into formations containing underground
sources of drinking water. Region 6 officials indicated that fluids could
leak from the well into groundwater formations through other pathways
and that it is difficult to determine if this has happened. In 2003, Region 6
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In early 2013, Ohio started to proactively monitor for induced seismicity prior to and
during injection operations near new class II injection wells. Ohio now actively monitors for
induced seismicity in real-time at 48 portable seismic stations.
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held a conference, where officials expressed concern that a large number
of injection zones were becoming overpressurized because they were
seeing an increase in requests for permit modifications to increase
injection pressure. 37 According to Region 6 officials, no additional actions
were taken to address the region’s concerns regarding
overpressurization. EPA officials said that instances of overpressurization
occur infrequently and that they plan to address overpressurization of
formations on a state-by-state basis, not through the UIC Technical
Workgroup. The issue could affect other states, however, as increased
volumes of fluids are injected into formations; these states and EPA
regions could benefit from the information that other states and regions
have learned.
Diesel fuels: The use of diesel fuels as chemical additives in oil and gas
production—specifically in hydraulic fracturing of shale or similar
formations to stimulate production—has raised concerns over the risks to
underground sources of drinking water. Diesel fuels are sometimes used
as components of hydraulic fracturing fluid and contain toxic compounds
such as benzene and other aromatic compounds that can pose
environmental and human health risks. 38 In February 2014, EPA issued
program guidance accompanied by a memorandum to EPA regions
saying that under EPA-managed class II programs injections of diesel
fuels for hydraulic fracturing are subject to permitting requirements. 39 The
guidance is intended to provide technical recommendations for protecting
underground sources of drinking water from potential endangerment
posed by hydraulic fracturing with diesel fuels, and it includes nonbinding
recommendations for EPA regions to consider in applying class II
regulations to these injections. For example, whereas EPA’s class II
regulations require that a well owner or operator provide state or EPAmanaged programs with an appropriate analysis of the chemical and
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EPA Region 6, Summary of Area of Review Summit, (April 2003).

38

GAO-12-732.

39

EPA, Permitting Guidance for Oil and Gas Hydraulic Fracturing Activities Using Diesel
Fuels, Underground Injection Control Program Guidance #84 (February 2014), and EPA,
Implementation of the Safe Drinking Water Act’s Existing Underground Injection Control
Program Requirements for Oil and Gas Hydraulic Fracturing Activities Using Diesel Fuels,
(February 2014).
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physical characteristics of the fluids to be injected, the guidance suggests
focusing on prepermit water quality monitoring in the area of review. 40
According to EPA and state program officials, the UIC program guidance
for diesel use in hydraulic fracturing will be implemented on a state-bystate basis and does not need review from the UIC Technical Workgroup.
However, while it is the responsibility of the operator to obtain a permit for
any injection covered by UIC program laws or regulations, the information
officials need to ensure that diesel permits are issued when necessary
may not be available, depending on state requirements and practices.
Specifically, officials that manage seven of the eight state programs we
reviewed said that diesel fuel, as defined by EPA’s guidance, are not now
being used in oil and gas production in their respective states, and none
of the states we reviewed have issued permits for use of diesel fuels in
hydraulic fracturing, according to officials. California did not know whether
diesel had been used or not. To discover whether companies were using
diesel fuel, some of the states said that they had reviewed available
information on chemical disclosures and discussed operations with oil
and gas companies to determine whether companies are using diesel
fuels in hydraulic fracturing operations. While several states have begun
to require well owners or operators to use a national reporting system
called FracFocus to disclose chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing fluid
that could help states identify hydraulic fracturing operations using diesel
fuels, not all states have done this, which means that all operators may
not be providing information, and the information available is not
complete. 41 Furthermore, operators consider some information, such as
hydraulic fracturing fluid chemical composition, to be classified business
information, which is not subject to public disclosure. Without an
assessment of the complete chemical information needed for permitting,
such as an assessment by the UIC Technical Workgroup, EPA and the
states may not have the chemical disclosure information they need to
ensure permits are issued for wells that use diesel fuel in hydraulic
fracturing.

40

40 C.F.R. § 146.24(a)(4)(iii).

41

Colorado, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania and Texas require producers
and service companies disclose chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing in FracFocus. In
addition, California has developed a Chemical Disclosure Registry that requires disclosure
of the composition, and disposition of hydraulic fracturing fluids within 60 days of the
cessation of a hydraulic fracturing operation.
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EPA Is Not
Consistently
Performing Oversight
and Enforcement
Activities

EPA is not consistently performing two key activities associated with its
oversight and enforcement responsibilities for class II programs. First,
EPA does not consistently conduct annual on-site reviews of state
programs, which EPA guidance identifies as a key activity needed to
conduct effective oversight and to ensure that state and EPA-managed
class II programs are protecting underground sources of drinking water.
Second, EPA is not consistently incorporating changes to state class II
program requirements into federal regulations, as required by its
regulations, to enable enforcement of state program requirements if
necessary. 42

EPA Is Not Consistently
Conducting Annual On-site
Evaluations of State or
EPA-Managed Programs

As part of effective oversight of state programs and EPA-managed
programs, EPA’s guidance recommends that regional staff and
headquarters staff, conduct several ongoing oversight activities. These
include (1) reviewing annual reports from states, (2) reviewing financial
reporting on grant funding from state programs, (3) reviewing state
reports on injection wells that do not comply with federal or state
regulations, and (4) conducting annual on-site program evaluations.
For the regions we reviewed, EPA regional officials regularly conducted
three of the four oversight activities identified in EPA guidance. For
example, in the eight regions we reviewed, EPA officials regularly
reviewed states’ annual reports and forms identifying noncompliance
within each state to identify any areas of concern and followed up with
state officials to discuss and resolve them. In addition, EPA regional
officials reviewed grant financial reporting for class II programs as part of
their annual grant program review.
However, EPA regions we reviewed did not consistently conduct annual
on-site program evaluations as directed in the EPA guidance, nor did
EPA headquarters conduct such evaluations of EPA-managed programs.
According to EPA guidance, EPA regions should perform at least one onsite evaluation of each state program each year to, among other things,
assess whether the state is managing the program consistent with state
regulations, setting program objectives consistent with national and
regional program priorities, and implementing recommendations from

42

To incorporate changes, EPA conducts a rulemaking to codify state regulations into a
section of the Code of Federal Regulations. See 40 C.F.R. pt. 147.
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previous evaluations. Following the on-site evaluation, the regional office
should draft a written report on the state’s performance and submit the
report to EPA headquarters and the relevant state program office. EPA
headquarters is responsible for conducting similar program evaluations of
EPA-managed programs and producing the associated written reports.
EPA officials recognize the benefits of on-site evaluations of state
programs, but said they have limited resources to conduct them. Regional
officials said that on-site program evaluations are valuable for
coordinating between federal and state officials to improve program
management. For example, a comprehensive evaluation of the California
class II program contracted by Region 9 in 2011 resulted in a number of
recommendations, and as a result, California is planning to update their
regulations and hired 43 additional staff in the division, including
additional staff responsible for managing their class II program to bolster
regulatory activities. In addition, officials in Region 7 and Region 10 told
us that their evaluations have identified deficiencies in the financial
requirements of well operators planning to drill new class II injection wells
that are necessary to ensure that those wells can be adequately plugged
in an emergency. However, according to EPA officials, limited resources
have prevented regions, and EPA headquarters, from consistently
conducting on-site reviews. Three EPA regions told us that that they try to
conduct on-site evaluations of state programs every 3 to 5 years. For
example, officials in Region 5 and Region 7 told us that their goal is to
conduct on-site evaluations of each class II program at least once every 4
or 5 years, and that they prioritize their reviews based on issues such as
public complaints, regulation changes, staff changes, and other emerging
areas of concern. Region 6 has a goal of conducting annual on-site
evaluations of all class II programs each year, but regional officials said
they have had to increasingly rely on conference calls and electronic file
review in lieu of site visits to complete the annual evaluations and
associated reports. Similarly, EPA headquarters officials told us that they
do not conduct annual evaluations of EPA-managed programs due to
limited resources. Headquarters officials told us that in lieu of on-site
evaluations they focus on reviewing annual grant reports and hold
ongoing discussions of various policy issues with state officials.
According to EPA officials, even with the agency’s limited resources, EPA
has not evaluated the guidance and required oversight activities to
identify priority activities that are needed to oversee programs and ensure
their effectiveness. The agency issued guidance on effective oversight of
state and EPA-managed UIC programs in 1983, just after the national
UIC program’s inception when many state class II programs had just
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been approved. The guidance contained activities that were needed to
ensure that a new program was being implemented as it was supposed
to, such as reviewing the memorandum of agreement in each state.
However, according to regional officials, some of these activities may not
be needed for programs as they mature. For example, officials in regions
4, 7, and 8 told us that while annual on-site evaluations can strengthen
oversight and improve communication with state program officials in
some cases, they may only be necessary every few years rather than
annually now that UIC programs have matured. In addition, Regions 6, 8
and 10 told us that, due to improvements in technology in electronic well
file sharing, they have been able to conduct some activities remotely,
such as file reviews, that once required an on-site visit. Without
evaluating its guidance, EPA does not know what oversight activities are
most effective and should be priorities—or even necessary—given
current program conditions and funding. Without updated guidance for
effective oversight, EPA cannot have reasonable assurance that state
class II programs are being managed effectively and cannot confirm
whether the programs are achieving their purpose of protecting
underground sources of drinking water.

EPA Is Not Consistently
Incorporating State
Program Changes into
Federal Regulations,
Hindering Its Ability to
Enforce Program
Requirements

EPA has not consistently incorporated state program requirements, or
changes to state program requirements, into federal regulations, as
required by agency regulations; as a result, where it has not done so,
EPA does not have the ability to enforce these state program
requirements if necessary. Specifically, if a state does not enforce a
requirement against an injection well operator violating state regulations,
EPA can take enforcement action if EPA has approved the state
regulations being violated and incorporated them into federal regulations,
and has met specific procedural requirements. 43 EPA regulations and
guidance establish a process for EPA and its regions to review and
approve state programs, as well as changes to state programs. Under its
regulations, EPA can only enforce state program requirements that it has
incorporated into federal regulations through a rulemaking process.
Rulemaking requires EPA to provide public notice of the proposed
regulatory changes, respond to the significant issues raised during the

43

EPA must give the state notice; if after 30 days the state has failed to commence
appropriate action, EPA is to issue an order or begin a court action.
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comment period and discuss any changes made to the regulation as a
result, and publish the text of the final regulation in the Federal Register. 44
In some states, EPA has not yet approved and incorporated changes to
state program requirements into federal regulations. For example, Ohio
finalized new regulations in 2012 that allow the state’s chief of the
Division of Oil and Gas to require a number of different tests or
evaluations to address potential induced seismic risks for companies
seeking permits for brine injection wells in Ohio. However, as of May
2014, EPA Region 5 has not formally reviewed or approved the changes
or incorporated them into federal regulations, according to Region 5
officials. Specifically, Ohio made regulatory changes to the class II
program requiring improved well construction standards, and continuous
monitoring of well injection pressure and mechanical integrity, changes
that relate to important program safeguards. Region 5 officials said that
they have read the regulatory changes, but resource constraints have
prevented them from approving them and incorporating them into federal
regulations. Similarly, Oklahoma has made a number of revisions to its
class II program since the mid-1990s that EPA has not approved or
incorporated into federal regulations, according to Oklahoma and EPA
Region 6 officials. These revisions include changes to program
requirements for continuous monitoring of well pressure in certain types
of class II wells and changes regarding the use of simultaneous injection
wells in the state class II program regulations. 45 As of May 2014, EPA
Region 6 has not officially approved these changes and incorporated
them into federal regulations, which Oklahoma submitted in draft to EPA
in 2011. According to Region 6 officials, regional personnel have not
reviewed or approved Oklahoma’s program changes because other
regional responsibilities, such as coordinating the induced seismicity
white paper, are a higher priority given the agency’s limited resources.
Furthermore, in two states, EPA never incorporated any state program
requirements into federal regulations. Specifically, while EPA approved
the class II programs in West Virginia and Arkansas in the 1980s, the
agency never incorporated any of the states’ program requirements into
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The Federal Register is the daily publication for rules, proposed rules, and notices of
federal agencies.

45

Simultaneous injection wells separate oil and/or gas from brine inside the wellbore,
produces the oil and/or gas along with a small fraction of wastewater to the surface, and
reinjects the remaining brine within the wellbore into formations below the base of
underground sources of drinking water.
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federal regulations and, as a result, does not have enforcement authority
for class II program regulations in either state. 46
Without incorporating state program requirements, or changes to state
program requirements, into federal regulations, EPA may not be able to
take enforcement action, if a state does not take such action or requests
EPA’s assistance to take action, against well operators that are violating
state regulations. Under EPA regulations, the agency cannot enforce
regulations that it has not approved by rule. 47 For example, according to
an EPA official, Illinois requested that EPA Region 5 enforce the state’s
class II UIC requirements against an Illinois well operator for violating the
regulations after the state was unsuccessful at getting compliance from
the well operator through its own enforcement actions. The operator did
not conduct required mechanical integrity tests on six injection wells and
did not submit annual status reports for the wells. Without the operator’s
compliance with testing and reporting requirements, Illinois program
officials were unable to determine whether the wells were at risk of
contaminating underground sources of drinking water. EPA originally
issued an administrative order assessing a fine of $105,000. According to
EPA officials, the operator challenged EPA’s enforcement action several
times over a period of nearly 10 years, and eventually appealed the case
to the U.S. District Court. While on appeal, EPA discovered that the latest
Illinois regulations had not been incorporated into the federal regulations.
EPA moved to remand the case, and in 2012, the court granted EPA’s
request to remand the underlying decision of EPA’s Environmental
Appeals Board, 48 and EPA later settled the case with the estate of the
operator for $20,000. EPA officials said that they do not often have to
step in to enforce a state class II program regulation, but as the oil and
gas industry continues to develop its resources and use innovative
technologies, state programs may change their regulations, and EPA may
have increasing numbers of state program changes to review, approve,
incorporate into federal regulations, and enforce.

46
In technical comments on our report, EPA stated that there is only one rulemaking
process for both (1) approving state programs and (2) incorporating the state programs
into federal regulations. As these examples demonstrate, however, we found many
instances in which EPA has approved but not codified state programs.
47

40 C.F.R. § 147.1(e).

48

The Environmental Appeals Board is EPA’s final decision maker on administrative
appeals under all major environmental statutes that EPA administers.
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Because EPA has not been incorporating changes to state program
requirements into federal regulations, the agency has a backlog of state
program requirements that it cannot enforce if necessary. When faced
with a similar backlog in the early 1990s, EPA conducted a review to
identify all state program changes since the UIC program’s inception in
the early 1980s, and then conducted one large rulemaking to incorporate
all of the identified changes into federal regulations. EPA spent 3 years
researching and comparing state regulations to those already
incorporated into federal regulations, and it identified changes to 37 state
programs that needed to be incorporated into federal regulations through
its rulemaking. However, EPA has not undertaken a similar effort to
identify and incorporate changes to state program requirements into
federal regulations since 1991. In 2010, EPA UIC officials assessed the
resources that would be needed to conduct a similar effort, and they
estimated the time and resources necessary to complete those steps. At
that time, according to EPA documents, EPA could not verify that any
state programs were up-to-date in federal regulations, and estimated that
it would require 2 to 3 years, $150,000 in outside contract support, and
dedicated EPA staff to identify and incorporate all state program changes
made since 1991 into federal regulations. Until it conducts a rulemaking
to incorporate the backlog of state program requirements and changes to
state program requirements that have been approved, EPA will not be
able to enforce some state program requirements, hindering the agency’s
enforcement of the program nationally.
EPA officials told us that incorporating changes into federal regulations,
particularly through the rulemaking process, was burdensome and timeconsuming. Several EPA officials told us that reviewing, approving, and
then incorporating changes into federal regulations through rulemaking is
lengthy and resource intensive. As a result, the agency has not
conducted rulemakings to keep pace with the changes that are occurring
in state programs. The requirement that EPA incorporate changes to
state regulations into federal regulations is established through the
agency’s regulations, however, and is not required by the Safe Drinking
Water Act. According to EPA officials, other EPA programs have a less
burdensome process for reviewing and approving changes to state
programs that does not require a rulemaking for approval, and does not
require a separate rulemaking process for EPA to incorporate changes
into federal regulations. For example, under EPA’s Public Water System
Supervision program, the EPA Administrator can review and approve
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changes to state programs and maintain enforcement authority, and the
agency does not require that those changes be incorporated into federal
regulations. 49 The agency has discretion under the Safe Drinking Water
Act to change its UIC regulations to revise or eliminate the requirement
for incorporating state program changes into federal regulations, but,
according to officials, has not evaluated alternatives to its current
approval process. For example, EPA has not evaluated whether it could
remove the requirement for a separate rulemaking to incorporate state
program changes, or somehow modify its approval process to ensure that
state program changes are incorporated into federal regulations at the
same time changes are reviewed and approved. 50 Until EPA evaluates
whether this requirement can be revised or eliminated to make the
review, approval, and incorporation of state program changes more
efficient, the process for incorporating future state program changes will
remain burdensome and time-consuming.

EPA Collects a Large
Amount of Data on
Class II Wells, but the
Data Are Not
Sufficiently Complete
or Comparable to
Report on the
Nationwide Program

EPA collects large amounts of data on class II wells in each class II
program, but the data are not sufficiently complete or comparable for
reporting to Congress, the public, or other groups interested in the
nationwide program. According to EPA’s guidance, the agency will
establish a tracking and evaluation system for the program, and provide
the Congress and other groups with information to assess the program.
To this end, the agency collects data on class II programs across the
country using required activity reports from state programs, and, to a
lesser extent, a Web-based performance management database. Our
review of the data shows that it is not sufficiently complete or comparable
to report on the program at a national level.

49

EPA’s Public Water System Supervision program provides grant funding to help eligible
states, territories, and tribes develop and implement a Public Water System Supervision
program adequate to enforce the requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act and ensure
that water systems comply with drinking water regulations.

50

Agency officials noted that there are key differences between the class II program and
programs such as the Public Water System Supervision program that could raise policy
concerns were EPA to consider adopting such an approach in the UIC program. Notably,
whereas in the Public Water System Supervision program, EPA regulations apply to public
water systems nationwide, under the UIC program, there is no background set of federal
regulations that applies nationwide. Rather, there is a different set of regulations in each
state, either those adopted by a state and approved by EPA, or in the case of an EPAmanaged program, those adopted by EPA.
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EPA Collects a Large
Quantity of Data on Class
II Programs

To satisfy EPA’s goal of aggregating and reporting state data for the
purpose of responding to inquiries from Congress and other interested
groups, EPA collects a large amount of summary data on class II
programs. It does so using the following two methods:
•

•

Activity reporting. EPA’s primary method for collecting summary data
on state UIC and class II programs is its series of activity reporting
forms known as the 7520 forms. These forms are collected twice a
year from state programs and EPA-managed programs. The states
are to provide the forms to their respective EPA regional offices, and
the regional offices are supposed to submit the forms to EPA
headquarters for review. Five forms comprise the core of the 7520
series; each form collects information at a summary level on injection
wells under a state’s program, reported by type of UIC well, including
class II wells. Data collected include summary information on the total
number of permits issued during a year, total violations cited by
inspectors, enforcement actions taken on wells that do not comply
with regulations, wells that are repaired and returned to working
order—a process called returning to compliance–within specified
times, and total number of inspections and testing of the mechanical
integrity of wells.
Performance reporting. In addition to its 7520 forms, EPA collects
summary data on two basic performance measures through a Webbased program known as the Inventory Measures Reporting System,
to satisfy requirements of the Government Performance and Results
Act. 51 The Inventory Management Reporting System was created in
2003 and collects data on the inventory of wells—that is, the number
of each type of injection well per state, including class II wells. This
inventory data is one factor used by EPA to calculate states’ annual
grant allocations. In 2006, the function of this Web-based system was

51

The Government Performance and Results Act of 1993 requires federal agencies to
engage in project management tasks such as setting goals, measuring results, and
reporting their progress. To comply with the act agencies are required to prepare annual
performance plans that establish the performance goals for the applicable fiscal year,
briefly describe how these goals are to be met, and describe how these performance
goals can be verified. Agencies must also prepare annual performance reports that review
the agency’s success or failure in meeting its targeted performance goals. In January of
2011, the act was updated by the Government Performance and Results Act
Modernization Act of 2010. This update establishes a new framework that takes a more
crosscutting and integrated approach to focusing on results and improving government
performance. Additionally, under this new act, agencies are to review and report the
results they are achieving more frequently.
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expanded to also collect information on the number of wells that failed
mechanical integrity tests and returned to compliance within 180 days
(the number of days that EPA deems appropriate). Both pieces of
data are generally entered into the Web-based system by EPA
regional officials; EPA reports the data by state in its annual
performance report. 52
Because the paper forms it uses are burdensome and time-consuming to
pull together, according to EPA officials, the agency is focusing its efforts
on the creation of a national UIC database to be able to report on the
national program. This database is designed to collect well-specific data
from state agencies—as opposed to summary data—and from regional
offices in cases where EPA manages state programs. The database will
also receive data electronically directly from the states and regions, rather
than through paper documents sent from the states to EPA regions, and
then to the agency’s headquarters. The database has been under
construction since 2007, and EPA officials report that it is now functional;
however, this database is not fully populated, as of January 2014, with
only eight class II programs uploading data into the database. EPA
officials told us that the database will not be complete and widely
populated enough to report national data for at least 2 to 3 years. Until the
agency has a fully populated database, EPA will not have a ready way to
aggregate and report data on the UIC program, and class II wells in
particular. Without this reporting, EPA may not fulfill its goal of providing
information on the national program. Given public concerns over oil and
gas development generally, demand for such data may increase;
however, in light of EPA’s budget limitations, it could be longer before the
UIC database is complete and the data are available.

EPA’s Data Are Not
Sufficiently Complete or
Comparable for Reporting
on the Class II Program at
a National Level

The data that EPA collects from its 7520 forms represents the most
detailed and extensive set of data the agency compiles on the program;
however, it is not sufficiently complete or comparable to allow EPA to
aggregate state information and report on the national class II program.
The forms are not complete for two reasons. First, the forms are generally
received in paper format making the data difficult and time-consuming to
summarize and report. 53 As a result, EPA headquarters does not have all
52

The data on class II wells returned to compliance is aggregated with Class III wells, in a
way that does not allow class II well data to be separated for reporting purposes.

53

Some states choose to submit the forms electronically, but the forms are not in a format
in which the data can be automatically extracted.
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the 7520 forms to summarize and report. We requested, but were unable
to obtain, a full 5 years of 7520 forms for all states. EPA officials told us
that EPA headquarters provided all of the forms available, but that, in
some cases, the forms had not been submitted by the states. The agency
has attempted to compile the data as part of an effort to put the data in a
simple electronic spreadsheet, but it acknowledges that it is missing state
data and would have to get it from the regional offices or individual states.
Second, in our review of the 7520 forms provided to us by EPA, we found
examples of incomplete forms, including forms without state names and
forms with blank fields, with no indication of whether the blanks
represented missing data or a quantity of zero. According to officials at
the regional level, there are no data entry protocols to indicate whether
these blank fields represent zeros or missing data. While EPA regional
officials reported that they were familiar enough with operations in the
states that they knew which blanks were supposed to be zeros and which
were supposed to be blank fields, none reported editing the forms before
transmitting them to headquarters. Without reporting protocols, states
cannot provide complete data and regions cannot review the data and
ensure that it is sufficiently complete. Such incomplete data, when
aggregated and compared with other state data, could lead EPA, as well
as those to whom the agency reports, to draw incorrect conclusions on
the status of state programs and the national program.
In addition to being incomplete, the data that EPA collects through its
activity reporting forms is not comparable among states because of
inconsistencies in the way that state agencies responsible for class II
wells interpret the instructions on the forms. We found two key variables
that states in our sample were interpreting inconsistently: (1) significant
noncompliance and (2) alleged contamination of aquifers. As shown in
table 4, states found different levels of significant noncompliance—those
violations that, in general, pose a threat to underground sources of
drinking water. For example, from fiscal year 2008 through fiscal year
2012, most states’ instances of significant noncompliance represented
less than 1 percent of their total well inventory. However, instances of
significant noncompliance that occurred in Texas during this same period
range from 2 to 11 percent of the state’s total class II well inventory.
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Table 4: Percentage of Class II Wells with Significant Noncompliance Violations
Compared to Class II Inventory in Select States for Fiscal Year 2008 through Fiscal
Year 2012
2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

California

0%

No data

0%

2%

0%

Colorado

0

0

No data

0

0

Kentucky

2

0

0

No data

No data

North Dakota

No data

0

0

0

0b

Ohio

0

No data

0

1

1

Oklahoma

0

0

0

0

0

Pennsylvania

0

0

0

No data

No data

Texas

5%

4%

2%

7%

11%

Sources: GAO analysis of EPA and state data. | GAO-14-555

Note: The amount of significant noncompliance found can vary for different reasons, including
different interpretations of what is significant and inspection approaches which would make the
violation rates for the different states based on different methodologies and therefore not comparable.
For example, states may focus their inspections on well operators that have frequent violations, which
may make the reported violation rates higher in these states than if they had inspected all of the
facilities (as some states did). Moreover, it is possible for a given class II well to incur more than one
citation for a significant noncompliance violation within a year. State data is provided for the federal
fiscal year.

The amount of significant noncompliance reported by states can vary in
part because state and EPA regional officials interpret the definition of
significant noncompliance differently. Through discussions with officials in
the eight states we reviewed, we discovered that at least two states use a
different method than others to identify and record significant
noncompliance violations. EPA guidance for determining significant
noncompliance is outlined on the 7520 form, as well as through select
guidance documents, and allows state discretion for determining which
violations should be counted as significant noncompliance. Most states
generally reported adhering to the instructions on the 7520 forms, but
states’ interpretation of the directions varies. For example, Texas officials
reported that they consider all delinquent mechanical integrity violations
as significant noncompliance, and Ohio officials said that all mechanical
integrity failures are considered to be significant noncompliance
regardless of their resolution. However, the guidance for reporting
significant noncompliance notes that mechanical integrity violations
should be counted as significant noncompliance when the loss of integrity
causes the movement of fluid outside the authorized zone, if such
movement may have the potential for endangering underground drinking
water. Officials in Texas told us that they consider all significant
noncompliance a potential threat to groundwater, but they did not indicate
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whether they consider proximity of underground drinking water when they
determine which mechanical integrity loss violations are recorded as
significant noncompliance. Ohio officials told us that significant
noncompliance violations are determined based on the state’s definition
of significant noncompliance, even if the violation does not endanger
groundwater.
Additionally, states vary in how they interpret a second key piece of
data—the instances of alleged contamination of underground sources of
drinking water. The instructions included on EPA’s 7520 form note that
the respondent should enter the number of times a well cited for
noncompliance has allegedly contaminated an underground source of
drinking water. Several state agencies with whom we spoke initially had
difficulty describing how they populated this field. Officials from three of
the state programs with whom we spoke told us that, as they interpreted
this question, they would only report instances of alleged contamination if
they were confirmed as cases of contamination due to a class II well.
However, officials representing the remaining five states said that they
would report instances of alleged contamination without needing to
confirm whether actual contamination had occurred from a class II well.
Officials in California, Colorado, North Dakota, and Oklahoma indicated
that they would investigate situations of potential underground drinking
water contamination, and if evidence showed a reasonable suspicion or
likelihood that contamination had occurred, it would be reported on the
form 7520 as a case of alleged contamination. Officials from EPA Region
3, who manage the program for Pennsylvania, told us any suspected
contamination of an underground source of drinking water would be
reported as an instance of alleged contamination on the 7520.
EPA officials acknowledge that there may be inconsistencies in how data
on these forms are reported, yet the data submitted on the 7520 forms is
not subjected to any formalized review to ensure completeness or
consistency. EPA regional officials said that they review the data for
completeness, however, they do not have a protocol to ensure data
quality or that states are reporting the data the same way in the first
place. Without protocols to ensure the consistency and completeness of
the data that states report, EPA regions cannot ensure the quality of the
data that are being reported to headquarters and EPA may not be able to
aggregate and report complete and comparable data.
EPA has also found inconsistencies in states’ data that are aggregated
and reported from the national UIC database, including class II data. The
agency found these inconsistencies by comparing data from the simple
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7520 database it created to data in the national UIC database. For
example, on the basis of this data check, officials told us that they
planned to refine definitions for data fields that may be yielding
inconsistent results to make them more comparable across states, and
they have had some initial training sessions with regions to educate them
on the correct interpretation of definitions. These efforts should improve
the information that is ultimately submitted in the national UIC database,
according to EPA officials. These efforts could also help make the data
reported on the 7520 forms more consistent and comparable; however,
the agency does not plan to use the database to aggregate and report
UIC program data because it plans to phase out the 7520 reports when it
brings the national database online. In the meantime, however, EPA will
not be able to report on the national program if it cannot aggregate the
data with reasonable assurances of its completeness and consistency.
Given increased public attention on the oil and gas industry, reporting on
the national program is helpful for Congress, the public, and other groups
to understand the program. EPA officials indicated that they are open to
using the simple 7520 database for reporting if their efforts to improve the
data do not distract from their efforts to improve the national UIC
database.

Conclusions

For over 30 years, EPA and states have managed regulatory programs
with safeguards that are designed to prevent contamination of
underground sources of drinking water from the injection of fluids
associated with oil and gas production. As domestic oil and gas
production and the demand for underground injection wells continue to
increase, EPA faces additional challenges maintaining sufficient oversight
and enforcement of these different programs and requirements in a
budget-constrained environment. States have been partners with EPA in
managing their programs, yet face similar budgetary constraints. To meet
its responsibilities to oversee and enforce class II program requirements,
it is important that EPA ensures that state programs have information on
risks to underground sources of drinking water posed by underground
injection, that its oversight and enforcement are focused and efficient, and
that it obtains sufficient information to monitor and report on the program
nationally. We have identified several challenges that EPA faces to meet
these responsibilities:
•

As the class II program has developed, new risks have emerged,
including overpressurization of geologic formations and potential
contamination of underground sources of drinking water by diesel
fuels. Without information on emerging risks on a national scale, such
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•

•

as through a UIC Technical Workgroup review, state class II programs
may not have the information necessary to address these risks and
ensure that their programs are designed to be effective at protecting
underground sources of drinking water.
EPA regions and headquarters are not consistently carrying out
annual on-site evaluations of state class II programs—an activity that
EPA guidance, issued in 1983 when many state programs had just
been approved—identified as key to ensuring effective oversight of
state programs. Limited resources have prevented EPA from
conducting on-site evaluations annually. Yet, on-site evaluations may
only be necessary every few years now that UIC programs have
matured, and with improvements in technology, some activities that
once required an on-site visit, such as file reviews, can be done
remotely in some cases. Given that EPA has not conducted an overall
review of the class II program since the early 1990s, the agency has
not considered what activities should be priorities to ensure effective
oversight of the program as it currently stands, and what resources
are necessary to carry out those activities. Until EPA evaluates its
guidance to determine what activities are essential for conducting
effective oversight of a mature class II program, and revises its
guidance as needed to reflect those activities, it cannot ensure that its
oversight is effective.
Enforcement of state and federal class II program regulations is a key
EPA responsibility under the act. Yet, EPA has not taken steps to
ensure that it has appropriate enforcement authority for all state
program requirements. As a result, EPA cannot enforce some state
program requirements. EPA’s difficulty taking legal action against a
violator in Illinois illustrates the importance of EPA incorporating state
program requirements into federal regulations, as currently required
by EPA regulations. Since the agency’s 1991 rulemaking to
incorporate changes to state program requirements into federal
regulations, EPA has accumulated another backlog of state program
requirements that need to be incorporated. Until EPA begins
incorporating these changes, the backlog of state program changes it
must review, approve, and incorporate into federal regulations will
continue to increase. EPA officials are correct in their assessment that
the process created by EPA regulations and guidance to review,
approve, and separately incorporate changes in state program
requirements through a rulemaking is burdensome and resource
intensive. While agency officials recognize that other programs, such
as the Public Water System Supervision program, have more efficient
processes for reviewing and approving state requirements, EPA has
not evaluated whether it could remove the requirement for a separate
rulemaking to incorporate state program changes, or somehow modify
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•

Recommendations for
Executive Action

its approval process to ensure that changes to state program
requirements are incorporated into federal regulations at the same
time changes are reviewed and approved. Until EPA evaluates
whether this requirement can be revised or eliminated to make the
review, approval, and incorporation of state program changes more
efficient, the process for incorporating future state program changes
will remain burdensome and time-consuming.
Congress, the public, and national groups all have great interest in the
nation’s oil and gas resources and their development, including how
water and wastewater associated with those resources are managed.
The best source of information that EPA has is the simple 7520
database, and while it has taken steps to use that database to correct
information in developing and testing its national UIC database, it has
not taken steps to use the 7520 database for reporting. Yet, because
the 7520 data are not complete or consistent, they are not sufficiently
reliable for the purposes of reporting at a national level. The same
steps that the agency is taking to correct its data for the national UIC
database—using consistent definitions of terms in collecting program
data and having a protocol to check data quality—would help correct
its 7520 data and would make that data available, perhaps earlier, to
allow the agency to report on the program nationally. With some
additional effort, EPA could make the 7520 database useful for
reporting until the national UIC database is ready for reporting. Unless
EPA takes these steps, it will be several years before EPA can
provide updated information at a national level to Congress, the
public, and others on the UIC program, preventing them from
understanding the program and the protection being provided to
underground sources of drinking water at an important juncture in the
development of oil and gas in the country.

To ensure that EPA’s oversight of the class II program is effective at
protecting drinking water sources from the underground injection of large
amounts of wastewater that will be produced with increasing domestic oil
and gas production, we recommend that the Administrator of the
Environmental Protection Agency take the following four actions:
•

•

Task the UIC Technical Working Group with reviewing emerging risks,
and related program safeguards, including overpressurization of
formations and information on use of diesel fuels in hydraulic
fracturing.
Evaluate and revise, as needed, UIC program guidance on effective
oversight to identify essential activities that EPA headquarters and
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•

regions need to conduct to effectively oversee state and EPAmanaged programs.
To ensure that EPA maintains enforcement authority of state program
requirements
•

•

•

To support nationwide reporting goals until the national UIC database
is complete
•

•

Agency Comments
and Our Evaluation

conduct a rulemaking to incorporate state program requirements,
and changes to state program requirements, into federal
regulations, and
at the same time, evaluate and consider alternative processes to
more efficiently incorporate future changes to state program
requirements into federal regulations without a rulemaking.

improve the 7520 data for reporting purposes, as well as to help
with quality assurance for the national UIC database, by
developing and implementing a protocol for states and regions to
enter data consistently and for regions to check 7520 data for
consistency and completeness to ensure that data collected from
state and EPA-managed class II programs are complete and
comparable for purposes of reporting at a national level, and
in the interim, develop a method to use the 7520 database to
report UIC data, including data on class II wells, until the national
UIC database is fully populated with state data.

We provided a draft of this report to EPA for review and comment. EPA
provided written comments, reproduced in appendix V, in which the
agency expressed general agreement with the report’s findings,
conclusions, and recommendations. Overall, the comment letter agreed
with the report’s characterization of the resource challenges facing state
and EPA-managed programs. EPA agreed with three recommendations,
and agreed with the findings of another recommendation but did not
agree with the recommended action. EPA also provided technical
comments that we incorporated as appropriate. In addition, we provided
appropriate sections of the draft report to the six states whose programs
we reviewed. State officials from California, Colorado, North Dakota,
Ohio, Oklahoma, and Texas provided technical comments, which we
incorporated as appropriate.
In response to our recommendation that EPA task the UIC Technical
Workgroup with reviewing emerging risks and related program
safeguards, EPA agreed that to ensure effective oversight of the class II
program the agency must identify emerging risks and provide state and
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EPA-managed class II programs with the information they need to
address those risks. EPA stated that it will provide information on
overpressurization to state and EPA-managed programs in the UIC
Technical Workgroup’s planned report on induced seismicity; and that its
February 2014 guidance on class II program permitting for hydraulic
fracturing with diesel fuels provides recommendations to EPA permit
writers, including best practices identified by states and industry. We
recognize EPA’s efforts to provide additional information to state and
EPA-managed programs on induced seismicity, overpressurization, and
permitting hydraulic fracturing operations that use diesel fuels, but these
efforts do not completely address the issues we identified. As a part of
these efforts, it is important that the UIC Technical Workgroup provide
information to states and EPA-managed programs on the other risks
posed to underground sources of drinking water by overpressurization of
formations, such as potential contamination by surface breakout of
injected fluids as occurred in Oklahoma in recent years. In addition, since
not all states legally require disclosure of hydraulic fracturing fluid
composition through the FracFocus database, including states with large
numbers of wells such as California, it is critical that the UIC Technical
Workgroup provide guidance on the information that all states must
collect to successfully identify and permit hydraulic fracturing operations
using diesel fuels.
In response to our recommendation that EPA evaluate and revise, as
needed, UIC program guidance to identify essential activities needed to
effectively oversee state and EPA-managed programs, EPA stated that it
generally agreed with our finding and the recommendation. The agency
stated it will begin an internal dialogue among the UIC program managers
at the June 2014 UIC National Managers Meeting and continue this
dialogue over the next year to evaluate the effectiveness of the agency’s
oversight activities, and will document the results of this process and any
recommendations for further action by July 2015. EPA further stated that
if any change in expectations or practice is warranted, the agency will
develop an advisory document that supplements its 1983 guidance on
effective oversight by July 2016.
In response to our two-part recommendation that EPA conduct a
rulemaking to incorporate state program requirements and changes to
state program requirements into federal regulations, and that EPA
evaluate and consider alternative processes to efficiently review, approve,
and incorporate future changes to state program requirements into
federal regulations without a rulemaking, EPA agreed with GAO’s findings
but it did not agree to take the recommended actions. In response to the
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first part of the recommendation, EPA stated that the agency cannot
conduct a rulemaking to approve and codify all state program revisions
without going through considerable effort to determine whether each of
the changes meets the requirements of the Safe Drinking Water Act. EPA
also stated that conducting a single rulemaking of this scale to
incorporate all outstanding state program changes would be impractical
because EPA, in conjunction with all state programs, would have to
simultaneously review all state class II programs approved through both
the conventional and alternative processes laid out in the Safe Drinking
Water Act. EPA stated that given that the process would take many years
to complete, this approach would still not ensure that all program changes
are up to date in federal regulations, as other states could make changes
to their programs during this time. In lieu of a single rulemaking EPA said
it was conducting an ongoing process of individual rulemakings to
approve and codify state program revisions in a collaborative manner with
states, EPA regions, and EPA’s Office of Enforcement and Compliance
Assurance. However, as stated in the report, according to an analysis
conducted in 2010, EPA estimated that it would take 2 to 3 years,
dedicated EPA personnel, and $150,000 in outside contractor support to
identify, approve, and incorporate all state program changes made since
1991 into federal regulations. By EPA's own estimate, the targeted stateby-state approach will take much longer than a single rulemaking and will
face greater challenges of states continuing to make changes in the
interim, leaving EPA without the ability to enforce the program, if needed.
EPA provided no evidence in its comment letter that the effort it is now
contemplating would be any less costly or any more efficient than the
approach it assessed in 2010. For this reason, we believe that our
recommendation is still necessary for EPA to carry out its responsibilities
for the class II program.
In response to the second part of this recommendation, that EPA
consider alternative processes to review and approve state program
revisions and to incorporate state programs into federal regulations
without rulemaking, EPA stated that (1) the Safe Drinking Water Act
specifically requires that state UIC program revisions made in response to
changes in EPA UIC regulations be approved by rule, and (2) the agency
would need to revise its regulations to be able to approve state program
changes without a rulemaking. We were not suggesting that EPA violate
the Safe Drinking Water Act and have made changes to the
recommendation language to avoid any such confusion. The focus of our
recommendation is on the requirement appearing in EPA's regulation, but
not in the Safe Drinking Water Act, that effectively prohibits EPA
enforcement of state UIC regulations unless the latter are codified in the
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federal regulations. EPA stated that there are strong policy and
programmatic reasons to maintain this requirement. Specifically,
according to EPA, without codification it would not be possible to find a
complete set of EPA approved rules for a state in one place, making it
difficult for the regulated community, EPA, and the Department of Justice
to determine what state program requirements are applicable and
enforceable under the Safe Drinking Water Act. If EPA believes the
codification process is important, it should devote the resources
necessary to implementing it, or, if those resources are not forthcoming, it
should consider alternative methods of maintaining federal enforceability
within existing resource constraints that are likely to reduce the current
backlog. In its letter, EPA states that it will continue coordination among
its offices to make the program review and rulemaking process more
efficient. However, it provided no detail as to what actions may produce
such efficiencies, when they might take effect, or why they have not
already been implemented. For these reasons, we continue to believe
that EPA should explore alternative methods for ensuring the
enforceability of state UIC regulations that do not rely on the rulemaking
process.
In response to our recommendation that EPA develop and implement a
protocol for states and regions to ensure that 7520 data are complete and
comparable for purposes of reporting at the national level and that EPA
develop a method to use the 7520 database to report UIC data until the
national UIC database is fully populated with state data, EPA agreed with
our finding and recommendation. Specifically, EPA agreed that there is
room for improvement in the completeness and consistency of data
submitted by the states and regions through the 7520 forms, and that the
7520 database should be completed so that it can be used as a tool to
better understand national UIC activities. In addition, EPA described
actions that it plans to take to implement the recommendation, including
updating the instructions on the 7520 forms by adding instructions to
eliminate blank fields and clarifying data definitions.
As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly announce the contents of
this report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 30 days from the
report date. At that time, we will send copies of this report to the
appropriate congressional committees, the Administrator of EPA, and
other interested parties. In addition, the report is available at no charge on
the GAO Web-site at http://www.gao.gov.
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If you or your staff members have any questions about this report, please
contact me at (202) 512-3841 or at gomezj@gao.gov. Contact points for
our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found
on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made major contributions to
this report are listed in appendix VI.

J. Alfredo Gómez
Director, Natural Resources and Environment
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Appendix I: List of State and EPA-Managed
Class II Programs and Well Inventory
Appendix I: List of State and EPA-Managed
Class II Programs and Well Inventory

Table 5 provides a list of EPA-managed programs, state programs with
safeguards deemed effective by EPA, state programs that have adopted
minimum federal underground injection control requirements, and the
number of class II wells in each state in 2012.
Table 5: Class II Program Management Authority and Well Inventory

State

EPA-managed
programs

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona

State programs with
safeguards deemed
effective by EPA

State programs that have
adopted minimum federal
requirements

Number of class II
wells in 2012

X

247

X

1,347

X

0

Arkansas

X

1,100

California

X

49,783

Colorado

X

901

Connecticut

X

0

Delaware

X

0

Florida

X

60

Georgia
Hawaii

X
X

X

Idaho

0
0

X

0

Illinois

X

7,858

Indiana

X

1,260

X

16,965

Iowa

X

7

Kansas
Kentucky

X

3,221

Louisiana

X

3,687

Maine

X

0

Maryland

X

0

Massachusetts

X

Michigan

X

Minnesota

X

0
1,451
0

Mississippi

X

1,212

Missouri

X

455

Montana

X

1,149

Nebraska

X

661

Nevada

X

18

New Hampshire

X

0
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State

EPA-managed
programs

State programs with
safeguards deemed
effective by EPA

New Jersey

X

New Mexico
New York

State programs that have
adopted minimum federal
requirements

X

Number of class II
wells in 2012
0
4,556

X

423

North Carolina

X

0

North Dakota

X

1,290

Ohio

X

2,439

Oklahoma

X

11,134

Oregon
Pennsylvania

X

9

X

1,865

Rhode Island

X

South Carolina

X

South Dakota

0
0

X

87

Texas

X

52,977

Utah

X

547

Tennessee

X

19

Vermont
Virginia

X
X

0
12

Washington

X

West Virginia

X

Wisconsin

710
X

Wyoming

X

1
0
5,005

Source: EPA. | GAO-14-555

Notes: This table excludes tribes, U.S. territories, and the District of Columbia. According to EPA, in
some cases, states with 0 wells may have approval to manage their class II programs but may not
have active class II programs.
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Appendix II: Key Legal Provisions and
Guidance Governing EPA Approval of State
Programs and State Program Changes

This appendix presents information on provisions of law and regulations,
as well as guidance that govern EPA approvals of state class II
Underground Injection Control (UIC) programs.

Safe Drinking Water
Act

The Safe Drinking Water Act establishes several requirements for EPA
and the UIC program. These requirements include the review and
approval of programs at the state level, review and approval of revisions
to these programs, conditions under which EPA could manage programs
for a state, and enforcement of the UIC programs. The act applies to six
types of well classes, including class II wells for oil and gas related
purposes.

State Program Approvals

The Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) of 1974 required EPA to establish
the underground injection control program. 1 Among other things, EPA
was to promulgate regulations specifying minimum requirements for state
UIC programs. Under section 1422, each identified state was to propose
its own program, meeting the EPA requirements. EPA was then to review
state submissions, and within 90 days and after reasonable opportunity
for presentation of views, approve or disapprove the state program “by
rule.” 2 Once approved, the state has primary enforcement authority for
underground water sources in the state. 3 States approved under such
standards may be referred to as section 1422 states.
The act also requires states to revise their programs when EPA amends
its regulation concerning requirements of state programs adding or
revising a requirement. 4 In such cases, a state is to submit a notice to
EPA showing that the state meets the new or revised requirement. 5 EPA

1

Pub. L. No. 93-523 § 2 (1974), codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 300h(a)(1), (b)(1)
(2014).
2

Id., codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. § 300h-1(b)(2) (2014).

3

42 U.S.C. § 300h-1(b)(3) (2014).

4

42 U.S.C. § 300h-1(b)(1)(B) (2014).

5

Id.
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is to approve or disapprove such changes using the same process as
with initial program approvals, that is, by rule. 6

Alternative Approval
Process for State Class II
Programs

Following EPA’s June 1980 promulgation of the regulations establishing
minimum requirements for state programs, Congress amended the act. 7
The December 1980 amendments created an alternative way for states to
receive EPA approval of UIC class II programs in SDWA section 1425.
Using this alternative, in lieu of adopting EPA’s minimum requirements, a
state can seek approval of its program—and primary enforcement
authority—by demonstrating to EPA that its program is effective in
preventing contamination of underground drinking water sources. A state
must show that its program meets the same four key requirements that
the EPA regulations were to address: (1) prohibition of unauthorized
injections; (2) authorized and permitted injections must not endanger
drinking water sources;(3) include inspection, monitoring, recordkeeping,
and reporting requirements; and (4) apply to federal agencies and federal
land. 8 These states may be referred to as section 1425 states.
The House Commerce Committee report for this amendment noted that
32 states already regulated underground injection related to the recovery
or production of oil or natural gas and believe they have programs already
in place that meet the minimum requirements of the act. 9 The report
states, “it is the committee’s intent that states should be able to continue
these programs unencumbered with additional federal requirements if
they demonstrate that they meet the requirements of the act. These
requirements are the same as must be met by the administrator in
establishing the regulations, thus ensuring that a state program pursuant
to an alternative demonstration results in an equivalent degree of
protection for drinking water sources.” 10 The report also noted that, after
initial approval, new demonstrations may be needed, such as if EPA

6

42 U.S.C. § 300h-1(b)(2) (2014).

7

45 Fed. Reg. 42,500 (June 24, 1980), codified as amended at 40 C.F.R. pt. 146 and
other sections; Pub. L. No. 96-502 § 2(a) (1980), codified as amended at 42 U.S.C. §
300h-4 (2014).
8

42 U.S.C. § 300h(b)(1) (2014).

9

H.R. Rep. No. 96-1348 at 5 (Sept. 19, 1980).

10

Id.
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revises a requirement, or “instances in which a state significantly alters a
program for which a demonstration has been made, or in which the
administrator determines that new information about the endangerment of
drinking water supplies necessitates a new demonstration.” 11 According
to the report, under such circumstances, EPA would need to determine,
by rule after public hearing, that a state’s demonstration is no longer
adequate.
Under these amendments, a state using the alternative demonstration
process under section 1425 is to submit to EPA a demonstration showing
its program meets the four statutory requirements. 12 The rest of the
process is the same as for a regular approval: EPA is to review the state
submission, and within 90 days and after reasonable opportunity for
presentation of views, approve or disapprove the state program by rule.
Once approved, the state has primary enforcement authority for
underground water sources in the state. 13 As with the section 1422 states
approved under the regular approval process, states need to take action
when EPA amends its regulation adding or revising a requirement relating
to class II underground injection. 14 In such cases, a state is to submit a
notice to EPA demonstrating that with respect to the changed aspect of
the state regulation, the state meets the four statutory requirements and
represents an effective program to prevent underground injection that
endangers drinking water sources. 15 EPA is to approve or disapprove
such changes using the same process as with initial program approvals,
that is, by rule. 16

EPA-Managed Programs
within States

The act provides that, where a state fails to propose its own program or
EPA has found the state program fails to meet the minimum
requirements, EPA is required to prescribe by regulation a UIC program

11

Id. at 6.

12

42 U.S.C. § 300h-4(a) (2014).

13

42 U.S.C. § 300h-4(c)(2) (2014).

14

42 U.S.C. § 300h-4(b) (2014).

15

Id.

16

42 U.S.C. § 300h-1(b)(2) (2014).
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for that state. 17 EPA can revise such a program from time to time by
regulation. 18

Enforcement of State and
EPA-Managed Programs

The act authorizes EPA to enforce requirements of an applicable UIC
program in a state with primary enforcement authority under certain
circumstances. 19 Specifically, when EPA finds a person in violation of
such a requirement, has notified the state, and after 30 days the state has
not commenced appropriate enforcement action, the act requires EPA to
issue an order requiring compliance or to initiate court action. 20 The act
defines “applicable underground injection control program” with respect to
a state with primary authority as the program or most recent amendment
that has been adopted by the state and approved by EPA by rule. With
respect to a state where EPA has primary enforcement authority,
“applicable underground injection program” is the program which has
been prescribed by the Administrator by regulation. 21

EPA Regulations

Charged with developing the new UIC program, EPA promulgated a
series of regulations in the early 1980s. EPA’s regulations, as amended,
are divided into distinct parts. For example, 40 C.F.R. part 144 sets forth
permitting and other program requirements for all UIC programs; part 145
sets forth the requirements and procedures for approval of state
programs under section 1422; and part 146 establishes technical criteria
and standards for use by states and EPA in the development and
implementation of state UIC programs. 22 These program regulations do
not establish requirements for owners or operators of injection wells, but
rather, establish requirements for state or EPA officials to use in
developing UIC programs that in turn establish enforceable requirements
for owners or operators of injection wells. 23 As such, there are no

17

42 U.S.C. § 300h-1(c) (2014).

18

Id.

19

42 U.S.C. § 300h-2(a)(1) (2014).

20

Id.

21

42 U.S.C. §§ 300h-1(d), 300h-1(b)-(c) (2014).

22

See, e.g., 40 C.F.R § 144.1(f) (2014).

23

45 Fed. Reg. 42,500 (June 24, 1980).
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“background” federal regulations directly imposing requirements onto
regulated parties, as is found in several other major environmental
statutes.

Review and Approval of
State Program Changes

In establishing the initial 1980 regulations for the UIC program, EPA
interpreted the act to establish a process for changes to state programs
that were originally approved under both the regular and alternative
processes. As noted above, the act requires that when EPA amends the
regulations to add or revise a requirement, states must in essence show
they meet the requirement. 24 The act does not speak to state-initiated
changes. In the regulations providing for state program approvals (part
145), EPA acknowledged that state program changes may be in response
to an EPA change to a requirement, or be state-initiated. 25 EPA’s
regulations require states to “keep EPA fully informed of any proposed
modifications to its basic statutory or regulatory authority, its forms,
procedures, or priorities.” 26
Under EPA’s regulations, program revisions begin when a state submits
documents to EPA, as necessary under the circumstances. As to
processing the revision, EPA’s regulations make a distinction not found in
the statute. The regulations distinguish “substantial changes” as requiring
a rulemaking process, including notice in the Federal Register, a 30-day
public comment period, and opportunity for a hearing, with notice of the
approval in the Federal Register. The regulations do not require this
process for nonsubstantial program changes, which may be approved by
a letter from EPA to the state. 27 Since part 145 is only applicable to state
programs approved under section 1422 of the Safe Drinking Water Act,
this section concerning program revisions does not directly apply to the
class II programs approved under section 1425 of the act. EPA officials
stated, however, that the agency considers this section as guidance for
1425 states.
24

Precisely, section 1422 says that states must show that they comply with the added or
revised requirement, while section 1425 says that states must demonstrate they meet the
statutory requirements as to the changed aspect.

25

40 C.F.R. § 145.32(a) (2014).

26

40 C.F.R. § 145.32(a) (2014).

27

The regulation specifies the Administrator, but this has been delegated to the regional
administrators.
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The regulations do not define substantial and nonsubstantial; however,
EPA guidance provides a few examples of substantial changes, such as
changes to a state’s authority, transfer from an approved state agency to
another, and changes which would make the program less stringent than
applicable requirements. 28 Available documents, such as the original
Federal Register preambles for this part, do not explain why EPA made
this distinction. EPA officials said that because of the expense and time
for rulemakings, EPA may have determined that such a requirement
could not be intended to apply to any sort of change that could occur—
such as editorial or renumbering changes—and thus carved out a less
burdensome process for such changes. We note that because the
regulation does not distinguish certain changes subject to specific
requirements in the act—that is, state revisions that are necessitated in
response to an EPA change to a requirement—and introduces a less
rigorous process for some changes, it is not clear whether the regulation
ensures that the statutory requirement is being met. That is, under the
statute, all state revisions made in response to an EPA change are to be
approved by rule. Under the regulation, however, state revisions deemed
nonsubstantial can be approved by letter, rather than by rule, and it
appears possible that these nonsubstantial changes could include
changes made in response to an EPA requirement.

Codifying State Program
Changes in Federal
Regulations

In addition to the program regulations for review and approval of state
programs, EPA determined in 1983 that another part was required in
regulations (1) to contain EPA’s requirements in states where EPA would
manage the program and have primary enforcement authority and (2) to
codify EPA’s approval of state UIC programs. 29 On this basis, EPA
promulgated part 147 in 1984. 30 The general provisions state that part
147 “sets forth the applicable Underground Injection Control (UIC)
programs” in each state, and that “[r]egulatory provisions incorporated by
reference (in the case of approved state programs) or promulgated by
EPA (in the case of EPA-administered programs), and all permit
conditions or permit denials issued pursuant to such regulations, are
enforceable by the Administrator” under the act. 31 Thus, EPA established
28

UIC Guidance #34 at 5.

29

48 Fed. Reg. 40,098 (September 2, 1983).

30

49 Fed. Reg. 20,138 (May 11, 1984).

31

40 C.F.R. §§ 147.1(a), (e) (2014).
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in its regulation an obligation not found in the act: that state programs
must be codified into the part 147 regulations to be enforceable by EPA. 32
Available documents, such as the original Federal Register preambles for
this part, do not explain why EPA added this obligation. EPA officials
noted that without codification, however, there could be a due process
issue whereby regulated entities may lack notice of the requirements
applicable to them and enforceable by EPA.

EPA Guidance

EPA wrote guidance in 1984 to help states with the process of review and
approval of state programs and state program changes, but it has not
written guidance on how these changes will be codified in federal
regulations under section 147. The guidance applies to all state programs
approved under both sections 1422 and 1425.
The guidance, Guidance for Review and Approval of State Underground
Injection Control (UIC) Programs and Revisions to Approved State
Programs, distinguishes between substantial and nonsubstantial changes
to state programs and includes examples of substantial changes.
Substantial changes, including changes to a state’s authority, transfer
from an approved state agency to another, and changes which would
make the program less stringent than applicable requirement, are to be
approved by the EPA Administrator. Nonsubstantial changes may be
approved by a Regional Administrator in a letter to a state’s Governor.
The guidance also indicates that states will apply for EPA to review and
approve their program changes and also sets out a process for EPA to
review and approve the program changes in 90 days. The process
involves a rulemaking procedure different from the process needed to
codify the state program or program changes into section 147.
Once a state program or program change is approved, EPA’s regulations
indicate that it should be codified into section 147 to allow EPA to enforce
the state program, if needed. However, the guidance is silent on the steps
EPA headquarters and regions need to take to incorporate approved
programs or program changes into section 147.

32

That is, section 1423(a)(1) of the act authorizes EPA enforcement of a requirement of an
“applicable” UIC program. EPA regulation establishes that part 147 sets forth the
applicable UIC programs. Hence, a program not included in part 147 is not an “applicable”
program and may not be enforceable by EPA.
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Many states had approved programs for one or more well classes by
1984, and EPA’s initial promulgation of part 147 in that year codified most
of them. 33 EPA typically conducted two discrete steps to approve and
codify the programs: (1) approval by rule of a state program and (2) later
codification of the approved program into part 147. 34 Over time, additional
states obtained EPA approval for their programs. For example, Montana’s
class II program was approved by rule in 1996. 35 In addition, some states
made changes to their programs. According to EPA headquarters
officials, there have been few substantial changes to state class II
programs, and EPA has not changed any requirements for class II
programs that would trigger state revisions.
EPA has not, however, codified some state programs. It last conducted
an exercise to update its part 147 regulations in 1991, updating the
references to state regulations. 36 Even so, the revisions did not codify all
of the programs approved to date. For example, West Virginia and
Arkansas both had class II programs approved by EPA in 1983 and 1984,
respectively, but these programs were neither included in the original part
147 nor the 1991 revisions. EPA officials could not explain why these
state programs were not codified, noting that these events predated their
tenure at the agency. EPA officials are aware that part 147 is out of date
with respect to state program revisions, as well as these two state
programs missing in their entirety. According to officials, resources have
not been provided to conduct the necessary research and rulemaking.
Thus, by the terms of section 147.1 in conjunction with the act, EPA is
unable to enforce those state program requirements that are not
contained in part 147.

33

49 Fed. Reg. 20,138 (May 11, 1984). It is unclear why, but part 147 did not codify all
state programs that were previously approved. See, e.g., 49 Fed. Reg. at 20,202
(reserving the section for class II), 49 Fed. Reg. 11,179 (March 26, 1984) (approving
Arkansas’ class II program).

34

Since the beginning of the program, when EPA has approved state programs, it
generally has done so through a rulemaking process or “by rule.” Specifically, EPA’s
process includes a Federal Register notice proposing to approve a program, a public
comment period, and a Federal Register notice announcing the approval. Although EPA
established the prerequisite for codification of approved state programs into part 147, EPA
generally did not incorporate codification into the approval by rule process.

35

61 Fed. Reg. 58,932 (November 16, 1996).

36

56 Fed. Reg. 9408 (March 6, 1991).
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The objectives of this report are to examine: (1) EPA and state roles,
responsibilities, and resources in management the class II program; (2)
safeguards select states have in place to ensure the protection of
underground drinking water; (3) EPA’s regulation and oversight of class II
programs; and (4) the reliability of data to report on the class II program
nationwide. To address all objectives, we reviewed the Safe Drinking
Water Act and EPA’s regulations and guidance on the Underground
Injection Control (UIC) program, including class II wells. We also spoke
with officials from EPA headquarters and regional offices about all
aspects of the class II program. Because this report also examines states’
roles in the program, we chose a sample of eight states on which to focus
our analysis: California, Colorado, Kentucky, North Dakota, Ohio,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Texas. These states represent a
nonjudgmental sample, selected on the basis of the location of current
shale oil and gas plays across the country, the number of class II wells in
each state, and whether the class II program was managed by the state
or EPA regions. 1 To identify current shale oil and gas plays across the
country, we used Energy Information Administration regions that are
organized around national shale oil and shale gas resources. 2 These
regions represent diverse geography and geologic formations, as well as
different oil and gas and wastewater operations. We selected at least one
state in each of the six regions identified by the Energy Information
Administration. We also selected states that had higher numbers of class
II wells to ensure our sample represented significant class II activity. And
finally, we selected states that had both state and EPA-managed
programs. We spoke with state and EPA officials from programs in each
of the eight states, and we visited four of these states in person. During
these visits, we discussed program management and data collection and
reporting with state officials, and we reviewed a sample of state
inspection and violation files.
To determine the roles and responsibilities of state class II programs, we
reviewed EPA regulations and guidance for the program. We also spoke
with officials from six of our eight selected states about their management
and reporting on the program, as well as EPA’s oversight of the program.

1

A shale oil or gas play is a set of discovered or undiscovered oil and/or natural gas
accumulations or prospects that exhibit similar geological characteristics.
2

Energy Information Administration, Review of Emerging Resources: U.S. Shale Oil and
Shale Gas Plays (July 2011).
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To understand the roles and responsibilities of EPA for EPA-managed
programs, we spoke with EPA headquarters and regional officials. To
evaluate funding for state and EPA-managed programs, we requested
class II program budget data for fiscal year 2008 through fiscal year 2012
from the six states and two EPA regional offices that manage the class II
programs in the states we reviewed. We discussed budget data with state
officials to assess its reliability, and we determined that it was reliable for
our purpose of summarizing state program budgets. We also obtained
EPA UIC grant data for federal fiscal years 2008 through fiscal year 2012,
including grants provided to all UIC programs, and class II programs
specifically. We interviewed EPA officials about the data, and assessed
the data for any outliers or missing data, and determined that they were
reliable for the purpose of reporting on class II program funding. To
evaluate the resources that state programs have to administer the
program, we gathered state-reported budget data on the amount of
funding for the class II program supplied by the state, and compared it to
annual grant allocations from EPA to states. This enabled us to develop a
percentage of total class II funding that came from each state’s grant
compared to the funding that came from the state budget. To show the
trend in funding over the last several years, we converted the EPA grant
data into real fiscal year 2013 dollars. To assess staffing resources for
both state and EPA-managed programs in the eight states we selected,
we interviewed state and EPA regional officials about their staffing levels
from fiscal year 2008 through fiscal year 2012.
To analyze and compare the safeguards that EPA and selected states
have in place to ensure the protection of underground drinking water, we
reviewed the basic safeguards outlined in federal regulations, state
regulations, guidance, and related program documents in each of our
eight selected states. To better understand the basis and purpose for
regulations addressing safeguards, we reviewed a key EPA document,
the Statement of Basis and Purpose: Underground Injection Control
Regulations, and spoke with EPA officials. Based on EPA’s Statement of
Basis and Purpose, we identified seven program safeguards required for
EPA-managed programs. To compare the safeguards in each state and
EPA-managed program in eight selected states, we developed a table for
each safeguard that categorized and compared the safeguards used by
the programs in each of the eight states. We identified state program
safeguards in state regulations, program guidance, and other documents.
Our review included a summary and comparison of the regulations and
guidance that establish state and EPA-managed program safeguards, but
we did not analyze the technical sufficiency of those safeguards.
Additionally, we gathered data from the states on inspections and alleged
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contamination of underground sources of drinking water. We discussed
these data with state officials to assess their reliability for reporting, and in
some instances, used limited EPA data to corroborate the state-reported
data. We determined that these data were reliable to report for our
purposes of describing state program safeguards. To identify any
potential gaps in the safeguards in place, we obtained and analyzed EPA
reviews such as the Mid-Course Review and an EPA contracted report by
the technical and strategic consulting group, Cadmus. 3 We also spoke
with EPA and state officials about potential weaknesses in the
safeguards, the effectiveness of the safeguards, and any issues that may
affect the protectiveness of the safeguards.
To examine EPA’s regulation and oversight of the class II program, we
focused on the regulation and oversight of programs in our eight selected
states: six state programs and two EPA-managed programs. To
understand EPA’s regulation of the programs in the eight states, we
reviewed EPA’s regulations for state programs. A key aspect of these
regulations is the need to incorporate state regulations and revisions to
these state regulations into federal regulations; this allows EPA to enforce
state programs, when appropriate. To assess the extent to which EPA
had accomplished the incorporation of state regulations into federal
regulations, we identified situations in which the states we reviewed had
updated or changed regulations and discussed the status of EPA’s
approval and incorporation of these changes. We also reviewed EPA’s
guidance and processes for requesting and approving aquifer
exemptions, and we requested documentation of exemptions from EPA
regions and headquarters. To understand EPA’s oversight responsibilities
and evaluate the extent to which they are being carried out, we reviewed
EPA guidance outlining effective oversight of state programs. We spoke
with EPA headquarters and regional officials regarding how they
completed the actions outlined in the guidance. We also obtained and
reviewed the annual reports that EPA regions are to write for state
programs, Memoranda of Agreements between EPA and each state
program, and relevant grant reports from states.

3

EPA, Mid-Course Evaluation of the Class II Underground Injection Control Program: Final
Report of the Mid-Course Evaluation Workgroup. August 22, 1989 and J.B. Smith, U.S.
EPA, and L.A. Browning, The Cadmus Group Inc., Proposed Changes to EPA Class II
Well Construction Standards and Area of Review Procedures. Society of Petroleum
Engineers/EPA Exploration and Production Environmental Conference (San Antonio,
Texas: March 1993).
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Finally, in order to examine the reliability of the data that EPA has on
class II programs, we interviewed EPA headquarters’ officials about their
various data collection methods and reviewed related documentation and
guidance, as available. We identified three methods that EPA
headquarters uses to collect data on the UIC program, including the class
II program, and discussed the data collected by each method with EPA
officials. We determined that one source of data contained the information
we needed—the state activity reporting forms (7520 forms) that each
state completes twice per year. We requested these forms from EPA for
fiscal year 2008 through fiscal year 2012 and obtained all the forms that
EPA said it had. The forms were in paper format, which we saved and
transferred into an electronic database to analyze. To assess the
reliability of the data for our reporting purposes, we took steps to evaluate
the completeness and comparability of the data. To evaluate the
completeness of the data, we performed basic checks of the data
supplied by EPA to identify missing data. We found numerous missing
data that resulted from incomplete or missing forms and mislabeled
forms. We interviewed headquarters and regional EPA officials about this
data, and they said that they had provided all the forms available to them.
We also performed basic data checks on the consistency of the data
provided by discussing state data with officials in the states we visited.
We interviewed state officials about how they completed the 7520 forms
and what data they used to complete the forms, and we discussed their
understanding of the instructions on the 7520 form. From our evaluation
of the completeness and consistency of the data, we determined that the
7520 data were not sufficiently complete or consistent, and we decided
not to report the data, with two exceptions: we reported the number of
instances alleged contamination reported by each of the eight states we
reviewed because these data were solely descriptive, and we reported
data on significant violations reported by the eight states to show the
inconsistency in state reporting. In addition to discussing the 7520 data,
we spoke with state and regional officials about the national UIC
database and its development. We also reviewed documentation related
to the national UIC database in development, including its data dictionary
and business rules to example the progress and status of the database.
We conducted this performance audit from November 2012 to June 2014
in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain
sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our
findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe the
evidence provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions
based on our audit objectives.
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In the 1980s, to fulfill its statutory obligations under the Safe Drinking
Water Act, EPA developed safeguards to protect underground drinking
water sources from contamination by fluids that are injected into
underground formations and could leak into other formations that contain
sources of drinking water. Specifically, the safeguards help ensure that
wells are designed to prevent fluids that are injected into underground
formations from endangering underground drinking water sources. This
appendix and the following tables summarize requirements for key class
II program safeguards for the programs we reviewed in eight states:
California, Colorado, Kentucky, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma,
Pennsylvania, and Texas. The programs in two of these states—
Kentucky and Pennsylvania—are managed by EPA regions under EPA
regulations, while the remaining six programs are state programs
approved by EPA.

Area of Review

To prevent fluids from entering an underground drinking water source,
state UIC program directors determine an area of review necessary to
obtain a permit for new injection wells. This is an area around an injection
well where pressure in the injection zone may cause the migration of
fluids into an underground source of drinking water, according to EPA
documents. Before fluids can be injected into a new well, the state
director must consider information on other active or abandoned wells in
the area, and the corrective action status of any defective wells. The size
of the area of a review can be a fixed radial distance of one-quarter mile
or greater, or it can be calculated by a formula that considers the injection
rate, movement of fluids through the injection zone, and the size of the
injection zone among other factors. Table 6 shows the requirements for
area of review for the eight programs we reviewed.
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Table 6: Select State Class II Requirements for the Area of Review for New Injection Wells
Types of wells or holes
to be identified in AOR

Corrective action
requirements

None identified

All injection, production,
and plugged and
abandoned wells.

No corrective action
requirements per se, but
operators must prove that
plugged and abandoned wells
will not have an adverse effect
on the project or cause
damage to life, health,
property, or natural resources.

None identified

Underground disposal: oil
and gas wells, domestic
and irrigation water wells
of public record within ¼
mile; oil and gas wells
currently producing from
the injection zone within ½
b
mile.
Enhanced recovery and
liquid hydrocarbon
storage: wells, including
drilling wells and dry and
abandoned wells, within ¼
mile.

Underground disposal:
remedial action is required for
any well within 1/4 mile of the
proposed well(s) in which the
injection zone is not
adequately confined.
Enhanced recovery and liquid
hydrocarbon storage: a plan
for performance of needed
remedial action on wells
penetrating the injection zone
within ¼ mile is required.

Kentucky

Either (1) the distance to
None identified
which migration of injected
fluid into an underground
source of drinking water
could be expected,
calculated based on factors
detailed in the regulation, or
(2) ¼ mile

All known wells (producing
wells, injection wells,
abandoned wells, dry
holes, and water wells).

Corrective action is required
for all wells which are
improperly sealed, completed
or abandoned and which
penetrate (1) the injection
zone or (2) a formation
affected by injection pressure.

North Dakota

¼ mile

None identified

Injection wells, producing
wells, plugged wells,
abandoned wells, drilling
wells, dry holes, and water
wells.

Corrective action is required
for all wells penetrating the
injection zone if deemed
necessary.

Ohio

Either (1) ¼ mile for wells
injecting up to 200 barrels
per day or (2) ½ mile for
wells injecting more than
200 barrels a day

An alternate AOR can be All wells penetrating the
designated for good
formation proposed for
cause shown.
injection.

State

Area of review (AOR)

Exceptions

California

AOR is not defined in state
a
law or regulation

Colorado

¼- to ½ mile

c
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Corrective action
requirements

Area of review (AOR)

Oklahoma

¼ mile for noncommercial
None identified
disposal wells; ½ mile for
commercial disposal wells
0 miles for passive injection
into simultaneous injection
wells
¼ mile for active injection
into simultaneous injection
wells, which are wells that
inject or dispose of salt
water at the same time they
are producing oil and/or gas
d
to the surface

Simultaneous injection
None identified
wells: unplugged or mudplugged boreholes
Disposal wells:
abandoned, producing or
drilling wells and dry holes

Pennsylvania

Either (1) the distance to
None identified
which migration of injected
fluid into an underground
source of drinking water
could be expected,
calculated based on factors
detailed in the regulation, or
(2) ¼ mile

All known wells (producing
wells, injection wells,
abandoned wells, dry
holes, and water wells)

Texas

¼ mile for disposal wells

c

Exceptions

Types of wells or holes
to be identified in AOR

State

e

A variance can be
Wells that penetrate the
granted upon proof that it proposed disposal zone
will not result in a
material increase in the
risk of fluid movement
into freshwater strata or
to the surface.

Corrective action is required
for all wells which are
improperly sealed, completed
or abandoned and which
penetrate (1) the injection
zone or (2) a formation
affected by injection pressure.
f

None identified

Sources: GAO analysis of federal and state regulations. | GAO-14-555
a

According to the state program’s website, regulators make reference to federal UIC regulations in
defining the “area affected by the project.” Accordingly, the distance is either (1) that to which
migration of injected fluid into an underground source of drinking water could be expected, calculated
based on factors detailed in federal regulation, or( 2) ¼ mile.

b

According to Colorado officials, this also includes plugged and abandoned, and dry and abandoned
oil and gas wells.

c

EPA implements the Underground Injection Control program in Kentucky and Pennsylvania, so this
table shows federal requirements applicable in those states.

d
If injection is by gravity flow, no AOR is required. If injection is by positive pump pressure, a ¼ mile
AOR is required. According to Oklahoma state officials, however, every injection well permit includes
a condition that states that “Disposal is prohibited if operation of the well for disposal pollutes or
endangers subsurface treatable waters.”
e

According to Texas officials, Texas can require a larger area of review in areas when necessary.

f

According to Texas state officials, every injection well permit includes a condition that states that
“should it be determined that such injection fluid is not confined to the approved interval, then the
permission given herein is suspended and the disposal operation must be stopped until the fluid
migration from such interval is eliminated.” Officials also told us that the state recommends corrective
action to reenter and properly plug area wells if evidence is presented to demonstrate that they are a
potential conduit for contamination.
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Geologic Information,
Water-Bearing
Formations, and Confining
Layers

To ensure that fluids do not travel through weak areas of a confining
layer, EPA regulations require that appropriate geological data on the
injection zone and confining zone be considered before issuance of a
permit to inject fluids. Programs can rely on existing data, but a permit
cannot be issued until confining formations are determined to be sound
and capable of containing injected fluids. Table 7 shows the requirements
for geologic and other information for the eight programs we reviewed.

Table 7: Select Information Collected by States Regarding Geologic Information, Water-bearing Formations, and Confining
Layers for Class II Wells
Base of water-bearing
formations

Presence of confining layer above
injection zone

Intended zone for completion
(injection) and study of porosity,
permeability, average thickness,
extent, fracture gradient,
temperature and pressure, and
original and residual oil, gas, and
water saturations

Estimated depth of base of
freshwater

Not discussed

Colorado

Formation name, total dissolved
solids, fracture gradient, porosity,
and permeability

Not discussed

Not discussed in permitting documents;
however, according to Colorado officials,
a confining layer is defined during the
engineering review.

Kentucky

Appropriate geologic information on Depth to bottom of all underground
injection zone, including lithologic
sources of drinking water that may
(physical description), geologic
be affected by the injection
name, thickness, depth, and
fracture pressure

North Dakota

Geological name and depth of
injection zone and lithologic
description

Geologic name of lowest known
Geologic name of confining zone and its
freshwater zone and depth of base thickness. All new injection wells must be
of freshwater zone
sited so they inject into a formation that
has confining zones that are free from
known open faults or fractures within the
area of review.

Ohio

Proposed geologic formation for
injection

Record of formation and any show
of oil, gas, freshwater, or brine
According to Ohio officials,
deepest underground source of
drinking water is identified, and
casing is set at least 50 feet below
it

State

Injection zone information

California
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Base of water-bearing
formations

Presence of confining layer above
injection zone

Base of treatable water

Not discussed in permitting documents;
however, according to Oklahoma
officials, when the fluid injection rate is
1,000 barrels per day or less, or
equivalent rate for any fraction of 24
hours, an overlying strata of at least 200
feet in thickness between the lowest base
of freshwater and the top of the proposed
interval of injection is considered
sufficient evidence of freshwater
protection.
When the fluid injection rate is greater
than 1,000 barrels per day or equivalent
rate for any fraction of 24 hours, an
overlying strata of at least 500 feet in
thickness between the lowest base of
freshwater and the top of the proposed
interval of injection is considered
sufficient evidence of freshwater
protection.
lf the overlying strata is less than the
requirements outlined above, the
Commission may administratively
approve injection provided a finding is
made that such injection will not initiate
fractures through the overlying strata into
the freshwater strata.

State

Injection zone information

Oklahoma

Target formations and depths for
injection

Pennsylvania

Appropriate geologic information on Depth to bottom of all underground
injection zone, including lithologic, sources of drinking water that may
geological name, thickness, depth, be affected by the injection
and fracture pressure

Appropriate information on confining
zone, including lithologic description,
geological name, thickness, depth, and
fracture pressure.

Texas

For disposal wells: name of
disposal formation
For enhanced recovery wells: name
of formation, lithology, average
thickness, pressure, porosity,
permeability

Not discussed in permitting documents,
however, Texas officials told us that
evidence of confining layers are
determined by the agency’s Groundwater
Advisory Unit. This organization then
drafts a “no-harm” letter, which is
required in order to complete a disposal
well permit application.

Base of usable quality water and
base of the deepest underground
source of drinking water for both
disposal and enhanced recovery
wells

Sources: GAO analysis of federal and state class II permit forms. | GAO-14-555

Casing, Cementing,
Tubing, and Packer

To prevent fluid from moving through a faulty injection casing, EPA set
specific requirements for well construction. According to EPA’s Basis and
Purpose report, some wells only need surface casing, or casing that
extends the length of the bore through the formation in which shallow
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drinking water exists, while other wells may need multiple sets, or
“strings,” of casing depending on the depth of the well and the
surrounding geologic formation. 1 For example, intermediate casing can
be necessary to protect other underground resources such as coal beds
or gas storage zones. The deepest layer of casing, known as the longstring or production casing, isolates injected fluids into designated
formations. EPA also requires that each layer of casing be surrounded by
cement and suggests that specific equipment called tubing and packer be
used. Tubing is typically steel or plastic pipe inserted inside the
production casing, which isolates the casing from the fluid injected into
the well. Tubing set on a packer allows well operators to directly inject
fluids into formations and prevents corrosion by not allowing injected
fluids to contact the casing wall. A packer is a mechanical device that sits
below the tubing and locks into the casing wall, sealing the space
between the tubing and casing, called the annulus, from the injection
zone. Table 8 shows requirements for casing and cementing for the eight
programs we reviewed.
Table 8: Select State Requirements for Casing and Cementing of New Class II Wells
State
California

General surface casing and
cementing

General intermediate casing and
cementing

General production casing and
cementing

Surface casing is required. The
surface casing must be cemented into
a
or through a competent bed at a
depth that will allow complete well
shut-in without fracturing the
formation immediately below the
casing shoe.

Intermediate casing may be required
to protect oil, gas, and freshwater
zones and to seal off anomalous
pressure zones, lost circulation zones,
and other drilling hazards.
Intermediate and production casings
must be cemented to at least 500 feet
above oil and gas zones and
anomalous pressure intervals and at
least 100 feet above the base of the
freshwater zone.

Production casing is required. The
production casing must be cemented.
At least 100 feet of overlap between
the production string and the next
larger casing string shall be required
and the overlap cemented.
Intermediate and production casings
must be cemented to at least 500 feet
above oil and gas zones and
anomalous pressure intervals and at
least 100 feet above the base of the
freshwater zone.

1

EPA, Office of Drinking Water, Statement of Basis and Purpose: Underground Injection
Control Regulations (May 1980).
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General surface casing and
cementing

General intermediate casing and
cementing

General production casing and
cementing

Colorado

Surface casing is required. When
subsurface conditions are unknown,
the surface casing must be run to
reach below all known or reasonably
estimated usable domestic freshwater
levels; and prevent blowouts or
uncontrolled flows and must be
cemented so as to fill the annulus to
the top of the hole.
When subsurface conditions are
known, surface casing must be set
and cemented to the surface at a
depth and in a manner sufficient to
protect freshwater and ensure against
blowouts or uncontrolled flows.

Intermediate and production casing
are not specifically required. When
used, cement shall be pumped behind
the intermediate and/or production
casing to at least 200 feet above the
top of the shallowest known
production horizon. All freshwater
aquifers that are exposed below the
surface casing shall be cemented
behind the production casing. All such
cementing around an aquifer shall
consist of a continuous cement
column extending from at least 50
below the bottom of the freshwater
aquifer that is being protected to at
least 50 feet above the top of said
freshwater aquifer. When freshwater
aquifers are at such depth as to make
it impractical or uneconomical to
cover or isolate all freshwater
aquifers, the intermediate and/or
production string can be stage
cemented.

Intermediate and production casing
are not specifically required. When
used, cement shall be pumped behind
the intermediate and/or production
casing to at least 200 feet above the
top of the shallowest known
production horizon. All freshwater
aquifers that are exposed below the
surface casing shall be cemented
behind the production casing. All such
cementing around an aquifer shall
consist of a continuous cement
column extending from at least 50
below the bottom of the freshwater
aquifer that is being protected to at
least 50 feet above the top of said
freshwater aquifer. When freshwater
aquifers are at such depth as to make
it impractical or uneconomical to
cover or isolate all freshwater
aquifers, the intermediate and/or
production string can be stage
cemented.

Kentucky

Casing and cementing requirements
are determined based on geological
factors.

Casing and cementing requirements
are determined based on geological
b
factors.

Casing and cementing requirements
are determined based on geological
c
factors.

North Dakota

Surface casing is required. The
surface casing must be set and
cemented at least 50 feet below the
base of the Fox Hills formation and
must fill the annular space behind the
casing to the bottom of the cellar, if
any, or to the surface of the ground.

Intermediate casing is required and
must be cemented.

Production casing is required and
must be cemented.

State
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General surface casing and
cementing

General intermediate casing and
cementing

Ohio

Surface casing must be set and
cemented to at least 50 feet below the
base of certain underground sources
d
of water or at least 50 feet into
competent bedrock, whichever is
deeper.
Surface casing shall be cemented
before drilling through hydrocarbon
bearing flow zones or zones that
contain concentrations of total
dissolved solids exceeding 10,000
milligrams per liter (mg/l) unless
otherwise approved. Sufficient cement
shall be used to fill the annular space
outside the casing from the seat to the
ground surface or to the bottom of the
cellar.

Intermediate casing must be set and Cement production casing no less
cemented in a competent formation if than 300 feet above the top of the
injection zone.
groundwater containing less than
10,000 mg/l of total dissolved solids
(TDS) is encountered below the base
of the surface casing; the well runs
through a gas storage reservoir within
the storage protective boundary;
drilling through particular formations;
or in other situations as determined by
the chief of the oil and gas division.
For each permanently set
intermediate string of casing, tail
cement shall extend from the seat to a
point at least 500 true vertical feet
above the casing seat, or to a point at
least 200 feet above the seat of the
next larger diameter casing string.
If the intermediate wellbore
penetrates flow zones, cement must
be placed at least 500 feet above the
e
uppermost flow zone.

Pennsylvania

Surface casing must be installed from No specific requirements; casing and
the surface to at least 50 below the
cementing requirements determined
base of the lowermost underground
based on geological factors.
source of drinking water. The casing
is to be cemented by recirculating
cement to the surface or using no less
than 120 percent of calculated annual
volume.

For enhanced recovery wells, install
tubing or long string casing to the
injection zone. For saltwater injection
wells, install tubing and long string
casing to the injection zone.
Place sufficient cement to fill the
calculated volume to a point 50 feet
above the injection zone.

Oklahoma

Casing must be run and cemented
from bottom to top with a minimum
depth that is the greater of 90 feet
below the surface or 50 feet below the
base of treatable water.
For commercial saltwater disposal
wells, surface casing must be set and
cemented at least 50 feet below the
base of the treatable water bearing
zone.

Any casing run in addition to the
surface casing must be cemented
from the base of the casing string to a
minimum height of the greater of 5
percent of the depth to which the
string is set or a height of 200 feet.
For commercial saltwater disposal
wells, the production casing must be
set and cemented through the
injection zone to a height of at least
250 feet above the disposal zone.

State
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State
Texas

General surface casing and
cementing

General intermediate casing and
cementing

General production casing and
cementing

Surface casing must be set and
cemented to protect all usable-quality
water strata. The Groundwater
Advisory Unit of the Oil and Gas
Division will set the protection depth
no deeper than 200 feet below the
f
specified depth.

Intermediate casing strings must be
cemented from the shoe to a point at
least 600 feet above the shoe. If a
productive or potential flow zone, or a
zone with corrosive formation fluids is
open to the wellbore above the casing
shoe, the casing shall be cemented
from 100 to 600 feet above the zone
depending on how the top of the
cement is determined, or at least 200
feet above the shoe of the next
shallower casing string that was set
and cemented in the well (or to
surface if the shoe is less than 200
feet from the surface).

Production casing strings must be
cemented to the surface or at least
600 feet above the shoe. If any
productive zone, potential flow zone
and/or zone with corrosive formation
fluids is open to the wellbore above
the casing shoe, the casing shall be
cemented in a manner that effectively
seals off all such zones as specified
for intermediate casing. In the event
that the distance from the casing shoe
to the top of the shallowest productive
zone, potential flow zone and/or zone
with corrosive formation fluids make
required cementing impossible or
impractical, the multistage process
may be used to cement the casing in
a manner that will effectively seal off
all such zones, and prevent fluid
migration to or from such zones within
the wellbore.

Sources: GAO analysis of federal and state regulations. | GAO-14-555
a

Bed competence is generally defined as a relative value that refers to the ability of the bed to lift itself
without interior adjustment or crumpling.

b

According to EPA regional officials, any casing run in addition to the surface casing must be
cemented from the base of the casing string to the surface. If the intermediate casing string does not
extend to the surface, it must overlap the next larger casing and have adequate cement behind the
casing to prevent the movement of fluids into or between any underground sources of drinking water.
c

According to EPA regional officials, production casing must be cemented into the confining zone to
isolate the injection zone from any underground sources of drinking water

d

For saltwater injection wells, casing must be set below the deepest underground source of water
containing less than 10,000 mg/l chlorides. For enhanced recovery projects, casing must be set
below the deepest underground source of water containing less than 10,000 mg/l total dissolved
solids or less than 5,000 mg/l chlorides. For wells generally, the casing must be set below the
deepest underground source of drinking water. There are alternative requirements for areas where
bedrock underground sources of drinking water cannot be mapped.

e

Intermediate casing may generally be set at the discretion of the owner to isolate flow zones, lost
circulation zones, or other geologic hazards.
f
Wells drilled to 1,000 feet or less do not require surface casing when no shallow gas sands or
abnormally high pressures are known to exist at depths shallower than 1,000 feet, and the production
casing is cemented from the shoe to the ground surface by the pump and plug method.

Mechanical Integrity

To prevent fluids from leaking out or up through the wellbore, along the
outside of the cement surrounding the casing, EPA’s regulations require
that a well needs to demonstrate mechanical integrity, or the absence of
leaks. Mechanical integrity testing involves, for example, increasing the
pressure in the tubing and ensuring that the well is able to hold that
pressure for a period of time. Verification first occurs prior to the well
being authorized as ready for injection, with subsequent verification
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occurring at least once every 5 years during the operation of most wells.
Table 9 shows the requirements for mechanical integrity testing for the
eight programs we reviewed.
Table 9: Select State Requirements for Mechanical Integrity Testing of Class II Underground Injection Control (UIC) Wells
Required action in response to
mechanical integrity test failure

Estimated percent of tests
observed by program
officials in 2012

State

Frequency of mechanical integrity testing

California

California regulations require a two-part test to None identified
determine mechanical integrity:
(1) A test to check for leaks in the casingtubing annulus must be conducted prior to
commencing injection operations and at least
once every 5 years, or at the request of
Division. (2) A test to determine that there is
no fluid migration behind the casing, tubing, or
packer must be performed:
•
within 3 months after injection has
commenced,
•
at least once a year for water disposal
wells,
•
at least every 2 years for waterflood wells,
•
at least every 5 years for steamflood
wells,
•
following any anomalous rate orpressure
change and,
•
at other times, at the request of the
Division.

Colorado

Dedicated injection wells must undergo a twopart mechanical integrity test before any fluids
are injected into the well and at least once
every 5 years.
Simultaneous injection wells are required to
undergo a two-part mechanical integrity test
before any fluids are injected into the well.

Wells that lack mechanical integrity
must be shut-in immediately and
repaired or plugged and abandoned
within 6 months of failing the test.

100

Kentucky

Every 5 years during the life of the well.

The EPA UIC program director
provides written notice of failure of
mechanical integrity to the
owner/operator; the owner/operator is
generally required to cease injection
within 48 hours of receipt of the
notification letter. The owner/operator
must either plug or remediate the
well; the owner/operator may not
resume injection until receiving
written approval from EPA.

100
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Required action in response to
mechanical integrity test failure

Estimated percent of tests
observed by program
officials in 2012

State

Frequency of mechanical integrity testing

North Dakota

All injection wells must demonstrate continual
mechanical integrity, and undergo mechanical
integrity testing prior to commencing
operations and at least once every 5 years.

If any monitoring indicates the
movement of injection or formation
fluids into underground sources of
drinking water, the state shall
prescribe such additional
requirements for construction,
corrective action, operation,
monitoring, or reporting as are
necessary to prevent such
movement.

100

Ohio

If monthly monitoring for leaks in saltwater
disposal wells and enhanced recovery wells is
not feasible, a mechanical integrity test shall
be performed once every 5 years.

If mechanical failures or downhole
problems cause contamination of the
land, surface waters, or subsurface
waters, the owner must cease
operation immediately until the state
determines problems have been
corrected.

100

Oklahoma

For commercial disposal wells, a mechanical
integrity test must be performed prior to
commencement of operations and then every
year.
For other enhanced recovery and disposal
wells, a mechanical integrity test must be
performed prior to commencement of
operations and then every 5 years, and when
down-hole equipment is moved or replaced.
Alternatively, monthly monitoring of injection
rate, volume, and casing tubing annulus
pressure can be conducted.
For simultaneous injection wells, reports on
mechanical integrity must be filed annually.

If a mechanical integrity problem
occurs, the operator must notify the
field inspector within 24 hours of its
discovery and submit a notice of the
failure and plan to repair and/or retest
the well within 5 days. The state may
shut down the well if the problem
indicates that injected substances are
not or may not be entering the
authorized injection interval. The
operator must submit proof of
mechanical integrity and that injected
substances are going into and are
confined to the permitted injection
interval, at that point, the Manager of
UIC may authorize recommencement
of injection.

92

Pennsylvania

Every 5 years during the life of the well.

The EPA UIC program director
provides written notice of failure of
mechanical integrity to the
owner/operator; the owner/operator is
generally required to cease injection
within 48 hours of receipt of the
notification letter. The owner/operator
must either plug or remediate the
well; the owner/operator may not
resume injection until receiving
a
written approval from EPA.

79
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Required action in response to
mechanical integrity test failure

State

Frequency of mechanical integrity testing

Texas

Disposal and enhanced recovery wells
None identified
completed with surface casing and cemented
through the entire interval of protected usablequality water shall be tested for mechanical
integrity at least once every 5 years and after
every workover. Other disposal wells shall be
tested at the frequency prescribed by their
permits.

Estimated percent of tests
observed by program
officials in 2012

b

31

Sources: GAO analysis of federal and state regulations.| GAO-14-555
a
According to EPA regional officials, operators are given 90 days to return to compliance, and
violations are elevated to the level of significant noncompliance if not resolved within 180 days.
b
According to a state manual, a well that fails a mechanical integrity test must be shut in immediately,
repaired, and successfully retested or plugged. Typically, the operator will be required to repair and
retest the well within 60 days.

Injection Pressure

Another measure to ensure that fluids do not travel through the confining
layers and into a source of drinking water is to control the pressure at
which fluids are injected, or injection pressure. EPA regulations require
that well injection pressure should be controlled to avoid initiating
fractures or propagating existing fractures in the confining zone adjacent
to underground sources of drinking water. Table 10 shows the
requirements for injection pressure for the eight programs we reviewed.

Table 10: Select State Requirements for Maximum Allowable Injection Pressure or Injection Rate
State

Allow injection pressure
above fracture pressure

Information on injection pressure or injection rate limits collected by the state

California

No

a

Colorado

No

b

Kentucky

No

c

North Dakota

Probably not

Estimated average injection rate and pressure, and estimated maximum injection rate
and pressure.

Ohio

No

Estimated average and maximum amount of brine to be injected daily into the
proposed injection well, and the estimated average and maximum pressure to be
used for injecting brine into the proposed injection well. Maximum allowable surface
injection volume by formula.

Oklahoma

No

Minimum and maximum fluid injection rates and pressures.
Average and maximum daily volume and injection pressure.
d

e

Maximum anticipated surface injection pressure (pump pressure) and daily rate of
injection by well. To determine the maximum allowable surface injection pressure, a
step-rate test shall be conducted prior to sustained liquid injection unless it is
determined that injection pressure will be maintained considerably below the
estimated pressure required to fracture the zone of injection.

Requested injection rate and pressure.
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State

Allow injection pressure
above fracture pressure
f

Pennsylvania

No

Texas

None identified

Information on injection pressure or injection rate limits collected by the state
Average and maximum daily volume and injection pressure.

g

Maximum daily volume and injection pressure.

Sources: GAO analysis of state class II permit application forms. | GAO-14-555
a

According to California officials, in practice, California allows injection above fracture pressure in
certain specific cases. Diatomite rock requires steam injection over fracture pressure to create
permeability channels in the formation, so that the oil can flow and be extracted. California plans to
address injection above fracture pressure in future rulemakings.

b

Maximum injection pressure will be set upon approval of a permit application, and down-hole pump
configurations shall be designed to inject below the injection zone fracture gradient.

c
Injection pressure shall not exceed maximum calculated to prevent new or propagation of fractures
in the confining zone and shall not cause movement of injection or formation fluids into a protected
aquifer.
d
Except during stimulation, injection pressure shall not exceed 90% of the fracture pressure of the
injection zone to assure that the pressure in the injection zone does not initiate new fracture or
propagate existing fractures in the injection zone. The injection pressure shall not initiate fractures in
the confining zone or cause the movement of injection or formation fluids into an underground source
of drinking water.
e

For commercial disposal wells, the injection pressure must not approach or exceed the
demonstrated fracture gradient of the injection zone. For enhanced recovery and other disposal wells,
applicants must demonstrate that injection into the proposed zone will not initiate fractures through
the overlying strata that could enable the injection fluid or formation fluid to enter freshwater strata.

f

Injection pressure shall not exceed maximum calculated to prevent new or propagation of fractures in
the confining zone and shall not cause movement of injection or formation fluids into a protected
aquifer.
g
According to a state manual, however, pressure limitations are established in permits that provide
adequate assurance that injection will not initiate fractures in the confining zones. No injection or
disposal well will be permitted where faults, fractures, structures, or other geologic factors indicate
that isolation of the authorized injection or disposal zone is jeopardized. Pressure limitations are
established to provide adequate assurance that injection will not initiate fractures in the confining
zones.

Plugging and
Abandonment

To prevent fluid from moving through improperly abandoned wells, EPA
regulations require that after operation of a well ceases the wellbore be
plugged with cement. Table 11 shows the requirements for plugging and
abandoning new wells for the eight programs we reviewed.
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Table 11: Select State Requirements Regarding Well Abandonment and Plugging for Class II Wells

State

Plugging plan /
notification required in
advance of well plugging

Requirement that
plugging be witnessed or
Bond / financial assurance requirement
reported

California

Yes

Yes

Operators of active wells must file individual or blanket
bonds. For class II commercial wastewater disposal wells,
the individual bond requirement is $100,000. For other
active wells, the individual bond requirement is $25,000 for
wells less than 10,000 feet deep and $40,000 for wells
10,000 or more feet deep. Operators of 20 or more active
wells of any type can file a blanket bond of $200,000 for up
to 50 wells or $400,000 for more than 50 wells. Operators
of idle wells must pay annual fees, provide surety, or file
individual or blanket bonds. For idle wells, the individual
bond requirement is $5,000. Operators may also file a
blanket bond in the amount of $2,000,000 to cover both
active and inactive wells of any type.

Colorado

Yes

Yes

Operators of class II commercial Underground Injection
Control (UIC) wells must provide financial assurance of
either $50,000 or another amount as agreed to with or
determined by the state. Operators of other types of wells
must provide either individual financial assurance of
$10,000 for wells less than 3,000 feet deep and $20,000 for
wells 3,000 or more feet deep, or blanket financial
assurance of $60,000 for less than 100 wells or $100,000
for 100 or more wells. Financial assurances must be
a
increased if an operator has “excess inactive wells.”

Kentucky

Yes

Yes

Permittees must maintain financial resources to close, plug,
and abandon the well in a manner prescribed by the EPA
Regional Administrator until the well has been plugged and
abandoned or converted or the permit has been transferred
to a new permittee who has demonstrated financial
b
responsibility.

North Dakota

Yes

No

c

Operators must submit individual, blanket, or unit bonds, or
alternate approved sureties. The individual bond amount is
generally $50,000 per well, though a lesser amount may be
approved for noncommercial disposal wells less than 2,000
feet deep. The blanket bond amount is generally $100,000
for up to six wells, but commercial disposal wells are not
eligible for blanket bonds. The unit bond requirement shall
be specified by the state for areas under unitized
management.

Ohio

Yes

Yes

Operators must provide bonds in the amount of $5,000 for
a single well or $15,000 for all of an operator’s wells.

Oklahoma

Yes

Yes

Operators must provide surety (in the form of a bond, letter
of credit, or other negotiable instrument) equal to the total
estimated cost of plugging and abandonment, up to
$25,000.
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State

Plugging plan /
notification required in
advance of well plugging

Requirement that
plugging be witnessed or
reported
Bond / financial assurance requirement

Pennsylvania

Yes

Yes

Permittees must maintain financial resources to close, plug,
and abandon the well in a manner prescribed by the EPA
Regional Administrator until the well has been plugged and
abandoned or converted or the permit has been transferred
to a new permittee who has demonstrated financial
d
responsibility.

Texas

Yes

Yes

A bond of at least $25,000 is required for 1 to 10 wells,
$50,000 for 11 to 99 wells, and $250,000 for more than 100
wells.

Sources: GAO analysis of federal and state information. | GAO-14-555
a

An operator has “excess inactive wells” if the operator’s inactive well count exceeds such operator’s
financial assurance amount divided by $10,000 for inactive wells less than 3,000 feet deep or
$20,000 for inactive wells 3,000 or more feet deep. For each excess inactive well, the financial
assurance must be increased by $10,000 for wells less than 3,000 feet deep or $20,000 for inactive
wells greater than or equal to 3,000 feet deep, though this requirement may be modified upon
approval of a plan for reducing inactive wells.

b

In Kentucky, financial responsibility requirements vary based on well depth and casing: costs range
from $2,300 for a well less than 500 feet deep with casing cemented to the surface to $7,400 for a
well deeper than 2,000 feet with casing cemented to a point below the surface.

c

According to North Dakota officials, although state regulations do not require that state officials
witness well plugging, in practice, North Dakota officials witness all well pluggings.

d

In Pennsylvania, according to EPA officials, a third-party bid for the cost of plugging serves as the
basis for the financial assurance.

In addition, EPA guidance and state requirements describe actions to
take for inactive wells, which EPA refers to as temporarily abandoned
wells. These are wells that will not be operating for several months to
years. Table 12 shows the different requirements for the eight programs
we reviewed.
Table 12: Selected State Requirements for Inactive Wells
Frequency of mechanical integrity/pressure tests
required for inactive wells

State

Description of inactive wells

California

An idle well is one that has not been used for fluid
A two-part mechanical integrity test is required for all
injection for a continuous 6-month period during any injection wells. The annulus of each well must be tested
consecutive 5-year period.
every 5 years, and absence of fluid migration must be
demonstrated every year.

Colorado

A temporarily abandoned well is one that is
A mechanical integrity test is required within 30 days of
incapable of injection without the addition of
temporary abandonment, and within 2 years of shut-in,
equipment. Generally, a temporarily abandoned well then once every 5 years for shut-in wells.
must be plugged within 6 months, but the state can
approve a longer period. A shut-in well is one that is
capable of injection by opening valves, activating
existing equipment or supplying a power source.
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Frequency of mechanical integrity/pressure tests
required for inactive wells

State

Description of inactive wells

Kentucky

A temporarily abandoned well is one that has not
been plugged and abandoned that has (1) ceased
operation for less than 2 years, or (2) ceased
operation for more than 2 years and the operator
has provided to EPA a plan to ensure that the well
will not endanger underground sources of drinking
water.

Requirements for wells apply to temporarily abandoned
wells. A mechanical integrity test is required every 5 years.

North Dakota

The removal of injection equipment or the failure to
use an injection well for 1 year constitutes
abandonment of the well.

Requirements do not distinguish between active and
inactive wells. A mechanical integrity test is required at
least once every 5 years.

Ohio

None identified

Requirements do not distinguish between active and
inactive wells. Certain injection wells must be pressuretested monthly, or if such monitoring is not feasible, a
mechanical integrity test is required every 5 years.

Oklahoma

None identified

Requirements do not distinguish between active and
inactive wells. A mechanical integrity is required at least
once every five years.

Pennsylvania

A temporarily abandoned well is one that has not
been plugged and abandoned that has (1) ceased
operation for less than 2 years or (2) ceased
operation for more than 2 years and the operator
has provided to EPA a plan to ensure that the well
will not endanger underground sources of drinking
water.

Requirements for wells apply to temporarily abandoned
wells. A mechanical integrity test is required every 5 years.

Texas

An inactive well is an unplugged well that has been
spudded or has been equipped with cemented
casing and that has had no reported disposal,
injection, or other permitted activity for a period of
greater than 12 months. Plugging operations on
inactive wells should commence within a year after
drilling or operations have ceased.

Requirements do not distinguish between active and
inactive wells. Depending on the type of casing a disposal
well has, a mechanical integrity test is required at least
once every 5 years and after every workover of the well or
as prescribed in the well’s permit.

Sources: GAO analysis of federal and state regulations. GAO-14-555

Monitoring and Reporting

To provide an early warning of potential problems, EPA regulations
require monitoring of fluids to be injected and well operation. For class II
wells, EPA requires, among other things, that operators “monitor the
nature of the injected fluids with sufficient frequency to yield data
representative of their characteristics;” 2 according to EPA’s Basis and
Purpose report, such information can help federal and state regulators
understand reasons for well failures and take appropriate corrective
actions. In addition, class II wells should be monitored on a daily to

2

40 C.F.R. §§ 146.23(b), 144.28(g)(2).
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monthly basis. Table 13 shows the different requirements for the eight
programs we reviewed.
Table 13: Select State Requirements for Operator Reporting Requirements for New Wells
State

Injection Injection Injection
pressure volume fluid
Reporting schedule and monitoring frequency

California

Yes

Yes

Yes

Operators must report monthly on injection pressure, volume, and fluid type. A
chemical analysis of injected liquid must be reported whenever its source is
changed, or as requested.

Colorado

In some Yes
instances

Yes

Operators must perform a mechanical integrity test. Such test may take the
form of an initial pressure test followed by monthly reporting for 60 months of
the average casing-tubing annulus pressure.
For dedicated injection wells, operators must report monthly on injection
volumes. For simultaneous injection wells, operators must report annually on
monthly injection volumes.
Operators of dedicated injection wells must report monthly the types of
chemicals used to treat injection water.

Kentucky

Yes

Yes

Yes

Operators must report at least annually summarizing required monitoring,
which includes observation of injection pressure and fluid volume weekly for
fluid disposal, monthly for enhanced recovery, and daily for liquid hydrocarbon
injection; and monthly records of injected fluids and any major changes in their
characteristics.

North Dakota

Yes

Yes

Yes

Operators must report monthly.

Ohio

Yes

Yes

None
Operators of saltwater injection and enhanced recovery wells must report
identified annually on monthly compilations of averages and maximums based on daily
monitoring of injection pressure and volume.

Oklahoma

Yes

Yes

Pennsylvania

Yes

Yes

Texas

Yes

Yes

a

None
Operators of noncommercial wells must report annually on monthly records of
identified injection pressure and rate. Operators of commercial wells must file quarterly
reports on daily records of injection pressure and monthly records of injection
rate.
Yes

a

Operators must report at least annually summarizing required monitoring,
which includes observation of injection pressure and fluid volume weekly for
fluid disposal, monthly for enhanced recovery, and daily for liquid hydrocarbon
injection; and monthly records of injected fluids and any major changes in their
characteristics.

None
Operators of disposal wells must report annually on monthly records. Operators
identified must report within 24 hours any significant pressure changes indicating leaks in
the well.

Sources: GAO analysis of federal and state regulations. | GAO-14-555
a

More specifically, the injection rate must be reported.
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1.0

Purpose and Scope

The 1980 amendments to the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) added a new Section 1425 which
provides an alternative means for States to acquire primary enforcement responsibility for the control
of underground injection related to the recovery and production of oil and natural gas. This document
contains guidance on: (1) how States may apply for approval under Section 1425; and (2) the criteria
EPA will use in approving or disapproving applications under Section 1425.
EPA is mindful of the fact that, in enacting Section 1425, Congress intended that States be offered an
alternative to the detailed requirements of the regulations promulgated at 40 CFR 122 [144], 123
[145], 124 and 146, and that State programs to control injections related to oil and gas production be
considered on their merits. Nevertheless, Section 1425 does require a State to demonstrate that such
portion of its Underground Injection Control (UIC) program: (1) meets the requirements of Section
1421(b)(1)(A) through (D); and (2) represents an effective program to prevent injection which
endangers drinking water sources. Further, Section 1425 requires the Administrator of EPA to
approve or disapprove such portion of a State's UIC program for primary enforcement responsibility
based on his judgment of whether the State has succeeded in making the required demonstrations.
Consequently, EPA believes that States are entitled to guidance on the implementation of Section
1425. The procedures and criteria contained in this document were developed in consultation with
interested States. They represent a “model” State application and program which, in EPA's view,
meet the requirements of the amended SDWA. A State application which conforms to these
procedures and meets the suggested criteria should be approvable under Section 1425.
A State may choose to apply in a different form and make demonstrations different from those
suggested in this document. EPA will consider such applications. However, they will have to be
reviewed on a case-by-case basis to determine whether they meet the requirements of the Act. Such
reviews may involve additional requests for information, more time and less assurance of ultimate
approval.
This guidance and the regulations promulgated at 40 CFR 122 [144], 123 [145], 124 and 146 are
both aimed at achieving the same fundamental objective: the protection of underground sources of
drinking water from endangerment by well injection. There are, however, some significant differences
between them.
The most immediate difference is that one is a regulation and the other is guidance. This was a
deliberate choice on the part of the Agency because it does not view the new Congressional mandate
as requiring another set of detailed regulations for its implementation. In any event, there is insufficient
time to develop such regulations in light of the short time remaining before State program submissions
are due under Section 1422(b)(1)(A) of the SDWA.
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A further difference is that State program submissions under Section 1422(b)(1) of the SDWA are
required to meet a different legal standard from State program submissions under Section 1425.
Under Section 1422(b)(1)(A), the State is required to make a showing that its UIC program “meets
the requirements of regulations in effect under Section 1421; ...” Under Section 1425, the State is
required to demonstrate that the Class II portion of its UIC program meets the requirements of
Section 1421(b)(1)(A) through (D) and represents an effective program to prevent underground
injection which endangers drinking water sources.
As a consequence of these differences, this guidance is much less detailed than the regulations and
leaves a great deal more discretion to the State to develop and EPA to approve State UIC programs
under Section 1425.
2.0

Applications

2.1

Definition

For the purposes of Section 1425 of the SDWA:
1.

the underground injection of brine or other fluids which are brought to the surface in
connection with oil or natural gas production; and

2.

any underground injection for the secondary or tertiary recovery of oil or natural gas;
and

3.

any injection for the storage of hydrocarbons which are liquid at standard temperature
and pressure;

shall be defined as “class II” injections or wells.
2.2

Need for an Underground Injection Control (UIC)Program

Any State which has Class II wells must have an UIC program to assure that such wells do not
endanger underground sources of drinking water (USDWs). A State may submit its Class II program
to EPA for approval. If EPA approves the program, the State has primary enforcement responsibility
for that portion of its UIC program.
If a State chooses not to apply, or if its program is disapproved, or if subsequent to approval the
State loses primary enforcement responsibility because the Administrator determines, under Section
1425(c)(2), that the demonstration is no longer valid, EPA must prescribe and implement a program
in that State. When EPA implements a Class II program for a State, it will do so in accordance with
the requirements of 40 CFR 122 [144], 124 and 146.
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A State which does not have any Class II wells need not develop a Class II control program in order
to qualify for primacy under the UIC program. Under the regulations at 40 CFR 123.51 [145.21]
(d), such a State only needs to demonstrate that Class II wells cannot legally occur until the State has
developed an approved program to regulate such injections.
2.3

Applications under Section 1425

Any State which has Class II wells may, at its option apply for primacy for its Class II UIC program
either: (1) under the regulations at 40 CFR 122 [144], 123 [145], 124 and 146; or (2) under Section
1425 of the SDWA.
2.4

When Should Application be Made?

House Report No. 96-1348, accompanying the 1980 amendments, states on page 5 that: “The
Committee expects that alternative demonstrations will be submitted on the same schedule.
Accordingly, as demonstrations required for state programs meeting Federal regulations promulgated
under Section 1421(b).” States have 270 days from July 24, 1980 to submit applications, or until
April 20, 1981.
This period may be extended by up to another 170 days by the Regional Administrators for “good
cause”, or until January 15, 1982.
A State need not wait until it is ready to submit its application for all classes of wells. EPA will
entertain partial applications for primacy as long as the program for which approval is sought covers:
(1) all elements of a program to regulate a particular class or classes of injection practices even if the
class or classes involve the jurisdiction of more than one State agency; or (2) all elements of a
program to regulate all the classes or types of wells within the jurisdiction of a single State agency.
However, if a State submits a partial application, the alternative demonstration under Section 1425
may be used only for the Class II portion of the application. The portion of the program covering
types of practices other than Class II will have to meet the requirements of 40 CFR 122 [144], 123
[145], 124 and 146.
2.5

Effects of a Partial Application

The recent amendments have changed Section 1443 of the SDWA so that a State may receive grant
support until July 1982. After that date, it must have achieved full primacy in order for grant eligibility
to continue. As a consequence, a State may receive partial primacy for its Class II control program
and continue to receive grants: (1) if it has obtained an extension for submitting the remainder of its
application; (2) until it declares its intention not to file any further applications; (3) until EPA terminates
its grant for cause; or (4) until July 1982, whichever is soonest.
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If a State receives full primacy, its eligibility for grants will, of course, continue.
3.0

Elements of an Application for Primacy under Section 1425

3.1

Elements of a State Application

A complete State submission should contain the following elements:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

a letter from the Governor;
a description of the program;
a statement of legal authority;
copies of the pertinent statutes and regulations;
copies of the pertinent State forms; and
a signed copy of a Memorandum of Agreement.

The nature of these elements is described further below.
3.2

Letter from the Governor

The letter from the Governor should:

3.3

a.

request approval of the State's program for primacy under the, UIC program;

b.

specify whether approval is sought under Section 1425 of the SDWA, or under 40
CFR 122 [144], 123 [145], 124, and 146; and

c.

affirm that the State is willing and able to carry out the program described.

Program Description

A State's application is expected to contain a full description of the program for which approval is
sought, in sufficient detail to enable EPA to make the judgments outlined in Section 5 below. Such a
description should:
a.

specify the structure, coverage and scope of the program;

b.

specify the State permitting process and address, to the extent applicable, the
following elements:
1.

who applies for the permit or the authorization by rule;
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2.

signatories required for permit application and reports;

3.

conditions applicable to permits, including: duty to comply with permit
conditions, duty to reapply, duty to halt or reduce activity, duty to mitigate,
proper operation and maintenance, permit actions, property rights, inspection
and entry, monitoring, record keeping, and reporting requirements;

4.

compliance schedules;

5.

transfer of permits;

6.

termination of permits;

7.

whether area permits or project permits are granted;

8.

emergency permits;

9.

the availability and use of variances and other discretionary exemptions to
programmatic requirements; and

10.

administrative and judicial procedures for the modification of permits.

c.

describe the operation of any rules used by the State to regulate Class II wells;

d.

describe the technical requirements applied to operators by the State program;

e.

include a description of the State's procedures for monitoring, inspection and requiring
reporting from operators;

f.

discuss the State's enforcement program, e.g.:
1.

administrative procedures for dealing with violations;

2.

nature and amounts of penalties, fines and other enforcement tools;

3.

criteria for taking enforcement actions; and

4.

if the State is seeking approval for an existing program, summary data on:
A.
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3.4

B.

current compliance/non-compliance with State requirements;

C.

repeat violations at the same well or by the same operator at different
wells;

D.

well failure rates; and

E.

USDW contamination cases based on actual field work and citizen
complaints.

g.

detail the State’s staffing and resources, and demonstrate that these are
sufficient to carry out the proposed program;

h.

if more than one State agency is involved in the Class II program, describe their
relationships with regard to carrying out the Class II program;

I.

contain a reasonable schedule for completion of an inventory of Class II wells in the
State;

j.

include the procedures for exempting aquifers, a list of the aquifers or portions of
aquifers proposed for exemption at the time of application, and the reasons for the
proposed exemptions, unless these have been described in other partial applications
made by the State;

k.

contain a plan (including the basis for assigning priorities) for the review of all existing
Class II wells in the State within five years of program approval to assure that they
meet current non-endangerment requirements of the State (this may include permit
modification and reissuance, if appropriate);

l.

describe State requirements for ensuring public participation in the process of issuing
permits and modifying permits in the case of substantial changes in the project area,
injection pressure or the injection horizon; and

m.

describe State procedures for responding to complaints by the public.

Statement of Legal Authority

The statement of legal authority is intended to assure EPA that the State has the legal authority to
carry out the program described. It may be signed by a competent legal officer of the State, for
example, the Attorney General, the Counsel for the responsible State agency, or any other officer who
represents the Agency in legal matters.
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The statement may, at the option of the State, consist of a full analysis of the legal basis for the State
program, including case law as appropriate. Or the statement may consist of a simple certification by
the legal representative that the State has adequate authority to carry out the described program. If
the State chooses to submit a certification, the program description should detail the legal authority on
which the various elements of the State's program rest.
3.5

Copies of Statutes and Regulations

The application should contain copies of all applicable State statutes, rules and regulations, including
those governing State administrative procedures.
3.6

Copies of State Forms

The application should contain examples of all forms used by the State in administering the program,
including application forms, permit forms and reporting forms.
3.7

Memorandum of Agreement

The head of the cognizant State agency and the EPA Regional Administrator shall execute a
memorandum of agreement which shall set forth the terms under which the State will carry out the
described program and EPA will exercise its oversight responsibility. A copy of such an agreement
signed by the Director of the State agency, shall be submitted as part of the application.
At a minimum, the memorandum of agreement should:
a.

Include a commitment by the State that the program will be carried out as described
and be supported by an appropriate level of staff and resources;

b.

Recognize EPA’s right of access to any pertinent State file;

c.

Specify the procedures (e.g., notification to the State and participation by State
officials) governing EPA inspections of wells or operator records;

d.

Recognize EPA’s authority to take Federal enforcement action under Section 1423 of
the SDWA in cases where the State fails to take adequate enforcement actions;

e.

Agree to provide EPA with an annual report on the operation of the State program,
the content of which may be negotiated between EPA and primacy States from time
to time;
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f.

Provide that aquifer exemptions for Class II wells be consistent with aquifer
exemptions for the rest of the UIC program;

g.

When appropriate, may include provisions for joint processing of permits by the State
and EPA for facilities or activities which require permits from both EPA and the State
under different programs; and

h.

Specify that if the State proposes to allow any mechanical integrity tests other than
those specified or justified in the program application, the Director will notify the
cognizant Regional Administrator and provide enough information about the proposed
test that a judgment about its usefulness and reliability may be made.

4.0

Process for Approval or Disapproval of Application

4.1

Public Participation by States

Section 1425 relieves States of the responsibility to hold public hearings or afford an opportunity for
pubic comment prior to submitting an application to EPA. Therefore, when application is made by a
State under Section 1425, it may, but need not, provide an opportunity for public hearings or
comments.
4.2

Complete Applications

Within 10 working days of the receipt of a final application, EPA will determine whether the
application is complete or not and so notify the State in writing. If the application is found to be
incomplete it will be returned to the State with specific requests for additional material or changes.
However, the State may, at its option, insist that EPA complete its review of an application as
submitted.
4.3

EPA Review
a.

EPA has 90 days to approve or disapprove an application. If EPA finds that the
application is complete, the review period will be deemed to have begun on the date
the application was received in the cognizant Regional Office. If an application has
been found to be incomplete and the State insists that EPA proceed with its review of
the application as submitted, the review period will begin on the date that EPA
receives the State's request to proceed in writing. The review period may be
extended by the mutual consent of EPA and the State.

b.

Within the 90-day period, EPA will request public comments and provide an
opportunity for public hearing on each application, in the applying State, in
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accordance with 40 CFR 123.54 [145.31](c) and (d). If the State has not done so,
EPA will hold at least one public hearing in the State.
c.

If a State's application is approved, the State shall have primary enforcement
responsibility for its Class II program.

d.

If a State's application is disapproved, EPA intends within 90 days of disapproval or
as soon thereafter as feasible, prescribe a Class II program for the State in
accordance with Section 1422(c) of the SDWA and 40 CFR 122 [144], 124 and
146.

5.0

Criteria for Approving or Disapproving State Programs

5.1

General

Section 1425 of the SDWA states that: “. . . the State may demonstrate that [the Class II] portion of
the State program meets the requirements of subparagraphs (A) through (D) of Section 1421 (b)(1)
and represents an effective program (including adequate recordkeeping and reporting) to prevent
underground injection which endangers drinking water sources.”
Thus Section 1425 requires that a State, in order to receive approval for its Class II program under
the optional demonstration, make a successful showing that its program meets five conditions:
a.

Section 1421(b)(1)(A) requires that an approvable State program prohibit any
underground injection in such State which is not authorized by permit or rule.

b.

Section 1421(b)(1)(B) requires that an approvable State program shall require that:
1.

the applicant for a permit must satisfy the State that the underground injection
will not endanger drinking water sources; and

2.

no rule may be promulgated which authorizes any underground injection
which endangers drinking water sources.

e.

Section 1421(b)(1)(C) requires that an approvable State program include inspection,
monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements.

d.

Section 1421(b)(1)(D) requires that an approvable State program apply to: (1)
underground injections by Federal agencies; and (2) underground injections by any
other person, whether or not occurring on property owned or leased by the United
States.
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e.

Section 1425(a) requires that an approvable State program represent an effective
program to prevent underground injection which endangers drinking water sources.

The following sections provide guidance to EPA personnel making the required judgments with respect
to these five conditions in the review of an application for approval under Section 1425.
5.2

Section 1421(b)(1)(A)

The question of whether a State program prohibits unauthorized Class II injections is a function of the
State's statutory and regulatory authority. A determination of whether the State program meets this
condition should be made from a review of the coverage and scope of the program, the statement of
legal authority submitted by the State, and of the statutes and regulations themselves. One important
consideration is whether the State has an appropriate formal mechanism for modifying permits in cases
where the operation has undergone significant change.
5.3

Section 1421(b)(1)(B)

The determination of whether a State program is adequate in requiring that the applicant demonstrate
that the proposed injection will not endanger drinking water sources turns on two elements: (1)
whether the State program places on the applicant the burden of making the requisite showing; and
(2) the extent of the information the applicant is required to provide as a basis for the State agency's
decision. Whether the burden of making the requisite showing is on the applicant should be
determined from the State's description of its permitting process. If the necessary information is
available in State files, the Director need not require it to be submitted again. However, as a matter of
principle, the applicant should not escape ultimate responsibility for assuring that the information about
his operation is accurate and available. One consideration in this regard is whether the well operator
has a responsibility to inform the permitting authority about any material change in his operation, or
any pertinent information acquired since the permit application was made.
With regard to the extent of the information to be considered by the Director, the State program
should require an application containing sufficiently detailed information to make a knowledgeable
decision to grant or deny the permit. Such information should include:
a.

b.

A map showing the area of review and identifying all wells of public record
penetrating the injection interval;
A tabulation of data on all wells of public record within the area of review which
penetrate the proposed injection zone. Such data should include a description of each
well's type, construction, date of drilling, location, depth, record of plugging and/or
completion, and any additional information the Director may require;
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c.

Data on the proposed operation, including:
1.

Average and maximum daily rate and volume of fluids to be injected;

2.

Average and maximum injection pressure; and

3.

Source, and an appropriate analysis of injection fluid if other than
produced water, and compatibility with the receiving formation;

d.

Appropriate geological data on the injection zone and confining zones including
lithologic description, geological name, thickness, and depth;

e.

Geologic name, and depth to bottom of all underground sources of drinking
water which may be affected by the injection;

F.

Schematic drawings of the surface and subsurface construction details of the
system;

g.

Proposed stimulation program;

h.

All available logging and testing data on the well; and

I.

The need for corrective action on wells penetrating the injection zone in the area of
review.

There are two circumstances under which the Director may require less information from the
applicant. First, the Director need not require an applicant to resubmit information which is up-to
date and readily available in State files. Second, a State's application may outline circumstances or
conditions where certain items of information may not be required in a specific case. Such
circumstances may include situations where, based upon demonstrable knowledge available to the
Director about a specific operation, the Director proposes to permit that operation without requiring
corrective action or alternatives to it. Examples of such circumstances are gravity or vacuum
injections and injections through zones of plastic heaving shales.
Section 1421(b)(1)(B) also requires a State which authorizes Class II injections by rule to show that
such rules do not allow any underground injection which endangers drinking water sources. The
determination of whether the State program meets this requirement may be made from the program
description, statement of legal authority, the text of the rules themselves, and the manner in which the
State has administered such rules.
5.4

Section 1421(b)(1)(C)
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This section of the SDWA requires that an approvable State program contain elements for inspection,
monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting. The adequacy of the State program in these respects may
be assessed with the use of the following criteria.
a.

Inspection
An approvable State program is expected to have an effective system of field
inspection which will provide for:
1.

Inspections of injection facilities, wells, and nearby producing wells; and

2.

The presence of qualified State inspectors to witness mechanicalintegrity tests,
corrective action operations, and plugging procedures.

An adequate program should insure that, at a minimum, 25% of all mechanical
integrity tests performed each year will be witnessed by a qualified State inspector.
b.

5.5

Monitoring, Reporting and Recordkeeping
1.

The Director should have the authority to sample injected fluids at any time
during injection operation.

2.

The operator should be required to monitor the injection pressure and
injection rate of each injection well at least on a monthly basis with the results
reported annually.

3.

The Director should require prompt notice of mechanical failure or
downhole problems in injection wells.

4.

The State should assure retention and availability of all monitoring records
from one mechanical integrity test to the next (i.e., 5 years).

Section 1421(b)(1)(D)

An approvable State program must demonstrate the State's authority to regulate injection activities by
Federal agencies and by any other person on property owned or leased by the United States. The
adequacy of the State's authority in these regards may be assessed on the basis of the program
description and statement of legal authority submitted by the State. Such authority and the programs
to carry it out must be in place at a time no later than the approval of the program by EPA. EPA will
administer the UIC program on Indian lands unless the State has the authority and is willing to assume
responsibility.
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5.6

Section 1425(a)

In addition to the four demonstrations discussed above, Section 1425 requires a State to demonstrate
that the Class II program for which it seeks approval in fact "represents an effective program to
prevent underground injection which endangers drinking water sources.” Among the factors that EPA
will consider in assessing the effectiveness of a State program are: (1) whether the State has an
effective permitting process which results in enforceable permits; (2) whether the State applies certain
minimum technical requirements to operators by permit or rule; (3) whether the State has an effective
surveillance program to determine compliance with its requirements; (4) whether the State has
effective means to enforce against violators; and (5) whether the State assures adequate participation
by the public in the permit issuance process.
Evidence of the presence or absence of ground water contamination is important. However, it cannot
serve as the sole criterion of effectiveness. Not all States have collected such evidence systematically.
More importantly, the absence of evidence of contamination, especially if based on an absence of
complaints, is not necessarily proof that ground water contamination has not occurred.
Each of the five factors named above is discussed further in the following subsections. In its review of
these factors, EPA is not necessarily looking for a minimum set or even any particular elements. The
effectiveness of a State program will be assessed by reviewing the State's entire program. The
absence of even an important element in a State program may not by itself mean that the program is
ineffective as long as there is a credible program for detecting and eliminating injection practices which
allow any migration which endangers drinking water sources.
a . Permitting Process
Section 3.3 b of the Program Description outlines the major elements of the permitting process. The
listing of these considerations should not be viewed as Federally imposed minimum policy, but rather
as an outline of the information which will be necessary for EPA to evaluate the effectiveness of the
State's permitting process.
States may deal with permitting considerations, such as limitations on the transfer of permits, in a
variety of ways. There are many permitting approaches which may be equally effective. EPA's
review will turn on whether the permitting process, taken as a whole, represents an effective
mechanism for applying appropriate and enforceable requirements to operators.
b. Technical Criteria
Any approvable State program should have the authority to apply, by permit or rule, certain technical
requirements designed to prevent the migration of injected or formation fluids into USDWs. Any
State program adopting the language of 40 CFR 146 should be considered approvable on its face
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value for that portion of the program to which it applies. State applications not relying on the language
cf 40 CFR 146 should be reviewed for the presence and adequacy of the following kinds of technical
requirements in the State program.
1.

Siting
Siting requirements should be considered in the placement and construction of any
Class II disposal well. Such requirements should be designed to assure that disposal
zones are hydraulically isolated from underground sources of drinking water
(USDWs). Such isolation may be shown through information supplied by the
applicant, or data, on file with the State, which would be analyzed by qualified State
staff.

2.

Construction
A.

B.

Effective programs should require all newly drilled Class II wells to be cased
and cemented to prevent movement of fluids into USDWs. Specific casing
and cementing requirements should be based on:
I.

the depth to the base of the USDW;

ii.

the nature of the fluids to be injected; and

iii.

the hydrologic relationship between the injection zone and the base of
the USDW.

All newly converted Class II wells should be required to demonstrate
mechanical integrity.

3. Operation
A.

Adequate operating requirements should establish a maximum injection
pressure for a well which assures that the pressure in the injection zone during
injection does not initiate new fractures or propagate existing fractures in the
confining zone. Limitations on injection pressure should also preclude the
injection from causing the movement of fluids into an underground source of
drinking water.
Acceptable methods for establishing limitations on injection pressures include:
I.
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B.

4.

ii.

Injectivity tests to establish fracture pressure; or

iii.

Other compelling geologic, hydrologic or engineering data.

An effective State program should have the demonstrated ability to detect and
remedy system failures discovered during routine operation or monitoring so as
to mitigate endangerment to USDWs.

Plugging and Abandonment
Plugging and abandonment requirements should be reviewed for the presence of the
following elements:

5.

A.

That appropriate mechanisms are available in the State program to insure the
proper plugging of wells upon abandonment;

B.

That all Class II wells are required, upon abandonment, to be plugged in a
manner which will not allow the movement of fluids into or between USDWs;
and

C.

That operators are required to maintain financial responsibility in some form,
for the plugging of their injection wells.

Area of Review
An effective State program is expected to incorporate the concept of an area of
review defined as a radius of not less than 1/4 mile from the well, field, or project.

Alternatively, a State program may substitute a concept of a zone of endangering influence in
lieu of this fixed radius. The zone of endangering influence should be determined for the
estimated life of the well, field, or project through the use of an appropriate calculation,
formula, or mathematical model that takes the relevant geologic, hydrologic, engineering and
operational features of the injection well, field or project into account.
6.

Corrective Action
An approvable State program is expected to include the authority to require the
operator to take corrective actions on wells within the area of review or zone of
endangering influence.
A.

Corrective action may include any of the following types of requirements:
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B.

I.

recementing;

ii.

workover;

iii.

reconditioning; or

iv.

plugging or replugging.

A State program may provide the Director the discretion to specify the
following types of requirements in lieu of immediate corrective action:
I.

permit conditions which will assure a negative hydraulic gradient at the
base of USDW at the well in question;

ii.

monitoring program (i.e., monitoring wells completed to the base of
USDW within the zone of influence); or

iii.

periodic testing to determine fluid movement outside the injection
interval at other wells within the area of review.

However, if monitoring or testing indicate the potential endangerment of any
USDW, corrective action shall be required.
C.

7.

In cases where the Director has demonstrable knowledge of geologic,
hydrologic, or engineering conditions, specific to a given operation, which
assure that wells within the zone of endangering influence or area of review
will not serve as conduits for migration of fluids into an USDW, a State
program may provide the Director the discretion to permit a specific
operation without requiring corrective actions or any of the alternatives
specified in Subsection (8) above. Examples of such circumstances are
gravity or vacuum injections and injections through zones of plastic heaving
shales. However, under the statute the State program may, in no
circumstances, authorize an injection which endangers drinking water sources.

Mechanical Integrity
An approvable State program is expected to require the operator to demonstrate the
mechanical integrity of a new injection well prior to operation and of all injection wells
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periodically, at least once every five years. For the purpose of assessing the State's
mechanical integrity requirements:
A.

B.

C.

D.

An injection well has mechanical integrity if:
I.

there is no significant leak in the casing, tubing or packer; and

ii.

there is no significant fluid movement into an underground source of
drinking water through vertical channels adjacent to the well bore.

The following tests are considered to be acceptable tests to demonstrate the
absence of significant leaks:
I.

a pressure tests with liquid or gas;

ii.

the monitoring of annulus pressure in those wells injecting at a positive
pressure, following an initial pressure test; or

iii.

all other tests or combinations of tests considered effective by the
Director.

The following are considered to be acceptable tests to demonstrate the
absence of significant fluid movement in vertical channels adjacent to the well
bore:
I.

cementing records (they need not be reviewed every five years);

ii.

tracer surveys;

iii.

noise logs;

iv.

temperature surveys; or

v.

any other test or combination of tests considered effective by the
Director.

If the State program allows or specifies alternative tests under B(iii) or (C)(v)
above, the program description should supply sufficient information so that the
usefulness and reliability of such tests in the proposed circumstance may be
assessed.
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c. Surveillance
The demonstration of an effective surveillance program has already been discussed in Section 5.4
above.
d. Enforcement
A State's enforcement of its program is a crucial consideration in making the judgment of whether the
State program is effective. States have used a number of enforcement tools to shift the economic
incentive of operation more toward compliance with the law. Often State programs have employed
civil penalties and, for repeat or willful violators, criminal fines or jail sentences. Other commonly
used practices are administrative orders and court injunctions. In the area of oil and gas regulation,
many States have found pipeline severance a powerful tool. In assessing a State's enforcement
program, EPA will consider not whether a State has all or any particular enforcement tools but
whether the State's program, taken as a whole, represents an effective enforcement effort. Certainly,
there are many enforcement matrices which create effective programs. In addition, EPA will look at
whether the State has exercised its enforcement authorities adequately in the past.
e. Public Participation
One factor to be used by EPA in assessing the "effectiveness" of a State program is the degree to
which it assures the public an opportunity to participate in major regulatory decisions. It is assumed
that most States already have legislation that governs public participation in State decision-making and
defines such processes as appeals, etc. Therefore, the following represents only a minimal list of
elements that EPA will consider:
1.

Public Notice of permit application:
A.

The State may give such notice or it may require the applicant to give
notice.

B.

The method of giving notice should be adequate to bring the matter to the
attention of interested parties and, in particular, the public in the area of the
proposed injection. This may involve one or more of the following:
I.

posting;

ii.

publication in an official State register;

iii.

publication in a local newspaper;
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C.

2.

3.

iv.

mailing to a list of interested persons; or

v.

any other effective method that achieves the objective.

An adequate notice should:
I.

provide an adequate description of the proposed action;

ii.

identify where an interested party may obtain additional information.
This location should be reasonably accessible and convenient for
interested persons;

iii.

state how a public hearing may be requested; and

iv.

allow for a comment period of at least 15 days.

The State program should provide opportunity for a public hearing if the Director
finds, based upon requests, a significant degree of public interest.
A.

The Director may hold a hearing of his own motion and give notice of such
hearing with the notice of the application.

B.

If a public hearing is decided upon during the comment period, notice of
public hearing shall be given in a newspaper of general circulation. The
hearing should be scheduled no sooner than 15 days after the notice.

The final State action on the permit application should contain a “response to
comments" which summarizes the substantive comments received and the disposition
of the comments.

6.0

Oversight

6.1

General

Once a Class II program is approved under Section 1425, the State has primary enforcement
responsibility for such portion of its UIC program. The Class II program is a grant-eligible activity
and is subject to the same EPA oversight as other portions of the UIC program (e.g., State/EPA
Agreements, Mid-course Reviews, grant conditions, etc.).
6.2

Mid-Course Evaluation
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EPA will conduct a mid-course evaluation of Class II programs as envisioned in 40 CFR 122.18
[144.8] (c)(4)(ii) and 146.25. However, in lieu of a special reporting requirement, additional
requirements have been added to the State's annual report to EPA. Should this mechanism prove
unable to provide the necessary data, a special reporting requirement may be negotiated with the
primacy States at a later date.
6.3

Annual Reporting

As part of the Memorandum of Agreement, each State shall agree to submit an annual report on the
operation of its Class II program to EPA. At a minimum the annual report shall contain:
a.

an updated inventory;

b.

a summary of surveillance programs, including the results of monitoring and
mechanical integrity testing, the number of inspections, and corrective actions ordered
and witnessed;

c.

an account of all complaints reviewed by the State and the actions taken;

d.

an account of the results of the review of existing wells made during the year; and

e.

a summary of enforcement actions taken.
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Executive Summary
Previously unpublicized information unearthed by

identities from the public and regulators by claiming them as

Physicians for Social Responsibility (PSR) shows that a class

a “trade secret.” Records show that oil and gas companies in

of extremely toxic and persistent chemicals known as PFAS

Ohio have used this provision to conceal such identities.

has been used in Ohio’s oil and gas wells since at least 2013.
However, gaps in Ohio’s disclosure rules prevent the public

By shielding from public view the chemicals injected into

from knowing how widely PFAS – or other toxic chemicals –

oil and gas wells, these disclosure gaps raise the potential

have been used in oil and gas drilling and extraction. These

that Ohioans may be exposed to PFAS and other toxic

findings raise concerns that Ohioans may unknowingly be

chemicals from hundreds or even thousands of oil and

exposed to highly hazardous substances.

gas production wells.

PSR analyzed industry data recorded in FracFocus, one of

Among our key findings are:

two official repositories for Ohio’s required disclosure of
chemicals used in hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”) and found
that PFAS have been used in Ohio wells for fracking. The

• PFAS have been used in oil and gas extraction in Ohio
over the past decade.

affected wells are located in eight Ohio counties: Belmont,
Carroll, Columbiana, Guernsey, Harrison, Jefferson, Monroe,
and Washington.

• Trade secrets make it extremely difficult to determine
how extensively PFAS (and other highly toxic chemicals)
have been used in Ohio. PSR’s analysis of industry data

In addition, Ohioans could be exposed to PFAS through

analysis revealed that, between 2013 and 2022, Ohio

billions of gallons of wastewater from oil and gas wells

well operators claimed at least one fracking chemical as

in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia that have been

a trade secret in 2,164 oil and gas wells located across 17

injected into Ohio’s 245 underground injection disposal wells,

counties totaling 162 million pounds.

taken to centralized waste treatment facilities, or spread on
• It is likely that there is more PFAS use than has

show that between 2012 and 2022, eight wells in that state

been reported. A peer-reviewed oil and gas industry

that had been fracked with PFAS sent their drilling and

journal said in 2008 that a type of PFAS known as

fracking wastewater to a centralized waste treatment facility

fluorosurfactants had been used for oil and gas

in Warren and to injection disposal wells located in 18 other

extraction “for four decades.” In 2020, a scientific paper

Ohio towns.

indicated that fluorosurfactants have been used in oil
and gas extraction globally since 1956. In a report PSR

However, the number of definitively identified cases of

published in 2021, we found that between 2012 and

PFAS use may significantly underrepresent the use and

2020, oil and gas companies had used PFAS or PFAS

presence of PFAS in the state associated with oil and gas

precursors, most of them fluorosurfactants, for fracking

operations. That is in large part because Ohio law allows oil

in more than 1,200 wells in six states. Yet, in examining

and gas companies to withhold fracking chemical identities

records for the similar period 2013 to 2022, we found

from the public and regulators by claiming them as a “trade

no reports of the use of fluorosurfactants in Ohio. This

secret.” Between 2013 and 2022, companies claimed trade

improbable absence may reflect oil and gas companies’

secret privileges in 2,164 wells across 17 Ohio counties.

extensive use of trade secret confidentiality claims.

Furthermore, while Ohio is one of two states that require oil
and gas companies to publicly disclose at least some of the

• Of the Ohio wells for which oil and gas firms withheld

chemicals used in drilling that precedes fracking, Ohio also

chemical identities as trade secrets over the past decade,

allows the companies to withhold these drilling chemical

almost 700 had been injected with chemicals identified
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roads for de-icing or dust suppression. Pennsylvania records

as “surfactants” totaling almost 21 million pounds. Some

prior to fracking, as have several states including California,

of these may be fluorosurfactants.

West Virginia, and Wyoming.

• PFAS pollution of groundwater, surface water and air

• Increase testing and tracking. Ohio and/or the U.S. EPA

in Ohio is possible wherever these substances have

should determine where PFAS have been used in oil and gas

been used at oil and gas wells and wherever oil and

operations in the state and where related wastes have been

gas wastewater containing PFAS has been disposed of.

deposited and should test nearby water, soil, flora, and fauna

This includes disposal in injection wells, shipment to

for PFAS.

wastewater treatment plants, and spreading on roads.
• Require funding and cleanup. Oil and gas and chemical
• This variety of potential pathways to exposure raises

firms should be required to fund environmental testing

concerns that PFAS could endanger the environment

and evaluation in their areas of operation where these are

and people’s health.

needed, and should PFAS be found, be required to fund
cleanup. If water cleanup is impossible, the companies

In light of these findings, PSR recommends the following:

responsible for the use of PFAS should pay for alternative
sources of water for drinking and agriculture, as needed.

• Halt PFAS use in oil and gas extraction. Ohio should
follow the lead of Colorado, a major oil- and gas-producing

• Reform Ohio’s regulations for underground injection

state which took this action through legislation passed in

disposal wells to prohibit wells close to underground

June 2022. Furthermore, Ohio and the U.S. Environmental

sources of drinking water, to require groundwater

Protection Agency (EPA) should prohibit PFAS from being used,

monitoring for contaminants near the wells, and to require

manufactured, or imported for oil and gas extraction. Many

full public disclosure of the chemicals in the wastewater.

PFAS are immediately replaceable with less persistent and less
toxic substances, including in the oil and gas industry.

• Limit or ban drilling and fracking. Given the use of highly
toxic chemicals, including but not limited to PFAS, in oil and

• Expand public disclosure. Ohio should greatly expand its

gas extraction, Ohio should prohibit drilling, fracking, and

requirements for public disclosure of oil and gas chemicals.

disposal of related wastes in areas relatively unimpacted

The state could again follow the example offered by

by oil and gas pollution and should increase protections in

Colorado by requiring disclosure of all individual chemicals

already-impacted regions. The state should empower local

used in oil and gas wells without exceptions for trade

governments to take such action, too. When doubt exists

secrets while requiring disclosure on the part of chemical

as to the existence or danger of contamination, the rule of

manufacturers, who best know what chemicals are being

thumb should be, “First, do no harm.”

used. Ohio should also require fracking chemical disclosure
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Ch. 1 PFAS: A Man-made Threat to Health and the Environment
and persisted in the environment.7 Many of these facts,

a. Man-made and Dangerous

kept internal by the companies, came to light after attorney
Physicians for Social Responsibility (PSR) has identified

Rob Bilott filed lawsuits in 1999 and 2001 accusing Dupont

evidence from industry sources that a highly dangerous class

of causing pollution in and around Parkersburg, West

of chemicals, known as per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances

Virginia with PFOA, a type of PFAS used in making Teflon.8 In

(PFAS), has been used in Ohio oil and gas wells* for hydraulic

December 2011, as part of Dupont’s settlement of the 2001

fracturing (“fracking”). The wells definitively known to have

lawsuit, a team of epidemiologists completed a study of the

been injected with PFAS between 2013 and 2022 are located

blood of 70,000 West Virginians and found a probable link

in eight Ohio counties: Belmont, Carroll, Columbiana,

between PFOA and kidney cancer, testicular cancer, thyroid

Guernsey, Harrison, Jefferson, Monroe, and Washington.

disease (over- or under-production of hormones by the

However, the wells PSR was able to identify may significantly

thyroid gland), high cholesterol, pre-eclampsia (a potentially

underrepresent the extent of PFAS use in the state.

dangerous complication during pregnancy characterized
by high blood pressure and signs of damage to other organ

PFAS are a class of thousands of man-made chemicals known

systems, most often the liver and kidneys), and ulcerative

for having properties that are valuable in multiple contexts,

colitis (a disease causing inflammation and ulcers in the

including being slippery, oil- and water-repellant, and able

large intestine or colon).9

1

to serve as dispersants or foaming agents. PFAS have
been called “perfluorinated chemicals” and “polyfluorinated

PFAS are also extremely mobile in water,10 and in October

compounds,” or PFCs, though the term currently preferred

2021, EPA announced a “strategic roadmap” for regulating

by EPA is PFAS.2

PFAS that encompasses a goal to set federal drinking

The first PFAS to be sold commercially was created by a

2022, reflecting the growing concern about PFAS, EPA

chemist at Dupont and was patented as Teflon. Since 1949,

significantly lowered its health advisory level for PFOA and

it has been used in thousands of products, from nonstick

PFOS in drinking water. Previously, in 2016, EPA had set

cookware to waterproof clothing to plastics to dental

the combined health advisory level for these chemicals at

floss. Other PFAS chemicals, the most prominent of which

70 parts per trillion.12 “The new published peer-reviewed

are known as PFOA and PFOS, have been used in food

data and draft EPA analyses…” EPA wrote in June 2022,

packaging, fire-fighting foam, and in 3M’s widely used fabric

“indicate that the levels at which negative health outcomes

3

4

protector, Scotchgard. The U.S. Environmental Protection

could occur are much lower than previously understood.”13

Agency (EPA) reports that there are currently about 650

EPA set its new interim health advisory level for PFOA in

5

types of PFAS in commerce. Weak chemical disclosure

drinking water to 0.004 parts per trillion and its interim

laws make it difficult for the Agency to identify which PFAS

health advisory level for PFOS to 0.02 parts per trillion.14 EPA

chemicals are used, and where.

also set new final health advisory levels for two other PFAS
known as Gen X (10 parts per trillion) and PFBS (2,000 parts

EPA and other regulators have identified PFAS as a serious

per trillion).15 EPA said that its interim health advisory levels

threat to health and the environment.6 As early as the 1960s

are intended to provide guidance until enforceable drinking

and 1970s, researchers inside Dupont and 3M became

water regulations for PFAS take effect.16

aware that the PFAS they were manufacturing or using were
associated with health problems including cancers and birth

EPA’s new health advisory levels mean that the toxicity of

defects, had accumulated in virtually every human being,

PFOA is almost beyond comprehension. Under EPA’s levels,

* Gas, the principal component of which is methane, is also known as “natural” gas, “fossil” gas and “fracked” gas.
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water standards for PFOA and PFOS by 2023.11 In June

five measuring cups of PFOA could contaminate about 140

While these levels of PFOA in the Ohio River are cause for

trillion gallons of water, more than the estimated 128 trillion

concern, they do not necessarily mean that drinking water

17

gallons of water in Lake Erie or the amount of water that

will be contaminated, thanks to the potential removal of the

New York City would use during 107,500 days at its current

contaminants during treatment.25 However, Louisville radio

18

station WFPL reported that at least on the Kentucky side of

consumption rate of 1.3 billion gallons per day.

the Ohio River, some public drinking water providers did not
have the ability to remove PFAS from drinking water.26 On

b. Persistent and Widespread in the Environment

a webpage dated 2022, the Greater Cincinnati Water Works
PFAS are not only highly toxic; they also demonstrate extreme

reported that PFOA and three other types of PFAS were “not

persistence in the environment. PFAS’ nickname “forever

detected” in drinking water from the Ohio River. However,

chemicals” reflects their chemistry – created by chemical

some earlier test results on the website, including one from

manufacturers – that features a bond between fluorine and

earlier in 2022, appear to show levels of detected PFOA and

carbon atoms that is among the strongest in chemistry and

PFOS that are higher than EPA’s new interim health advisory

rarely if ever exists in nature. The result: chemicals that are

levels.27 A representative of Greater Cincinnati Water Works

extremely resistant to breaking down in the environment.19

said in an email in August 2022 that the detection levels of
PFOA and PFOS were correct and that the agency would

Evidence has mounted over the years of cases of PFAS

correct its erroneous statement that these forms of PFAS

pollution from a variety of sources, including in Ohio. Under

were “not detected.”28

the state’s PFAS Action Plan launched in 2019, the Ohio EPA
EPA’s new advisory levels are non-binding, but concern over

has coordinated water sampling for six types of PFAS in
20

almost 1,550 public water systems. The state used as its

PFAS pollution has led eight states, though not Ohio, to

action levels the EPA health advisory levels for PFOA and PFOS

develop enforceable standards for concentrations of several

set in 2016 and the state’s own levels for four other types

types of PFAS in drinking water.29 One of the most recent to

of PFAS.21 The testing found detectable levels of PFAS in 106

act is Michigan, which set standards in 2020 for limiting PFAS

public drinking water systems, two of which, in Aullwood and

in drinking water and for removing PFAS from groundwater.

22

Bridgeport, exceeded the state’s action levels. However, in

The standards apply to PFOA and six other forms of PFAS.

many of the cases that did not exceed the state’s action levels,

Michigan’s maximum allowable level is no more than eight

the detected levels of PFOA and PFOS greatly exceeded the

parts per trillion for PFOA,30 a standard that is one of the

23

new interim health advisory levels set by EPA in June 2022.

lowest among states but is now much more permissive than

Also in June 2022, the Ohio River Valley Water Sanitation

EPA’s health advisory. Even Michigan’s standard, however,

Commission, an interstate commission representing Ohio,

shows how toxic PFAS can be. By extrapolation, Michigan’s

seven other states and the federal government, released

standards suggest that five measuring cups of PFOA could

results of a study on PFAS levels in the Ohio River, which

contaminate more than 70 billion gallons of water – the

borders Ohio for hundreds of miles. In the study, scientists

amount of water needed to fill more than 106,000 Olympic-

sampled water from 20 locations on the Ohio River, including

sized swimming pools at about 660,000 gallons per pool.31

nine that bordered Ohio, as well as water from locations in

The extreme potency of PFOA, as with other PFAS, indicates

two tributaries. The scientists found multiple PFAS at each

why health experts are concerned about even minute

testing site. At 19 sites they found PFOA with concentrations
ranging from 4.88 parts per trillion to 12.90 parts per trillion

24

– at least 1,220 times EPA’s interim safe level.
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quantities of these chemicals.

Ch. 2 Oil and Gas Companies Used PFAS in Ohio
a.Industry Data Reveal Use of PTFE,

oil and gas operations in the state may be an additional

a PFAS Fluoropolymer

source of contamination.

PFAS contamination has been associated with manufacturing

To identify whether and where PFAS were used in Ohio,

facilities, airports, and military bases where firefighting

PSR analyzed self-reported industry data recorded in

foams and other industrial chemicals that contain the

FracFocus, a database for the oil and gas industry33

chemicals have been used, according to Wright State

maintained by the Groundwater Protection Council,34

University Professor of Earth and Environmental Sciences

a nonprofit comprised of regulators from state agencies.

Abinash Agrawal, who spoke with the Dayton Daily News in

PSR used the open-source version of FracFocus, Open-FF,

32

2021 in response to Ohio’s PFAS testing program. However,

that is more accurate and informative than the original
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Ohio Oil & Gas Wells Fracked with PTFE and Trade Secret Chemicals, 2013-2022

This map shows the location of oil and gas wells in Ohio known to have been fracked between 2013 – 2022 using PTFE, trade secret
chemicals, and/or trade secret surfactants. An interactive version of the map is available at https://ft.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/
index.html?appid=4fe19ca9a17141a6a1f5ac35728ac0fa.
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version of FracFocus.35

undergo a process called “thermolysis” and generate toxic
PFAS called perfluoroalkyl carboxylic acids (PFCAs). As a result,

Our analysis of the industry’s own entries shows that oil and

he wrote, “there could be some additional problems that need

gas companies used the PFAS polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)

some investigation.”45 In 2021, a coalition of environmental

in 101 oil and gas wells in eight Ohio counties between 2013

groups including the Center for Environmental Health,

and 2022. It is unclear for what purpose the PTFE was used;

Clean Water Action, Ecology Center, Environmental Working

however, PTFE, which is marketed as Teflon, is known for its

Group, Natural Resources Defense Council, Safer States, and

slipperiness, and fracking chemicals are sometimes used as

the Sierra Club shared similar concerns, based on multiple

friction reducers. The locations of the wells where PTFE was

scientific articles, regarding the risks of fluoropolymers such

used are indicated in the map on page 3 and tables on the

as PTFE. The groups also noted that fluoropolymers are

pages 8 and 9.

manufactured with chemicals that have an outsized negative

36

effect on climate change.46 Disclosure gaps in Ohio law
PTFE is a fluoropolymer. Fluoropolymers are a type of

discussed below may prevent scientists and the public from

37

plastic. Scientists’ and environmentalists’ major concerns

knowing the extent of PTFE use in oil and gas operations.

about PTFE and other fluoropolymers are not related
b. Curiously Absent: Disclosure of PFAS

so much to these substances themselves but rather the
associated impacts of their production, use, and disposal,

Fluorosurfactants

according to a 2020 scientific report. The production of
38

PTFE and other fluoropolymers relies on other, highly toxic

PSR’s findings of PFAS use in Ohio are based on oil and gas

PFAS that are used as production aids. As the paper noted,

company operators’ records in FracFocus, a database for

these other PFAS have included fluorosurfactants such as

the oil and gas industry.47 Under Ohio law, operators must

PFOA, whose risks are discussed in the previous chapter, and

disclose in the FracFocus database the name of chemical

GenX, which is similarly harmful and has replaced PFOA in

products used in fracking and each individual component

fluoropolymer production.39 (PFOA has been phased out as a

chemical used in each product.48 They must also disclose

40

manufacturing aid in the U.S. but is still used in Asia.) PTFE

each chemical’s Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) number,

and other fluoropolymers can contain these more toxic PFAS

if available.49 CAS numbers are unique numeric identifiers

fragments as impurities that can leach out of the PTFE during

assigned to each chemical by the American Chemical Society.

use.41 PTFE may also generate other PFAS if the PTFE breaks

They are the most accurate way to identify chemicals, as a

42

down under heat. The authors of the 2020 paper noted that

chemical can have multiple names or trade names but only
one CAS number.50

The levels of leachables…in individual fluoropolymer
substances and products depend on the production

Our analysis of FracFocus records also examined the use of

process and subsequent treatment processes; a

fluorosurfactants, sometimes called fluorinated surfactants, in
43

comprehensive global overview is currently lacking.

fracking in Ohio. Fluorosurfactants are part of a larger group
of chemicals known as “surfactants” that are commonly used

In addition, the authors noted that the persistence in the

in fracking.51 According to EPA, surfactants lower the surface

environment of PTFE and other fluoropolymers could pose

tension of a liquid, the interaction at the surface between two

problems during disposal. “Landfilling of fluoropolymers leads

liquids (called interfacial tension), or that between a liquid and

to contamination of leachates with PFAS and can contribute to

a solid.52 While surfactants are commonly used in fracking,53

release of plastics and microplastics,” they wrote.44 One of the

fluorosurfactants are said to be “superior in their aqueous

authors added in an email to PSR that if PTFE were used in oil

surface tension reduction at very low concentrations and are

and gas wells that have especially high temperatures, it could

useful as wetting and leveling agents, emulsifiers, foaming
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agents, or dispersants.”54 Fluorosurfactants encompass the

c. PFAS Joins a Roster of Dangerous Chemicals
Used in Fracking

dangerous chemicals PFOA and PFOS, as well as hundreds
55

of other less-studied replacement chemicals and mixtures.
Some are known to be extremely toxic to people,56 could

For years, scientists, advocates and regulators in Ohio and

57

be harmful to animals, and are expected to persist in the

other states have raised concerns about the hundreds of

environment. As indicated previously, fluorosurfactants

industrial chemicals used in fracking of oil and gas wells,

are also used to manufacture PTFE and are of even greater

including potential threats to water resources and health.

concern than PTFE itself.

In fracking, energy companies inject into oil and gas wells a

58

A variety of industry sources suggest that fluorosurfactants

and chemicals at high pressure to fracture underground rock

are commonly used in oil and gas extraction. In July 2021,

formations, unlocking trapped oil and gas. The chemicals

PSR found that according to FracFocus data, between 2012

serve a variety of purposes including killing bacteria inside

and 2020, oil and gas companies used PFAS or chemicals

the wellbore, reducing friction during high-pressure fracking,

that could break down into PFAS in fracking in more than

and as gelling agents to thicken the fluid so that the sand,

1,200 wells in six states. Most were fluorosurfactants. In

suspended in the gelled fluid, can travel farther into

2020, an article published in Environmental Science: Processes

underground formations.62 In 2016, EPA published a study

and Impacts showed that since 1956, PFAS, including

that identified 1,606 chemicals used in fracking fluid and/or

fluorosurfactants, had been used or proposed to be used

found in fracking wastewater. While the agency found high-

globally in oil and gas extraction techniques including

quality information on health effects for only 173 of these

chemical-driven gas production, chemical flooding, fracking,

chemicals, that information was troubling. EPA found that

and the drilling that precedes fracking and other oil and gas

health effects associated with chronic oral exposure to these

59

60

production techniques. And in 2008, two authors, one of

chemicals include carcinogenicity, neurotoxicity, immune

whom was identified as an employee at DuPont, wrote in the

system effects, changes in body weight, changes in blood

peer-reviewed Open Petroleum Engineering Journal that the use

chemistry, liver and kidney toxicity, and reproductive and

of fluorosurfactants was relatively common in the oil and gas

developmental toxicity.63

industry and that their use was about to surge. They referred
to fluorosurfactants as an “emerging technology” and stated,

Chemicals used in the drilling stage that precedes fracking
can also pose health risks, including developmental toxicity

While fluorosurfactants have been used in gas and oil

and the formation of tumors, according to EPA regulators.64

exploration for four decades, the increased demand for

A disclosure form filed with the state of Ohio, shows that

petroleum and the greater understanding of the benefits

Statoil, Norway’s state oil company (since renamed Equinor),

of fluorosurfactants have led to growing acceptance for

has used a neurotoxic chemical, xylene, in drilling.65

fluorosurfactants throughout the petroleum industry.

61

PFAS has joined the roster of potentially dangerous
Yet despite evidence of widespread and longstanding use

chemicals used in fracking. The use of PFAS in oil and gas

of fluorosurfactants in oil and gas extraction, PSR did not

production in Ohio was exposed in 2021,66 but PFAS may

find evidence of their use in Ohio, either in Open-FF or in

have been used more extensively than records indicate, both

other online sources. This surprising lack of evidence, as

geographically and in additional methods or stages of oil and

is discussed below, may be due to the significant gaps in

gas operations, such as drilling, that precede fracking and

reporting requirements for the oil and gas industry in Ohio,

in other techniques known as enhanced oil recovery. PFAS

rather than the lack of use fluorosurfactant chemicals.

used in these operations may add to the cumulative human
exposure to PFAS from other sources.
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mixture of up to tens of millions of gallons of water, sand,

Ch. 3 Ohio’s Chemical Disclosure Laws Shield Chemical Identities

Fire at the Eisenbarth Well operated by Statoil in Monroe County, Ohio, June 28-29, 2014. Credit: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.

a. Ohio’s “Trade Secret” Law Shields Potentially
Dangerous Substances, Including PFAS

Natural Resources, though not to FracFocus, chemicals
intentionally added during the initial phase of drilling that
precedes fracking. The identities of these drilling chemicals

The danger of exposure to unknown chemicals – PFAS and

must include CAS numbers.69 This provision makes Ohio

others – from oil and gas operations persists in Ohio. This

and Colorado70 the only states to require disclosure of at

is true, despite state rules enacted in 2010 and amended

least some chemicals used in drilling. EPA has indicated

in 2012 that require public disclosure of fracking and

that any chemicals used during the first stage of the drilling

drilling chemicals.67 The rules require that within 60 days of

process would be highly likely to leach into groundwater

completing an oil or gas well, well operators disclose their

since during this stage, drilling passes directly through

fracking chemicals either to the Ohio Department of Natural

groundwater zones71 before any casing or cement is placed

Resources or to both the department and FracFocus.68

in the well to seal it off from surrounding aquifers. The

Our analysis showed that about 90 percent of disclosures

resulting potential for groundwater contamination makes

are made to both. Similarly, within the same 60-day time

public disclosure of chemicals used in drilling especially

frame, well owners must disclose to the Department of

important.
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On the face of it, these disclosure requirements sound

Marketplace on NPR in 2017, commenting on the fire and

effective; however, an important exception allows

the risks oil and gas chemicals pose to firefighters. “And

companies to avoid full and meaningful disclosure: The

without the knowledge of what’s in there, running in there

law allows chemical manufacturers, well operators and

may be turning us into victims as well.”77

other companies in the chemical supply chain to withhold
exact fracking and drilling fluid ingredient information

According to an EPA report, trade secret chemicals spilled

if they deem it a “trade secret.” In place of specific

as a result of the fire, along with other chemicals. Fluids

fracking chemical identities, oil and gas companies often

that may have contained the trade secret chemicals ran off

list generic chemical names such as “inorganic salt” and

the well pad into a tributary of the Ohio River, where an

72

73

“proprietary surfactant.” Ohio’s drilling chemical records

estimated 70,000 fish died.78

show some similar uses of generic chemical names, such
as “phosphates,” “quaternary ammonium chloride,” and
“amine derivative.”

74

Regrettably, the use of such vague

b. Extensive Use of ‘Trade Secret’ Claims Veils
Actual Use

descriptors can hide from public view the true identities of
dangerous chemicals, including PFAS.

The lack of evidence of additional PFAS use in Ohio’s oil and

The use of trade secrets to conceal chemicals’ specific

of the trade secret provisions in Ohio’s chemical disclosure

identities effectively undermines the public health benefits

rules. PSR’s data analysis revealed that, between 2013 and

of disclosure by preventing health professionals, state

2022, Ohio well operators claimed at least one fracking

regulators and the public from knowing where PFAS — or

chemical as a trade secret in 2,164 oil and gas wells located

other toxic chemicals — have been used in oil and gas

across 17 counties. The trade secret chemicals used in Ohio

wells. In addition to allowing trade secret exemptions for

over this roughly 10-year period totaled 162 million pounds.79

fracking and drilling chemicals, Ohio does not require public

(See Table 1, next page.) If even a small fraction of this weight

disclosure of chemicals used in enhanced oil recovery or in

were PFAS, that fraction could pose significant health and

other extraction techniques that are distinct from fracking

environmental risks.

per se. These regulatory gaps increase the potential that
Ohioans could unknowingly be exposed to PFAS and other

In an effort to determine if any of these trade secret

chemicals used during multiple phases and methods of oil

chemicals were PFAS, PSR examined whether any were listed

75

as a surfactant. Surfactants, as noted above, encompass

and gas extraction.

dangerous fluorosurfactants, some of which are extremely
An example of potential exposure to trade secret chemicals

toxic to people80 and persistent in the environment.81

occurred in 2014, when a fire at an oil and gas well in

We found thousands of cases of oil and gas companies

Monroe County resulted in the release of unknown

using at least one trade secret chemical that they described

chemicals used in oil and gas extraction into a tributary

as a surfactant. These occurred in 688 wells, spread across

of the Ohio River. State and EPA officials did not learn the

15 counties.82 (See Table 1) Operators’ names for these

chemicals’ identities until five days later, after an estimated

chemicals were vague, including “surfactant” and “surfactant

70,000 fish in the tributary had died. It is unclear whether

blend.” These trade secret surfactants totaled almost

firefighters who responded to the blaze ever learned the

21 million pounds. (See examples from individual wells

chemicals’ identities. “Firefighters, you know, we have

in Table 2.) Should even a small percentage of them be

this tradition of running in where people are running

fluorosurfactants, they could pose significant threats

out,” retired Youngstown Fire Department Battalion Chief

to human health and the environment.

76

and hazardous materials expert Silverio Caggiano told
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gas wells may reflect, at least in part, extensive application

Companies using trade secret surfactants include prominent

Norwegian state-run oil and gas company84 whose well fire

oil and gas producers (see Table 3). Among them are

in Monroe County in 2014 appears in the photograph above;

Chesapeake Energy Corp., once the second-leading gas

caused unknown chemicals to flow into a tributary of the

producer in the U.S., that recently emerged from a multi-

Ohio River; and ExxonMobil, the nation’s largest publicly
traded oil and gas company.85

83

billion-dollar bankruptcy; Statoil, now called Equinor, the

Table 1. Disclosed Use in Fracking of Trade Secret Chemicals and PFAS in Ohio Oil
and Gas Wells, 2013-2022
County

Number of wells
Weight of
Number of wells with Weight of
with at least
trade secret
trade secret
at least one trade
one trade secret
surfactants (lbs.)
chemicals (lbs.)
secret chemical
surfactant

Number of Weight
wells with of PTFE
(lbs.)
PTFE

Ashland

2

5,880

2

4,140

0

Belmont

520

17,500,000

86

182,000

4

11

Carroll

295

58,200,000

172

12,700,000

46

263

Columbiana

45

7,480,000

19

1,190,000

12

58

Geauga

1

325

0

0

0

0

Guernsey

199

8,930,000

73

471,000

8

45

Harrison

398

41,100,000

139

4,660,000

18

101

Jefferson

277

15,100,000

94

1,140,000

6

58

Mahoning

2

9,010

2

322

0

0

0

Monroe

291

8,720,000

55

194,000

3

27

Morgan

2

97

0

0

0

0

Noble

111

4,280,000

30

125,000

0

0

Stark

3

1,880

3

1,100

0

0

Summit

2

1,130

2

663

0

0

Trumbull

7

185,000

4

3,750

0

0

Tuscarawas

6

667,000

4

162,000

0

0

Washington

3

180,000

3

65,800

4

23

Total

2,164

162,000,000

688

20,900,000

101

590

This table, based on FracFocus data, shows county-by-county the number of Ohio wells in which oil and gas companies injected at least
one trade secret fracking chemical between 2013 and 2022, at least one trade secret surfactant, and/or PTFE. The total weight figures
reflect the sum of all records for which we have enough information to calculate a chemical’s weight. However, the total weight figures
represent an undercount because many fracking chemical disclosures lack sufficient data to perform this calculation.
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Table 2. Examples of Chemical Reporting on Individual Oil and Gas Wells in Ohio
Well Operator

Well
Number

County

Year
Fracking
Completed

Chemical
CAS
used in Well Number

Weight of
Trade Name Chemical
(lbs.)

Chesapeake Operating, Inc.

3408120636

Jefferson

2016

PTFE

9002-84-0

not reported

XTO Energy/ExxonMobil

3401320790

Belmont

2018

PTFE

9002-84-0

Chesapeake Operating, Inc.

3406721356

Harrison

2015

proprietary
surfactant

proprietary

Gulfport Energy Corporation

3411124769

Monroe

2021

surfactant

proprietary

not reported
6
report reflects
a large set of
250,244
products
not reported
13,114

2014

alcohol
ethoxylate
surfactants

proprietary

Plexslick 953

Antero Resources Corporation

3411124413

Monroe

21

5,192

This table shows a sample of specific wells injected with the types of fracking chemicals referenced in the larger table above, including trade
secret surfactants such as the “alcohol ethoxylate surfactants” and “proprietary surfactant” as well as PTFE. The examples cover a range of
years and represent wells fracked in several Ohio counties. Even the smallest mass shown for a proprietary chemical (5,192 pounds for a
proprietary surfactant) would be a huge amount of PFAS if this proprietary chemical were PFAS.

Table 3. Oil and Gas Companies that Fracked the Most Wells in Ohio Using Trade Secret
Surfactants, 2013-2022
Number of wells with trade
secret surfactants

Total weight of trade secret surfactants (lbs.)

Chesapeake Operating, Inc.

270

20,000,000

Ascent Resources - Utica, LLC

164

111,000

Antero Resources Corporation

33

155,000

EAP Ohio LLC

32

114,000

American Energy Utica

26

22,300

Hess Corporation

22

5,780

Eclipse Resources I, LP

22

25,300

Gulfport Energy Corporation

16

39,300

Rice Drilling B, LLC

14

2,340

EQT Production

11

166,000

Southwestern Energy

10

76,300

CONSOL Energy Inc.

10

31,800

PDC Energy

8

7,980

Statoil USA Onshore Properties Inc.

7

7,400

XTO Energy/ExxonMobil

7

15,600

This table shows the fifteen oil and gas companies that fracked the greatest number of oil and gas wells in Ohio with trade secret
surfactants between 2013 and 2022. Surfactants may be PFAS, given the widespread use in oil and gas wells of PFAS or potential PFAS
known as fluorosurfactants.
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Well Operator

Ch. 4 PFAS Use in Oil and Gas Operations Endangers Health in Ohio
a. Multiple Potential Pathways to Exposure

routes. He warned that if PFAS were to enter drinking water,
it could subsequently volatilize or become airborne inside

The threats to health from chemicals used in oil and gas

homes. Brown also added another potential pathway for

operations are well-documented. EPA in its 2016 national

airborne exposure: PFAS could become airborne when gas is

report on fracking and drinking water found that fracking-

burned off during flaring at the wellhead.88

related pollution could follow a number of pathways. Even
without examining water contamination impacts or risks
from underground disposal wells,86 the agency cited the

b. Spills of Fluid, Disposal of Wastewater Raise
Pollution Concerns

following possible pathways to exposure:
When PFAS are used at oil and gas well sites, there is a real
• spills of fracking fluid that seep into groundwater;

risk of contamination and exposure due to spills and other
accidents. Thousands of spills and accidents, and hundreds

• injection of fracking fluid into wells with cracks in the casing

of cases of associated pollution, have been documented

or cement, allowing the fluid to migrate into aquifers (much

at oil and gas well sites.89 In 2017, for example, the news

of the fracking fluid can remain underground);

outlet EnergyWire reported “at least 8,519 spills in 14
producing states” in 2016, with the number of reported

• injection of fracking fluids directly into groundwater;

spills in Ohio at 51 in 2012, 103 in 2013, 38 in 2014, 76 in
2015, and 53 in 2016.90

• underground migration of fracking fluids through
fracking-related or natural fractures;

Another risk that is especially high in Ohio is that PFAS and
other chemicals could pollute the environment through

• intersection of fracking fluid with nearby oil and gas wells,

the disposal of fracking and/or drilling wastewater. Oil and
gas wastewater can contain chemicals injected during the

• spills of wastewater after the fracking process is

fracking process including trade secret chemicals91 and thus,

completed, and

potentially, PFAS. It can also contain naturally occurring toxics
found underground such as radium, a radioactive element

• inadequate treatment and discharge of fracking wastewater

and known human carcinogen.92 The major destination for

to surface water supplies.87

oil and gas wastewater in Ohio is underground injection
disposal wells that are intended to hold the wastewater

Where PFAS are among the chemicals used in oil and gas

safely underground forever. According to an analysis of state

extraction, they too could enter water supplies through one

data by FracTracker Alliance, Ohio has 245 of these wells

or more of these pathways, thus placing drinking water and

that have become a major repository for wastewater not

agricultural water sources at risk. That risk is substantial,

just from in-state oil and gas wells but also wells located in

given PFAS’ characteristics: toxic in minuscule concentrations,

Pennsylvania and West Virginia.93 The volume of wastewater

linked to cancer, birth defects, pre-eclampsia, and other

pumped into Ohio’s injection wells rose from 690 million

serious health effects, extremely mobile in water, and highly

gallons in 2013 to 12.7 billion gallons in 2020, according to

persistent in the environment.

a separate analysis of state data by FracTracker Alliance.94
This is not surprising, given that wastewater volumes in Ohio

In addition, toxicologist Dave Brown, former director of

average 2.3 million gallons per well.95

environmental epidemiology at the Connecticut Department
of Health, noted in PSR’s July 2021 report on PFAS that PFAS

Meanwhile, researchers have known for decades that

used in oil and gas wells could follow airborne exposure

wastewater from disposal wells can migrate upward from
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deep underground through nearby oil and gas wells that

injection wells to know if injected wastewater were migrating

have ceased operating but have not been properly sealed

upward into groundwater.99

off from the surrounding underground rock formation.
This migrating wastewater can break out of the abandoned

c. Evidence of Wastewater Underground Migration

wells and contaminate groundwater located near the earth’s
surface.96 Two different teams of researchers have estimated

The years 2020 and 2021 witnessed at least two apparent

that Ohio has more than 150,000 abandoned oil and gas

major underground migrations of fracking wastewater from

97

wells, only some of which have been plugged. These wells

Ohio injection disposal wells. Both impacted or endangered

could serve as conduits for wastewater injected underground

water supplies. In January 2021, more than 1.6 million

to migrate upward, where it could break out of the old wells

gallons of what appeared to be fracking wastewater flowed

98

and seep into ground or surface water. Ohio does not

for four days from an unplugged oil and gas well idle since

require groundwater monitoring near wastewater injection

2012, in Noble County.100 A nearby tributary, Taylor Fork,

wells, so it could be difficult for people living near the

was impacted by the spill, resulting in a fish kill. The cause
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A Class II injection well in North Portage County, OH. April 2019. Credit: Ted Auch, FracTracker Alliance, 2019. Aerial support provided
by LightHawk.

of the spill was unclear, but there were six active fracking

use treatment, such as chemical precipitation, that

wastewater injection wells in Noble County including three

remove specific pollutants but provide little or no

within four miles of the leaking oil and gas well. Another

removal of the many other pollutants commonly found

example occurred in September 2020 in Washington County,

in these wastes. As a result, some facilities discharge

when fracking wastewater migrated at least five miles from a

much greater quantities of pollutants, such as total

disposal well to gas-producing wells, causing state officials to

dissolved solids and chlorides, than others.107

worry about possible groundwater contamination.101
One facility that appeared to fall in this category of
Other, smaller incidents have also occurred. In August

inadequate wastewater treatment was a CWT unit in Warren,

2021, Veto Lake, located less than a mile from the same

Ohio called Patriot Water Treatment, LLC. EPA found that

Washington County disposal well mentioned in the preceding

“The facility does not have technologies for TDS [total

paragraph, became contaminated with oil. State officials

dissolved solids] or chlorides removal.”108 Beginning in 2010,

did not know whether the contamination was connected to

the Warren facility accepted oil and gas wastewater, primarily

.102

the disposal well, but one expert said it was possible

In

from Pennsylvania and West Virginia, partially treated it, and

November, the Parkersburg (WV) News & Sentinel indicated

then paid the city of Warren to send it to the city’s sewage

that the source of the oil was an abandoned oil and gas well

treatment plant, where it was subsequently discharged into

.103

in the lake that had been improperly plugged

In addition

the Mahoning River.109 In 2011, following an exposé by the

to these incidents, the state of Ohio told the news outlet

New York Times about high levels of carcinogenic radium

StateImpact that there had been 65 spills of oil and gas

in fracking wastewater in Pennsylvania,110 the Pennsylvania

wastewater between 2018 and 2020.104

Department of Environmental Protection asked oil and gas
companies to voluntarily stop sending wastewater to public

d. Inadequacy of Waste Treatment and Water

sewage treatment plants and commercial waste facilities in
the state.111 However, the Warren plant continued to accept

Treatment Facilities

the wastewater from the Patriot CWT facility.112
Wastewater taken to Centralized Waste Treatment (CWT)
facilities can also pose risks. According to EPA, a CWT facility

In 2016, EPA prohibited publicly owned treatment works

“is generally defined as one that accepts industrial materials

[POTWs] like Warren’s sewage plant from accepting

(hazardous or non-hazardous, solid, or liquid) generated at

wastewater from onshore oil and gas production “from

another facility (off-site) for treatment or recovery.”

shale and/or tight geologic formations,” the type of

105

In a

2018 review of the ability of CWT facilities to handle oil and

“unconventional oil and gas resources”113 that are typically

gas (O&G) wastes, EPA found several causes for concern:

drilled in Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia.114 EPA
extended the deadline for compliance for some plants until

Environmental and human exposure to pollutants in O&G

2019.115 EPA acted in large part because wastewater from

wastewater can occur through multiple pathways related

unconventional oil and gas extraction “can contain high

to treatment at CWT facilities. Environmental releases

concentrations of TDS [total dissolved solids], radioactive

and human interactions with pollutants can occur

elements, metals, chlorides, sulfates, and other dissolved

from discharge of treated effluent to the environment,

inorganic constituents that POTWs are not designed to

during transport to CWT treatment facilities, during CWT

remove” and these contaminants

treatment itself, or through other waste streams such as
sludge, spills, and fugitive emissions.106

can be discharged, untreated, from the POTW to the
receiving stream; can disrupt the operation of the POTW

EPA found that some facilities
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(e.g., by inhibiting biological treatment); can accumulate

in biosolids (sewage sludge), limiting their beneficial

oil and gas well operators fracked eight wells in Western

use; and can facilitate the formation of harmful DBPs

Pennsylvania with PTFE/Teflon.123 Records with the

[disinfection byproducts].116

Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection
show that millions of gallons of drilling fluid, fracking fluid

Indeed, environmental advocates uncovered emails showing

and wastewater from these wells were shipped to more

that a Warren official believed that the wastewater from

than 20 injection wells and to the Patriot CWT facility.

Patriot was so high in TDS and salts that it was compromising

Drill cuttings were also sent to four different Ohio-based

Warren’s ability to treat its waste.117 In 2017, Warren stopped

landfills and to Patriot.124 In some cases, these practices

accepting oil and gas wastewater from Patriot, following a

continued well into 2022.

lawsuit by the Freshwater Accountability Project alleging that
the plant was violating its discharge permits under the Clean

Gas wells in Pennsylvania sent waste fluids to injection

Water Act.118 Under EPA’s rule, drilling companies can still

disposal wells in the following towns in Ohio: Atwater,

send wastewater from unconventional wells to CWT facilities

Barnesville, Cambridge, Coolville, Coshocton, Dennison,

119

like Patriot, but the water cannot be sent on to POTWs.

Dexter City, Fowler, Garrettsville, Hartville, Hiram, Kent,
Marietta, Nashport, Newton, Norwich, Rootstown, and

e. Wells Fracked with PFAS in Pennsylvania Sent

Stockport. And they sent thousands of tons of drill
cuttings to landfills in Amsterdam, Lowellville, New Spirit,

Wastes to Ohio

New Springfield, Waynesburg, as well as to Patriot Water
Prior to 2017, Patriot Water Treatment, LLC and multiple

Treatment in Warren.125

unconventional gas wells in Pennsylvania hydraulically

Landfills produce wastewater known as “leachate” when

fractured with PFAS. Patriot and several landfills also received

water percolates through the contents of the landfill.126 In

thousands of tons of drill cuttings – rock fragments or

2019, local prosecutors asked the Pennsylvania Attorney

ground-up rock produced during the drilling process – from

General’s office to investigate after leachate from a landfill

the wells. The wastewater and drill cuttings could contain

that had accepted drill cuttings was taken to a wastewater

not only PTFE and any other PFAS associated with it, but

treatment plant and apparently caused the plant’s discharge

also naturally occurring radium and other toxic chemicals,

of treated water to exceed state and federal pollution

including additional undisclosed PFAS, as Pennsylvania law

standards. The plant discharged into the Monongahela River,

allows well owners to use fracking chemicals with identities

a major source of drinking water for Western Pennsylvania.127

shielded from the public as trade secrets.120 The law also

Given that landfills in Ohio have also received drill cuttings

explicitly exempts chemical manufacturers from having to

that could contain PFAS, radium, and other contaminants

disclose chemicals in their fracking chemical products to

and could have sent their leachate to wastewater treatment

the well operators, who must ultimately disclose fracking

plants, the danger exists that other waterways could have

121

chemicals to the public.

Evidence shows that in at least

been subject to similar incidents.

some cases, chemical manufacturers have not disclosed all
of the chemicals to well operators who, in turn, are unable to
122

disclose these chemicals publicly.

f. Wastewater Dumping and Spreading in Ohio

As a result, the identities

of many chemicals used in fracking fluid in Pennsylvania,

Other potential pathways for exposure to PFAS-tainted

and present in fracking wastewater and drill cuttings from

fracking wastewater in Ohio include intentional dumping

Pennsylvania that are shipped to Ohio, may be unknown.

of wastewater and the spreading of wastewater on roads
for de-icing and dust suppression. In 2014, the owner of a

FracFocus records show that between 2012 and 2014,

Youngstown-based company, Hardrock Excavating LLC, was
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injection wells in Ohio received wastewater from

A brine hauler in Malaga, OH, May 2017. The briny wastewater that comes out of fracking wells is sometimes spread on roads for dust
suppression or as a de-icer. It carries a host of unidentified chemicals. Credit: Ted Auch, FracTracker Alliance, 2017

sentenced to more than two years in prison for directing his

central nervous system.130 It is unclear if the wastewater was

employees to illegally discharge oil and gas wastewater that

ever tested for PFAS.

Hardrock Excavating was storing for oil and gas companies.
Over the course of two years, the owner directed his

As for spreading wastewater on roads, Ohio law allows local

employees to wait until after dark and then secretly use a

governments to engage in this practice for dust suppression

hose to empty some of the wastewater into a wastewater

or de-icing, with certain limitations. These limitations include

drain. The drain flowed into a tributary of the Mahoning

a prohibition on the use of wastewater from horizontal

River which flowed into the river itself. According to the

wells and prohibitions on the use of fluids associated with

U.S. Department of Justice, tests of some of the wastewater

drilling the well, the initial production of wastewater known

showed that it contained “several hazardous pollutants,

as “flowback” that contains the fracking fluid, or other fluids

including benzene and toluene.”128 EPA has classified

“used to treat a well.”131 In theory, these prohibitions would

benzene as a known human carcinogen for all routes of

limit the wastewater to that which occurred naturally in

129

exposure

and notes that toluene exposure can affect the
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underground formations and would prevent the use of

wastewater containing PFAS, as PFAS would likely be found

Peer-reviewed studies of people living near oil and gas

in oil and gas wells only if it were added to the well. However,

operations have found that proximity to active well sites

Caggiano, the retired Battalion Chief of the Youngstown Fire

correlates with a variety of diseases and other health effects.

Department, believes that these rules might be violated in

A 2018 study of 66 households in Belmont County, Ohio

practice, whether intentionally or unintentionally. He cited

found that prevalence of contaminants in drinking water,

the potential for tanker trucks hauling waste for spreading

including toluene, bromoform, and dichlorobromomethane,

on roads to be cross-contaminated with flowback or drilling

was higher in homes closer to unconventional oil and

fluids, and the possibility of bad actors to illegally spread

gas wells. The study also found that people living closer

fracking or drilling wastewater that might contain PFAS. “I

to multiple wells were more likely to report health issues

would not be surprised if drilling fluid or fracking fluid ended

including wheezing, stress, fatigue, and headache.134 A 2019

up on roads,” he said.132

study in the journal Environment International examined 3,324
babies born in Colorado between 2005 and 2011 and found

Even if the wastewater spread on roads were only from

that, compared with control groups, congenital heart defects

underground formations, it could contain dangerous

were 1.4 and 1.7 times more likely in babies born to mothers

naturally occurring toxics such as carcinogenic radium. In

in areas of medium and high unconventional gas drilling,

2017, the Ohio Department of Natural Resources tested

respectively.135 A 2017 study in PLOS One of Coloradans

AquaSalina, a product used for deicing roads that is naturally

between birth and 24 years old diagnosed with cancer

occurring formation water from vertical oil and gas wells.

between 2000 and 2013 found that those between the ages

The department found that one sample of AquaSalina

of five and 24 were more than four times more likely to live

contained 9,602 picocuries per liter of combined amounts

in areas of heavy oil and gas drilling, compared to controls.136

legal limit for radium in oil and gas waste allowed in landfills

On a national scale, PSR and Concerned Health Professionals

(0.005 picocuries per liter) by a factor of almost two million.

of New York have collaborated to compile and summarize

Ohio’s Department of Transportation had been purchasing

the substantial and growing number of scientific studies that

AquaSalina for deicing since 2013-2014 but announced in

have found serious health effects associated with oil and gas

August 2021 that it planned to stop buying the fluid without

drilling. In the eighth edition (2022) of our report, we wrote,

explaining why. The state still had more than 227,000 gallons
of the fluid available for use.133

Public health problems associated with fracking
include prenatal harm, respiratory impacts, cancer,

g. PFAS Use Could Compound Health Harms from
Other Oil and Gas Chemicals

heart disease, mental health problems, and premature
death….. Poor birth outcomes have been linked to
fracking activities in multiple studies in multiple locations

PFAS is by no means the only chemical associated with

using a variety of methods. Studies of mothers living

oil and gas extraction that could cause harm to health.

near oil and gas extraction operations consistently find

Deeper investigation of PFAS use in oil and gas operations

impaired infant health, especially elevated risks for low

is especially important because exposure to PFAS may be

birth weight and preterm birth. As we go to press, a

additional to, and could impact or intensify health effects

new study in Pennsylvania finds “consistent and robust

from, those other chemicals. It is unknown if any of the

evidence that drilling shale gas wells negatively impacts

problems associated with fracking chemicals, some of which

both drinking water and quality of infant health.”137

are referenced below, are linked to or aggravated by PFAS
used in oil and gas operations, but researchers should

Low birthweight is a leading contributor to infant death in the

investigate.

United States.138 The Southwest Pennsylvania Environmental
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of radium-226 and radium-228. This level exceeded Ohio’s

Health Project139 and the Pennsylvania-based FracTracker
140

Alliance

have also examined studies of health impacts of

Study of the link between PFAS and other chemicals used
in fracking would have been unlikely until 2021 because

unconventional oil and gas development and reached similar

virtually no one knew that PFAS were used in oil and gas

conclusions. In addition to the findings in peer-reviewed

extraction until PSR published our report on the topic

studies, residents living near oil and gas operations have

in July of that year. Now that we know PFAS have been

anecdotally reported experiencing illnesses that they believe

used in oil and gas operations for years, scientists should

are related to chemical exposures.

determine whether there are connections between this use
and health effects, for PFAS chemicals individually and as a

Many residents have also expressed frustration over the

compounding factor in conjunction with exposure to other

secrecy surrounding chemicals used by the oil and gas

fracking chemicals.

141

industry.

In 2020, Pennsylvania’s Attorney General issued

a report based on a criminal grand jury investigation of oil
and gas drilling pollution in the Keystone State. In that state,

h. Fracking and Chemical Exposure as an
Environmental Justice Issue

drilling for gas in shale formations has surged over the
past 15 years,142 vaulting Pennsylvania into the number two

“Fenceline” communities – people living very close to oil

spot among gas-producing states (Texas is number one)143

and gas operations – often bear a disproportionate risk

and bringing many more Pennsylvanians into contact with

of exposure to toxic chemicals and may be particularly at

gas drilling and its impacts. Based on testimony from over

risk from PFAS used in oil and gas extraction. Although

70 households, the attorney general compiled evidence of

drilling and fracking take place in the majority of U.S.

serious health impacts, finding that

states, not everyone shares in that risk equally. Rather,
oil and gas infrastructure and associated chemicals are

Many of those living in close proximity to a well pad

frequently located in or adjacent to poor, underserved,

began to become chronically, and inexplicably, sick. Pets

and marginalized communities, Indigenous communities,

died; farm animals that lived outside started miscarrying,

and other communities of color. For example, a 2018 study

or giving birth to deformed offspring. But the worst

of the location of oil and gas wastewater disposal wells

was the children, who were most susceptible to the

in Ohio showed that the wells were disproportionately

effects. Families went to their doctors for answers, but

located in lower-income, rural communities.145 A 2019

the doctors didn’t know what to do. The unconventional

analysis conducted in Colorado, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,

oil and gas companies would not even identify the

and Texas found strong evidence that people of color

chemicals they were using, so that they could be

disproportionately lived near fracking wells.146 Where a

studied; the companies said the compounds were “trade

pattern of risks affects people of color and/or lower-income

secrets” and “proprietary information.” The absence

people disproportionately, fracking should be viewed as an

of information created roadblocks to effective medical

Environmental Justice issue – and so too should any resultant

treatment. One family was told that doctors would

exposure to PFAS.

discuss their hypotheses, but only if the information
never left the room.144
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Ch. 5 Policy Can Help Protect Buckeyes from PFAS in Fracking
a. Lax EPA Regulation of PFAS

setting federal drinking water standards for several PFAS
chemicals by 2023, as well as commitments to “use all

Ohio and other state governments will likely have to take

available regulatory and permitting authorities to limit

the lead in addressing PFAS pollution, from oil and gas

emissions and discharges from industrial facilities” and

operations as from other sources. State action will be

“hold polluters accountable.”153 The plan does not, however,

necessary because EPA has taken only modest steps to

include an examination of PFAS use in the oil and gas

protect the public. To make matters worse, Congress and

industry. (Later that month, 15 members of the U.S. House

the executive branch have exempted the oil and gas industry

of Representatives asked EPA to examine this topic.154 The

from major provisions of multiple federal environmental

month before, PSR asked EPA to collect data on PFAS use in

laws. For example, oil and gas waste is exempted from the

oil and gas extraction, utilizing its authority under TSCA.155) As

hazardous waste rules that require cradle-to-grave tracking

previously stated, in June 2022, EPA announced new health

and safe handling of hazardous substances under the

advisory levels for several types of PFAS. Unfortunately, these

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act. These exemptions

standards are advisory and not legally enforceable.156

increase the burden on state governments to address any
b. Ohio Disclosure Rules: In Need of Sweeping Reform

EPA has taken some steps to protect the public from

EPA’s record of lax regulation suggests that at least in the

dangerous PFAS. In 2005, EPA reached a then-record

short term, state and local governments will have to play

$16.5 million settlement with chemical manufacturer

leading roles to protect the public from these dangerous

Dupont after accusing the company of violating the federal

chemicals. In Ohio, multiple reforms are needed in the state’s

Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) by failing to disclose

disclosure rules to lift the veil of secrecy that oil and gas

information about PFOA’s toxicity and presence in the

companies have used to conceal the use of PFAS and other

148

environment.

In 2006, EPA invited Dupont, 3M and

six other companies to join a “stewardship” program in

potentially dangerous chemicals. One such change should be
tighter limits on the use of trade secret provisions.

which the companies promised to achieve a 95 percent
reduction of emissions of PFOA and related chemicals by

Oil and gas companies have argued that chemical trade

2010, compared to a year 2000 baseline. The agreement

secrets are necessary to protect their intellectual property

also required the companies to eliminate such emissions

from competitors. However, this interest does not have to

149

and use of these chemicals by 2015.

In 2022, EPA says

mean a complete lack of information on chemical identities

on its website that the companies reported that they had

for scientists, regulators, and the public. In 2015, California,

accomplished those goals either by exiting the PFAS industry

a major oil-producing state,157 began requiring full disclosure

or by transitioning to alternative chemicals.150 However,

of chemicals used for well stimulation, including fracking.

since the announcement of its PFAS stewardship program

The policy did away with trade secret exemptions for the

in 2006, EPA has allowed nearly unlimited use of closely

individual chemicals used in fracking products.158 In June

related “replacement” chemicals in dozens of industries.151

2022, Colorado, a major producer of oil and gas,159 followed

In response, in 2015 a group of more than 200 scientists

in California’s footsteps but extended the requirements for

raised health and environmental concerns that the new PFAS

chemical disclosure to all chemicals used in oil and gas wells,

designed to replace PFOA and PFOS may not be safer for

not just fracking or stimulation chemicals.160

health or the environment.152
The methodology utilized in California and Colorado is
In October 2021, EPA announced its “strategic roadmap”

consistent with a recommendation issued in 2014 by an

for regulating PFAS. This plan encompasses a goal of

advisory panel to the U.S. Department of Energy:161 that
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PFAS pollution associated with oil and gas extraction.147

companies reveal the fracking chemicals injected into

chemical products they are using; rather, they provide these

each well, providing that information in a list in which the

companies with vague descriptions, generic chemical family

chemicals are disassociated from the trade name of the

names, or Material Safety Data Sheets with an incomplete list

commercial products they are part of. This form of disclosure

of chemicals.169 In such cases, the end users may legitimately

enables the public to know all the chemicals used in fracking

be unable to disclose all the identities of chemicals used

without disclosing to rival chemical manufacturers the

at a particular well – including PFAS – whether under trade

162

exact components of any proprietary formulas.

California

secret protection or not. They simply would not have the

also has a process where state regulators review secrecy

information. Requiring disclosure of oil and gas chemicals

requests from chemical companies to determine whether

from chemical manufacturers would avoid this problem.

163

the information must be kept proprietary.

Health and

Colorado took this step in its June 2022 legislation.

safety data related to fracking fluids are not allowed to be
hidden from the public.164 California requires disclosure of
165

the chemicals used prior to fracking

166

as do West Virginia

167

and Wyoming.

These eminently reasonable and feasible reforms are
valuable steps to protect the health of people who may be
exposed to PFAS and other dangerous oil and gas chemicals,
be they industry workers, residents living near wellsites, or

There is another step Ohio should take to ensure that full

first responders called to the scene of an accident. They can

chemical disclosure is required from all of the companies

improve health and potentially even save lives. Additional

in the chemical supply chain. Currently, Ohio rules require

steps to reduce the harms caused by oil and gas extraction

chemical disclosure only from companies farther down the

are outlined in the following section including a ban on the

supply chain, such as well operators, service providers, and

use of PFAS in oil and gas operations, an action taken in 2022

168

vendors.

Chemical manufacturers are implicitly exempted,

by Colorado.170 Among the evidence supporting this measure

despite being the only entity that always knows the precise

is a peer-reviewed analysis published in 2021 showing that

contents of the chemicals they produce. Evidence suggests

many PFAS are immediately replaceable with less persistent

that chemical manufacturers do not always tell companies

and less toxic substances, including in the oil and gas

farther down the supply chain the full contents of the

industry.171
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Recommendations
In light of the findings shared in this report, PSR recommends

deposited and should test nearby water, soil, flora, and fauna

the following:

for PFAS.

• Halt PFAS use in oil and gas extraction. Ohio should

• Require funding and cleanup. Oil and gas and chemical

follow the lead of Colorado, a major oil- and gas-producing

firms should be required to fund environmental testing

state which took this action through legislation passed in

and evaluation in their areas of operation where these are

June 2022. Furthermore, Ohio and the U.S. Environmental

needed, and should PFAS be found, be required to fund

Protection Agency (EPA) should prohibit PFAS from being

cleanup. If water cleanup is impossible, the companies

used, manufactured, or imported for oil and gas extraction.

responsible for the use of PFAS should pay for alternative

Many PFAS are immediately replaceable with less persistent

sources of water for drinking and agriculture, as needed.

and less toxic substances, including in the oil and gas industry.
• Reform Ohio’s regulations for underground injection
• Expand public disclosure. Ohio should greatly expand its

disposal wells to prohibit wells close to underground

requirements for public disclosure of oil and gas chemicals.

sources of drinking water, to require groundwater

The state could again follow the example offered by

monitoring for contaminants near the wells, and to require

Colorado by requiring disclosure of all individual chemicals

full public disclosure of the chemicals in the wastewater.

used in oil and gas wells without exceptions for trade
secrets while requiring disclosure on the part of chemical

• Limit or ban drilling and fracking. Given the use of highly

manufacturers, who best know what chemicals are being

toxic chemicals, including but not limited to PFAS, in oil and

used. Ohio should also require fracking chemical disclosure

gas extraction, Ohio should prohibit drilling, fracking, and

prior to fracking, as have several states including California,

disposal of related wastes in areas relatively unimpacted

West Virginia, and Wyoming.

by oil and gas pollution and should increase protections in
governments to take such action, too. When doubt exists

should determine where PFAS have been used in oil and gas

as to the existence or danger of contamination, the rule of

operations in the state and where related wastes have been

thumb should be, “First, do no harm.”
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already-impacted regions. The state should empower local
• Increase testing and tracking. Ohio and/or the U.S. EPA
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Abstract
Eastern Ohio is an area of North America where a signiﬁcant increase in seismicity rate was noted in the early 2010s. This
increase has been associated with intensiﬁcation of unconventional gas extraction performed in the Appalachian Basin and
has been directly linked to two processes: hydraulic fracturing and disposal of the associated wastewater. In this paper, we
review the recent seismicity in the Appalachian Basin including various episodes of induced seismicity that were temporally
and spatially linked to operational activity, and we have performed some comparable analyses on the most recent sequences.
The activities have not been as pervasive as other areas of North America, such that the cases are typically isolated and
provide opportunities to study the seismogenic process in detail. The observed seismicity is concentrated in a narrow corridor that extends north–south in eastern Ohio and into central West Virginia, perhaps due to diﬀerences in operational
targets and geologic variations. Ohio appears to have a higher prevalence of seismicity induced by wastewater disposal than
surrounding states, but this is based on limited number of cases. Ohio also has an order of magnitude higher prevalence of
seismicity induced by hydraulic fracturing than surrounding states, and prior work has suggested this is due to the targeting
of the deeper Utica–Point Pleasant formation in Ohio that is closer to basement rocks than the Marcellus formation in West
Virginia or Pennsylvania. In areas where hydraulic fracturing has induced seismicity, the percentage of stimulated wells that
produce detectable seismicity is approximately 10–33%. Detailed studies of induced seismicity via double-diﬀerence relocation and focal mechanism analysis have revealed a series of linear fault segments, none of which correspond to previously
mapped faults. Yet, the remarkable coherence in their orientation suggests these were preexisting, optimally oriented, and
critically stressed. These fault orientations reveal a consistent regional stress ﬁeld that only varies over a narrow azimuthal
range from ~ 50° to 74°. The strongest observed seismic events in Ohio appear to occur in the Precambrian basement and
indicate that these rocks have the maturity needed to produce M > 2 earthquakes and hence the greater potential hazard.
Keywords Induced seismicity · Hydraulic fracturing · Wastewater disposal · Appalachian Basin · Regional stress · Ohio

Introduction
An intensified extraction of unconventional gas and
advanced technologies of underground ﬂuid injection related
to that process has caused a dramatic increase in the number
of earthquakes in USA and Canada in the past decade (Ellsworth 2013; McGarr et al. 2015; Weingarten et al. 2015).
Most of the seismicity contributing to that increase has
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been induced by wastewater disposal (WD)—the process of
underground injection of water that ﬂows back after hydraulic fracturing (HF), although some wastewater is simply produced from wells that have not had HF treatment (Walsh
and Zoback 2015). HF itself is also responsible for inducing
seismicity, but the maximum observed magnitudes (M 4.6)
are currently lower than that of WD-induced earthquakes
(M 5.9) (e.g., Holland 2013; Friberg et al. 2014; Skoumal
et al. 2015c; Atkinson et al. 2016; Bao and Eaton 2016;
Chen et al. 2017).
The most pronounced increase in the number of induced
earthquakes in North America was observed in central and
southern USA—Oklahoma, southern Kansas, and Texas,
where Barnett and Woodford shale plays have been the target
of operation and where wastewater has been disposed into
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the Arbuckle and Ellenburger formations overlaying crystalline basement (Frohlich et al. 2011; Holland 2013; Keranen
et al. 2013, 2014; Walsh and Zoback 2015; Schoenball and
Ellsworth 2017). Other areas of recent seismicity induced
by WD and HF include Colorado, Arkansas, Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, New Mexico, Wyoming, Illinois in
the USA as well as Alberta and British Columbia in Canada
(e.g., Schultz et al. 2018; Skoumal et al. 2018; Kozłowska
et al. 2018; Snee and Zoback 2018).
In this paper, we review the recent induced seismicity in the Appalachian Basin, where both WD and HF are
being performed and have been shown to induce seismicity
(Fig. 1). The Appalachian Basin extends from New York
state in the north to Alabama in the south, along the inland
side of the Appalachian Mountains. It is a foreland basin
built of sedimentary Paleozoic rocks hosting coal, oil, and
natural gas deposits. Coal has been mined in Appalachian
Basin already for three centuries, whereas oil and gas have
been discovered in 19th century and exploited since then.
However, gas production in Appalachian Basin radically
changed beginning in 2005, when horizontal drilling and HF
were ﬁrst performed in Pennsylvania targeting the unconventional Marcellus Shale. Targeting and production from
the Marcellus spread to comparable areas of West Virginia,
but the Marcellus shallows and thins considerably in eastern

Fig. 1 Map showing the location sequences of cataloged (M > ~2)
seismicity in Ohio and neighboring states from 2010–2017. Blue
triangles show sequences induced by WD, red squares—HF, pink
squares, and cyan triangles show all horizontal and WD wells in the
area (Ohio Department of Natural Resources—ODNR 2018c). Circles are earthquakes of probably natural origin. Stars mark earthquakes that may have been induced in the 1980 s. Labels are A:
Ashtabula, B: Braxton, B-G: Belmont–Guernsey, G: Gilmer, H: Harrison, L: Lake, M: Monroe, N: Noble, N.B: North Beaver, P: Poland,
T: Trumbull, W: Washington, and Y: Youngstown
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Ohio. With advances in technology, the deeper Utica–Point
Pleasant Shale became economically viable in eastern Ohio
and operators began drilling and HF this target in 2011.
Pennsylvania and West Virginia have been producing
natural gas from Marcellus shale play using classical vertical wells for years; however, since 2009, the number of horizontal wells stimulated has rapidly increased creating the
need to dispose of large volumes of wastewater (EIA 2018b).
Due to the limited disposal capabilities in Pennsylvania (nine
disposal wells with low storage capacity), most of the wastewater has been trucked to Ohio, where it was injected underground into Cambrian, Ordovician, and Silurian dolomites
and sandstones (Kim 2013; Skoumal et al. 2014, 2015b, c;
Holtkamp et al. 2015). At that time, the number of horizontal drilling permits in Ohio was low, but ~ 2800 permits
were issued for Utica–Point Pleasant shale plays drillings
between 2011 and mid-2018 (Ohio Department of Natural
Resources (ODNR) ODNR 2018b). In the fourth quarter of
2017 alone, 1869 wells in Ohio produced over 14 billion m3
of gas (ODNR 2018c) making Ohio the ﬁfth largest gasproducing state in the USA in 2017 after being nineteenth
in 2012 (EIA 2018b). As a whole, the dramatic increase in
production in the Appalachian Basin makes it currently the
largest natural gas producer in the USA (EIA 2018a).
Historically, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia have
had a low level of natural seismicity, with approximately
three cataloged (M ≥ 2) earthquakes per year from 1970
to 2009 during modern network recording (Fig. 2). Much
of this weak activity has been concentrated near the shore
of Lake Erie and along the Rome Trough that follows the
border between Ohio and West Virginia (Hansen and Ruﬀ
2003) (Fig. 1). However, this activity included a M 5.0
earthquake in 1986 near Perry, OH (Nicholson et al. 1988),
which marked the beginning of a two-decade-long increased
seismicity rate in Ohio (Fig. 2) that will be discussed in
“Potentially induced seismicity in 1986–2006” section. Seismicity in Ohio then rises to even higher rates from 2010 to

Fig. 2 Number of all cataloged (M > ~2) earthquakes per year in
Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia, averaged over the 10 prior
years. This includes both natural and induced seismicity
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the present, including a M 4.0 near the city of Youngstown.
This seismicity rate increase was suspected to be associated
with an increase in WD and HF activities, and the strategies
and seismic stations used to discern between natural and
induced seismicity are reviewed in “Seismic monitoring and
detection of induced earthquakes in the Appalachian Basin”
section. Although Pennsylvania and West Virginia have not
seen similar large increases in seismicity rates, there have
been a few cases of induced seismicity in the past decade.
The speciﬁc cases across the Appalachian Basin that demonstrate the relationships between seismicity and operational
activities are described in detail in “Documented episodes of
seismicity induced by WD” and “Documented episodes of
seismicity induced by HF” sections. While this is primarily
a review of previous studies, we have performed some comparable analyses on the most recent sequences and applied
a uniform processing strategy to compare frequency–magnitude distributions across the various cases. We then provide
some geologic interpretations of induced seismicity in the
Appalachian Basin in “Interpretation” section.

Potentially induced seismicity in 1986–2006
Previous studies have identiﬁed three earthquake sequences
in the Appalachian Basin prior to 2010 as potentially
induced: 1986 in Lake County, 1987 in Ashtabula County,
and 2000–2003 again in Ashtabula County, all in northeast
Ohio (Fig. 1) (Nicholson et al. 1988; Seeber and Armbruster
1993; Seeber et al. 2004; Gerrish and Nieto 2005). The
potential relationship of these events to injection activities
has reached mixed conclusions, so we will reexamine the
available evidence in this section.
To provide some context for interpreting the presence of
previous seismic activity, northeastern Ohio had a history
of ~ 30 earthquakes prior to the 1986 sequence dating back
to the 1800 s, which suggests this area is prone to natural
seismicity (Nicholson et al. 1988). The seismicity correlates with the prominent Akron magnetic lineament, likely
reﬂecting diﬀerent lithologies in the Precambrian basement,
and a ﬁrst-order structural boundary interpreted from reﬂection data (Seeber and Armbruster 1993). Of these 30 prior
events, 3 occurred close to the 1986 Lake County sequence:
a body wave magnitude (mb) 4.5–4.7 earthquake in 1943
13 km west of the 1986 event, and two small events (mbLg
2.7 and 2.5) on January 22 and November 19, 1983, less
than 5 km from one of the injection wells. The events in
1983 occurred about 30 km from the 1987 and 2000–2003
Ashtabula County sequences, but there are no other known
earthquakes within 30 km prior to 1987. Seismicity has continued in Lake and Ashtabula Counties since 2010 (Fig. 1),
but detailed analysis of recent earthquakes found the seismicity did not occur as long swarms and epicenters were
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greater than 10 km from active wastewater disposal wells
and the older wells suspected to have induced seismicity
in the 1980 s (Skoumal et al. 2015c). These ﬁndings were
interpreted as evidence the Akron lineament represents a
deep fault zone that has continued to host recent small earthquakes of the same natural origin as those prior to 1986.
On January 31, 1986, a mb 5.0 earthquake occurred
near the southern border of Lake County followed by 13
aftershocks of duration magnitude (Md) 0.5–2.5 on February 1–March 24, 1986 (Nicholson et al. 1988), with an
additional mb 2.8 aftershock on December 28, 1988. Two
basement-penetrating Class I nonhazardous waste disposal
wells ~ 12 km from the sequence began full-scale injection
in 1975 and 1981 into the basal Mt. Simon (1836 m) and
Conasauga (1720 m) formations (Nicholson et al. 1988).
Injection up to ~ 636 m3/day and ~ 11 MPa at these wells was
suggested to have induced the events 5–11 years later when
the eﬀects of injection reached the fault (Nicholson et al.
1988). Nicholson et al. (1988) estimated the critical stresses
needed to induce fault slip and concluded that without ﬂuid
injection, the conditions were near, but did not exceed, the
necessary stresses to produce failure. However, the modeled pressure increase at the hypocenter was likely less than
0.34 MPa. Injection continued until the wells were plugged
in 2004, but the seismicity was quiescent in this area after
the initial sequence with only a mb 2.0 earthquake in 2003
~ 5 km to the east, and a mb 2.3 earthquake in 2006 ~ 8 km
to the northwest. Fischer (1990) noted that this pattern of
seismic activity is atypical of other sequences of allegedly
induced earthquakes. While this event is now generally considered to be natural, the inﬂuence of the injection wells
cannot be ruled out.
In July 1987, a separate sequence of 36 earthquakes,
mbLg − 1.1–3.8, occurred in Ashtabula County, ~ 45 km
northeast of the 1986 sequence (Fig. 1). These events outlined a 1.5-km fault < 1 km from an injection well drilled
into the basal Mt. Simon (1792 m) and Conasauga (1667 m)
formations that began operation approximately a year earlier (Seeber and Armbruster 1993). The waste disposal well
was plugged in 1994, and there was an average of one felt
earthquake per year between 1987 and 2003 (Seeber et al.
2004). Intriguingly, earthquake sequences occurred again in
2000–2001 and 2003 about 5 km from the well and included
a mb 4.3 event. The initial 1987 earthquake sequence was
labeled as induced given the close proximity in space and
time to the injection well operations (Seeber and Armbruster
1993), and a later study attributed the 2000–2003 seismicity
to the migration of high pore-ﬂuid pressures from the WD
well (Seeber et al. 2004). However, pore-pressure modeling
for the full Ashtabula seismic sequence by Gerrish and Nieto
(2005) found no correlation between injection rates or pressures and the timing of the earthquakes. Instead, the seismicity follows a traditional mainshock–aftershock pattern
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common to natural earthquakes with the largest magnitude
occurring ﬁrst and the seismicity rate decreasing with time
after the initial event. This lacks the swarm-like patterns
common to induced sequences such as those at Rocky Mountain Arsenal (Healy et al. 1968), where there are typically a
few events near the largest magnitude later in the sequence,
and the seismicity rate is stable or even increasing with time.
Gerrish and Nieto (2005) argued that while Coulomb failure
theory cannot rule out triggering of the initial mainshock
by the injection operations, the probabilities of shear failure
due to eﬀective stresses at the hypocenter are low. Moreover,
the same authors noted that there is even less evidence for
injection to be inducing new earthquake sequences several
kilometers away over 5 years later. Instead, they pointed to
the historical seismicity along the southern coast of Lake
Erie and that the focal mechanism was consistent with tensile failure of basement lithologies along vertical fractures
oriented parallel to the major principal regional stress ﬁeld.

Seismic monitoring and detection
of induced earthquakes in the Appalachian
Basin
Due to the low level of natural seismicity, Ohio did not have
a state-sponsored continuous seismic monitoring network. In
1999, the Ohio Seismic Network (OhioSeis) was established
and consisted initially of 15, and later even 29 vertical-component mid-period seismometers located primarily at colleges and universities across the state which expressed their
willingness in hosting the station as part of their geology
outreach (Hansen and Ruﬀ 2003). As a result, the distribution of stations was not uniform. Today, the OhioSeis is
operated by ODNR and includes 11 permanent broadband
stations. Four stations were originally deployed as part of
USArray in 2012 and 2013 under the EarthScope project.
They were adopted by ODNR and are now used to monitor seismicity in eastern Ohio. Another ten former USArray
stations are still operating in Ohio as a part of Central and
Eastern U.S. Network (CEUSN). West Virginia does not
operate a state-wide seismic network, but has also beneﬁted
from seven former USArray stations operating as part of
the CEUSN.
The Pennsylvania State Seismic Network began in 2006
through a partnership between Pennsylvania State University and the Pennsylvania Department of Conservation and
Natural Resources (DCNR). Between 2006 and 2013, the
network grew to a total of ten seismic stations spread across
the state providing near real time, open access data (Homman 2015). Prior to the arrival of the USArray Transportable Array in 2012, Pennsylvania pre-adopted several stations that were critical for monitoring several early cases of
induced seismicity (Skoumal et al. 2014, 2015c). Between
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2015 and 2016, an expansion of the network to 30 seismic
stations began with funding from the DCNR and the Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection.
The initial detection and location of induced seismicity
in Ohio have typically been accomplished by ODNR using
the existing stations at the time. However, the lack of shortperiod local stations limited the detection and location of
weaker events during early sequences. For example, after
detecting a few earthquakes in Youngstown close to a disposal well, ODNR and Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory
deployed a local network in late 2011 to monitor the seismicity in the area (Kim 2013, Section 4.1). Similarly, local
short-period stations were deployed temporarily by ODNR
around WD and HF wells of interest (“Washington County,
Ohio” and “Harrison County, Ohio” sections). Miami University contributed to observations of induced seismicity
in the area by deploying additional broadband stations in
Harrison, Guernsey, Belmont, Noble, and Monroe Counties, starting in October 2014. A few WD and HF operators
have installed their own dedicated seismic networks in the
area of operations, but those data are usually not available to
the public (“Trumbull County, Ohio” vs. “Belmont/Guernsey/Noble Counties, Ohio” and “Monroe County, Ohio”
sections).
ODNR currently utilizes the existing stations to perform
earthquake detection and location via an Earthworm system
to generate its catalog. To perform more in-depth analyses of
recent seismicity, the detection process has been enhanced
via template matching and repeating signal detector (RSD)
(Kim 2013; Friberg et al. 2014; Skoumal et al. 2014, 2016).
Both tools are based on seismic signal similarities expressed
in the form of correlation coeﬃcients (CC). In the template
matching procedure, one or a few relatively strong and well
recorded events are chosen as templates and used to scan
through continuous waveforms from the same stations,
searching for signals that produce high CC. RSD creates
templates by using a clustering algorithm to identify groups
of similar events based on comparisons in the time and frequency domains. Template matching and RSD have been
eﬀective in lowering the detection level 2 to 3 orders of magnitude compared to the ODNR-based catalog with simultaneous low numbers of false detections (Skoumal et al. 2014;
2016). Both procedures determine the local magnitudes of
detected events using a Richter scale approach. For a few of
the most recent cases (“Belmont/Guernsey/Noble Counties,
Ohio,” “Monroe County, Ohio” sections), we have applied
template matching and/or RSD using the methods of Skoumal et al. (2014, 2016) to compare these sequences with
previous cases.
The Gutenberg–Richter frequency magnitude distributions (FMD) (Gutenberg and Richter 1944) were typically
calculated following the maximum-likelihood estimation or
the least-squares linear approach. Although this is primarily
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a review paper, we sought to compare the nature of the FMD
for the various cases discussed in this study, so we have
applied a uniform maximum-likelihood estimation of the b
value to all cases using the catalogs from previous studies
(Bender 1983) (Fig. 3). In some cases, we found that a truncated Gutenberg–Richter estimation using the equation of
Caputo (1976) provided a better ﬁt to the observed distribution. In all cases, we determined the MC using the maximum
curvature algorithm (Wiemer and Wyss 2000).
The HypoDD double-diﬀerence algorithm (Waldhauser
and Ellsworth 2000) was applied to relocate most of the
induced sequences discussed in “Documented episodes of
seismicity induced by WD” and “Documented episodes of

seismicity induced by HF” sections (Skoumal et al. 2014,
2015a, b, 2018; Kozlowska et al. 2018). Each of these studies has used a 1D velocity model originally derived for
eastern Ohio and adjusted to local conditions. The location
uncertainties were typically determined using bootstrapping,
and they depended on the number of stations available and
their epicentral distance. In the case of Harrison Co and
Trumbull Co where local stations were available, the absolute and relative location uncertainties were of the order of
100–150 m for both horizontal and vertical directions. In
cases without a local network, the absolute location uncertainties were of the order of 1 km in the horizontal direction
and potentially larger for the vertical direction.

Fig. 3 Frequency–magnitude distributions of the various seismic
sequences induced by WD and HF in the Appalachian Basin. N/Ntot
is the number of events at or above a given magnitude divided by the
total number of events. The black circles are below the estimated Mc,
and b values were calculated using maximum-likelihood estimate.

The black line represents maximum-likelihood Gutenberg–Richter ﬁt.
Note that several cases (a, c, n, o, p) do not appear to obey log–log
power law distribution and several other cases (i–m) are better ﬁt by a
truncated Gutenberg–Richter ﬁt (red)
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Determination of whether seismicity was induced or
natural followed the strategy of Skoumal et al. (2015c). The
general approach to classifying induced seismicity has been
to identify (1) an appropriate anthropogenic source that is
potentially inﬂuencing the eﬀective stress on a fault, (2) a
correlation in timing of the human activity with the seismicity, and (3) a correlation in location between the potential source and the earthquake hypocenters (e.g., Davis and
Frohlich 1993). The Skoumal et al. (2015c) study demonstrated that these criteria can be complemented by evidence
for swarminess, where there are many events relative to the
maximum magnitude observed, the largest magnitude event
is not ﬁrst, and there is a lack of aftershock decay pattern.
Determining the presence or absence of swarm-like behavior can be aided by template matching. Figure 1 shows the
results of classifying all cataloged events in the Appalachian
Basin with this strategy.

Documented episodes of seismicity induced
by WD
Only three seismic sequences in Ohio have been associated
with WD (Fig. 1, Table 1) (Kim 2013; Skoumal et al. 2014;
Skoumal et al. 2015b, c), which means that 1.5% of the total
number of active class II wells in Ohio (217—as of April
3, 2018, ODNR 2018a) have induced seismicity that can
be detected with current seismic monitoring technologies.
For comparison, West Virginia has only had one WD well
that induced seismicity (Skoumal et al. 2018), leading to a
smaller percentage of WD wells associated with induced
seismicity (0.8%, Table 1). Pennsylvania has had no cases
of WD-induced seismicity although this state has many
fewer WD wells. While no state-wide traﬃc-light protocol
is in place for WD, injection has been halted in Youngstown and Trumbull County, Ohio, and Braxton County, West

Table 1 Overview of injectioninduced seismicity in the
three primary states of the
Appalachian Basin operational
activity
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Region
Wastewater disposal wells
Ohio (All)
West Virginia (All)
Pennsylvania (All)
Hydraulic fracturing wells
Ohio (All)
West Virginia (All)
Pennsylvania (All)
Monroe Co.
Harrison Co.
Mahoning/Lawrence Co.
Noble/Guernsey/Belmont Co.

Virginia (“Youngstown, Ohio”, “Trumbull County, Ohio,”
and “Braxton County, West Virginia”).

Youngstown, Ohio
The largest magnitude sequence of induced seismicity in the
Appalachian Basin in the past decade was identiﬁed when
ODNR reported ten earthquakes of M ~ 2 close to Youngstown, starting from March 2011. Following a local deployment, the proximity of located earthquakes to an active class
II well indicated the sequence was likely induced (Kim
2013). As a result, the injection was ceased on December
30, 2011; however, just a day later, the strongest M 4.0 event
occurred less than 1 km from the well. Template matching revealed 566 similar, colocated seismic events, with the
ﬁrst event occurring 13 days after the injection began in
December 2010 (Skoumal et al. 2014). The double-diﬀerence relocation of earthquakes showed the elongated cluster of seismicity trending ENE–WSW, starting 100 m SW
from the well (Fig. 4a). Earthquakes occurred at the depth
between 3.5 and 4 km, in Precambrian crystalline basement.
Their spatiotemporal distribution showed that they migrated
away from the well with time. The focal mechanism of the
strongest event was consistent with the linear trend of the
cluster indicating that the whole sequence occurred along
near vertical, left-lateral basement fault.
Our estimation of the b value for the whole sequence
(1.56, Fig. 3a) is higher than that from a linear leastsquares ﬁt (0.82), but Skoumal et al. (2015b) interpreted
this is likely due to the sequence not following a log–log
power law distribution. This could be due to FMD being
quite diﬀerent in earlier phases than later phases (Skoumal
et al. 2014). The construction of a basement fault structure model and the estimation and simulation of pre- and
postinjection stress state performed by Morris et al. (2017)
contributed to understanding the inducing process of the

Wells with
earthquakes

Wells with earthquakes (%)

Total wells

Maximum
magnitude

3
1
0

1.5
0.8
0

201
127
9

4.0
3.4
–

48
6
4
8
21
9
14

2.7
0.3
0.05
33
21
17
10

1751
2148
8706
25
99
54
140

3.7
2.7
1.9
3.0
2.8
3.0
3.7
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perturbation and increased the likelihood of fault reactivation given the fault zone was appropriately oriented. The
eﬀective permeability of the injection interval increased
in the downward direction as injection progressed leading
to a larger, connected fault area, culminating in the large
slip of M 4.0 event.

Washington County, Ohio

Fig. 4 Examples of clusters of WD-induced seismicity. Maps show
the location of injection wells (cross) and earthquake locations (circles) for the a Youngstown, Ohio, b Trumbull Co., Ohio, c Washington Co., Ohio, and d Braxton Co., West Virginia. In (a–c), the reﬁned
double-diﬀerence relocations are shown, while in (d) only the catalog
locations are available. In (a, b), the circles are scaled according to
magnitude. Focal mechanisms are shown when available. The arrows
show orientation of maximum horizontal stress, and the gray lines are
the fault orientation suggested by focal mechanism and trend of hypocenters

Youngstown sequence. Their comparison of reported
injection pressures and simulated pore-pressure perturbations within the basement indicated that permeability
anisotropy was needed to perturb pore pressures enough
to induce fault reactivation. In particular, the combination of low-permeability basement host rock and highpermeability fault zone ampliﬁed the pore-ﬂuid pressure

The ﬁrst recorded seismic event in Washington County
occurred in October 2010 and had a magnitude of 2.8 (Skoumal et al. 2015c). Just 2 weeks after the event, the EarthScope TA stations were deployed in western Pennsylvania
and they were used for template matching on subsequent
events. The procedure revealed a pattern of ongoing seismicity with over 100 events detected between 2011 and 2013.
The strongest event in the sequence occurred in August 2011
and was of magnitude 3.1. The location of ﬁve template
events showed that they were all located close to each other,
less than 2 km from WD well which started injection in
September 2008. The FMD of this sequence has a relatively
low b value (0.86, Fig. 3b), but there are indications of a
divergence from the expected log–log power law distribution
as seen in the Youngstown case.
In 2013, ODNR deployed a local network of ﬁve stations in the area of observed seismicity. Currie et al. (2018)
analyzed their data between May 2013 and July 2015 and
performed multi-station template matching identifying over
300 events down to magnitude − 0.7. The double-diﬀerence
relocation of these events with the local network (Fig. 4b)
showed they were close to the earlier events analyzed in the
previous study but closer to the injection well. The relocated hypocentral depths correspond to lower Cambrian and
upper Precambrian strata, reported by Baranoski (2013).
The epicenters formed elongated cluster with NE–SW trend
that Currie et al. (2018) also found parallels the trend of
small-amplitude folds in Upper Paleozoic rocks and is optimally oriented within the regional stress ﬁeld. Hypocentral
patterns and similar structures imaged in nearby seismic
reﬂection lines indicate the seismicity occurred on a positive ﬂower structure initiating in the basement and separating into braided segments in the sedimentary layers. These
basement-involved fault systems cut the injection interval
targeted by the WD well, providing permeability pathways
for ﬂuid pressure increases that would promote seismic slip.
Well completion records indicate the nearby WD well was
injecting ﬂuids close to or above the fracture pressure of
the targeted Silurian interval. As expected, seismicity rates
followed the monthly injection rates during the studied time
frame. Taken together, Currie et al. (2018) concluded the
seismicity was the result of pore-pressure change caused by
WD, similar to the Youngstown sequence.
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Trumbull County, Ohio
The ﬁrst earthquake in Trumbull County was reported by
ODNR and U.S. Geological Survey in August 2014. The
ML 2.1 event was located within 1 km of two class II wells,
the shallower one injecting water into Silurian strata and
the deeper one into sediments ~ 15 m above the Precambrian basement (Skoumal et al. 2015b). Following the event,
ODNR ordered the suspension of operations at both wells,
but 2 weeks later, the operation was resumed at the shallower
well after the investigation stated that it did not inﬂuence
the occurrence of the ML 2.1 earthquake. Template matching was performed for both regional and local data—the
operator deployed a temporal network of four short-period
stations within 4 km from the wells. The procedure identiﬁed over 100 events in the 3 months leading up to the shutdown. Double-diﬀerence relocation earthquakes formed two
clusters (Fig. 4c), one adjacent to the deeper well and the
second ~ 400 m southwest and few hundred meters below
the bottom of the well, in the Precambrian basement. The
clusters diﬀered also in their spatial distribution–the proximal one had a ENE–WSW trend similar to the Youngstown
sequence, whereas the distal one that formed later followed
a NNE–SSW trend (Skoumal et al. 2015b). The distal cluster
also included the ML 2.1 event, for which a fault-plane solution revealed a strike-slip mechanism with the north–south
fault plane aligning with the trend of hypocenters. Despite
the diﬀerent azimuths, both observed trends of seismicity
in Trumbull County are optimally oriented relatively to
the NE–SW orientation of the maximum horizontal stress
SHmax (Hurd and Zoback 2012). The rate of seismicity in
the area dramatically decreased after the injection was halted
at both wells, and it has not yet returned after the shallow
well was resumed, indicating a correlation to the deep well
injection.
The b value for Trumbull County seismicity is essentially
1 (1.00, this study; 0.91, Skoumal et al. 2015b), but the initial study noted that the FMD does not follow a power law
due to a few much larger events and suggested a diﬀerent
relationship is at work. This observation, along with lack of
aftershock productivity and narrow magnitude range, is predicted by numerical simulations of a seismogenic zone governed by a viscoelastic damage rheology when the viscosity in the fault zone is reduced (Ben-Zion and Lyakhovsky
2006). Such a reduction in viscosity is expected if deep WD
increases ﬂuid pressures in the fault zone to the point that
the fault zone begins to dilate.

Braxton County, West Virginia
Seismicity in Braxton County began with a series of eight
earthquakes between April and July 2010 within a few
kilometers of an active wastewater injection well (Fig. 4d),
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including a M 3.4 event. The West Virginia Department of
Environmental Protection (WVDEP) reduced the injection
rate at this well soon after these events began, and WVDEP
further restricted both the volume and the rate after an additional M 2.8 earthquake occurred in January 2012. The well
was shut-in at the end of 2013 after another M 3.4 event
occurred in March 2013. Template matching utilizing
existing stations in the region over this time frame grew
the catalog of detected events to 54 (Skoumal et al. 2018),
revealing a distinct decrease in seismicity rate once the rate
and volume reductions were enacted, which was not visible
with the NEIC catalog alone. Although double-diﬀerence
relocations have not yet been performed on this sequence,
the catalog locations appear to follow a northeast–southwest
trend that parallels a fault plane from the focal mechanism
of the largest event (Fig. 4d). The Rome Trough Eastern
Margin Fault appears to occur in the vicinity of the well and
follow a similar orientation, with structural evidence that the
fault cuts the injection interval (MRCSP 2009; McDowell
et al. 2014). The FMD of this sequence is similar to that of
Washington Co., Ohio, that occurs on the western margin
of the Rome Trough (Fig. 1). The b value is relatively low
(0.69), but there are indications of a divergence from the
expected log–log power law distribution as seen in the other
WD cases.

Documented episodes of seismicity induced
by HF
In this section, we show a review of cases of seismicity
induced by HF in Ohio which is important for understanding
the relationship between seismicity and operational activities. Table 1 summarizes the HF-induced seismicity in the
Appalachian Basin, with most cases occurring in Ohio and
growing in prevalence since 2012. Increases in oil and gas
production and rising seismic hazard led to introducing state
regulations concerning seismic monitoring and traﬃc-light
system for HF wells operations. HF operators are required to
monitor potential seismicity if the permitted well is located
within 3 miles (~ 3.8 km) from known fault or previous seismicity (ODNR 2017a). The ODNR regulations require direct
communication between the operator and Division of Oil
and Gas Resources if a local magnitude ML 1.5 or higher
event occurs during operation, modiﬁcation of operation if
ML 2.0–2.4 event occurs, temporal halt of operation if ML
2.5 or higher event occurs, and suspension of the whole pad
completion until an approved plan is submitted by operator
if ML 3.0 or higher event occurs. As far as we know, these
regulations or earlier forms of them have been employed to
halt completion operations at wells in Poland Township and
Noble County cases (“Poland Township, Ohio and North
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Beaver Township, Pennsylvania” and “Belmont/Guernsey/
Noble Counties, Ohio” section).

Harrison County, Ohio
The induced seismicity occurring in Harrison County has
formed a series of seismic sequences from 2013 to 2017
(Friberg et al. 2014; Skoumal et al. 2015c; Kozłowska
et al. 2018). Seismicity in Harrison County was caused
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by HF performed on nine well pads in the southern part
of the county (Fig. 5a). The ﬁrst earthquake in the area
was recorded in October 2013 by USArray stations operating in eastern Ohio. By November 2013, ODNR deployed
four portable short-period stations close to the epicenters
of recorded events. The initial sequence lasted until the
end of 2013 (Fig. 5b) and was located directly below the
Ryser wells (Friberg et al. 2014). In the following years,
another ﬁve well pads induced productive seismic sequences

Fig. 5 Examples of clusters
of HF-induced seismicity. (a)
Map of the Harrison County
region showing HF well pads
(circles), earthquakes (crosses),
and county lines (lines). HF
wells and earthquakes are
colored if they were associated.
Focal mechanisms are shown
when available. (b) Enhanced
seismicity catalog for the
Harrison Co. region. Colors
mark cases where earthquakes
correlate in space and time
with HF wells. Reported/estimated HF times are shown as
thin bars across the top. Other
maps and timelines are for the
(c, d) Poland Twp., OH, and
Lawrence Co., PA, (e, f) Noble/
Belmont/Guernsey Co., and (g,
h) Monroe Co. regions
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(> 500 detected events) in an area of only ~ 5 km length and
~ 2 km width. Utilizing recordings from an EarthScope station located only a few kilometers north of the HF wells, a
repeating seismicity detection procedure utilizing agglomerative clustering of frequency and time domain signals was
able to identify over 13,000 seismic events from the beginning of 2013 until the end of 2015 (Skoumal et al. 2016). An
additional sequence associated with the Conotton well pad
stimulated in November 2016 was also detected, but detailed
analysis of this sequence is currently in progress (Friberg
et al. 2018). Despite all of this seismicity, magnitudes have
not exceeded ML 2.8. Hence, HF operations have generally
continued without interruption, although activities on the
Hamilton and Conotton pads were adjusted and/or temporarily paused (ODNR, pers. comm.).
Table 1 summarizes the prevalence of HF-induced seismicity in the southwestern area of Harrison County shown in
Fig. 5a by taking the number of HF wells that have induced
magnitude > 1 seismicity (21) divided by the total number of
HF wells in a 20-km-wide box that encloses the area where
induced seismicity has occurred (99). The resulting percentage (21%) is an order of magnitude higher than the percentage we obtain for the whole state of Ohio, indicating that
certain areas of the state have a higher likelihood of induced
seismicity than others. This issue is discussed in detail in
“Interpretation” section.
The double-difference relocation performed on the
productive earthquake sequences between 2013 and 2015
showed that all induced events occurred at a small epicentral distance from the nearest recently active HF stage—less
than 1 km (Kozłowska et al. 2018). The time lag between
hydraulic stimulation and the seismic response was very
short, approximately 120 min, clearly indicating the inducing relationship. However, such a short response time compared with distance between HF and ﬁrst seismic event
would translate into an abnormally high value of hydraulic
diﬀusivities. In this case, pore-pressure diﬀusion is not likely
the primary factor inducing seismicity and poroelastic stress
is a better candidate for the physical mechanism responsible
for initiating the seismicity (Kozłowska et al. 2018). The
horizontal distribution of located events shows quasi-linear
trends consistent with east–west fault-plane solutions that
are optimally oriented 30° from SHmax (Kozłowska et al.
2018). The depth distribution of events, however, shows
that seismicity observed in Harrison County occurred on
two separated levels: (1) within Paleozoic sedimentary
rocks about 400 m below the target interval and (2) about
600 m deeper than the ﬁrst level in the Precambrian basement. Interestingly, sequences characterized by greater depth
showed low b value (< 1; Fig. 3i–j), whereas sequences
located in Paleozoic strata showed b values much higher
(generally > 1.5; Fig. 3n–o). Interpreting these results in the
context of recent laboratory work and the knowledge of local
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geology, Kozłowska et al. (2018) proposed the two observed
types of seismicity represent the activation of a fault system
originating in the Precambrian basement and continuing into
Paleozoic strata. Due to the age and inferred diﬀerence in
slip history, activated faults would diﬀer in surface maturity leading to diﬀerent FMD patterns: old, mature Precambrian faults have a smoother surface which would promote
larger slip, and hence, larger magnitude seismic events than
younger, less mature, and thus more rough Paleozoic faults.
An investigation of the water and gas production data also
revealed that wells inducing deeper seismicity produced
more water than wells with shallow seismicity, indicating
more extensive hydrologic connections outside the target
formation.

Poland Township, Ohio, and North Beaver Township,
Pennsylvania
A new sequence of seismicity reaching ML 3.0 appeared
in Mahoning County in March 2014, but this time the
seismicity was focused in Poland Township, 18 km southeast of the Youngstown sequence (Skoumal et al. 2015a).
Although there were no local stations during this sequence,
it was located within 1 km of an active HF well (Fig. 5c),
and completion was suspended after the ML 3.0 event. Template matching was performed using regional data revealing
60 seismic events primarily occurring during six stages on
two well laterals that were closest to the hypocentral locations, although a small amount of seismicity persisted for
a few days after these stages. The location of the strongest
of detected events showed that they formed an east–west
band parallel to Youngstown seismicity and consistent with
a fault-plane solution for the largest event (Fig. 5c). The
sequence occurred 500 m below the target Utica–Point
Pleasant formation at the top of the crystalline basement. We
calculated a relatively low b value of 0.91 (Fig. 3f), similar
to the 0.89 estimated by Skoumal et al. (2015a) and consistent with the deeper cases of basement seismicity from Harrison County (Fig. 3i–j). The Poland Township FMD is also
linear, but it does not appear to be truncated like some cases
of Harrison County although those cases lasted signiﬁcantly
longer (several weeks to months).
Approximately 2 years later, seismicity began again in
North Beaver Township, Pennsylvania, ~ 6 km east from the
Poland Township sequence (Fig. 5c–d). Template matching
was performed using a template event reported by USGS and
two regional TA stations (Skoumal et al. 2018). It revealed
a seismic swarm with two main clusters temporally and
spatially correlated with individual stages of HF performed
at two well laterals being “zipper” stimulated (alternating
stages between wells). Following the strongest ML 1.9 event,
the operator voluntarily halted operations at the well and
seismicity soon stopped. Relocation of the observed swarm
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showed that it formed an east–west trend, similar to the
Poland Township cluster. Although the absolute depth of
this sequence is poorly determined, the FMD is most similar
to that of the deeper Harrison County wells (Fig. 3m). The
wells in North Beaver Township targeted the Utica and Point
Pleasant formations, which is rare in Pennsylvania, as nearly
all other wells target the shallower Marcellus Shale. None of
the wells targeting the Marcellus in Pennsylvania currently
have documented induced seismicity (Skoumal et al. 2018).
Table 1 summarizes the prevalence of induced seismicity associated with wells operated in the combined area of
Mahoning and Lawrence Counties near the Ohio–Pennsylvania border. There are 45 well laterals without seismicity in
this 20-km-wide box, indicating 17% of wells have induced
seismicity, similar to what we calculated for southwest Harrison County.

Belmont/Guernsey/Noble Counties, Ohio
About 15 km south of the Harrison County seismicity, a
sequence of ﬁve ML ~ 2 earthquakes near the border of Belmont and Guernsey Counties was reported in May 2014 in
EarthScope catalog (Skoumal et al. 2015c), with the strongest event reaching ML 2.6 (Fig. 5e, f). Due to poor station
coverage, only the four largest events were located with large
uncertainties (~ 1.5 km); however, the location was near the
active Kirkwood well pad targeting the Utica–Point Pleasant
formation. The temporal analysis of events showed that they
occurred during HF operations on two laterals being zipper
stimulated, with the main cluster occurring during stimulation of eight consecutive stages with a trail of seismicity
lasting for ~ 3 days after a pause in the operations. The b
value and FMD pattern were not reported by Skoumal et al.
(2015c), so we have calculated this in Fig. 3k. The b value
(0.79) and truncated shape of the FMD are quite similar to
the deeper Harrison County sequences.
Seismic activity occurred again in August 2016 about
3 km southwest of the ﬁrst sequence when a M2.3 event was
reported by ODNR (Fig. 5e, f). Although this sequence has
not been studied in detail, we performed template matching with station O53A using the method of Skoumal et al.
(2015c) and found 61 events over a month duration. This
sequence coincides in space and time with activity at the
Wheeler well pad targeting the Utica–Point Pleasant. Seismicity primarily occurred during zipper stimulation of the
last ~ 12 stages of two laterals (7H and 9H) that were closest
to where the May 2014 seismicity occurred. Seismicity continued at a slower rate for over 3 weeks after the stimulation
ended. The b value (0.74) and truncated shape of the FMD
are similar to the May 2014 sequence (Fig. 3l).
Less than a year, later in June 2017, seismicity
occurred ~ 15 km south of the Belmont/Guernsey sequences
in neighboring northeastern Noble County (Fig. 5e, f). Two
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events with ML 1.6 and 2.4 reported by ODNR and located
directly below an active Wehr 2H horizontal well. Following those events, the completion of the well was suspended
and no further seismicity was recorded during completion of
nearby Slash wells until 6 weeks later, when ML 3.7 event
occurred during the stimulation of the Wolf 2H well. This
event is thus far the strongest HF-induced event in Ohio
and was widely felt in the rural epicentral area—over 100
felt reports were submitted to USGS. Intriguingly, only
18 events were detected with template matching using the
method of Skoumal et al. (2015c) and repeating signal detection using the method of Skoumal et al. (2016). Double-difference relocation has not been attempted on this sequence,
but a focal mechanism shows an east–west fault plane similar to events in Harrison County (Fig. 5e) (ODNR 2017b).
Given the small number of events detected in this sequence,
it is diﬃcult to calculate a b value that is meaningful, but the
FMD clearly shows a non-power law distribution (Fig. 3p)
similar to the shallower Harrison County cases.

Monroe County, Ohio
Seismicity in southwestern Monroe County was first
observed in December 2016 when three events with magnitudes 2.0–2.3 were reported by ODNR. These events correlated in space and time with HF activity on the Donato
well pad (Fig. 5g, h), although the highest seismicity rate
occurred immediately after a lateral ﬁnished. Two more
magnitude 2.4 earthquakes were detected on March 30,
2017, followed by a magnitude 3.0 earthquake on April
2. These events occurred in a similar location to those in
2016, although the HF wells operating at the time (Gary
Green and Jacobs well pads) were a few kilometers further
north (Fig. 5g). The strongest (3.0) event occurred right
after ﬂowback on the Donato well pad commenced (ODNR,
pers. comm.), suggesting this process played a role. After
enhancing the catalog of events using the template matching approach of Skoumal et al. (2015c), the b value and
linear FMD (Fig. 3g) resemble that of the post-HF seismicity
associated with the deeper Harrison County well pads. No
other seismicity has been detected in southwestern Monroe
County, but only a handful of well pads have been stimulated in this area. Hence, the percentage of HF wells inducing seismicity (33%) appears to be highest in this region
(Table 1).

Gilmer County, West Virginia
A short sequence of seismicity occurred in Gilmer Co.
between July and August 2013. Using ﬁve cataloged earthquakes that reached a magnitude of 2.7, template matching
was able to reveal 161 unique events (Skoumal et al. 2018).
Seismicity began soon after HF started and ending soon after
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the last completion, with ﬁve laterals completed on this well
pad that was ~ 3 km from the cataloged epicenters. No other
horizontal wells have been hydraulic fractured in this county
of West Virginia, but the WD-induced seismicity in West
Virginia occurred ~ 20 km south in the neighboring Braxton Co. The b value and FMD pattern were not reported by
Skoumal et al. (2018), so we have calculated this in Fig. 3h.
The b value (0.63) and linear shape of the FMD resemble
that of Monroe Co and the post-HF seismicity associated
with the deeper Harrison County well pads.

Interpretation
Our review of induced seismicity in Ohio and surrounding
regions highlights that the prevalence of induced seismicity
varies a lot spatially, and in some localities, the prevalence
is signiﬁcantly higher than previously thought. At the state
scale, we ﬁnd that the prevalence of induced seismicity in
Ohio is higher than West Virginia for both WD and HF,
which in turn is higher than Pennsylvania for both. The
explanation for this proposed by Skoumal et al. (2018) is
that the distance between operations and the Precambrian
basement where faults are expected to be more mature is
quite a bit larger in Pennsylvania and West Virginia than
Ohio. The area of West Virginia where induced seismicity is occurring is thought to be the southern edge of the
Rome Trough and may represent an area where faulting is
more pronounced and extends further up into the Paleozoic
sedimentary rocks (Skoumal et al. 2018). An intriguing difference from previous studies is that Ohio now has a higher
per-well prevalence for induced seismicity from HF than
from WD. This is counter to the interpretation that WD has
a higher likelihood of producing seismicity than HF due
to longer duration injection and hence larger total volumes
(e.g., Rubinstein and Mahani 2015). The best interpretation
may be similar to that of Skoumal et al. (2018) in that most
HF wells are injecting closer to basement than most WD
wells. When we examine the regions of induced seismicity
in further detail, we ﬁnd that the prevalence of HF-induced
seismicity over a 20 × 20 km wide region can be even higher,
with numbers ranging from 10 to 33%. This suggests that
local variability is important and still plays a big role in
determining the risk of induced seismicity.
Despite the local variability in the prevalence of induced
seismicity, there is remarkable coherence in the orientation of faults that have induced seismicity. Many of these
sequences have created extensive sequences of similar events
with nearby recordings to allow for double-diﬀerence relocations that reveal linear fault segments (Friberg et al. 2017;
Skoumal et al. 2014, 2015a, b, 2018; Kozlowska et al. 2018;
Currie et al. 2018). In addition, many of these sequences
have produced a large enough event to determine focal
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mechanism (Kim 2013; Friberg et al. 2017; Skoumal et al.
2015a, b, 2018; Kozlowska et al. 2018). Remarkably, all of
these fault orientations are ~ 30° from the expected direction of SHmax (Hurd and Zoback 2012). None of induced
sequences occurred on a known, mapped fault, but the consistency suggests these were preexisting, optimally oriented,
critically stressed faults. This is supported by the geomechanical modeling of the stress evolution in the Youngstown
case that showed a preexisting fault needed to be in a critical
stress state before the onset of seismicity in order for the
modest increases in pore pressure associated with WD to
cause seismic slip (Morris et al. 2017). Figure 5 shows the
orientations of SHmax estimated by assuming a 30-degree
oﬀset from the fault orientations from recent HF and WDinduced seismicity, as well as the two older possible cases
of injection-induced seismicity. This analysis reveals a consistent regional stress ﬁeld that only varies over a narrow
azimuthal range from ~ 50° to 74° (Fig. 5). This trend is
consistent across a nearly 400 km long north–south extent.
Finally, we turn our attention to the fact that induced seismicity has been essentially restricted to relatively narrow
north–south corridor along eastern Ohio and into central
West Virginia. One possibility is that this corridor represents
a zone of more intense faulting during previous orogenies,
but the lack of any prior natural seismicity in eastern Ohio
(Skoumal et al. 2015c) argues against this idea. Another
possibility is that it is simply due to the geography of operational activities, but there are just as many HF wells east and
west of the seismicity corridor and just as many WD wells
to the west (Fig. 1). However, the HF wells to the east of
this corridor are generally targeting the Marcellus formation,
which is signiﬁcantly further from the basement rocks where
the majority of the seismicity is occurring and appears to
lower the prevalence of induced seismicity (Skoumal et al.
2018). Likewise, many of the WD wells to the west of the
seismicity corridor target shallower formations that would
lower the likelihood. So, we believe the leading hypothesis
for the north–south corridor of seismicity is that the target
depth of HF and WD operations in this corridor is closer to
basement and leads to higher risk of induced seismicity in
this zone (Fig. 6).
Finally, we note that most of the sequences with good
depth resolution have occurred in Precambrian basement,
where preexisting faults are thought to be mature enough
to produce M > 2 earthquakes. While there is geologic evidence that these faults would be mature based on the ages of
these rocks and tectonic history of eastern North America,
the low b values of these deeper sequences correspond to
those observed in laboratory measurements of mature fault
surfaces (Goebel et al. 2017; Kozłowska et al. 2018). Recent
induced earthquakes in the Appalachian Basin have reached
a magnitude of 4.0 and 3.7 for WD and HF, respectively. We
anticipate that operational activities could produce larger
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Underground Injection Control (UIC) program
regulates injection of fluids related to oil and gas production as Class II injection wells for the
protection of underground sources of drinking water (USDWs). Because seismic events from
injection have the potential to cause endangerment of underground sources of drinking water,
the UIC program director should be aware of that potential and be prepared with response
options should seismic events become a concern. Unconventional resources and new
technologies, such as horizontal drilling and advanced completion techniques, have expanded
the geographic area for oil and gas production activities, resulting in a need for Class II disposal
wells in some areas previously considered unproductive.
Recently, a number of small to moderate magnitude (M<5.0) earthquakes 1 have been recorded
in areas with Class II disposal wells related to shale hydrocarbon production. To address the
concern that induced seismicity could interfere with containment of injected fluids and endanger
drinking water sources, EPA’s Drinking Water Protection Division requested that the UIC National
Technical Workgroup (NTW) develop a report with practical tools to help UIC regulators address
injection-induced seismicity. The Induced Seismicity Working Group (WG) of the NTW developed
this report in response, using the existing Class II regulatory framework to provide possible
strategies for managing and minimizing the potential for significant injection-induced seismic
events.2 The report focuses on Class II disposal operations and not enhanced recovery wells or
hydraulically fractured wells. In formulating the strategies in this report, the NTW conducted a
technical literature search and review. Additionally, the NTW evaluated four case examples (in
Arkansas, Ohio, Texas, and West Virginia) and considered data availability and variations in
geology and reservoir characteristics.
Unconventional production activities and associated larger wastewater volumes have resulted in
an increased need for disposal capacity. Some disposal wells handling the increased volumes are
located in geographic areas where disposal has not previously occurred. A growing number of
disposal wells, some of which are in these new geographic areas, have been suspected of
inducing seismicity. Of the approximately 30,000 Class II disposal wells in the United States, very

1

Information on earthquake terms is included under Glossary Terms In the full report or at
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/glossary/ for general earthquake terms
2
For the purposes of this report, the Induced Seismicity Working Group considers “significant” seismic events to
be those of a magnitude that could potentially cause damage to or endanger underground sources of drinking
water.
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few disposal well sites have produced seismic events with magnitudes greater than M4.0. 3 In
addition, EPA is unaware of any USDW contamination resulting from seismic events related to
injection-induced seismicity.
Disposal wells are one of a number of historic causes of human activity-induced earthquakes.
Others include construction and management of dams and water reservoirs, mining activities, oil
and gas production, and geothermal energy production. Evaluation of induced seismicity is not
new to the UIC program. The first comprehensive study was completed for the EPA Office of
Water over 25 years ago, (Wesson and Nicholson, 1987 4; finalized as Nicholson and Wesson,
1990). This report is intended to describe for UIC program management the current
understanding of induced seismicity within the existing Class II regulatory framework for Class II
disposal. The Class II UIC program does not have regulations specific to seismicity but includes
discretionary authority that allows additional conditions to be added to the injection permit on
a case-by-case basis, along with additional requirements for construction, corrective action,
operation, monitoring, or reporting (including closure of the injection well) as necessary to
protect USDWs. 5 Legal and policy considerations of Class II regulations, including regulatory
revisions, are outside the scope of this technical report. This report is not a guidance document
and does not provide specific procedures, but it does provide the UIC Director with
considerations for addressing induced seismicity on a site-specific basis, using Director
discretionary authority.
The NTW confirmed the following components are necessary for significant injection-induced
seismicity: (1) sufficient pressure buildup from disposal activities, (2) Faults of Concern, 6 and (3)
a pathway allowing the increased pressure to communicate with the fault. The NTW noted that
no single recommendation addresses all of the complexities related to injection-induced
seismicity, which is dependent on a combination of site geology, geophysical and reservoir
characteristics. An absence of historical seismic events in the vicinity of a disposal well does not
provide complete assurance that induced seismicity will not occur; however, this historic absence

3

National Research Council. Chapter 3, Table 3.4, page 104, and Chapter 7, injection wells for the disposal of water
associated with energy extraction finding no. 1, in Induced seismicity potential in energy technologies.
(Washington, DC: The National Academies Press, 2013), 104 and 171–172.
4
R.L. Wesson and C. Nicholson, Earthquake hazard associated with deep well injection: A report to the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Geological Survey Open-file Report 87-331, 1987, 108 pp.
5
40 CFR §144.12(b); 40 CFR §144.52(a)(9) or (b)(1); or appropriate section of 40 CFR Part 147
6
A Fault of Concern is a fault optimally oriented for movement and located in a critically stressed region. The fault
is also of sufficient size and possesses sufficient accumulated stress / strain, such that fault slip and movement has
the potential to cause a significant earthquake. Fault may refer to a single fault or a zone of multiple faults and
fractures. See also Geologic Stress Considerations later in this document; APPENDIX B: Site Assessment
Considerations for Evaluating Seismicity; and APPENDIX M: State of Stress for more complete discussion.
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may be one indicator of induced seismicity if seismic events occur following activation of an
injection well. Such a conclusion is based on the assumption that a reliable history of seismic
monitoring in the region of the injection well exists. However, the accuracy of such monitoring
depends on the robustness of the seismic monitoring network for any given area, along with
consideration for how long such a network has been in place. Conclusive proof of induced
seismicity is difficult to demonstrate but is not a prerequisite for taking early prudent action to
address the possibility of induced seismicity.
The NTW developed a decision model (Figure 1) to inform UIC regulators about site assessment
strategies and practical approaches for assessing the three fundamental components. The model
begins with considerations for a site assessment dependent on location-specific conditions,
because understanding the geologic characteristics of a site is an essential step in evaluating the
potential for injection-induced seismicity. Monitoring, operational and management approaches
with useful practical tools for managing and minimizing suspected injection-induced seismicity
are recommended.
During its review, the NTW also found that the application of basic petroleum engineering
practices coupled with geology and geophysical information can provide a better understanding
of reservoir and fault characteristics. The multidisciplinary approach offers many ways of
analyzing injection-induced seismicity concerns, possibly identifying anomalies that warrant
additional site assessment or monitoring. Such an approach would be enhanced by collaborative
work between a wide variety of individuals in industry, government, and scientific and
engineering research organizations. Consequently, the NTW recommends that future research
consider a practical multidisciplinary approach coupled with a holistic assessment addressing
disposal well and reservoir behavior, geology, seismology and other appropriate specialty fields
of study.

ES-3

INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Underground Injection Control (UIC) program,
authorized by the Safe Drinking Water Act, regulates injection of fluids related to oil and gas
production into Class II wells, for the protection of underground sources of drinking water
(USDW). There are approximately 30,000 Class II active disposal wells in the United States used
to dispose of oil and gas related wastes, many of which have operated for decades. EPA is
unaware of any USDW contamination resulting from seismic events related to injection-induced
seismicity. 7 Very few of these disposal well sites have produced seismic events with magnitudes8
greater than M4.0 9. For example, at the time of this report, there were approximately 2,700
active disposals wells in Louisiana, with no recent significant 10 seismic events occurring as a result
of the disposal activities. However, unconventional resources and new technologies, such as
horizontal drilling and advanced completion techniques, have increased oil and gas production
activities, resulting in a need for new Class II disposal wells in expanded geographic areas.
Disposal wells are just one of a number of historic causes of human activity-induced
earthquakes.11 Other causes may include construction and management of dams and water
reservoirs, erection of skyscrapers, mining activities, oil and gas production, geothermal energy
production and geologic carbon sequestration.

ENHANCED RECOVERY INJECTION WELLS
Class II injection wells include injection wells used for enhanced recovery as well as those used
for oil and gas production wastewater disposal. Injection for enhanced recovery projects
generally poses less potential to induce seismicity than wastewater disposal because pressure
increases resulting from injection for enhanced recovery are partially offset by nearby production
wells. Disposal wells have no offsetting withdrawal and therefore, have a greater potential for
pressure buildup. Given the recent seismic activity associated with Class II disposal wells, this
report focuses on recommendations to manage or minimize induced seismicity associated with
these wells.
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Seismic events resulting from human activities are referred to as induced, for this report.
Magnitude will refer to the values reported by the USGS Advanced National Seismic System catalog.
9
Chapter 3, Table 3.4, page 104, and Chapter 7, Injection Wells for the Disposal of Water Associated with Energy
Extraction Finding No. 1, pages 171-172; “Induced Seismicity Potential in Energy Technologies,” 2013 NAS
Publication.
10
For the purposes of this report, “significant” seismic events are of a magnitude that has the potential to cause
damage or endanger underground sources of drinking water or cause infrastructure damage.
11
Earthquake terms are included under Glossary Terms later in this report or
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/glossary/ for general earthquake terms.
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HYDRAULIC FRACTURING
Although not the emphasis of this effort, seismicity associated with hydraulic fracturing (HF) was
addressed by a review of selected literature sources. HF has a low likelihood of inducing
significant seismicity, for reasons explained below.
Unlike wastewater disposal wells where injection occurs for an extended period of time, HF is a
short-term event designed to create cracks or permeable avenues in lower permeability
hydrocarbon-bearing formations. HF activity is followed by the extraction of reservoir fluids and
a decrease in pressure within the formation. Therefore, the “pressure footprint” of a well that
has been hydraulically fractured is typically limited to the fracture growth or fracture propagation
area (Gidley et al., 1990). In comparison, the “pressure footprint” of an injection well is related
to the injection rate, duration of the injection period and transmissibility of the reservoir (Lee et
al., 2003). Class II disposal wells typically inject for months or years and generate large “pressure
footprints” with no offset production of fluids.
HF is designed to crack the formation to enhance production. Several studies have documented
microseismicity (M<1) caused by HF (Das and Zoback, 2011; Phillips et al., 2002; Warpinski, 2009;
and Warpinski et al., 2012). Studies have also documented numerous examples of small faults
encountered during the HF process with microseismicity where magnitudes are below M0
(Maxwell et al., 2011; Warpinski et al., 2008). Recording these very low magnitude seismic events
requires the use of downhole seismometers in nearby wells (Warpinski, 2009). Though rare, felt
HF-induced seismicity is possible if the HF encounters a Fault of Concern. 12 Documented cases
list seismic events up to M3.8 caused by HF communication with Faults of Concern (British
Columbia Oil and Gas Commission, 2012; de Pater and Baisch, 2011; Holland, 2011 and 2013;
Kanamori and Hauksson, 1992).

GEOTHERMAL INJECTION WELLS
A number of informative references exist on induced seismicity and enhanced geothermal
systems. These references cover a broad range of seismicity issues and outline many avenues of
additional research needed (Hunt and Morelli, 2006; Majer et al., 2007 and 2011). These authors
documented the combination of monitoring techniques with adjustment of operational
parameters to control seismicity. For example, thermal stress, in addition to pressure buildup,
plays a key role in geothermal seismicity and may be applicable to wastewater disposal wells,
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A Fault of Concern is a fault optimally oriented for movement and located in a critically stressed region. The fault
is also of sufficient size, and possesses sufficient accumulated stress/strain, such that fault slip and movement has
the potential to cause a significant earthquake. Fault may refer to a single fault or a zone of multiple faults and
fractures.
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depending on the temperature of the injected fluids and receiving formation (Perkins and
Gonzalez, 1984).

CO2 GEOLOGIC SEQUESTRATION
Geologic sequestration of CO2 requires a Class VI UIC permit. The Class VI permitting process
includes assessment of potential induced seismicity. Class VI regulations require a detailed
review on a site-specific basis; consequently, Class VI wells were not considered in this report.
Some research pertaining to potential seismicity from CO2 geologic sequestration may be
applicable to wastewater disposal.

DIRECTIVE AND WORKING GROUP
Revisions to Class II regulations are outside the scope of this technical report. This report is not
a policy or guidance document and does not provide an exhaustive list of specific permitting
procedures. It provides the UIC Director with considerations for minimizing and managing
induced seismicity on a site-specific basis, using Director discretionary authority.
To address the concern that injection-induced seismicity could cause a breach in the containment
of injected fluids and endanger drinking water sources, EPA’s Office of Ground Water and
Drinking Water (OGWDW) Drinking Water Protection Division requested that the UIC National
Technical Workgroup (NTW) develop recommendations for consideration by UIC regulators
(APPENDIX A). The UIC NTW consists of UIC staff from each EPA regional office, EPA
headquarters, and six state UIC program representatives. The Injection-Induced Seismicity
Working Group (WG) of the NTW was formed in June 2011 to spearhead development of a report
recommending possible strategies for managing or minimizing significant seismic events
associated with induced seismicity in the context of Class II disposal well operations. The WG
was comprised of a subset of NTW members and members outside the NTW included for their
expertise on the subject matter. A list of the WG members is provided later in this report. Drafts
of the report were written by the WG, and finalized based on review by the NTW. Ultimately,
the report is a product of the NTW.

REGULATORY AUTHORITIES
This report describes, for UIC regulators, the current understanding of induced seismicity within
the existing Class II regulatory framework for Class II disposal. Evaluation of induced seismicity is
not new to the UIC program. Some UIC well classes address seismicity with specific regulatory
requirements. 13 The Class II UIC program does not have regulations specific to seismicity but
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40 CFR §146.62(b)(1) and §146.68(f) for Class I hazardous; §146.82(a)(3)(v) for Class VI geologic sequestration
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rather includes discretionary authority that allows additional conditions to be added to the UIC
permit on a case-by-case basis. Examples of this discretionary authority include additional
requirements for construction, corrective action, operation, monitoring or reporting; (including
well closure) as necessary to protect USDWs. 14 In the included case studies, the UIC Directors
used discretionary authority to manage and minimize seismic events.
Potential USDW risks from seismic events could include loss of disposal well mechanical integrity,
impact to various types of existing wells, changes in USDW water level or turbidity, USDW
contamination from a direct communication with the fault inducing seismicity, or contamination
from earthquake-damaged surface sources. However, EPA is unaware of any USDW
contamination resulting from seismic events related to injection-induced seismicity.

REPORT PURPOSE
The NTW’s task was not to determine if there was a linkage between disposal and seismicity, but
if a linkage was suspected, to identify practical approaches the UIC Director may use to minimize
and manage injection-induced seismicity. A decision model was developed, which compiles and
describes available options and illustrates a process for applying them to manage or minimize
possible injection-induced seismicity. The site assessment considerations included in the model
were those identified as pertinent by the WG, though other factors may also be appropriate
depending on site-specific situations. The decision model also provides operational and
monitoring options for managing injection-induced seismicity. It is supported by an extensive
literature review and four case histories, which considered earthquake history, proximity of
disposal wells to these events, and disposal well behavior.
Many of the recommendations and approaches discussed in this report may be applicable to
other well classes. For example, disposal activities also occur in Class I hazardous and nonhazardous wells, various Class V wells, and Class VI wells. The U.S. Department of Energy and the
International Energy Agency (IEA) have authored several publications dealing with specific Class
V geothermal seismicity issues. The WG reviewed a number of publications as part of the
literature survey for this report (APPENDIX K). Conclusions from some of these reports apply to
this Class II injection-induced seismicity project and are referenced within the body of the report.

INJECTION-INDUCED SEISMICITY PROJECT OBJECTIVES
The WG analyzed existing technical reports, data and other relevant information on case studies,
site characterization and reservoir behavior to answer the following questions:
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40 CFR §144.12(b); 40 CFR §144.52(a)(9) or (b)(1); or appropriate section of 40 CFR Part 147
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1. What parameters are most relevant to screening for injection-induced seismicity?
2. Which siting, operating or other technical parameters are collected under current
regulations?
3. What measurement tools or databases are available that may be used to screen existing
or proposed Class II disposal well sites for possible injection-induced seismic activity?
4. What other information would be useful for enhancing a decision-making model?
5. What screening or monitoring approaches are considered the most practical and feasible
for evaluating significant injection-induced seismicity?
6. What lessons have been learned from evaluating case histories?

WORKING GROUP TASKS
The UIC NTW was tasked by UIC management with developing a report including technical
recommendations to manage or minimize significant levels of injection-induced seismicity.
The UIC NTW utilized the following to address the objectives:
1. Compare parameters identified as most applicable to induced seismicity with the
technical parameters collected under current regulations
2. Prepare a decision model
3. Assess applicability of pressure transient testing and/or pressure monitoring techniques
4. Summarize lessons learned from case studies
5. Recommend measurements or monitoring techniques for higher risk areas
6. Analyze applicability of conclusions to other well classes
7. Recommend specific areas for further research needed

WORKING GROUP APPROACH
The WG adopted the following strategy:
1. Summarize geoscience factors and applications
2. Apply petroleum engineering methods
3. Compile and review historical and current scientific literature, including ongoing projects
and material associated with upcoming reports on injection-induced seismicity
4. Select and study case examples of Class II brine disposal wells suspected of inducing
seismicity and provide a summary of lessons learned for the following areas:
a. North Texas
b. Central Arkansas
c. Braxton County, West Virginia
d. Youngstown, Ohio
5

5.
6.

7.
8.

A study of disposal wells in areas with no seismic activity was not performed.
Develop a decision model
Consult with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) seismologists on the potential for using
deep stress field measurements and the USGS earthquake information as screening tools
(APPENDIX M: )
Compare data collected under existing UIC requirements to relevant information needed
for assessment of injection-induced seismicity
Solicit review by EPA’s UIC NTW and subject matter contributors from state agencies,
academia, researchers and industry.

REVIEW PROCESS
As noted above, prior to submission to the NTW, the draft report was sent for review to specific
subject matter experts and corrections made accordingly. After the NTW passed the report to
OGWDW, it was decided to conduct an additional independent peer review.

PEER REVIEW
The OGWDW engaged one of its contractors to facilitate and coordinate an external review of
the NTW report. In the process of developing the contract, OGWDW also developed charge
questions to guide the reviewers in the areas of desired feedback. With guidance from EPA, the
contractor developed a ranked list of about 20 experts. Six reviewers were selected from that
list (Table 1), based on their qualifications, including experience with injection-induced
seismicity.
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TABLE 1: SELECTED PEER REVIEWERS

Peer
Reviewer

Jeff Bull

Affiliation

Oil/Gas
Industry

Robin
McGuire
Consultant

Craig
Kris
Nicholson Nygaard
Academia

Oil/Gas
Industry

Heather
Savage
Academic
Laboratory

Ed Steele
Oil/Gas
Industry
and
Consultant

LamontUniversity
Doherty
Lettis
Chesapeake
of
Swift
Earth
Consultants
Organization Energy
California, ExxonMobil
Worldwide
Observatory,
International,
Corporation
Santa
Services
Columbia
Inc.
Barbara
University
Professional
30+
30+
30+
20+
10+
40+
Years

PEER REVIEW CHARGE
The reviewers were asked to focus on four charge questions during their review and to provide
expert advice and recommendations on these questions, in addition to providing general
comments. The four charge questions, developed by EPA, were as follows:
B ASIC M ECHANISM OF I NJECTION -I NDUCED S EISMICITY

The NTW identified three key components contributing to injection-induced seismicity: (1) the
presence of a stressed fault, (2) pressure buildup from disposal operations, and (3) a pathway for
the increased pressure to communicate from the disposal well to the fault. Do these three key
elements capture the causal relationship of disposal-induced seismicity? Please comment on
other elements relating induced seismicity to Class II disposal injection that might be useful to
consider when developing strategies to minimize or manage injection-induced seismicity.
V ARIETY AND V ALIDITY OF A PPROACHES

The NTW identified site assessment considerations along with monitoring and operational
approaches for assessing the three key components contributing to injection-induced seismicity.
Please comment on the appropriateness of the site assessment considerations identified for
assessing the potential for induced seismicity. What other site assessment considerations might
be considered? Are the monitoring and operational approaches identified appropriate for
minimizing or managing injection-induced seismicity? Are there additional considerations that
might be considered to address the key elements contributing to injection-induced seismicity?
7

R ESERVOIR E NGINEERING A NALYSIS A PPLICATION

The NTW sought to expand the review of the pressure buildup and pathway components of
induced seismicity beyond geosciences. The NTW integrated reservoir engineering analysis into
the evaluation of the potential relationship between Class II injection activity and seismicity by
using data that is already collected by owners and operators as well as standard evaluation
techniques employed in the oil and gas industry. Is the reservoir engineering analysis suggested
by the NTW reasonable for identifying anomalies in an effort to minimize or manage injectioninduced seismicity? Please identify other analyses (including the type of data needed and
benefits and disadvantages of their use) that might be useful for evaluating reservoir behavior
during Class II disposal injection.
R ECOMMENDED F UTURE E FFORTS FOR THE EPA

Please identify any additional key literature or other data sources that might be useful to ensure
a comprehensive understanding of the potential for induced seismicity in the context of Class II
disposal wells.

FINAL PEER REVIEW FOLLOW-UP
Once all of the comments were received, the OGWDW requested help in assessing the
comments.
The comment review team (team) consisted of EPA Region 6 staff, the past NTW chair and two
representatives of OGWDW. The team assessed the comments and divided them into three
categories described below; it also developed a strategy to re-engage the NTW for a final review
of the report, once updated based on the peer review comments.
The team assessed and tabulated the peer reviewers’ comments (APPENDIX N: ) according to the
relevant section of the report and the commenter. The team then classified each of the
comments according to the following categories:
1. Comments requiring no response: These are typically statements or opinions by the
commenter.
2. Comments relevant to the topic, but outside the scope of the project: These comments
are addressed in more detail in APPENDIX A. This category of comments was grouped
according to the nature of the comment, as described below.
a. Authority: Comments related to the applicability of EPA authority.
b. Scope: Comments outside the purpose of the report (providing a practical UIC
management tool) including recommendations for policy changes, new
8

regulations, extensive research or additional studies, such as complex proprietary
modeling.
c. Clarify: Comments relevant to the topic that were addressed by directing the
commenter to the appropriate place in the report or by providing additional UIC
program background information.
3. Comments relevant to the topic and within the scope of the project. These comments
required revisions to the document.
Additional decisions included the following:
•
•
•
•

The original cut-off date for inclusion of case studies (September 2013) was maintained.
A separate list of the peer reviewers’ recommended references was added to APPENDIX
K: Subject Bibliography, excluding non-peer-reviewed articles.
A new appendix was created to provide responses to all comments grouped in Category
2 (above).
The following areas were outside the scope of the project and were not incorporated:
o Adoption of a formal comprehensive risk assessment
o Specific policy or regulatory requirements
o Ongoing research, modeling or simulations
o Basic UIC program discussions

GEOSCIENCE FACTORS RELATED TO INJECTION-INDUCED SEISMICITY
The following paragraphs provide a general overview of the various geoscience aspects relevant
to injection-induced seismicity. 0 describes these aspects in greater detail. The three key
characteristics related to potential injection-induced seismicity that may lead to fault slippage
and associated earthquakes are: (1) an increase in the formation pore pressure from disposal
activities; (2) a fault (or zone of multiple faults and fractures) optimally oriented for movement,
located in a critically stressed region, of sufficient size, and possessing sufficient accumulated
stress/strain, such that fault slip and movement would have the potential to cause a significant
earthquake (Fault of Concern); and (3) a permeable avenue (matrix or fracture permeability)
allowing the pore pressure increase to reach the fault.

BACKGROUND
In general, continental oil and gas deposits occur in sedimentary rocks deposited by ancient seas
over granitic basement rocks. Basement rocks have been and continue to be subjected to
ongoing global tectonic forces. These forces result in fracturing and faulting (fracturing with
lateral displacement) and are the origin of the constantly stressed condition of continental
basement rocks. Nearly all early cases of suspected injection-induced seismicity felt by humans
9

have involved communication between disposal zones and basement faults. For these reasons,
geologic site assessments related to potential injection-induced seismicity should include an
analysis of both faults and stress conditions in basement rocks of the disposal well area. Since
subsurface geologic stresses are transferred over great distances, fault and stress analyses should
encompass a regional area around the disposal well.

GEOLOGIC STRESS CONSIDERATIONS
Historic seismic activity is an indicator of critical stress in basement rocks. Subsurface stresses
are typically not uniform in every direction. The orientation of faults with respect to the principal
stresses is a fundamental indicator of which faults are subject to activation from pore pressure
increases. Not all faults are Faults of Concern, only those optimally oriented in the subsurface
stress field such that an increase in pore pressure can induce movement. Optimal orientation of
faults is described in greater detail by Holland (2013). Unfortunately, the principal stress
direction may not be readily known to injection well permitting authorities. Some options to
help determine the principal stress direction include data on borehole geometry, the World
Stress Map (APPENDIX M: Task 2; Tingay et al., 2006), or consultation with experts, such as state
geological surveys or universities. These experts may provide an estimate of the principal stress
direction for a particular area as well as information on the location and orientation of known
faults in the area.
An additional resource is the Quaternary Fold and Fault Map created by a USGS consortium
(APPENDIX M: Task 1). This map shows all active faults with surface expression that are known
to have created earthquakes over M6.0. These faults were defined from the geologic record for
the Quaternary age (the last 1.6 million years).

GEOPHYSICAL DATA
Across the United States, the USGS funds or maintains seismic arrays and associated databases
that are excellent web-based resources for seismic history assessments. A summary of available
databases is provided in APPENDIX L: . Seismometers in the permanent monitor grid in most of
the central and eastern continental United States are spaced up to 200 miles (300 km) apart.
With this spacing, the system is capable of measuring events down to approximately M3.0 or
M3.5, although in some areas measurement capabilities may extend down to a M2.5.
Hypocenter location error for the permanent array averages up to 6 miles (10 km) horizontally
and 10,000 to 16,500 feet (3–5 km) vertically. In tectonically active areas such as the continental
western margin and New Madrid Seismic Zone, the seismometer spacing is closer, resulting in
more accurate earthquake locations (hypocenter by latitude, longitude and depth). Additionally,
closer grid spacing generally allows measurement of seismic events of smaller magnitude.
Despite the accuracy limitations, USGS or other seismicity databases described in APPENDIX L:
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and APPENDIX M: are useful tools for initial site assessments. Event information included in
databases is periodically updated over time as data are reprocessed. Relocated events are found
in later publications and may not be in the seismicity databases.

COMMUNICATION WITH BASEMENT ROCK
In almost all historic cases, felt injection-induced seismicity was the result of direct injection into
basement rocks or injection into overlying formations with permeable avenues of
communication with basement rocks. Therefore, the vertical distance between an injection
formation and basement rock, as well as the nature of confining strata below the injection zone,
are key components of any assessment of injection-induced seismicity. In areas of complex
structural history, strata beneath the injection zone may have compromised vertical confining
capability due to natural fracturing. Also, faulting in basement rock can extend into overlying
sedimentary strata, thus providing direct communication between the disposal zone and the
basement rock.

IMPORTANCE OF POROSITY AND PERMEABILITY OF INJECTION STRATA
Stratigraphic formations used as disposal zones can have a complex range of porosity types and
permeability values. For this report, two fundamental types of porosity are considered; matrix
porosity and fracture porosity. Matrix porosity refers to the rock pore spaces, whether formed
during deposition or alteration following deposition. Natural fractures in rocks create a second
type of porosity referred to as fracture porosity. Fractures can provide preferential flow paths
for fluid flow (permeability).
Matrix porosity generally is characterized by smaller
interconnections and less permeability than fractures, but high matrix porosity offers more
storage space, potentially limiting the horizontal extent of pressure distribution. Pressure
buildup is more difficult to predict in naturally fractured flow-dominated disposal zones and can
extend much farther from the injection well. Most of the case study wells suspected of injectioninduced seismicity in this report involved naturally fractured disposal zones.

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING APPLICATIONS FOR EVALUATING INDUCED SEISMICITY
Petroleum engineering applications have been used for decades in the oil and gas industry to
evaluate wells and enhance hydrocarbon production. Petroleum engineering methodologies
used in this document adhere to practices and equations commonly presented in petroleum
engineering literature. The review of recent injection-induced seismicity literature revealed a
lack of a multidisciplinary approach inclusive of petroleum engineering techniques. Additionally,
typical Class II disposal permit reviews do not use many of the petroleum engineering analyses
available, but such techniques could be useful in evaluating the potential for injection-induced
seismicity.
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Petroleum engineering methodologies provide practical tools for evaluating the three key
components that must all be present for induced seismicity to occur: (1) sufficient pressure
buildup from disposal activities, (2) a Fault of Concern, and (3) a pathway allowing the increased
pressure to communicate from the disposal well to the fault. Different well and reservoir aspects
can be evaluated depending on the methods used. Specifically, petroleum engineering methods
typically focus on the potential for reservoir pressure buildup and the reservoir flow pathways
present around a well and at a distance, and characterize reservoir behavior during the well’s
operation.
Petroleum engineering approaches enhance geological and seismological
interpretations related to the characterization of faults and flow behavior. Some of the case
study wells reviewed exhibited specific Hall integral and derivative responses (described further
below and in APPENDIX D: ) that corresponded to area seismic events. The Hall integral and
derivative responses at these wells suggest hydraulic communication with a boundary (i.e., an
offset well or fault) at some unknown distance from the well.
The petroleum engineering approach incorporates information typically collected from the
permit application (well construction and completion data) and data on injection volumes and
pressures reported for compliance purposes during operation of the well. This information is
presented in a graphical format to illustrate behavior of the well over time. These graphs are
compared to graphs of expected well behavior from various reservoir behavior models to identify
anomalous patterns.
Review of operational data can provide a qualitative look at the well behavior. Operational
analysis consists of plotting readily available data reported as part of the Class II disposal well
permit compliance. These plots include:
•
•
•

Injection volumes and wellhead pressures
Bottomhole injection pressure gradient
Hall integral and derivative

Plotting injection volumes and pressures in an appropriate format along with operating pressure
gradients may highlight significant changes in disposal well behavior. The operating gradient plot
can indicate whether a disposal well is operating above fracture gradient. The Hall integral and
derivative plot utilizes operating data to characterize a well’s long term hydraulic behavior by
providing a long-term, long distance look into the disposal zone. For example, a decline in
wellhead pressures coupled with an increase in volumes injected reflects enhanced injectivity
(increased ease of injection), shown by the derivative dropping below the Hall integral, while the
derivative trend rising above the integral represents increased injectivity. Changes in Hall integral
and derivative trends can represent reservoir heterogeneities (i.e., faults, stratigraphic changes,
etc.), changes in completion conditions, reservoir boundaries, and effects of offset wells. Details
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concerning the application of both the operating gradient and Hall integral and derivative plots
are discussed in APPENDIX D: . Both plot types are utilized in the four case studies detailed in
Appendices E through H.
Supplemental evaluations may be performed but require data or logs that may or may not be
routine for Class II disposal permit activities. These evaluations quantitatively assess potential
pathways and potential reservoir pressure buildup and may include the following:
•
•
•
•

Step rate tests
Pressure falloff tests
Production logs
Static reservoir pressure measurements

Step rate tests are used to determine the formation parting pressure (fracture extension
pressure). The quality of the data analysis is dependent on the amount of pressure data recorded
during the test. Pressure falloff tests can provide the completion condition of the well (wellbore
skin) and reservoir flow characteristics. Production logs typically include temperature logs, noise
logs, radioactive tracer surveys, oxygen activation logs or spinner surveys. These types of logs
are used to evaluate the fluid emplacement at the well. Periodic static pressure measurements
provide an assessment of reservoir pressure buildup. More details on supplemental testing and
engineering evaluations are included in APPENDIX D: .

REVIEW OF SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE
LITERATURE SOURCES
Injection-induced seismicity has been documented in many reports dating from 1968 through
2013. The WG compiled and reviewed an extensive reference list included in APPENDIX K: . The
primary resource was USGS Bulletin 1951 (Nicholson and Wesson, 1990). 15 Induced seismicity is
a rapidly expanding area of research. This list is not a complete resource list. Inclusion of an
article or website in APPENDIX K: does not reflect NTW’s agreement with the conclusion of the
article.

EARTHQUAKE REPORTING
The USGS Advanced National Seismic System (ANSS) comprehensive catalog (ComCat), the
largest U.S. database of earthquake events, includes earthquakes from the USGS National
Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) and contributing networks. The real-time report and some
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An earlier draft version (available only in EPA files) was assumed to have been replaced by the final publication.
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of the catalogs include the location accuracy of the event. Catalog details may vary, but are an
important consideration for induced seismicity analyses. Earthquake catalogs are discussed
more fully in APPENDIX L: and APPENDIX M: . USGS, state geologic agencies and universities may
also collect and/or host earthquake information on their websites. There may be differences
between databases in detection thresholds, as well as inconsistencies in calculated epicenters,
depths or magnitudes for each earthquake. Databases may not cover the same geographic
regions. It should be noted that the expansion or development of regional seismometer networks
may allow measurements of seismic activity at a lower magnitude threshold than previously
recorded, creating the appearance of increased seismicity. Event interpretation is discussed
more fully in APPENDIX D: .

POSSIBLE CAUSES OF INDUCED SEISMICITY
Seismicity induced by human activities has been extensively documented. Seismic events have
been associated with mining, construction and management of dams and water reservoirs,
geologic carbon sequestration, erection of skyscrapers, geothermal energy related injection, oil
and gas production activities and disposal wells. Davis and Frohlich (1993), Nicholson and
Wesson (1990, 1992), and Suckale (2009, 2010) studied case histories of potential oil- and gasrelated induced seismicity across the United States and Canada. Several waste disposal case
studies were investigated, including Rocky Mountain Arsenal and Paradox Valley in Colorado, and
two locations in far northeastern Ohio (Ashtabula and Cleveland, occurring from 1986 to 2001).
Opposing conclusions were drawn on whether the Ohio seismicity was related to injection
(Seeber and Armbruster, 1993 and 2004; Gerrish and Nieto, 2003; Nicholson and Wesson, 1990).
More recent publications concluded disposal activity induced seismicity in central Arkansas and
Youngstown, Ohio (Horton, 2012; Horton and Ausbrooks, 2011; Holtkamp et al., 2013; Kim et al.,
2012; Kim, 2013; ODNR, 2012). Disposal activities at the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, Paradox Valley
and enhanced recovery at the Rangely Field, also in Colorado, have been associated with inducing
seismicity. Operations at both Colorado facilities began prior to promulgation of federal UIC
regulations. Production from the Rangely Field is ongoing.
Several studies concluded that the Rocky Mountain Arsenal seismicity was caused by injection
(Davis and Frohlich, 1993; Nicholson and Wesson, 1990 and 1992; Suckale, 2009 and 2010). At
the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, the largest three earthquakes, with magnitudes between M5.0 and
M5.5, occurred over one year after injection stopped. In March 1962, injection of waste fluids
from chemical manufacturing operations at the Rocky Mountain Arsenal was initiated into
fractured crystalline basement rock beneath the facility. Initial injection exceeded the formation
fracture pressure from March 1962 through September 1963, when the surface pump was
removed, leaving injection to continue under hydrostatic pressure. Pumps were once again used
for injection from April 1965 through February 1966, when injection ceased. Seismicity started
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5 miles (8 km) from the well on April 24, 1962, ranging from M1.5 to M4.4 from 1962 through
1966, with three earthquakes ranging from M5.0 to M5.5 in 1967. Subsequent investigations
identified a major fault near the well and showed a direct correlation between increases in
bottomhole pressure during injection and the number of earthquakes, using rank difference
correlation (Healy et al., 1968; Hsieh and Bredehoeft, 1981; Raleigh, 1972).
From 1969 through 1974, the relationship between seismicity and enhanced recovery injection
operations at the Rangely Field in Colorado was studied (Raleigh, 1972; Raleigh et al., 1976).
Reservoir pressures were controlled by varying injection rates into enhanced recovery wells and
withdrawal rates from production wells within the Rangely Field to determine the relationship
between pressure and induced seismicity. Fourteen seismometers deployed throughout the
area recorded events ranging from M-0.5 to M3.1, which occurred in clusters in both time and
space. Most of these events were below the threshold that is typically felt by humans. 16
Seismometer data and injection pressure and volume data, coupled with modeling, confirmed
that earthquakes were induced through an increase in pore pressure. Frictional strength along
the fault varied directly with the difference between total normal stress and fluid pressure
(Raleigh et al., 1976). Unusual features in this case included measurable response to fluid
pressure along one part of the fault, recordable compartmentalization within the reservoir
around the fault, and verification that maintaining the reservoir pressure below a calculated
threshold stopped the seismicity (Raleigh, 1972; Raleigh et al., 1976). The Rangely Field example
illustrates how operational changes can be used to mitigate induced seismicity.
Numerous earthquakes were induced by Class V disposal operations in Paradox Valley, Colorado
(Ake et al., 2002 and 2005; Block, 2011; and Mahrer et al., 2005). Seismicity is being managed
using intermittent injection periods, injection rate control and extensive seismic monitoring.
Additionally, a proposed second Class V disposal well located several miles from the existing well
is being evaluated by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation in response to an expanding area of
seismicity. The existing well is required for salinity control for the Delores River and operates
above fracture pressure. More information is included in APPENDIX J: .
Disposal wells have been suspected of inducing seismicity in a number of recent cases (USGS,
2013). Verifying the presence of alternative causes of seismicity, such as unusual changes in lake
level (Holland et al., 2013; Klose, 2013; El Hariri et al., 2010), is a useful scientific approach.
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Microseismic and small seismic events may occur but go undetected or unfelt and pose no significant risk to
human health or USDWs.
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DETERMINATIONS OF INJECTION-INDUCED SEISMICITY
Nicholson and Wesson (1990) stated that induced seismicity determinations rely on three
primary characteristics of earthquake activity:
1. Geographic association between the injection zone and the location of the earthquake
2. Exceedance of theoretical friction threshold for fault slippage
3. Disparity between previous natural seismicity and subsequent earthquakes following
disposal with elevated pressures
Davis and Frohlich (1993) developed a practical approach for evaluating whether seismic events
were induced by injection based on characteristics similar to those stated by Nicholson and
Wesson (1990), e.g., history of previous seismic events, proximity in time and space and
comparison of critical fluid pressures. The Davis and Frohlich approach utilizes a series of
fundamental questions to evaluate the likelihood of induced seismicity. These questions are
outlined below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Are these events the first known earthquakes of this character in the region?
Is there a clear correlation between injection and seismicity?
Are epicenters near wells (within 3 miles or 5 km)?
Do some earthquakes occur at or near injection depths?
If not, are there known geologic structures that may channel flow to sites of earthquakes?
Are changes in fluid pressure at well bottoms sufficient to encourage seismicity?
Are changes in fluid pressure at hypocenter locations sufficient to encourage seismicity?

Although these approaches are qualitative and do not result in positive proof of injection-induced
seismicity, they may be useful to UIC regulators as preliminary screening tools. Evaluating
causality requires analysis of all important natural and anthropogenic triggers that can disrupt
the subsurface stress regimes in proximity to faults in the local area. As such, proof of induced
seismicity is difficult to achieve and may be time-consuming but is not a prerequisite for taking
early prudent action to address the possibility of induced seismicity.
Note that petroleum engineering techniques used in analysis of oil and gas development were
not typically used to evaluate reservoir characteristics potentially associated with induced
seismicity in the scientific literature reviewed for this report.

CASE STUDY RESULTS
The WG task was to provide practical tools that the UIC Director could use to assess site
conditions prior to developing a plan to minimize and manage seismicity. Case study efforts were
directed toward assessments of typical UIC program compliance data and its usability for
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characterization of injection well behavior and possible correlation with area seismicity. The case
studies were not intended to focus on site problems or program administration issues, but rather
to determine if practical assessment tools could be developed. The WG also found no indication
that the injection wells associated with the case study areas injected outside of the operational
boundaries or designated injection zones established by the permit parameters or endangered a
USDW.
A total of four geographic areas of suspected injection-induced seismicity were selected by the
WG for more detailed evaluation. These case studies were selected from areas where disposal
wells were suspected to have caused recent seismic events. Initially, the north Texas, central
Arkansas, and Braxton County, West Virginia, areas were selected. The Youngstown, Ohio, area
was included later in the project because a disposal well was the suspected cause of a series of
seismic events in late 2011. No cases were evaluated where injection-induced seismicity was not
suspected.
Initially, the WG identified disposal wells located in the vicinity of recent seismic events in the
selected geographic areas. In order to compare well activities to seismic events, a focus area
based on a defined radius around the well was used to gather seismic data. Historic seismic
events for the cases were derived from six different database catalogs. These external databases
are discussed in more detail in APPENDIX L: . A radius of between 5 and 12 miles (8 to 19 km)
around each case study well was selected based on the spacing density of the existing
seismometers and location of the seismicity in the immediate area of the well. Additionally, there
is uncertainty regarding the depth to the hypocenter.
The specific strategies used by the WG for evaluating the cases included engaging researchers
who had studied two of the cases, reviewing available geologic structure maps, acquiring specific
injection well data from the four state regulatory agencies and communicating with a well
operator. A petroleum engineering analysis, based on the collected well data, was also
performed on each case study well. Additional geoscience background and the results of EPA's
petroleum engineering analysis on these cases are discussed in greater detail in the appendix
specific to each case study (APPENDIX E, APPENDIX F: , APPENDIX G: , and APPENDIX H: ).
Each case is discussed below through a background summary of the seismic activity and a
description of how the case was evaluated by the WG. A summary of the common characteristics
and lessons learned from the case studies is included following the case study summaries.

NORTH TEXAS AREA
Several small earthquakes occurred in the central part of the Dallas-Fort Worth metroplex near
the Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW) International Airport on October 31, 2008, and near the town of
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Cleburne on June 2, 2009. Both areas are located in north central Texas, in the eastern portion
of the Barnett shale play. Prior to 2008, no earthquakes had been reported within 40 miles (64
km) of the DFW and Cleburne case study areas. Although Barnett shale hydrocarbons were
discovered in Wise County in 1981, extensive drilling into the Barnett shale began only in the late
1990s with the advancement of horizontal drilling and well completion technologies. Disposal
wells are the primary management approach for handling the wastewater associated with
increased drilling activities. As of January 23, 2012, there were 195 UIC permits for commercial
disposal wells in the 24-county area, only 2 of which were permitted in 2012, and not all of which
were active. 17
The Railroad Commission of Texas (RRC) standard UIC permit application package incorporates
some site data and well construction and completion information along with other supporting
documentation to demonstrate the protection of USDWs (Johnson, 2011). Site documentation
reviewed by the WG included surface maps, location plats, disposal depths and inventory of
offset wells within the area of review. Well construction details provided to the state include
well specifics (e.g., casing, cement information, perforations, and completion information) and
disposal conditions (e.g., disposal zone, maximum allowable injection rate and surface pressure).
In addition, an annual report filed by the operator provides monthly injection volumes and
pressure data. WG review of the annual injection reports indicated that the study area wells
operated within the permitted pressure limits. One of the Cleburne area disposal wells was
dually permitted as a Class II and Class I disposal well by different regulatory agencies. UIC Class
I well requirements include conducting annual falloff tests. These tests provided reservoir
characteristics and pressures for compliance with the Class I well permit and were not required
in response to area seismicity. The WG reviewed the available falloff tests that confirmed the
Ellenburger disposal interval was naturally fractured.
Following the 2008 and 2009 events, the RRC identified active disposal wells in the area for
further evaluation due to the wells’ proximity to the epicenters of seismic events and the absence
of seismicity prior to initiation of disposal. RRC opened a dialogue with the operators of the
suspect disposal wells, resulting in the voluntary cessation of injection for two wells, one in the
DFW area and one in the Cleburne area, in August 2009 and July 2009, respectively. Since the
two wells were shut-in, the frequency of seismic events in the immediate focus area, as reported
by the USGS website, has substantially decreased.
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RRC of TX website: http://www.rrc.state.tx.us/oil-gas/major-oil-gas-formations/barnett-shale-information/
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The RRC subsequently reviewed its permit actions for these wells and other wells in the area in
an effort to determine if the activity could have been predicted. No indications of possible
induced seismicity were found in these reviews. RRC also inspected the area to verify there were
no resulting public safety issues from these events. In follow-up, the RRC consulted with industry
representatives, along with researchers at the Texas Bureau of Economic Geology, Southern
Methodist University and Texas A&M University. The RRC continues to monitor developments
and research related to injection-induced seismicity.
However, later seismic activity in the DFW area was reported in Janská and Eisner (2012) and
new episodic seismic events have occurred in other areas around Cleburne since the initial case
study. Reviewing the multidisciplinary findings, available WG flow analysis supports cyclic radial
flow followed by linear, fracture flow in the Ellenburger, a karstic carbonate disposal zone. There
is a possibility that a few of the wells may have unintentionally created additional fracturing at
the operating disposal pressures. Additionally, there appears to be a pattern of repeating cycles
of decreased ability to inject followed by enhanced ease of injection, with the decreased
injectivity corresponding to seismic events.
More details on this case study are available in APPENDIX E: .

CENTRAL ARKANSAS AREA
From 2009 through 2011, a series of minor earthquakes occurred in the Fayetteville shale play
near the towns of Guy and Greenbrier in Faulkner County, Arkansas. Regionally, the Enola area,
located approximately 9 miles (14.5 km) southeast of Greenbrier, experienced a swarm of
earthquakes starting in 1982 (Ausbrooks and Doerr, 2007).
The Arkansas Oil and Gas Commission (Commission) has members appointed by the governor of
Arkansas. The Commissioners oversee the state oil and gas agency, also called the Arkansas Oil
and Gas Commission (AOGC).
The AOGC standard UIC permit application package incorporates site assessment, well
construction and completion information, along with other supporting documentation to
demonstrate the protection of USDWs. Site assessment documentation includes surface maps,
location plats, disposal depths, and inventory of offset wells within the area of review. Some
permit applications contain detailed geologic information, such as a narrative, structure map,
type log and additional interpretive data. Well construction details provided to the state include
well specifics (e.g., casing, cement information, perforations, and completion information), and
disposal conditions (e.g., disposal zone and maximum allowable injection rate and surface
pressure). In addition, an annual report filed by the operator provides monthly injection volumes
and pressure data. For one disposal well closest to the Enola area earthquakes, the AOGC also
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requires pressure falloff testing, additional seismic monitoring and intermittent injection during
the permitting process. WG review of the annual injection reports indicated that the Enola area
well operated within the permitted pressure limits.
In October 2009, 3.5 months after injection commenced, earthquake activity began in the
immediate Greenbrier area. To investigate the earthquakes, the AOGC worked with the Arkansas
Geological Survey (AGS) and the University of Memphis Center for Earthquake Research and
Information (CERI), and additional seismographs were deployed. In December 2010, following
increased frequency and higher magnitude earthquakes, the Commission established a
moratorium on the drilling of any new Class II disposal wells in an area surrounding the
immediate vicinity of the increased seismic activity. The Commission also required the operators
of the seven existing Class II disposal wells operating in the moratorium area to provide hourly
injection rates and pressures on a bi-weekly basis for a period of 6 months, through July 2011.
During the moratorium period, the AGS and CERI analyzed the injection data and seismic activity
to determine if there was a relationship.
In late February 2011, following a series of larger magnitude earthquakes, the operators of three
disposal wells nearest to the seismic activity voluntarily terminated well operations prior to the
issuance of the Commission cessation order issued on March 4, 2011. In July 2011, following the
conclusion of the moratorium study, the Commission established a revised permanent
moratorium area in which no additional Class II disposal wells would be drilled and required four
of the original seven disposal wells to be plugged. The revised moratorium area was based on
the trend of the Guy-Greenbrier fault, which the Commission determined as the probable cause
of the seismic activity. The operators of three of the wells voluntarily agreed to plug the subject
disposal wells and were consequently not parties to the July 2011 hearing heard by the
Commissioners. Following the July 2011 Commission hearing, the AOGC issued an order to the
operator of the fourth disposal well to plug that well. The order of the Commission issued in July
2011 became a final administrative regulation on February 17, 2012.
Since July of 2011, the AOGC, AGS and CERI continue to monitor disposal well operations and
seismic activity. Additional seismic monitoring equipment has been purchased to facilitate the
creation of an "early warning" system for emerging seismic activity, thereby allowing more time
to develop appropriate responses.
Reviewing the multidisciplinary findings, operational data analysis indicated cycles of upward and
downward shifts in both the Hall integral and derivative trends on the various plots for the four
disposal wells with adequate monitoring history. As in other case studies, the upward shifts had
at least some correspondence to area seismic events. The cyclic tandem plot patterns, when
considered in conjunction with the area geology, embedded pressure transient tests, and the
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operating gradient plots, likely reflect a combination of reservoir rock heterogeneities, fracturing
occurrence in the wells in the form of enhanced injectivity, and interaction with reservoir
boundaries such as a fault.
More details on this case study are available in APPENDIX F: .

BRAXTON COUNTY, WEST VIRGINIA
In April 2010, a series of earthquakes ranging in magnitude from M2.2 to M3.4 began in Braxton
County, West Virginia. This area had previously experienced a M2.5 earthquake in 2000. Braxton
County is located on the eastern edge of the Marcellus shale play, and drilling in this area began
in 2006. In March 2009, a nearby Class II disposal well began injecting Marcellus oil and gas
production wastewater into the Marcellus formation.
The West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection (WVDEP) Office of Oil and Gas
standard UIC permit application package incorporates site assessment, well construction and
completion information, along with other supporting documentation to demonstrate the
protection of USDWs. The permit application for the well of concern contained detailed geologic
information, such as an isopach and structure map. Site assessment documentation included
surface maps, location plats, disposal depths, and inventory of offset wells within the area of
review. Well construction details provided to the state included well specifics (casing, cement
information, perforations and completion information) and disposal conditions (interval, rate
and maximum pressure requested). The results of a step rate test were also included with the
permit information. In addition, an annual report filed by the operator provides monthly
injection volumes and pressure data. WG review of the annual injection reports indicated that
the well operated within the permitted pressure limits. The data reported by the operator
indicated that the well did not operate continuously.
In response to the seismic activity, the WVDEP reduced the maximum injection volume in
September 2010. No additional earthquakes were recorded in the area after this restriction was
enacted, until January 2012, when a M2.8 earthquake occurred. In response, the WVDEP further
reduced the allowable monthly disposal volume by half the permitted value and researched the
geologic structure of the area. The WVDEP and the WG found no conclusive evidence linking the
cause of the seismicity to the disposal well.
In February 2012, WVDEP began requiring UIC permit applications to include detailed geologic
information specifically to identify subsurface faults, fractures or potential seismically active
features. This additional information requirement includes public or privately available geologic
information, such as seismic survey lines, well records, published academic reports, government
reports or publications, earthquake history, geologic maps or other like information to determine
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the potential for injection to lead to activation of fault features and increase the likelihood of
earthquakes.
Reviewing the multidisciplinary findings, operational analysis of the single disposal well injecting
into the Marcellus shale indicates a hydraulic response. Based on the tandem plot analysis, a
reservoir boundary (or boundaries) such as a fault, a pinch out, or possibly the limits of fracture
stimulation (effectively the limits of permeable rock) was encountered.
More details on this case study are available in APPENDIX G: .

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
Starting on March 17, 2011, a series of 12 small magnitude seismic events occurred in Mahoning
County in and around Youngstown, Ohio, culminating in a M4.0 event on December 31, 2011.
Evidence suggested that the newly permitted, Northstar 1 Class II saltwater disposal well was the
cause of the seismic activity, and the injection well was voluntarily shut down a day before the
M4.0 event. The Northstar 1 injection well had been permitted as a deep stratigraphic test well
and was drilled to a depth of 9,184 feet into the Precambrian basement rocks in April of 2010.
On July 12, 2010, the Northstar 1 was issued a Class II saltwater disposal permit, and injection
operations commenced on December 22, 2010.
The first Class II saltwater disposal well was permitted in Mahoning County in 1985, and eight
more wells were converted to Class II injection between 1985 and 2004. These Class II injection
wells utilized depleted oil and gas zones or were plugged back to shallower, non-oil or gas
geologic formations for disposal. Injection was predominantly for disposal of production brine
associated with conventional oil and gas operations. With the development of the
unconventional shale plays in Pennsylvania and the lack of disposal in Pennsylvania, there was a
need for additional disposal operations. To accommodate some of this need, five commercial
disposal wells (Northstar 1 through 4, and 6) were permitted and drilled in Mahoning County,
Ohio.
Historically, seismic monitoring in Ohio has been sporadic, and seismic events have not been
accurately determined. In 1999, the Ohio Seismic Network (OSN) was established with 6 stations,
and there were 24 seismic stations in operation in 2011. The seismometer at Youngstown State
University was added to the OSN in 2003. Due to the continued seismic events occurring around
the Youngstown area and near the Northstar 1 injection well, four portable seismic units were
deployed on December 1, 2011, by Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory. This portable array
allowed more accurate identification of seismic events. After the M4.0 event on December 31,
2011, the governor of Ohio placed a moratorium on other deep injection wells within a 7 mile
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radius of the Northstar 1 and put a hold on the issuance of any new Class II saltwater injection
well permits until new regulations could be developed.
There is a seismically active zone in western Ohio and several episodically active faults 20 and 40
miles away from Youngstown (Baranoski, 2002 and 2013). Prior to the earthquakes recorded in
2011, the only known deep-seated fault was mapped approximately 20 miles (32 km) away from
the seismic activity, based on a Pennsylvania Geological Survey report (Alexander et al., 2005).
The vast majority of all historic and current seismic activity in Ohio occurs within the Precambrian
basement rocks.
Due to the lack of deep geological information available for the Mahoning County area, a deep
Precambrian basement fault in close proximity to the Northstar 1 went undetected. This fault
was confirmed through evaluation of geophysical logs from the offset deep disposal wells and an
interpreted seismic line.
According to the Preliminary Report on the Northstar 1 Class II Injection Well and the Seismic
Events in the Youngstown, Ohio, Area (Ohio Department of Natural Resources, 2012), data
suggest seismicity in the Mahoning County area is related to Class II disposal. The Northstar 1
was drilled 200 feet into the Precambrian basement rock. The Ohio Department of Natural
Resources (ODNR) report also suggests that pressure from disposal activities may have
communicated with the Fault of Concern located in the Precambrian basement rock. The ODNR
now prohibits the drilling of Class II injection wells into the Precambrian basement rock and has
enhanced the standard UIC permit requirements18 to facilitate better site assessment and
collection of more comprehensive well information. The additional permit requirements include
the following options ‘as deemed necessary’ and are reviewed on a well-by-well basis: pressure
falloff testing, geologic investigation to identify faulting in the immediate vicinity of the well, a
seismic monitoring plan or seismic survey, comprehensive suite of well logs, an initial bottomhole
pressure measurement and a radioactive tracer or spinner survey. Additional operational
controls19 consist of: daily injection volume and pressure monitoring; an automatic shut-off
system; and monthly monitoring of annular pressure.
In late 2012, ODNR also implemented a proactive approach to seismic monitoring around deep
Class II disposal wells in Ohio and purchased nine portable seismic units to bolster earthquake
monitoring capabilities. All nine portable seismic units are in operation, and ODNR has been
monitoring these seismic stations in real-time since late 2012. Additionally, two disposal well

18
19

http://codes.ohio.gov/oac/1501%3A9-3-06
http://codes.ohio.gov/oac/1501%3A9-3-07
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operators have installed their own portable seismic arrays around two new wells that ODNR is
also monitoring in real-time.
Reviewing the multidisciplinary findings led to the following summary: the Northstar 1 injection
well was completed into an approximately 900 foot openhole interval that crossed multiple
formations, including faulted basement rock. A production log indicated flow likely occurred into
an openhole interval above the basement rock; however, the entire completion interval was
exposed to the well’s operating pressure. The tandem plot indicated, as in the other case studies,
several cycles of decreasing and increasing ease of injectivity, with some correspondence
between seismic events, and a portion of the cycles displaying decreasing injectivity (Hall
derivative upswings).
More details on this case study are available in APPENDIX H: .

COMMON CHARACTERISTICS, OBSERVATIONS, AND LESSONS LEARNED FROM CASE STUDIES
The case studies highlighted in this report provided important lessons and observations as well
as common characteristics for wells suspected of inducing seismicity. The lessons learned
provided a basis for the decision model as well as the approaches for minimizing and managing
induced seismicity. The case study common characteristics and observations contributed to the
site conditions component of the decision model. Common characteristics, coupled with key
case study observations and the lessons learned, are summarized below.
COMMON CHARACTERISTICS AND OBSERVATIONS
The common characteristics and observations represent those aspects noted by the WG across
multiple case studies.
•
•
•

•

Petroleum engineering analysis indicated some correspondence between disposal well
behavior and seismicity (all case study areas).
The magnitude of the earthquakes may increase over time as observed in some case
studies (central Arkansas, Ohio and West Virginia).
Injection into fractured disposal zones directly overlying or connected to basement rock
may be more vulnerable to injection-induced seismicity (Arkansas and Ohio case study
areas).
Deep disposal wells were in direct communication or suspected to be in hydraulic
communication with basement rocks and Faults of Concern, as in the central Arkansas
and Ohio examples. Disposal commonly occurred into disposal zones with naturally
fractured reservoir characteristics, as in the central Arkansas and north Texas case study
examples.
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•

•

Operational analysis of disposal rates and pressures on case study wells showed multiple
incidences of repeating cycles of decreased ability to inject followed by enhanced ease of
injection, with the decreased injectivity corresponding to seismic events (all case study
areas).
Operating wells below fracture pressure avoids or minimizes fracture propagation.
Determination of appropriate operating conditions may require actual testing, such as a
step rate test, to measure the formation parting pressure, or conducting an operational
analysis for indication of enhanced injectivity.

LESSONS LEARNED
The following key lessons were learned from the case study reviews:
•

•

•

•

Initiating dialogue with operators can enhance cooperation, resulting in early voluntary
action from operators, including well shut-in, or acquisition of additional site data.
o Initiating dialogue between the operator and UIC regulator resulted in the
voluntary shut-in of some suspect disposal wells (north Texas, central Arkansas
and Ohio).
o In two instances, an operator showed a proprietary 3-D seismic interpretation to
the permitting authority, revealing a deep-seated fault (north Texas and central
Arkansas).
Analysis of existing operational data may provide insight into the reservoir behavior of
the disposal zone (all case study areas).
o Hall integral and derivative plots may indicate a no-flow boundary, such as a fault
plane or stratigraphic pinch out, at a great distance.
o Hall integral and derivative plots may illustrate enhanced ease or increased
difficulty of injection.
Enhanced injectivity could represent injection-induced fracturing, opening or extension
of natural fractures, higher pressures allowing fluid flow into lower permeability portions
of the formation, or encountering an increased permeability zone at distance (all case
study areas).
Acquisition of additional data may provide an improved analysis.
o Additional site characterization may be beneficial:
 Demonstrating a confining layer between the disposal zone and basement
rock, and structural interpretation does not indicate faults extending into
basement rock.
o Increased recording of operational parameters can improve the quality of the
operational data analysis.
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Increased frequency of monitoring for permit parameters improved the
operational analysis (central Arkansas and Ohio).
Conducting a falloff test can further refine the reservoir characterization.
o Fractured flow behavior was confirmed from the falloff test analyses for the
Ellenburger disposal zone in a Cleburne area well (north Texas).
Engaging external geophysical expertise may allow determination of a more accurate
location (x,y,z) of the active fault and stress regime, through reinterpretation or increased
seismic monitoring.
o Especially useful when earthquake event magnitudes increased over time (central
Arkansas, Ohio and West Virginia).
Lack of historic seismic events may be a function of lack of seismic activity, seismic activity
below recordable levels, or epicenters away from population centers.
Existing seismic monitoring stations are generally insufficient to pinpoint active fault
locations; more sensitive and better located monitoring systems are needed to accurately
identify active faults and detect smaller events.
o Installation of additional stations resulted in reliable identification of active fault
locations (central Arkansas and DFW airport area of north Texas).
o Epicenters of recorded events are scattered, due to an insufficient number of
network stations in proximity to the activity (West Virginia).
Seismic event data is periodically updated.
o During preparation of this report the seismicity data were downloaded on
different dates, with many of the initial events later revised or deleted.
 Deletions typically occur between the first event report and entry into the
catalog (NEIC or ComCat).
 Revisions cover 3-D location as well as magnitude.
• Several of the catalogs have added a revision date to their entries
to help identify such changes.
Seismic event data may be reprocessed, resulting in relocation of the event.
o Fine-tuned relocation is possible when a sufficiently detailed velocity model is
developed.
o Relocated events are found in later publications and may not be in the catalogs.
A multidisciplinary approach helped to minimize and manage induced seismicity at a given
location (all case study areas).
o State geological survey or university researchers provided expert consultation,
facilitated installation of additional seismometers and provided a clearer
understanding of the deep-seated active faulting (north Texas and central
Arkansas).
Director discretionary authority was used to solve individual site-specific concerns:


•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
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o Directors used authority to acquire additional site information, request action
from operators and prohibit disposal operations. For example, directors used the
following approaches:
 Increased monitoring and reporting requirements for disposal well
operators to provide additional operational data for reservoir analysis
(central Arkansas).
 Required one operator to install a seismic monitoring array prior to
disposal as an initial permit condition (central Arkansas).
 Plugged or temporarily shut-in suspect disposal wells linked to injectioninduced seismicity while investigating or interpreting additional data (all
case study areas).
 Defined a moratorium area prohibiting Class II disposal wells in a defined
high-risk area of seismic activity (central Arkansas).
 Decreased allowable injection rates and total monthly volumes in
response to seismic activity (West Virginia).

DECISION MODEL
The primary objective of the WG was to develop a practical tool, the decision model, for the UIC
Director to consider in minimizing and managing injection-induced seismicity potentially
associated with new or existing Class II disposal wells. The decision model is specifically designed
for Class II disposal wells. However, the UIC Director should also consider other causative factors,
such as lake level changes or different types of area operations (mining, production activities,
etc.). As mentioned previously, the three key components behind injection-induced seismicity
are (1) sufficient pressure buildup from disposal activities, (2) a Fault of Concern, and (3) a
pathway allowing the increased pressure to communicate from the disposal well to the fault. All
three components must be present to induce seismicity. The decision model was designed to
identify the presence of any of the three key components. Based on the historical successful
implementation of the UIC program, the decision model would not be applicable to the vast
majority of existing Class II disposal wells since most are not associated with seismic activity. Use
of the decision model is predicated on UIC Director discretionary authority. Federal UIC
regulations do not specifically address risk consequences associated with seismicity, but allow
the UIC Director discretion to ensure protection of USDWs.
The decision model incorporates a site assessment consideration process addressing reservoir
and geologic characteristics related to the three key components. The decision model provides
the UIC Director with specific site assessment considerations and approaches to identify and
address seismicity criteria for both existing and new disposal wells. No single question addresses
all the considerations needed to evaluate a new or existing disposal well. If issues are identified,
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the decision model provides specific operational, monitoring and management approaches as
options for addressing the issues.
The diagram of the decision model, Figure 1, is followed by a discussion of considerations for site
assessment. The “area” referenced in the decision model is a geographic area with the extent
determined by the Director using expertise about the site circumstances. Issues identified
through the site assessment consideration thought process are then addressed, as needed, by a
combination of operational, monitoring and management approaches. These options were
identified by the WG from petroleum engineering methods, literature reviews, analyses of the
case studies, and consultations with researchers, operators and state regulators. A more detailed
discussion of the decision model is included in APPENDIX B: .
The decision model (Figure 1) contains three symbols that represent the following:
•
•
•

Bubble – thought process
Diamond – decision point
Rectangle – outcome
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FIGURE 1: INJECTION-INDUCED SEISMICITY DECISION MODEL
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EXISTING OR NEW CLASS II DISPOSAL WELL
The decision model was designed to address seismicity concerns related to new or existing
disposal wells. Below are the different scenarios. Different site assessment considerations may
be applicable to each scenario.
1. An existing disposal well operating in a zone with historical injection
2. An existing disposal well in an area not experiencing seismicity, where the operator
requests a substantial increase to injection volumes or pressure
3. A new disposal well in a disposal zone or area where little or no disposal activity has
previously occurred, with or without seismic activity
Scenario (1) may not warrant further site assessment based on successful historical operations,
while scenarios (2) or (3) may warrant additional site characterization consideration, especially if
the well is located in a region with possible Faults of Concern.

HAVE ANY CONCERNS RELATED TO SEISMICITY BEEN IDENTIFIED?
An UIC Director who does not identify any injection-induced seismicity concerns may exit the
decision model and continue through the normal UIC regulatory process; otherwise, a
continuation through the model for further site assessment considerations may be warranted.

SITE ASSESSMENT CONSIDERATIONS
Site assessment considerations identify and help the UIC Director evaluate any specific site
characteristics that raise potential issues regarding injection-induced seismicity. Uncertainties
about any one of the three key components may warrant collection or review of additional data
within the site assessment consideration process.
Site assessment considerations may pertain to information from permit applications or postapproval permit monitoring data. Site assessment considerations may include aspects of both
geosciences and petroleum engineering, so a multidisciplinary approach is advantageous. Details
about the decision model diagram and its associated site assessment considerations are provided
in APPENDIX B: .
Site assessment considerations determined to be relevant for the decision model were the
following:
•
•

What additional area geoscience information is warranted to assess the likelihood of
Faults of Concern and seismic events?
Has the static pressure and potential pressure buildup from disposal operations been
determined?
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•
•
•
•

Are the reservoir pressure distribution pathways characterized?
Is consultation with external geoscience and engineering experts warranted?
What is the proximity of the disposal zone to basement rock (directly or through a
pathway)?
Is other information needed?

ARE THERE ANY SEISMICITY CONCERNS REMAINING AFTER SITE ASSESSMENT?
An UIC Director who does not identify any injection-induced seismicity concerns following a more
detailed site assessment may exit the decision model and continue through the normal UIC
regulatory process. When an injection-induced seismicity concern is identified, the Director may
determine an approach to address the concern. The site assessment considerations are intended
to guide the Director in selecting operational, monitoring and management approaches that are
appropriate for addressing induced seismicity issues.

APPROACHES FOR ADDRESSING SITE ASSESSMENT ISSUES
There are a number of approaches available to manage and minimize significant seismic events.
These can be broadly categorized as operational, monitoring and management approaches. An
operational approach may include, for example, restricting the maximum allowable injection rate
or pressure. A monitoring approach may necessitate collection of additional monitoring data, for
example, operational pressures, additional seismic monitoring or pressure transient well testing.
A management approach supports a proactive approach for prompt action following seismic
events and promotes agency, operator and public interaction. The UIC Director determines
which, if any, approaches are important, depending on site-specific considerations. Details about
the approaches for addressing issues associated with the site assessment considerations are
provided in APPENDIX B: .

CAN AN APPROACH BE USED TO SUCCESSFULLY ADDRESS SEISMICITY CONCERNS?
Where the UIC Director does not identify a suitable approach for addressing seismicity concerns,
conditions may not be suitable for disposal operations at that location. If monitoring, operational
or management approaches provide the required level of protection, the Director may condition
the permit accordingly or use discretionary authority to require the desired approaches without
revoking the permit.

RESEARCH NEEDS
The WG did not exhaust all avenues with respect to research on the value of petroleum
engineering approaches. An abundance of research describing seismology and geomechanical
behavior in the form of physical rock properties exists, although studies that combined
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petroleum engineering and geoscience approaches could not be found by the WG. The WG
recommends future practical research using a multidisciplinary approach and a holistic
assessment addressing disposal well and reservoir behavior, geology and area seismicity. Such
an approach would benefit from combined expertise in geology, petroleum engineering,
geophysics and seismology, which may not be available through one entity. For example, areas
of expertise should include, but may not be limited to structural and stratigraphic geology; rock
mechanics (aka geomechanics); seismology; reservoir characterization; reservoir fluid flow
mechanisms; and disposal well construction, completion and performance.
The WG employed Hall plots for the petroleum engineering analysis because regulators may
perform these analyses using widely available spreadsheet software and routinely obtained
program data. However, other petroleum engineering evaluations are also available that may be
applicable, if converted to incorporate injection conditions. The WG identified correspondence
between injection well operational characteristics and seismic events in some of the case study
wells using Hall plots. Future research is needed to explore other simple engineering techniques
that could be used to analyze potential correlations between disposal well operational long-term
hydraulic behavior and earthquake events. One of the key outcomes of such a research project
would be a practical set of methodologies to assess operating data using injection well permit
reporting data normally acquired for existing UIC permits.
To clarify the meaning of the injectivity patterns observed in the case study wells, a comparison
of typical injectivity responses for disposal wells in different fractured and unfractured
formations would be invaluable. There are a host of variations on this theme, where additional
information is needed in order to identify whether a response is associated with a single cause
or stems from multiple sources. This information includes such things as formation character,
offset disposal well interaction, proximity to a fault, and fracture initiation. A correlative study
analyzing whether or not microseismicity accompanies the disposal would help to clarify the risk
aspect. Where seismic responses appear, understanding the timing of disposal operations and
the apparent response would be an important addition to the UIC knowledge base.
There is also a need for research related to geologic siting criteria for disposal zones in areas with
limited or no existing data. The geologic and geophysical study could focus on new stratigraphic
horizons that could serve as disposal zones in these areas, the nature of subsurface stresses in
basement rocks of these areas, and a more detailed regional geological assessment of basement
faults. If sufficient earthquake catalog data are available, additional research to devise a
statistical analysis to relate Class II disposal wells operating parameters to induced seismicity
would be useful.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MINIMIZING OR MANAGING INJECTION-INDUCED
SEISMICITY
The WG found that no single recommendation addresses all the complexities related to managing
or minimizing injection-induced seismicity. Recommendations included in this report were
derived from a combination of WG expertise, case studies, consultations with outside experts
and data from literature reviews. Recommendations from the outcome of the decision model
can be divided into three technical categories (site assessment considerations, operational and
monitoring) and a management component. An early step in the induced seismicity evaluation
process is to conduct a preliminary assessment. Based on the preliminary assessment and
additional site assessment considerations, further operational, monitoring and management
approaches may be warranted. The complete discussion of the decision model is located in
APPENDIX B: .

PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING OR NEW OIL AND GAS WASTE DISPOSAL WELLS
•
•
•
•

Assess disposal history for correlation with area seismicity.
Review area seismicity for increases in frequency or magnitude.
Identify changes in disposal well operating conditions that may influence seismicity.
Determine the depth to basement rock and potential connectivity to the disposal zone.

SITE ASSESSMENT CONSIDERATIONS
Site assessment considerations were developed to identify and evaluate specific site
characteristics that may represent potential issues for injection-induced seismicity. Many
geologic and petroleum engineering considerations for site characterization are not part of the
typical permit application process. Additional data collection or review of additional data may
be warranted. Possible site assessment activities are shown below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Evaluate regional and local area geoscience information to assess the likelihood of
activating faults and causing seismic events.
Assess the initial static pressure and potential pressure buildup in the reservoir.
Review the available data to characterize reservoir pathways that could allow pressure
communication from disposal activities to a Fault of Concern.
Consult with external geoscience or engineering experts as needed to acquire or evaluate
additional site information.
Determine the proximity of the disposal zone to basement rock.
Consider collecting additional site assessment information in areas with no previous
disposal activity and limited geoscience data or reservoir characterization, prior to
authorizing disposal.
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APPROACHES
Possible operational, monitoring and management approaches follow to address seismicity
concerns that may arise from the site assessment evaluation. Several proactive practices were
identified for managing or minimizing injection-induced seismicity. The applicability and use of
any of these approaches should be determined by the Director.
OPERATIONAL APPROACH
•
•
•
•

•
•

Conduct a petroleum engineering analysis of operational data on wells in areas where
seismicity has occurred, to identify potential correlation.
Conduct pressure transient testing in disposal wells suspected of causing seismic events
to obtain information about injection zone characteristics near the well.
Perform periodic static bottomhole pressure monitoring to assess current reservoir
pressures.
Modify injection well permit operational parameters as needed to minimize or manage
seismicity issues. This may require trial and error. Examples of modifications may include
the following:
o Reduce injection rates, starting at lower rates and increasing gradually.
o Inject intermittently to allow time for pressure dissipation, with the amount of
shut-in time needed being site-specific.
o Separate multiple injection wells by a larger distance for pressure distribution
since pressure buildup effects in the subsurface are additive.
o Implement contingency measures in the event seismicity occurs over a specified
level.
Operate wells below fracture pressure to maintain the integrity of the disposal zone and
confining layers.
Perform annular pressure tests and production logging if mechanical integrity is a
concern.

MONITORING APPROACH
•
•
•
•

Increase frequency of monitoring for injection parameters, such as formation pressure
and rates, to increase the accuracy of analysis.
Monitor static reservoir pressure to evaluate pressure buildup in the formation over time.
Install seismic monitoring instruments in areas of concern to allow more accurate location
determination and increased sensitivity for seismic event magnitude.
Increase monitoring of fluid specific gravities in commercial disposal wells with disposal
fluids of variable density since the density impacts the bottomhole pressure in the well.
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MANAGEMENT APPROACH
•

•

•
•
•

•

For wells suspected of induced seismicity, take early actions, such as acquiring more
frequent reports of injection volumes and pressures, reducing injection rates, and/or
increasing seismic monitoring, rather than waiting on definitive proof of the causal
relationship. Engage the operators early in the process, especially in areas that are
determined to be vulnerable to injection-induced seismicity.
Engage external multidisciplinary experts from other agencies or institutions. For
example, Directors may utilize geophysicists to interpret or refine data from seismic
events for accuracy and stress direction.
Provide training for UIC Directors on new reservoir operational analysis techniques to
help them understand the spreadsheet parameters.
Employ a multidisciplinary team for future research to address possible links between
disposal well and reservoir behavior, geology and area seismicity.
Include a seismic threshold as a condition of the permit describing action to be taken in
the event of initiation of or increase in seismic events. Thresholds could be based on the
magnitude or frequency of events.
Develop public outreach programs to explain the complexities of injection-induced
seismicity.

REPORT/END PRODUCT TASK RESULTS
EPA requested that the NTW output include a specific list of elements in the final report
(APPENDIX A: ). This list is repeated below, with the corresponding section of this report
summarizing the results listed immediately below the item. (Report locations are italicized.)
1. Comparison of parameters identified as most applicable to induced seismicity with the
technical parameters collected under current regulations
A point-by-point comparison is not possible as program requirements are widely variable
across the various EPA regions and state agencies. The most commonly requested
disposal permit parameters found to be useful in addressing potentially induced
seismicity include accurate reporting20 for the following:
a. All available disposal formation data with respect to flow characteristics and
continuity; i.e., static pressure, permeability, normal flow pattern (homogenous
or linear) and potential disruptions to flow path (stratigraphic or structural)

20

Many of these parameters may be requested, but not required.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

b. Annual reports of injection volumes and pressures (average and maximum);
monthly is more useful than quarterly; daily is needed for more refined analysis
Decision-making model—conceptual flow chart
Figure 1 under Decision Model: Site Assessment Considerations and at the end of
APPENDIX B
a. Provide strategies for preventing or addressing significant induced seismicity.
(Note that prevention of earthquakes may not be possible where faults are
critically stressed.)
i. Recommendations for Minimizing or Managing Injection-Induced
Seismicity; and first subheading
ii. APPENDIX B: Introduction
b. Identify readily available applicable databases or other information.
i. APPENDIX L: and APPENDIX M:
c. Develop site characterization check list
i. Recommendations for Minimizing or Managing Injection-Induced
Seismicity: Site Assessment Considerations
ii. APPENDIX B: Site Assessment Considerations for Evaluating Seismicity
d. Explore applicability of pressure transient testing and/or pressure monitoring
techniques
i. Case Study Results
ii. APPENDIX D - APPENDIX H
Summary of lessons learned from case studies
i. Case Study Results: Common Characteristics, Observations, and Lessons
Learned From Case Studies
Recommended measurement or monitoring techniques for higher risk areas
a. Approaches to address site assessment consideration
i. APPENDIX B: and APPENDIX D:
Applicability of conclusions to other well classes
Induced seismicity with respect to other well classes was discussed in the Introduction.
The conclusions for the Class II disposal program may be applicable to other well classes;
however, additional considerations may also be needed particularly for geothermal wells.
i. APPENDIX K: Subject Bibliography: Geothermal

6. Define if specific areas of research are needed
i. Research Needs
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REPORT FINDINGS
The following major report findings are derived from the literature reviews, case study reviews,
and the development of the decision model:
•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•

The three key components behind injection-induced seismicity are (1) sufficient pressure
buildup from disposal activities, (2) a Fault of Concern, and (3) a pathway for the increased
pressure to communicate from the disposal well to the fault. Successful disposal occurs
in areas with one or two characteristics present, but not all three.
The UIC Director should take early prudent action to minimize the potential for injectioninduced seismicity rather than requiring substantial proof of the causal relationship.
The WG applied petroleum engineering techniques not identified in the injection-induced
seismicity literature. These techniques have useful application for assessing flow path
and fault presence. Basic petroleum engineering practices coupled with geology and
geophysical information may provide a better assessment of well operational behavior in
addition to improved understanding of reservoir and fault characteristics.
A multidisciplinary approach is important for the evaluation of the key three components.
Understanding the geologic characteristics and reservoir flow behavior of a site involves
methodologies from petroleum engineering, geology and geophysics disciplines.
The case studies were useful for identifying common characteristics of suspect wells and
actions UIC Directors took through discretionary authority to manage and minimize
seismic events in these areas.
Additional research is needed to explore correlations between disposal well operational
behavior and nearby earthquake events, taking into consideration all possible causal
effects.
Future research should consider a practical multidisciplinary approach and a holistic
assessment addressing disposal well and reservoir behavior, geology and area seismicity.
The decision model developed through this effort is based on a thought process derived
from a combination of case studies, literature reviews and understanding the conditions
essential to cause seismicity. The WG selected a thought process versus a definitive
framework to provide the Director with flexibility. The key questions of the decision
model are:
o Have any seismicity concerns been identified in new or existing wells?
o Are there site considerations remaining following further review of data?
o Can a monitoring, operational or management approach be used to successfully
address seismicity concerns?

Greater detail regarding these findings can be found in the respective report sections and
associated appendices.
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GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND TERMS
ACRONYMS
AAPG

American Association of Petroleum Geologists

AGS

Arkansas Geological Survey

ANSS

USGS Advanced National Seismic System

AOGC

Arkansas Oil and Gas Commission

BHP

Bottomhole Pressure

CERI

Center for Earthquake Research and Information

ComCat

Comprehensive catalog

DFW

Dallas-Fort Worth

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

HF

Hydraulic Fracturing

IEA

International Energy Agency

M4.0

Magnitude earthquake event; for instance, M4.0 means magnitude 4.0

NCEER

Central and Eastern United States, CERI Earthquake database

NEIC

National Earthquake Information Center, U.S. Geological Survey

NTW

National Technical Workgroup

ODNR

Ohio Department of Natural Resources

OSN

Ohio Seismic Network

PDE

Preliminary Determination Earthquake, NEIC Earthquake database

RRC

Railroad Commission of Texas

SMU

Southern Methodist University

SPE

Society of Petroleum Engineers

SRA

Eastern, Central & Mountain States NEIC Earthquake database

UIC

Underground Injection Control

USDW

Underground Source of Drinking Water

USGS

U.S. Geological Survey

USHIS

Significant U.S. quakes, NEIC Earthquake database

WG

Injection-induced Seismicity Working Group

WVDEP

West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection Office of Oil and Gas
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TERMS
Catalog aka earthquake catalog from USGS online Earthquake Search of the NEIC PDE catalog of
earthquakes. http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqarchives/epic/
Class II injection wells are wells that inject fluids (1) which are brought to the surface in
connection with conventional oil or natural gas production and may be commingled
with waste waters from gas plants which are an integral part of production operations,
unless those waters are classified as a hazardous waste at the time of injection, (2) for
enhanced recovery of oil or natural gas; and (3) for storage of hydrocarbons which are
liquid at standard temperature and pressure (40 CFR 146.5(b)).
Earthquake is a term used to describe both sudden slip on a fault, and the resulting ground
shaking and radiated seismic energy caused by the slip, or by volcanic or magmatic
activity, or other sudden stress changes in the earth (USGS). Earthquakes resulting from
human activities will be called induced earthquakes in this report.
Epicenter is the point on the earth's surface vertically above the hypocenter (or focus) point in
the crust where a seismic rupture begins. NEIC coordinates are given in the WGS84
reference frame. The position uncertainty of the hypocenter location varies from about
100 m horizontally and 300 m vertically for the best located events, those in the middle
of densely spaced seismograph networks, to tens of kilometers for events in large parts
of the United States.
Falloff test is a pressure transient test conducted by shutting an injection well in and observing
the pressure decline at the well over a period of time.
Fault of Concern is a fault optimally oriented for movement and located in a critically stressed
region. The fault is also of sufficient size, and possesses sufficient accumulated
stress/strain, such that fault slip and movement has the potential to cause a significant
earthquake. Fault may refer to a single fault or a zone of multiple faults and fractures.
See also Geologic Stress Considerations; APPENDIX B: Site Assessment Considerations
For Evaluating Seismicity; and APPENDIX M: State of Stress for more complete
discussion.
Hypocenter, aka focus, is the 3-D location of the earthquake source, i.e., latitude, longitude,
focal depth below ground.
Isopach is a contour map illustrating the variations of thickness of a defined stratum.
Magnitude is a number that characterizes the relative size of an earthquake at the hypocenter.
Magnitude is based on the measurement of the maximum motion recorded by a
seismograph or the energy released. Generally, damage is reported for magnitudes
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above 5. 21 Magnitude (M) will refer to the numbers reported by USGS or the NEIC, not
separated between moment, body wave, or surface wave magnitudes.
Magnitude 22
2.5 or less
2.5 to 5.4
5.5 to 6.0
6.1 to 6.9
7.0 to 7.9
8.0 or greater

Earthquake Effects
Usually not felt, but can be recorded by seismograph.
Often felt, but only causes minor damage.
Slight damage to buildings and other structures.
May cause a lot of damage in very populated areas.
Major earthquake. Serious damage.
Great earthquake. Can totally destroy communities near the
epicenter.

Microseismicity has no formal definition, but generally is an earthquake with a magnitude less
than 2. (The Severity of an Earthquake, USGS website:
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/topics/richter.php)
Step rate test is a pressure transient test that consists of a series of increasing injection rates as
a series of rate steps and estimates the pressure necessary to fracture the formation.
Significant earthquakes/seismic events, for this report, are of a magnitude that can cause
damage or potentially endanger underground sources of drinking water.
Static pressure, for this report, is the bottomhole pressure in the pore volume around the
injection well measured in the wellbore at the end of a shut-in period that reaches
stabilized conditions.
Tectonic is the rock structure and external forms resulting from the deformation of the earth’s
crust. (Dictionary of Geological Terms, 1976).

21

Building damage was reported following 2011 earthquakes near Trinidad, Colorado (5.3); near Greenbrier,
Arkansas (4.7); and the Soultz, France, project (2.9).
22
Michigan Tech, <http://www.geo.mtu.edu/UPSeis/magnitude.html>, Accessed 11/10/14.
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INTRODUCTION
A key objective of this project was to develop a practical tool for Underground Injection Control
(UIC) regulators to use in the evaluation of potential injection-induced seismicity or to manage
and minimize suspected injection-induced seismicity. As a result, a decision model was
developed for UIC regulators to consider based on site-specific data from the Class II disposal
well area in question. The decision model was designed in consideration of the three key
components necessary for inducing seismicity, (1) sufficient pressure buildup from disposal
activities, (2) a Fault of Concern, and (3) a pathway allowing the increased pressure to
communicate from the disposal well to the Fault of Concern. Options for additional actions are
included in this model.
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The absence of recorded historical seismic events in the vicinity of a proposed Class II injection
well does not mean there were not historic low-level seismic events. It is possible that low-level
events occurred but were not detected by the historic seismic monitoring network. With the
increased deployment of modern and more accurate portable seismic units or seismic arrays,
many previously undetected low-level seismic events are now being documented in some areas
of the United States. The increased deployment of these seismic instruments further enhances
the ability to detect low-level seismic events, whether naturally occurring or induced.
Nevertheless, the occurrence of measurable seismicity after the initiation of disposal in areas
with little or no historic seismicity supports the possibility of induced seismicity.
Class II disposal activities have existed for decades without inducing significant seismicity. This
decision model may not be applicable to areas with historically demonstrated successful disposal
activities. Because of complex variations in geology and reservoir characteristics across the
country, it is neither practical nor appropriate to provide a detailed step-by-step decision model.
Instead, UIC Director discretionary authority will determine the applicability of this decision
model to Class II disposal well activities and the need to address site-specific conditions. The
model presented in this report summarizes the various considerations and approaches identified
by the Injection-Induced Seismicity Working Group (WG) through petroleum engineering
methods; geosciences considerations; literature review; analysis of the case studies;
consultations with researchers, operators and state regulators; and feedback from subject
matter experts. The decision model is included as Figure B-1 at the end of this appendix.

AREAS FOR REVIEW
Throughout the decision model discussion and Figure B-1, the “area” referenced is a geographic
area with an extent determined by the Director based on usage, whether as a screening tool or
a focused site-specific evaluation tool. The geographic area can also vary based on geologic
setting and the available seismic monitoring network. Therefore, defining the term “area” with
a specific areal extent was not practical for this report.
Options for a screening seismicity review include looking at the overall seismicity history of a
broad area, statewide or by geologic province. A simple method is to use both a statewide
historical seismicity map prepared by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) or another seismicity
reporting service, and the Quaternary Fold and Fault Map created by a USGS consortium.
APPENDIX M: Task 1 contains links and a more detailed discussion of these maps. This screening
area could then be further subdivided by the level of seismic activity or quiescence.
In seismically active areas, the focused area of interest may center on the disposal well and
related geologic structures of interest. For example, a more detailed, localized review may be
recommended by the Director to further evaluate the potential for local geologic structures to
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affect the injection well operations. In determining the size of the focused search area, the
Director should consider geology and the density of seismometers, which impacts the accuracy
of the recorded seismic events in both the lateral and vertical directions. Generally, because of
reduced seismometer spacing, accuracy of hypocenter locations outside of active seismic zones
is on average 6 miles (10 km), as discussed in APPENDIX M: Task 1. Vertical accuracy varies
significantly depending on seismic processing assumptions and seismometer density, but the
error range is typically 10,000 to 16,500 feet (3–5 km). The accuracy of seismic events can be
further refined by the deployment of portable units around the disposal well.
Quiescent areas are less likely to be of concern for injection-induced seismicity. For seismically
active areas, the Director may decide to continue through the decision model process and
address potential induced events through other means such as permit contingencies.

EXISTING VERSUS NEW CLASS II DISPOSAL WELL
EXISTING CLASS II OIL AND GAS WASTE DISPOSAL WELL
Two primary reasons the Director may find the decision model useful for existing wells are (1)
increased seismicity or (2) change in operating condition of a well located in areas susceptible to
seismic events. On a case-by-case basis, the Director may elect to continue further into the
decision model by utilizing site assessment considerations to address potential injection-induced
seismicity or to minimize and manage existing induced seismicity. If seismicity concerns arise
during operation of the disposal well, the Director may revisit the decision model.
Increased seismicity can be determined by various means, such as media reporting, available
seismic databases, or the USGS Earthquake Notification Service, which allows the user to
customize notifications by area and magnitude. APPENDIX L: lists available databases. A change
in relevant operating or site conditions since the well was last permitted may prompt further
review by the Director. Relevant parameters should relate to the key components for inducing
seismicity (sufficient pressure buildup, reservoir pathway, and Fault of Concern).

NEW CLASS II OIL AND GAS WASTE DISPOSAL WELL
For new disposal well applications, the Director may consider whether there is a history of
successful disposal activity in the area of the proposed well. Successful disposal activity consists
of years of historical disposal without seismic activity in the same geographic area and disposal
zone. New wells located in such an area would not be of concern. However, a new disposal well
located in an area with no previous disposal activity in the proposed zone may require additional
analysis. Uncertainties in reservoir characterization may exist in new areas with few or no
existing wells, possibly justifying the need for additional site characterization information and
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analysis. Additionally, the location of the disposal zone relative to basement rock may be a
consideration on a site-by-site basis. Again, the Director’s knowledge of the area and historic
disposal activity may determine the need for further site consideration.

HAVE ANY CONCERNS RELATED TO SEISMICITY BEEN IDENTIFIED?
If the Director does not identify any injection-induced seismicity concerns, he or she may exit the
decision model and continue through the normal UIC regulatory process; otherwise, a
continuation through the model for further site assessment considerations may be warranted.
For a disposal well suspected of initiating seismic activity, the Director determines the
appropriateness of advancing the well further through the decision model. The Director may also
determine a level of seismicity relevant for further evaluation.

SITE ASSESSMENT CONSIDERATIONS FOR EVALUATING SEISMICITY
Once the Director has identified potential concerns related to injection-induced seismicity,
additional site assessment considerations may be justified. With few exceptions, injectioninduced seismicity occurs in response to increased pore pressure from injection, transmitted
through a pathway, to a fault plane of concern (Nicholson and Wesson, 1992). Therefore, the
WG identified site-specific assessment considerations for evaluating significant seismicity. These
considerations may not all be applicable and are not listed in any order of importance. The
Director determines which considerations may be applicable for an existing or proposed Class II
disposal well based on site-specific information. Ultimately, through discretionary authority, the
Director may require additional site assessment information or monitoring for the protection of
underground sources of drinking water (USDW).
Site assessment considerations focus on identifying whether any of the three key components of
injection-induced seismicity are present. The considerations included in the decision model are
discussed individually below, along with the positive and negative aspects for each.

WHAT ADDITIONAL AREA GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION IS WARRANTED TO ASSESS THE
LIKELIHOOD OF FAULTS AND SEISMIC EVENTS?
With few exceptions, injection-induced earthquakes occur in response to increased pore
pressure from injection, transmitted through a pathway to a Fault of Concern. Understanding
the area geology through available geoscience information may clarify two of the induced
seismicity components: the nature of the pathway transmitting the pore pressure response and
the identification of Faults of Concern subject to the pressure response. The lateral continuity
and heterogeneity of the disposal zone influence both the pressure buildup from disposal
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operations and the distribution pathway. The effectiveness of overlying and underlying confining
zones may influence the dispersion of pressure in all directions.
Accurate fault assessment, as part of the overall site characterization, is a critical aspect of
managing injection-induced seismicity and includes determining the orientation of faults with
respect to the geologic stress field. Subsurface faults exist throughout most of the country, and
the presence of a fault itself may not be a concern. If a site is in an area with a history of seismic
activity, Faults of Concern are likely present in the region. Consideration should be given to the
possibility of deep-seated faulting (basement faulting), as reported with the Rocky Mountain
Arsenal (Hsieh and Bredehoeft, 1981) and central Arkansas induced events (Ausbrooks, 2011a,
2011b, 2011c, 2011d; Horton and Ausbrooks, 2011).
There are a number of possible options for determining the presence or absence of faulting
around a proposed or existing disposal well, including a review of published literature, state
geological agency reports, commercial structure maps or interpretations of seismic survey
results.23 While the latter are the most definitive, they are also the most expensive and timeconsuming to acquire, and they may require property access that cannot be readily obtained.
Well operators may have exploration seismic survey results that can enhance fault analysis for
the site characterization. For example, active faults in central Arkansas and the Dallas-Fort
Worth, Texas area were identified first from seismic activity and then verified on the operator’s
interpreted 3-D seismic surveys, (Chesapeake Energy, personal communication, meeting
September 16, 2011). If seismic surveys are available, a re-analysis may help identify any deepseated faults and associated fractures and their extent. Some faults, however, such as those that
are near-vertical strike-slip, may be missed.
Correlations of geophysical logs or review of geologic cross-sections may indicate missing or
faulted out rock sections. If a fault is present, information on the origin, displacement and
vertical extent of the fault may be a consideration. Geophysical logs may also identify the rock
characteristic of the disposal zone and the reservoir pathways the pressure from disposal
operations may encounter. If site-specific geoscience information is limited or insufficient and
regional studies indicate faults or subsurface stress in the broader area, additional information
may be needed to evaluate the likelihood of inducing seismicity.
Geologic site characterization information on flow characteristics, fracture networks and stress
fields may be available from: (1) regional and local geologic studies, or (2) information from

23

Seismic survey lines are typically proprietary, but may be obtained commercially or viewed by special
arrangement. If provided, the data may be submitted as confidential business information.
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geophysical logs, core analysis and hydraulic fracturing results. Any published articles discussing
the basin, reservoir rock or structural history of the area may indicate if faulting, fracturing or
directional flow is present. Various publications provide information on determining optimal
orientation of faults with respect to the stress field (Holland, 2013; Howe-Justinic et al., 2013).

HAS THE STATIC PRESSURE AND POTENTIAL PRESSURE BUILDUP FROM DISPOSAL OPERATIONS
BEEN DETERMINED?
Reservoir pressure buildup, one of the three key components of induced seismicity, is influenced
by reservoir flow behavior, disposal rate and hydraulic characteristics of the disposal zone. To
perform conventional reservoir pressure buildup calculations, knowledge of disposal zone
hydraulic characteristics is required. Disposal zone hydraulic characteristics include static
reservoir pressure, permeability, effective net thickness, porosity, fluid viscosity and system
compressibility. Details about these characteristics are generally determined from some
combination of fluid level measurements, pressure transient testing results, logging and
completion data and fluid and rock property correlations. The static pressure provides a starting
point for determining the pressure buildup during disposal activities. Once these values are
obtained, the pressure buildup calculations can then be performed to assess the magnitude of
pressure increases throughout the disposal reservoir.
Typically, an infinite-acting homogeneous reservoir with radial flow is assumed for the pressure
buildup calculation. In many Class II disposal applications, limited reservoir property
measurements are available, and actual pressure buildup calculations are done using assumed
or accepted area formation characteristic values. Reservoir falloff tests can provide clarity as to
whether the homogeneous reservoir behavior assumption is valid or whether pressure buildup
projections should be calculated using a different set of fluid flow behavior assumptions. A static
bottomhole pressure measurement, typically obtained at the end of a falloff test, may also
provide an assessment of reservoir pressure increase around the injection well, offering insight
into the magnitude of pressure buildup to which the area fault may have been subjected.
Naturally fractured disposal formations involving induced seismicity may require more complex
pressure buildup prediction methods to account for non-radial reservoir behavior. Several cases
of suspected injection-induced earthquakes in the literature appear to be characterized by
injection zones located within fractured formations (Belayneh et al., 2007; Healy et al., 1968;
Horton and Ausbrooks, 2011).

IS THE RESERVOIR PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION PATHWAY CHARACTERIZED?
The potential pathway or the ability of the reservoir to transmit pressure to a Fault of Concern is
best characterized by a combination of geosciences and petroleum engineering information.
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Geologic information can help characterize the nature and continuity of the disposal zone. For
example, a geologic isopach map or cross-section may define the lateral continuity of the disposal
zone and the area potentially impacted by the pressure response from disposal operations.
Evaluation of the confining capability of formations overlying and underlying the disposal zone
may indicate the potential for pressure dispersal outside the disposal zone. A type log from the
disposal well or area offset well may illustrate whether confining layers are present. Other useful
aspects for consideration include the number of formations and thickness of permeable strata
included within the disposal zone. Heterogeneities in the receiving formations will impact the
pathway for pressure distribution away from the disposal well. This level of detailed information,
while useful, is not typically required for Class II disposal well operations and therefore may not
be available in all situations.
Review of daily drilling reports and open-hole geophysical logs may suggest characteristics of the
disposal zone and overlying confining zones, helping to describe the reservoir pathway. For
example, borehole washouts or elongated boreholes observed on a caliper log may suggest a
high-stress or fractured zone. Heavier mud weights used while drilling may suggest the presence
of higher pressure zones. Core data are not typically acquired during the drilling of Class II
disposal wells, but if available, could show natural fractures (open or sealed), karstic rock or fault
gouging if present. Open-hole geophysical logs, such as fracture finder logs, multi-arm dipmeters,
borehole televiewers or variable-density logs may also assist in identifying fractured zones.
Production logging data in an existing well may supplement geologic data by providing additional
insight about out-of-interval fluid movement and vertical pressure dispersal. Production logs
such as radioactive tracer surveys, temperature logs, noise logs, flowmeters (e.g., spinner
surveys) and oxygen activation logs can show where fluid exits the wellbore and allow estimates
of fluid volumes being emplaced into the intervals identified. Wellbore fill at the base of a well
may reduce the interval thickness, alter the injection profile, and increase the pressure buildup
during disposal operations. For example, wellbore fill may cover a large portion of the disposal
zone in a well with a short perforated interval; resulting in a greater pressure buildup within the
thinner interval receiving fluid. Production logs can also indicate whether fluid is channeling
upward or downward behind the casing to other intervals for potential hydraulic impact and
show intervals impacted by cumulative long-term injection.
Petroleum engineering approaches, such as a reservoir falloff test, can also provide clues about
the pressure transmission pathway by indicating whether the injection zone is exhibiting linear
flow (i.e., it may be fractured) or homogeneous radial flow (i.e., the formation is non-fractured)
manner. Falloff testing is not a requirement for Class II wells but has been used as a lower cost
alternative in some Class II operations to characterize the disposal reservoir flow parameters,
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reservoir pressure buildup and well completion condition. Falloff testing is associated with the
petroleum engineering approach discussed in further detail in APPENDIX D: .

IS CONSULTATION WITH EXTERNAL GEOSCIENCE AND ENGINEERING EXPERTS WARRANTED?
Site assessment considerations may require multidisciplinary evaluations, necessitating
consultations with geophysicists, geologists and petroleum engineers. Consulting with
seismologists and geophysicists at either state or federal geological surveys can provide
additional information and may be necessary under certain site-specific conditions. For example,
in the Arkansas case study, UIC regulators coordinated with researchers from the University of
Memphis and Arkansas Geological Survey to successfully acquire critical information on ongoing
low level seismic activity. Data from this effort formed the basis for a disposal well moratorium
in the area of disposal-induced seismicity.
Seismic history for any area in the United States is readily available on the USGS website (see
APPENDIX L: ) and/or state geological agencies websites at no cost. Where seismometers have
recorded sufficient quality and quantity of data, seismologists may be able to refine the actual
event location and depth data to identify the fault location and principal stress direction.
Geologists can provide insight on reservoir geologic data and identify the presence of faults or
potential for faulting. Reservoir analysis by petroleum engineers may evaluate the completion
condition of the disposal well, provide estimates of pressure buildup and characterize pressure
distribution away from the disposal well. Other expertise may be available through academia,
consultants or other agencies.

WHAT IS THE PROXIMITY OF THE DISPOSAL ZONE TO BASEMENT ROCK?
Most of the literature and case examples regarding alleged disposal-induced seismicity suggest
that the seismicity is related to faults in basement rocks. Therefore, depth from the disposal
zone to the basement rock or the existence of a flow pathway from the disposal zone to the
basement rock may be a consideration. A comprehensive study of disposal in basement rock was
not part of this study. Cases of successful disposal in basement rock may exist. A lower confining
layer between the disposal zone and basement rock may restrict pressure communication with
underlying faults, thereby minimizing the conditions for induced seismicity.

IS OTHER INFORMATION NEEDED?
Based on review of the available site characterization information, the Director may require
additional information to respond to unique site-specific circumstances.
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ARE THERE ANY SEISMICITY CONCERNS REMAINING AFTER SITE ASSESSMENT?
If the UIC Director does not identify any injection-induced seismicity concerns following a more
detailed site assessment, the well evaluation exits the decision model and continues through the
normal UIC regulatory process. When an injection-induced seismicity concern is identified, the
Director may determine an appropriate approach to address the concern.

APPROACHES TO ADDRESS SITE ASSESSMENT CONSIDERATIONS
The WG identified operational, monitoring and management approaches to address any
significant seismicity concerns identified after evaluating site assessment considerations. Some
of the approaches could overlap in classification.
Selection of the appropriate approaches depends on a number of factors. Key factors for
addressing site assessment concerns, such as knowledge of the area and timing of seismic events
relative to disposal activities. Characterizing the flow behavior in the injection zone, quantifying
reservoir conditions and delineating fault characteristics are best accomplished using a
multidisciplinary team. The Director may elect to set up contingency measures in the event
seismicity occurs or increases.

OPERATIONAL APPROACHES
Operational approaches short of shutting in the well may be applicable, though some may involve
modification to permit conditions or additional reservoir testing. Some of these approaches are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
Reducing injection rates or implementing intermittent injection may decrease reservoir pressure
buildup and allow time for pressure dissipation. Determining the reduction in pressure buildup
needed to manage or minimize seismicity may require trial and error. The resulting maximum
allowable disposal rate or amount of shut-in time needed to remain below a determined
reservoir pressure is site-specific. There would be no direct cost to implement, though the
reduced disposal volume could impact facility operations and wastewater management.
Confirming site-specific fracture pressure through testing defines a limiting operating pressure
value. Operating below the fracture pressure maintains the integrity of the disposal zone and
confining layers. Operating a well above fracture pressure could create new pathways by
initiating or extending a fracture. Determining the site-specific fracture pressure may require
actual testing, such as a step rate test, to measure the actual formation parting pressure in lieu
of a calculated fracture gradient. Additional cost would be associated with conducting a step
rate test.
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Conducting pressure transient tests in disposal wells suspected of causing seismic events may
reveal the injection zone characteristics near the well, flow regimes that control the distribution
of reservoir pressure, and completion condition of the well. A series of pressure transient tests
may provide an indication that the reservoir characteristics and pathway remain consistent
throughout the life of the well. Pressure transient testing would require some additional cost to
the operator as well as specialized expertise to design and review the data.
Running production logs, such as a flowmeter (spinner survey), radioactive tracer survey or
temperature log, to determine where fluids are exiting the wellbore is another useful testing
technique for evaluating fluid emplacement. The thickness of the interval receiving fluid can
impact the pressure buildup in the reservoir. The location of fluid emplacement could provide
insight on the reservoir pathway. Additional costs would be incurred by the operator to run the
logs.
Verifying mechanical integrity following a seismic event may include performing tests to evaluate
the well and bottomhole cement. Annulus pressure tests can evaluate the integrity of the tubing,
packer and production casing. A temperature log, noise log or radioactive tracer survey can
confirm the location of fluid emplacement and verify no out-of-zone channeling of fluids.
Petroleum engineering analysis of available operational data (injection rate and pressure) in
areas where seismicity has occurred may help characterize the flow behavior, such as enhanced
injectivity, in the injection zone. Operational analysis can also quantify reservoir conditions and
delineate fault characteristics. Operational analysis uses UIC compliance data so there is no
additional cost to acquire data.
Pressure buildup effects in a formation are additive, so separating multiple injection wells by a
larger distance may reduce the amount of pressure buildup. Again, the results are site-specific
and depend on the quality and size of the disposal zone and number of disposal wells completed
in the same formation. Higher costs would likely be associated with drilling multiple wells and
transferring wastewater to the additional wells.

MONITORING APPROACHES
Monitoring approaches focus on reservoir pressure and well condition during disposal
operations, along with levels of area seismic activity. In many cases, monitoring approaches can
be conducted in conjunction with other approaches.
Requiring more frequent operational data collection to assess site-specific situations relevant to
induced seismicity may be useful. The increased monitoring frequency adds improved data
quality and quantity for use with operational analysis methods. More accurate data may require
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electronic measuring equipment to record and store data, which may add cost. The frequency
of data collection can influence the accuracy of the analysis. For example, in the central Arkansas
case study, hourly monitoring of injection pressure and volume yielded more data for analysis
than the monthly data typically reported.
Monitoring static reservoir pressure provides an indication of the pressure buildup in the
formation over time. Depending on the site-specific conditions, static pressure can likely be
obtained using a surface or downhole pressure gauge or fluid level measurement. A static
reservoir pressure is easy and inexpensive to obtain; however, it requires the well be shut-in for
a period of time prior to the measurement.
Monitoring the specific gravity of the wastewater, especially in commercial disposal wells with
variable disposal fluid density, allows conversion of surface pressures to bottomhole at no
additional cost. The specific gravity impacts the hydrostatic pressure component of the
bottomhole pressure calculation.
Monitoring using a pre-existing seismic network may provide an early warning of seismic activity,
if the network is suitably configured and continuously evaluated. The monitoring program could
use the existing USGS seismic monitoring network or include seismometers proactively installed
prior to the injection operation. Tracking earthquake trends (magnitude and event frequency)
for events in an area of possible induced seismicity can reveal possible increases in seismicity
even before the events become significant. For example, in the Arkansas, Ohio, and West Virginia
case studies, an upward trend in the magnitude of associated events is apparent.
Additional seismometers should result in more accurate determinations of seismic event
locations, as well as greater sensitivity, allowing detection of smaller events. The USGS
recommends configuring a monitoring network capable of detecting events with magnitudes as
low as M2.0. In central Arkansas, additional monitoring stations were deployed. The additional
monitoring stations provided increased accuracy and resolution, leading to identification of a
previously unknown basement fault. Additional seismic monitoring stations and data analysis
require additional costs, as well as geophysical expertise to process and review the data.

MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
A management approach addresses the human aspect of induced seismicity, including agency,
operator and public interaction. As discussed below, these approaches provide proactive
practices for managing or minimizing injection-induced seismicity.
Undertaking earlier action rather than requiring substantial proof prior to action by the Director
to minimize and manage injection-induced seismicity is a prudent approach for a number of
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reasons. Early proactive action, such as implementing more stringent operating conditions to
decrease pressure buildup, may avoid escalation of event magnitudes and prevent complete
shutdown of the well. Early discussions with surrounding operators may allow regulators access
to additional data, for example 3-D seismic data, or result in voluntary action. For example, in
the north Texas area, communication between the UIC Director and operator resulted in the
voluntary shut-in of a suspect disposal well. Early action may also increase public confidence in
the regulatory agency.
Contacting external multidisciplinary experts from other agencies or institutions to address site
assessment concerns may result in improved quality of response to seismicity concerns. For
example, geophysicists may be able to interpret the active fault from the seismic events, along
with stress directions, while geologists provide an overall picture of the setting, and engineers
evaluate the well responses in conjunction with comments from the others. An initial
cooperative effort may have minimal cost.
Providing technical training for UIC regulators specific to petroleum engineering evaluations or
geoscience techniques could benefit preparedness of the program and expand options for
minimizing and managing seismicity. At a minimum, it would raise awareness of the advantages
and disadvantages of the various techniques and disciplines. Some costs may be associated with
the training.
Utilizing a multidisciplinary team for practical research of links between disposal well and
reservoir behavior, geology and area seismicity allows all complex aspects of seismicity to be
reviewed. It may be possible to utilize in-house personnel from other disciplines to aid in the
effort.
Establishing a contingency plan, e.g., based on a seismic magnitude and/or frequency threshold,
can assure that specific expedited response actions by the injection well operator occur in
response to surrounding area seismic events. For example, contingency conditions could be as
simple as immediately notifying and working with the permitting agency to evaluate the
situation. The use of existing seismic monitoring and reporting databases is inexpensive, but
limited data accuracy may require additional expense to supplement the existing network. A
contingency plan provides an alternative to approval or denial of a permit.
Developing public outreach programs to explain some of the complexities of injection-induced
seismicity may have some value.
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CAN AN APPROACH BE USED TO SUCCESSFULLY ADDRESS SEISMICITY CONCERNS?
The site assessment considerations are intended to guide the UIC Director in selecting the
appropriate operational, monitoring and management approaches to address induced seismicity
issues. If the Director does not identify an acceptable approach to address seismicity concerns,
conditions may not be suitable to disposal operations at that location. If monitoring, operational
or management approaches provide the required level of protection, the Director may condition
the permit accordingly or use discretionary authority to require the desired approaches needed
without revoking the permit.
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FIGURE B-1: INJECTION-INDUCED SEISMICITY DECISION MODEL FOR UIC DIRECTORS
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INTRODUCTION
A basic understanding of the earth science concepts and natural processes through geology, rock
mechanics, and seismology, including the science of seismic interpretation, is helpful in assessing
the risks of inducing seismic events. A thorough discussion requires a working knowledge of
tectonic processes and associated forces (physical stress and resulting strain, which change the
shape of the earth’s crust) as well as seismology—detailed topics outside the scope of this report.
For any in-depth investigation (seismology, structural geology, reservoir characterization, etc.)
consulting appropriate professionals is recommended, whether within the permitting agency, a
different agency (state or federal), professional society, academia, or private industry. As
geologic conditions can vary widely depending on local conditions, no simplified approach to
understanding fault movement and seismicity applies everywhere.
Information in this appendix was taken from Stein and Wysession (2003) and Sibson (1994), along
with a number of the websites cited at the end of this appendix and in APPENDIX K: Educational
Websites on Seismicity.

BASIC EARTH SCIENCE CONCEPTS
The major earth layers are the core (inner and outer), mantle (inner and outer), and crust (oceanic
and continental plates). Each layer has distinctly different characteristics and strengths. Oceanic
plates are extremely dense and thin compared to the thick continental plates.
Over geologic time, convection currents within the mantle create complex movements beneath
the earth’s crust. The resulting forces cause sea floor spreading and plate collisions along crustal
boundaries. Hot spots associated with volcanic areas extend down into the upper mantle. It is
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these processes that result in stressed conditions for crustal rocks below the ground surface and
form the basis for the release of this energy along faults that are critically stressed.
Within the earth’s crust, three-dimensional reactions to stress occur across every scale, from
macro (plates) to micro (individual grains or crystals), with elastic, ductile and brittle response of
the affected material, depending on conditions. Examples of brittle deformation in rocks include
all types of fracture systems both with (faults) and without (joints) offsetting movement. Faults
in brittle formations are accompanied by fracture zones, with the frequency or density of
fractures typically decreasing with distance away from the fault. The nature of faulting and
associated fracture zones is an important consideration with respect to induced seismicity, since
these fracture zones can serve as avenues of communication for pore pressure buildup to the
fault. Although stress histories can be inferred in some cases by analysis of fracture patterns
(e.g., analysis of joint patterns), areas that have been subjected to multiple tectonic events may
have extremely complex and extensive fracture systems.

BASIC GEOLOGIC ENVIRONMENT
A particular geographic area can be described using approaches from three major geologic
disciplines: stratigraphy (the formation, sequence and correlation of layered rock), petrology
(rock origin through later alteration), and structure (interpretation of structural features and
their causes). Petrology uses three main rock classifications (igneous, metamorphic and
sedimentary) defined by rock origin, composition and physical characteristics, among other
details.
Stratigraphy primarily relates to geologic depositional processes and their order in time (law of
superposition and identification of missing, repeated or overturned strata/sections). In the
continental crust, the oldest (typically deepest) rock is called basement or crystalline basement
if it is formed through igneous or metamorphic processes. Sedimentary rocks (carbonates,
evaporites, and clastics), possibly with igneous intrusions (plutonic and volcanic), typically overlay
the basement rocks. The contact between basement rocks and overlying younger strata is almost
always an erosional surface (Narr et al., 2006). Basement rocks usually have no effective primary
permeability (connectivity of pore space) or porosity (void space), but later weathering or
movement can result in fractures or erosional features creating significant secondary porosity.
Faulting of basement rocks can also result in fracture porosity and permeability along the fault
zone. Basement faults that are active after deposition of overlying material can extend upward
into overlying rock. Younger faults may also be present only in overlying sedimentary rocks.
Stratigraphic formations used as disposal zones can have a complex range of porosity types and
permeability values. Sedimentary processes include precipitation (chemical and biological) and
deposition of eroded rock particles that were transported by water or air and later buried and
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compacted into rock. The nature of fracture and matrix (bulk rock) porosities and permeabilities
within the disposal zone is a critical aspect of pressure buildup from injection. Natural fractures
can provide a permeable avenue for fluid flow, while the matrix is generally less permeable but
offers more pore space, potentially limiting the extent of pressure distribution.
Petrology relates to the physical and chemical makeup of the rock, including how it is arranged
(size and shape of pieces; void/pore space, cement overgrowths, dissolution, natural fractures,
in-fill, etc.). Porosity provides the primary storage capacity of the reservoir, and permeability
determines how effectively fluids and pressure are transmitted within the reservoir. Generally,
deeper rocks have less permeability and porosity than shallower rocks. Deep basement rocks
used for injection are usually either weathered (decomposed or altered), or fractured and faulted
from tectonic forces. Wells injecting into, or connected with, fractured basement rock are more
likely to induce seismicity.
The distribution and quality of porosity (both primary and secondary) and permeability within
the disposal zone are critical for understanding how efficiently the formation will accept
additional fluid. The area of increased pore pressure will be smaller in permeable and porous
formations that allow fluids to move through the rock easily and quickly dissipate pore pressure,
versus formations with restricted fluid movement and low porosity. Vertical and lateral
variations in permeability and porosity are common in sedimentary rocks, as are lateral variations
in thickness of porous injection zones.
Geologic structure relates to the major physical changes in rock formations caused by three
dimensional stresses. For example, earth stresses create fault and fracture zones, igneous
intrusions, fold and thrust belts, strike-slip zones and metamorphosed (changed by heat and
pressure) rock. These stresses are directly related to the tectonic history of the region.

GEOLOGIC INTERPRETATION TOOLS
Subsurface information on geologic structure can be inferred from surface geology, seismic data
and information obtained from artificial penetrations (i.e., wells). Under the Underground
Injection Control (UIC) program, developing sufficient geoscientific site data is the responsibility
of the permit applicant. However, UIC regulators may elect to review publications or consult with
geoscience agencies (state geologic surveys, USGS) or universities with expertise in the
geographic area for additional regional geologic information to address the areas of concern.
Useful publications may include publicly or commercially available reports containing geologic
information (geologic history, stratigraphy or structure) and rock characterization (flow
characteristics, fracture networks and stress directions), as well as geophysical well logs, core
analysis, mine surveys, seismic surveys and geologic maps and cross-sections.
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Geologic maps are designed to characterize the nature and continuity of the formations of
interest (regional extent, depositional basin, major structural features, mineral deposits,
petroleum reservoirs, etc.). For example, a geologic isopach (layer thickness) map or crosssection may define the lateral continuity of a disposal zone. An analysis of seismic reflection data
may help identify any deep faults, and if present, the extent of the fault or associated fractures.
Fault identification depends on the quality of available seismic data, though near-vertical strikeslip faults may be missed. Correlations of logs or a review of cross-sections may indicate missing
or repeated sections, along with potential faults. Information on the origin, direction and amount
of movement, and vertical extent of the fault should be evaluated for any potential impact on
the disposal project.
Gravity, magnetic or resistivity surveys or heat flow data may aid in the assessment of the
subsurface structures, although these additional techniques may not have the same resolution
as the tools discussed earlier. For example, gravity and magnetic surveys are typically conducted
on a broad scale.

ROCK MECHANICS
Earth scientists and engineers have developed various theories to explain observed fault
motion/rock failure, with accompanying seismicity.
•

•

•

The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion is a fundamental rock mechanics model used to
describe fracturing or faulting. The Mohr-Coulomb criterion uses the tectonic stresses on
a fault, the frictional resistance of the fault materials, and cohesion within the rock to
determine whether or not movement along the fault will occur.
o Fault movement occurs when shear stress along the fault exceeds the friction on
the fault (Sibson, 1994).
o The Mohr-Coulomb criterion is generally applicable to the uppermost 15
kilometers of the crust (Davis et al., 2011).
Research is ongoing in a number of areas to define criteria not covered by the MohrCoulomb criterion. Examples of a few of these areas include time-dependence,
localization, material heterogeneity and fracture propagation, also known as the Griffith
criterion (Sibson, 1994; Beeler et al., 2000; Pollard and Fletcher, 2005; Montési and Zuber,
2002).
More information on deep stress fields and induced earthquakes, provided by the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS), is available in APPENDIX M: Task 2.
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FAULT MOTION
When sufficient deformation occurs in the subsurface with the accompanying buildup of in situ
stresses, a brittle rock will break, creating fractures. Many materials are elastic or plastic at low
levels of stress but break (rupture) when the stress reaches a critical level. When they break, they
experience brittle failure. From a geophysical prospective, lithospheric (crustal) rocks are brittle,
behaving elastically and plastically until critical stress is reached and failure occurs. Among the
various sedimentary rock types within the lithosphere, mature shales, dolomite and limestone
are brittle, and immature shale is relatively more ductile (flexible). In a disposal zone, brittle rock
is more likely to be subject to induced seismicity.
Unconsolidated sediments are also subject to faulting and overpressure. Areas with high
sedimentation rates, such as the Gulf of Mexico, develop growth faults in response to active
compaction and gravity load on unstable slopes. The movement on the growth fault is triggered
by episodic periods of rapid sedimentation. Conversely, decreased pressure through pumping of
ground water could also cause slip along the fault. Both causes effectively remove water from
the sediment layer, increasing compaction of sediments, and hence increase the density and
weight of the material, triggering slip along the fault. Growth faults are also examples of shallow
faulting unrelated to basement rocks.
Reactions to subsurface stress will be accompanied by a level of seismicity that can be recorded
with sufficiently sensitive and well-placed monitoring devices. The USGS has compiled a map
database of all faults in the United States believed to have caused earthquakes above M6 in the
last 1.6 million years (USGS, 2004). The seismology community is actively studying the earth’s
structure, earthquake occurrence and plate motion in an effort to not only understand but to
also forecast earthquakes. To grasp the difficulty of estimating seismicity potential, it is
important to understand the basic aspects of seismicity and how earthquakes are measured and
interpreted.

BASIC SEISMOLOGY
Earthquakes (seismic events) can occur both during initial rock failure (fault creation) and during
subsequent episodes of motion (slip) along an existing fault. The displacement motion generates
elastic waves that propagate away from the fault. The movement (propagation) of the seismic
wave is governed by laws of refraction and reflection inherent to the geologic properties of the
rock. An earthquake (movement within the earth along a fault) gives rise to four types of seismic
waves radiating away from the movement source (rupture zone or focus). These movements can
be considered in two major wave categories—body waves and surface waves. Body waves travel
through the earth, while surface waves travel in a zone along the surface of the earth. Body
waves are faster than surface waves and are thus the first seismic waves to arrive at a location.
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As waves travel, their amplitude decays with increasing distance. Surface waves decay more
slowly with distance than body waves and can cause the most structural (building) damage. Each
of the four specific wave types has a characteristic motion (compressive, shear, or elliptical),
frequency, wavelength, and velocity of propagation, with a corresponding wave equation. Travel
velocities range from less than 1 to over 7 kilometers per second in the crust and upper mantle.
For a specific location, there can be three to four arrival times of the different waves in quick
succession, whose difference in arrival time can be used to locate the source of the waves.
Large earthquakes are typically followed by smaller ones as stresses redistribute, with the smaller
earthquakes producing smaller waves. Crossing wave forms may create constructive or
destructive interference. An earthquake series is a set of events related in space and time with
similar characteristic wave signatures. In a series of earthquakes, the largest event is the main
shock, with the rest classified based on whether they occur before (foreshock) or after
(aftershock) the main shock. Detailed analysis of an earthquake series, with sufficiently detailed
readings, can be used to map the causative fault location. Observation suggests that aftershocks
occur across the fault plane of the main shock as stresses are shifted to new locations. The length
of time encompassing the foreshocks and aftershocks is not uniformly defined, but the number
of aftershocks decreases significantly over time (Richardson, 2013).
The size of an earthquake can be described quantitatively with different earthquake magnitude
scales based on the seismic waves generated: local or Richter (ML), surface-wave (Ms), bodywave (mb) or moment magnitude (Mw or M). The first three (ML, Ms and mb) use formulas
combining amplitude from seismometer recordings with a correction based on the distance the
wave has traveled, correcting for the spatial decay of the waves. Additionally, Ms and mb
incorporate the seismic wave period (peak to peak).
Moment magnitude (Mw or M) is proportional to the release of energy from large earthquakes
(seismic moment, Mo). Mo is a physical measure of the size of the earthquake that is dependent
on the area of the fault, the average displacement on the fault (slip), and shear modulus (rock
rigidity). Mw is applicable to all sizes of earthquakes, giving similar results to either Ms or mb for
smaller earthquakes. In large earthquakes (M>5), the energy released is proportional to the
amount of slip along the fault plane (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994; Båth, 1966). In preparation
of this report, EPA used magnitude values reported in earthquake catalogs (see APPENDIX L: ) for
the case study evaluations.
The Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale is non-quantitative and is discussed under the Seismic Risk
section, since it relates to damage resulting from an earthquake.
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SCIENCE OF SEISMIC INTERPRETATION
Technology used to record seismic waves has progressed from the original weighted spring or
oscillating pendulum seismometers to complex seismographs that track motion in three
perpendicular directions over broad frequency bands and record them digitally. In addition to
faulting events, seismometers also record ground motions caused by a wide variety of natural
and man-made sources, such as the motion of cars and trucks on the highway, building
demolition, mining explosions, lake level changes, fluid withdrawals, cavern collapse, sonic
booms, hurricanes and ocean waves crashing on the beach. Instrumentation improvements have
provided enhanced recording sensitivity. The difference in quality of earthquake data from
today’s seismometers to those from 20 or 30 years ago should be considered when viewing
historical earthquake data. Knowing the details of the seismometer used to acquire the data is
beneficial since some older seismometers are still in service. APPENDIX L: discusses the various
earthquake databases.
The recordings of earthquakes must be analyzed to determine the origin (latitude, longitude and
depth) of the faulting. At least three separate locations of seismograph readings are needed to
locate the surface position (epicenter) of the earthquake. A model, with the major earth velocity
layers (described below), is used to separate the signals received into the different wave types to
determine the depth at which the earthquake occurred (hypocenter). Seismic wave velocity is a
function of rock porosity, fluid saturation, compaction, and overburden pressure, or in rock
mechanics terms, the elastic modulus, permeability, and density. For earthquake modeling, the
Earth (surface through mantle) is divided into thick layers; waves that travel through a layer are
assigned a velocity that is uniform within the layer, but that velocity differs from layer to layer.
For exploration seismic modeling, a much more refined velocity model is needed to focus on the
target interval.
Seismometers in the permanent monitor grid in most of the continental United States are spaced
up to 200 miles (300 km) apart. With this spacing, the system is capable of identifying events
down to approximately M3 or M3.5, although in some areas the system sensitivity may extend
to M2.5. In tectonically active areas, such as the continental western margin and New Madrid
Seismic Zone, the seismometer spacing is closer, resulting in more accurate earthquake locations.
Additionally, closer grid spacing generally allows measurement of events of smaller magnitude.
Since 2007, the IRIS EarthScope Transportable Array has travelled systematically across the
continental United States. The deployment of this array has led to an increase in lower-level
seismic event detection that was not previously possible. This array includes seismometers
spaced every 70 km, and is capable of picking up events down to around M1. Subsequent
research reports have concluded that the added modern seismometer density provides
significant additional information, including improved recording and quality for earthquake
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hazard analysis, and identification of earthquake swarms and clusters (Lockridge et al., 2012;
Frohlich, 2012). Consequently, the number of recorded seismic events over time is partly a
function of the seismometer array density and instrument sensitivity.
The accuracy of earthquake focal depth determination is related to the seismometer grid density,
seismometer quality, and the detail (quantity and accuracy) of the velocity model used to locate
the event. Hypocenter depths are often reported using a default value for the geographic area
of interest in the model. On initial event notifications, default depths will have similar depth
uncertainties. For example, a depth of 5 km (16,500 feet) may have a vertical uncertainty
between 3 and 5 km (10,000 to 16,500 feet). Generally, accurate focal depths (within less than
300 m (1,000 feet) vertically) are available only through special investigations, where the waves
from the seismometers are individually analyzed with human assessment. The best depth
estimates occur when a number of seismic instruments are within kilometers of the surface
location of the earthquake.
According to the 2012 USGS glossary, the best located event has an uncertainty at the hypocenter
of 100 m (300 feet) horizontally and 300 meters (1,000 feet) vertically. This small area of
uncertainty may apply in California, but in the well constrained New Madrid Seismic Zone,
Deshon (2013) noted, “Absolute earthquake location is a function of location algorithm, velocity
model, event-station geometry and pick quality.” Deshon found hypocenter locations moved up
to 7 km in depth and 3 km geographically, by incorporating different phases in the model.
Natural resource exploration firms have used various seismic reflection techniques for years to
better image the subsurface in three dimensions. The additional quality gained by increased
recording density from a regional two-dimensional (2-D) survey to a tightly spaced three or fourdimensional survey is remarkable. Passive seismic recordings are now in use either in active
seismic areas or producing hydrocarbon fields with microseismicity to further refine the
subsurface structure (Shemeta et al., 2012; Verdon et al., 2010; Martakis et al., 2011).
There are a series of different seismic event reports available from the USGS Earthquake website
that fit different needs. Initial seismic event reports, generated within hours of the event, are
designed to help with emergency response and are preliminary, with a large location uncertainty.
Later reports generally have increased accuracy (in both magnitude and location), as more
information has been incorporated and the standard event modeling has been applied.

EARTHQUAKE RISK
Seismic hazard represents the potential for serious seismic events, whereas earthquake risk is
the potential for damage to people and facilities that may result from the earthquake. Induced
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seismicity risk evaluates the potential for triggering an earthquake by altering conditions and
initiating movement along a pre-existing, optimally oriented fault.
In 1977, Congress passed legislation to reduce the risks to life and property from future
earthquakes in the United States through the establishment and maintenance of an effective
earthquake hazards reduction program primarily designed to promote safe surface designs. As
a result, USGS provides hazard maps used in risk assessments (APPENDIX M: ). Hazard typically
relates to magnitude whereas risk is associated with earthquake intensity. The intensity scale
describes either how strongly the earthquake was felt or the degree of damage it caused at a
specific location. A strong earthquake yields different levels of intensity based on distance from
the epicenter and local surface geology, as well as the size of the earthquake. The USGS has
instituted a “Have you felt it?” campaign to increase the epicenter location accuracy and to better
define the intensity according to the non-quantitative Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale.24 The
Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale is used to map surface effects for a given earthquake with scale
increasing with amount of damage. The Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale has 12 levels of
intensity that range from imperceptible shaking to catastrophic destruction. The scale is based
on observed effects and does not have a mathematical basis.
Surface and near-surface designs of structures are developed by engineers for projects ranging
from water reservoirs to deep tunnel construction to horizontal well drilling. These structures
are designed to withstand existing and potential stress, including seismically created stress from
strong ground motion (Pratt et al, 1978; Roberts, 1953; Schmitt et al., 2012; Coppersmith et al.,
2012).
To understand how risk varies for surface versus subsurface structures, consider first the intensity
difference. Seismic waves at the earth’s surface cause the greatest structural damage through a
combination of amplitude and duration of shaking. For the most damaging earthquakes, the
earth’s surface moves very similarly to the surface of the ocean in a storm. Consider the
difference in motion on a ship at the top of the mast, main deck, and sea anchor. In simplistic
terms, this would correspond to the top of a high-rise building, ground-level structures, and deep
structures such as a wellbore. Accordingly, a wellbore cemented through various layers of rock
will undergo little motion.
Serious damage from large earthquakes occurs not from the primary fault motion, but from the
secondary processes: landslides, subsidence, liquefaction, and surface fault displacements,
combined with failure of engineered structures not designed for strong ground motion. High risk

24

http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/topics/mercalli.php
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is also present along coastlines from submarine earthquakes, or on large bodies of water, in the
form of large waves or erratic waves crashing on shorelines (tsunami and seiche, respectively).
Most reports cover damage at or above surface ground level. The USGS compiled a summary of
earthquakes, over M4.5, in the United States between 1568 and 1989 (Stover and Coffman,
1993), describing any damage that was observed, including in shallow and deep wells. The report
covered tens of thousands of earthquakes. Forty-three wells were mentioned predominantly in
connection with temporary turbidity or fluid level changes with fewer than ten damage reports.
Most of these wells were shallow water wells. Damage was frequently minor, from a tile falling
off to a crack in the surface casing. The most applicable section was for the May 2, 1983,
earthquake in Fresno County, California: “In the oil fields near Coalinga, surface facilities such as
pumping units, storage tanks, pipelines and support buildings were all damaged to some
degree.… Subsurface damage, including collapsed or parted well casing, was observed only on 14
of 1,725 active wells.”
UIC programs require that operators run a mechanical integrity test after an injection well
workover (when operators repair casing or replace tubing and/or packer). The workover report
typically lists the problem repaired, but does not identify the cause of the problem. UIC program
directors also have discretionary authority, in cases of earthquakes, to require additional
measures such as mechanical integrity testing, as necessary to protect USDWs.

SEISMOLOGY AND ROCK MECHANICS GLOSSARY
Earthquake is a term used to describe both sudden slip on a fault, and the resulting ground
shaking and radiated seismic energy caused by the slip, or by volcanic or magmatic
activity, or other sudden stress changes in the earth (USGS). Earthquakes resulting from
human activities will be called induced earthquakes in this report.
Earthquake hazard is anything associated with an earthquake that may affect the normal
activities of people. This includes surface faulting, ground shaking, landslides,
liquefaction,
tectonic
deformation,
tsunamis
and
seiches.
(http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/glossary/, downloaded 5/22/13)
Earthquake intensity is a number (written as a Roman numeral) describing the severity of an
earthquake in terms of its effects on the earth's surface and on humans and their
structures. Several scales exist, but the Modified Mercalli scale and the Rossi-Forel scale
are most commonly used in the United States. There are many intensity values for an
earthquake, depending on where you are, unlike the magnitude, which is a single value
for each earthquake (USGS).
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Earthquake magnitude is a number that characterizes the relative size of an earthquake.
Magnitude is based on measurement of the maximum motion recorded by a seismograph
with an accompanying correction for the distance from the earthquake to the
seismograph. Several scales have been defined, but the most commonly used are (1) local
magnitude (ML), commonly referred to as "Richter magnitude," (2) surface-wave
magnitude (Ms), (3) body-wave magnitude (mb), and (4) moment magnitude (Mw). Scales
1-3 have limited range and applicability and do not satisfactorily measure the size of the
largest earthquakes. The moment magnitude (Mw) scale, based on the concept of seismic
moment, is uniformly applicable to all sizes of earthquakes but is more difficult to
compute than the other types.
Earthquake risk is the probable building damage, and number of people that are expected to be
hurt or killed if a likely earthquake on a particular fault occurs. Earthquake risk and
earthquake hazard are occasionally incorrectly used interchangeably. (http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/glossary/, downloaded 5/22/13)
Epicenter is the point on the earth's surface vertically above the hypocenter (or focus) point in
the crust where a seismic rupture begins. NEIC coordinates are given in the WGS84
reference frame. The position uncertainlty of the hypocenter location varies from about
100 m horizontally and 300 m vertically for the best located events, those in the middle
of densely spaced seismograph networks;, to tens of kilometers for events in large parts
of the United States.
Hypocenter, aka focus, is the 3-D location of the earthquake source, i.e., latitude, longitude and
focal depth below ground.
Period is the inverse of frequency, or the time interval for one full cycle of the wave. It is
equivalent to the wavelength (distance) divided by speed. This is the measure of time at
the seismometer, from one peak to the next.
Radius of the earth is roughly 6,371 km (polar 6356.8 km and equatorial 6,378 km)
(http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/earthfact.html, downloaded May 22,
2013), with the radius of the core 3,485 km.
Rock mechanics is the study of the mechanical behavior of rocks, especially their strength,
elasticity, permeability, porosity, density and reaction to stress (dictionary.com).
•
•

Elastic rock is able to return to their original shape after the deforming stress is
removed.
Plastic rock is where non-reversible changes occur within the material itself through
inter-granular gliding, rotation or recrystallization, not through rupture.
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•

Ductile rock is one capable of behaving elastically until it exceeds some threshold
load where it may behave plastically, undergoing permanent change without
breaking.

Seiche is the sloshing of a closed body of water from earthquake shaking. Swimming pools often
have seiches during earthquakes.
Shear is an action or stress, resulting from applied forces, which causes or tends to cause two
contiguous parts of a body to slide relative to each other in a direction parallel to their
plane of contact (Webster, 1946).
Shear stress is the stress component acting tangentially to a plane, (Webster, 1995).
Shear zone is a portion of rock mass traversed by closely spaced surfaces along which shearing
has occurred and within which rock may be crushed and brecciated (Webster, 1995).
Stress is the physical pressure, pull, or other force exerted on one thing by another
(dictionary.com), or the force of resistance within a solid body against alteration of form
(Webster, 1995) such as:
a. The action on a body of any system of balanced forces whereby strain or deformation
results.
b. The amount of stress, usually measured in pounds per square inch or in Pascals.
c. The load, force or system of forces producing a strain.
d. The internal resistance or reaction of an elastic body to the external forces applied to
the body.
e. The force acting on an area.
Strain is deformation of a body or structure as a result of an applied force (dictionary.com)
Torsion as used in mechanics (dictionary.com) is:
a. The twisting of a body by two equal and opposite torques.
b. The internal torque so produced.
Torsional stress is a shear stress on a transverse (direction at right angles to each other) crosssection resulting from a twisting action (Webster, 1995)
Wavelength is one cycle of the wave shown in distance units. It is equivalent to speed times
period, or speed divided by frequency. This is measured peak to peak at a single time.
Wrench zone is .
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Petroleum engineering offers many approaches to assessing disposal well behavior and reservoir
properties that may contribute to injection-induced seismicity. This appendix provides more
details on the petroleum engineering analyses and methods used for this project and analyses of
the case studies. Other petroleum engineering methods or applications may also be useful to
operators and Underground Injection Control (UIC) regulators in evaluating injection-induced
seismicity. Collectively, petroleum engineering techniques may assist in a site-appropriate
evaluation of the three key components for potential injection-induced seismicity.
Another aspect of the project included application of petroleum engineering techniques.
Petroleum engineering methodologies provide core tools for evaluating the three key
components of injection-induced seismicity as part of the site assessment process. A petroleum
engineering-based site assessment may provide important details by quantifying reservoir
transmissibility and by characterizing the flow pathways that together affect the amount and
distribution of pressure buildup from disposal operations. Characterizing flow pathways helps
operators and regulators determine whether the pressure buildup is being dispersed radially or
in a preferential direction from the disposal well. Operational injection data analysis plots such
as the Hall integral and derivative graph can be used to characterize flow pathways. The Hall
integral and derivative responses at some of the case study wells suggest hydraulic
communication with a boundary (i.e. an offset well or fault) at some unknown distance from the
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well. An analysis of available operational data may not provide conclusive proof of induced
seismicity, but may identify wells warranting additional investigation. No single approach or
technique can provide definitive proof that an injection well caused seismicity.

WHAT ARE PETROLEUM ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS?
Site assessment considerations in the decision model focus on three key components for the
occurrence of injection-induced seismicity: the presence of a Fault of Concern, disposal interval
pressure buildup, and a reservoir flow pathway able to transmit sufficient pressure buildup from
the disposal well to the fault. All three components are necessary to induce seismicity.
Petroleum engineering methods address pressure buildup and the pathway present around the
disposal well as well as characterizing reservoir behavior during the well’s operation. Analysis of
the well’s operational behavior is particularly useful after area seismic activity has occurred.
Petroleum engineering approaches coupled with geologic and seismologic data may also provide
area fault information. These methodologies can provide both quantitative and qualitative
descriptions of the disposal wellbore and reservoir conditions. For example, some of the case
study wells reviewed experienced specific Hall integral and derivative responses that
corresponded to area seismic events. The Hall integral and derivative responses at these wells
suggest hydraulic communication with a boundary (i.e., an offset well or fault) at some unknown
distance from the well.
Petroleum engineering methods encompass well construction, well completion, well operations
and reservoir characterization to evaluate and optimize well performance. In this report, these
fundamental petroleum engineering methods were applied to evaluate disposal wells in the four
case study areas using available data. The WG assessment process examined injection well
operational and reservoir behavior in regard to seismic event activity, with a view toward
assembling a toolkit of useful techniques.

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING INFORMATION COLLECTION
Information collection focuses on disposal wellbore details and how these parameters might
contribute to injection-induced seismicity. Well construction and completion conditions, the
well’s injection profile (where the injected waste is emplaced), and injection rate determine
bottomhole injection pressure and conditions that may impact the zonal isolation of the injected
fluids. Applications of these aspects are detailed below.
UIC Class II disposal permits typically include disposal well construction and completion data such
as the well completion date, casing and tubular dimensions and depths, cementing records, total
well depth, packer depth and type, waste density, completion interval(s) and type (e.g., openhole, screen and gravel pack, or perforated), and initial pressure prior to disposal. Detailed
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knowledge of the well layout is necessary for assessing the isolation of the disposal zone through
cemented casing, geological confining layers, location of the disposal zone relative to basement
rock, and whether the disposal zone includes multiple intervals or is focused on a single interval.
Knowledge of the waste density and wellbore tubular dimensions, coupled with the injection
rate, enables calculation of an operating bottomhole pressure (BHP) by accounting for the
hydrostatic pressure of the fluid column and friction pressure loss of the tubing. This calculation
is particularly useful for converting surface pressure injection history to bottomhole conditions.
The operational BHP gradient trend can be compared against the estimated or measured fracture
gradient for the disposal zone to assess whether injection-induced fracturing is a concern. Static
BHPs can be estimated from the fluid density combined with either the static fluid level or surface
pressure.
Cased hole and production logs can also provide useful information on the wellbore condition to
assess injection operation conditions. Production logging data may supplement geologic data by
providing additional insight about out-of-interval fluid movement and vertical pressure dispersal.
Cased hole logs, such as cement bond logs, can identify properly or poorly cemented portions of
the injection casing. Production logs (radioactive tracer surveys, flowmeters, temperature,
oxygen activation and noise logs) provide information about injection profiles, zonal isolation and
upward and downward fluid channeling. The wellbore injection profile shows where fluid is
entering the formation, which in turn controls the reservoir pressure buildup response. Annular
pressure tests and production logging can also confirm well mechanical integrity if this is a
concern following area seismic activity.
Temperature logs typically require the well be shut-in for 36 to 48 hours prior to running the log
so the temperature differential between the injected fluid and reservoir temperature can be
effectively measured. Radioactive tracer tests use slug chases or velocity shots to evaluate the
injection profile in the well. The radioactive ejector tool has limited capacity and may require
multiple trips in and out of the well to reload when profiling large disposal zones. Flowmeters,
such as spinner surveys, are typically less effective in large-diameter casing or open-hole
intervals. Production logs are routinely used for Class I hazardous waste injection wells, but are
not typically required for Class II disposal wells. Several of the case study wells had long vertical
open-hole completions, but no assessment of the injection profile. However, in the Ohio case
study, a production log was conducted to assess the portion of the disposal zone receiving fluid.
UIC operational compliance case study data generally included monthly injection volumes with
maximum and/or average surface injection pressures. Using this data along with the well
construction and completion information, the WG assessed well construction conditions and
calculated operating bottomhole injection pressures for each case study well. The calculated
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bottomhole operating pressures were then used in the petroleum engineering approach
analyses.

AVAILABLE CLASS II DATA
The most common data available for Class II disposal wells are injection rates/volumes and
injection tubing pressures. Such data are routinely reported as part of both EPA direct
implementation and state UIC Class II program requirements. BHPs, more suitable for evaluating
reservoir conditions, are not as readily available. The frequency for reporting injection volumes
and pressures varies among regulatory agencies and depends on site circumstances. Although
less common, pressure transient test data are occasionally available.
The following data types may be available for Class II disposal wells:
UIC monitoring data commonly reported:
•
•

Injection rates or volumes
Surface tubing pressures

UIC permit applications data commonly submitted:
•

•

•

Well construction
o Tubular (tubing/casing) dimensions and depth
o Cementing information
o Completion type and interval
Reservoir information
o Gross and net injection zone thickness
o Porosity
o Name and description of disposal zone and overlying confining zones
o Bottomhole temperature
o Initial static BHP
Reservoir and injection fluids
o Specific gravity
o Fluid constituent analysis

Though less common, these pressure test measurements may also be available:
•
•
•

Falloff/injectivity test for reservoir characterization and well completion condition
assessment
Step rate test to determine formation fracture gradient
Static pressures to measure initial pressure and static reservoir pressure change during
well operations
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PETROLEUM ENGINEERING ANALYSIS OF OPERATIONAL DATA
The WG conducted petroleum engineering analyses of any available data sets from the case study
wells for correlation with reservoir behavior and geologic environment. The petroleum
engineering approach couples reservoir rock and fluid properties with time, pressure and
injection rate data from well operations to describe and predict reservoir behavior. Analysis of
disposal well operating data and well testing, such as pressure transient tests, can provide details
about the disposal zone reservoir pathway and the completion condition of the well. Operating
injection rates and pressures are typically collected as part of the permitting compliance activity
and consequently are more readily available than pressure transient tests. Completion
conditions reflect conditions at or near the wellbore, while reservoir characteristics describe the
disposal zone away from the well. For example, a well that has been fracture-stimulated displays
a different response than an unfractured well.
Reservoir characterization assesses the injection formation flow patterns, the formation’s
capacity to transfer pressure responses, and the completion condition of a disposal well.
Identifying anomalous reservoir behavior through such analyses and then correlating the results
with geoscience data may suggest relationships between injection well pressure response and
induced seismic activity. The petroleum engineering approach was incorporated into the case
study analyses.

OPERATIONAL DATA PLOTS AND ANALYSES:
Both operating data and pressure transient data shown on appropriate plots represent “pictures”
of mathematical responses that can be fit to reservoir models. These models qualitatively and, in
some cases, quantitatively characterize well completion and performance conditions, reservoir
flow geometry and, in limited cases, reservoir geology. Graphs of reported injection volume and
operational pressures reflect reservoir behavior over time. Longer periods of operational data
(typically in months or years) allow a longer distance, though less refined, look into the reservoir
than a shorter timeframe pressure transient test.
Graphical format for the petroleum engineering analytical plots varies and may range from
tandem linear axes to dual log axes, depending on the type of analysis performed. The graphs
may display certain patterns or quantitative values which inform the reservoir analyst as to what
type of reservoir flow characteristics are present or identifies changes in reservoir behavior over
time. Reservoir characteristics identify the type of disposal zone reservoir pathway present and
indicate its tendency to dissipate pressure buildup, either radially or in a preferential direction.
Hence, the data can be used to “describe” the reservoir pathway.
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Operational data can be analyzed using the steady state radial flow equation, in the form of the
Hall integral and its derivative, while pressure transient tests are analyzed using solutions to the
radial diffusivity equation. Operational data include both injection rate and pressure
information, but actual data reported can vary depending on the regulatory agency
requirements. For example, injection volumes may be reported with daily, monthly, or quarterly
frequency. UIC programs may require reporting of injection pressure a number of ways, such as
a maximum value and a monthly average or as monthly minimum and maximum values.
For best applicability, surface pressures should be converted to bottomhole conditions prior to
performing a Hall plot analysis. This conversion requires the analyst to account for friction
pressure loss with a correlation, such as Hazen-Williams (Westaway and Loomis, 1977; Lee and
Lin, 1999), based on the tubing specifics and injection rates. The hydrostatic pressure from the
fluid column must be added to the surface pressure as part of the bottomhole pressure
calculation. The reporting frequency for injection rates can also impact the quality of the analysis.
Plots, calculations and analyses associated with operational data are summarized below:
OPERATING RATES AND PRESSURES OVERVIEW P LOT
•

Overview of surface pressures and injection rate or volume plot (Figure D-1)
o Cartesian (linear) plot of surface injection pressure and rate/volume versus date
 y-axis primary: average and maximum wellhead (surface or tubing)
pressure
 y-axis secondary: average injection rate (barrels per recording time period)
 x-axis: date (based on recording timeframe, e.g., daily, monthly, quarterly)
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FIGURE D-1: OVERVIEW PLOT OF MONTHLY OPERATING TUBING PRESSURES AND INJECTION RATES
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Purpose
o Identifies trends or large changes in pressure and/or injection rate/volume
behavior
o Provides a timeline of operational activity
Challenges: Frequency of data reported, intermittent well use, quality of data
Possible red flags
o Maximum pressures nearing fracture pressure
o Increased pressure with declining injection rates
o Suspect data quality (e.g., repeating pressure value with varying injection rate)

OPERATING PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
•

Cartesian plot of the operating BHP gradient (Figure D-2)
o The operating BHP can be measured or calculated
o Calculated values are obtained by adding the hydrostatic pressure of the fluid
column, based on the fluid specific gravity, to the surface tubing pressure and
subtracting friction pressure loss
 Calculate hydrostatic pressure of the fluid column:
• (disposal fluid specific gravity) x (fresh water gradient) x (depth)
 Specific gravity is obtained from a fluid analysis or is estimated
 Friction loss is estimated using tubing dimensions and Hazen-Williams
friction loss correlation (Lee et al., 1999; Westaway et al., 1977)
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• Tubing friction factor, C, is based on tubing type
• Frequency of rates data impacts friction calculations
o Operating pressure gradient equals operating BHP divided by depth (psi/ft)
 Depth is the top of the completed interval or tubing depth
o Cartesian plot of operating BHP gradient versus date
 y-axis: operating pressure gradient, psi/ft
 x-axis: date (based on recording timeframe, e.g., daily, monthly, quarterly)
FIGURE D-2: MONTHLY OPERATING PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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Purpose
o Compare operating pressure gradient to calculated or measured area-specific
fracture gradients to confirm the disposal well is operating below fracture
pressure
Challenges
o Conversion of surface pressure to BHP can be inaccurate
o Variations in injectate specific gravity introduce uncertainties in calculation of the
hydrostatic fluid column
 More of a concern in commercial disposal wells
o Friction pressure estimates can be suspect, especially for wells with high injection
rates through smaller diameter tubing
o Frequency of rate data impacts friction calculations
Possible red flags
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o New fractures or fracture extension may occur if well is operating above the
fracture gradient
o Tubing size and injection rates are not within appropriate ranges for calculating
friction loss values
HALL INTEGRAL AND DERIVATIVE PLOT
The Hall integral has been used since 1963 (Hall, 1963; Jarrell et al., 1991). The Hall integral
derivative evolved later, after the derivative approach was developed for well testing techniques
(Izgec and Kabir, 2009). The Hall plot uses readily available operational data coupled with an
estimate or measurement of the average static reservoir pressure prior to injection. This
operational data is routinely recorded as part of UIC permit compliance.
The Hall plot represents a graphical integration of the steady state radial flow equation, which
couples operating pressure and cumulative injection. Pressure values are calculated on a BHP
basis for use in the Hall plot. The Hall plot is a numerical integration between the operating BHP
and static (reservoir) BHP. This numerical integration yields a straight line trend for radial flow
(Figure D-3). The integral (summation) serves to “smooth out” noise commonly present in
injection operating data. The derivative is the running slope of the Hall integral plot. The
derivative magnifies any slope change and tends to be much noisier than the Hall integral. Adding
the derivative trend to the integral plot helps to more readily identify significant changes in
disposal well behavior.
The Hall integral is an accepted petroleum engineering methodology that is easily calculated in a
spreadsheet. The integral provides for a much longer observation period of the injection zone
than is generally obtained with a pressure transient test. The well’s pressure response
corresponds to a greater investigative distance into the reservoir the longer the well operates.
The Hall integral is a function of the pressure difference between injection and shut-in conditions
weighted by operating time increments.
•

Cartesian (linear) plot of Hall integral and derivative curves (Figure D-4)
o Hall integral is a numerical integration between the operating BHP and static
(reservoir) BHP
 Tracks the change in operating pressure with time, compared to the initial
static conditions
 Cumulative or running summation of (ΔP*Δt) as well operates
• Values will increase with cumulative operation time
 ΔP: Injecting BHP-static BHP calculated for each measurement
 Δt: Time increment for measurements matched to ΔP calculation
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o y-axis: Hall integral (HI) = Cumulative (ΔP*Δt) function, psi - time period
o y-axis: Hall integral derivative: DHI = (Hi2-Hi1)/(Wi2-Wi1)
 (Hi2-Hi1) represents difference between successive Hall integral values
 (Wi2-Wi1) represents difference between successive cumulative injection
values
o x-axis: Cumulative injection volume, Wi (barrels)

Hall Integral, Cumulative (ΔP*Δt), psi-days

FIGURE D-3: STYLIZED EXAMPLE HALL INTEGRAL PLOT WITHOUT DERIVATIVE

•
•
•
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•
•
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FIGURE D-4: HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE (MODIFIED FIGURE 1 FROM YOSHIOKA ET AL., 2008 WITH PERMISSION)

enhanced
injectivity

•

Purpose
o Evaluates injection well performance and reservoir flow behavior or changes in
behavior over time
 Slope change on the Hall integral trend reflects the pressure response as
fluid moves radially from the disposal well
• Slope indicates a well’s completion condition or injection efficiency
• Negative slope break associated with enhancement of injectivity
• Positive slope break indicates reduced injectivity
• No slope break (straight line) represents radial flow
o Location on the plot of derivative (DHI) relative to the Hall integral (HI) also
indicates the completion condition of the well
 Highlights well behavior patterns
• DHI located below HI indicates enhanced injectivity
o Examples: Opening of new pay zone, fracturing, extension
of existing fracture
• DHI superimposed on HI indicates radial flow
• DHI above HI suggests a decrease of injectivity
o Examples: Near wellbore plugging, boundary, offset
injection well
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•

•

Hall derivative (DHI) should always be a positive value if Hall integral (HI) is
increasing

Challenges:
o Frequency of pressure and injection monitoring affects quality of Hall derivative
function and shape of plot
o Requires an initial reservoir pressure
 A measurement or estimate of the average initial static BHP is required
o Conversion of surface pressure to BHP can be inaccurate
 Friction pressure estimates can be suspect, especially for wells with high
injection rates through smaller diameter tubing
o Hall integral should increase as long as injection is occurring
 If the static reservoir pressure estimate is too high, negative increments in
the Hall integral calculation may result
o Wells used intermittently require data manipulation to keep the Hall integral
positive
Possible red flags
o Constant tubing pressure with varying injection volumes should raise questions
about data quality
o Positive slope change may be associated with a plugging at the well, boundary or
offset injection well
o Negative slope break may be associated with the opening of a new pay zone,
fracturing, or extension of existing fracture

HALL INTEGRAL SENSITIVITY PLOTS
The WG conducted three sensitivity analyses to determine the Hall integral and derivative
responses. The three sensitivity cases included (1) Hall integral response to a reservoir model
containing boundaries, (2) the impact of the assumed initial pressure value used in the Hall
integral calculation, and (3) the sensitivity of the Hall integral to the well operating timeframe.
Boundaries
Analytical models were set up using the PanSystem pressure transient software. One model
included an infinite-acting radial flow reservoir and the second model contained a U-shape fault
configuration representing three no-flow boundaries, each 2 miles equidistant from the injection
well. Each model assumed continuous injection of 5,000 barrels per day (BPD) for 10 years (with
reservoir conditions of k=50 md, h=100 ft, μ=1 cp, rw=.3 feet, ct= 6x10-6 psi-1, Φ= 20%, Pinit=2000
psia). The modeled pressure responses represented bottomhole conditions and a skin factor of
0. The modeled pressures were then converted to Hall integral and derivative plots.
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•

Hall integral and derivative plot with and without boundaries (Figure D-5)
o y-axis:
 Hall integral (HI) = Cumulative (ΔP*Δt) function (psi-time period)
 Hall integral derivative: DHI = (Hi2-Hi1)/(Wi2-Wi1)
o x-axis: Cumulative injection volume, Wi (barrels)

FIGURE D-5: HALL INTEGRAL AND DERIVATIVE RESPONSE FOR NO BOUNDARY AND 3 BOUNDARIES 2 MILES EQUIDISTANT FROM WELL
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o Purpose:
 Determine Hall integral and derivative responses to known boundary
conditions
 Compared radial flow to U-shaped boundary conditions
• Bounded system response causes Hall integral and derivative
curves to have positive slope breaks
o Derivative response located above Hall integral
o Separation between the Hall integral and derivative
increases with the number of boundaries encountered by
the disposal pressure response
o Challenges:
 Boundary conditions may be unknown due to limited geologic information
 Upswing may be from offset disposal activity and not associated with a noflow boundary or fault
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Initial Pressure
Sensitivity calculations were performed on each of the case study wells using a range of assumed
static BHPs to explore the impact of static pressure assumptions on Hall plot behavior. Even with
varied pressure assumptions, the overall slope change trend in each well was not impacted, but
the degree of slope change did vary with the static pressure assumed. The WG concluded an
incorrect static pressure would not critically alter the Hall plot qualitative meaning, though it
would have a quantitative impact. For purposes of the case studies, the Hall plots were used for
qualitative behavior assessment only.
•

Linear plot of Hall integral with varying initial pressures (Figure D-6)
o Checks the sensitivity to a range of original reservoir static pressures
o y-axis: Hall integral (HI) = Cumulative (ΔP*Δt) function (psi- time period)
o x-axis: Cumulative injection volume, Wi (barrels)

FIGURE D-6: HALL INTEGRAL INITIAL PRESSURE SENSITIVITY PLOT
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o Purpose:
 Qualitative assessment of estimated static pressure estimate on character
or shape of Hall integral trend
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•

Hall integral becomes larger with decreasing initial static pressure
due to increased pressure difference between injection and initial
shut-in pressures

o Challenges:
 Negative increment in the Hall integral may occur if initial pressure
assumption is too high
 Degree of slope change in the Hall integral changes with the initial pressure
assumption
Hours of Operation
Two different analyses were conducted for the Northstar case study well in Ohio. The initial
analysis used quarterly reported volumes and assumed 24-hour continuous well operation. The
second analysis was conducted using additional data that included specific hours of well
operation and daily reported volumes and pressure for the same operational period as the
initial data set. The second review resulted in a different Hall integral response. This sensitivity
analysis is included to illustrate the difference in the Hall integral response based on the
availability of details of the well operational history. As illustrated in Figure D-7, the initial
analysis using 24-hour well operation indicated enhanced injectivity, while the analysis based
on the actual time increments shows a combination of trends.
•

Hall integral and derivative plot was calculated using different hours of operation (Figure
D-7)
o Used different hours of well operation to calculate the Hall integral and derivative
 24 hours of operation daily
 Actual reported hours of operation
o y-axis:
 Hall integral (HI) = Cumulative (ΔP*Δt) function (psi- time period)
 Hall Integral Derivative: DHI = (Hi2-Hi1)/(Wi2-Wi1)
o x-axis: Cumulative injection volume, Wi (barrels)
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Hall Integral and Derivative (psi-hr)

FIGURE D-7: IMPACT THE HOURS OF WELL OPERATION HAS ON HALL INTEGRAL AND DERIVATIVE CALCULATIONS
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o Purpose:
 Determine the impact that the hours of well operation have on Hall
integral and derivative calculation for wells that do not operate
continuously
• Hall integral and derivative magnitudes and trends are affected by
the time increment assumed for each injection volume reported
o Too large a time increment value distorts the integral step
size and corresponding derivative
o Can present a misleading picture of shape of Hall integral
and derivative response
o Challenges:
 Actual hours of operation are not always reported
SILIN SLOPE PLOT
The Silin slope plot is used to determine average reservoir pressure around an injection well,
using injection pressures and rates. Operational injection data are plotted on a linear plot of
wellhead pressure divided by injection rate versus the reciprocal of the injection rate. The
resulting data points are fitted to a best fit straight line with the line’s slope yielding a mean
reservoir pressure around the disposal well. The resulting average reservoir pressure can then
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be used to develop a Hall plot. The Silin plot is designed as a method for monitoring reservoir
pressure in active waterfloods and is only applicable to radial flow situations.
Silin slope plots were developed for each of the case study wells. In some cases, an estimate of
average disposal reservoir pressure was available from fluid level data. The results of the Silin
plots were compared against available measured pressures and generally predicted too high a
reservoir pressure. The high Silin plot predicted pressures resulted in negative Hall integral
increments; consequently, the Silin plots were not included in the case study analyses.
•

Linear plot of injection well operating data (Figure D-8)
o y-axis: Injection BHP divided by daily injection rate, Pwf/Q (psi-time period per
barrel)
o x-axis: Reciprocal of the injection rate, 1/Q (day per barrel)

FIGURE D-8: SILIN SLOPE PLOT
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•

•

Purpose
o Developed as a modification to Hall plot analysis to determine mean reservoir
pressure around the injection well
Challenges:
o Rate fluctuations in operational data can cause data scatter
o Method is applicable at very early times during the infinite-acting period
 Faults or fractures may introduce error in assumptions for applicability
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•

Possible red flags
o Data quality may contribute to a scattered plot
o Unrealistically high static reservoir pressure

TANDEM PLOT COMBINING HALL INTEGRAL WITH SEISMIC EVENTS
The tandem plot is designed to graphically compare the Hall integral response to a cumulative
count of seismic events within a selected radial search area.
•

Cartesian (linear) tandem plot (Figure D-9)
o Plot of Hall integral and cumulative number of earthquake events versus
cumulative injection
 y-axis primary: Hall integral (HI) = Cumulative (ΔP*Δt) function (psi-time
period)
 y-axis secondary: Cumulative earthquake events (count)
 x-axis: Cumulative injection volume, Wi (bbls)

FIGURE D-9: TANDEM PLOT OF HALL INTEGRAL AND CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKE EVENTS
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•

Cumulative Earthquake Events

Purpose:
o Plot illustrates how injection well behavior and number of seismic events change
with cumulative injection volume
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•

Challenges:
o Creating cumulative injection history for cumulative earthquake events
 Selecting size of seismic monitoring area around disposal well
 Acquiring seismic data from various databases
 Linking earthquake events to cumulative injection based on event date
 Increase in events may appear to be delayed owing to late deployment of
additional seismometers
 Deciding the lower magnitude limit to be included in count of seismic
events
• Possible red flags
o Correlation between injection well response (Hall integral slope change) and
number of seismic events
SEISMICITY TIMELINE
The seismicity timeline plot was created to compare event magnitude, cumulative seismic events,
number of seismometers and disposal well operational period. As the figure shows, once
seismicity occurs, the number of seismometer stations may increase, to better record and locate
the events.
•

Seismicity timeline linear plot (Figure D-10)
o Plot of the earthquake magnitude and cumulative number of earthquake events
versus the operational period of the disposal well
 Primary y-axis: Earthquake magnitude
 Secondary y-axis: Earthquake cumulative events and number of recording
stations
 x-axis: date and disposal well operational period
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FIGURE D-10: SEISMICITY TIMELINE PLOT
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Purpose:
o Provide a common plot of seismic response and monitoring stations with period
of disposal activity
Challenges:
o Selecting size of monitoring area around disposal well
o Acquiring seismic data from various databases
o Acquiring number of monitoring stations within the selected monitoring area
Possible red flags
o Correlation between operational period of disposal well and occurrence or
number of seismic events
o Seismic event background level prior to disposal well operations to determine if
induced, i.e. if the background level was non-existent seismicity may be induced,
whereas if there is no change in level, it probably is not.
o Number of seismometers relative to number of seismic events

OVERVIEW OF PRESSURE TRANSIENT TESTING FOR DISPOSAL WELLS
Pressure transient theory correlates pressures and rates as a function of time and is the basis for
many types of well tests, including both falloff and step rate tests. Pressure transient test
analyses revolve around solutions to a partial differential equation, called the radial flow
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diffusivity equation. These solutions provide an injection well behavior model, provide a method
for reservoir parameter evaluation and allow calculation of pressure and rate as a function of
distance.
The most common solution used applies only to radial flow. However, this solution is not
applicable in all geologic or well completion situations. By solving the diffusivity equation for
boundary conditions to address the geological or completion situations present at the wellbore
or in the reservoir, one can obtain mathematical solutions (type curves) specific to these
situations. Since these reservoir model solutions are based on a differential equation, their
“signature” is best presented in a log-log plot format.
Pressure transient tests provide a more refined look at the reservoir and well completion
characteristics. Pressure transient tests are typically shorter in duration than the operational
data analysis but are generally designed to provide a better reservoir description.
One type of pressure transient test commonly associated with a disposal well is a falloff test,
which measures the pressure decline by recording the well surface pressure or BHP after the well
is shut in. Falloff tests are to a petroleum engineer as seismic surveys are to a geophysicist.
Pressure transient tests provide short and intermediate distance mathematical ‘pictures’ of the
reservoir nature around the well when the data are analyzed against existing reservoir models.
They are analogous to a short term pinging of the reservoir with sonar in the form of a pressure
wave, whereas seismic surveys are acoustical ‘pinging’ of the reservoir. Both use some type of
energy wave to probe through the reservoir much like sonar ‘pings’ the ocean or radar ‘pings’
the airways. In both instances, the reservoir response to the associated ‘wave ping’ is measured
and analyzed. A falloff test sequence of events and pressure response is shown in Figure D-11.
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FIGURE D-11: FALLOFF TEST SEQUENCE OF EVENTS AND PRESSURE RESPONSES
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Another type of pressure transient test commonly associated with a disposal well is a step rate
test. Step rate tests are a direct method of estimating fracture pressure and fracture gradient
(formation parting pressure) of the disposal zone. Step rate tests can be analyzed for both
fracture gradient and reservoir characteristics. Step rate testing consists of a series of constant
rate injection steps with each step being maintained for an equal duration of time as shown in
Figure D-12, with corresponding pressure increases as illustrated in Figure D-13. Ideally, the
injection pressure should be stabilized at the end of each rate step.
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FIGURE D-12: STEP RATE TEST RATE SEQUENCE
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ANALYSIS OF DISPOSAL WELL PRESSURE TRANSIENT TESTS
Analysis of both falloff and step rate tests involve pressure transient analysis techniques.
Common methodology can be applied to each of these two tests. Falloff test analysis typically
requires specialized software. Step rate tests can be analyzed using a spreadsheet, though a
more detailed analysis may also necessitate the use of specialized software. Details relating to
the analysis of each type of test are provided below.
FALLOFF TESTING
The first step in analyzing a falloff test is plotting the data in a format that allows for comparison
against the known reservoir model solutions to the unsteady state radial diffusivity equation. To
compare site-specific test data to these solutions requires plotting the actual data in a log-log
plot format, as shown in Figure D-14. The log-log plot becomes a useful diagnostic tool for
detecting patterns of behavior at the well and into the reservoir. These patterns indicate the
presence of different flow regimes.
By identifying the flow regimes through a “mathematical picture” on the log-log plot, one can
match reservoir model solutions to the test response to characterize the reservoir. The solutions
to the reservoir flow models are plotted in the same log-log format, so finding the correct
reservoir model becomes a picture matching process between the plotted test data and known
reservoir responses.
FIGURE D-14: LOG-LOG MASTER DIAGNOSTIC PLOT OF A FALLOFF TEST
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•

Log-log diagnostic plot (Figures Figure D-14 and Figure D-15)
o Logarithmic y-axis:
 Pressure change, ΔP
• Subtract the final measured pressure at the end of injection period
from each pressure value during the falloff period
• ΔP increases as pressure declines during the falloff test
• ΔP divided by ΔQ if rate history is accounted for
 Pressure derivative, P’
• Running slope calculated from a semilog plot of falloff pressure
versus elapsed test time
o Logarithmic x-axis:
 Elapsed test time, Δt, starting from when well is shut-in
 Time function is modified if the injection rate varied significantly prior to
the falloff

FIGURE D-15: LOG-LOG MASTER DIAGNOSTIC PLOT - WELL WITH FRACTURE FLOW CHARACTERISTIC

•

Purpose
o Final falloff pressure provides a static formation pressure measurement
o Arranges test data in reservoir model format or mathematical “picture”
o Derivative curve provides a “magnified” look at reservoir transient responses
 Enhances identification of various flow regimes
 Couples the log-log and semilog plot
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•

•

• Derivative curve is the running slope of the semilog plot
o Provides reservoir characteristics
 Identifies flow regimes
• Derivative flattens during radial flow (See Figure D-14)
 Identifies reservoir boundaries, if located near the well
o Measures the transmissibility of the injection zone or reservoir pathway
 Transmissibility is the formation’s ability to transmit pressure
 Directly relates to the amount and lateral extent of pore pressure buildup
o Indicates well completion condition
 Spacing between the pressure and pressure derivative curves
 Dimensionless wellbore skin factor describes the well completion
condition
• Negative skin: Enhanced completion
• Positive skin: Damaged completion
• Fractured wells exhibit very negative skin factors (-5 to -6)
Challenges
o Planning of test to obtain good quality data
o Quality of recording devices to reduce data scatter
o Ensuring duration of test is sufficient to see beyond wellbore effects and identify
reservoir characteristics
o Special pressure transient software needed to analyze test
o Handling of wastewater for duration of the test
Possible red flags
o Non-radial flow behavior may suggest pressure is not dissipating radially from well
o Less permeable reservoirs may require longer test times
o Unanalyzable test—planning or data collection issues

STEP RATE TESTS
Whereas falloff tests involve shutting in of the disposal well, a step rate test is conducted during
operation of the well. Step rate test data can be analyzed either as a composite data set or
through individual rate step analyses. Analysis of the composite approach involves a linear plot,
while injectivity analysis of individual rate steps involves a more complex log-log plot analysis of
each rate step. If both methods are performed, the results can be compared for agreement. The
injectivity analysis is similar to the falloff test analysis, except that pressures increase during each
rate step instead of decreasing as in a falloff test. However, the limited duration of each rate
step results in a shallower look into the reservoir. The goal of both analyses is to determine the
reservoir formation parting (fracture) pressure.
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Linear Plot
•

Linear plot of injection pressure versus injection rate (Figure D-16)
o y-axis: Final injection pressure of each rate step
 Bottomhole pressure
o x-axis: Constant injection rate of each rate step

FIGURE D-16: STEP RATE TEST LINEAR PLOT

•

•

Purpose
o Identify formation parting pressure for use in determining maximum allowable
operating pressure for disposal well
 Review data for slope changes by drawing straight line(s) through data
points
• Negative slope break suggests enhanced injectivity or fracturing
• No slope break
o Fracture pressure not observed during test
o Start pressure exceeded fracture pressure
o Confirm well is operating below the fracture pressure gradient
Challenges:
o Surface pressure measurements may provide misleading results
 Friction effects can mask the slope break
o Conversion of surface pressures to bottomhole pressure
 Must account for friction pressure
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Friction calculation often in error for wells with high injection rates
through smaller diameter tubing
No break may be observed if disposal well is fractured prior to the first rate step
 Starting injection rate too high
A sufficient number of rate steps must be included in the test to establish straight
lines on the linear plot
Stabilized pressures are not reached during each rate step
Constant injection rates are not maintained during each rate step
 Test typically requires a pump truck
 Access to additional fluid volumes for continuous injection
Use of continuous pressure and rate recording data throughout the test
 Allows confirmation of pressure stabilization during each rate step
 Allows each rate step to be analyzed as an injectivity test


o
o
o
o

o

Injectivity Plot
•

Log-log injectivity plots of each rate step (Figure D-17)
o Logarithmic y-axis:
 Pressure change, ΔP
• Subtract the pressures measured during injection period of each
rate step from the final pressure from the preceding rate step or
shut-in pressure for analysis of the first rate step
 Pressure derivative, P’
• Running slope of a semilog plot of test data
o Logarithmic x-axis:
 Superposition time function to account for changing injection rates during
the test
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FIGURE D-17: INDIVIDUAL RATE STEP LOG-LOG INJECTIVITY PLOT

•

•

Purpose
o Identifies flow regime during each rate step
 Review each step for fracture signature or fracture extension based on
fracture half-length
 Fracture signature suggests formation parting pressure has been exceeded
Challenges
o Conversion of surface pressures to BHP required for analysis
 Must account for friction pressure
 Requires continuously recorded downloadable electronic data
o Data can be “noisier” since injection is occurring and passing by the pressure
gauge
o Requires pressure transient software for analysis

HOW CAN THE OPERATIONAL DATA AND PRESSURE TRANSIENT TEST ANALYSES BE
USED?
Pressure change in the reservoir can induce seismicity in certain geologic settings. The petroleum
engineering approaches described in this appendix may be useful for linking the pressure
behavior of the injection well to seismicity. They may also help evaluate area geology and
assessment of whether a reservoir is appropriate for a disposal zone. Pressure transient testing
identifies flow behavior which indicates how the reservoir pathway pressure increases are
distributed away from the disposal well and, in the case of a falloff, measures static pressure for
assessing reservoir pressure buildup. For example, pressure increases from a disposal well
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exhibiting a fracture or linear flow characteristic may extend directionally over greater distances
from the well than would be expected for radial flow.
One aspect of assessing induced seismicity concerns the distance pressure buildup can be
transmitted in the disposal reservoir. Two aseismic examples of large distance pressure influence
are provided in APPENDIX I: . One example highlights preferential pressure distribution over
great distances in a formation suspected of containing a geologic anomaly, and the second
example illustrates the cumulative pressure buildup from multiple disposal wells injecting into
the same formation.
For disposal wells identified as injecting into linear or fractured flow regimes, expanding the area
reviewed may be useful for describing potential reservoir behavior. Typical pressure buildup
calculations are based on the assumption that injection occurs into a radially homogeneous,
infinite-acting reservoir. Naturally fractured reservoirs generally do not meet these assumptions.
Therefore, pressure buildup distribution from a disposal well injecting into a fractured formation
may require a more complex evaluation than an analysis for wells injecting into a formation
exhibiting radial flow characteristics. In a homogeneous reservoir, the pressure dissipates equally
in all directions away from the wellbore; however, the cumulative pressure effects from multiple
disposal wells injecting into the same formation may enlarge the area of pressure influence.
Though the radial flow equations are applicable, modifications may be necessary to account for
multiple pressure sources.
Analysis of the operating data coupled with any available pressure transient tests such as falloff
and step rate tests for a disposal well may provide critical details, both geologically and
hydraulically, about the nature and conditions of the injection reservoir. An attempt should be
made to correlate anomalous test results to area seismic events to determine whether additional
data gathering, monitoring or testing is warranted. Since operating data are readily available and
require no additional monitoring, the petroleum engineering approach for analysis of such data
provides an established technical methodology that may correlate existing well data to seismic
events in the area.

HOW DID THE WG PERFORM THE CASE STUDY PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
EVALUATIONS?
The detailed assessment for each case study is included in the respective case study appendix.
While many of the methods used were highlighted during the preceding discussions, the software
used and tasks performed on the case study examples are outlined below. The software listed
represents what was available to the WG, but other options are available.
•

Software requirements
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•

o Microsoft Excel® was used for the evaluation of operational data
 Required assumptions to generate some parameters or functions used
o PanSystem® software was used to analyze pressure transient data
 Other pressure transient test software could be used
Tasks performed for all case study areas
o Obtained injection pressure, rate and time data for wells within the areas
o Operational analysis plots generated:
 Overview plot
 Operating gradient plot
 Hall integral plot with derivative
 Tandem plot
• Relates cumulative earthquakes to Hall integral
o Pressure transient test (falloff and step rate) analysis plots generated when data
were available:
 Cartesian overview plot
 Log-log plot
 Type curve match where applicable
 Step rate test linear plot

GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS AND TERMS
ACRONYMS
BHP

Bottomhole (static) Pressure (psia)

BPD

Barrels per day

BPM

Barrels per minute

Cp

Centipoise, a measure of viscosity

Ct

Compressibility, total (1/psi)

Ei

Exponential integral

Gpm

Gallons per minute

KB

Kelly Bushing (ft)

K

Permeability (md or millidarcies)

Kh

Permeability thickness (md-ft)

Pinit

Initial pressure (psia)

PR

Pressure, reservoir or formation static (psia)

Φ

Porosity
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Psia

pounds per square inch, absolute

Pwf

Pressure, well bottomhole flowing (psia)

Q

Injection rate (BPD)

rw

Wellbore radius (inches)

STB

Stock Tank Barrels, i.e. measured at surface temperature and pressure

TVD

True Vertical Depth (ft)

μ

Fluid viscosity (cp)

xf

Fracture half-length (ft)

TERMS
Falloff test is a pressure transient test conducted by shutting an injection well in and observing
the pressure decline at the well over a period of time.
Formation parting pressure is the pressure required to extend a created fracture or preexisting,
natural fracture. It is also referred to as the fracture extension pressure. This pressure
is less than the pressure required to initiate a fracture which is referred to a fracture or
breakdown pressure.
Fracture gradient is the minimum pressure required to induce fractures or fracture extension in
a rock at a given depth.
Fracture half-length is the radial distance from the wellbore to the outer tip of a fracture
penetrated by the well or propagated from the well by hydraulic fracturing.
(Schlumberger)
Fracture pressure, aka breakdown pressure, is the pressure above which injection of fluids will
cause the subsurface rock formation to fracture. Typically 65-85% of overburden
pressure, and about 0.71 psi per foot of overburden depth. (Schlumberger, 2014 and
Hayes, 2014)
Offset well is an existing well in proximity to the well of interest, which may provide analogous
information.
Kelly bushing (KB), aka rotary Kelly bushing, is a common wellhead reference point for
measuring the depth of a well. It is an adapter that connects the rotary table to the
Kelly—a long steel bar used to transmit rotation to the drill string.
Radial diffusivity equation is the basic equation used in wellbore pressure analysis. Solution
typically used: Pr = Pinit + (162.6 * Q * μ * B/(k * h)) * log (( k * t) / (70.4* Φ * μ * Ct * r *
r))
Step rate test consists of a series of increasing injection rates as a series of rate steps and
estimates the pressure necessary to fracture the formation.
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Static pressure, for this report, is the bottomhole pressure in the pore volume around the
injection well measured in the wellbore at the end of a shut -in period that reaches
stabilized conditions.
Transmissibility (kh/μ) is the reservoir permeability times the net thickness divided by the fluid
viscosity. It is an overall measure of a reservoir’s capability to accept fluid injection.
True vertical depth (TVD) is the vertical distance from the wellbore reference point to a
measured depth point, regardless of offset lateral distance. Hydrostatic head is
measured based on the true vertical height of the fluid column.
Wellbore skin shown by well testing is a zone of reduced or enhanced permeability around a
wellbore, often explained by formation damage during injection operations and mudfiltrate invasion during drilling or perforating, or by well stimulation. A positive skin
value indicates some damage or influences that are impairing well productivity. A
negative skin value indicates enhanced productivity, typically resulting from stimulation.
(Schlumberger)
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All four case studies were considered in the development of the decision model. Consequently,
the Injection-Induced Seismicity Working Group (WG) elected to apply the decision model
framework to the case study events. Following the decision model framework, the wells in this
case study fall under both the new and existing well categories. This case study covers a broad
section of the Fort Worth Basin, with two focus areas. In both areas, increased earthquake
frequency and magnitude following the start of disposal operations raised concern. Future
disposal wells may fall in the category of new wells in an existing area of seismic concern,
depending on the level of seismicity selected as a cutoff.

NORTH TEXAS CASE STUDY BACKGROUND
In late 2008, a series of small earthquakes occurred in north Texas near Dallas-Fort Worth (DFW)
International Airport, followed by a separate group of small earthquakes starting in mid-2009
around Cleburne. Both areas are within the active Barnett shale play (Figure E-1). Deployment
of temporary seismic arrays helped identify the source of the earthquakes.
To aid understanding of the various findings, this appendix describes the geologic setting, existing
oil and gas activity, and seismic history prior to providing details on the two separate areas and
nearby disposal operations.

GEOLOGIC SETTING
The DFW and Cleburne focus areas are located within the Fort Worth Basin. The generalized
east-west cross-section (Figure E-2) shows the relationship of the formations bounded on the
east by the Ouachita thrust fault against basement rocks. The generalized north-south crosssection in Figure E-3 shows later Pennsylvanian age normal faulting (Bruner and Smosna, 2011).
A third faulting episode appears in the basin, resulting from collapsed chimney structures above
Ellenburger karst sinkholes and caverns (Bruner and Smosna, 2011; McDonnell, 2007;
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Montgomery et al., 2005; Steward, 2011; Sullivan et al., 2006), illustrated in Figure E-4 (Steward,
2011). The case study Class II disposal wells are completed in the Ellenburger formation.
The Barnett Shale lies below the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconformity, and unconformably
over Ordovician carbonates (Viola, Simpson and Ellenburger formations). As shown in Figures E2 and E-3, the Barnett shale can lie directly on the Ellenburger. Therefore, there may be little or
no confining strata between the Barnett and the underlying disposal zone.
During a meeting between EPA Region 6 and an area operator, the operator presented geologic
data gathered in portions of the Fort Worth Basin that indicated there are no obvious Ellenburger
karst features in the DFW airport area; however, the area around Cleburne showed significant
karst features. The presentation displayed a major normal fault with approximately 600 feet of
displacement, down to the east-southeast, in the DFW area. This same fault is also shown in
literature (Figure E-5), and is located about a mile (1.6 km) west of the disposal well, DFW C1DE
(Ficker, 2012; Frohlich et al., 2011).

OIL AND GAS ACTIVITY
The Barnett shale production discovery took place in 1981 in Newark East field, in Wise County.
Since 2002, most Barnett shale wells have been horizontally drilled with 1,000- to 3,500 foot
lateral legs (Martineau, 2007). In Newark East, the top Barnett shale depth ranges from 6,900 to
7,500 feet, with a thickness varying from 200 to over 700 feet near the Muenster Arch in the
northeast (Montgomery et al., 2005).

HISTORY OF SEISMICITY
Prior to October 2008, no earthquakes were reported in any of the six seismicity databases,
[USGS Advanced National Seismic System (ANSS), Eastern, Central & Mountain States NEIC
Earthquake database (SRA), Central and Eastern United States CERI Earthquake database
(NCEER), Significant U.S. quakes, NEIC Earthquake database (USHIS), Center for Earthquake
Research and Information (CERI) and Preliminary Determination Earthquake, NEIC Earthquake
database (PDE)], within 40 miles (64 km) of the DFW International Airport or the Cleburne area.
However, several small (M1.7 to M3.3) earthquakes occurred in the central part of the Dallas Fort Worth metroplex near DFW International Airport starting on October 31, 2008. The case
study wells in the DFW area began operations in June 2007 and March 2008. Seismic activity
(M2.0 to M3.3) near the town of Cleburne started on June 2, 2009. The ten case study wells in
the Cleburne area began operations between December 2005 and May 2008. Both focus areas
are located in north central Texas and the eastern portion of the Barnett shale play (Figure E-1).
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NORTH TEXAS INFORMATION COLLECTED
Data for wells in the DFW and Cleburne focus areas were downloaded from the Texas Railroad
Commission (RRC) website. Supplemental geosciences information was obtained through the
deployment of additional seismometers. Operational monitoring reports provided monthly
injection rates and wellhead pressures. Details for each focus area are included in the relevant
Information Collected sections below.
Permitting and well documents provided details concerning completion depths, construction
information and permit conditions for the case study wells. Annual operation reports provided
monthly injection volumes and average and maximum wellhead pressures. Well pressures and
injection volumes available as of December 1, 2013, were obtained from the RRC disposal well
database.
Location and operating status of each Class II disposal wells in the focus areas were updated from
the RRC website through mid-August 2013. Locations of seismic events through September 30,
2013, were downloaded from the seismic event databases discussed for each of the focus areas.

OPERATIONAL DETAILS
For both the DFW airport and Cleburne study areas, the individual well surface pressures were
converted to approximate bottomhole pressure (BHP) at tubing seat depths. For this conversion,
a fluid specific gravity of 1.05 (roughly equivalent to 45,000 parts per million chlorides) was
assumed. Tubing dimensions, length and inside diameter, were taken from or estimated from
permit documentation. To determine friction pressure, the Hazen-Williams friction loss
correlation with a friction factor C of 100 for steel tubing was used. BHPs were calculated by
adding the surface pressure and the pressure of the hydrostatic column of fluid and subtracting
the calculated friction pressure loss. Operating data-related plots were prepared for selected
wells within the case study areas consisting of a seismicity timeline, an operational overview data
plot, operating pressure gradient plot, and a tandem plot of Hall integral with derivative and
seismic events. The tandem plot shows both the Hall integral and cumulative area earthquake
events against a common scale of cumulative disposal volume.

FOCUSED SITE ASSESSMENT FOR DFW INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT AREA
Earthquake activity near DFW International Airport occurred between October 31, 2008, and
May 16, 2009, with episodic recurrence. Based on earthquake activity and the regional
seismometer network capabilities, an arbitrary 5 mile (8 km) radius was selected to define the
focus area around suspected wells. The selected composite focus area is shown in Figure E-6 and
includes two disposal wells located within the airport property boundary. The available seismic
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databases listed no earthquakes around the northern well. However, as shown in Figure E-7,
some of the relocated events are just outside the focused radius of the northern well.

INFORMATION COLLECTED
DISPOSAL WELL IN DFW INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT CASE STUDY AREA
Data were gathered from the permit application and operational history for the two focus wells
in Tables Table E-1 and Table E-2.
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TABLE E-1: DFW FOCUS WELL INJECTION PERMIT CONDITIONS AND COMPLETION DATA

Injection Permit Conditions
Disposal
Wells (SWD)

UIC
Permit

Commercial

Maximum
Pressure
(psig)

Maximum
Rate
(BPD)

DFW C1DE

98402

No

5,023

DFW North
A1DM

97642

No

4,400*

Completion Data (feet Measured Depth)
Disposal
Formation

Top
Injection
Zone

Base
Injection
Zone

Total
Depth

Casing Diameter
and Seat

Tubing
Diameter
and Seat

25,000

Ellenburger,
open-hole

10,252’

13,729’

13,729’

7” to 10,253’

25,000

Ellenburger,
open-hole

8,802’

13,165’

13,190’

7” to 8,800’;
4 ½” liner
13,166’

3 ½” to
10,181’

* AMENDED FROM 4,575
DEPTHS ARE MEASURED DEPTHS IN FEET, NOT TVD

4 ½” to
8,800’

TABLE E-2: DFW FOCUS WELL OPERATIONS

Disposal Wells (SWD)
DFW C1DE
DFW North A1DM

Initial Disposal
Sept. 2008
Nov. 2007

Operations
Final Disposal
Cancelled Disposal Permit
Aug. 2009
Sept. 25, 2009
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Comments
Temporarily Abandoned
Disposal continues; 4.5” liner run from
8722-13166’ on Oct. 22, 2009

ADDITIONAL GEOSCIENCES INFORMATION
Additional seismometers (Figures E-6 and E-8) installed after seismicity began included a
temporary network operated by Southern Methodist University (SMU) and two permanent
stations installed by an area operator. The temporary network was deployed between November
2008 and early January 2009 (Frohlich et al., 2011). The two new permanent stations were added
October 2009 and April 2010 (Janská and Eisner, 2012).
The DFW airport area earthquakes recorded in the ANSS, Comprehensive catalog (ComCat) and
National Earthquake Information Center, U.S. Geological Survey (NEIC) catalogs, supplemented
with published SMU temporary array events (Frohlich et al., 2011) within the focus radius of the
disposal wells, are summarized in Table E-3 below and on a timeline illustrated in Figure E-9.
Note that only events that included a magnitude value were incorporated into this report.
Earthquakes from the other seismometers were not included in the table below as the specific
data were not published.
TABLE E-3: DFW AIRPORT AREA SEISMICITY THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30, 2013

Year
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Starting
Event
10/31/2008
5/16/2009
11/23/2010
8/1/2011
9/30/2012
1/23/2013

Number of
Events
18
3
2
2
1
1

Magnitude
Min.
Avg.
Max.
1.7
2.4
3.0
2.6
3.0
3.3
2.4
2.5
2.5
2.2
2.4
2.6
3.4
3.0

Ending
Event
12/1/2008
5/16/2009
12/13/2010
8/7/2011
9/30/2012
1/23/2013

THE 2013 EVENT 10 MILES (16.1 KM) DEEP AND ONE 2009 EVENT 5/16/09 M3.3 EVENT 5.4 MILES (8.7 KM) DEEP WERE CONSIDERABLY DEEPER
THAN ALL THE OTHER EVENTS, WHICH WERE REPORTED AT THE DEFAULT 5 KM VALUE. SMU’S RECALCULATED DEPTHS WERE BETWEEN 2.7
AND 2.8 MILES (4.34 AND 4.46 KM) FOR THE 2008 EVENTS.

The seismicity in Figure E-7 (Janská and Eisner, 2012) suggests a clearly defined seismically active
fault to the west and south of the disposal well location, DFW C1DE, along with a scattered
seismicity area to the northeast. Published reports agree that the 2008 through 2009 seismicity
occurred along the north-south trending fault to the west of the DFW C1DE well. The reports
disagree on the actual focus depth and probable cause (Janská and Eisner, 2012; Reiter et al.,
2012; Eisner, 2011; Frohlich et al., 2011).
Expansion of the arbitrary focus area from 5 to 6 miles for the DFW North A1DM well allowed for
the inclusion of the northeast cluster of earthquakes identified inside the airport ring, (Figure E7). Table E-4 includes only two events above M2.5 but includes all the events within the 6 mile
radius picked up by the WMOK station (Figure 4 of Janská and Eisner, 2012).
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TABLE E-4: ADDITIONAL RELOCATED SEISMICITY (JANSKÁ AND EISNER, 2012)

Event at
WMOK

Number of
Events

Maximum
Magnitude

5/2/2010
5/26/2010
6/26/2010
11/1/2010
11/23/2010
8/7/2011
1/23/2013

3
17
7
7
7
6
1

1.66
2.17
1.47
2.26
2.15
2.60
3.00

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING REVIEW
OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS
Only operational data were available so no pressure transient test analyses were conducted in
the DFW airport focus wells. Figures E-10 through E-13 provide operational data overview plots
and calculated operational pressure gradient plots for DFW C1DE and DFW North A1DM. Figure
E-14 is a tandem plot of the Hall integral with derivative and seismic events for C1DE, and Figure
E-15 is the Hall integral and derivative plot for A1DM and seismic events.
Table E-5 summarizes the assumed reservoir pressure value used in the Hall integral calculation
for the Hall plot.
TABLE E-5: DFW AIRPORT FOCUS AREA HALL INTEGRAL ASSUMED INITIAL PRESSURE VALUE

Well
DFW C1DE
DFW North A1DM

Hall Assumed
Average Pressure
(psi)
4,545
3,900

DFW C1DE
• Operational data overview plot (Figure E-10)
o Well was temporarily abandoned in August 2009
• Operating pressure gradient plot (Figure E-12)
• Tandem plot of Hall integral and derivative plot and seismic events (Figure E-14)
o Showed no clear correlation between the Hall integral with derivative response
and cumulative earthquake trend
DFW North A1DM
• Operational data overview plot (Figure E-11)
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•
•

o Injection volume declined during last half of the well operational history while
injection pressure trend was generally unchanged
Operating pressure gradient plot (Figure E-13)
Hall integral and derivative plot (Figure E-15)
o Hall integral with derivative responses showed multiple pronounced upswings
 Upswing may represent a reservoir boundary effect
o No seismic event locations available for correlation purposes (see next section)

SUMMARY OF ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
Operational data were reviewed for two wells in the DFW area, DFW C1DE and DFW North A1DM.
The initial engineering analysis showed no clear correspondence between well behavior and
seismic events for either well with an arbitrary 5 mile focus area. The southern well (DFW C1DE)
operated only for 1 year, resulting in limited data for analysis. Expanding the northern well (DFW
North A1DM) focus area to include the area covered by a 6 mile (10 km) radius allows
consideration of later reported seismic events, (Janská and Eisner, 2012; Eisner, 2011). For those
events, a cycle of increasingly difficult injection preceded the seismic events (see Figure E-15).

ACTIONS TAKEN BY UIC REGULATORY AGENCY IN DFW AIRPORT STUDY AREA
Following the 2008 seismic events, the RRC worked with the operator of the disposal well, DFW
C1DE, nearest to the seismicity. The operator voluntarily shut the well in. The RRC reviewed its
permit actions for other wells in the area in an effort to determine if the activity could have been
predicted. No indications of possible induced seismicity were found from these reviews. RRC
also inspected the area to verify no measurable harm or potential hazard related to the events.
In follow-up, the RRC consulted with industry representatives, along with researchers at the
Bureau of Economic Geology, SMU and Texas A&M University, and continues to monitor
developments and research related to injection-induced seismicity.

DFW AREA MULTIDISCIPLINARY INTEGRATION OF FINDINGS
Published reports agree that the 2008–2009 seismicity occurred along the fault west and north
of the DFW C1DE well (Figure E-6). This well was voluntarily shut-in during August 2009. The
May 2010 cluster appears to be further northeast along the same fault identified by Ewing (1990)
(Figure E-7). The reports disagree on the actual focus depth and probable cause (Janská and
Eisner, 2012; Eisner, 2011; Frohlich et al, 2011).
The engineering analysis showed no correspondence between well behavior and seismic events
for either well with an arbitrary 5 mile focus area. However, the closest well, DFW C1DE, started
disposal operations in September 2008, and the first seismicity occurred in late October. The
well only injected for a year prior to voluntary shut-in. Expanding the northern well (DFW North
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A1DM) focus area to include an area defined by a 6 mile (10 km) radius allowed consideration of
later reported seismic events, (Janská and Eisner, 2012; Eisner, 2011). For those events, there
was a slight correspondence between the seismicity and decreased injectivity.

FOCUSED SITE ASSESSMENT FOR CLEBURNE AREA
Following the Cleburne area initial seismic events on June 2, 2009, the earthquake activity areally
expanded over time, as shown in Figure E-16. There are a number of active disposal wells in the
area injecting into the Ellenburger below the Barnett shale. Ten focus wells were selected based
on their proximity to the initial seismic events. The focus study boundary, shown in Figure E-16,
was based on earthquake activity and the regional seismometer network capabilities and
merging of an arbitrary 5 mile (8 km) radius around each of the wells. The seismic events labeled
‘2011-J-A’ in Figure E-16 are discussed in Frohlich (2011) but are located outside the focused area
for this report.
Of the 10 case study wells in the Cleburne study area, some of the wells were in close proximity
to each other. Offset disposal should be considered when evaluating disposal well behavior.

INFORMATION COLLECTED
DISPOSAL WELLS IN CLEBURNE CASE STUDY AREA
Data were gathered from the permit application and operational history for all the focus wells
in Tables Table E-6 andTable E-7.
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TABLE E-6: CLEBURNE NORTH TEXAS FOCUS AREA WELLS PERMIT AND COMPLETION CONDITIONS

Injection Permit Conditions
UIC
Permit

Commercial

Maximum
Pressure
(psig)

Maximum
Rate
(BPD)

Hanna 1

96321

Yes

3,800

20,000

Johnson Salty 3

96488

Yes

3,500

Rose 1

98425

Yes

Vortex 1

95462

S Mann 1

Completion Data (feet Measured Depth)
Top
Injection
Zone

Base
Injection
Zone

Total
Depth

Ellenburger

8,006

10,700

10,700

30,000

Ellenburger

7,850

10,000

12,000

2,500

30,000

Ellenburger

9,104

11,250

11,428

Yes

4,300

37,000

Ellenburger

Yes

3,708

20,000

Ellenburger

10,644
11,235'
9,071

11,250

94931

10,430
11,094'
7,627

Sparks Drive 1

93369

Yes

2,900

15,000

7,509

9,134

9,134

Johnson County 1

95581

No

3,800

25,000

7,995

10,821

11,213

South Cleburne 1

94930

yes-TA

3,650

20,000

Ellenburger;
open-hole
Ellenburger;
open-hole
Ellenburger

10,422

10,755

10,952

Cleburne Yard 1

97113

Yes

2,300

15,000

Ellenburger

7,650

11,500

10,128

Johnson Salty 2

96487

Yes

3,500

30,000

Ellenburger

7,210

10,000

10,000

Disposal Wells
(SWD)

Disposal
Formation
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9,071

Casing
Diameter
and Seat

Tubing
Diameter and
Seat

7" to
8,006'
7” at
9,799’

3 ½” to 7,920’

7” at
11,428’
7” at
11,250’
7” at
7,627’
5 ½” at
7,509’
7” at
7,994’
7” at
10,903’
7” at
7,850’
7” at
9,808’

4” at 7,100’
Replaced w/
4½” at 7,750’
in Mar. 2011
4½” at 8,927’
4½” at 10,376’
3 ½” at 7,425’
3 ½” at 7,421’
4 ½” at 7,981’
4½” at 10,349’
4 ½” at 7,765’
4” at 6,950’
Replaced w/
4½“ at 7,080’
in Mar. 2011

TABLE E-7: CLEBURNE NORTH TEXAS FOCUS AREA WELLS OPERATING STATUS

Disposal Wells (SWD)
Hanna 1
Johnson Salty 3
Rose 1
Vortex 1
S Mann 1
Sparks Drive 1
Johnson County 1
South Cleburne 1
Cleburne Yard 1
Johnson Salty 2

Initial Disposal
Apr. 2007
Jan. 2007
May 2008
Dec. 2006
Oct. 2006
Dec. 2005
Apr. 2007
Oct. 2006
Aug. 2007
Jan. 2007

Operations
Final Disposal

Jul. 2009
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Plugged and
Abandoned

Comments
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Temporarily abandoned
Operating
Operating

ADDITIONAL GEOSCIENCES INFORMATION
The Cleburne area earthquakes were downloaded from the ANSS, ComCat and NEIC catalogs.
Additional seismometers as shown in Figure E-17 were deployed between June 2009 and June
2010 by SMU (Howe-Justinic et al., 2013).
A summary of the Cleburne area earthquakes is included in Table E-8, and in a timeline in Figure
E-18.
TABLE E-8: CLEBURNE FOCUS AREA SEISMICITY THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30, 2013

Year
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013

Starting
Event
6/2/2009
11/8/2010
6/7/2011
1/18/2012

Number of
Events
9
2
1
18
0

Min.
2.0
2.1
2.1

Magnitude
Avg.
Max.
2.4
2.8
2.3
2.5
2.2
2.7
3.6

Ending
Event
10/1/2009
11/12/2010
6/7/2011
7/28/2012

Since 2009, Cleburne area events have been continuously reprocessed and relocated with
significant changes to event locations. For example, one event was relocated a distance of 7 km
on the surface and 1 km in depth. The published supplemental data from the additional
seismometers that provided the relocations were not available in time to be incorporated into
this report, but their locations are shown with a + symbol on the map (Figure E-17). The
relocation report (Howe-Justinic et al., 2013) identified a total of 54 events picked up by the
temporary array in a well-defined fault approximately 2 km long oriented in a north-northeast
direction, as shown in Figure E-17. The relocation places the fault hypocenters within the depth
range of permitted injection by the closest two wells, (Cleburne Yard and South Cleburne). The
authors noted, “Although the orientation of the fault estimated by the locations departs slightly
from the mapped faults in the region … the departure is small and may reflect local variations in
strike within the region.”
OPERATIONAL DATA
The Sparks Drive SWD 1 well is dually permitted as a Class II commercial with the RRC and as a
Class I disposal well with the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ). Class I wells
are required to conduct annual falloff tests. EPA acquired the 2005, 2006 and 2008–2011 annual
falloff pressure transient tests for Sparks Drive SWD 1. Analyses of these pressure transient tests
for Sparks Drive SWD 1 are included in this case study. No pressure transient tests were available
for the other wells.
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PETROLEUM ENGINEERING REVIEW
OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS
Operational data were reviewed and analyzed for all 10 wells. The analysis plot for each well is
included in the following list of figures:
•
•
•

Operational data overview plots: Figures E-19 through E-28
Operating pressure gradient plots: Figures E-29 through E-38
Tandem plot of Hall integral with derivative and cumulative earthquake events: Figures
E-39 through E-48

Table E-9 summarizes the assumed reservoir pressure value used in the Hall integral calculation
for each Hall plot. Hydrostatic pressures were used to calculate a reservoir pressure for all the
wells.
TABLE E-9: CLEBURNE AREA HALL INTEGRAL ASSUMED INITIAL PRESSURE AND ASSOCIATE FIGURES

Disposal Wells (SWD)
Hanna 1
Johnson Salty 3
Rose 1
Vortex 1
S. Mann 1
Sparks Drive 1
Johnson County 1
South Cleburne 1
Cleburne Yard 1
Johnson Salty 2

Figures E19, 29 and 39
20, 30 and 40
21, 31 and 41
22, 32 and 42
23, 33 and 43
24, 34 and 44
25, 35 and 45
26, 36 and 36
27, 37 and 47
28, 38 and 48

Hall Plot Assumed Initial Pressure (psia)
3,432
3,160
4,059
3,910
3,375
3,375
3,630
4,705
3,530
3,160

The operating pressure data analysis completed for each well is summarized below.
•

•
•

Operational data overview plots (Figures E-19 through E-28)
o Injection volume declined while injection pressure trend was generally unchanged
(Figures E-19, E-23, and E-25)
o South Cleburne was temporarily abandoned in August 2009
Operating pressure gradient plots (Figures E-29 through E-38)
o All wells had operating pressure gradients below 0.75 psi/ft
Tandem plots of Hall integral with derivative and seismic events (Figures E-39 through E48):
o Hanna (Figure 39)
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Multiple periods of enhanced injectivity followed by earthquake events
and positive upswing in Hall integral and derivative responses
 Hall integral response similar to offset Johnson Salty 3 disposal well
Johnson Salty 3 (Figure E-40)
 Multiple positive upswings in Hall integral and derivative responses, with
only one upswing corresponding with two earthquake events
 Hall integral response similar to offset Hanna disposal well
Rose (Figure E-41)
 Enhanced injectivity followed by a positive upswing in Hall integral and
derivative responses and earthquake events
 Hall integral response similar to offset Vortex disposal well
Vortex (Figure E-42)
 Multiple positive upswings in Hall integral and derivative followed by
earthquake events, with the last upswing more pronounced and
corresponding to earthquake events
 Hall integral response similar to offset Rose disposal well
 Cumulative injection volume only through November 2012, as more recent
operational data were unavailable as of December 2013
S. Mann (Figure E-43)
 Initial enhanced injectivity followed by positive upswings in Hall integral
and derivative responses, with earthquake events occurring around the
beginning of the second upswing
 Similar response to offset Sparks Drive disposal well
Sparks Drive (Figure E-44)
 Initial enhanced injectivity followed by positive upswings in Hall integral
and derivative responses, with earthquake events occurring around the
beginning of the second upswing
 Similar response to offset Mann disposal well
Johnson County (Figure E-45)
 Two positive upswings in Hall integral and derivative followed by
earthquake events, with the second upswing more pronounced
South Cleburne (Figure E-46)
 Enhanced injectivity during operational period through July 2009
 Last 4 earthquake events occur in 2012, with no injection occurring in well
since July 2009
Cleburne Yard SWD 1 (Figure E-47)


o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o
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Two positive upswings in Hall integral and derivative followed by enhanced
injectivity periods, subsequently followed by a third more pronounced
upswing in the Hall integral and derivative
 Earthquakes correspond to the second and third upswings in the Hall
integral and derivative plots
o Johnson Salty 2 (Figure E-48)
 Slight positive upswing in Hall integral and derivative corresponding with
the two earthquake events in well focus area
 Second positive upswing in Hall integral and derivative, but no
corresponding earthquake events


PRESSURE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
Annual falloff test data for Sparks SWD 1 were analyzed using PanSystem® well test software.
Each test was plotted in a log-log format with the derivative response and then compared against
various reservoir type curve models to identify flow regimes and reservoir and completion
characteristics present. Data specific to each falloff test is summarized in Table E-10.
A summary of the Sparks Drive SWD 1 pressure transient test plot analyses is shown in Table E-11
and additional discussion on select tests is included below:
•

2005 and 2006 falloff test
o Overview plot (Figures E- 49 and E-50)
 2005 pressure declining measurably (1.33 psi/hr) at the end of the test (E49)
 2006 pressure declining measurably (1.74 psi/hr) at the end of the test (E50)
o Log-log plot (Figures E-51 and E-52)
 2005 and 2006 plots suggest a highly stimulated completion followed by a
pressure derivative decline (Figures E-51 and E-52, respectively)
 2006 – linear derivative added indicating linear flow during part of the test
(Figure E-52)
o Type curve match (Figures E-53 through E-55)
 2005 infinite conductivity fracture type curve (Figure E-53)
• Suggests high conductivity fracture
 2006 test could be matched using only the early (Figure E-54) or late time
(Figure E-55) portions of the tests
• Overall test did not fit a single type curve model
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•
•
•

•

•

•

Both early and late responses fit a fracture type curve model with
similar fracture half-length dimensions
Early response kh result was roughly twice late response kh value

2008 falloff test
o Overview plot (Figure E-56)
 Pressure declining measurably (1.26 psi/hr) at the end of the test
o Log-log plot (Figure E-57)
 Linear flow behavior followed by late time derivative decline
o Type curve (Figures E-58 and E-59)
 Radial homogeneous type curve (Figure E-58)
• Suggests a stimulated completion
 Infinite conductivity fracture type curve (Figure E-59)
• Highly conductive fracture with results similar to 2005 and 2006
falloff tests
2009 falloff test
o Overview plot (Figure E-60)
 Pressure declining measurably (0.82 psi/hr) at the end of the test
o Log-log plot and dual permeability type curve (Figure E-61)
 Late time data shows a derivative decline with a negative half slope
• Possibly indicating spherical flow/layering
 Late time portion of test fit a two layer model
2010 falloff test
o Overview plot (Figure E-62)
 Pressure declining measurably (2.45 psi/hr) at the end of the test
o Log-log plot and type curve matches (Figures E-63 and E-64)
 Linear flow with late time derivative decline
 Infinite conductivity fracture type curve (Figure E-63)
• Highly conductive fracture similar to 2005, 2006 and 2009 falloff
tests
 Dual permeability type match with late time data only (Figure E-64)
• Late time portion of test fit a two layer model
2011 falloff test
o Overview plot (Figure E-65)
 Pressure declining measurably (3.38 psi/hr) at the end of the test
o Log-log plot and type curve match (Figure E-66)
 Highly stimulated completion
 Infinite conductivity fracture type curve
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•

Marginal match with a highly conductive fracture similar to 2005,
2006, 2009 and 2010 tests

TABLE E-10: SPARKS DRIVE SWD 1 (WDW 401) FALLOFF TEST CONDITIONS

Test Date

Injection
Time
(hrs)

Shut-in
Time
(hrs)

Gauge
Depth
(ft KB)

Final Injection
Pressure (psia) and
Rate (gpm)

Final Shut-in Pressure
(psia) and Pressure
Decline Rate (psi/hr)

8/29-30/2005

30.12

18.7

7,620

4,189.33/ 156

3,851.12 / 1.33

9/21-22/2006

16

20.5

5,500

3,361.79/ 173

2,921.68/ 1.74

8/25-26/2008

13.17

21.25

7,500

4,227.07/ 215

3,859.42/ 1.26

8/27-28/2009

124.2

21.18

6,334

3,781.70/ 128

3,281/ 0.82

8/4-5/2010

18.5

20

7,620

4,252.49/ 95.5

3,876.98/ 2.45

8/1-2/2011

240

20.2

7,620

4,316.90/ 99

3,973.69/ 3.38

SPARKS DRIVE SWD 1 FALLOFF TESTS SUMMARY
Tests generally indicated a fractured or highly stimulated completion signature, but entire test
responses did not fit a simple model. Early time test responses were fitted to type curve models,
while the late time portions of the test deviated from the type curve response.
Late time test behaviors indicated pressure support/communication in the form of a declining
pressure derivative response. This could reflect communication with a pressure support source,
such as another layer and offset disposal well. Two of the late time test responses fit a dual
permeability (two layer) type curve model.
Type curve matches were marginal, but all indicated a highly stimulated completion with matches
obtained using both homogeneous reservoir and infinite conductivity fracture type curves to
match the early portions of several falloffs. As the Ellenburger formation is naturally fractured,
this type of response is consistent.
Matches also indicated a moderate transmissibility interval with transmissibilities in the 4,00015,000 md-ft/cp range. Fracture characteristics from the type curve matches fit an unpropped
fracture with fracture wing lengths on the order of 160 to 250 feet long.
The falloffs did not reach static pressure conditions at test end time as all the falloffs displayed
noticeable pressure declines at their conclusions.
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TABLE E-11: CLEBURNE AREA FALLOFF TEST ANALYSIS SUMMARY

Test
2005

2006

2008

2009
2010
2011

Type Curve Model
Homogeneous
Infinite Conductivity
Fracture
Finite Conductivity
Fracture
Infinite Conductivity
Fracture
Infinite Conductivity
Fracture
Homogeneous
Infinite Conductivity
Fracture
--Infinite Conductivity
Fracture
Infinite Conductivity
Fracture

kh/u (md-ft/cp)
3,633

Skin Factor
-5.3

xf (ft)
---

Comments

3,287

-5.7

200

10,380

-4.5

190

10,380

-4.5

160

Early time data match

4,325

-5.6

170

Late time data match

13,107

-5.3

12,317

-5.4

176

---

---

---

2,595

-5.6

175

4,556

-5.5

254

Not quantitatively analyzable

SUMMARY OF ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
The Sparks Drive injection well, located in the Cleburne area, was the only well included in the
Texas case study to have pressure transient tests available, as it was dually permitted as both a
Class I and Class II injection well. A total of six annual falloff tests for 2005, 2006 and 2008-2011
were available for review. All six tests showed moderate transmissibity with a linear flow
signature, representative of a hydraulic planar fracture and suggesting that the injection pressure
was not immediately dispersed radially away from the well, but linearly along the fracture
direction. The fracture wing lengths were consistently estimated as over 150 feet in length. Table
E-11 provides a quantitative analysis for each of the six falloff tests while Table E-10 summarizes
test conditions for each test.
For the 10 Cleburne area wells, operating gradient, Hall integral and derivative plots, and tandem
plots were prepared from program-reported operating data. Although average operating
gradient data were generally below 0.75 psi/ft for the 10 wells, all wells displayed periods where
maximum operating gradients well were above the 0.75 value, which could have led to
unintended formation fracturing from disposal operations.
The tandem plots for Hanna and Johnson Salty 3 wells showed similar responses, with upswings
in the Hall integral and derivative responses, indicating increasingly difficult injection just prior
to and during area seismic events and suggesting a correspondence between the wells’ long term
hydraulic behavior and earthquakes. The South Mann and Sparks disposal wells displayed similar
tandem plot responses with an initial period of enhanced injectivity (possibly fracturing)
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following upswings in the Hall integral and derivative responses corresponding to and
immediately preceding area seismic events, again suggesting correspondence between a
signature of reduced ease of injection and area earthquakes. The Rose and Vortex wells also
displayed tandem plot responses similar to those of the other two pairs of Cleburne area disposal
wells, with upswings in the Hall integral and derivative responses corresponding to and
immediately preceding area seismic events. These six wells were grouped into pairs in
accordance with their physical locations in the Cleburne area.
The remaining four Cleburne area disposal wells are summarized individually. The Johnson
County disposal well showed two periods of increasingly difficult injection followed by two
clusters of seismic events; once again the tandem plot analysis suggested a correspondence
between the signature of reduced ease of injection and area earthquakes. The South Cleburne
well’s tandem plot showed no correspondence between area earthquakes and injection, since
injection ceased in 2009 and seismic events near the well occurred after injection ceased. The
Cleburne Yard well’s tandem plot showed three periods of increasingly difficult injection with
clusters of seismic events corresponding to the beginning of the second and third periods. The
Johnson Salty 2 showed two periods of increasingly difficult injection on its tandem plot, with the
first period corresponding to two earthquake events in the well’s area. In general, the Cleburne
area disposal wells showed a fairly consistent correspondence between occurrences of
increasingly difficult injection and area seismic events, as noted on the tandem plots.

ACTIONS TAKEN BY UIC REGULATORY AGENCY IN THE NORTH TEXAS CLEBURNE AREA
Following the 2009 seismic events, the RRC worked with the operator of the nearest disposal
well, South Cleburne SWD 1. The operator voluntarily shut the well in, though it did not consider
the evidence to be conclusive. The RRC reviewed its permit actions for this well, along with those
for other wells in the area in an effort to determine if the activity could have been predicted. No
indications of possible induced seismicity were found in these reviews. RRC also inspected the
area to verify no measurable harm or potential hazard related to the events. In follow-up, the
RRC consulted with industry representatives, and researchers at the Bureau of Economic
Geology, SMU and Texas A&M University, and it continues to monitor developments and
research related to injection-induced seismicity.

CLEBURNE AREA MULTIDISCIPLINARY INTEGRATION OF FINDINGS
Engineering analysis is consistent with the Ellenburger formation’s karstic nature and a fractured
reservoir. Pressure gradient plot results indicate a potential for further fracturing occurring
during disposal operations. A pattern of repeating cycles, increasingly difficult injection followed
by enhanced ease of injection, was observed, with the decreased injectivity corresponding to
seismic events.
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The South Cleburne SWD 1 well was shut-in voluntarily during the RRC review in July 2009.
Since then, additional seismic events have occurred over a widespread area. One such cluster
was caught with a temporary array of seismometers (June 2009 through June 2010) (HoweJustinic et al., 2013) and was relocated, showing a clear cut fault in close proximity to the
Cleburne Yard 1 well (Figure E-16). The well is located about 10 miles away from two large faults.

NORTH TEXAS AREA LESSONS LEARNED
•

•

•

•

•

•

Publications (Howe-Justinic et al., 2013) indicate the optimal orientation for movement
on a fault in the Barnett shale play area is north to south. The majority of the regional
faults shown on Figure E-1 are oriented more northeast to southwest.
The ability to identify short (2 to 3 km in length) faults is dependent on recording and
relocating faults causing only small magnitude events. This is not possible using only the
current seismometer network available in the north Texas area.
Fine tuned relocation is possible when sufficient detail for the earth model in that specific
area has been resolved.
o Earthquake event relocation methodologies are undergoing development. The
reviewed reports (Janská and Eisner, 2012; Reiter et al., 2012; Eisner, 2011;
Frohlich et al., 2011) use different methods.
o Several of the relocation methods require deploying a tightly spaced monitor
network prior to the earthquake events.
o Another of the relocation methods requires an existing network designed to
record small, shallow seismic events. Recommended guidelines for this network
configuration are available in Reiter et al. (2012).
While many of these temporary networks are connected to one of the major seismic
database catalogs, the reinterpretation is not typically uploaded. Therefore relocated
interpretation data is not available until after the associated publication has been
released. This can be 2 to 3 years after the events.
Initiating dialogue with operators can result in early voluntary action, including well shutin or acquisition of additional site data.
o Initiating dialogue between the operator and UIC regulator resulted in the
voluntary shut-in of some suspect disposal wells.
o For example, an operator showed a proprietary 3-D seismic interpretation to the
permitting authority, revealing a deep-seated fault.
Analysis of existing operational data may provide insight into the reservoir behavior of
the disposal zone.
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•

•

•

•

•

o Hall integral and derivative plots may indicate a no-flow boundary, such as a fault
plane or stratigraphic pinch out, at a great distance; or possible response from
offset disposal wells.
o Hall integral and derivative plots may illustrate enhanced injectivity.
o Hall integral and derivative plots showing repeated cycles of increasingly difficult
injection followed by enhanced ease of injection may indicate a correspondence
between decreased injectivity and seismic events.
Enhanced injectivity could represent injection-induced fracturing, opening or extension
of natural fractures, higher pressures allowing fluid flow into lower permeability portions
of the formation or encountering an increased permeability zone at distance.
Conducting a falloff test can further refine the reservoir characterization.
o Fractured flow behavior was confirmed from the falloff test analyses for the
Ellenburger disposal zone in a Cleburne area well.
Increased seismic monitoring stations may be warranted to pinpoint active fault locations
and increase detection of smaller events.
o Additional stations installed resulted in reliable identification of active fault
locations.
A multidisciplinary combined approach to minimize and manage induced seismicity at a
given location may be helpful.
o Working with state geological survey or university researchers provided expert
consultation, resulted in installation of additional seismometers and yielded a
clearer understanding of the deep seated active faulting.
Director discretionary authority was used to solve individual site-specific concerns:
o The Director acquired additional site information and evaluated voluntary action
of operators.
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FIGURE E- 1: NORTH TEXAS CASE STUDY REGIONAL AREA
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FIGURE E- 2: BARNETT SHALE, E-W GENERALIZED CROSS-SECTION (BRUNER AND SMOSNA, 2011)
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FIGURE E- 3: BARNETT SHALE, N-S GENERALIZED CROSS-SECTION (BRUNER AND SMOSNA, 2011)

Barnett shale overlying the
Ellenburger formation
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FIGURE E- 4: TOP ELLENBURGER KARST FEATURES FROM 3D
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FIGURE E- 5: DFW FAULT LOCATION (FROHLICH ET AL., 2011)
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FIGURE E- 6: DFW FOCUS AREA SEISMICITY MAP
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FIGURE E- 7: RELOCATED DFW EVENTS (FIGURE 5 OF JANSKÁ AND EISNER, 2012)
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FIGURE E- 8: DFW SEISMOMETER DEPLOYMENT (FIGURE 1 OF JANSKÁ AND EISNER, 2012)
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FIGURE E- 15: DFW NORTH A1DM HALL INTEGRAL AND DERIVATIVE PLOT
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FIGURE E- 19: HANNA OPERATIONAL DATA OVERVIEW PLOT
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FIGURE E- 20: JOHNSON SALTY III OPERATIONAL DATA OVERVIEW PLOT
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FIGURE E- 21: ROSE OPERATIONAL DATA OVERVIEW PLOT
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FIGURE E- 22: VORTEX OPERATIONAL DATA OVERVIEW PLOT
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FIGURE E- 23: MANN OPERATIONAL DATA OVERVIEW PLOT
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FIGURE E- 24: SPARKS DRIVE OPERATIONAL DATA OVERVIEW PLOT
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FIGURE E- 25: JOHNSON COUNTY OPERATIONAL DATA OVERVIEW PLOT
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FIGURE E- 26: SOUTH CLEBURNE OPERATIONAL DATA OVERVIEW PLOT
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FIGURE E- 27: CLEBURNE YARD OPERATIONAL DATA OVERVIEW PLOT
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FIGURE E- 28: JOHNSON SALTY II OPERATIONAL DATA OVERVIEW PLOT
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FIGURE E- 29: HANNA OPERATING PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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FIGURE E- 30: JOHNSON SALTY III OPERATIONAL PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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FIGURE E- 31: ROSE OPERATIONAL PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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FIGURE E- 32: VORTEX OPERATIONAL PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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FIGURE E- 33: MANN OPERATIONAL PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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FIGURE E- 34: SPARKS DRIVE OPERATIONAL PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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FIGURE E- 35: JOHNSON COUNTY OPERATIONAL PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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FIGURE E- 36: SOUTH CLEBURNE OPERATIONAL GRADIENT PRESSURE PLOT
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FIGURE E- 37: CLEBURNE YARD OPERATIONAL PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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FIGURE E- 38: JOHNSON SALTY II OPERATIONAL PRESSURE PLOT
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FIGURE E- 39: HANNA TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE
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FIGURE E- 40: JOHNSON SALTY III TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE
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FIGURE E- 41: ROSE TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE
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FIGURE E- 42: VORTEX TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE

FIGURE E- 43: MANN TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE
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FIGURE E- 44: SPARKS DRIVE TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE

FIGURE E- 45: JOHNSON COUNTY TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE
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FIGURE E- 46: SOUTH CLEBURNE TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE

FIGURE E- 47: CLEBURN YARD TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE
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FIGURE E- 48: JOHNSON SALTY II TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE
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FIGURE E- 49: 2005 SPARKS FALLOFF TEST OVERVIEW PLOT

End of test pressure 3860
declining 1.33 psi/hr

FIGURE E- 50: 2006 SPARKS FALLOFF TEST OVERVIEW PLOT

End of test pressure 2930
declining 1.74 psi/hr
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FIGURE E- 51: 2005 SPARKS FALLOFF TEST LOG-LOG PLOT

Unit slope: wellbore
storage effects

Derivative decline
at late time
½ slope trends in both pressure and
derivative indicating linear flow

FIGURE E- 52: 2006 SPARKS FALLOFF TEST LOG-LOG PLOT

Flat linear plot (√TIME)
derivative: confirming
linear flow

½ slope trends only
present in derivative
response
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Derivative
decline at
very late time

FIGURE E- 53: 2005 SPARKS TYPE CURVE MATCH

Late time pressure and
derivative curve deviation
from fracture type curve

Type curve match representing an
unpropped fracture of high conductivity
with 38 md permeability and 200 ft
fracture half length

FIGURE E- 54: 2006 SPARKS TYPE CURVE MATCH

Match to earlier time test data indicates
an unpropped fracture response with 120 md
permeability and 180 ft fracture half length
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FIGURE E- 55: 2006 SPARKS TYPE CURVE MATCH OF LATE TIME DATA

Late time data match indicates
an unpropped fracture response

FIGURE E- 56: 2008 SPARKS FALLOFF TEST OVERVIEW PLOT

End of test pressure 3860
declining 1.26 psi/hr
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FIGURE E- 57: 2008 SPARKS LOG-LOG PLOT

Flat linear plot (√TIME) derivative:
confirming linear flow

Very late time
derivative decline

½ slope trends in both pressure and
derivative indicating linear flow

FIGURE E- 58: 2008 SPARKS TYPE CURVE MATCH – HOMOGENEOUS MODEL

Homogeneous type curve match indicates a
highly stimulated completion (s=-5.3)
representative of a fracture
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FIGURE E- 59: 2008 SPARKS TYPE CURVE MATCH

Late time pressure and derivative deviation
from infinite conductivity type curve

Similar results for permeability and
skin factor as homogeneous match

FIGURE E- 60: 2009 SPARKS FALLOFF TEST OVERVIEW PLOT

End of test pressure3290
declining at 0.82 psi/hr
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FIGURE E- 61: 2009 SPARKS LOG-LOG PLOT AND TYPE CURVE MATCH

Dual permeability type curve model
assumes a single layer open in well and second
layer in vertical communication with open layer
Early trend does not
fit a type curve model

Late time derivative decline falling on a negative
half slope indicating spherical flow or layering

FIGURE E- 62: 2010 SPARKS FALLOFF TEST OVERVIEW PLOT

End of test pressure 3880
declining 2.45 psi/hr
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FIGURE E- 63: 2010 SPARKS LOG-LOG PLOT AND TYPE CURVE MATCH

Deviates from fracture model
Strong half slope trend on
pressure and derivative
responses representative
of linear flow

Late time derivative
decline approaching
a negative half slope
indicating pressure
support

FIGURE E- 64: 2010 SPARKS TYPE CURVE MATCH OF LATE TIME DATA

Dual permeability model does
not fit early portion of test

Dual permeability
model matches late
stage test response
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FIGURE E- 65: 2011 SPARKS FALLOFF TEST OVERVIEW PLOT

End of test pressure 3980 declining
3.38 psi/hr at test end

FIGURE E- 66: 2011 SPARKS TYPE CURVE MATCH

Late time data deviates
from fracture model

Derivative increases close to a unit
slope possibly indicating layering
then declines slightly representing
some limited pressure support
Marginal match to derivative
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All four case studies were considered in the development of the decision model. The state
agencies’ handling of these events was the basis for some of the approaches listed in the decision
model described in APPENDIX B: . Consequently, the Injection-Induced Seismicity Working Group
(WG) elected to apply the decision model framework to the case study events. Following the
decision model framework, the wells in this case study fall under both the new and existing well
categories. Increased earthquake frequency and magnitude following the start of disposal
operations raised concern.

CENTRAL ARKANSAS CASE STUDY BACKGROUND
From 2009 through 2011, a series of earthquakes occurred near the towns of Guy and Greenbrier
in Faulkner County, Arkansas. The news media initially attributed these quakes to hydraulic
fracturing in the Fayetteville shale unconventional gas play illustrated in Figure F-1. Through
deployment of additional seismographs, discussions with the various oil and gas operators, and
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coordination between the Arkansas Oil and Gas Commission (AOGC), Arkansas Geologic Survey
(AGS), and Center for Earthquake Research and Information (CERI) at the University of Memphis,
a more descriptive geologic picture emerged, clarifying that the likely source of the activity was
a previously unknown fault impacted by disposal activity.
To aid understanding of area site conditions, a summary of the geologic setting, existing oil and
gas activity and seismic history is provided, followed by a focused site assessment and details of
the disposal well operations.

GEOLOGIC SETTING
The Greenbrier area is located in the Arkansas valley region of the eastern Arkoma basin. There
are at least three phases of faulting as shown on the East Arkoma Basin structural cross-section
in Figure F-2. (The location of the cross-section is shown in Figure F-1.) The most recent, normal
listric 25 faults sole out on the Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconformity. High-angle deeper
normal faults extend into basement rock (Van Arsdale and Schweig, 1990). Not shown is the
recently discovered Guy-Greenbrier fault 26 (Figure F-3), a near vertical, normal fault that cuts
from the basement up through the upper Mississippian-Pennsylvanian unconformity at its
northern extent (Horton, 2012; Horton and Ausbrooks, 2011; Personal communication,
September 16, 2011).
The Paleozoic section contains alternating carbonates, shales and sandstones overlying
crystalline basement rock. As illustrated in the stratigraphic column in Figure F-4, the Ozark
confining unit separating the Boone and Hunton formations from the Ozark Aquifer 27 is thin or
missing in the study area. The lower Ozark confining unit separating the Arbuckle from the
Cambrian St. Francis Aquifer group and basement rock at the north end of the profile is also
missing in this area. Thus, there may be little vertical confinement between disposal intervals
and basement rock.

OIL AND GAS ACTIVITY
The central portion of the Fayetteville shale gas play development started in 2004 and covers
parts of Cleburne, Conway, Faulkner, Independence, Pope, Van Buren and White counties.

25

Listric faults can be defined as curved normal faults in which the fault surface is concave upwards; their dip
decreases with depth.
(http://www.geosci.usyd.edu.au/users/prey/ACSGT/EReports/eR.2003/GroupD/Report2/web%20pages/Listric_Fa
ults.html)
26
Note that the precise location and upper elevation depend on the particular velocity model used and vary
between the two sources of information.
27
The Ozark Aquifer is not a USDW in this area.
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Fayetteville shale production wells typically use horizontal completions with laterals from 4,000
to 7000 feet in length at depths between 2,000 and 6,000 feet. Disposal prior to 2009 was in the
Atoka and Hale formations above the Fayetteville shale. During the recent seismic activity,
disposal was into the Boone through the Arbuckle formations. See Figure F-4 for the disposal
zone formation sequence.

HISTORY OF SEISMICITY
In 1811 and 1812, a series of magnitude 7 earthquakes rocked the New Madrid Seismic Zone,
(USGS, 2011a). In 1982, Arkansas experienced the Enola swarm of earthquakes with the largest
magnitude of 4.7 (USGS, 2011b), as illustrated on the timeline in Figure F-5. The more recent
Greenbrier area earthquakes (2009–2011) were located 9 miles from the edge of the Enola
swarm and approximately 100 miles from the edge of the New Madrid Seismic Zone, as shown
in Figure F-1.

FOCUSED SITE ASSESSMENT
The earthquake activity near Greenbrier started in 2009 and continued prolifically into 2011. Five
disposal wells injecting below the Fayetteville shale were active within the major area of seismic
events. The focus study boundary, shown in Figure F-6, was based on earthquake activity and
the regional seismometer network capabilities, along with the merging of an arbitrary 5 mile (8
km) radius around each of the five wells. The focused site assessment includes all pertinent
information applied to the petroleum engineering review and case study findings.

INFORMATION COLLECTED
Data for these five wells were collected from the AOGC website and from the state regulatory
hearing documentation associated with the disposal well moratorium discussed later. Permitting
documents provided details concerning completion depths, construction information, and
permit conditions. Supplemental geosciences information was obtained from the deployment of
additional seismometers. Operational monitoring reports provided several months of injection
rates and wellhead pressures, with data being recorded as often as every hour in some wells.
DISPOSAL WELLS IN CASE STUDY AREA
The five area disposal wells of interest are the Moore Estate 1-22, Edgmon 1, Trammel 7-13 18D, SRE 8-12 1-17, and Underwood 8-12 5-12. Data gathered from the permitting documents
and operational reports for each well is summarized in Tables Table F-1 and Table F-2.
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TABLE F-1: CENTRAL ARKANSAS FOCUS AREA WELLS PERMIT AND COMPLETION CONDITIONS

Injection Permit Conditions
Disposal
Wells (SWD)

UIC
Permit

Commercial

Maximum
Pressure
(psig)

Maximum
Rate
(BPD)

Moore Estate
1-22
SRE 8-12 1-17

39487

Yes

3,000

6,000

3,330

Trammel 7-13
1-8D
Underwood
8-12 5-12

41079

No

42981

Edgmon 1

36380

Completion Data (feet)
Top
Injection
Zone

Base
Injection
Zone

Total
Depth

7,760

10,600

10,600

20,000

Boone through Arbuckle:
open-hole below 8,087'
Boone & Hunton

6,044

6,312

6,500

2,300

12,000

Boone

6,836

6,918

7,160

No

2,669

7,500

5,426

6,320

6,320

Yes

8,454

20,000

Boone, Chattanooga,
Penters, Hunton & Viola;
open-hole from 5619 to
6320'; Recompleted to
Orr on 09/23/2010.
Arbuckle

7,280

10,970

12,163

43266

Disposal Formation

TABLE F-2: CENTRAL ARKANSAS FOCUS AREA WELLS OPERATING HISTORY

Disposal Wells (SWD)
Moore Estate 1-22
SRE 8-12 1-17
Trammel 7-13 1-8D
Underwood 8-12 5-12
Edgmon 1

Initial Disposal
6/1/2009
7/8/2010
4/1/2009
1/11/2010
8/18/2010

Operations
Final Disposal
7/15/2011
3/3/2011
6/20/2011
6/27/2010
3/14/2011
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Plugged and Abandoned
29-Sep-2011
30-Sep-2011
19-Oct-2011
8-Mar-2011

Casing
Diameter
and Seat

Tubing
Diameter
and Seat

5 ½” to
8,087’
7” to
6,500’
5 ½” to
7,126’
4 ½” to
5,521’

2 7/8” to
8,077'
4 ½” to
5,925’
3 ½” to
6,800’
2 3/8” to
5,978’

4 ½” to
12,162’

2 7/8” to
7,710’

ADDITIONAL GEOSCIENCES INFORMATION
Additional seismometers, designated Q and X, as illustrated in Figure F-7, were deployed in early
September 2010 to investigate the Greenbrier area earthquakes through the combined efforts
of AGS and University of Memphis CERI. Figures F-3 and F-7 show the fault, oriented N22°E,
identified through interpretation of the monitor network results (Horton, 2012; AOGC, 2011.
This fault was confirmed on 3-D seismic, courtesy of an area exploration company. Detailed
information about the Greenbrier area earthquakes is available from the publications listed in
Citations at the end of this appendix and in APPENDIX K.
The more recent Greenbrier area earthquakes recorded in the USGS Advanced National Seismic
System (ANSS), ComCat (Comprehensive catalog), National Earthquake Information Center, U.S.
Geological Survey (NEIC) and CERI catalogs, within the focus radius of the disposal wells of
interest, are summarized in Table F-3 below and on a timeline illustrated in Figure F-8. A zoomed
map area of the disposal well and earthquake activity is included on Figure F-6.
TABLE F-3: GREENBRIER AREA SEISMICITY THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30, 2013

Year

Starting
Date
5/4/2001

2001
2002
2003 12/14/2003
2004
2005 1/27/2005
2006 4/9/2006
2007
2008
2009 10/15/2009
2010 2/18/2010
2011 1/1/2011
2012 1/14/2012
2013 9/11/2013

Number of
Events
4
0
2
0
1
2
0
0
7
677
732
2
4

Magnitude
Min. Avg. Max.
2.7
3.2
4.3

Ending
Date
5/5/2001

2.7

2.8

2.8

12/15/2003

2.7
2.8

2.7
2.8

2.7
2.8

1/27/2005
10/17/2006

2.4
0.2
1.0
2.0
1.6

2.7
1.8
2.2
2.1
1.9

3.0
4.4
4.7
2.2
2.1

10/31/2009
12/31/2010
12/22/2011
1/14/2012
9/28/2013

OPERATIONAL DATA
Data were divided into two areas: operational and pressure transient testing. All five wells had
operational data for analysis. A step rate test was available for the Edgmon. Surface pressure
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shut-in periods embedded 28 in the monitored pressure data for the Trammel, SRE and Edgmon
wells were reviewed using pressure transient analysis techniques. Injection rates fluctuated
significantly in all three wells prior to the shut-in periods. The shut-in pressures were recorded
at the surface, so no useful pressures were available after a well went on a vacuum, making the
pressure falloff responses of limited duration.
Operational data consisted of monthly and hourly wellhead pressures and injection volumes. The
high data recording rate yielded fairly noisy data sets for operational analysis from intermittent
use, but the added recording frequency provided sufficient data for a limited falloff test analysis
during some of the shut-in periods. The Underwood well had very limited injection.
Surface pressures were converted to approximate bottomhole pressures (BHP) at the tubing seat
depth of each well. To determine friction pressure, the Hazen-Williams friction loss correlation
with a friction factor, C, of 140 for coated tubing was used. BHPs were calculated by adding the
surface pressure and pressure of the hydrostatic column of fluid and subtracting the calculated
friction pressure loss. A fluid specific gravity of 1.025 was used based on permitting
documentation for the SRE well.

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING REVIEW
OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS
Operational data were reviewed and analyzed for each of the five wells. No Hall plot was
generated for the Underwood well. The Underwood had intermittent operating data, and
suspect calculated friction losses due to combination of small diameter tubing and high injection
rates. This resulted in inconsistent BHP calculations. The analysis plots are included in the
following list of figures:
•
•
•

Operational data overview plots: Figures F-9 through F-13
Operating pressure gradient plots: Figures F-14 through F-18
Tandem plot of Hall integral with derivative cumulative earthquake events: Figures F-19
through F-28

Table F-4 summarizes the assumed reservoir pressure value used in the Hall integral calculation
for each Hall plot.

28

The detailed operating data contained shut-in periods, effectively giving falloff test data.
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TABLE F-4: HALL INTEGRAL INITIAL PRESSURE VALUES

Disposal Well (SWD)
Moore Estate 1-22
SRE 8-12 1-17
Trammel 7-13 1-8D
Edgmon 1
Underwood 1

Hall Plot Assumed Initial Pressure (psia)
3,500
2,400
3,800
3,400
n/a

A large number of small to moderate earthquake events were recorded during the period
addressed by the Arkansas case study, making it possible to plot a detailed cumulative event
trend. To determine if the earthquake cumulative event trend followed the Hall integral trend,
tandem plots of cumulative earthquake events and Hall integral response versus cumulative
water injection were prepared for the Moore Estate, SRE, Trammel, and Edgmon wells and are
shown in Figures F-20, F-22, F-25, and F-27.
The operating pressure data analysis completed for each well is summarized below. The results
of the tandem plots are also included.
The operating pressure data analysis completed for each well is summarized below:
•

•
•

Operational data overview plots (Figures F-9 through F-13)
o Moore Estate 1-22 (Figure F-9)
 Tubing pressures did not fluctuate with rate changes
o SRE 8-12 1-17 (Figure F-10)
 Operated intermittently with significant rate fluctuations
 Short falloff test during final well shut-in prior to well going on a vacuum
o Trammel 7-13 1-8D (Figure F-11)
 Rates dipped between January and June 2010 with limited pressure
decline
 Short falloff test during final well shut-in
o Underwood 8-12 5-12 (Figure F-12)
 Operated intermittently
o Edgmon 1 (Figure F-13)
 Operated intermittently with significant rate fluctuations
 Falloff test recorded during final well shut-in
Operating pressure gradient plots (Figures F-14 through F-18)
o Highest operating gradients in the Moore Estate well (Figure F-14)
Tandem plots of cumulative earthquakes and Hall integral with or without derivative
(Figures F-19 through F-28)
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o Moore Estate 1-22 (Figures F-19, F-20 and F-21)
 Hall integral indicated some slope breaks
 Derivative trend scattered
o SRE 8-12 1-17 (Figures F-22 and F-23)
 SRE shut-in on March 4, 2011, with 2,471,012 bbls cumulative injection
 Last 150 earthquake events occurred after well was shut in
 Hall integral with derivative shows both positive and negative slope
changes (Figure F-22)
 Early slope breaks indicate possible enhanced injectivity (Figure F-23)
 Gradual upward trend in Hall integral and derivative in last third of plot
may suggest boundary, development of positive skin factor or response to
offset disposal
o Trammel 7-13 1-8D (Figures F-24 and F-25)
 Hall integral contains multiple positive and negative slope changes (Figure
F-25)
 Last half of Hall integral and derivative plot contains significant upward
trends separated by a slight downward trend, but the overall upward trend
may suggest boundary, development of positive skin factor or response to
offset disposal (Figure F-24)
o Underwood 8-12 5-12 (No Hall integral or tandem plot generated)
o Edgmon 1 (Figure F-26, F-27 and F-28)
 Hall derivative contains significant scatter from intermittent use, but trend
remains below the Hall integral (Figure F-26)
 Hall integral by itself shows multiple positive and negative slope changes,
with some corresponding to earthquake events (Figure F-26 and F-27)
PRESSURE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
Edgmon 1 Step rate test (Figure F-29)
The WG reviewed the step rate test conducted in the Edgmon 1 well and found conflict between
the reported data and field notes as summarized in Table F-5 and Table F-6. The data from the
recorded data and field notes in Table F-6 were used for preparation of the linear plot. A
drastically reduced pressure response occurred during rate step 6. The small diameter tubing
size in the well coupled with high injection rate values resulted in the calculated BHPs dropping
below the actual measured surface pressures due to severe calculated friction loss. No slope
breaks were observed in the surface pressure data. The test was not considered suitable for
quantitative analysis.
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TABLE F-5: EDGMON 1 STEP RATE TEST DATA FROM APRIL 10, 2010, TEST REPORT*

Injection
Rate
(BPM)

Injection
Rate
(BPD)

Surface
Injection
Pressure
(psig)

Frictional
Pressure
(psig)

Estimated
Hydrostatic
Pressure (psig)

Estimated
BHP
Pressure
(psig)

1

5.9

8,500

760

710

3,465

3,515

2

7.0

10,100

1,204

1,134

3,465

3,535

3

8.4

12,100

1,704

1,584

3,465

3,585

4

9.9

14,200

2,380

2,125

3,465

3,695

5

11.2

16,100

3,015

2,715

3,465

3,765

6

14.4

20,800

4,960

4,360

3,465

4,065

7

17.4

25,000

6,882

6,097

3,465

4,250

Step

* EDGMON DATA SUMMARY TABLE IN REPORT LISTED INCONSISTENT TIME INCREMENTS AND INJECTION RATES COMPARED TO THE DATA
FROM THE RECORDING INSTRUMENTS AND FIELD NOTES INCLUDED IN THE REPORT. TIME INCREMENTS = 15 MINUTES; WATER WEIGHT =
8.55 PPG; WATER SPECIFIC GRAVITY = 1.025; DEPTH TO TOP PERFORATION = 7,806 FEET.

TABLE F-6: EDGMON 1 2010 STEP RATE TEST DATA FROM RECORDED DATA AND FIELD NOTES*

Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Rate
from
data
(BPM)
5.8
6.9
8.3
9.9
11.1
11.2
14.8

Rate
(gpm)

Surface
Pressure
(psig)

Bottomhole
Pressure
(psig)

Friction
Pressure
(psi)

243.6
289.8
348.6
415.8
466.2
470.4
621.6

760
1,204
1,675
2,380
3,015
1,090
4,997

4,182
4,626
5,097
5,802
6,437
4,512
8,419

1,200
1,655
2,329
2,337
3,988
4,055
6,791

Bottomhole
Pressure
Corrected for
Friction (psig)
2,982
2,971
2,768
2,575
2,449
457
1,628

Time
Increments
(min)
60
60
60
60
60
60
180

* EDGMON SUMMARY TABLE COMPILED FROM RECORDED DATA AND FIELD NOTES. PRESSURE DROPPED DURING RATE STEP 6; REPORT
PROVIDED NO EXPLANATION FOR PRESSURE DECREASE.

Surface pressure falloff test data were also reviewed for the Trammel, SRE and Edgmon wells
using PanSystem® well test analysis software. The final falloff periods were analyzed and the
reservoir characteristics are illustrated in Figures F-30 through F-32 for the three disposal wells
located closest to the Guy-Greenbrier fault. The rate variations for each well were accounted for
by the use of equivalent time on the log-log plot. The pressure transient analysis of the step rate
test for the Edgmon and the final falloff tests for the Trammel, SRE and Edgmon are summarized
below:
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•

•

•

•

Edgmon 1 step rate test (Figure F-29)
o Linear plot of surface pressure test data converted to bottomhole
 Anomalous behavior observed during step 6
• At a constant injection rate of 11.2 BPM the surface injection
pressure fluctuated greatly
o Started at approximately 2,860 psi for 5 min
o Dropped abruptly to approximately 960 psi
o Climbed gradually to approximately 1,090 psi
 Calculated BHPs declined with increasing injection rates
• Friction factor of 140 resulted in a negative bottomhole pressure
for the final rate step, so friction factor of 150 used for step rate
analysis only
SRE 8-12 1-17 Final falloff test (Figure F-30)
o Overview plot of shut-in periods and final falloff (Figure F-10)
o Log-log plot indicated a fracture or highly stimulated completion signature
 Matched using an infinite conductivity fracture model (Figure F-30)
 Indicated a long fracture half-length (> 500 feet) for this well’s completion
 Late test time derivative response declined
Trammel 7-13 1-8D Final falloff test (Figure F-31)
o Overview plot of shut-in periods and final falloff (Figure F-11)
o Log-log plot indicated a fracture or highly stimulated completion (Figure F-31)
 Completely dominated by linear flow
 Could not be type curve matched
Edgmon 1 Final falloff test (Figure F-32)
o Overview plot of shut-in periods and final falloff (Figure F-13)
o Log-log plot (Figure F-32)
 Response was dominated by wellbore storage and was unanalyzable

SUMMARY OF ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
A total of four pressure transient tests were reviewed for the Arkansas case study area. The
Edgmon disposal well had both a planned step rate test and an inadvertent falloff test embedded
in surface pressure data. Two other injection wells, the SRE and Trammel, also had inadvertent
falloff tests of limited duration embedded in their surface pressure data sets.
The Edgmon step rate test showed a decline in surface pressure during one of the later steps at
a higher injection rate and was not suitable for analysis. Despite having surface pressure, the
Edgmon falloff test was dominated by wellbore storage; consequently, it was also unanalyzable.
The SRE and Trammel falloffs were dominated by linear flow, as shown in Figures F-30 and F-31,
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indicating the presence of significantly long fracture connected to each disposal well. The
presence of a fracture at each well would focus the dispersion of the well’s injection pressure
directionally along the fractures rather than radially.
Operational data were reviewed for the five injection wells: Moore Estate, SRE, Trammel,
Edgmon, and Underwood. The Underwood well operated intermittently so its data were
unsuitable for analysis. Due to the more frequent monitoring of the operational behavior of the
four remaining wells, both the operational gradient and the Hall derivative tended to be much
more scattered. The operating gradient plot for the Moore Estate well showed the highest
consistent operating gradient with many values between 0.8 to 0.9 psi/foot while the Edgmon
well’s operating gradient showed three time periods with upward spikes to gradient values as
high as 0.8 psi/foot. The Trammel well’s operating gradient generally fell between 0.65 and 0.75
psi/foot. The SRE well’s operating gradient was noticeably lower than the other three disposal
wells, generally staying between 0.55 to 0.65 psi/foot.
The Moore Estate, SRE, Trammel, and Edgemon tandem plots all showed some correspondence
between clusters of seismic events and decreases in ease of injection in the form of upward slope
breaks in the Hall integral trend. All of the tandem plots shows periods of both declining and
increasing Hall integral trends. The Trammel tandem plot showed the strongest correspondence
between declining ease of injection in both Hall integral and derivative trends in the form of
upward shifts and corresponding seismic event clusters.

ACTIONS TAKEN BY UIC REGULATORY AGENCY IN CENTRAL ARKANSAS AREA
The initial response was deployment of additional seismometers to better record the actual
event epicenters (surface locations) and focus locations (depth). This was done through the
combined efforts of AGS and CERI, with some of the monitor stations directly linked into the U.S.
Geological Survey National Earthquake Information Center.
Following initial identification of the Guy-Greenbrier fault, the AOGC established a moratorium
in December 2010 on the drilling of any new Class II disposal wells in an area surrounding and in
the immediate vicinity of the seismic activity, and it also required the operators of the seven
existing Class II disposal wells operating in the moratorium area to provide hourly injection rates
and pressures on a biweekly basis for a period of 6 months, through July 2011. During the
moratorium period AGS and CERI analyzed the injection data and seismic activity to determine if
there was a relationship. (The injection-induced seismicity project considered the five deeper
wells closest to the Guy-Greenbrier fault selecting the three wells closest to the fault for further
analysis.)
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Using Wells and Coppersmith (1994) equations, from the estimated fault rupture length and
area, the potential maximum (moment) magnitude the fault in Figure F-5 could produce was
estimated to be between 5.6 and 6.0. (Horton, 2011)
In February 2011, following a series of larger magnitude earthquakes, (4.7, with damage
reported), the operators of the three disposal wells nearest the seismic activity (SRE, Trammel
and Edgmon) voluntarily agreed to shut in the subject disposal wells prior to the issuance of an
AOGC cessation order. The subsequent March 4, 2011, cessation order required the subject wells
to cease disposal operations. In July 2011, following the conclusion of the moratorium study, the
AOGC established a revised permanent moratorium area in which no further Class II disposal
wells could be drilled, and four of the original seven disposals wells included in the original
moratorium area were required to be plugged. The revised moratorium area was based on the
trend of the fault identified as the cause of the seismic activity. The order of the AOGC issued in
July 2011 became a final administrative regulation on February 17, 2012. (Note: the operator of
the Edgmon disposal well is in bankruptcy and the well will probably be plugged by the AOGC
under the AOGC’s Abandoned and Orphaned Well Plugging Program).

RESULTING CHANGES IN REGULATIONS AND PRACTICES
The AOGC finalized amendments to its Class II disposal well rules effective in February 2012.
Since July of 2011, the AOGC, AGS and CERI have continued to monitor disposal well operations
and seismic activity. Additional seismic monitoring equipment has been purchased to provide an
"early warning" system for emerging seismic activity, thereby allowing more time to develop
appropriate responses.

CENTRAL ARKANSAS AREA MULTIDISCIPLINARY INTEGRATION OF FINDINGS
Evaluation of the focus area geology, as discussed above and in the cited publications, shows
several possible pathways by which pressure buildup could reach the activated Guy-Greenbrier
fault through various formations open in several of the disposal wells. Engineering analysis for
this case study was based on increased frequency of monitoring data using disposal well surface
pressures and rates, resulting in a significant amount of scatter in the data sets. The falloff tests
embedded in the monitoring data indicated significantly long fractures connected to two of the
disposal wells.
The operational data analysis, while impacted by data scatter, displayed cycles of upward and
downward shifts in both the Hall integral and derivative trends on the various tandem plots for
the four disposal wells with adequate monitoring history. As in other case studies, the upward
shifts had at least some correspondence to area seismic events. The cyclic tandem plot patterns,
when considered in conjunction with the area geology, embedded pressure transient tests, and
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the operating gradient plots, likely reflect a combination of reservoir rock heterogeneities,
fracturing occurrence in the wells in the form of enhanced injectivity, and interaction with
reservoir boundaries such as a fault.

CENTRAL ARKANSAS AREA LESSONS LEARNED
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Initiating dialogue with operators can result in early voluntary action, including well shutin or acquisition of additional site data.
o Initiating dialogue between the operator and UIC regulator resulted in the
voluntarily shut-in of some suspect disposal wells.
o An operator showed a proprietary 3-D seismic interpretation to the permitting
authority, revealing a deep-seated fault.
Analysis of existing operational data may provide insight into the reservoir behavior of
the disposal zone.
o Hall integral and derivative plot may indicate a no-flow boundary, such as a fault
plane or stratigraphic pinch out, at a great distance.
o Hall integral and derivative plot may illustrate enhanced injectivity.
Enhanced injectivity could represent injection-induced fracturing, opening or extension
of natural fractures, higher pressures allowing fluid flow into lower permeability portions
of the formation, or an increased permeability zone at distance.
Acquisition of additional data may provide an improved analysis.
o Increased recording of operational parameters can improve the quality of the
operational data analysis.
 Increased frequency of monitoring for permit parameters improved the
operational analysis.
Engaging external geophysical expertise may allow more accurate determination of the
location (x,y,z) of the active fault and stress regime, through reinterpretation or increased
seismic monitoring.
o Especially important as earthquake event magnitudes increased over time.
Increased seismic monitoring stations may be warranted in many areas to pinpoint active
fault locations and increase detection of smaller events.
o Additional stations resulted in reliable identification of active fault locations.
Engage a multidisciplinary combined approach to minimize and manage induced
seismicity at a given location.
o Working with state geological survey or university researchers provided expert
consultation, resulted in installation of additional seismometers, and yielded a
clearer understanding of the deep seated active faulting.
Director discretionary authority was used to solve individual site-specific concerns:
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o The Director acquired additional site information, requested action from
operators, and prohibited disposal operations. Specific examples include:
 Increased monitoring and reporting requirements for disposal well
operators to provide additional operational data for reservoir analysis.
 Required one well to install a seismic monitoring array prior to disposal as
an initial permit condition.
 Required plugging or temporary shut-in of suspect disposal wells linked to
injection-induced seismicity while investigating or interpreting additional
data.
 Defined a moratorium area prohibiting Class II disposal wells in defined
high risk area of seismic activity.
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FIGURE F- 1: CENTRAL ARKANSAS CASE STUDY REGIONAL AREA
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FIGURE F- 2: EAST ARKOMA BASIN STRUCTURAL CROSS-SECTION (WITH PERMISSION)
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FIGURE F- 3: CROSS-SECTION OF ACTIVE FAULT PLANE (FIGURE 3 OF HORTON, 2012)

Wells: 1 = SRE 8-12 1-17; 5 = Edgmon 1
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FIGURE F- 4: STRATIGRAPHIC AND HYDROLOGIC COLUMN OF THE ARKOMA BASIN (AUSBROOKS AND HORTON, 2013)
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FIGURE F- 5: CENTRAL ARKANSAS HISTORIC AREA SEISMICITY IN FOCUS AREA THROUGH 9/30/2013
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FIGURE F- 6: COMPOSITE FOCUS AREA SEISMICITY MAP
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FIGURE F- 7: SEISMOMETER DEPLOYMENT AND ACTIVE FAULT TRACE (HORTON, 2012)

Wells 1 = SRE 8-12 1-17; 2 = Trammel 7-13 1-8D; 3=Moore 1-22; 4=Underwood 8-12 5-12; 5 = Edgmon 1
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FIGURE F- 8: CENTRAL ARKANSAS COMPOSITE FOCUS AREA SEISMICITY
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FIGURE F- 9: MOORE ESTATE OPERATIONAL DATA PLOT

FIGURE F- 10: SRE OPERATING DATA PLOT
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FIGURE F- 11: TRAMMEL OPERATING DATA PLOT
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FIGURE F- 12: UNDERWOOD OPERATING DATA PLOT
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FIGURE F- 13: EDGMON OPERATING DATA PLOT
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FIGURE F- 14: MOORE ESTATE OPERATING PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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FIGURE F- 15: SRE OPERATING PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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FIGURE F- 16: TRAMMEL OPERATING PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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FIGURE F- 17: UNDERWOOD OPERATING PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT
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FIGURE F- 18: EDGMON OPERATING PRESSURE GRADIENT PLOT

Wayne Edgmon 1 Operating Gradient Plot
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Cumulative Events in 5 Mile Radius
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FIGURE F- 19: MOORE ESTATE TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKE EVENTS AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE
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FIGURE F- 20: MOORE ESTATE TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES SINCE 2010 AND HALL INTEGRAL
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FIGURE F- 21: MOORE ESTATE ZOOMED TANDEM PLOT
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FIGURE F- 22: SRE TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE
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FIGURE F- 23: SRE ZOOMED TANDEM PLOT TO NOVEMBER 21, 2010
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FIGURE F- 24: TRAMMEL TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKE EVENTS AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE
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FIGURE F- 25: TRAMMEL TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL
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FIGURE F- 26: EDGMON TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKES AND HALL INTEGRAL WITH DERIVATIVE
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FIGURE F- 27: EDGMON TANDEM PLOT OF CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKE EVENTS AND HALL INTEGRAL
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FIGURE F- 28: EDGMON ZOOMED TANDEM PLOT OF EARLY DATA TO DECEMBER 19, 2010
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FIGURE F- 29: EDGMON STEP RATE TEST
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FIGURE F- 30: SRE LOG-LOG PLOT OF PRESSURE FALLOFF DURING FINAL SHUT-IN OF WELL

FIGURE F- 31: TRAMMEL LOG-LOG PLOT OF PRESSURE FALLOFF DURING FINAL SHUT-IN OF WELL
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FIGURE F- 32: EDGMON LOG-LOG PLOT OF PRESSURE FALLOFF DURING FINAL SHUT-IN OF WELL
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All four case studies were considered in the development of the decision model. The state
agencies’ handling of these events was the basis for some of the approaches listed in the decision
model described in APPENDIX B: . Consequently the Injection-Induced Seismicity Working Group
(WG) elected to apply the decision model framework to the case study events. Following the
decision model framework, the well in this case study falls under the existing well category.
Increased earthquake frequency following the start of disposal operations raised concern.

BRAXTON, WEST VIRGINIA, CASE STUDY BACKGROUND
A series of minor earthquakes started in early 2010 around Braxton, West Virginia, a little over a
year after disposal operations started in a relatively nearby well (Figure G-1). The relationship
between the earthquakes and the Class II disposal well was investigated by the West Virginia
Department of Environmental Protection (WVDEP) Office of Oil and Gas.
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To aid understanding of area site conditions, the geologic setting, existing oil and gas activity and
seismic history are provided, followed by a description of the focused site assessment, which
includes details on well operations.

GEOLOGIC SETTING
Braxton County is located in the Appalachian basin, on the eastern edge of the Devonian
Marcellus shale and Trenton limestone gas plays (Figure G-1). The Marcellus outcrops in eastern
West Virginia, though this is not shown in Figure G-1 (Avary, 2011).
The Marcellus unconformably overlies the Onondaga Limestone (Figure G-2) (Avary, 2011) and
Figure G-3 (WVGES, 2011), which is an easily recognizable marker on logs and seismic surveys.
The Marcellus is predominantly siliceous, with mixed muscovite and illite and minor amounts of
pyrite and kaolinite (Boyce and Carr, 2009).

OIL AND GAS ACTIVITY
Gas production in the Marcellus shale of West Virginia started in 2005, with Braxton County
drilling starting in 2006. The Elk Valley (626407) Class II wastewater disposal well was initially
completed in the Marcellus shale as a gas production well. The vertical well was later converted
to a disposal well in the same interval.

HISTORY OF SEISMICITY
West Virginia has a history of seismicity along the Ohio border and along the southeast border
with Virginia. However, prior to the seismic events that started in 2010, only one low level
earthquake, which occurred in 2000, was recorded in the USGS Advanced National Seismic
System (ANSS) database in West Virginia. The seismicity search for this case study used a
number of databases including ANSS, Eastern, Central & Mountain States NEIC Earthquake
database (SRA), Central and Eastern United States CERI Earthquake database (NCEER),
Significant U.S. quakes, NEIC Earthquake database (USHIS), Center for Earthquake Research and
Information (CERI) and Preliminary Determination Earthquake, NEIC Earthquake database
(PDE).

FOCUSED SITE ASSESSMENT
There is only one disposal well in the general vicinity of the earthquakes. Injection activities
began in the Elk Valley disposal well in March 2009, about one year prior to the start of seismic
events. Based on earthquake activity and the regional seismometer network capabilities, an
arbitrary 12 mile (19 km) radius was selected to define the focus area around the well, Figure G4.
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INFORMATION COLLECTED
Data for this case study well was collected from the WVDEP Office of Oil and Gas. Permitting
documents provided details concerning completion depths, construction information, and
permit conditions. Operational monitoring reports provided monthly injection volumes,
maximum injecting tubing pressure, maximum shut-in tubing pressure, and hours operated
during the month.
DISPOSAL WELL IN CASE STUDY
Permit, construction and completion information for the Elk Valley well are summarized below:
TABLE G-1: ELK VALLEY DISPOSAL WELL PERMIT CONDITIONS

UIC Permit

Commercial

2D0072539

no

Maximum
Pressure
(psig)
2,100

Maximum
Rate (BPD)
N/A

Disposal Formation
Marcellus, fractured

TABLE G-2: ELK VALLEY DISPOSAL WELL COMPLETION DATA

Top
Injection
Zone
6,472

Base
Injection
Zone
6,524

Total
Depth
6,556

Casing
Diameter and
Seat
5½ “ at 6,543’

DEPTHS ARE MEASURED DEPTH IN FEET, NOT TVD

Tubing
Diameter and
Seat
2 7/8" at
6,395’

TABLE G-3: ELK VALLEY DISPOSAL WELL OPERATIONS

Initial
Disposal
Mar 2009

Final
Disposal

Plugged and
Abandoned

Comments
Operating

Permit information indicated that the vertical well was initially fractured with a total of 355,000
pounds of sand and 14,398 barrels of water prior to being converted to a disposal well.
The chlorides in the fluid analysis included in the permitting documentation ranged from 0–
250,000 mg/L.
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ADDITIONAL GEOSCIENCES INFORMATION
A summary of the recent focus area earthquakes, within a 12 mile (19 km) radius29 of the Braxton
County case study well is provided in the Table G-4 below and a timeline of recent events is shown
on Figure G-5. A zoomed map area of the disposal well and earthquake activity is included on
Figure G-4.
TABLE G-4: BRAXTON, WEST VIRGINIA, FOCUS AREA SEISMICITY THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30, 2013

Year
2010
2011
2012
2013

Starting
Date
4/4/2010
1/10/2012
3/31/2013

Number
of Events
8
0
1
3

Magnitude
Min.
Avg.
Max.
2.2
2.6
3.4

Ending
Date
7/25/2010

2.8
2.9

1/10/2012
8/16/2013

2.6

3.4

OPERATIONAL DATA
The Elk Valley disposal well had monthly operating data available from the WVDEP. Monthly
data included maximum and shut-in tubing pressures, total monthly injection volume, and hours
operated, which were used to convert the monthly injection volume to an average injection rate.
The operating surface pressure was assumed to be the average of the maximum injection and
maximum shut-in pressures for each month. Surface pressures were converted to approximate
bottomhole pressures (BHPs) at 6,395 feet. To determine friction pressure, the Hazen-Williams
friction loss correlation with a friction factor, C, of 100 for steel tubing was used to limit the
friction pressure loss. BHPs were calculated by adding the surface pressure and pressure of the
hydrostatic column of fluid and subtracting the calculated friction pressure loss. A specific gravity
of 1.125 was used to approximate 100,000 ppm chloride brine. The hydrostatic column of fluid
was calculated at 3,115 psia. Because the well went on a vacuum, an average static reservoir
pressure of 2800 psia was assumed for the Hall integral calculation.

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING REVIEW
OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS
Three operating data-related plots were prepared including an operational data overview plot
(Figure G-6), a monthly operating pressure gradient plot (Figure G-7), and tandem plots of

29

The search area was increased owing to the uncertainty in the event location, occasioned by the poor density of
seismometers.
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cumulative seismic events and the Hall integral with derivative, based on the calculated average
tubing pressures, plotted against cumulative water injection (Figure G-8 and G-9).
The monthly hours reported indicated that the well did not operate continually throughout each
month. The Hall integral and derivative functions were prepared as continuous functions from
monthly data, and only the hours operated in each month were used in the calculation of the
Hall integral and derivative functions. To determine if the earthquake cumulative event trend
corresponded to the Hall integral trend, a tandem plot of both cumulative earthquake events and
the Hall integral with derivative response versus cumulative water injection was prepared for the
Elk Valley disposal well, as shown in Figure G-8. Figure G-9 also shows an expanded view of the
tandem plot responses early in the operational life of the injection well.
•
•
•

Operational overview plot (Figure G-6)
o Last quarter 2010 had higher injection volumes with lower pressures
Operating pressure gradient (Figure G-7)
Tandem plot of Hall integral with derivative and cumulative seismicity events (Figures G8 and G-9)
o Hall integral with derivative upswing response during late portion of operational
data, with corresponding seismicity events
o Zoomed tandem plot
 Slight separation between Hall integral and derivative at seismic events
early in operating life of the well

PRESSURE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
A step rate test was performed on the Elk Valley disposal well in March 2008, prior to the start
of injection and was included with the permit information. The injection rate started at 0.5 and
increased to 5.5 barrels per minute over eight rate steps. Individual steps were primarily 30
minute intervals, except for the last step held for 3 hours. A total of 1,410 barrels was injected
into the well during 6.5 hours of step rate testing. A summary of the rate and tubing pressure
measurements is included in Table G-5.
TABLE G-5: MARCH 2008 STEP RATE TEST DATA

Injection Tubing Pressure
at the End of Each Rate
Step (psig)
150
0
0
0

Average Constant
Injection Rate for Rate
Step (BPM)
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
G-5

Injection Tubing Pressure
at the End of Each Rate
Step (psig)
400
1,160
1,750
1,900

Average Constant
Injection Rate for Rate
Step (BPM)
3.0
4.0
5.0
5.5

A linear plot of the 2008 step rate test data is shown in Figure G-10. The linear plot is the final
injection pressure at the end of each rate step versus the injection rate for the same rate step.
Electronic data for the step rate test were not available, so a log-log plot analysis of each
individual injectivity test was not possible. The well went on a vacuum following the first rate
step. Pressures increased to nearly 2,000 psi after positive pressures were reestablished during
the fifth rate step.
Step rate test (Figure G-10)
• Linear plot indicated a slope break between the sixth and seventh rate steps of 4 and 5
BPM
o Suggested a fracture extension surface pressure of roughly 1,650 psi
o Value would suggest a fracture gradient of approximately 0.75 psi/foot
The Hall plot showed several slope breaks suggesting increased difficulty of injection. The
calculated operating gradient in Figure G-7 showed operating gradients under 0.75 psi/foot,
below the fracture extension gradient indicated by the step rate test linear plot.
SUMMARY OF ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
The sole West Virginia case study disposal well, Elk Valley, had only one step rate test with
marginal quality surface pressure data, indicating a fracture gradient of 0.75 psi/foot. The
operating gradient plot indicated that the well operated below its estimated fracture gradient.
The Elk Valley tandem plot, Figure G-8, showed a very pronounced extended upswing in both the
Hall integral and derivative responses. The upswing plot indicates a strong increase in difficulty
of injectivity as time went on and suggests an area boundary may have been encountered. An
early cluster of seismic events occurred on the tandem plot while the well’s Hall responses
indicated only radial flow. Four later seismic events did occur long after the well established its
pronounced trend of increasingly difficult injection.
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ACTIONS TAKEN BY UIC REGULATORY AGENCY IN BRAXTON COUNTY, WV AREA
In response to the seismic activity starting in April 2010, the West Virginia Department of
Environmental Protection Office of Oil and Gas (WVDEP) reduced the maximum allowable
monthly injection volume in the Elk Valley disposal well.

BRAXTON COUNTY AREA MULTIDISCIPLINARY INTEGRATION OF FINDINGS
The single case study disposal well was completed into the Marcellus shale with a medium-scale
hydraulic fracture stimulation. In general, very little detailed information was available on the
fracture program. No fracturing data were available to assess the effective fracture length.
However, given that the disposal zone is a shale formation beyond the stimulated portion of the
reservoir, the permeability would likely be very low. The well’s long term hydraulic response,
based on the tandem plot analysis, indicates that a reservoir boundary (or boundaries) was
encountered, such as a fault, a pinch out, or possibly the limits of fracture stimulation (effectively
the limits of permeable rock).

BRAXTON LESSONS LEARNED
•
•

•
•

•
•

Initiating dialogue with the operator can result in early voluntary action, including
acquisition of additional site data.
Analysis of existing operational data may provide insight into the reservoir behavior of
the disposal zone.
o Upswing in Hall integral and derivative plot may indicate a no-flow boundary, such
as a fault plane or stratigraphic pinch out, at a great distance.
Engaging external geophysical expertise may bring a more accurate location (x,y,z) of the
active fault and stress regime through reinterpretation or increased seismic monitoring.
Additional seismic monitoring stations may be warranted in many areas to pinpoint active
fault locations and increase detection of smaller events.
o Epicenters of recorded events are scattered, due to an insufficient number of
stations in proximity to the activity.
A multidisciplinary approach can minimize and manage induced seismicity at a given
location.
Director discretionary authority can be used to solve site-specific concerns:
o The Director acquired additional site information, requested action from
operators.
 WVDEP decreased allowable injection rates and total monthly volumes in
response to seismic activity.
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FIGURE G- 3: WEST VIRGINIA STRATIGRAPHIC COLULMN (UNPUBLISHED WVGES INFORMATION, 2011)
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FIGURE G- 4: BRAXTON FOCUS AREA SEISMICITY MAP
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FIGURE G- 5: BRAXTON WEST VIRGINIA FOCUS AREA SEISMICITY TIMELINE
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FIGURE G- 6: ELK VALLEY OPERATIONAL DATA PLOT
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FIGURE G- 8: ELK VALLEY HALL INTEGRAL AND CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKE EVENTS TANDEM PLOT
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FIGURE G- 9: EXPANDED ELK VALLEY HALL INTEGRAL AND CUMULATIVE EARTHQUAKE EVENTS TANDEM PLOT
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All four case studies were considered in the development of the decision model. The state
agencies’ handling of these events was the basis for some of the approaches listed in the decision
model described in APPENDIX B: . Consequently, the Injection-Induced Seismicity Working Group
(WG) elected to apply the decision model framework to the case study events. Following the
decision model framework, the well in this case study fell under the new well category. Increased
earthquake frequency and magnitude following the start of disposal operations raised concern.

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO CASE STUDY BACKGROUND
Starting on March 17, 2011, a series of 12 small magnitude seismic events occurred in Mahoning
County in and around Youngstown, Ohio, culminating in a M4.0 event on December 31, 2011
(Figure H-1). Evidence suggested that a newly permitted Class II saltwater disposal well, the
Northstar 1, was the cause of the seismic activity, and the injection well was voluntarily shut
down a day before the M4.0 event. The Northstar 1 injection well had been permitted as a deep
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stratigraphic test well and was drilled to a depth of 9,184 feet into the Precambrian basement
rocks in April of 2010. On July 12, 2010, the Northstar 1 was issued a Class II saltwater disposal
permit, and injection operations commenced on December 22, 2010.
To aid understanding area site conditions, the geologic setting, existing oil and gas activity and
seismic history are summarized, followed by a focused site assessment that provides details of
the disposal well operations.

GEOLOGIC SETTING
Youngstown is located in Mahoning County near the border of Pennsylvania, on the western flank
of the Appalachian Basin. Figure H-2 30, (Baranoski, 2002; ODNR, 2012) illustrates the general
structure across Ohio with deep Precambrian structures overlain by Paleozoic beds thickening to
the east into the Appalachian Basin. Figure H-3 (ODNR, 2004) shows a regional stratigraphic
column. The Utica and Marcellus shale plays are thin in eastern Ohio, thickening into the
Appalachian basin to the east (Figure H-4).
Very little well control is available for the basement Precambrian structure, but regional maps
based on well control combined with seismic lines have been compiled (Baranoski, 2002, 2013;
Pennsylvania Geological Survey, 2005). The 2013 Baranoski publication includes maps of all the
Precambrian wells drilled since 2002. The Baranoski Precambrian maps do not show faulting in
Mahoning County. The regional scale map (Figure H-1) shows the closest known fault to be about
20 miles away.

OIL AND GAS ACTIVITY
Shallow oil and gas activity is plentiful in the area, with production from the upper Devonian
Berea and lower Silurian sandstones. The first Class II saltwater disposal well was permitted in
Mahoning County in 1985, and eight more wells were converted to Class II injection between
1985 and 2004. These Class II injection wells utilized depleted oil and gas zones or were plugged
backed to shallower, non-oil and non-gas geologic formations for disposal. Injection was
predominantly for disposal of production brine associated with conventional oil and gas
operations.
With the development of the unconventional shale plays in Pennsylvania and the lack of disposal
in Pennsylvania, there was a need for additional disposal operations. To accommodate some of
this need, five commercial disposal wells (Northstar 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6) were permitted and drilled
in Mahoning County. The permitted disposal zones were the Knox through the Mount Simon
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Sandstone, but the disposal wells were drilled completely through the Mount Simon and into the
Precambrian basement rock.

HISTORY OF SEISMICITY
Prior to the March 2011 seismic events, there had been no seismicity epicenters recorded in
Mahoning County. However, there is a seismically active zone in western Ohio and several
episodically active faults 20 miles (Smith Township fault) and 40 miles (Akron magnetic anomaly)
away from Youngstown (Figure H-1) (Baranoski, 2002). The vast majority of all historic and
current seismic activity in Ohio occurs within the Precambrian basement rocks.
Seismic monitoring in Ohio was sporadic until establishment of the Ohio Seismic Network
(OSN). 31 Prior to 1999, seismic monitoring was sporadic throughout the state, consisting of
monitoring at U.S. Geological Survey stations and other smaller monitoring networks. The earlier
seismic network distribution made identifying events below a M3.0 difficult. In 1999, the OSN
was established with 6 stations, and there were 24 seismic stations in operation in 2011. The
seismometer at Youngstown State University was added to the OSN in 2003.
The seismicity search for this case study used a number of databases including USGS Advanced
National Seismic System (ANSS), Ohio Seismic Network (OSN), Eastern, Central & Mountain
States NEIC Earthquake database (SRA), Central and Eastern United States CERI Earthquake
database (NCEER), Significant U.S. quakes, NEIC Earthquake database (USHIS), Center for
Earthquake Research and Information (CERI) and Preliminary Determination Earthquake, NEIC
Earthquake database (PDE).

FOCUSED SITE ASSESSMENT
On March 17, 2011, a series of small magnitude earthquakes began in Mahoning County in and
around Youngstown, Ohio (Figure H-1). A nearby commercial Class II disposal well, Northstar 1,
was shut in by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources (ODNR) following a M4.3 (M3.9 refined
value) magnitude earthquake on December 31, 2011. Based on earthquake activity and the
regional seismometer network capabilities, an arbitrary 6 mile (10 km) radius was selected to
define the focus area around the well (Figure H-5).
The Preliminary Report on the Northstar 1 Class II Injection Well and the Seismic Events in the
Youngstown, Ohio, Area published in March 2012 by the ODNR suggests the seismicity was
related to Class II disposal activities. The Northstar 1 was drilled 200 feet into the Precambrian
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basement rock. The ODNR report also concluded that pressure from disposal activities may have
communicated with a fault located in the Precambrian basement rock.

INFORMATION COLLECTED
The ODNR standard UIC permit application package submitted prior to October 1, 2012, required
some site data, well construction and completion information and other supporting
documentation to demonstrate the protection of USDWs.
Data for the five Northstar wells were collected from the ODNR through the Oil and Gas
Resources Division website and staff. Permitting documents provided details concerning
completion depths, construction information and permit conditions. Supplemental geosciences
information was obtained from the deployment of additional seismometers. Operational
monitoring reports provided several months of injection rates and wellhead injection pressures,
as well as fluid analysis and a step rate test.
DISPOSAL WELL IN CASE STUDY
Six Northstar disposal wells were permitted for injection near the Youngstown area in 2011.
According to the ODNR only one has injected, though only five were drilled and completed openhole from the Knox into the Precambrian.
Injection activities began in Northstar 1 in December 2010, about 3 months prior to the start of
seismic events. A closeup map of the disposal well and earthquake activity in Mahoning County
is included in Figure H-5. Two increases in the maximum allowable surface pressure were
authorized by ODNR based on the actual specific gravity of the injectate. Permit, construction
and completion information for the Northstar 1 disposal well are summarized below:
TABLE H-1: NORTHSTAR 1 DISPOSAL WELL PERMIT CONDITIONS

UIC
Permit

Commercial

3127

yes

Maximum
Pressure
(psig)
2,500

Maximum
Rate
(BPD)
2,000

Disposal Formation

Top of Knox through 200’ of Precambrian; open-hole
completion

TABLE H-2: NORTHSTAR 1 DISPOSAL WELL COMPLETION DATA

Top
Injection
Zone
8,215’

Base
Injection
Zone
9,180’

Total
Depth
9,184’

Casing
Diameter
and Seat
5.5” at
8,215’

Tubing Diameter
and Seat
3.5” at 8,215’

DEPTHS ARE MEASURED DEPTHS IN FEET, NOT TVD
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TABLE H-3: NORTHSTAR 1 DISPOSAL WELL OPERATIONS

Initial
Disposal

Final
Disposal

12/22/2010

12/31/11

Plugged and
Abandoned

ADDITIONAL GEOSCIENCE INFORMATION
The Cambrian Knox unconformity, which has rarely been penetrated in Mahoning County, marks
the top of the disposal zone permitted in the Youngstown area. The ODNR report indicates that
the Northstar 1 penetrated the Precambrian and encountered primarily biotite, quartz,
amphibole and feldspar, with undetermined trace minerals for the first 80 feet before reaching
granite. The 2012 ODNR report stated there were indications of high angle fractures around the
contact with the granite.
The Ohio Geologic Survey of ODNR collects and maintains information on geology, oil and gas
well details, and the OSN data. The permanent seismometer network is tracked by the OSN.
Due to the continued seismic events occurring in and around the Youngstown area and near the
Northstar 1 injection well, four highly sensitive, portable seismic units on loan from LamontDoherty Earth Observatory were deployed on December 1, 2011 (Tomastik, 2013; Kim et al.,
2012). A later publication (Kim, 2013) relocates epicenters and hypocenters for the 12
earthquakes carried on the OSN website, plus another nine events recorded on the temporary
array. Table H-4 summarizes events located within a 6 mile (10 km) radius of the Northstar 1
case study well, as shown in the timeline in Figure H-6. The OSN catalog was used for the first 12
earthquakes in the focus study, and the nine small earthquakes picked up by the temporary
network from the Kim publication. The relocated events are designated in Figure H-6 by the plus
symbol and are shown in closeup in Figure H-7.
TABLE H-4: YOUNGSTOWN FOCUS AREA SEISMICITY THROUGH SEPTEMBER 30, 2013 (OSN AND KIM, 2013*)

Year
2011
2012

Starting
Date
3/17/2011
1/11/2012

Number
of Events

Min.

Avg.

11
10

2.1
0.1

2.5
0.6

2013

NA

0

Ending
Max.
Date
4.0 12/31/2011
2.1 2/11/2012
NA

* OSN EVENTS 2011 THROUGH 1/11/2012; TEMPORARY NETWORK 1/12 THROUGH 2/11/2012

In Kim (2013, Figure 3a), the relocated events define a previously unknown Precambrian
basement fault in close proximity to the Northstar 1 well (Figure H-7). This fault was confirmed
through evaluation of geophysical logs from the offset deep disposal wells and an interpreted
seismic line.
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Cross-correlation and wave-form matching were some of the techniques used by Kim (2013) to
reanalyze the seismometer readings for the area, resulting in a total of 167 seismic events
(0<Mw<3.9 between January 2011 through February 2012). Only the 21 events listed above were
accurately located seismic events. However, the first of the inaccurately located events occurred
13 days after the Northstar 1 well started injection (Kim, 2013).
OPERATIONAL DATA
Site documentation reviewed included surface maps, location plats, disposal depths and
inventory of offset wells within the permit area of review. Well construction details provided to
the state included well specifics (casing, cement, perforation and completion information) and
disposal conditions (interval, rate and pressure requested). A step rate test was also included
with the permit application. In addition, an annual report filed by the operator provided injection
volumes and pressure data.
Operational data consisted of quarterly and daily wellhead pressures and injection volumes with
hours of well operation included in the daily report data. Surface pressures were converted to
approximate bottomhole pressures (BHP) at the tubing seat depth. To determine friction
pressure, the Hazen-Williams friction loss correlation with a friction factor, C, of 140 for coated
tubing was used. BHPs were calculated by adding the surface pressure and pressure of the
hydrostatic column of fluid and subtracting the calculated friction pressure loss. A fluid specific
gravity of 1.03 was used in the hydrostatic calculations, based on a fluid lab analysis included in
the permit application. An initial static BHP of 3,803 psi was used in the Hall integral calculations
based on the initial pressure measured in the inactive offset well Northstar 4.

PETROLEUM ENGINEERING REVIEW
Data for the Northstar 1 disposal well were divided into two areas: operational data and pressure
transient testing, in the form of a step rate test.
OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS
Three operating data-related plots were prepared including an operational data overview plot
(Figure H-8), a monthly operating pressure gradient plot (Figure H-9), and tandem plots of
cumulative seismic events and the Hall integral with derivative, based on the calculated average
tubing pressures, plotted against cumulative water injection (Figure H-10 and Figure H-11).
The monthly hours reported indicated that the well did not operate continually throughout each
month. The Hall integral and derivative functions were prepared as continuous functions from
monthly data, and only the hours operated in each month were used in the calculation of the
Hall integral and derivative functions. To determine if the earthquake cumulative event trend
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followed the Hall integral trend, a tandem plot of both cumulative earthquake events and the
Hall integral with derivative response versus cumulative water injection was prepared for the
Northstar 1 well, as shown in Figure H-10. Figure H-11 shows an expanded view of the tandem
plot responses early in the operational life of the injection well. Observations from each of the
plots are provided below.
Overview plot (Figure H-8)
• Higher injection rates followed acid stimulation on August 2, 2011
Operating pressure gradient (Figure H-9)
• Plateau at 0.75 psi/ft bottomhole operating gradient for extended time frame
o 0.75 psi/ft was basis for determining maximum surface pressure limit in permit
Tandem plot of Hall integral and derivative plot (Figures H-10 and H-11)
• Multiple positive upswings in Hall integral and derivative responses with some
corresponding with earthquake events
PRESSURE TRANSIENT ANALYSIS
The June 2010 step rate test conducted to evaluate the injectivity into the well was also reviewed.
Test details are provided below.
Step rate test (Figure H-12)
• Designed as an injectivity test to evaluate the formation’s ability to accept fluid
• Test conducted through 5.5” production casing
• Pressure fluctuations measured during some of the rate steps
• Full range of pressure gauge (10,000–15,000 psi) excessive for measured pressure range
(1,800 psi maximum)
• Unable to determine from the step rate tests report whether the pressure stabilized
during each rate step
• Slope breaks on linear plot
o Several different straight lines could be drawn suggesting breaks after steps 5 and
6
o Final slope is nearly flat between steps 7 and 8
SUMMARY OF ENGINEERING ANALYSIS
The sole Ohio case study disposal well, Northstar 1, had a single step rate test. The test was
performed to assess the disposal interval’s ability to accept fluid. The quality of the step rate test
made it difficult to reliably estimate a fracture gradient; however, the well’s maximum surface
pressure limit was based on a 0.75 psi/foot BHP operating gradient, as reflected in Figure H-9.
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The Northstar tandem plot showed several cycles of increasingly difficult injection followed by
periods of enhanced ease of injection. Area seismic events showed some correspondence to the
cycles, either occurring during a period of increasingly difficult injection or shortly after a cycle
ended, as shown on Figures H-10 and H-11.

ACTIONS TAKEN BY UIC REGULATORY AGENCY IN THE YOUNGSTOWN AREA
Evidence suggested that Northstar 1, a newly permitted Class II saltwater disposal well was the
cause of the seismic activity, and the injection well was voluntarily shut down a day before the
M4.0 event. After the M4.0 event on December 31, 2011, the governor of Ohio placed a
moratorium on the other three deep injection wells drilled within a 7 mile (11 km) radius of
Northstar 1 and put a hold on the issuance of any new Class II saltwater injection well permits
until new regulations could be developed.
The ODNR revised its regulations, prohibiting the drilling of Class II injection wells into the
Precambrian basement rock, and adopted additional standard permit requirements to facilitate
better site assessment and collection of more comprehensive well information. ODNR can
require supplemental permit application documentation, such as seismic monitoring or seismic
surveys, more geologic data and comprehensive well logs. On a well-by-well basis, ODNR may
require a plan of action should seismicity occur, a step rate test, falloff testing and a
determination of the initial BHP. A series of operational controls may also be added, such as a
continuous pressure monitoring system, an automatic shut-off system and an electronic data
recording system for tracking fluids.
In late 2012, ODNR purchased nine portable seismic stations and hired a Ph.D. seismologist to
maintain and monitor the seismic network. ODNR is proactively approaching the issue of induced
seismicity by conducting seismic monitoring at several new Class II injection well permit locations
prior to commencement of injection operations and monitoring seismicity for up to 6 months
after initiation of injection. If no seismicity occurs, then these portable units will be moved to
the next location.

YOUNGSTOWN AREA MULTIDISCIPLINARY INTEGRATION OF FINDINGS
The Northstar injection well was completed into an approximately 900-foot open-hole interval
that crossed multiple formations, including faulted basement rock. A production log indicated
flow likely occurred into the open-hole interval above the basement rock; however, the entire
completion interval was exposed to the well’s operating pressure. The well’s operating gradient
plot plateaued at about a 0.75 psi/foot BHP gradient, which corresponded to the limit used for
permitting requirements. The tandem plot displayed, as in the other case studies, several cycles
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of decreasing and increasing ease of injectivity with some correspondence between seismic
events and a portion of the cycles displaying decreasing injectivity (Hall derivative upswings).

YOUNGSTOWN LESSONS LEARNED
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

Initiating dialogue with operators can result in early voluntary action, including well shutin or acquisition of additional site data.
o Dialogue between the operator and UIC regulator resulted in the voluntary shutin of the Northstar 1 disposal well.
o Acquisition of additional data provided an improved understanding of the area.
o Increased recording of operational parameters improved the quality of the
operational data analysis.
Analysis of existing operational data may provide insight into the reservoir behavior of
the disposal zone.
o Upswings in the Hall integral and derivative plot may indicate a no-flow boundary,
such as a fault plane or stratigraphic pinch out, a distance away from the well.
o Enhanced injectivity could represent injection-induced fracturing, opening or
extension of natural fractures, higher pressures allowing fluid flow into lower
permeability portions of the formation, or an increased permeability zone at
distance.
Engaging external geophysical expertise may bring a more accurate location (x,y,z) of the
active fault and stress regime through reinterpretation or increased seismic monitoring.
Lack of historic seismic events may be a function of lack of seismic activity, seismic activity
below recordable levels, or epicenters away from population centers.
Increased seismic monitoring stations may be warranted in many areas to pinpoint active
fault locations and increase detection of smaller events.
o Deployment of the additional seismometers enabled accurate identification of the
location and depths of two major seismic events that occurred on December 24th
and December 31st.
Engage a multidisciplinary combined approach to minimize and manage induced
seismicity at a given location.
Director discretionary authority was used to solve individual site-specific concerns:
o ODNR acquired additional site information, requested action from operators, and
prohibited certain disposal operations.
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FIGURE H-1: YOUNGSTOWN OHIO CASE STUDY REGIONAL AREA
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FIGURE H-2: REGIONAL CROSS-SECTION (BARANOSKI, 2002 WITH PERMISSION)
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FIGURE H 3: GENERALIZES STRATIGRAPHY AND EARTHQUAKE HYPOCENTERS (FIGURE 3B IN KIM, 2013 WITH PERMISSION)

FIGURE H- 4: UTICA AND MARCELLUS SHALE CROSS-SECTION (FIGURE 5A ON GEOLOGY.COM)
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FIGURE H- 5: FOCUS AREA SEISMICTY MAP
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FIGURE H- 12: NORTHSTAR 1 JUNE 4, 2010 STEP RATE TEST
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INTRODUCTION
Since pressure buildup is one of the three key components of induced seismicity associated with
Class II disposal wells, this appendix provides two examples of pressure buildup that extended
for long distances, though neither example induced seismicity. The examples are included to
illustrate abnormal cases of pressure buildup observed from two different Class II disposal well
activities. The examples illustrate that reservoir pressure distribution from disposal activities is
site-specific and dependent on geology and reservoir characteristics. The first example illustrates
pressure movement through a linear trend, and the second illustrates the cumulative pressure
effect from multiple Class II wells completed in the same formation. These two examples also
demonstrate the benefits of reservoir pressure measurements and the applicability and
usefulness of pressure transient testing techniques.
The area of review determination for Class II disposal wells covered by the federal Underground
Injection Control (UIC) regulations includes calculation of the pressure buildup using radial flow
equations or, alternatively, use of a fixed ¼ mile (0.402 km) radius from the disposal well (40 CFR
§146.6). However, reservoir quality or reservoir flow characteristics may extend pressure
influence from the disposal activity beyond a ¼ mile radius from the well. Further, if the reservoir
pressure does not dissipate radially from the disposal well, the radial flow equations in the
regulations may not be applicable for calculating the zone of endangering pressure influence.
Reservoir pressure buildup is also additive, so offset wells completed in the same disposal zone
may need to be considered. The Director can use discretionary authority to assess the area of
review for special site-specific circumstances.
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EXAMPLE OF EXTENDED DIRECTIONAL PRESSURE TREND
BACKGROUND
Three inactive wells, two located approximately 1 mile (1.6 km) from a Class II disposal well (5,115
and 6,006 feet, respectively) and one just over ¼ mile (1,584 feet) (1559 m, 1830 m, and 482 m
respectively) from the disposal well experienced an increase in surface pressure. These three
wells were located in an east-northeast directional trend from the disposal well. The disposal
well was the only well operating at a pressure exceeding the highest surface pressure measured
at one of the inactive wells. The disposal well started injection approximately 5 months prior to
the discovery of the increased pressure in the three abandoned wells. Other inactive wells
located closer to the disposal well showed no pressure increase.
After identification of the well of concern, an interference testing procedure (see below) was
designed to evaluate whether the disposal well was hydraulically communicating with the
inactive wells. The test was designed to establish repeatability of pressure responses if
communication was present. The test also required monitoring fluid levels in additional wells
located outside the suspected directional trend for possible pressure responses. A falloff test
concluded the testing of the disposal well.

INTERFERENCE TEST SUMMARY
As illustrated in Figure I-1, the interference test consisted of a background period, a 1-week
stabilization period with the disposal well shut in, 1 week with injection, and a 1-week falloff
(shut-in) period in the disposal well. During the injection period, the operator maintained as
constant an injection rate as possible. No other active injection was present in the test area.
During the background period, digital recording surface pressure gauges were installed on the
disposal well and the three inactive wells experiencing surface pressures to monitor pressure
responses during the test. The disposal well operator also installed an inline flowmeter on the
disposal well. In addition to surface pressure readings, fluid level measurements were collected
at the other well locations.

MEASURED OFFSET WELL PRESSURE RESPONSES
As shown in Figure I-2, the pressure response between the disposal well and three wells
monitored with digital surface pressure gauges indicated direct communication. The
repeatability of the pressure response was observed in all three wells. The lag time for the
pressure response at each monitored well (Figure I-3) was much shorter than anticipated, and
atypical of a radially homogeneous reservoir. The response times were not significantly different
between the well located 1,584 feet from the disposal well and the two wells located 5,115 and
6,006 feet away. The magnitude of the pressure response varied, but a pressure response was
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still observed. The fluid levels monitored in other area wells plotted in Figure I-4 did not suggest
any communication with the disposal well.

ANALYSIS OF DISPOSAL WELL PRESSURE DATA
The disposal well pressure transient test data measurements, when reviewed and analyzed,
indicated a strong linear flow signature. Pressure transient analysis provided an approach for
identifying non-homogeneous, non-radial flow reservoir behavior at the disposal well. The
elevated pressures from the disposal well exceeded the ¼ mile (402 m) radius area of review
allowed for Class II underground injection control permits. The reservoir’s linear flow behavior
could not be explained based on a review of available geologic and reservoir information. The
disposal well was shut in and later plugged and abandoned.
The disposal well pressure responses were plotted on a log-log plot as a diagnostic tool for
identifying the flow regime signature away from the well. The log-log plots of the disposal well
pressure response during the stabilization and falloff periods suggested bilinear (¼ slope) and
linear (½ slope) reservoir flow characteristics (see Figures I-5 and I-6, respectively). A bilinear (¼
slope) trend was observed for the entire test period during the stabilization whereas the falloff
test period exhibited bilinear flow (¼ slope) followed by a linear flow characteristic (½ slope).
Type curve matches were completed, using PanSystem® pressure transient software, on the
disposal well pressure response during the stabilization and falloff periods. A single fracture
model type curve match estimated a very low reservoir permeability and an unrealistically long
fracture half-length, nearly a mile (1.6 km) in length for both periods (see Figures I-7 and I-8).
This fracture half-length suggested the well was in communication with a linear fault system.

MONITORING WELL INTERFERENCE TESTS
The pressure interference response recorded at the three inactive wells with surface transducers
was also analyzed. The measured pressure response at all three wells located 1,584, 5,115, and
6,006 feet in an east-northeast trend line from the disposal well was an easily measureable level
with minimal lag time after a rate change at the disposal well. The repeatability of the results
confirmed communication with the disposal well. The pressure transient test analyses of the
interference data were marginal. The interference pressure responses measured at the three
wells all demonstrated behavior outside the range of the exponential integral (Ei) type curve
typically used for radial flow analysis, but did highlight the non-homogeneous nature of the
disposal formation.
During the disposal well falloff period, the associated early time pressure response on the log-log
plot for the well located 1,584 feet east-northeast of the disposal well (see Figure I-9) exhibited
a more rapid response than the typical Ei type curve, suggesting a naturally fractured reservoir
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characteristic or indication of directional permeability. The middle portion of the test, which
matched to the Ei type curve, resulted in an unrealistically high estimate (21 darcies) of reservoir
permeability before deviating off the type curve.
During the disposal well injection period, the pressure response from the well located 5,115 feet
east-northeast displayed two different Ei type curve responses on the log-log plot (see Figures I10 and I-11). The Ei type curve results from the early portion of the test also estimated an
unrealistically high (141 darcies) reservoir permeability, but a much lower permeability (28 md)
was estimated from the Ei type curve match of the later portion of the test.
During the stabilization period, the pressure response for the well located 6,006 feet from the
disposal well also illustrated atypical pressure responses on the log-log plot (See Figure I-12). No
match was attempted of the scattered early data. A type curve match in the middle portion of
the test resulted in a permeability estimate of 488 md. The late time pressure response deviated
off the Ei type curve.
The repeatable pressure response in the three abandoned wells confirmed that a linear pathway
from the disposal well was present. Pressure transient testing at the disposal well also confirmed
the presence of a linear flow environment. The interference test analyses also demonstrated a
non-homogeneous reservoir. This example illustrates a long distance directional pressure
influence through a linear pathway.

EXAMPLE OF CUMULATIVE PRESSURE EFFECT FROM MULTIPLE CLASS II WELLS
This second example covers a facility with a many years of bottomhole pressure (BHP) records
experiencing a sudden substantial increase in static reservoir pressure, with no corresponding
increase in injection rate.

BACKGROUND
Disposal well operations with regular BHP monitoring began in 1981. Disposal volumes at the
pressure-monitored disposal well (henceforth the monitored well) facility remained relatively
constant until 2006, when reservoir pressure began increasing substantially (See Figure I-13). The
disposal interval ranges from 15–50 feet in thickness, with an average permeability of 70 md and
13 percent porosity. No cause for the approximately 500 psi pressure increase was identified
within 2 miles (3 km) of the facility.

EXPANDED REVIEW AREA
A pressure transient analytical analysis was conducted using the above reservoir parameters
along with a 35 ft (10 m) net thickness, 0.54 cp viscosity and an injection rate of 100 gpm (3430
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BPD). A pressure increase of 31 psi was predicted 15 miles (24 km) away after 10 years of
injection. The review area around the monitored well was expanded to 15 miles in an attempt
to identify potential sources for the 500 psi reservoir pressure increase. Fourteen Class II disposal
wells were identified as likely injecting into the same formation within a 15 mile (24 km) radius
of the monitored well (see Figure I-14). Additional Class II disposal wells exist beyond the 15 mile
radius but were not included for this demonstration.

EFFECTS OF OFFSET DISPOSAL ACTIVITY
Most of the offset disposal activity began in late 2005. One offset well has operated occasionally
for an extended period of time, but the majority of the offset disposal activity is more recent.
The monitored well is included in the cumulative well count shown on Figure I-15. Figure I-16
illustrates the disposal volumes of the monitored well and cumulative disposal volumes from the
other fourteen wells located within the 15 mile (24 km) radius. The cumulative pressure effects
of multiple disposal wells completed in the same zone may impact a large area, as illustrated in
this example.
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INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation runs a deep, high-pressure, Class V disposal well in Paradox
Valley, Colorado. This operation is part of the Colorado River Basin Salinity Control Project
designed to remove near-surface brine and limit saline flow into the Dolores River. Disposal is
into the Mississippian carbonate and the upper Precambrian granite, i.e., basement rock. Prior
to completion of the well, a 10-station seismic network was installed in the area. Upgrades are
made to the seismic network and the coverage area has been enlarged as necessary.
Figure J-1 contains two figures; the top shows the number and magnitude of events over time,
versus the distance from the disposal well. The lower figure shows the injection rate over time.
Only one earthquake was recorded prior to the 1991 start of injection. Numerous earthquakes
followed the start-up of disposal operations, injection and stimulation tests (Phase I injection).
Project reports highlight the apparent correlation between close earthquakes (near-well at ≤ 4
km from the disposal well) and initial tests. Relatively continuous injection (Phase II injection)
did not begin until July 1996. An earthquake cluster (between 6 and 8 km northwest of the
disposal well), accompanied this activity in addition to the near-well cluster. In response to a
third northern cluster of earthquakes (<13 km), along with near-well magnitude 3.5 and 4.3
events, the injection rate was reduced in 2000 (Phase III injection) and included a biannual 20day shutdown. This method was initially effective in reducing the earthquake frequency and
magnitude.
In January 2002, (Phase IV injection) the injectate mix changed from 70 percent brine and 30
percent fresh Dolores River water to 100 percent brine. Figure J-1 shows an M3–M3.5
earthquake occurring in the second distance cluster at about this time, followed by a >M3.5 event
near the well around the end of 2003. Figure J-2 illustrates the injection rates, surface pressures
and bottomhole pressures, in the top, middle, and lower plots, respectively. The lower plot
shows an immediate increase in downhole pressure followed the conversion to all brine. The
>M3.5 event correlates with earlier M3.5 events when downhole pressure exceeded an apparent
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downhole pressure threshold. In 2004 a southeast cluster of earthquakes (see Figure J-3) started,
which increased in frequency in 2010.
More than 5,800 earthquake events have occurred since initial injection activities began in the
area. There is minimal geosciences information along the northern edge of the valley. The
Precambrian basement has not yet been modeled. The Precambrian earthquakes in the center
of the valley are not well located. Currently a search for a second disposal well location is
underway (Block et al., 2012).

CITATIONS
Block, L., W. Yeck, V. King, S. Derouin, and C. Wood, 2012, Review of geologic investigations and
injection well site selection, Paradox Valley unit, Colorado: Technical Memorandum No.
86-68330-2012-27, Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colorado, 62 p.,
http://www.coloradoriversalinity.org/docs/CRB_TM_final_reduced.pdf
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FIGURE J-1: INJECTION-INDUCED SEISMICITY AND INJECTION RATES
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FIGURE J-2: INJECTION RATES AND PRESSURES
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HELPFUL LINKS
ASSOCIATIONS & SURVEYS: PROFESSIONAL SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING
American Association of Petroleum Geologists, http://www.aapg.org/
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers,
http://www.capp.ca/aboutUs/mediaCentre/NewsReleases/Pages/Seismicitynaturalgasp
roducerstakestepstoensurecontinuedsafehydraulicfracturingoperations.aspx
Canadian Society of Exploration Geophysicists: Microseismic User Group (MUG),
http://cseg.ca/technical/category/mug/
Oklahoma Geologic Survey, http://www.okgeosurvey1.gov/pages/research.php
Seismological Society of America, http://www.seismosoc.org
Society of Petroleum Engineers, http://www.spe.org/index.php

EDUCATIONAL WEBSITES ON SEISMICITY
ANSS: http://quake.geo.berkeley.edu/cnss/
Penn State, College of Earth and Mineral Sciences, 2011. https://www.eeducation.psu.edu/earth520, Richardson, E., Earth 520,
Quest, Exploring the Science of Sustainability, http://science.kqed.org/quest/video/inducedseismicity-man-made-earthquakes/
United States Geologic Survey,
ComCat: http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/
NEIC: http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqarchives/epic/
SRA and USHIS: http://earthquake.usgs.gov/regional/neic/
Quaternary Fault and Fold Database of the United States, Fact Sheet 2004-3033, March
2004. For updated faults see ‘Quaternary Faults’ on
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/?source=sitenav
Learn Earthquake Hazards Program, http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/
Real-time & Historical Earthquake Information,
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/?source=sitenav,ast Modified:
September 25, 2013.
U. S. Seismic Design Maps,
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/designmaps/usdesign.php
Center for Earthquake Research and Information, University of Memphis,
http://www.memphis.edu/ceri/seismic/
NCEER: http://folkworm.ceri.memphis.edu/catalogs/html/cat_nceer.html
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New Mexico Bureau of Geology and Mineral Resources, Earthquake Education and Resources,
http://tremor.nmt.edu/, last modified 1/3/2008.
Lawrence Berkley National Laboratory Earth Sciences Division, Induced Seismicity Primer,
http://esd.lbl.gov/research/projects/induced_seismicity/primer.html#defined
Digital Library for Earth System Education (DLESE) Teaching Boxes, Living in Earthquake Country
(6-12), http://www.teachingboxes.org/earthquakes/index.jsp
Tasa Clips Images for the geosciences, Animations, see various faulting, earthquake and seismic
wave related clips, http://www.tasaclips.com/animations
UPSeis: an educational site for budding seismologists, Michigan Tech Geological and Mining
Engineering and Sciences, http://www.geo.mtu.edu/UPSeis, last updated 4/16/2007.
St. Louis University, Ammon, C.A., An Introduction to Earthquakes & Earthquake Hazards, SLU
EAS-A193, Class Notes,
http://eqseis.geosc.psu.edu/~cammon/HTML/Classes/IntroQuakes/Notes/notes_frame
d.html, last update 11/8/2010.
Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS), Education and Public Outreach,
http://www.iris.edu/hq/programs/education_and_outreach
& Purdue University Department of Earth & Atmospheric Science, Briale, L. W., Seismic
Waves and the Slinky: A guide for Teachers,
http://web.ics.purdue.edu/~braile/edumod/slinky/slinky.htm, last modified
2/24/2010.
Seismological Society of America, SSA< Publications, http://www.seismosoc.org/publications/
PBS LearningMedia, http://www.pbslearningmedia.org/search/?q=earthquakes, search on
earthquakes.
Space Geology Laboratory, NASA Doddard Space Flight Center, Kuang, W., MoSST Core
Dynamics Model, Research Project on Earth & Planetary Interiors,
http://bowie.gsfc.nasa.gov/MoSST/index.html
California Geologic Survey, Natural Hazards Disclosure-Seismic Hazard Zones, State of California
Department of Conservation,
http://www.conservation.ca.gov/cgs/shzp/Pages/shmprealdis.aspx
NASA Earth Fact Sheet, http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/planetary/factsheet/earthfact.html
Dictionary, http://www.dictionary.com,

INDUSTRY WEBSITES ON CASING DAMAGE
http://www.terralog.com/casing_damage_analysis.asp

USEFUL PUBLISHER OR OTHER SEARCH ENGINES (ABSTRACTS USUALLY FREE)
AAPG Datapages, http://archives.datapages.com/data
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GeoScience World, www.geoscienceworld.org/search
One Petro, http://onepetro.org
Seismological Society of America, (SSA), also search through Geo Science World
Bulletin of the SSA, http://www.bssaonline.org/search
Seismological Research Letters, http://www.seismosoc.org/publications/srl/webindex.php
Science Direct, http://www.sciencedirect.com/
Wiley Online Library, http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com

GENERAL INFORMATION AND PROTOCOLS
Coplin, L. S., and D. Galloway, 2007, Houston-Galveston, Texas Managing coastal subsidence:
http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/circ1182/pdf/07Houston.pdf.
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rational assessment: Seismological Research Letters, v. 64, no. 3-4.
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CATALOGS OF EARTHQUAKE EVENTS
The largest U.S. database of earthquake events is maintained by the Advanced National Seismic
System (ANSS). The National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC) maintains several other data
catalogs. Both ANSS and NEIC programs are under the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). There is
limited consistency between the various groups on coverage areas, detection thresholds, or
magnitude determinations. Table L-1 provides a reference to the primary earthquake catalogs.
State geologic agencies and universities may also collect and/or host earthquake information on
their websites. The catalogs generally include an indication of the event location reliability. The
main ANSS composite catalog, hosted by the Northern California Earthquake Center at the
University of California at Berkeley, contains events from multiple sources and time periods, but
strips duplicate listings.
As an example of catalog coverage, Table L-2 shows the number of events recorded in the search
area of the central Arkansas area case study (discussed in detail elsewhere in this report). Care
must be taken to avoid duplication when using multiple sources of data. Not all matching events
have the same calculated epicenter and depth. It is also noted that depth refinements to
preliminary NEIC data have been incorporated in the ANSS catalog but not in the NEIC Preliminary
Determination Earthquake (PDE) catalog.
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TABLE L-1: EARTHQUAKE CATALOGS

Source
34

International Seismological Centre
ANSS Catalog 3536 (hosted by NCEDC)
ANSS Comprehensive Catalog
(ComCat)
Center for Earthquake Research and
Information (CERI) Catalog aka
New Madrid Earthquake Catalog 37
NEIC (USGS) Catalog 38

National Center for Earthquake
Engineering Research (NCEER )
Catalog 39
Array Network Facility ANF/ANFR 40
IRIS 41 SeismiQuery
Harvard Centroid Moment Tensor
(CMT) Catalog 42

Coverage (Years)

Area

Comments/Caveats

1904- present
1898 - present
Combined from
2/2/2013
1974 - present

The official world catalog
Composite across the USA
Composite of U.S. contributing
networks
New Madrid Seismic Zone and
surrounding regions

SRA: 1350-1986
USHIS: 1568-1989
PDE: 1973- present
PDE-Q: 1973- present
Real Time: Last 7 days

Eastern, Central & Mountain States
Significant U.S. quakes
USA
USA (most recent)
USA

Alert: current
1627 - 1985

USA and World
Central and Eastern United States

Very few magnitudes given
Felt or M4.5 and greater
Updated file from PDE-Q
Very preliminary locations
> M1.0; interactive map locations ; with
accuracy range
E-mail notification available
Used in national hazard map creation

2009 - present
1960 - present
1976 - present

US Array Network
US & world
Global

Contains many surface induced events
USGS and other networks
Tensor calculations for > M5

34

M1.0 and greater
Includes moment tensors, plus (see
APPENDIX M, Task 1)

ISC: http://www.isc.ac.uk/iscbulletin/search/bulletin/interactive/
ComCat: http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/
36
ANSS: http://quake.geo.berkeley.edu/cnss/
37
CERI/New Madrid Catalog: http://www.ceri.memphis.edu/seismic/catalogs/cat_nm.html
38
NEIC: http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/eqarchives/epic/
39
NCEER: http://www.ceri.memphis.edu/seismic/catalogs/cat_nceer.html
40
IRIS EarthScope Data: http://www.iris.edu/earthscope/usarray/ or http://anf.ucsd.edu/recenteqs/
41
IRIS: http://ds.iris.edu/SeismiQuery/ & http://ds.iris.edu/wilber3/find_event
42
The Harvard CMT (Centroid Moment Tensor) moved to Lamont-Doherty in 2006. It is now called the Global CMT Project. See http://www.globalcmt.org/
35
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Source

Coverage (Years)

Area

Comments/Caveats

Northern California Earthquake
Data Center (NCEDC) 43
Southern California Earthquake
Data Center (SCEDC) 44

1910 - 2003
1967 - present
1977 - present

Northern and Central CA; plus
additional monitors in Nevada
Southern CA

Operated by USGS since 1967.

43
44

NCEDC: http://www.ncedc.org/ncedc/catalog-search.html Try also Berkeley Seismological Laboratory: http://seismo.berkeley.edu/
SCEDC: http://www.data.scec.org/
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TABLE L-2: EARTHQUAKE CATALOG EVENTS FOR CENTRAL ARKANSAS CASE STUDY

Catalog

Common
Events with
ANSS

Unique
Catalog
Events

Total
Events

0
15

1533
0
1

1533
0
16

1
1523

0
4

1
1527

267

12
1549

279

ANSS: Central and Eastern U.S.
NEIC: SRA 45
National Center for Earthquake Engineering
Research (NCEER)
NEIC: USHIS 46
Center for Earthquake Research and
Information (CERI)
NEIC: PDE & PDE-Q
Total unique Arkansas events

45
46

Eastern, Central and Mountain States of United States (1350-1986)
Significant U.S. Earthquakes (1568-1989)
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Through an interagency agreement, EPA was able to employ the expertise of U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) staff for this project as outlined in the scope of work 47 below. The USGS prepared
a report titled, Evaluate Potential Risks of Seismic Events due to Injection-Well Activities. The
report included a guide on the USGS earthquake hazards and seismic activity maps aimed at nongeophysicists (Underground Injection Control (UIC) scientists and engineers). The report also

47

Task 3 was dropped from the scope of work. The timeframe for Task 4 has been extended.
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provided USGS insight on the relationship between subsurface stress fields and the likelihood of
induced seismicity.
The USGS Task 4 was to update the Investigation of an Earthquake Swarm near Trinidad, Colorado
Aug-Oct 2001 48 publication, but the draft update was not finalized and therefore not included.

48

Meremonte, M. E., J. C. Lahr, A. D. Frankel, J. W. Dewey, A. J. Crone, D. E. Overturf, D. L. Carver, and W.T. Bice,
2002, Investigation of an earthquake swarm near Trinidad, Colorado, August-October 2001: U.S. Geological Survey
Open-File Report 02-0073 [http://pubs.usgs.gov/of/2002/ofr-02-0073/ofr-02-0073.html], accessed December 5,
2011.
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SCOPE OF WORK FOR USGS AND EPA PROJECT ON INDUCED SEISMICITY
ACITVITY FOR CLASS II DISPOSAL WELLS

M-3

M-4

Underground Injection Control Interagency Agreement
EPA IA DW-14-95809701-0

EVALUATE POTENTIAL RISKS OF SEISMIC EVENTS DUE TO INJECTION-WELL
ACTIVITIES
A. McGarr, W. Ellsworth, J. Rubinstein, S. Hickman, E. Roeloffs, and D. Oppenheimer
United States Geological Survey

The Scope of Work for the USGS and EPA project on induced seismic activity for Class II disposal
wells includes two tasks:
Task 1: Prepare a practical guide on USGS earthquake hazards and seismic activity maps aimed
at UIC scientists and engineers.
Task 2: Using technical expertise, what is the likelihood of estimating deep stress fields from
surface or airborne geophysical data?
The results of USGS work on these two tasks are described in this report.
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TASK 1. USGS DATA PRODUCTS FOR EARTHQUAKE HAZARDS
EARTHQUAKE CATALOG—ANSS EARTHQUAKE CATALOG
http://www.quake.geo.berkeley.edu/anss/
This is the authoritative earthquake catalog for the United States. It contains the most current
information from all of the participating regional networks and the U.S. National Network in the
Advanced National Seismic System (ANSS). This catalog can be searched for a given geometric
area, over a given time and a given magnitude range. Quarry blasts and earthquakes can also be
selected/deselected. Earthquake time, location, magnitude, magnitude type, and parameters
relating to how the earthquake location and magnitude were computed (number of stations,
travel time error, and source network) are contained in the output of this search. This catalog
contains all earthquakes that were detected by the local and regional networks within the United
States, including both natural and induced earthquakes—if quarry blasts are not turned off, they
will be included as well. This catalog reflects historical seismicity, which may be used as a guide
to where we expect future seismicity, but there is always a possibility that earthquakes will occur
where previous earthquakes have not. The catalog can be searched for earthquake-specific areas
using the search tools at http://www.ncedc.org/anss/catalog-search.html. This catalog is
updated in near-real time.
CAVEATS
•
•

•

•

•

This earthquake catalog is not uniform. In some regions, the catalog begins much earlier
than in others, because seismometers were deployed earlier.
Detection capabilities are not uniform. As a seismic network becomes denser with time,
it is able to record smaller earthquakes. This also means that regions with dense
networks will see smaller earthquakes than regions with more sparse seismic networks.
Earthquake locations and magnitudes are of varying quality. As the number of
instruments close to the earthquakes increases, location and magnitude estimates
become more accurate. This means that location and magnitude quality vary from
region to region. Location and magnitude quality also vary over time within a region as
the number of instruments increase.
Earthquake magnitudes are computed a number of different ways depending on the
earthquake size and number of nearby stations. These magnitudes are often similar, but
not always the same.
ANSS also maintains a webpage with caveats about their catalog:
http://www.ncedc.org/anss/anss-caveats.html
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An example of how increasing station density improves earthquake detection is found at the end
of this document in the USArray section.

EARTHQUAKE DATABASES
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/search/
A variety of additional earthquake catalogs covering the U.S. are available online and can be
used to search for both recent and historical earthquakes. An introduction to earthquake
databases and catalog sources is available at . Special attention should be paid to the
explanation of differences between the various catalogs.
Online search tools that can be customized to select earthquakes in different geographic
regions and over different time and magnitude ranges are available at .
CAVEATS
•
•
•
•

These earthquake catalogs are not uniform in either space or time. In some regions, the
catalog begins much earlier than in others because seismometers were deployed earlier.
Earthquake smaller than magnitude 1 are not included in these catalogs.
In most areas, the catalog is complete since 1973 for earthquakes of magnitude 3 or
larger.
The accuracy of the earthquake locations varies considerably. In most areas outside of
California, Nevada, Oregon, Washington, and Utah, earthquake epicenters may be in
error by as much as 6 miles, on average. Exceptions apply where there are local
networks, such as in the New Madrid Seismic Zone.

NATIONAL SEISMIC HAZARD MAP
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/products/
The National Seismic Hazard Map delineates the probability of strong shaking across the United
States from natural earthquakes. These maps do not assess the risk of shaking owing to induced
earthquakes. These are probabilistic maps and do not refer to specific earthquakes. Instead, the
maps provide information on the strength of earthquake shaking that is unlikely to be exceeded
over a given period of time.
A guide to the hazard maps can be found at:
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/about/basics.php
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT HAZARD MAPS:
http://www.usgs.gov/faq/?q=taxonomy/term/9843
The maps are derived from knowledge of active faults, past earthquakes, and information on how
seismic waves travel through the Earth. As indicated above, our knowledge of past earthquakes
and faults is incomplete, which means that strong shaking due to earthquakes may still occur in
regions with low probabilities. It is less likely to occur in these regions, but it still can happen.
The ground motions reported in these maps are estimated for the surface. Ground motions
decrease with depth below the surface. Shaking is strongest in the area immediately surrounding
an earthquake.

EARTHQUAKE PROBABILITY CALCULATOR
This tool allows you to compute the probability of an earthquake occurring within a specific
radius of a specified location. The probabilities are derived from the National Seismic Hazard Map
described above. The tool produces two products:
1. A map surrounding the location specified, with color contours giving the probabilities of an
earthquake larger than or equal to the magnitude specified by the user (minimum
magnitude 5.0)
2. An optional text report describing the annual rates of earthquakes of different sizes.
It is important to note that, where the probability on the maps is shown to be 0.00, this does not
mean that there will not be an earthquake there. When a region falls into the 0.00 category, it
means that the probability of an earthquake is less than 1% during the time period specified.
By selecting the Text Report, it is possible to change the radius from the default value of 50 km.
The Text Report gives information for earthquakes that fall within magnitude bins (for example,
between 7.35 and 7.45): the annual rate at which an earthquake in that bin is expected to occur,
the annual rate at which an earthquake within that bin or larger will occur, and probabilities of
an event within that magnitude bin and within that bin or larger occurring in the time period
specified by the user. The last two quantities can be inverted to determine the average number
of years between earthquakes.
LIMITATIONS OF THE PROBABILITY MAPPING CALCULATION
The probability is only calculated for events of M5.0 and larger. It is advisable to consider the
rates of smaller earthquakes that may be the first evidence that an area is sensitive to injection-
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induced earthquakes. Such a calculation can be done using catalog searches but is not currently
available as an online tool.
There are no confidence intervals on the probabilities. The values given are annual averages and
earthquake rates naturally fluctuate in time. Therefore, as presently written, this application
cannot help decide whether the seismicity in the last year, for example, is within the normal
range of variation for this site.

THE QUATERNARY FAULT AND FOLD DATABASE OF THE UNITED STATES
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/hazards/qfaults/
This database contains information on known faults and associated folds in the United States
that are believed to have been sources of M>6 earthquakes during the Quaternary (the past
1,600,000 years). The website includes both static and interactive maps of these geologic
structures, with links to detailed references.
This database does not include faults that show no evidence of Quaternary movement. Faults
that have had M>6 earthquakes but that do not extend to the surface and/or that have not been
recognized at the surface may not be in the database. Only faults believed capable of hosting
M>6 earthquakes are included, but earthquakes as small as M5.0 are potentially damaging,
especially in the central and eastern U.S.
These considerations mean that, if the site is near a fault in the Quaternary Fault and Fold
Database, then the necessary geologic structure exists to host an earthquake of M>6. However,
if no fault in the database is near the site, it does not necessarily mean that no such fault is
present.
New faults are continually being discovered, often as they reveal themselves by earthquake
activity. Several years or more may pass between initial recognition that a fault is present,
documentation in peer-reviewed literature that the fault is aerially extensive enough to produce
a significant earthquake, and incorporation of the fault into the database. Changes to the
Quaternary fault database are incorporated into the updates to the National Seismic Hazard
Maps that occur every 6 years.

USARRAY—AN EXAMPLE OF IMPROVED DETECTION CAPABILITIES FROM INCREASED STATION
DENSITY
http://www.usarray.org/
As of this writing, a large seismic array of 400 instruments is moving across the conterminous U.S.
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This array, called USArray, is operated by the Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology
(IRIS) and is funded by the National Science Foundation as part of the EarthScope Program.
During the 18 months that it takes for the USArray to pass by any particular location, the density
of seismic stations is temporarily increased to one station approximately every 70 km, placing a
seismometer within about 35 km of every point within the footprint of the array. This higher
station density makes it possible to detect and locate earthquakes with M≥2 in most areas and
provides data that can be used to reduce the location uncertainty.
When USArray was passing through eastern Colorado and New Mexico from late 2008 to early
2010, several hundred events were detected that were not initially identified by the USGS. Many
of these earthquakes lie within or near the coal-bed methane field west of Trinidad, CO.
The Oklahoma Geological Survey has recently used data from USArray to study earthquakes in
Garvin County, Oklahoma, and their possible association with shale gas stimulation activities in
the Eola Field (Holland, 2011). This report illustrates the potential of improved seismic monitoring
for answering basic questions about the association between earthquakes and fluid injection
activities. It also draws attention to the challenges of drawing firm conclusions when the
historical context of the activity is poorly known and poorly resolved. The same general
conclusions can be drawn from the study of earthquakes near Dallas-Fort Worth Airport
(Frohlich, C., and others, 2011).

REFERENCES CITED
Frohlich, C., Hayward, C., Stump B., and Potter, E., 2011, The Dallas-Fort Worth earthquake
sequence—October 2008 through May 2009: Bulletin of the Seismological Society of
America, v. 101, p. 327–340.
Holland, A., 2011, Examination of possibly induced seismicity from hydraulic fracturing in the
Eola Field, Garvin County, Oklahoma: Oklahoma Geological Survey Open-File Report F12011, 31 p.
The online tools described here are products of the U.S. Geological Survey, but no warranty,
expressed or implied, can be provided for the accuracy or completeness of the data contained
therein. These tools were not developed for the specific purpose of assessing the potential for
induced seismicity and are not substitutes for the technical subject-matter knowledge.

TASK 2. DEEP STRESS FIELDS AND EARTHQUAKES INDUCED BY FLUID INJECTION
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The purpose here is to explain what we know about deep stress fields and how this might
influence the likelihood of earthquakes induced by injection well activities. The available
evidence indicates that whether the tectonic setting is active (for example, near the San Andreas
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Fault in California) or inactive (for example, central or eastern United States), activities that entail
injection of fluid at depth have some potential to induce earthquakes. This does not imply,
however, that all injection-well activities induce earthquakes or that all earthquakes induced by
injection activities are large enough to be of concern. Indeed, most injection wells do not appear
to cause earthquakes of any consequence. The differences between the small percentage of wells
that induce noticeable earthquakes and those that cause negligible seismicity are poorly
understood. Thus, it is necessary to measure the response of the rock mass to injection to
estimate the likelihood that a particular injection well will contribute to the local seismicity. An
effective way to do this is seismic monitoring, using local networks that are capable of recording
small-magnitude events. Furthermore, to evaluate the likelihood of inducing damaging
earthquakes on large-scale, pre-existing faults, information is also needed on the geometry of
potentially active faults in relation to the orientations and magnitudes of stresses at depth. This
information can be obtained from network observations of ongoing micro-seismicity (if present),
borehole stress measurements, and geophysical and geological investigations of fault geometry
and fault-slip history.
Even in the absence of detailed information on stresses and fault geometry for a particular site,
some useful generalizations can be made on the deep stress field. These generalizations are
based on borehole stress measurements made around the world at depths of as much as 8 km,
in conjunction with earthquake, geologic, and laboratory studies:
1. The stress field can be described in terms of three principal stresses that are oriented
perpendicular to one another. To a good approximation, one of these principal stresses is
vertical and the other two are horizontal.
2. The vertical principal stress is readily estimated because, at a given depth, it is due to the
weight of the overlying rock mass.
3. The state of stress falls into three categories, depending on the relative magnitudes of
the three principal stress regimes: normal, strike-slip, and reverse faulting, for which the
vertical principal stress is the maximum, intermediate, or minimum principal stress,
respectively. Studies of earthquake focal mechanisms, borehole stress indicators, and
active faults have revealed the orientation of the principal crustal stresses at a broad,
regional scale over most of the United States.
4. Stress measurements made in boreholes indicate that the horizontal principal stresses
generally increase linearly with depth, similarly to the vertical principal stress, but
sometimes with significant local perturbations.
5. For a given state of stress and depth, borehole stress measurements are generally
consistent with laboratory friction experiments, which suggest that stresses are limited
by the strength of the crust.
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6. Observations that earthquakes, natural or man-made, may be induced by relatively
small stress changes support the idea that the crust is commonly close to a state of
failure.

INTRODUCTION
Of the approximately 144,000 Class II injection wells in the United States that inject large
quantities of brine into the crust, only a small fraction of these wells induce earthquakes that are
large enough to be of any consequence. In spite of their small numbers, these few cases raise
concerns about the potential for significant damage resulting from larger induced earthquakes.
Accordingly, it would be useful to have some guidelines concerning the likelihood that a particular
well will cause significant earthquakes. The intent of Task 2 is to investigate the possibility that
the deep stress field can be estimated from surface data. If so, then the next question is whether
this stress information can be used to estimate the likelihood of substantial induced seismicity.

STATE OF STRESS
From information already available, we know the deep stress field to some extent. The stress
field can be described as three principal stress components orthogonal to one another, with one
component oriented vertically, perpendicular to the earth’s surface, and the other two oriented
horizontally. Factors including topography and geologic structure can alter these principal stress
directions somewhat, but not on a large scale. The vertical principal stress at a given depth is, to
a good approximation, the product of depth, gravity, and the average density between the
surface and the point of interest. Because the approximate density structure of the crust is known
nearly everywhere, the vertical principal stress can be readily estimated. Estimating the
horizontal principal stress magnitudes requires more information, including knowledge of the
local tectonic stress regime.
Surface data from seismograph stations or from observations of active faults and other stress
indicators can reveal the tectonic stress regime, at least on a regional scale. This stress regime
falls into three categories: normal faulting (vertical principal stress is maximum), strike-slip
faulting (vertical principal stress is intermediate), or reverse faulting (vertical principal stress is
minimum) (Figure ). Earthquake focal mechanisms determined from ground motion recorded at
seismograph stations indicate the stress regime wherever earthquakes occur, and, if properly
analyzed, can provide valuable information on stress orientations (for example, Hardebeck and
Michael, 2006). Geologic investigations of active faults, as well as geodetic measurements of
crustal strain accumulation, provide similar information. Accordingly, from these sorts of
investigations, which can be made from the surface, we know the regional tectonic stress
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FIGURE M-1: SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM SHOWING TECTONIC STRESS REGIMES AND SENSE OF FAULT OFFSET IN RELATION TO THE VERTICAL
PRINCIPAL STRESS (SV), THE MAXIMUM HORIZONTAL PRINCIPAL STRESS (SH), AND THE MINIMUM HORIZONTAL PRINCIPAL STRESS (Sh)*

*FROM WORLD STRESS MAP

regime nearly everywhere in the United States and for much of the world (see World Stress Map,
cited below). However, these observations only tell us the orientations and relative magnitudes
of the horizontal principal stresses, and, hence, indicate whether we are in a normal, strike-slip,
or reverse faulting stress regime. They do not tell us the absolute magnitudes of the horizontal
stresses, which, together with information on stress orientations, determine proximity to failure
on optimally oriented pre-existing faults.

MAGNITUDES OF HORIZONTAL STRESSES
The question of the magnitudes of the horizontal stresses is more challenging. Most of our
information about horizontal stress magnitudes comes from deep boreholes, using the hydraulic
fracturing technique and observations of borehole failure (breakouts and tensile cracks; see
Zoback and others, 2003). Additional stress data come from stress relaxation measurements
made in deep mines. The deepest measurements were made in the KTB (Kontinentales
Tiefbohrprogramm der Bundesrepublik Deutschland) scientific borehole, eastern Bavaria,
Germany, and extend to a depth of about 8 km (Brudy and others, 1997). Stress measurements
worldwide indicate that the two horizontal principal stresses increase approximately linearly with
depth, as is the case for the vertical stress. Moreover, in-situ stress magnitudes have been
compared to laboratory experimental friction results (for example, Brace and Kohlstedt, 1980;
Townend and Zoback, 2000) to find that the crust appears to be close to a failure state nearly
everywhere. This experimental observation is consistent with the idea that the Earth’s crust is
extensively faulted and can deform by frictional sliding. Moreover, the crust is continually
undergoing strain accumulation, at quite a slow rate in tectonically stable regions and at higher
rates in tectonically active regions. The result of this long-term strain accumulation is that the
crust is always near a failure state and releases strain whenever the yield stress is reached. In a
seismogenic region of the crust (much of the uppermost ~15 km), this strain release appears as
an earthquake sequence (mainshock and aftershocks). Other evidence in support of the
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hypothesis that the crust is near a state of failure nearly everywhere includes the observation
that earthquakes can be triggered by remarkably small stress changes imposed on faults (for
example, Reasenberg and Simpson, 1992).
FIGURE M-M-1: SHEAR STRENGTH OF THE CRUST BASED ON LABORATORY FRICTION EXPERIMENTS FOR THE UPPER CRUST (UPPER 14 TO 15
KM) AND EXPERIMENTS AT HIGH TEMPERATURES AND PRESSURES FOR THE LOWER CRUST WHERE DEFORMATION IS DUCTILE*

*THE STRENGTH FOR STRIKE-SLIP FAULTING CAN BE ANYWHERE BETWEEN THE REVERSE- AND NORMAL-FAULTING REGIMES. IN THIS FIGURE,
SHEAR STRENGTH IS DEFINED AS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM PRINCIPAL STRESSES (FROM SCHOLZ, 2002).

The laboratory friction results shown in Figure M-M-1 provide some information about the
horizontal stress magnitudes. The line for a normal-faulting regime (labeled “normal”) indicates
the difference between the vertical principal stress and the minimum horizontal principal stress.
For a reverse-faulting regime, the line shows the difference between the maximum horizontal
principal stress and the vertical principal stress. Because the vertical stress can be readily
estimated for any depth, as noted before, it is easy, from the information in the figure, to
estimate the minimum principal stress for the normal-faulting regime and the maximum principal
stress for the reverse-faulting regime. For a strike-slip regime, neither horizontal principal stress
can be inferred because the line labeled “strike slip” can fall anywhere between those for normal
and reverse regimes. Although generalizations can be drawn about proximity of the crust to
failure from this type of analysis, it is important to note that for a particular fault to be activated
in response to fluid injection requires that it be well oriented for frictional failure in the local
tectonic stress field.
In brief summary, we know that the vertical principal stress can be calculated for any depth, and
we also know that laboratory friction experiments (fig. 1) are reasonably consistent with in-situ
stress measurements in deep boreholes. These deep borehole measurements, in concert with
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the observation that earthquakes can be triggered at low applied stresses, indicates that the crust
is near a failure state nearly everywhere. Taken together, this information can be used to
estimate, at least approximately, the magnitudes of the maximum and minimum principal
stresses at depth that are valid for most rock types for normal- and reverse-faulting regimes; for
strike-slip regimes, the maximum and minimum principal stresses fall somewhere in the range
between the normal and reverse results. If direct information on stress orientations is lacking for
a particular area, then the orientations of the horizontal principal stresses can be estimated by
comparison with nearby data that might be available through the World Stress Map Project
(http://dc-app3-14.gfz-potsdam.de/pub/introduction/introduction_frame.html).

CONCLUSIONS
Because the state of stress in much of the Earth's crust appears to be close to failure, the safest
assumption is that any amount of fluid injection could produce some earthquakes. Knowing that
it may be possible to induce some earthquakes, however, is not enough to estimate earthquake
hazard. It is also important to be able to estimate the maximum likely earthquake that might be
induced by a particular injection operation and measure the seismic response of the rock mass
to injection. That is, one needs to be able to estimate the distribution of earthquake magnitudes,
including the maximum magnitude, likely to result from a given injection activity. To accomplish
this goal, it is first recommended to determine the in-situ stress field in relation to the orientation
and extent of potentially active faults (fig. 1). Of particular interest would be large faults capable
of producing damaging earthquakes. Then, in order to monitor the injection disposal operation,
a local seismic network should be installed before commencement of injection that is capable of
recording and locating earthquakes over a wide magnitude range. Monitoring induced
earthquakes in this way will allow comparison with the injection-time history, as well as with
background seismicity. Monitoring seismicity will also help define the subsurface geometry of
large-scale active faults that comprise the greatest hazard. With information provided by a
seismic network, the contribution of the induced earthquakes to the ambient seismic hazard can
be assessed.
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COMMENTS ON EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
BY JEFF BULL, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY

Class

Jeff Bull
Oil/Gas Industry

Review

Grouped-Authority

1.

Pg ES-1, prgh 3, ln 9

The statement that “EPA is unaware of any USDW contamination resulting from seismic events
related to injection-induced seismicity” begs the question as to why produce the document as a UIC
document if “no foul” has ever been committed within the jurisdictional boundaries of the UIC
regulations whose sole purpose is to protect underground sources of drinking water as stated on
pg 1, prgh 1, ln 1.

Grouped-Authority

2.
Pg ES-1 footnote 2: The definition of “significant injection-induced seismic events” to mean
“seismic events of magnitude to potentially cause damage or endanger underground sources of
drinking water” takes this document outside of the jurisdictional boundaries of the UIC regulations
whose sole purpose is to protect underground sources of drinking water as stated on pg 1, prgh 1,
ln 1 and not prevent damage, unless the damage pertains to the integrity of the well thus limiting
the area of concern to the depth and diameter of the well.
3.

Pg ES-2, prgh 1, ln 6-10

GroupedAuthority

In order for the UIC regulations to invoke discretionary authority, the EPA must first make the case
that there is a threat to USDW. As indicated in comment 1 above, the “EPA is the unaware of any
USDW contamination resulting from seismic events related to injection-induced seismicity”
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Class

Jeff Bull
Oil/Gas Industry

Clarify

4.
Pg ES-2, prgh 2, ln 2-3: the use of “pressure build up” in a general sense without defining
why or how the pressure build-up occurred could cause the investigator to reach a false positive as
to cause and effect. The injection disposal industry (not just O&G) can see, on a regular basis, the
buildup of pressure as a near bore effect related to build up of precipitates associated with water
hardness (carbonates) or other chemical reaction that clogs the pores reducing the permeability
and causing back pressure. It is for this reason that disposal injection wells may be acidized on
occasion to clear the pores and improve injectivity which lowers the injection pressure.

Clarify

a.
In this statement and throughout the document, I get the impression that the writer is
relying on buildup of pressure as that actual instigator of induced seismicity thru the creation of
a fault. That is false because the buildup of pressure to create a fault is hydraulic fracturing and
UIC class II disposal wells are permitted with a maximum injection pressure so as to not exceed
the fracture pressure.
b.
The document does identify pore pressure as the culprit that triggers a seismic event (thus
not an induced seismic event but a triggered seismic event) but fails to describe the complete
mechanism and this is understandable because the known mechanism is still a theory and requires
lots of research. The theory is based upon the belief that a preexisting fault, is held together by
insitu stresses that are disrupted by pore pressure and allow the fault to slip.

Review / Clarify
Clarify

(see also main body)

5.
Pg ES-2, prgh 2, footnote 5: The definition of faults of concern needs to be more specific
with regard to “significant earthquake” (see Variety and Validity of Approaches – comment 2). The
definition also needs to include an expansion of the term “optimally orientated” to include a fault
whose orientation is such that the direction of the principal insitu stress is at a 30-50 degree angle
to the fault plane. The definition also needs to include a statement that the fault must be critically
stressed meaning that there is sufficient stored energy (stress) that should the fault slip, it would
generate a seismic event of sufficient magnitude to be detected.
6.
Pg ES-2, prgh 2, ln 6: The discussion of how to use historic seismic events as an indicator of
potential induced seismicity can be argued from both sides. Presence of historic seismicity can be
an indicator of an active seismic region or it can be argued that the historic seismic events have
released the stored energy thus the potential for a critically stressed fault (See Basic Mechanism of
Injection Induced Seismicity – comment 3) to be located in the area is low. Likewise if there is no
historic seismicity, it can be argued that the area is dormant or you can argue that the area is just
storing up energy creating critically stressed faults that are waiting to be triggered.
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Class

Jeff Bull
Oil/Gas Industry

Review

7.
Pg ES-2, prgh 2, ln 9: “The basic assumption that an accurate history of seismic monitoring
in the region of the injection well exists” is flawed. To get the best available seismic history one is
going to want to look as far back in history as one can go. At best this is 100 years starting with
having to rely on individual people reporting felt events, which was not a reliable reporting process.
Active monitoring has only taken place within the last 50-75 years and was located primarily in
California and not in the historic oil & gas states of TX, OK, CO, WY, NM. Seismometer coverage
within the primary oil and gas states improved when the National Array moved into a state; but
then the array moved out within 18-24 months. Some of the states chose to keep some
seismometers to bolster their ability to detect seismic events from the array while some did not.
So one needs to understand the origin and coverage of the historic data and the fact that the
accuracy of the historic data has large error horizontal and vertical ellipses that limits the
investigators ability to zero in on potential area of concern around a location suspect of induced
seismicity.

Grouped: Scope

8.
Pg ES-2, prgh 2, ln 10-12: I agree with the last line. But I believe that “Risk Management
Analysis” needs to be conducted to completely understand the hazard at hand and the impact it
might have. The decision tree and the items to investigate provide for a good characterization of
the hazard (induced/triggered seismicity) but lack an investigation of the impact (damage). The UIC
regulations would limit the damage to a USDW and the document does nothing to define how to
investigate and characterize the potential for “damage” (contamination) to a USDW.
a. Pg ES-3, prgh 2, ln 7-9: I agree with the statement but would add the need for a risk
management phase of any investigation. See above.
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BY ROBIN MCGUIRE, CONSULTANT

Class

Robin McGuire
Consultant
5.6 Errors in Scientific Descriptions

Review

(see Main body)

1.
The section labeled “Geologic Stress Considerations,” page 6, says that “…a principle (sic)
stress direction exists…” and goes on to talk about the orientation of faults with respect to the
“…the principal stress direction.” This section is an erroneous condensation of parts of Appendix
M, which describes “…three principal stresses that are oriented perpendicular to one another.” In
fact it is the orientation of faults with respect to the orientation of the three principal stresses that
is important. This concept is not accurately stated on page 6.

Review

2.
Seismologists do not write about “low magnitude earthquakes…” (see page ES-1 and
elsewhere throughout the Report). “Low” is a descriptor of elevation, altitude, or level, not size.
The correct description is “small magnitude earthquake.”

Review

3.
The term “fault of concern” is used repeatedly (see footnote, page 2, and Glossary), and is
defined as “a fault optimally oriented for movement …” Faults do not have to be optimally oriented
with respect to the stress field, to generate an earthquake. For an example, see Appendix E, “North
Texas Area Lessons Learned,” page E-19, bullet 1, where optimal orientation is described as northsouth, but regional faults are predominantly oriented northeast to southwest. I would change the
definition to “a fault oriented conducive to movement …”
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BY CRAIG NICHOLSON, ACADEMIA

Class

Craig Nicholson
Academia
5.2

Previous Studies (first few)

Review

In several places the report makes the statement "Evaluation of induced seismicity is not new to
the UIC program" (e.g., page ES-2, par. 1). This statement is certainly true but it should be properly
documented, and expanded to acknowledge the earlier reports specifically prepared for EPA that
discuss this topic of injection induced seismicity and introduced criteria the UIC Director may use
to help minimize and manage the potential of induced seismicity related to deep injection well
activities [Wesson and Nicholson, 1987; Nicholson and Wesson, 1990]. The reference for Nicholson
and Wesson [1990] is briefly mentioned in the report, but not as a report specifically to EPA that
also provides the first set of criteria for minimizing the potential for injection induced seismicity. In
fact, the complete, correct citation for these two publications are:
•

Wesson, R.L. and C. Nicholson, Earthquake hazard associated with deep well injection: A
report to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Geological Survey Open-file
Report 87-331, 108 pp. (1987).
• Nicholson, C. and R.L. Wesson, Earthquake Hazard Associated With Deep Well Injection—A
Report to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, U.S. Geological Survey Bulletin 1951,
74 pp. plus plate (1990).
A possible solution to properly acknowledge this previous work that bears directly on the purpose
and intent this report is to expand the sentence (page ES-2, par. 1) to say something like:

Review

Evaluation of induced seismicity is not new to the UIC program and in fact, over 25 years ago,
EPA Office of Drinking Water commissioned a study by the USGS on the earthquake hazard
associated with deep well injection [Wesson and Nicholson, 1987; Nicholson and Wesson, 1990].
This previous work established the first set of criteria for site selection, well drilling and
completion, as well as for well operation and monitoring to help minimize and manage the
potential for injection induced seismicity. Many of these same criteria and practical approaches
are also utilized in this newer, updated UIC report.
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BY KRIS NYGAARD, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY

Class

Kris Nygaard
Oil/Gas Industry

No response

1.
The UIC-NTW is commended for clearly stating in the Executive Summary that “EPA is
unaware of any USDW contamination resulting from seismic events related to injection-induced
seismicity” and “of the approximately 30,000 Class II disposal wells in the U.S., very few (<10)
disposal well sites have produced seismic events with magnitudes greater than M4.0”. This is an
extremely important point to make in informing the public, stakeholders, and regulatory bodies
with clear information that in the decades of operations, and tens of thousands of wells, there is
not a single documented instance of groundwater contamination associated with Class II disposal
wells considering induced seismicity.
2.

Page ES-2, Executive Summary

No Response

Suggest revising the sentence “(1) pressure buildup from disposal activities, (2) faults of concern,
and (3) a pathway for the increased pressure to communicate with the fault” to provide more
precise definition of terms as discussed in the response to charge questions; and consolidate the
listing of definitions of enhanced clarity.
3.

Page ES-3, Executive Summary

Review

Suggest restating the sentence “with useful practical tools for managing and minimizing injectioninduced seismicity are recommended” to “…managing and minimizing significant injection induced
seismicity” to align with the report recommendation that hazards are from faults of concern and
significant injection induced seismicity. Non-hazardous levels of seismicity (or micro-seismicity)
may be present.
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BY HEATHER SAVAGE, ACADEMIC LABORATORY

Class

Academic Laboratory

Review

Heather Savage

There are probably more than 10 wells in the United States that fall into the “suspect” category,
especially since less clear-cut cases often have several well nearby that could be the cause of recent
seismicity.

BY ED STEELE, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY AND CONSULTANT

Class

Ed Steele
Oil/Gas Industry and Consultant
1.

P. ES-2

Review

The statement “A basic assumption is that an accurate history of seismic monitoring in the region
of the injection well exists” is at variance with other statements in the text. This statement should
be qualified to note that the accuracy of such monitoring depends on the robustness of the seismic
network for any given area and with consideration for how long such a network has been in place.
As is well stated elsewhere in the document, both epicenter and hypocenter location
determinations will be dependent upon the number of monitoring locations.
2.

P. ES-3

Review

It is recommended that the last sentence on this page be modified to include hydrogeology,
seismology, petrophysics, and geomechanics as part of a multidisciplinary approach.
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COMMENTS ON MAIN REPORT
BY JEFF BULL, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY

Jeff Bull
Class

Oil/Gas Industry

Clarify

1. Pg 1, prgh 3, ln 5-6: I agree that disposal wells have a greater potential for pressure buildup
but nowhere in this document to you state that pore pressure dissipates as you move away
from the well (pore pressure diffusion). Yes, over a period of time, the length of which is
dependent upon the hydrogeologic characteristics of the formation into which one is injecting,
the pressure in the area might build up but it still will be the highest at the point of injection
and then dissipate as it radiates out into the vastness of the surrounding formation.

No Response

2. Pg 2, prgh 2, ln 8-9: The size of the footprint is highly variable depending upon the
hydrogeologic characteristics of the formation. See comment 3 above. The higher the
pressure at the well head does not always mean the farther the footprint will reach out away
from the point of injection. The pressure is higher because the porosity/permeability restricts
the flow of water and so the water and its associated pore pressure may not travel as far.
Likewise the opposite is true in that low pressure at the bore hole means the formation is
receptive to water flow and so the pressure footprint, albeit lower, may reach out farther from
the point of injection.

Review

3. Pg 2, prgh 3, ln 7: I agree with the statement but more specifically, hydraulic fracturing has the
potential to create felt events at the surface when the stage being fractured transects a fault
such as what occurred during the Horn Valley, BC, Cuadrilla, UK, or recent eastern Ohio
events.
a.Note that in footnote 12 called out in the line referenced above, you have definition of a fault
of concern. This definition is different than the one listed on Pg ES-2, footnote 5. The footnote
12 definition is more complete and should be used throughout the report.
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Jeff Bull
Class

Oil/Gas Industry

Grouped-Scope & Authority

4. Pg 3, prgh 3, ln 1-4
I agree with this approach because there is way too much we don’t know about the topic of
induced/triggered seismicity so there is no black and white approach to regulating it; it has to
be on a case by case basis with a fit for purpose evaluation. As indicated in other comments, I
believe the decision tree is lacking a risk management evaluation which would provide the best
input as to how exhaustive/intense the evaluations should be that are undertaken in accordance
Director discretionary authority. As an example, the seismicity detected in Horn Valley, BC had
little impact at all because few structures were located in the immediate area and the impacted
population was for the most part non-existent. In comparison the seismicity detected in
populated areas needs to be investigated more thoroughly as the impact would be greater. At
the same time, I would be remiss to not point at again that the UIC jurisdictional authority is for
protection of USDW and not protection of property.

GroupedAuthority

5. Pg 3, prgh 4, ln 1-4
This document is lacking any definition of, or characterization of the threat of induced seismicity
to USDW and has no elements in the decision tree to define the threat. See comment 2 above.

No Response

6. Pg 6, prgh 3, ln 2-5: I agree with the statement but would add the context that the buildup of
tectonic forces (insitu stress) takes place of years and that when the buildup is sufficient to
cause a slip, there is a release of the energy and then the buildup process starts all over again.
As a result, there can periods of quiet with no or limited seismicity and then active periods of
seismicity followed by periods of quiet; and the cycle repeats itself.

No Response

7. Pg 6, prgh 3, ln 8-10: I agree that the tectonic geologic stresses may be transferred over great
distances, but the pore pressure that could trigger a seismic event is relatively localized
depending on the hydrologic and geomechanical characteristics of the formation.

No Response

8. Pg 7, prgh 3, ln 1-2 & 6-7: See comment 4 above. The presence of horizontal and vertical error
ellipses by itself indicates that the topic at hand is not an exact science and as such requires a
risk management approach.
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Jeff Bull
Class

Oil/Gas Industry

Clarify

9. Pg 8, prgh 2, ln 8-9: The discussion in this line, and in others in the document refereeing to
fracture flow, implies that the formation into which you are injecting has been fractured
(creation of cracks or faults in hard rock). This is not always the case and is not the
predominant formation type into which water is disposed. Rather the disposal formation is
typically a porous sedimentary formation that, through its formation, has interstitial space
created by varying particle size and shape, that when packed together creates flow channels.

Clarify

10. Pg 8, prgh 4, ln 5-7: The statement is not accurate. Petroleum engineering methods focus on
an existing pressure within a vast area (40-160 acres based upon allowable well spacing) that
“pushes” the product (gas or liquid) into a well and as product is removed the pressure will
dissipate over time. An injection well operates in the reverse with the highest pressure at the
well that dissipates as the pore pressure radiates out form the well. See Basic Mechanism of
Injection Induced Seismicity – comments 3 and 4.

Clarify

11. Pg 8, prgh 4, ln 10-12: The statement is not totally accurate as it is the pore pressure that
radiates out from a well that interacts with the well. Yes there is a potential that the liquid
may reach a fault but the liquid does not grease the existing fault and cause it to slip. The
pore pressure disrupts the insitu stress field that is holding the fault together and causes it to
slip.
a. The statement regarding “unknown distance” is critical when considering how far the pore
pressure will travel. And as it travels, the pore pressure is dissipated, so knowing the
distance and perturbation of pore pressure is important. Note that understanding the
perturbation of the pore pressure requires very specific data that is rarely known and has to
be estimated and sophisticated modeling that is very expensive ($50-150,000/well)

No
Response

12. Pg 9, prgh 2, ln 1: The statement that the “review of operational data can provide a qualitative
look at the well behavior” is accurate. However the key word in the statement is qualitative.
The use of qualitative implies a degree of uncertainty that requires the use of a risk
management protocol to provide context to the review.
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Review

13. Pg 10, prgh 1, ln 2-3: You need to define the term “static pressure”. In petroleum reservoir
terms, static pressure is the natural pressure within the formation (i.e. formation pressure).
The injection pressure is the pressure it takes to push the fluid down the bore hole and out
into the formation. A comparison of static pressure to injection pressure is representative of
the pore pressure at the bore hole that then radiates out from the bore hole and dissipates
with distance. During normal operation of a disposal, should the injection pump be turned
off, the injection pressure would bleed off over time back down to the static or formation
pressure. The rate of the bleed off is based upon the hydrogeological characteristics of the
formation into which one is injecting.

No Response

14. Pg 10, prgh 3: Need to add the respective state geologic survey (i.e. Oklahoma Geologic
Survey) as a reference for local state information and data. The state survey offices are
focused on the specifics of their state where as the USGS has a national/world view.

No Response

15. Pg 12, prgh 4, bullet 1: The geographic association between the injection zone and the
location of the earthquake is important and needs to be accurate. However the accuracy is
difficult as mentioned in comment 4 above. It must also be understood that a spatial and
temporal determination (geographic and time association) is not sufficient to define causation.
As mentioned in several places in this report, causation requires a multidisciplinary approach.
And even then a risk management evaluation should be done because a multidisciplinary
approach will typically not come up with a definitive cause for what has occurred (existing
wells) or what might occur (new wells).

Clarify

16. Pg 12, prgh 4, bullet 2: The statement regarding exceedance of the theoretical friction
threshold implies that the injection water lubricates the surfaces between the 2 sides of the
fault allowing one side to slip along the other side. As presented in Basic Mechanism of
Injection Induced Seismicity – comment 1, the primary mechanism is the disruption of the
insitu stresses holding the fault together by pore pressure radiating our from the point of
injection.
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No Response

17. Pg 12-13, prgh 5 and associated bullets: the classic Davis and Frohlich “7 questions” only
evaluate the hazard (seismicity). You need to add an evaluation of the impact and then
conduct a risk management analysis considering both the hazard and the impact.

Group-Scope

18. Pg 20, prgh 3, sub bullet: Note that the immediate and permanent shut down of suspect
wells, does not allow one to conduct a thorough investigation; including conduct of injection
step test, pressure fall off, and seismic activity versus injection pressure and flow rate. All of
which are important to define a potential management protocol to minimize the impact of
potentially induced seismicity related to the suspect well, which is the objective of this
document

No
Response

19. Pg 21, prgh 1, sub bullet: 3D seismic data is proprietary data and, depending upon the owner
and/or the licensing terms between the owner and the user, the data may or may not be able
to be shared.

Group-Scope

20. Pg 24, prgh 3, ln 1-4: When identifying “a concern”, one should identify some impact specific
criteria because what may be a concern in and around the Dallas/Fort Worth area may not be
a concern in Enid, OK or in the Oklahoma/Texas panhandle based solely on the wide range of
demographics (population density, types of structures, construction methodology. The
definition of the criteria should be based upon a risk management evaluation.

Group-Scope

21. Pg 25 Decision Model: The decision model is very similar to the one developed by the AXPC
SME group as well as having many common elements that are being discussed in OK, TX, and
KS. The aspect that is missing is that in providing answers to some of the questions asked,
one will typically not have a definitive answer. This is because the science of induced
seismicity and even natural seismicity has not been perfected. In review of the case histories,
it should be noted that the primary piece of evidence used to shut the wells down was spatial
and temporal correlations which does not define causation. For this reason, a risk
management evaluation should be added. See other comments regarding the use of a risk
management approach.
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No Response

22. Pg 26, prgh 2, ln 3-4: The establishment of a maximum injection pressure is already done
during permit and is typically based upon operating the injection well at a pressure below the
pressure required to fracture the formation in which the well is injecting. Also, in most case
there is a built in safety factor by specifying a specific % below the pressure required to
fracture the formation.

Grouped-Scope

23. Pg 26, prgh 4, ln 4-6: The multidisciplinary approach needs to include civil engineers to
defining the shaking or movement that that takes place at the surface because that is the
impact. This involves the use of shake maps and the Mercalli scale which defines intensity of
the seismic activity using peak acceleration or peak velocity at the epicenter (surface) where
the seismometer is located.
a. By using the Mercalli (or Modified Mercalli) scale you can define the potential for damage
by comparing the peak acceleration/velocity to the building codes or construction
techniques for the structures in the area. This should be part of the overall impact
analysis undertaken as part of the risk management evaluation.

BY ROBIN MCGUIRE, CONSULTANT

Class

Robin McGuire
Consultant
Errors in Scientific Descriptions

Review

1. The section labeled “Geologic Stress Considerations,” page 6, says that “…a principle (sic) stress
direction exists…” and goes on to talk about the orientation of faults with respect to the “…the
principal stress direction.” This section is an erroneous condensation of parts of Appendix M,
which describes “…three principal stresses that are oriented perpendicular to one another.” In
fact it is the orientation of faults with respect to the orientation of the three principal stresses
that is important. This concept is not accurately stated on page 6.
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No Response

2. Three key components necessary for IS are described repeatedly throughout the Report (see
page 8). The 3rd is “a pathway for increased pressure to communicate with the fault of concern.”
This leaves the impression that Induced seismicity occurs because injected fluids travel along
pathways and lubricate faults, which is incorrect. Induced seismicity occurs because pore
pressure changes in the earth’s crust change the amplitudes of one (or more) of the 3 principal
crustal stresses, causing increased shear stress across the fault surface, resulting in fault slip. A
more accurate statement of the 3rd key component would be “a pathway for increased pressure
to communicate with the earth’s crust in the vicinity of a fault of concern.”
a. Another detail is that the terms “pore pressure” and “fluid disposal operations” should be
used consistently throughout the Report, to emphasize that fluids play a critical role.

Review

3. It’s unclear what group actually wrote this Report. Page 3 defines the NTW (National Technical
Workgroup of EPA) and the WG (the Induced Seismicity Working Group, some of whom are
outside of EPA), and the WG members are listed on page 31. The Executive Summary indicates
that the NTW is taking credit for the Report, but page 5 has sections titled “Working Group Tasks”
and “Working Group Approach” that gives the WG strategy to develop the Report. The WG
and/or the NTW should determine how to handle this administratively.

Clarify

4. The Report goes into depth on describing petroleum engineering characterizations (fluid flow,
effects of strata permeability and continuity on well performance), seismology (earthquakes and
seismic monitoring), and injection operations (decisions on fluid pressures, volumes, and tests)
but fails to pull that knowledge together into concrete technical recommendations for
“minimizing and managing potential impacts” of IS (per the Report title). The Executive
Summary, page ES-2, states “This report is not a guidance document and does not provide
specific procedures, but does provide the UIC Director with considerations for addressing
induced seismicity on a site specific basis…” This appears to be a failed opportunity to
recommend some specific technical steps that could be taken to “minimize and manage potential
impacts.” The reason stated in the Report for this generality (page 26) is “The site assessment
considerations are intended to guide the Director in selecting operational, monitoring, and
management approaches that are appropriate to address induced seismicity issues.” I expected
the Report to recommend such approaches. If specific technical recommendations cannot be
given or are not appropriate (e.g. because of the many variables that can affect induced
seismicity at individual sites), the reasons should be stated.
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Clarify

5. (Report page 8). Because reservoir engineering analysis methods use data from one location (the
well), they cannot identify flow patterns or directions, and hence cannot determine if injected
fluid is traveling toward or away from an identified “fault of concern.”

No Response

6. (Report page 8). Seismologic data (earthquake locations from a seismograph network) can
identify the time, location, and size of earthquakes, and these can be correlated to well
operations (injection pressures, volumes, etc.). The classic analysis of this type identified IS
caused by deep fluid disposal at the Rocky Mountain Arsenal.
a. Without a combined approach (petroleum engineering methods, plus earthquake location
data, plus at least a general picture of crustal geology), efforts to understand IS and its
connection with a particular injection site will be unsuccessful. This point is not stressed
enough in the Report.

Review

7. The entire Report needs a detailed scrubbing by a technical editor. There are problems in
verbiage, consistency, and grammar on every page, to the extent that this version should be
considered a “rough draft.” (not inc. here)
5.5 Completeness of Recommendations

Grouped-Scope

8. As discussed above in #6, the recommendations given in the Report are more general than
specific, and are called “considerations” (see the quote in #6 above) rather than “guidelines” or
“technical recommendations.” I was expecting to see recommendations such as the following:
“The occurrence of multiple magnitude 2.5 or greater earthquakes within 5 km of a well should
trigger one or more of the following actions: (a) requiring hourly monitoring and reporting of
injection well pressures and fluid volumes, (b) requiring step rate tests or falloff tests of the
injection well, and (c) requiring a seismic monitoring array to be set up that could record
earthquakes magnitudes down to 1.0 within 10 km of a well.” If specific technical
recommendations cannot be given or are not appropriate (e.g. because of the many variables
that can affect induced seismicity at different sites), the reasons should be stated.

Review

9. The “Technical Recommendations…” document in Appendix A says that output of the study
should include “Comparison of parameters identified as most applicable to induced seismicity
with the technical parameters collected under current regulations.” Such a comparison is
missing (unless I overlooked it).
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Review/ Clarify

10. The “Technical Recommendations…” document in Appendix A says that output of the study
should include “Recommended measurement or monitoring techniques for higher risk areas.”
These measurement or monitoring techniques are described in general terms such as injection
well operational characteristics, or seismic monitoring arrays, for any well where induced
seismicity is a concern. No special recommendations are given for “higher risk areas.”

Review

11. The “Decision Model” section of the Report (page 22+) says that the decision model addresses
3 scenarios involving disposal wells and seismicity. However, it does not mention an important
case: a new disposal well that is proposed in a region that is experiencing seismicity, possibly
related to existing wells. Does the decision model cover that case? If not, how should the
Director make a decision for such a proposed well?
12. The “Research Needs” section uses the following terms in 3 paragraphs (page 27):

Review

 Injection well operating data
 Operating well behavior
 Injection well operational characteristics
 Disposal well operational behavior
 Disposal wells operating parameters
Do these terms mean the same thing, or are there subtle, unexplained differences? The reader is
left muddled.

Review (see Appendix D for
equation)

13. The section titled “Petroleum Engineering Applications…” (page 8) introduces the phrase “Hall
integral and derivative responses” but does not explain what this is. Appendix D, “Petroleum
Engineering Considerations,” explains the Hall integral (page D-9) as “…a numerical integration
between the operating BHP and static (reservoir) BHP.” Why is an equation not given? Bullets
on pages D-9 and D-10 indicate the Hall integral is the “cumulative (ΔP*ΔT) function” and the
Hall integral derivative as the “difference between successive Hall integral values,” divided by
the “difference between successive cumulative injection values.” Yet if I look at Figure D-4
showing the “Hall integral with derivative”, applying the above definitions, I calculate an average
derivative value of 0.12, not values of zero to 60,000 as shown on the plot. Obviously I am
missing something, and other readers will be muddled as well.

N-17

BY CRAIG NICHOLSON, ACADEMIA

Class
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Academia

Review

1. I have other minor corrections or comments on the report text, which I can send as an annotated
pdf copy with comments as inserted pdf sticky notes. An annotated copy is available in the Peer
Review Record.
2. My concerns about the report generally fall into 3 categories:

Review one/ No response others

1) incomplete or inadequate acknowledgment of previous studies and EPA reports on this very
topic that provide similar recommendations, criteria or practical approaches to help minimize
the potential of injection induced seismicity;
2) a lack of discussion on the importance of total volumes of fluid injected as a contributing
factor to the potential for and maximum magnitude of injection induced seismicity; and
3) to some extent, an underlying assumption that the only faults of concern for injection induced
seismicity are faults of sufficient length that are "optimally oriented for movement and located
in a critically stressed region".

Clarify

a. Another important factor contributing to injection induced seismicity, besides the pore
pressure increase from disposal operations, a stressed fault and a pathway for
communication of the pressure increase, is the actual volume of fluid injected. For example,
as previously mentioned, high fluid pressures can hydraulic fracture intact rock and at the
same time induce small earthquakes. However, even if the fluid pressures used in hydraulic
fracturing are high, if the volume is small, the resulting induced events are also typically small.
Only if the volumes of fluid injected also become large does it appear that the potential for
inducing large magnitude earthquakes also increases [McGarr, 2014].

No Response

b. …… In summary, although the three components listed due contribute to injection induced
seismicity, other elements such as the state of stress, the proximity of the stressed fault to
the well, the amount of pore pressure increase and the volume of fluid injected by disposal
operations can also play a significant role.
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4. Again, improving the quantity, quality, and timeliness of information on injection volumes and
pressures reported to regulatory agencies along with increased seismic monitoring for small
earthquakes (M1.0 or less) is often much more important to managing the earthquake risk from
injection activities, or minimizing the potential for injection induced seismicity, than performing
additional reservoir engineering analyses with what in some cases is less-than-ideal or
insufficient data.
a. The primary goal is to evaluate the pressure-time histories or pressure buildup associated
with volumes of fluid injected to better understand reservoir characteristics and the extent
to which assumptions, such as a homogeneous reservoir with radial flow, are appropriate.

Clarify

b. Most multidisciplinary studies of injection induced seismicity already perform these basic
types of reservoir analyses. Any deviation from radial flow, or any indication of increased
transmissivity should be scrutinized as possible evidence for increased flow towards and
pressure buildup at potentially adjacent faults, or as possible evidence for the opening of
fractures or the occurrence of new faulting.
c. Conducting more sophisticated reservoir engineering analyses besides these basic reservoir
modeling studies can in some cases provide additional insight into reservoir behavior and its
response to fluid injection, but without adequate input data, such studies often prove to be
ambiguous.
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5.2 Previous Studies (last)

Review

5. Other more up-to-date references are listed under Charge Question 4 that would also be
useful to incorporate. I also found it somewhat misleading to make statements like: "The
review of injection-induced seismicity literature revealed a lack of a multidisciplinary
approach inclusive of petroleum engineering techniques" (page 8, 2nd para).
a) Several studies on injection induced seismicity are quite multidisciplinary, and although they
may not use the entire suite of reservoir engineering techniques proposed in this report,
they do investigate injection pressure-time histories and volumes, reservoir characteristics,
subsurface geology defined by exploratory test wells, inferred pore pressure changes at a
distance from disposal operations, historical and recent seismicity and even the pressure
fluctuation response in shallow wells as a result of adjacent seismic activity [e.g, Nicholson
et al., Bull. Seismo. Soc. Am., 1988]. Many of these techniques are also used by the
petroleum industry to characterize the hydrogeologic response of reservoirs.
5.3 Injection Induced-Seismicity Contributing Factors

Clarify

6. Although it is indeed true that most existing models used to explain the fundamental
mechanism of injection induced seismicity focus on the net pore pressure increase associated
with disposal operations, another key contributing factor to the potential for induced
seismicity is the volume of fluid injected. This factor also seems to strongly influence the
maximum magnitude of the induced earthquake [McGarr, 2014]. The reason for this
correlation may be that increasing volumes of fluid allow the pressure effects from well
operations to extend farther from the injection well and thus increase the potential that the
pressure front will encounter more and larger stressed faults that are close to failure, or that
the increased volume allows a larger section of a stressed fault to be brought closer to failure,
resulting in a larger earthquake once rupture initiates. Regardless, in providing practical
approaches to manage and minimize the potential for injection induced seismicity, it would
seem prudent, based on a number of case histories, that the volume of fluid injected, as well
as injection pressures and changes in transmissivity also be consider an important factor.
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5.4 Injection Induced-Seismicity Faults of Concern

Group-Scope

7. The authors are correct in that it is typically true that a major contributing factor to most
injection seismicity is the presence of a stressed fault whose failure was triggered by the
increased pore fluid pressure associated with the disposal operations. In the report though,
there is an underlying presumption though that this stressed fault is favorably or optimally
oriented for slip in the current tectonic stress field. However, this assumption is only true if it
is the minimum increase in pore fluid pressure that triggers slip or motion on the fault. Higher
fluid pressures can induce slip on less favorably oriented faults. Certainly if fluid pressures are
high enough to hydraulically fracture intact rock, it is also capable of triggering slip on less
favorably oriented existing faults or zones of weakness. The point is that although optimally
oriented faults within the current tectonic stress field would indeed be most likely to fail with
any increase in pore fluid pressure, other faults can and have failed as a result of injection
operations. Keeping downhole injection pressures below the threshold to trigger slip on
favorably oriented faults would help minimize the potential for injection induced seismicity.
Unfortunately, the report does no really discuss how to determine what this threshold might
be, even though procedures for estimating this threshold based on the Mohr-Coulomb failure
criteria are widely discussed in the literature.
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1. In performing my peer review, I considered the charge questions and the project framing
around 6 key objectives (as described on page 5 of the report):
• Identifying the parameters that are most relevant to screen for injection-induced
seismicity;
• Identifying siting, operating, or other technical parameters that are collected under
current regulations;
• Identifying measurement tools or databases that are available that may screen existing
or proposed Class II disposal well sites for possible injection-induced seismic activity;

Review

• Identifying other information that would be useful for enhancing a decision making
model;
• Identifying screening or monitoring approaches which are considered the most practical
and feasible for evaluating significant injection-induced seismicity; and
• Identifying lessons that have been learned from evaluating case histories.
Based on the information as summarized in the main body and appendices of the report,
Objectives (2) and (6) appear to have been addressed. However, Objectives (1), (3), (4), and
(5) do not appear to be clearly and/or effectively addressed in the report. …
Adding a section that clearly provides specific summary “answers” to each of the six “project
objectives questions” would substantially improve clarity of communication. Alternatively, the
“Report Findings” section on page 30 could be revised to specifically address each of the project
objective questions.
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Group-Scope

2. The current draft report does not provide substantive discussion of risk assessment and
management approaches, based on sound engineering principles and earthquake/civil
engineering considerations, thus creating a significant gap in providing the UIC regulators
the information to identify available public information that would facilitate formulation of
regulatory decisions that reasonably consider the risk levels and hazard exposures that may
exist. ……

Review (see also p. 35; C-2, 5 and 6)

3. The description of a “fault of concern” is problematic from both a scientific standpoint, as
well as clarity of communication in the report. From a scientific standpoint, a measure of
earthquake size and energy release is the static (or scalar) seismic moment (Mo). The
calculation of this quantity is straightforward in terms of the equation Mo = µ D S, where µ
is the shear modulus, D is the average displacement along the fault, and S is the surface area
of the fault; hence fault length is only one piece of the overall factors defining the energy
release. Secondly, it will be hard for the average reader to efficiently comprehend the
current definitions as these are located in different places through-out the report. A single,
more precise definition, for “fault of concern” could be provided by the following definition
below, and could be listed in the definition of terms section.
a) …. p. 28 of the report considering the key geologic and engineering factors. This section
of the report could be strengthened to better emphasize the risk is associated with “faults
of concern” and not “small faults” or stable faults. This shortcoming could be effectively
“A fault of concern is defined, for the purpose of this report, as a fault optimally oriented for
movement and located in a critically stressed region, is of sufficient size, and possesses
sufficient accumulated stress / strain, such that fault slip and movement has the potential
to cause a significant earthquake (where a significant earthquake is defined for this report
as of such magnitude to potentially cause damage or endanger underground sources of
drinking water)”
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4. Page 5, Working Group Tasks

No Response

The sentence “Recommendations for measurements or monitoring techniques for higher
risk areas” mentions higher risk areas. With the feedback provided in response to the charge
questions, the report should be updated to provide discussion of potential approaches for
performing a risk assessment and the attributes of a higher risk area; and then this section
should identify or comment on where in the report approaches for risk assessment are
discussed.
6. Suggest revising the sentence “(1) pressure buildup from disposal activities, (2) faults of
concern, and (3) a pathway for the increased pressure to communicate with the fault” to
provide more precise definition of terms as discussed in the response to charge questions.
(1) the presence of a fault of concern(a);
(2) a subsurface pathway for hydraulic communication from the disposal well to the fault of
concern; and

Review

(3) a sufficient subsurface stress perturbation primarily induced by the disposal activities, in
sufficiently close proximity to a fault of concern, such that the resulting stress
perturbations cause the fault of concern to slip.
Footnote: (a) “A fault of concern is defined for the purpose of this report as a fault optimally
oriented for movement and located in a critically stressed region, is of sufficient size, and
possesses sufficient accumulated stress / strain, such that fault slip and movement has the
potential to cause a significant earthquake (where a significant earthquake is defined for this
report as of such magnitude to potentially cause damage or endanger underground sources
of drinking water)
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7. Page 8, Petroleum Engineering Applications for Evaluating Induced Seismicity
a. The section “Possible Causes of Induced Seismicity” (p. 10) could be readily edited to
provide broad overview of other factors that may be present in combination with disposal
operations. The report would be strengthened by clearly summarizing the range of
factors the UIC regulators may wish to explore if unexpected seismicity is encountered in
a specific area. Such a listing could be done in brief summary form, and highlight the
important natural and anthropogenic triggers that can perturb the subsurface stress
regimes in proximity to faults. These include:
b. Identification of the natural tectonic stress / strain dynamic behavior in area of concern

Clarify

c. Identification/location of natural (dynamic) sources that could lead to subsurface stress
perturbations; including naturally-occurring “overburden” formation density changes
under drought or excessive rainfall conditions
d. Identification/location of natural geothermal “hot-spots” in the area of concern. etc.
e. Identification/location of anthropogenic sources that could lead to subsurface stress
perturbations (injection wells; production wells; mining / blasting operations, geothermal
operations, reservoir impoundment / dam construction, etc.)
f. Identification / location of potential synergies between natural and dynamic sources, for
example, such as aquifer / groundwater withdrawals for irrigation and human
consumption purposes, in combination with drought conditions

No Response

8. The wording “pressure buildup from disposal activities” is problematic from a scientific
standpoint; the precise issue, and triggering mechanism is related to magnitude and location
of stress perturbations considering the specific perturbation from the disposal activities. A
more precise definition to replace the somewhat vague definition of pressure build-up would
be to restate this as: “a sufficient subsurface stress perturbation primarily associated with
pressure build-up from the disposal operations, in sufficiently close proximity to a fault of
concern, such that the resulting stress perturbations cause the fault of concern to slip”.
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9. Page 13, Determination of Injection Induced Seismicity

Review

Suggest revising the sentence “Although these approaches are qualitative and do not result
in proof of injection-induced seismicity, they may be useful to UIC regulators. Proof of
induced seismicity is difficult to achieve, but is not a prerequisite for taking early prudent
action to address the possibility of induced seismicity.” to further clarify the limits for use of
temporal and spatial correlation. The sentence would be better restated as “Although these
approaches are qualitative and do not result in positive proof of injection-induced seismicity,
they may be useful to UIC regulators as preliminary screening tools to identify the possibility
of injection induced seismicity. Evaluating causality requires evaluation of all important
natural and anthropogenic triggers that can perturb the subsurface stress regimes in
proximity to faults in the local area. As such, proof of induced seismicity is difficult to achieve
and may be time-consuming, but is not a prerequisite for taking early prudent action to
address the possibility of injection induced seismicity.”
10. Page 15, N. Texas Area

Review/Clarify

Suggest revising the sentence “Since the two wells were shut-in the frequency of seismic
events in the immediate focus area has substantially decreased” as this is contradictory to
information contained in the Janská, E., Eisner, L. 2012 publication that that suggests
seismicity continued for an extended time period in proximity to one well after shut-in (when
considering the DFW airport measurements). Reference available online at the link:

Janská, E., Eisner, L. (2012): Ongoing seismicity in the Dallas-Fort Worth area, The Leading
Edge, 31 (12), 1462–1468.
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11. Page 21, Lessons Learned

Review

Suggest revising the sentence “Increased seismic monitoring stations may be warranted in
many areas to pinpoint active fault locations and increase detection of smaller events” to
avoid appearance of making policy recommendations in this section. The lesson learned is
better restated as “In the case studies, regional monitoring was insufficient to pinpoint
active fault locations and detect smaller events; and more sensitive monitoring systems
were required to accurately identify the fault”.
12.Page 22, Decision Model

Review

Suggest revising the sentence “(1) pressure buildup from disposal activities, (2) faults of
concern, and (3) a pathway for the increased pressure to communicate with the fault” to
provide more precise definition of terms as discussed in the response to charge questions.
13. Page 26, Research Needs

Review

Suggest revising the sentence ”For example, areas of expertise should include, but may not
be limited to structural and stratigraphic geology; rock mechanics; seismology; reservoir
characterization; reservoir fluid flow mechanisms; and disposal well construction,
completion and performance” to also explicitly state “geomechanics”.
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14.Page 27, Research Needs

Review/ Clarify and

Grouped-Scope

The discussion related to “Future research is needed to explore the correlation between
disposal well operational behavior and earthquake events. The research should consider
interaction between offset disposal wells on the operational plot characteristics along with
area geology (flow geometry related to karstic vs. fractured carbonate)” is very problematic
that this would tend to imply to the reader that simple analytic tools can be used to evaluate
correlation between the disposal well operational behavior and earthquake events. From a
practical view, this is simply not the case and analytic models can not represent the complex
physics of the problem. Understanding correlations between disposal well operational
behavior and earthquake events requires coupled geomechanics-reservoir modeling,
accounting for subsurface complexity and the natural tectonic environment. If the intent
was for research to explore if simple analytic models can be used as a possible proxy for
advanced coupled geomechanics-reservoir modeling and better define the limits of the
applicability for simple analytic model use, then this could be a viable research objective.
This discussion should be reworded to more effectively describe the intended scope and
specific research deliverable(s) for this proposed research need.
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15. Page 29, Management Approach

Review

The sentence “Take action earlier to minimize the potential for additional injection-induced
seismicity rather than requiring substantial proof of the causal relationship” reads as a
recommendation and is not sufficiently descriptive. Further many stakeholders, when
reading this statement, will be concerned that this statement provides a recommendation
for judgment that is not grounded in reasonable consideration of facts. This sentence could
be restated to better reflect actual management approaches as understood from the case
studies. A statement that better reflects the case study approaches would be framed around
the following: “When surface felt seismic events unexpectedly occur, regulators are
immediately called on by the public to quickly respond to identify the “cause” of the felt
seismicity and to ”take action” to reduce the likelihood of future seismic events. However
there is a significant difference in the resources, skills, time, and effort required to locate
seismic events versus actually determining causation. Sound science and spatial / temporal
correlations should both be considered when responding to public concerns and taking
action earlier to minimize the potential for additional injection-induced seismicity (rather
than requiring substantial proof of the causal relationship).

Grouped-Scope

16. Page 30, Management Approach
The sentence “Thresholds could be based on the magnitude or frequency of event” should
be revised to reflect that sound science and common earthquake engineering protocols
recommend use of ground shaking values, such as Peak Ground Acceleration, Peak Ground
Velocity and this is done because the broad science and engineering community clearly
understand that magnitude of an event is not an accurate way to characterize the local
ground shaking conditions and identify the hazard level. The use of magnitude values may
be reasonable when there is a reasonable correlation established for local ground shaking
values as a function of event magnitude and location from event hypocenter. This is the
basis for stoplight thresholds based on sound science (consider the Geysers example). The
sentence should be supplemented to reflect accepted engineering practices - “thresholds
based in part on event magnitude should consider appropriate correlation (based on event
magnitude and hypocenter location) to local ground shaking metrics such as PGA and/or
PGV such that thresholds are triggered before hazardous levels of ground shaking are
encountered.
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16.

Page 30, Report Findings (excludes ‘as said earlier’)

No Response

a) Suggest revising the sentence “(1) pressure buildup from disposal activities, (2) faults of
concern, and (3) a pathway for the increased pressure to communicate with the fault” to
provide more precise definition of terms as discussed in the response to charge questions.
b) The sentence “research is needed to explore the correlation between disposal well
operational behavior and earthquake events” should be reconsidered as discussed above (p.
27 Research Needs comment). This should be revised to provide more specific context and
identification of possible research deliverables.
17. Page 34, Terms

Review: b-d

Grouped-Scope: a

a) The table that describes Magnitude versus Earthquake Effects should be revised or
supplemented to include ground shaking characterization and examples for different
local regions how magnitude value may be related to ground shaking, by considering
PGA, PGV, or Modified Mercalli Scale. This can be accomplished by referencing USGS
information readily available: …
b) Should include terms definitions for “Hypocenter”, “Modified Mercalli Scale”. Peak
Ground Acceleration, Peak Ground Velocity.
c) Revise the definition of “Fault of Concern” based on comments provided in response to
charge questions.
d) Revise definition of “Magnitude” to clearly state that this characterizes the energy
release at the hypocenter, and is not direct measure of ground shaking, as actual ground
shaking is a function of energy release, distance from hypocenter, and local geologic/soil
conditions.
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BY HEATHER SAVAGE, ACADEMIC LABORATORY

Class

Heather Savage
Academic Laboratory
1. I think the key components described above are a good place to start, but there are some
inaccuracies here.

Group - Scope

a) First, the presence of a stressed fault is somewhat misleading, as all faults at depth are under
stress, simply from the overburden of the overlying rock. The report makes a distinction
that not all faults are optimally oriented to the stress field, and that faults that are outside
of optimal orientation are not “faults of concern”, but there is still much we do not
understand about fault strength that makes this definition a little constricting in my opinion.
The optimal fault angle is in general a good guide to whether a fault might slip, but it should
only be a guide. Although the remote stress field is often fairly well estimated from focal
mechanisms, borehole breakouts, etc., local stresses on a fault may be rotated from the
remote stress field, for example by complexity in fault geometry or the presence of other
structures (Scholz and Saucier 1993).
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Clarify

b) Second, in order to determine whether a fault is optimally oriented to the stress field, the
frictional strength of the fault must be assumed. The main paper on this issue cited in this
document (Holland 2013), assumed that faults have a frictional strength of 0.6 (this is never
stated clearly, but the Hurd and Zoback (2012) paper that Holland references does assume
this). It should be made clear that this, in many cases is a complete assumption. Townend
and Zoback (2000) demonstrate that some mid-continent faults have friction values close to
0.6, but this should not be assumed in all cases. Although the coefficient of friction of bare
rock surfaces is typically this high, faults often have granular gouge layers (from abrasion)
that are rich in clays, and have a coefficient of friction closer to 0.3-0.4. Hurd and Zoback
(2012) argue that faults in the midcontinent do not have gouge zones, but at least through
my own personal experience in the field, I would say that is not usually the case. The
presence of clays and weakening of faults changes the range of angles a fault can be from
the maximum stress direction and still slip. For instance, the San Andreas fault is oriented
almost 90 degrees from the maximum horizontal stress, meaning that it should essentially
be pinned (Zoback et al. 1987). Although this is an extreme example, it highlights the
uncertainty involved in assigning “faults of interest” based on orientation of the fault to the
remote stress field. To highlight this point, I will mention that Holland (2013) suggests that
faults in Oklahoma that are oriented east-west are unlikely to host earthquakes, despite the
fact that a M5 earthquake occurred on an east-west striking fault as part of the 2011 Prague
sequence (Keranen et al. 2013). Although this earthquake may have been pushed to failure
by other nearby faults at orientations that would classify them as “faults of interest”, the
complexity of fault interaction suggests that limiting the scope of investigation to faults at a
certain angle may be problematic. A full characterization of all faults in the vicinity of a well
seems more appropriate.
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Clarify

c) The other consideration that could be addressed more specifically in this document is that
absolute stress levels on faults at any time is unknown, so it is never clear what pressures
will be the “tipping point” that causes failure. Time-dependent fault processes, specifically
time-dependent frictional properties, should be addressed more in the future as well.
Although this is an area of active research, this document would be remiss if it did not at
least mention that understanding the processes that involve fault failure is ongoing. For
instance, fluid pressure pushes faults towards failure through reduction of effective normal
stress, but at the same time make the fault more likely to fail in aseismic slip (Das and
Zoback, 2011; Scholz 2002). Aseismic slip on faults can trigger seismic slip further away along
the same fault, and this kind of more complex interaction may make spatial interpretation
of induced seismicity more difficult.

Review

1. Introduction Page 1
There are now earthquakes in Kansas, so this statement should be revised or removed.
2. Introduction Page 1

Clarify

There has been an earthquake in Ohio recently that is strongly suspected to be hydrofracturerelated.
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5.4 Injection Induced-Seismicity Faults of Concern (cont)

Review / Clarify

17. Another general concern that I have is that I think there is way too much emphasis in the
report about basement faults. Although many seismically active faults occur within basement
rocks, this is not a prerequisite. Because fluid pumping generally occurs within sedimentary
sequences, which also have many faults, it is reasonable to assume that either seismic or
aseismic processes may begin where the fluid pressures are highest in the sedimentary rocks
(i.e. nearer to the well). The 2011 Prague, Oklahoma sequence appears to have started within
the sedimentary cover, at least a kilometer above the basement. Some aftershock seismicity
continued to within ~250 m of one of the disposal wells (Keranen et al. 2013). I think the
suggestion in Appendix B that the depth to basement near a well may be considered in terms
of choosing an appropriate site is overstated. Furthermore, the report overstates how
aseismic the sedimentary strata above the basement may be. As the report points out,
carbonates and sandstone behave mostly brittly. Shales do as well (despite what is written in
this report), that is why we extract hydrocarbons from shales by inducing fracture. Although it
is true that unconsolidated sediments cannot nucleate earthquakes, when sediments are
buried several kilometers they lithify and can behave brittly.

BY ED STEELE, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY AND CONSULTANT

Class

Oil/Gas Industry and Consultant

No Response

Ed Steele

1. In general, the basic mechanism of injection-induced seismicity has been captured as is the
current state of knowledge. However, since all faults are stressed, the text should clarify
that a critically-stressed fault is what is important for consideration. Other factors such as
changes in poroelastic stresses and changing hydrologic conditions may also play a role in
initiating seismic events which should be considered. …..
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2. P. 2 Hydraulic Fracturing

Clarify

It should be noted that the events related to hydraulic fracturing in British Columbia occurred
in strata that were very close to basement rock and this is not typically the case with most
current hydraulic fracturing operations in the US. As such, these events may be an artifact
of the geologic conditions found here and are not generally reflective of conditions found in
US based operations.
P. 4 Geothermal Injection Wells

Grouped-Authority

The text should provide specific information and examples of how seismic events “could”
cause any of the adverse conditions to USDWs to occur. There should also be some
characterization of the relative risks as it is considered highly unusual for damage to occur
as stated in the text. At what level of seismicity would such be considered possible and what
evidence is there to support such suppositions?
4. P. 5 1. Injection Induced Seismicity Project Objectives

Clarify

It is suggested that the wording of this be changed to – What parameters are most relevant
for the assessment of potential injection-induced seismicity? It is believed that this should
be considered a risk assessment exercise.
5. P. 6 6. Working Group Approach

Clarify

While it is understood that it would be a considerable task, it would have been useful to
study disposal wells in area where no seismic activity has occurred to try to define what
differences may exist with those areas where such activity has occurred. It should be noted
that the Stanford Center for Induced and Triggered Seismicity is working on developing a
detailed stress map of Oklahoma that will be useful to future seismicity assessments there.
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6. P. 6 Background

Group-Scope

Review

It might also be useful to consider such factors as poroelastic stresses and glacial isostatic
adjustment in relevant areas. It needs to be recognized that while surface seismic surveys
can be helpful, these cannot always locate faults owing to their size and orientation to the
seismic survey. There should also be some recognition that the size of a fault may also be
an important consideration. Small faults are unlikely to be contributors to strong surface
shaking.
7. P. 7 Geophysical Data

No Response

Consideration should be given to examining current data from the various state seismic
networks as they usually have more monitoring stations than the USGS and can provide
better epicenter and hypocenter locations.
8. P. 10 Earthquake Reporting

No Response

In addition to the regional seismometer networks measuring activity at lower magnitude
thresholds, this is also true to some extent from the Earth Scope Array data and both can
create the appearance of increased activity due to improved monitoring capabilities.
Nevertheless, this is useful information for evaluating and assessing induced seismicity
potential.
9. P. 12 Possible Causes of Induced Seismicity

No Response

Noting the presence of alternative causes of seismic activity such as change in lake levels is
a useful point. It should also be noted that changes in ground water levels may occur
concurrently and contribute to induced seismic events. Other possible causes such as mining
or blasting might be noted also.
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10.P. 20 Common Characteristics and Observations

Review

a) Third bullet - This statement could be more precise by stating “basement rock faults”
rather than just basement rocks.
b) Another bullet could also be added about the lack of a sealing layer between the injection
zone and the basement faults.
11. P. 22 Director discretionary authority was used to solve individual site specific concerns.

No Response

Fourth bullet – While the moratorium imposed in Arkansas represents an abundance of
caution and respect for public concern, from a scientific standpoint it would have been useful
to continue to allow the operation of the shallower disposal wells to ascertain if the
seismicity would subside since they were several thousand feet above basement rock faults

Review

12. P. 22 Decision Model
Again, significant changes in ground water levels might also be considered.
13.P. 25 Injection Induced Seismicity Decision Model

No Response

It should be noted that it can be difficult to distinguish between natural and induced seismic
events. One of the factors to be considered is if there is a sealing barrier between the
injection zone and basement rocks.
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14.P. 26 Research Needs
a) Expertise in hydrogeology, petrophysics and geomechanics should be included in the list
for a multidisciplinary approach.
b) More research into the role of hydrologic factors is warranted as it is apparent from a
review of seismic events over the past couple of years that there are spatial and temporal
correlations in some areas with changes in reservoir and ground water levels. Where such
changes occur in close proximity to disposal operations, it may be difficult to distinguish
between the two as possible causes of events.
c) Development of methodologies for improving the identification of critically stressed
faults.

No Response

d) Assess how various depths of injection activities and proximity of injection to basement
rock influence potential maximum event magnitudes.
e) Determine whether methodologies can be developed for better distinguishing between
natural and induced seismic events.
f) Assessment of whether natural seismicity can influence the triggering of events related to
injection and what factors would be relevant in such an assessment.
g) Assessment of how injection rates influence pore pressure diffusion under various
subsurface conditions.
h) Methods for determining the velocity of pore pressure propagation down a fault.
i) Influence of the various types of faults on potential seismic events. It could be that the
curvature of faults can be useful in assessing the risk of events.
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j) What factors control the decay of seismicity following an event? Determination of what
factors control the maximum length of time that induced events could be expected
following cessation of operations.
k) Identification of seismic sensing technologies that can provide for lower cost and greater
sensitivity and additional technological advancement needed to provide more useful and
accurate data.

No Response

l) Development of ground motion prediction models for triggered seismicity.
m) Development of more detailed stress maps for areas of concern. This would be an
expansion of work already underway in Oklahoma by the Stanford Center for Induced and
Triggered Seismicity.
n) How do soil conditions and local geology impact wave propagation and amplification?
o) Development of better calibrated velocity models.
p) Better information on the nature and thickness of sealing formations between injection
zones and basement rock and how such may minimize the potential for induced seismic
events.
15.P. 28 Preliminary Assessment of Existing or New Oil and Gas Waste Disposal Wells

Clarify

Second bullet – It would be useful to suggest over what time frame increases in frequency
or magnitude should be reviewed. It is suggested that this should be performed covering a
period of at least one year prior to the assessment.
16. P. 29 Operational Approaches

No Response

First bullet on page – It would be useful to suggest what frequency should be considered
for periodic pressure measurements.
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17. P. 29 Management Approach

Review

First bullet – This is a very open-ended statement and leaves its interpretation open to
question which can result in the second guessing of Directors later on. It is suggested that
this statement could be better clarified.
18. P. 30 Management Approach

Clarify

Third bullet – A stop-light approach such as has been suggested by various authors and
organizations such as the National Academy of Sciences should be endorsed as a practical
tool for regulatory agencies to follow with the particulars left up to the agencies to reflect
their particular geology and concerns.
19. P. 30 Report Findings

Clarify: a Review: b

a)

Fourth bullet – It needs to be recognized that while a petroleum engineering approach
can provide useful information, such approaches can be very time consuming and that
there are various factors that can impact the accuracy of the outcomes from such.

b)

Sixth bullet – It is suggested that the wording here be modified to include the word
“possible” between the and correlation. As stated, this reads as a definitive case
which it is not.

20. P. 36 Terms
Group-Scope

It might be useful to define terms for peak ground acceleration and peak particle velocity
as these would be of most potential concern to the operational integrity of any surface
equipment associated with injection disposal operations. In addition, a discussion around
these terms should be included in the appropriate places in the text.
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COMMENTS ON APPENDIX B: DECISION MODEL
BY JEFF BULL, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY

Class

Oil/Gas Industry

Grouped-Scope

1.
Pg B-2, prgh 1, ln 3-4: The key word in this sentence is “possibility”. The use of spatial and
temporal correlations does not define cause and effect. You need a multidisciplinary approach to
attempt to define cause and effect. And even then it will be rare that one can define a definitive
cause and effect thus the need for a risk management approach to any evaluation of the potential
for injection induced seismicity; pre drilling/operation and while operating.

Clarify

2.
Pg B-2, prgh 4, ln 2-4 and prgh 5 ln 2-4: The USGS historical seismicity map along with
other regional historical seismicity data is all regional and can help understand regional seismicity
but it is not useful when zeroing in on an injection well location whose area of potential impact
smaller than the error ellipses for historic seismic events that could led to a false positive
determination

Clarify

Jeff Bull

3.
Pg B-3, Existing versus new wells general: In general, available data outlined on page B-4
is not available for existing wells as a lot of the geologic, hydrologic and geosciences data can only
be obtained when the well is drilled or completed. In addition, most existing wells will not have
seismic data to locate faults in area and if it is available it will most likely be 2D seismic which has
poor resolution and rarely 3D seismic data. If the 3D seismic data is available, the 3D seismic data
might not be deep enough to map the basement faults because the target of the 3D seismic data
is the hydrocarbon producing zone which is typically above the injection zone.

No Response (see p.
B-3)

4.
Pg B-3, prgh 5, ln 3-4: The proximity of existing wells (and adding new wells) within an
area and in the same formation of other injection wells, needs to be considered in an effort to
not have a concentration of pore pressure in an area versus spreading it out over a larger area

Review

5.
Pg B-3, prgh 5, ln 7-9: The proximity to the basement is not as critical as proximity to a
critically stressed, favorably oriented fault. (See Basic Mechanism of Injection Induced Seismicity
– comment 2). If there is no fault in area or no critically stressed favorably oriented fault in the
basement area, one can successfully operate an injection well injecting into or near the basement
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COMMENTS ON APPENDIX C: GEOSCIENCE
BY JEFF BULL, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY

Class

Jeff Bull
Oil/Gas Industry

Group-Scope

1. Pg C-9, prgh 2-4: There is a discussion of Mercalli/Modified Mercalli in Appendix C but then it
is ignored in the development of the decision tree. The document lacks a discussion as to how
it can be used in evaluating potential damage from induced/triggered seismicity. Any
discussion of damage has to include the discussion of the mechanics as to what could cause
the damage. Yes the seismic event propagates the waves of energy that travel through the
earth, but it is the resultant shaking that causes damage. The document presents the traveling
of the released energy as it relates to locating the hypocenter, but it does not discuss the
dissipation of the energy released as it radiates out from the hypocenter towards the epicenter.
It is the amount of energy at the epicenter and surrounding area that chases shaking resulting
in damage.

BY ROBIN MCGUIRE, CONSULTANT

Class

Robin McGuire
Consultant
5.6 Errors in Scientific Descriptions (continued)

Review

1. The “Seismic Risk” section of Appendix C says the following: “Seismic surface waves are the
most likely to be felt, having the greatest amplitude and a motion similar to ocean waves. For
the most damaging earthquakes, the earth moves very similar to the surface of the ocean in a
storm.”

This is only true at large distances (>50 km) from the causative fault. Near the fault, body waves
have larger amplitudes, are more likely to be felt, and are more damaging. I would remove the
focus on surface waves.
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5.7

Unclear Descriptions

1. The “Basic Seismology” section of Appendix C (page C-5) says the following: “An earthquake
(seismic event) occurs when there is brittle failure along a fault at depth. The resulting brittle
failure of the fault results in slip or displacement that generates elastic waves that propagate
away from the fault. The event can be from a source in, on, or above ground that creates a
wave motion in the earth.”
Clarify/Review

a) It appears that the discussion is mixing up seismic waves generated by earthquakes, with
man-made seismic waves used to create images of what lies underground. As such, the
description of earthquakes and seismic waves is muddled.
b) Earthquakes generally occur on pre-existing faults, and there is no brittle failure of intact
rock. (An exception is during hydraulic fracturing, which is designed to fracture intact rock.)
Thus brittle failure does not cause fault slip; fault slip causes strain energy to be released in
the form of seismic waves. If “brittle failure” is used as a synonym for fault slip, that is not
standard in seismology, and is not consistent with the above quote, which says that one
causes the other.

BY KRIS NYGAARD, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY

Class

Kris Nygaard
Oil/Gas Industry

Group-Scope

1. Page C-8 to C-10, Seismic Risk: Appendix C should be appropriately revised to address the
General Comments (Section I of Peer Review) and in response to Charge Question No. 1. It is
very problematic that only 1-1/2 pages are provided in this section on “Seismic Risk”, and there
is significant omission that several published methods for evaluating injection-related risk of
induced seismicity are not summarized in this section. With this significant omission, the NTW
report does not appear to have effectively met at least two of the stated project objectives on
p. 5 of the report: “what other information would be useful for enhancing a decision making
model”; and “what screening or monitoring approaches are considered the most practical and
feasible for evaluating significant injection-induced seismicity”
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Group-Scope

2. The discussion of the May 2, 1983, earthquake in Fresno County, California should be
substantially supplemented to provide description of the energy and ground shaking
associated with this event. This is an important example that can be used to provide substantial
context for observed subsurface damage rates in proximity to a large seismic event. Expansion
of this discussion is important to better inform the UIC regulators on seismic risks. Specifically,
the sentence “Subsurface damage, including collapsed or parted well casing, was observed only
on 14 of 1,725 active wells” should be supplemented and revised to further state “…less than
1% of the wells suffered damage when exposed to severe ground shaking, corresponding to
estimated PGA values on the order of ~0.34g – 0.65g (where g ~ 9.8 m/s2) and PGV values on
the order of ~31 – 60 cm/s. In the very few (<10) disposal well sites that appear to have induced
seismic events; the energy release and ground shaking has been substantially less than that
observed during the May 2nd event in the oil fields near Coalinga. This data serves to inform
well integrity failure frequency considering significant levels of ground shaking, and highlights
the very low risk of well failure under moderate-level or low-level ground shaking conditions.
The draft report should also note and reference the USGS information that is the basis for the
above clarification (it is readily available from the USGS):
a) The USGS website characterizes the May 2, 1983, earthquake in Fresno County, California
as M6.4 event, with reference available at: ….

BY HEATHER SAVAGE, ACADEMIC LABORATORY

Class

Heather Savage
Academic Laboratory

Review

1. Appendix C, Pg. 2 Both faults and joints have movement, joints do not have shear movement.

Review

2. Appendix C, Pg. 5 Shale is not always ductile. When shale is hydrofractured to release natural
gas, this is a brittle process. They are certainly more brittle than the unconsolidated sediments
discussed in the following paragraph. I do not think there should be a distinction of which rock
type is easier to induce earthquakes.
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Review

3. Appendix C, Pg. 5 “Earth stress reaction” is an awkward phrase. I think “Crustal deformation”
might be better.

Clarify

4. Appendix C, Pg.5 The USGS Quaternary fault map does not seem particularly relevant to the
induced seismicity problem. Specifically, most of the induced seismicity we have seen in the
past few years occurs on ancient faults that would never have appeared on these maps.
Indeed, some of the faults that have been activated did not appear on any map. As is stated in
the document, the Quaternary fault map only includes faults that have hosted earthquakes
above a M6, which is also irrelevant to induced seismicity we’ve seen to date.

BY ED STEELE, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY AND CONSULTANT

Class

Ed Steele
Oil/Gas Industry and Consultant

Group-Scope

1.
C-1 Basic Earth Science Concepts In areas where geothermal “hot spots” are proximal to
deep will disposal, it may be difficult to discern whether increased seismicity detection levels
are due to the injection or whether they result from natural actions where the estimated
hypocenters are near the boundaries between the two. When the estimated hypocenters are
well below the disposal zone into the “hot spot”, this may even be more problematic and there
may be difficulties distinguishing between the two.

No
Response

2.
C-6 Basic Seismology As stated in previous comments, while surface seismic data may be
helpful, they are not definitive tools for the locating of all faults.

Clarify

3.
C-6 Basic Seismology It should be noted that the surface shaking associated with seismic
waves is also a function of the hardness of the rock near the surface.
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COMMENTS ON APPENDIX D: PETROLEUM ENGINEERING
BY KRIS NYGAARD, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY

Class

Kris Nygaard
Oil/Gas Industry

No Response

1. The reservoir analysis approaches suggested by the NTW provide a sound and rationale basis
to evaluate data that is routinely collected as part of injection well operations, and further
recognizes in many instances that quality control of the data may be variable for a variety of
reasons. The Hall integral analysis suggested by the NTW is a standard engineering approach
for evaluating radial flow (injection) behavior; and departures from ideal radial flow may
manifest itself by changes of slope on the plot of cumulative injected volume and the Hall
Integral and Derivative plots.
2. While the analysis techniques do not provide a unique (or even necessary and/or sufficient)
indicator for apriori predictions to identify if seismicity may be induced from a specific injection
operation; the techniques may yield useful insights when evaluating, on a “post-mortem” basis,
whether injection operations may have departed from ideal radial flow and potentially reached
a less permeable fault boundary (and hence could have contributed to the subsurface stress
perturbation of sufficient size to induce fault slip).

Review

a. The lack of solution uniqueness and the inherent range of uncertainties in reservoir and
bottomhole pressure measurements, coupled to the extended time duration needed to
observe trends, limit the practical extent that the methods may be applied in managing risk
of induced seismicity. The analytical techniques should be viewed in the context that they
provide one more tool available in the assessment “toolkit”; but are not reliable for use as
“early warning” systems; as many other subsurface factors may be present that lead to
departure of pressure behavior from ideal radial flow conditions.
b. These point should be better emphasized in the main body of the report in the Section
“Petroleum Engineering Applications for Evaluating Induced Seismicity” and also in
Appendix D.
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3. While the report discusses well-known reservoir engineering calculations that can be used to
evaluate how injection may depart from ideal radial flow behavior, the report does not discuss
in substantial detail the complex coupling of reservoir flow and reservoir geomechanics that
drives the overall physics and modeling of the phenomena.

Group-Scope

a. Fault activation is governed by the complex interactions between reservoir
flow/transport/pressure disturbances and the local dynamically evolving geomechanical
loading in proximity to the fault when considering the full system description.
b. Stress changes that could activate faults can be transmitted not only by pressure
communication from the injection source as considered here, but also via stress
communication from the injection source to the fault location. These possible transmission
mechanisms (pressure and stress) are clearly coupled and ultimately require sophisticated
models that include both effects.
c. There are varieties of complex coupled reservoir/geomechanics simulators available and in
use by academic, government, and industry researchers.
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4. The report could be strengthened by highlighting that there exists coupled advanced
geomechanics/reservoir modeling capabilities which could potentially be accessible for specific
evaluation of alleged cases of induced seismicity. These advanced models use more
representative physics-based modeling than just the simple analytical models as discussed in
the present report. It is noted EPA has actually used these types of models to better inform its
research on the currently ongoing EPA “Study of Hydraulic Fracturing for Oil and Gas and Its
Potential Impact on Drinking Water Resources”. The EPA supported studies are available online
at:
http://www2.epa.gov/hfstudy/modeling-fault-reactivation-and-induced-seismicity-duringhydraulic-fracturing-shale-gas

Group-Scope

http://www2.epa.gov/hfstudy/development-tm-coupled-flow-geomechanical-simulatordescribe-fracture-propagation-and
a) The above papers describe in detail the type of data and modeling that would be necessary
for their use. The primary benefit of the advanced geomechanics-reservoir coupled models
is a more accurate and faithful representation of the complete system; providing improved
ability to evaluate potential scenarios that are creating subsurface stress perturbations in
proximity of a fault. The disadvantage is that the model development takes more time and
requires a higher level of technical skill than the analytic models discussed in the report. The
disadvantage of the analytic models discussed in the report is that these do not consider the
relative stress perturbations that may be created by the injection; therefore, there is no
ability to use the analytic models to understand the complex stress field perturbations that
exist, and the relative magnitude of stress perturbations that may be attributed to the
disposal operation.
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BY HEATHER SAVAGE, ACADEMIC LABORATORY

Class

Heather Savage
Academic Laboratory

Clarify

1. The pressure data collected by the well operators is a key component to identifying where
induced seismicity may soon occur. I want to make a point of mentioning that the quality and
availability of these data can vary widely. In the same vein, the case of Youngstown, Ohio is
highlighted as one in which the well operators provided daily pumping records. Most of the
case studies mentioned here also have fairly detailed pumping records. To my knowledge, daily
records are not required to be reported anywhere right now. Furthermore, even on the state
level, the ease of accessing injection information can be quite different. The report highlights
the Texas Railroad Commission as one of the state agencies that runs a database with this
information, however, Texas has one of the better sites. Furthermore, some states, like
Oklahoma, have limited online information, or websites that make the data difficult to access
except on an individual well by well basis. As this report emphasizes, monthly (or more
frequent) pumping records are essential for seeing any changes in reservoir pressure or flow
rate that may indicate that faulting or fracture is taking place within the reservoir. Daily records
would be better but are not usually made available. Combining daily pumping records with
continuous, well-located seismicity would be a powerful tool for monitoring and mitigating
induced seismicity. But relying on what is currently reported is going to mean coming up with
a way to make reporting in some states more reliable and easier to access.

Clarify

2. Appendix D, Figure 9 The comparison of cumulative seismicity to the Hall Integral needs a
better defined purpose, and the challenges sound like challenges associated with any seismic
monitoring, not necessarily related to the Hall Integral. I am not sure if the example plot is
supposed to demonstrate an example of the seismicity and the Hall integral showing a
correlation, but it does not do so convincingly. Perhaps if seismicity rate were plotted instead,
or if the plot was done as Hall Integral vs. cumulative seismicity, then changes in slope would
be easier to see.
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Class

Heather Savage
Academic Laboratory
3. Appendix D, Figure 10 I do not think that plotting station number as a variable on this plot
effectively conveys how seismicity rate may change with station coverage.
a) For instance, how does the number of stations in the time around January 10 vary so
dramatically?
b) Was station coverage really changing that significantly on a weekly or monthly basis?

Clarify: a-c; Review: d; Outside Scope: e-f

c) Why are those points so close together?
d) I think a more effective plot to make to deal with the issue of seismicity rate change with
station coverage is to plot all of the events with magnitude on the y-axis and time on the xaxis (this is often referred to as a stick plot). Number of seismometers over time can be
displayed along to x-axis. Although changes in station coverage is of course a concern when
considering seismicity rates, the most profound change when additional stations are
installed is the number of small events that are recorded.
e) If there are much more numerous small events when there are more stations, then some
correction may be needed. In order to account for this, the magnitude of completeness
should be calculated. This is the minimum magnitude for which there is confidence that all
of the earthquakes have been reported, usually by plotting the Gutenberg-Richter
distribution. Once that minimum magnitude of completeness is determined at the time
when the fewest stations existed, this should be the cutoff to compare seismicity at all time
periods.
f) If seismicity rate still increases with time, it is due to an actual increase in seismicity.

Clarify

4. Appendix D, Pressure transient testing for disposal wells This section feels weaker than the
others. There is too much emphasis put on the “log-log” plots providing “mathematical
pictures”. Log-log plots are not inherently special, and are not required because one is
considering a partial differential equation. It useful to plot data in log-log space when both
parameters will vary over many orders of magnitude. Furthermore, I cannot determine by the
plots shown here why any of these analyses cannot be performed using excel. Although it
would certainly be easier with a more sophisticated tool, it can still be accomplished in excel.
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BY ED STEELE, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY AND CONSULTANT

Class

Ed Steele
Oil/Gas Industry and Consultant
1. D-3 Petroleum Engineers Information Collection General comment – While petroleum
engineering methods can be useful to an analysis of conditions, they are by no means definitive
and the results from such should be used with caution.

No response

a) While the use of reservoir engineering tools can provide value as part of an overall analysis
of disposal wells operations conditions, there are a number of caveats with their use and
value that should be considered when applying these tools.
b) It also should be recognized that the use of some of these tools and the analysis of data
derived from their use may provide differing value depending upon when they are utilized
in the lifetime of a well.
c) The NTW has done an excellent job of laying out some of the challenges associated with use
of these tools.
2. D-6 Operational Data Plots and Analysis

Clarify

It would be useful to have Hall plots for disposal wells where there is no record of induced
seismicity for comparative purposes. It may be common for most injection wells to have
increased injectivity over time.

No Response

3. D-16 through D-19 Overview of Pressure Transient Testing
It is quite useful that both the challenges and red flags associated with the use of any of these
methods have been identified.
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COMMENTS ON APPENDIX E: TEXAS CASE STUDY
BY HEATHER SAVAGE, ACADEMIC LABORATORY

Class

Heather Savage
Academic Laboratory
5.1 Case Study Selection

Review

1. I think there is a glaring oversight in this document in terms of the case studies that were
chosen. The case studies discussed are the most clear-cut cases of induced seismicity in the
last few years. The seismicity began shortly after the disposal well began pumping,
earthquakes were located in space and associated with a single, specific well, and in some
cases operators shut down pumping and earthquakes began to tail off. These were the easiest
cases to deal with in some sense. The more difficult situations are the ones that are less clear
cut but still extremely compelling as examples of induced seismicity, such as Prague,
Oklahoma, Trinidad, Colorado, and Snyder, Texas. In these cases, the onset of pumping and
the onset of seismicity were offset by long time periods, sometimes years. Still, the uptick in
seismicity indicates that non-natural events are occurring.
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Class

Heather Savage
Academic Laboratory
2. To fix this, I would add a case study involving a site in Oklahoma. Oklahoma now has more
earthquakes per square mile than California (Keranen et al 2014), and is only mentioned once
in this document as a place where induced seismicity may be occurring. Furthermore,
Oklahoma has had the largest midcontinent earthquakes associated with injection that we’ve
seen to date. There are several sites of increased seismicity including Prague, Jones, and Enid.

Group-Scope

a. The cases in Oklahoma have been more controversial, because oil and gas activities have
been ongoing in the state for decades and there is some argument that there is no reason
for seismicity to begin now, but that is not necessarily true for several reasons.
b. First, the volumes being injected in some places have become enormous, such as in the area
around Jones, OK.
c. Furthermore, some of these sites experience longer-term pressure build up, with faults only
becoming critically stressed in the few months before moderate sized earthquakes (van der
Elst et al. 2013).
d. Although these complexities make analyses more difficult, the mounting number of
earthquakes in these regions means that we must find a way of dealing with these less
straightforward cases.
4.6 North Texas Cases

Review
Clarify

1.

It seems as though the earthquakes mentioned in the DFW case study all occurred in the
sedimentary rocks? This is in line with my earlier comments regarding that faults do not have
to be hosted within basement rocks to have earthquakes.

2.

The figures should be integrated with the text, as is done throughout the rest of the document.
It is very hard to read with all of the figures (which are quite detailed) at the end.

Review

3. There needs to be a clearer description of what was learned from the various pumping tests
performed. Which wells showed anomalies? Where are they in reference to the earthquakes?
All of this information is in there, but it is not presented in a way that is clear to the reader.
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BY ED STEELE, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY AND CONSULTANT

Class

Oil/Gas Industry and Consultant

Review

Ed Steele

1. E-8 There will be some doubts that the 2013 and 5/15/09 events were related to the injection
because of the significant depth of the hypocenters reported. As such, it would have been
useful for this to have been noted.
2. E-20 North Texas Area Lessons Learned Fifth bullet – What is meant by many areas?

Review

a. Just the presence of additional monitoring stations does not guarantee that active faults will
be found. Additional monitoring stations may be warranted when there is some indication
of previously unreported seismic activity.
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COMMENTS ON APPENDIX F: ARKANSAS CASE STUDY
BY HEATHER SAVAGE, ACADEMIC LABORATORY

Class

Academic Laboratory

Clarify

1. The reference to the New Madrid Seismic Zone as part of the historical seismicity in Arkansas
is out of place. That region is far from the activity in the Guy area, and the statement is
misleading.

Review

Heather Savage

2. Appendix F, Pg.7 There are some question marks at one of the bullets where a figure number
should be.

BY ED STEELE, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY AND CONSULTANT

Class

Ed Steele
Oil/Gas Industry and Consultant

Clarify

1. F-14 Lessons Learned
The same as with previous comments provided earlier, while
understood, the Arkansas moratorium obviated any opportunities for further scientific insight
into the events here or determining whether the shallower disposal wells were contributing to
the induced seismicity or not.

Review

2. F-16 Figure F-2 It is unclear that any disposal into the Kissinger, Brown or SRE wells may have
reached the basement rock and contributed to induced seismicity. As they are shown on the
same figure, this may leave the casual reader with the impression that it is clear that they did
so when it is believed that no confirmation of such is provided.

Review

3. F-17 Figure F-3 While it is understood that this figure was pulled from a publication, there is
no correlation provided as to how Well #1 or Well #5 relate to the wells shown on the other
figures. Without context or other correlation, this would likely be confusing to many readers
as to what wells are shown here as no other mention of these particular wells could be found.
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COMMENTS ON APPENDIX G: WEST VIRGINIA CASE STUDY
BY KRIS NYGAARD, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY

Class

Kris Nygaard
Oil/Gas Industry
1. Page G-7, Braxton West Virginia Case Study Background

No Response

a) Suggest including the following reference : Viso, R. F., “Sequential Development of the
Gassaway Structure in Braxton County, West Virginia,” West Virginia University, MSc.
Thesis, 1999.
b) With the above reference considered, suggest revising the discussion to include the
geologic description of the Gassaway Structure and the understanding that geologic
information was available in the public domain. A learning that could be captured is the
use of broad literature searches, including academic publications in the area of interest
may provide valuable local knowledge.

BY HEATHER SAVAGE, ACADEMIC LABORATORY

Class

Heather Savage
Academic Laboratory

Review

1. Appendix G and other places: The text on the geologic maps and cross-sections are generally
too small to read.

Clarify

2. The details of the seismicity in this section are fewer than in the other case studies. Has no
one relocated this seismicity or associated it with any known faults?
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BY ED STEELE, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY AND CONSULTANT

Class

Ed Steele
Oil/Gas Industry and Consultant

No
Response

It is noted that no reported faults were identified in the case study summary and that the injection
occurred into a horizon far above basement rock making this the weakest by far of the four case
studies.

COMMENTS ON APPENDIX H: OHIO CASE STUDY
BY ED STEELE, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY AND CONSULTANT

Class

Ed Steele
Oil/Gas Industry and Consultant

Clarify

There is no reason given as to why the Northstar wells were drilled into the Precambrian
basement when they were only permitted into the Mount Simon Sandstone. Did the company
deliberately violate their permit conditions? It would be interesting and useful to understand
why drilling to this depth occurred.

COMMENTS ON APPENDICES I THROUGH L
BY ROBIN MCGUIRE, CONSULTANT

Class

Robin McGuire
Consultant
Appendix K: Subject Bibliography

No

A reference that should be mentioned is the following:
W.L. Ellsworth, “Injection Induced Earthquakes,” Science, 12 July 2013: Vol. 341 no. 6142
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BY CRAIG NICHOLSON, ACADEMIA

Class

Craig Nicholson
Academia
Appendix K: Subject Bibliography
Committee on Induced Seismicity Potential (2012) in Energy Technologies, Induced Seismicity
Potential in Energy Technologies, National Research Council, Washington, DC;

add

http://dels.nas.edu/Report/Induced-Seismicity-Potential-Energy-Technologies/13355.
Keranen, K. M., H. M. Savage, G. A. Abers, and E. S. Cochran (2013), Potentially induced
earthquakes in Oklahoma, USA: Links between wastewater injection and the 2011 Mw
5.7 earthquake sequence, Geology, G34045.1, doi:10.1130/G34045.1.
McGarr, A., 2014, Maximum magnitude earthquakes induced by fluid injection, Journal of
Geophysical Research Solid Earth, v.119, doi: 10.1002/2013JB010597.

no

Ellsworth, W.L., 2013, Injection-induced earthquakes, Science, v.341, 1225942, doi:
10.1126/science.1225942, p.142.
Zoback, M.D., 2012, Managing the seismic risk posed by wastewater disposal. Earth Magazine
v.57, p.38–43

BY KRIS NYGAARD, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY

Class

Kris Nygaard
Oil/Gas Industry
Appendix K: Subject Bibliography
1.

Page K-2, Educational Websites on Seismicity

add

Suggest including link to the he USGS Earthquake Hazards Program “ShakeMap” internet site.
ShakeMap sites provide near-real-time maps of ground motion and shaking intensity following
significant earthquakes. The information, maps, and data available at this website provide ability
to identify and estimate ground shaking levels associated with seismic events:
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/shakemap/
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Class

Oil/Gas Industry

add

Kris Nygaard

2.
The Ground Water Protection Council remains active on coordinating and facilitating
discussions across a variety of stakeholder groups, and has an internet site that provides
publications on the topic to inform the public and stakeholders:
http://www.gwpc.org/resources/publications
3.

Page K-4, General Information and Protocols

Add hyperlink

Include reference to “White Paper II Summarizing a Special Session on Induced Seismicity” based
on a special session entitled “Assessing & Managing Risk of Induced Seismicity by Underground
Injection” held at the Ground Water Protection Council’s 2013 Annual Forum, St. Louis (Sep 2325). The white paper, authored by John Veil, is available at:
http://www.gwpc.org/resources/publications
4.

Page K-10, West Virginia

add

Include reference to Viso, R. F., “Sequential Development of the Gassaway Structure in Braxton
County, West Virginia,” West Virginia University, MSc. Thesis, 1999.
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Class

Kris Nygaard
Oil/Gas Industry

Add per final consensus

5. Page K-16, Protocols and Risk Analysis This section should include reference to the ExxonMobil
paper that describes risk assessment, risk mitigation, and risk management of injection related
induced seismicity (this paper is currently listed as reference on p. K-4 in the section “General
Information and Protocols”, but would be better suited for listing as a reference in the
“Protocols and Risk Analysis” reference section.
a) Nygaard, K. J., J. Cardenas, P. P. Krishna, T. K. Ellison, and E. L. Templeton-Barrett, 2013,
“Technical Consideration Associated with Risk Management of Potential Induced Seismicity
in Injection Operations”, 5to. Congreso de Producción y Desarrollo de Reservas, Argentina,
May 21 -24, 2013.
b) To improve the clarity, usefulness, and ease of access of the reference listing, the “General
Information and Protocols” section (p. K-4) should be re-labeled as “General Information”
and all “protocol-related” references should appear listed in the Protocols and Risk Analysis
Section (p. K-15). This will help the reader more readily identify relevant reference sources
specifically related to risk management.
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1. Page K-18, Technical or Technology Include the 2013 study that illustrates that the presence
of a basal seal has a potentially important effect on reducing pressure increases in the
crystalline basement, decreasing the risk of an induced seismic event.
a) Zhang, Y., Person, M., Rupp, J., Ellett, K., Celia, M., Gable, C., Bowen, B., Evans, J., Bandilla,
Mozley, P., Dewers, T., Elliot, T. Hydrogeologic controls on induced seismicity in crystalline
basement rocks due to fluid injections into basal reservoirs.
Groundwater, NGWA, June, 2013. Paper available at:
Zhang, Y., Person, M., Rupp, J., Ellett, K., Celia, M., Gable, C., Bowen, B., Evans, J., Bandilla,
Mozley, P., Dewers, T., Elliot, T. Hydrogeologic controls on induced seismicity in
crystalline basement rocks due to fluid injections into basal reservoirs. Groundwater,
NGWA, June, 2013.
b) Include the recent study has been published in 2014 that illustrates that the subsurface
complexity and that many factors may lead to induced seismicity
Amos C.B., Audet, P., Hammond, W.C., Burgmann, R., Johanson, I.A., Blewitt, G. (2014) “Uplift
and seismicity driven by groundwater depletion in central California”, Nature 509, 483–
486 (May 22). Paper available at:
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v509/n7501/full/nature13275.html
c) Include references that describe ground shaking relationships associated with seismic events,
specifically, two key references are:
Wald, D. J., Quitoriano, V., Heaton, T. H., Kanamori, H. (1999) “Relationships between peak
ground acceleration, peak ground velocity, and modified mercalli intensity in California”,
Earthquake Spectra, 15: 557 – 564
Wald, D. J., Worden, B. C., Quitoriano, V., and Pankow, K. L., Advanced National Seismic System,
“ShakeMap® Manual, Technical Manual, Users Guide, and Software Guide”, Version 1.0
(June 19, 2006). Available from the USGS at:
http://pubs.usgs.gov/tm/2005/12A01/pdf/508TM12-A1.pdf
2. A second “white paper” that summarizes the status of knowledge and approaches for assessing
and managing the risk of induced seismicity, has been developed based on a special session
entitled “Assessing & Managing Risk of Induced Seismicity by Underground Injection” held at
the Ground Water Protection Council’s 2013 Annual Forum, St. Louis (Sep 23-25). The white
paper, authored by John Veil, is available at:
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Class

Kris Nygaard
Oil/Gas Industry
White Paper II Summarizing a Special Session on Induced Seismicity
+Zhang, Y., Person, M., Rupp, J., Ellett, K., Celia, M., Gable, C., Bowen, B., Evans, J., Bandilla,
Mozley, P., Dewers, T., Elliot, T. Hydrogeologic controls on induced seismicity in
crystalline basement rocks due to fluid injections into basal reservoirs. Groundwater,
NGWA, June, 2013. This paper is available online at:
Zhang, Y., Person, M., Rupp, J., Ellett, K., Celia, M., Gable, C., Bowen, B., Evans, J., Bandilla,
Mozley, P., Dewers, T., Elliot, T. Hydrogeologic controls on induced seismicity in
crystalline basement rocks due to fluid injections into basal reservoirs. Groundwater,
NGWA, June, 2013.

BY HEATHER SAVAGE, ACADEMIC LABORATORY

Class

Heather Savage
Academic Laboratory
1. I think that all of the appropriate data sources have been identified.
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BY ED STEELE, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY AND CONSULTANT

Class

Ed Steele
Oil/Gas Industry and Consultant
1. In any such undertaking that transpires over an extended length of time, there will inevitably
be publication of new research that can provide value for consideration. As academic and
industry interest in induced seismicity has risen, there has been a concomitant increase in
workshop, conferences, and symposia dedicated to this subject. As such, any point-in-time
exercise as the NTW effort should provide recommendations way forward that are flexible
enough to consider the findings from additional research and studies.
Additional Selected Suggest References:
McGarr, A 2014, Maximum magnitude earthquakes induced by fluid injection, Journal of
Geophysical Research: Solid Earth, American Geophysical Union.
Costain, J.K, G.A. Bollinger and J. A. Speer 1987, Hydroseismicity – A hypothesis for the role of
water in the generation of intraplate seismicity, Geology v. 15, pp. 618-621.

Add

Costain, John K. and G.A. Bollinger 2010, Review: Research Results in Hydroseismicity from
1987 to 2009, Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, vol. 100, No. 5A, pp.
1841-1858.
Simpson, D.W., W.S. Leith and C.H. Scholz 1988, Two Types of Reservoir Induced Seismicity,
Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, vol. 78, No. 6, pp. 2025-2040.
Talwani, Pradeep 1997, On the Nature of Reservoir Induced Seismicity, Pure and Applied
Geophysics 150, pp. 473-492.
Flewelling, Samuel A. and Manu Sharma 2014, Constraints on Upward Migration of Hydraulic
Fracturing Fluid and Brine, Groundwater, Vol. 52, No. 1, pp. 9-19.
Zoback, M.D. et al 2003, Determination of stress orientation and magnitude in deep wells,
International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Sciences 40, pp. 1049-1076.
Galybin, A.N., S.S. Grigoryan and Sh. A. Mukhamedeiv 1998, Model of induced seismicity by
water injection, SPE/ISRM 47253.
Hurd, Owen and Mark D. Zoback 2012, Intraplate earthquakes, regional stress and fault
mechanics in the Central and Eastern U.S. and Southeastern Canada, Tectonophysics
581, pp. 182-193
Bonilla, M.G., R.K. Mark and J.J. Lienkaemper 1984, Statistical Relations Among Earthquake
Magnitude, Surface Rupture Length, and Surface Fault Displacement, USGS Open-File
Report 84-256, Version 1.1.
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Ed Steele
Oil/Gas Industry and Consultant

Add

Rutqvist, Jonny, et al, 2013, Modeling of Fault Reactivation and Induced Seismicity During
Hydraulic Fracturing of Shale Gas Reservoirs, Journal of Petroleum Science and
Technology 107, pp. 31-44.
4.10 Appendix I: Aseismic Examples

Clarify

Is there a reason why the wells involved in the examples cited are not named and located? This
could be helpful if someone had more information to add and the information provided is not
consistent in form with the case studies.
4.11

Appendix J:Paradox Valley

Clarify

There is a wealth of information available that could have been provided here. Is there any reason
why this section was kept so brief?
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COMMENTS ON APPENDIX M: USGS COLLABORATION
BY KRIS NYGAARD, OIL/GAS INDUSTRY

Class

Kris Nygaard
Oil/Gas Industry
a) The USGS has developed an informative and substantial body of literature and information on
ground shaking levels associated with seismic events, and the correlation of ground shaking
values (e.g., PGA / PGV values) to the Modified Mercalli Scale and other magnitude scales.
There is significant omission in the draft report that this information is not effectively
summarized in the main body of the report or Appendix M.

clarify

b) Informing the UIC regulators, stakeholders, and broad public on the actual ground shaking
levels that may be expected with publicly reported magnitudes from monitoring systems is
critical to ensure proper understanding of the hazard. Appendix M and/or the main body of
the report should be revised to provide a summary of the information developed by the USGS
related to ground shaking characterization and correlation of ground-shaking metrics to
magnitude measurements. The type of detailed information is readily available on the USGS
website and could be readily included in the current report.
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/earthquakes/shakemap/background.php
http://earthquake.usgs.gov/learn/topics/mag_vs_int.php
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APPENDIX O: RESPONSE TO P EER REVIEW C OMMENTS RELEVANT TO THE
T OPIC B UT OUTSIDE THE SCOPE
General Scope Discussion ........................................................................................................... O-2
Definitive Cause and Effect ................................................................................................... O-2
Authority ..................................................................................................................................... O-3
Outside Scope ............................................................................................................................. O-3
Generalized Considerations / Lack of Clear Cut Threshold Criteria In The Decision Model O-4
Risk Assessment Analysis / Ground Shaking ......................................................................... O-4
Detailed Fault Analysis .......................................................................................................... O-4
Seismological Analysis........................................................................................................... O-5
Clarifications ............................................................................................................................... O-5
Miscellaneous Comments ..................................................................................................... O-5
UIC Program Related Details................................................................................................. O-8
Pressure Influences ......................................................................................................... O-9
Injection Volume ........................................................................................................... O-11
Petroleum Engineering Approaches ............................................................................. O-12
Flow Paths, Fracture Flow, and Fault Movement ......................................................... O-14
Report Recommendations .................................................................................................. O-17
Historic Seismicity ............................................................................................................... O-20
Stop Light aka Traffic Light .................................................................................................. O-21
All specific comments, sorted by report section and reviewer and classified by response category,
are included in APPENDIX N. APPENDIX A represents a subset of APPENDIX N, to specifically
address comments not reflected in changes made to the document. The categories specifically
covered in this Appendix are shown below:
a. Authority: Those comments related to the applicability of EPA authority.
b. Scope: Those comments outside the purpose of the report (providing a practical
underground injection control (UIC) management tool), including recommendations for
policy changes, new regulations, extensive research, or other time-prohibitive additional
studies, such as complex, proprietary modeling.
c. Clarify: Those comments relevant to the topic and that request additional clarification,
but the clarification is not needed by the intended report recipients, the UIC program
staff. These comments can be addressed by directing the commenter to the appropriate
place in the report, or providing additional UIC program background information.

O-1

When specific comments are cited below they are treated as follows: (initials of the reviewer: the
report section- comment number in APPENDIX N). Comments are quoted exactly, without
corrections.

GENERAL SCOPE DISCUSSION
A wide range of comments was received that included not only opposing viewpoints but also
requested additions to the report, ranging from very detailed items to new topics (KN: App D-3ac & 4; HS: App E-2). Additional recommendations for the Report Findings section of the report
are discussed under Clarifications: Report Recommendations below. The National Technical
Workgroup (NTW) task was to develop practical approaches that can be used immediately by UIC
program staff and management. Many of the comments and recommendations in the Scope
category were deemed impractical and therefore beyond the stated purpose of the effort. For
example, the task objectives do not include projects involving additional research nor developing
practices that are beyond the regulatory authority of UIC programs. Another recurring topic was
the need for more research to reach a level of certainty before action. This topic is addressed
below in the Definitive Cause and Effect section.
One consideration for whether to incorporate comments into the revised document was the
intended audience, primarily UIC management and staff. Another consideration was the need to
meet the timetable for report completion, even though the number of publications on induced
seismicity is constantly expanding. The report case studies and their updates were fixed with
respect to the timeframe, as discussed in the report. Regarding definitions of terms, the
meanings associated with common usage of UIC or petroleum terminology were intended, with
more complete definitions provided in the Glossary of Terms or in additional commentary during
the relevant discussions.

DEFINITIVE CAUSE AND EFFECT
Injection-induced seismicity has been well documented (Nicholson and Wesson, 1990) over the
decades through petroleum industry case studies and research at Rocky Mountain Arsenal,
Rangely Field, Ekofisk, and Basel Switzerland, to name widely accepted examples with multidisciplinary approaches. While it is not common, long distance pressure communication does in
fact occur, as shown in APPENDIX I. By the same token, decades of disposal and oil field activity
clearly indicates that the recent increase in seismic activity in production areas (which include
disposal wells) cannot be characterized with broad generalizations.
Definitive proof of induced seismicity caused by disposal in a specific well is not realistic
considering the uncertainty in the determinations of seismic event hypocenters and the lack of
O-2

available high-quality information (operational and subsurface or possibly proprietary). The risk
of litigation further complicates the situation. Numerous methods are available in the field of
petroleum engineering and geoscience to analyze probable flow paths, pressure effects, and
subsurface geometry. However, these data are generally expensive to acquire, requiring land
access and trained personnel to acquire and analyze the results. Detailed information, such as
3-D surveys, is usually only acquired by medium or large exploration and production companies.
UIC program staff generally have no access to this information, nor the software and training to
make best use of such data.
Practical, simple methods for determining linear (fracture/fault) flow combined with knowledge
of the particular formation and major structural lineaments are the best indicators of a potential
induced seismicity problem. Assistance from subject matter experts with respect to local
seismology or specific area operations would be invaluable to the UIC Program staff or
management investigating the potential problem.

AUTHORITY
Several reviewers (JB: ES-1, 2 & 3, Main-4 & 5; and ES: Main-4) questioned EPA authority to
consider seismicity issues, citing lack of USDW contamination cases. Other reviewers wanted
more stringent injection well regulatory requirements. The NTW was tasked with preparing a
technical document to assist injection well regulators. Creation of additional rules or official
guidance was outside the NTW’s charge, as are policy matters for this issue.
As the report discusses, EPA has primary regulatory responsibility for fluid injection under the
Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), which does not address induced seismicity directly. The SDWA
gives EPA authority to regulate injection activity for the purposes of protecting underground
sources of drinking water. Regulation could include considerations to prevent induced seismicity
from interfering with containment of injected fluids underground or from damaging
infrastructure on the surface. Injection with the potential to induce seismicity and contaminate
USDWs therefore falls under the authority of the UIC program.

OUTSIDE SCOPE
Several themes were repeated throughout the reviewers’ comments, and were grouped for
easier response below. The comments in these themes were deemed outside the NTW charge.

O-3

GENERALIZED CONSIDERATIONS / LACK OF CLEAR CUT THRESHOLD CRITERIA IN THE DECISION
MODEL
Some comments requested more explicit decision criteria and threshold response actions in the
decision model, (JB: Main-18, 21, 23, App B-1; RM: Main-8; ES: App C-1, App D-3. This topic is
essentially covered in the General Scope Discussion, i.e., the need for practical approaches that
take into account the variability of seismic response across the country within the different UIC
program requirements. Because of complex variations in geology and reservoir characteristics
across the country, it is neither practical nor appropriate to provide a prescriptive step-by-step
decision model.

RISK ASSESSMENT ANALYSIS / GROUND SHAKING
A number of recommendations were made to include a comprehensive (formal) risk assessment
in lieu of the risk management process outlined in the decision model, (JB: ES-8, 8a; Main-4, 20,
21, 23 App. C-1; KN: Main-2, 16, 17a, App. C-1, 2, App M-a & b). Through case examples, the
report illustrates situations where existing program requirements provided sufficient
information for the program manager to assess the possibility of addressing induced seismicity
without the need to undertake a formal risk assessment.
UIC programs use permit analysis to effectively address risks to a USDW in a timely fashion.
Therefore, long term formal risk assessments with complex modeling and research in regard to
minimizing and managing induced seismicity are not practical.
With respect to adding impact criteria such as degree of damage, shaking or ground acceleration
to the decision model, there are two fundamental issues. First, low population or a lack of
structures does not change the need for USDW protection. Second, in early discussions with
USGS staff, it was pointed out that the USGS ground acceleration maps (the National Seismic
Hazard Maps) were designed for use by insurance companies and engineers in regard to surface
installations. The maps are based on ground motion at the surface. It was stated that motion at
the surface was roughly twice that of below ground. At the time of the conversation, 2011, the
database for the hazard maps was restricted to only natural seismic events. Due to hazard map
design criteria and focus on natural events, the EPA was advised by USGS not to use them.

DETAILED FAULT ANALYSIS
Many of the reviewers (CN: Main-7; HS: Main-1, App. C-4; KN: App D-3a-c, 4) offered additional
facts for inclusion, along with differing views of current stress, stress regime, orientation (fault
and stresses) and basic availability of adequate information. The definition of a Fault of Concern
was revised based in part on these comments.
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As acknowledged in 0Rock Mechanics and APPENDIX M: Deep Stress Fields, the science around
fault movement is quite complex and available information is rarely sufficient to provide detailed
answers. As noted above, complex modeling and potential theories are outside the scope of a
practical tool for UIC regulators. From a practical standpoint, given the difficulty of
understanding the subsurface structure, having an approximate idea of what fault strike
(horizontal orientation) has the most potential for movement, is about as good an indicator of
potential seismicity as there is without a map of active faults (e.g., the USGS Quaternary Fault
and Fold Maps).

SEISMOLOGICAL ANALYSIS
Several reviewers recommended specific seismological analysis (timing, Gutenberg-Richter
distribution, etc.). This is an area outside the scope of this report. (ES: Main-20; HS: App. D-3e
& 3f)

CLARIFICATIONS
The following responses cover comments requesting either additional explanation or program
specific background to cover the concern expressed. Additions were not made to the report for
these specific comments, however, in some instances statements were revised for clarity.

MISCELLANEOUS COMMENTS
The clarification follows each comment.
1. There has been an earthquake in Ohio recently that is strongly suspected to be
hydrofracture-related. (HS: Main-2)
 This event is outside the report timeline and hydraulic fracturing is not the focus
of this report. In addition, the report reference to seismicity related to hydraulic
fracturing was only to mention that risk of felt seismicity was less at hydraulic
fracturing sites and to cite some examples.
2. APPENDIX D, Figure 10 I do not think that plotting station number as a variable on this
plot effectively conveys how seismicity rate may change with station coverage. For
instance, how does the number of stations in the time around January 10 vary so
dramatically? Was station coverage really changing that significantly on a weekly or
monthly basis? Why are those points so close together? (HS: App. D-3a-c)
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 The number of stations reflects the establishment of temporary networks to study
the occurrence. In turn, these networks picked up many more small magnitude
events.
3. It should be noted that the events related to hydraulic fracturing in British Columbia
occurred in strata that were very close to basement rock and this is not typically the case
with most current hydraulic fracturing operations in the US. As such, these events may
be an artifact of the geologic conditions found here and are not generally reflective of
conditions found in US based operations. (ES: Main-2)
 Seismicity is a function of local stress conditions and geology. The NTW has no
knowledge that similar conditions to those cited above do not exist in the United
States.
4. Another general concern that I have is that I think there is way too much emphasis in the
report about basement faults. Although many seismically active faults occur within
basement rocks, this is not a prerequisite. Because fluid pumping generally occurs within
sedimentary sequences, which also have many faults, it is reasonable to assume that
either seismic or aseismic processes may begin where the fluid pressures are highest in
the sedimentary rocks (i.e., nearer to the well). The 2011 Prague, Oklahoma sequence
appears to have started within the sedimentary cover, at least a kilometer above the
basement. Some aftershock seismicity continued to within ~250 m of one of the disposal
wells (Keranen et al. 2013). I think the suggestion in APPENDIX B that the depth to
basement near a well may be considered in terms of choosing an appropriate site is
overstated. (HS: Main-17)
 The NTW does not consider the hydraulic communication with basement to be
overstated, based on the analysis of the selected case studies and the literature
review. However, the phrasing in APPENDIX B was revised to better reflect the
NTW’s intended meaning.
5. Earthquakes generally occur on pre-existing faults, and there is no brittle failure of intact
rock. (An exception is during hydraulic fracturing, which is designed to fracture intact
rock.) Thus brittle failure does not cause fault slip; fault slip causes strain energy to be
released in the form of seismic waves. If “brittle failure” is used as a synonym for fault
slip, that is not standard in seismology, and is not consistent with the quote (below),
which says that one causes the other. (“An earthquake (seismic event) occurs when there
is brittle failure along a fault at depth. The resulting brittle failure of the fault results in
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slip or displacement that generates elastic waves that propagate away from the fault. The
event can be from a source in, on, or above ground that creates a wave motion in the
earth.”) (RM: App. C-1b)
 Brittle failure is a basic rock mechanics description; however, the section has been
revised for clarification.
6. The figures should be integrated with the text, as is done throughout the rest of the
document. It is very hard to read with all of the figures (which are quite detailed) at the
end. (HS: App. E-2)
 It was attempted, but it was beyond the ability of the software used. The figures
have been revised but are still best read in digital format where they can be
enlarged.
7. The reference to the New Madrid Seismic Zone (NMSZ) as part of the historical seismicity
in Arkansas is out of place. That region is far from the activity in the Guy area, and the
statement is misleading. (HS: App. F-1)
 The authors of the original study, Horton and Ausbrooks (2011), pointed out the
similarity between the seismic stresses in the Central Arkansas area and the New
Madrid Seismic Zone.
8. F-14 Lessons Learned The same as with previous comments provided earlier, while
understood, the Arkansas moratorium obviated any opportunities for further scientific
insight into the events here or determining whether the shallower disposal wells were
contributing to the induced seismicity or not. (ES: App. E-1)
 The moratorium on disposal activity was a precautionary step that addressed
significant public concerns. After the moratorium was put in place, seismicity in
the immediate area significantly declined.
9. The details of the seismicity in this section (App G West Virginia) are fewer than in the
other case studies. Has no one relocated this seismicity or associated it with any known
faults? (HS: App. G-2)
 Correct, at the time of this report, there has been no local network added to
investigate the sporadic seismicity, and there have been no relocations.
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10. There is no reason given as to why the Northstar wells were drilled into the Precambrian
basement when they were only permitted into the Mount Simon Sandstone. Did the
company deliberately violate their permit conditions? It would be interesting and useful
to understand why drilling to this depth occurred. (ES: App. H-1)
 The reviewer’s assumption is incorrect. As noted in the text, the well was drilled
to the Precambrian for a stratigraphic test. The well was permitted to inject
from the top of the Knox through 200’ of Precambrian. For more information on
the stratigraphic test, see the section on “Piggyback Logging” at Ohio
Department of Natural Resources (2012)
(http://oilandgas.ohiodnr.gov/portals/oilgas/pdf/UICReport.pdf )
11. APPENDIX I: Aseismic Examples: Is there a reason why the wells involved in the examples
cited are not named and located? This could be helpful if someone had more information
to add and the information provided is not consistent in form with the case studies. (ES:
App. I)
 APPENDIX I does not reflect induced seismicity events similar to the Case Studies
within the report, but rather provides information on long distance pressure
communication potentials. The identifying features were not necessary to convey
that information. The identification information was omitted at the request of
some NTW workgroup members.
12. There is a wealth of information available (Paradox Valley) that could have been provided
here. Is there any reason why this section was kept so brief? (ES: App. J)
 Since there was already a wealth of information on this site, the authors did not
feel the need to reiterate what other researchers have already stated. A number
of the additional articles are referenced in the Subject Bibliography in APPENDIX
K.

UIC PROGRAM RELATED DETAILS
The UIC program regulates injection into the subsurface, using an area of review and a zone of
endangering influence (ZEI). The program is designed to prevent flow into a USDW from the
injection interval up potential conduits, such as unplugged wells. For Class II wells, the authorized
program varies somewhat but either entails a specific radius of investigation (1/4 or ½ mile) or a
calculated ZEI. The ZEI is generally calculated using the 1967 Matthews and Russell equation
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(also shown in the 40 CFR 146.6 in ground water terminology) for a single well injecting into an
infinite homogenous and isotropic reservoir.
Following are specific comments received with responses, grouped by categories wherever
possible.
1. Existing versus new wells general: In general, available data outlined on page B-4 is not
available for existing wells as a lot of the geologic, hydrologic and geosciences data can
only be obtained when the well is drilled or completed. In addition, most existing wells
will not have seismic data to locate faults in area and if it is available it will most likely be
2D seismic which has poor resolution and rarely 3D seismic data. If the 3D seismic data is
available, the 3D seismic data might not be deep enough to map the basement faults
because the target of the 3D seismic data is the hydrocarbon producing zone which is
typically above the injection zone. (JB: App. B-3)
 The decision model used by the UIC program manager is based on knowledge of
the general area and the specific location of the well. The manager also makes a
determination as to whether the geologic information provided by the applicant
is sufficient to make a permitting decision. The items that the reviewer pointed
out are factors to be considered in the evaluation. The data are not necessarily
required in all situations. UIC regulators have at times been invited to view
‘private source’ seismic data.
PRESSURE INFLUENCES
Injection pressures in Class II UIC wells are generally not permitted above formation fracture
pressure. However, this is not a uniform requirement, nor is obtaining existing reservoir or actual
fracture pressures for the formation.
Several reviewers discussed calculating the distance of pressure influence. Most UIC programs
use a simplified pressure formula suitable for radial, homogenous flow conditions. Oil and gas
operators may use other methods, for example, when expediting recovery from a waterflood or
other pressure support operations. The information the operators use is generally not available
to UIC program staff. See also Petroleum Engineering Approaches below.
Related Reviewers Comments:
1. The use of “pressure build up” in a general sense without defining why or how the
pressure build-up occurred could cause the investigator to reach a false positive as to
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cause and effect. The injection disposal industry (not just O&G) can see, on a regular
basis, the buildup of pressure as a near bore effect related to build up of precipitates
associated with water hardness (carbonates) or other chemical reaction that clogs the
pores reducing the permeability and causing back pressure. It is for this reason that
disposal injection wells may be acidized on occasion to clear the pores and improve
injectivity which lowers the injection pressure. (JB: ES-4)
 The commenter appears to be confusing skin effect and fluid flow through
reservoir rock. UIC permitting calculations determine the pressure build-up due
to fluid flow through reservoir rock only, which in turn sets the permit operating
pressure limit. The operating pressure limit effectively addresses any pressure
build-up regardless of cause.
2. I get the impression that the writer is relying on buildup of pressure as that actual
instigator of induced seismicity thru the creation of a fault. That is false because the
buildup of pressure to create a fault is hydraulic fracturing and UIC class II disposal wells
are permitted with a maximum injection pressure so as to not exceed the fracture
pressure. (JB: ES-4a)
 As discussed in this report, induced seismicity requires the three components
enumerated under the definition of a Fault of Concern.
3. The document does identify pore pressure as the culprit that triggers a seismic event (thus
not an induced seismic event but a triggered seismic event) but fails to describe the
complete mechanism and this is understandable because the known mechanism is still a
theory and requires lots of research. The theory is based upon the belief that a preexisting
fault, is held together by insitu stresses that are disrupted by pore pressure and allow the
fault to slip. (JB: ES-4b)
 See Mohr-Coulomb discussion under Rock Mechanics in 0.
4. The definition of faults of concern needs to be more specific with regard to “significant
earthquake” (see Variety and Validity of Approaches – comment 2). The definition also
needs to include an expansion of the term “optimally orientated” to include a fault whose
orientation is such that the direction of the principal insitu stress is at a 30-50 degree
angle to the fault plane. The definition also needs to include a statement that the fault
must be critically stressed meaning that there is sufficient stored energy (stress) that
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should the fault slip, it would generate a seismic event of sufficient magnitude to be
detected. (JB: ES-5)
5. Detailed fault discussions are addressed in the opening of this appendix on local
variations, Outside Scope: Detailed Fault Analysis. Additionally, the suggested specific
range of fault angles is open to a wide variety of interpretation as described in the
collection of publications in Faulting, fracturing and igneous intrusion in the earth’s crust,
edited by D. Healy, R. W. H. Butler, , Z. K. Shipton and R. H. Sibson; London : Geological
Society of London, 2012. (@Geological Society, London, Special Publications),
(ABES)164039384.
6. I agree that disposal wells have a greater potential for pressure buildup but nowhere in
this document to you state that pore pressure dissipates as you move away from the well
(pore pressure diffusion). Yes, over a period of time, the length of which is dependent
upon the hydrogeologic characteristics of the formation into which one is injecting, the
pressure in the area might build up but it still will be the highest at the point of injection
and then dissipate as it radiates out into the vastness of the surrounding formation. (JB:
Main-1)
 This concept is part of standard UIC program principles, which assume that the
pressure is highest at the point of injection and declines as flow moves away from
the disposal interval.
7. Petroleum engineering methods focus on an existing pressure within a vast area (40-160
acres based upon allowable well spacing) that “pushes” the product (gas or liquid) into a
well and as product is removed the pressure will dissipate over time. An injection well
operates in the reverse with the highest pressure at the well that dissipates as the pore
pressure radiates out form the well. See Basic Mechanism of Injection Induced Seismicity
– comments 3 and 4. (JB: Main-10)
 Petroleum engineering methods are applicable to both withdrawal and injection
of fluids into a subsurface reservoir.
INJECTION V OLUME
Related Comments:
1. Another important factor contributing to injection induced seismicity, besides the pore
pressure increase from disposal operations, a stressed fault and a pathway for
communication of the pressure increase, is the actual volume of fluid injected. For
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example, as previously mentioned, high fluid pressures can hydraulic fracture intact rock
and at the same time induce small earthquakes. However, even if the fluid pressures used
in hydraulic fracturing are high, if the volume is small, the resulting induced events are
also typically small. Only if the volumes of fluid injected also become large does it appear
that the potential for inducing large magnitude earthquakes also increases [McGarr,
2014]. (CN: Main-3a)
 Injected volume is not a direct part of the three fundamentals, but plays into the
change in pressure along with a number of other factors.
2. Although it is indeed true that most existing models used to explain the fundamental
mechanism of injection induced seismicity focus on the net pore pressure increase
associated with disposal operations, another key contributing factor to the potential for
induced seismicity is the volume of fluid injected. This factor also seems to strongly
influence the maximum magnitude of the induced earthquake [McGarr, 2014]. The
reason for this correlation may be that increasing volumes of fluid allow the pressure
effects from well operations to extend farther from the injection well and thus increase
the potential that the pressure front will encounter more and larger stressed faults that
are close to failure, or that the increased volume allows a larger section of a stressed fault
to be brought closer to failure, resulting in a larger earthquake once rupture initiates.
Regardless, in providing practical approaches to manage and minimize the potential for
injection induced seismicity, it would seem prudent, based on a number of case histories,
that the volume of fluid injected, as well as injection pressures and changes in
transmissivity also be consider an important factor. (CN: Main-6)
 Injected volume is not a direct part of the three fundamentals but plays into the
change in pressure along with a number of other factors, such as transmissibility.
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING APPROACHES
1. APPENDIX D, Figure 9 The comparison of cumulative seismicity to the Hall Integral needs
a better defined purpose, and the challenges sound like challenges associated with any
seismic monitoring, not necessarily related to the Hall Integral. I am not sure if the
example plot is supposed to demonstrate an example of the seismicity and the Hall
integral showing a correlation, but it does not do so convincingly. Perhaps if seismicity
rate were plotted instead, or if the plot was done as Hall Integral vs. cumulative seismicity,
then changes in slope would be easier to see. (HS: App. D-2)
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 Details about the Hall Integral are covered in the pages prior to the figure cited.
As can be seen, changes in slope are provided by the derivative function. An
upward increase in slope indicates decreased injectivity capabilities, while a
decrease indicates enhanced injectivity. The challenges listed for the tandem plot
are only related to seismic monitoring, as the others had previously been listed.
2. It is the pore pressure that radiates out from a well that interacts with the well. Yes there
is a potential that the liquid may reach a fault but the liquid does not grease the existing
fault and cause it to slip. The pore pressure disrupts the insitu stress field that is holding
the fault together and causes it to slip. (JB: Main-11)
a. The statement regarding "unknown distance" is critical when considering how far the
pore pressure will travel. And as it travels, the pore pressure is dissipated, so knowing
the distance and perturbation of pore pressure is important. Note that understanding
the perturbation of the pore pressure requires very specific data that is rarely known and
has to be estimated and sophisticated modeling that is very expensive ($50-150,000/well)
(JB: Main-11a)
 The UIC program routinely deals with these issues in a cost-effective manner, as
noted in APPENDIX I and elsewhere, and very little sophisticated modeling is
required.
3. Report Findings: Fourth bullet – It needs to be recognized that while a petroleum
engineering approach can provide useful information, such approaches can be very time
consuming and that there are various factors that can impact the accuracy of the
outcomes from such. (ES: Main-19a)
 Petroleum engineering methods are applicable to both withdrawal and injection
of fluids into a subsurface reservoir. The methods do require accurately reported
data, but can be carried out in a reasonably short time frame and provide valuable
insight.
4. APPENDIX D, Pressure transient testing for disposal wells This section feels weaker than
the others. There is too much emphasis put on the “log-log” plots providing
“mathematical pictures”. Log-log plots are not inherently special, and are not required
because one is considering a partial differential equation. It useful to plot data in log-log
space when both parameters will vary over many orders of magnitude. Furthermore, I
cannot determine by the plots shown here why any of these analyses cannot be
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performed using excel. Although it would certainly be easier with a more sophisticated
tool, it can still be accomplished in excel. (HS: App. D-4)
 The plots recommended are the standard petroleum engineering method. Most
of the operational plots were performed using Excel. The falloff test analysis is
better done using purpose-built modeling software, primarily to handle the
amount of data and to take advantage of built-in routines, which provide more
consistent results.
5. D-6 Operational Data Plots and Analysis: It would be useful to have Hall plots for disposal
wells where there is no record of induced seismicity for comparative purposes. It may be
common for most injection wells to have increased injectivity over time. (ES: App.D-2)
 Yes, it would be useful. The discussion of Research Needs has been updated to
reflect the need for baseline data for comparative purposes.
FLOW PATHS, FRACTURE FLOW, AND FAULT MOVEMENT
Related Comments:
1. The discussion in this line (pg 8 para 2 ln 8-9), and in others in the document refereeing
to fracture flow, implies that the formation into which you are injecting has been
fractured (creation of cracks or faults in hard rock). This is not always the case and is not
the predominant formation type into which water is disposed. Rather the disposal
formation is typically a porous sedimentary formation that, through its formation, has
interstitial space created by varying particle size and shape, that when packed together
creates flow channels (JB: Main-9)
 The referenced paragraph may have been misread. However, most suspect cases
of disposal-induced seismicity are in naturally fractured formations.
2. The statement regarding exceedance of the theoretical friction threshold implies that the
injection water lubricates the surfaces between the 2 sides of the fault allowing one side
to slip along the other side. As presented in Basic Mechanism of Injection Induced
Seismicity – comment 1, the primary mechanism is the disruption of the insitu stresses
holding the fault together by pore pressure radiating our from the point of injection. (JB:
Main-11)
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 The information referred to by the reviewer is taken directly from the Nicholson
and Wesson (1990) report.
3. Because reservoir engineering analysis methods use data from one location (the well),
they cannot identify flow patterns or directions, and hence cannot determine if injected
fluid is traveling toward or away from an identified “fault of concern.” (RM: Main-5)
 It is safe to assume that fluid and pressure from a disposal well travel away from
the well. The pressure is highest at the point of injection and declines as flow
moves away from the disposal interval. Many things influence the pathways, but
using the basic UIC program simple radial flow model coupled with a simple
diagram will show that flow will also be towards any faults of concern.
4. Again, improving the quantity, quality, and timeliness of information on injection volumes
and pressures reported to regulatory agencies along with increased seismic monitoring
for small earthquakes (M1.0 or less) is often much more important to managing the
earthquake risk from injection activities, or minimizing the potential for injection induced
seismicity, than performing additional reservoir engineering analyses with what in some
cases is less-than-ideal or insufficient data. (CN: Main-4 all)
a. The primary goal is to evaluate the pressure-time histories or pressure buildup
associated with volumes of fluid injected to better understand reservoir
characteristics and the extent to which assumptions, such as a homogeneous
reservoir with radial flow, are appropriate.
b. Most multidisciplinary studies of injection induced seismicity already perform
these basic types of reservoir analyses. Any deviation from radial flow, or any
indication of increased transmissivity should be scrutinized as possible evidence
for increased flow towards and pressure buildup at potentially adjacent faults, or
as possible evidence for the opening of fractures or the occurrence of new
faulting.
c. Conducting more sophisticated reservoir engineering analyses besides these basic
reservoir modeling studies can in some cases provide additional insight into
reservoir behavior and its response to fluid injection, but without adequate input
data, such studies often prove to be ambiguous.
 EPA agrees with the reviewer on the recommendation to improve quality and
timing of injection volumes and pressure reporting, especially when there is a
concern for induced seismicity. Most recent induced seismicity studies do not
appear to take the basic reservoir analysis as a necessary evaluation step, perhaps
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because petroleum engineers are not the intended audience. Using available UIC
program data should be a step in any decision making process.
5. The discussion related to “Future research is needed to explore the correlation between
disposal well operational behavior and earthquake events. The research should consider
interaction between offset disposal wells on the operational plot characteristics along
with area geology (flow geometry related to karstic vs. fractured carbonate)” is very
problematic that this would tend to imply to the reader that simple analytic tools can be
used to evaluate correlation between the disposal well operational behavior and
earthquake events. From a practical view, this is simply not the case and analytic models
can not represent the complex physics of the problem….. (KN: Main-14)
 The purpose of the report was to provide practical tools to the UIC program
manager. However, this section has been reworded to more clearly present the
intended results, providing additional tools to evaluate induced seismicity.
6. Second, in order to determine whether a fault is optimally oriented to the stress field, the
frictional strength of the fault must be assumed. The main paper on this issue cited in
this document (Holland 2013), assumed that faults have a frictional strength of 0.6 (this
is never stated clearly, but the Hurd and Zoback (2012) paper that Holland references
does assume this). It should be made clear that this, in many cases is a complete
assumption. Townend and Zoback (2000) demonstrate that some mid-continent faults
have friction values close to 0.6, but this should not be assumed in all cases. Although the
coefficient of friction of bare rock surfaces is typically this high, faults often have granular
gouge layers (from abrasion) that are rich in clays, and have a coefficient of friction closer
to 0.3-0.4. Hurd and Zoback (2012) argue that faults in the midcontinent do not have
gouge zones, but at least through my own personal experience in the field, I would say
that is not usually the case. The presence of clays and weakening of faults changes the
range of angles a fault can be from the maximum stress direction and still slip. For
instance, the San Andreas fault is oriented almost 90 degrees from the maximum
horizontal stress, meaning that it should essentially be pinned (Zoback et al. 1987).
Although this is an extreme example, it highlights the uncertainty involved in assigning
“faults of interest” based on orientation of the fault to the remote stress field. To highlight
this point, I will mention that Holland (2013) suggests that faults in Oklahoma that are
oriented east-west are unlikely to host earthquakes, despite the fact that a M5
earthquake occurred on an east-west striking fault as part of the 2011 Prague sequence
(Keranen et al. 2013). Although this earthquake may have been pushed to failure by other
nearby faults at orientations that would classify them as “faults of interest”, the
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complexity of fault interaction suggests that limiting the scope of investigation to faults
at a certain angle may be problematic. A full characterization of all faults in the vicinity of
a well seems more appropriate. (HS: Main-1b)
 Stress field calculations etc., are complex and problematic. Realistically, most
faults of concern are identified only after they cause felt seismicity. In contrast,
many of the original oil discoveries were found in reservoirs with structural traps,
usually involving sealing faults (or the oil would have leaked off). Given many
decades of oil exploitation with no measured fault movement at the
aforementioned locations, let alone significant movement, concern for all faults
would be inappropriate.
7. The other consideration that could be addressed more specifically in this document is that
absolute stress levels on faults at any time is unknown, so it is never clear what pressures
will be the “tipping point” that causes failure. Time-dependent fault processes,
specifically time-dependent frictional properties, should be addressed more in the future
as well. Although this is an area of active research, this document would be remiss if it did
not at least mention that understanding the processes that involve fault failure is ongoing.
For instance, fluid pressure pushes faults towards failure through reduction of effective
normal stress, but at the same time make the fault more likely to fail in aseismic slip (Das
and Zoback, 2011; Scholz 2002). Aseismic slip on faults can trigger seismic slip further
away along the same fault, and this kind of more complex interaction may make spatial
interpretation of induced seismicity more difficult. (HS: Main-1c)
 The key aspects relevant to the intended audience are covered under 0, Rock
Mechanics. The next to last bullet covers additional research topics, including
those mentioned above.

REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS
In response to several reviewers’ recommendations, a new section, Report/End Product Task
Results, was added to the report to clarify where each task result may be found.
As discussed previously, development of a formal risk assessment is outside the Scope of this
report as is research, other than a compilation of recommended practical research that fits UIC
program needs.
While not in one of the above categories, the additional reviewer recommendations below were
considered already sufficiently covered in the report.
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Related Comments:
1. Injection Induced Seismicity Project Objectives: It is suggested that the wording of this be
changed to – What parameters are most relevant for the assessment of potential
injection-induced seismicity? It is believed that this should be considered a risk
assessment exercise. (ES: Main-4)
2. Working Group Approach: While it is understood that it would be a considerable task, it
would have been useful to study disposal wells in area where no seismic activity has
occurred to try to define what differences may exist with those areas where such activity
has occurred. It should be noted that the Stanford Center for Induced and Triggered
Seismicity is working on developing a detailed stress map of Oklahoma that will be useful
to future seismicity assessments there. (ES: Main-5)
3. The Report goes into depth on describing petroleum engineering characterizations (fluid
flow, effects of strata permeability and continuity on well performance), seismology
(earthquakes and seismic monitoring), and injection operations (decisions on fluid
pressures, volumes, and tests) but fails to pull that knowledge together into concrete
technical recommendations for “minimizing and managing potential impacts” of IS (per
the Report title). The Executive Summary, page ES-2, states “This report is not a guidance
document and does not provide specific procedures, but does provide the UIC Director
with considerations for addressing induced seismicity on a site specific basis…” This
appears to be a failed opportunity to recommend some specific technical steps that could
be taken to “minimize and manage potential impacts.” The reason stated in the Report
for this generality (page 26) is “The site assessment considerations are intended to guide
the Director in selecting operational, monitoring, and management approaches that are
appropriate to address induced seismicity issues.” I expected the Report to recommend
such approaches. If specific technical recommendations cannot be given or are not
appropriate (e.g. because of the many variables that can affect induced seismicity at
individual sites), the reasons should be stated. (RM: Main-4)
4. The “Technical Recommendations…” document in APPENDIX A says that output of the
study should include “Recommended measurement or monitoring techniques for higher
risk areas.” These measurement or monitoring techniques are described in general terms
such as injection well operational characteristics, or seismic monitoring arrays, for any
well where induced seismicity is a concern. No special recommendations are given for
“higher risk areas.” (RM: Main-10)
5. Refine for
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a. C-6 Basic Seismology: It should be noted that the surface shaking associated with
seismic waves is also a function of the hardness of the rock near the surface. (ES:
App. C-3)
6. Petroleum Engineering Applications for Evaluating Induced Seismicity (KN: Main-7 all)
a. The section “Possible Causes of Induced Seismicity” (p. 10) could be readily edited
to provide broad overview of other factors that may be present in combination
with disposal operations. The report would be strengthened by clearly
summarizing the range of factors the UIC regulators may wish to explore if
unexpected seismicity is encountered in a specific area. Such a listing could be
done in brief summary form, and highlight the important natural and
anthropogenic triggers that can perturb the subsurface stress regimes in proximity
to faults. These include:
b. Identification of the natural tectonic stress / strain dynamic behavior in area of
concern
c. Identification/location of natural (dynamic) sources that could lead to subsurface
stress perturbations; including naturally-occurring “overburden” formation
density changes under drought or excessive rainfall conditions
d. Identification/location of natural geothermal “hot-spots” in the area of concern.
etc.
e. Identification/location of anthropogenic sources that could lead to subsurface
stress perturbations (injection wells; production wells; mining / blasting
operations, geothermal operations, reservoir impoundment / dam construction,
etc.)
f. Identification / location of potential synergies between natural and dynamic
sources, for example, such as aquifer / groundwater withdrawals for irrigation and
human consumption purposes, in combination with drought conditions
7. The pressure data collected by the well operators is a key component to identifying where
induced seismicity may soon occur. I want to make a point of mentioning that the quality
and availability of these data can vary widely. In the same vein, the case of Youngstown,
Ohio is highlighted as one in which the well operators provided daily pumping records.
Most of the case studies mentioned here also have fairly detailed pumping records. To
my knowledge, daily records are not required to be reported anywhere right now.
Furthermore, even on the state level, the ease of accessing injection information can be
quite different. The report highlights the Texas Railroad Commission as one of the state
agencies that runs a database with this information, however, Texas has one of the better
sites. Furthermore, some states, like Oklahoma, have limited online information, or
websites that make the data difficult to access except on an individual well by well basis.
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As this report emphasizes, monthly (or more frequent) pumping records are essential for
seeing any changes in reservoir pressure or flow rate that may indicate that faulting or
fracture is taking place within the reservoir. Daily records would be better but are not
usually made available. Combining daily pumping records with continuous, well-located
seismicity would be a powerful tool for monitoring and mitigating induced seismicity. But
relying on what is currently reported is going to mean coming up with a way to make
reporting in some states more reliable and easier to access. (HS: App. D-1)

HISTORIC SEISMICITY
Related Comments:
1. The discussion of how to use historic seismic events as an indicator of potential induced
seismicity can be argued from both sides. Presence of historic seismicity can be an
indicator of an active seismic region or it can be argued that the historic seismic events
have released the stored energy thus the potential for a critically stressed fault (See Basic
Mechanism of Injection Induced Seismicity – comment 3) to be located in the area is low.
Likewise if there is no historic seismicity, it can be argued that the area is dormant or you
can argue that the area is just storing up energy creating critically stressed faults that are
waiting to be triggered. (JB: ES-6)
 USGS seismic hazard maps are based on specifics from the historic seismic record
(especially surface acceleration). Locating disposal wells in areas of historical
seismic activity warrants some additional caution. Likewise, permitting disposal
in areas with no historic seismicity, but known faulting, warrants caution. The
document focuses on practical approaches for dealing with possible induced
seismicity, and the use of existing historical data is certainly an indicator of the
potential for inducing seismicity and should not be ignored.
2. Page 15, N. Texas Area Suggest revising the sentence “Since the two wells were shut-in
the frequency of seismic events in the immediate focus area has substantially decreased”
as this is contradictory to information contained in the Janská, E., Eisner, L. 2012
publication that that suggests seismicity continued for an extended time period in
proximity to one well after shut-in (when considering the DFW airport measurements).
(KN: Main-10)
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 The sections have been rewritten for clarity. However, the statement is correct
for the published seismic events. ComCat 49 includes few if any of the events in
the cited publication. The publication cited did not include a list of seismic events,
only the mapped relocations and the technique by which the events were
identified from previously uncounted background events.
3. Preliminary Assessment of Existing or New Oil and Gas Waste Disposal Wells: Second
bullet – It would be useful to suggest over what time frame increases in frequency or
magnitude should be reviewed. It is suggested that this should be performed covering a
period of at least one year prior to the assessment. (ES: Main-15)
 Given the wide range of conditions the decision model is designed to consider, too
much specificity reduces the applicability across the nation.
4. The USGS historical seismicity map along with other regional historical seismicity data is
all regional and can help understand regional seismicity but it is not useful when zeroing
in on an injection well location whose area of potential impact smaller than the error
ellipses for historic seismic events that could led to a false positive determination (JB:
App. B-2)
 The decision model is designed for the complete range of conditions, from new
permits to existing wells in areas where seismicity occurs. Regional seismicity data
is needed for the initial assessment of basement stresses, as described in the
report. It can therefore serve as a tool for evaluating local stress conditions. The
report also cites use of all available seismicity sources including more local state
data. Additionally, for high volume, high pressure disposal wells or for long-term
low volume or wells on vacuum, the area of pressure impact can be far-reaching,
especially in fractured formations. See Appendices I and J.

STOP LIGHT AKA TRAFFIC LIGHT
A number of reviewers focused on additional requirements including ‘stop light’ requirements,
risk management or formal risk assessment, and continued research while continuing to inject.
These suggested requirements are a matter of policy and outside the scope of the document.

49

ComCat is the current USGS earthquake catalog.
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While the report does not use the ‘stop light’ term, the concept is covered in the decision model
as part of permitting conditions or contingencies under the section on Management Approaches.
Many of the approaches in the ‘stop light’ methodology, developed by the geothermal industry,
are discussed as permitting contingency options, without using ‘stop light’ as a specific term. The
paper that introduced the concept is included in the bibliography in APPENDIX K (Majer et al.,
2011).
Related Comments:
1. Management Approach: Third bullet – A stop-light approach such as has been suggested
by various authors and organizations such as the National Academy of Sciences should be
endorsed as a practical tool for regulatory agencies to follow with the particulars left up
to the agencies to reflect their particular geology and concerns. (ES: Main-18)
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EXHIBIT 7

11/29/2021

Submitted via email to:
Attn: Mark Bruce
Rules Coordinator, Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management
Ohio Department of Natural Resources
DOGRM.Rules@dnr.ohio.gov

Dear Mr. Bruce:
On behalf of Buckeye Environmental Network, Sierra Club, Concerned Ohio River
Residents, FreshWater Accountability Project, Ohio Brine Task Force, Ohio Valley Peace, Ohio
River Guardians, Ohio Farmers Union, Athens County Future Action Network, Ohio Water
Guardians, Network for Oil and Gas Accountability and Protection, River Valley Organizing,
Simply Living, Ohio Sustainable Business Counsel, FaCT-Faith Communities Together for a
Sustainable Future, RadioactiveWasteAlert.org, Earthworks, Ohio Poor People's Campaign: A
National Call for Moral Revival, A-Z Tackling the Impacts of Plastic, Stark County Concerned
Citizens, Concerned Citizens of Lake Township, FracTracker Alliance, Indivisible Ashtabula,
Unitarian Universalist Justice Ohio, and Ohio Ecological Food and Farm Association
(collectively, “Commenters”), we submit these comments on the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management (“ODNR” or the “Division”)
proposed rules on Class II Disposal Well and Surface Facilities (“draft rules” or “Class II rules”).
We submit these comments in response to the Joint Committee on Agency Rule Review
(“JCARR”) Public Hearing for Class II Disposal Well proposed rules, posted on the Division’s
website.1 Commenters participated in the interested party review process and the Common Sense
Initiative (“CSI”) for the draft rules, and submitted extensive comments in those processes.2
In Comments submitted to the Division during the interested party review period,
Commenters outlined how Ohio takes on a heavy burden of oil and gas waste disposal through
Class II injection wells compared to other states, and the serious issues that the over permitting
and under regulating of Class II injection wells have caused.3 In addition, the Comments outlined
public participation issues that the proposed rules fail to remedy. None of the issues described in
1

Notice can be found at: https://ohiodnr.gov/wps/portal/gov/odnr/rules-and-regulations/rulechanges/public-meetings-and-open-houses/oilandgas-jcarr-class2-ogwf
2
The Comment submitted during the interested party review is attached as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated
in full herein.
3
Ex. 1 at pp. 3-5.
311 S. WACKER DRIVE, SUITE1400
T: 415.217.2000

F: 312.800.8331

CHICAGO, IL 60606
WWW.EARTHJUSTICE.ORG

the Comments were corrected during the rulemaking process. As described in more detail below,
the Division should revise the rules to comply with the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act and to
protect human health and the environment.
INTRODUCTION
The Division opened an interested party review and a comment period on the Class II
Disposal Wells and Surface Facilities draft rules on June 14, 2021, with the comment period
closing on July 2, 2021. Commenters submitted extensive comments during the interested party
review process. On August 30, 2021 the Class II rules were submitted for Common Sense
Initiative review, with another short comment period. Commenters Sierra Club and Buckeye
Environmental Network commented during this period and resubmitted the Comments from the
interested party review.
On October 28, 2021, the Division announced an oil and gas Joint Committee on Agency
Rule Review (JCARR) public hearing on the rules for Class II Disposal Wells/Surface Facilities
and for new rules for Oil and Gas Waste Facilities. For the first time the Division combined the
rules for Class II Wells and Surface Facilities and the separate Oil and Gas Waste Facilities rules
in one document. The Oil and Gas Waste Facility rules were not part of the interested party
review or the CSI review for the Class II Disposal Well and Surface Facility proposed wells.
During the JCARR process, the Committee verifies that the rulemaking has gone through
the correct process and determines whether the rulemaking violates any JCARR standard.
JCARR determines the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Does the rule exceed the rule-making agency's statutory authority?
Does the rule conflict with a rule of that agency or another state rule-making
agency?
Does the rule conflict with the intent of the legislature in enacting the statute
under which the rule is proposed?
Has the rule-making agency prepared a complete and accurate rule summary and
fiscal analysis of the proposed rule, amendment, or rescission?
Has the rule-making agency met the incorporation by reference standards for a
text or other material as stated in R.C. sections 121.72, 121.73, 121.74 or 121.75?
If the rule has adverse impact on business as defined in R.C. 107.52, has the
rulemaking agency demonstrated through the business impact analysis (BIA), the
Common Sense Initiative Office (CSI) recommendations and the agency's
memorandum of response to the CSI recommendations, that the regulatory intent
of the rule justifies its adverse impact on business?4

4

Joint Committee on Agency Review Procedures Manual, p. 9 (July 7, 2021), available at:
https://www.jcarr.state.oh.us/assets/files/procedures-manual-7-27-2021-625.pdf
2

As part of the JCARR process, the agency proposing the rule must conduct a public
hearing where any person affected by the proposed rule can appear and have their testimony
heard in person.5 The agency must also allow persons to present their testimony in writing,
which can occur for a time both before and after the hearing.6 These two separate rulemakings—
Class II Wells and Oil and Gas Waste Facilities—are set for one public hearing on November 29,
2021, the Monday after the Thanksgiving holiday. Although the agency could give members of
the public more time after the public hearing to submit written comments, they have set the
comment deadline on the day of the public hearing.7
The Division Should Re-File the Two Rulemakings Separately
ODNR has inappropriately combined its Class II Rules before the Joint Committee on
Agency Rule Review JCARR process with its Oil and Gas Waste Facility Rule JCARR review.
These separate rulemakings stem from different statutory mandates, and accordingly, involve
different statutory intent, making them confusing and inappropriate to comment on together. In
addition, each rulemaking is lengthy, involving significant changes (in the case of the Class II
rules) or creating entirely new regulations (in the case of the Oil and Gas Waste Facility
proposed rules). Particularly given the overlap in the communities impacted by Class II injection
wells and oil and gas waste facilities, ODNR’s decision to complete these two major
rulemakings simultaneously hinders the public’s ability to participate in each rulemaking
process. Having a single hearing, particularly one on the Monday after the Thanksgiving holiday,
only hinders the public’s opportunity to review each rulemaking and to plan and participate at
the hearing and in the comment process. In addition, separating these rulemakings would be
helpful to JCARR in their review of the rulemakings. JCARR has a limited time frame of 65
days to review the rules, and given how substantial each rulemaking is, and given the issues
outlined in this Comment, it would be more beneficial for JCARR to focus their time on each
rule separately.8 Overall, ODNR’s decision robs the impacted public, located largely in
Appalachian Ohio, of the time to communicate their concerns regarding these separate
rulemakings (involving two entirely distinct types of facilities), to have those concerns
considered and addressed by the Division, and to have those concerns fully understood by
JCARR.
Regulatory Background for Class II Injection Wells
A key component of the Federal Safe Drinking Water Act (“SDWA”) is the Underground
Injection Control (“UIC”) program, which is designed to protect underground sources of
5

R.C. § 119.03(D).
Id.
7
See ONDR public notice at: https://ohiodnr.gov/wps/portal/gov/odnr/rules-and-regulations/rulechanges/public-meetings-and-open-houses/oilandgas-jcarr-class2-ogwf
8
Joint Committee on Agency Rule Review Procedures Manual at p. 3
6
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drinking water (“USDWs”) from contamination by underground injection of fluids or wastes.9
USDWs are defined broadly, to include any aquifer or its portion that either currently supplies
water for human consumption or contains fewer than 10,000 mg/l of total dissolved solids.10 The
SDWA requires US EPA to promulgate regulations that set forth minimum requirements for
state UIC programs.11 In order for a state to receive primary delegated regulatory and
enforcement responsibility, it must submit a proposed UIC program to EPA that satisfies certain
minimum requirements.12
There are six classes of UIC wells.13 Class II wells are wells authorized to inject fluids
“which are brought to the surface in connection with natural gas storage operations, or
conventional oil or natural gas production . . . unless those waters are classified as hazardous
waste at the time of injection.”14 The SDWA provides two statutory methods for approval of a
state's UIC program for Class II wells.15 Approval under Section 1422(b) requires a state to show
that its UIC program satisfies applicable minimum federal regulations promulgated by EPA
under 42 U.S.C. § 300h and set forth in 40 C.F.R. Part 145.16 Approval under § 1425 requires a
state to demonstrate that its UIC program meets the requirements of SDWA Sections
1421(b)(1)(A)-(D), and represents an effective program to prevent underground injection that
endangers drinking water sources. EPA granted Ohio primacy over the regulation of the UIC
program for Class II injection wells in 1983 under Section 1425.17
Section 1425 of the SDWA requires that a State meet five conditions for approval: (1)
that an approvable State program prohibit underground injection that is not authorized by permit
or rule pursuant to Section 1421(b)(1)(A); (2) that a State program requires the applicant for a
permit satisfy the State that the underground injection will not endanger drinking water sources
and that no rule is promulgated which authorizes any underground injection that endangers
drinking water sources pursuant to Section 1421(b)(1)(B); (3) that the State program include
inspection, monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting requirements pursuant to Section
1421(b)(1)(C); (4) that the program apply to underground injection by Federal agencies and any
other person pursuant to Section 1421(b)(1)(D); and (5) that program is effective to prevent

9

Miami-Dade Cty. v. U.S. E.P.A., 529 F.3d 1049, 1052 (11th Cir. 2008); see also 42 U.S.C. §§
300h to 300h–8.
10
40 C.F.R. § 144.3.
11
42 U.S.C.A. § 300h.
12
See id. § 300h–1.
13
See 40 C.F.R. § 144.6
14
Id. at § 144.6(b).
15
See 42 U.S.C. § 300h–1(b); 42 U.S.C. § 300h–4(a).
16
Where there are references to requirements under Section 1422(b) in this Comment, they are being used
to illustrate an example of a requirement that more appropriately protects underground sources of
drinking water.
17
48Fed.Reg.38238.
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underground injection which endangers drinking water sources pursuant to Section 1425(a).18 US
EPA has developed guidance interpreting these statutory requirements and used to determine if a
State is meeting these standards.19
Class II Injection Well Activity in Ohio
Hydraulic fracturing did not exist when EPA granted Ohio primacy over the Class II
injection well program, and production of natural gas was a fraction of what it is today. Now, as
a result of the exponential increase in production and resulting waste over the last 15 years,
billions of tons of wastes are produced annually. Since the fracking “boom” started in the
Appalachian shale regions, Ohio has permitted over 100 additional injection wells in the state.
As of May 2020, the state has 226 active injection wells, with 57 additional wells permitted, and
8 wells being drilled.20 For comparison, this is 45 times the number of active Class II disposal
wells in New York,21 15 times the number of active Class II disposal wells in Pennsylvania,22
and 3.5 times the number of active Class II disposal wells in West Virginia.23 The high number
of injection wells in Ohio is also a result of the fact that much of the waste being disposed of in
Ohio Class II injection wells is being hauled in from out-of-state, primarily Pennsylvania and
West Virginia. According to data compiled from records submitted by operators to ODNR,
approximately 43-48% of the waste disposed of in Class II injection wells came from out-of-state
oil and gas production.24
The proposed rules do not adequately regulate or account for the high volume and
dangerously high toxicity of waste received by Ohio’s injection wells. The salt levels in waste
associated with shale gas extraction is unsafe for organisms in freshwater, and the waste
commonly contains toxic levels of various organic and inorganic pollutants and metals.25 In

18

US EPA, Guidance for State Submissions Under Section 1425 of the Safe Drinking Water Act, Ground
Water Program Guidance #19, pp. 9-10. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2.
19
See id. at p.1.
20
Class II Brine Injection Wells of Ohio Map, available at: https://ohiodnr.gov/static/documents/oilgas/map/Class+II+Brine+Injection+Wells+of+Ohio+05042020.pdf
21
NYSDEC (New York State Department of Environmental Conservation). (2021). Oil, Gas, and Other
Regulated Wells, available at: https://www.dec.ny.gov/fs/data/wellDOS.zip
22
PADEP (Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection). (2021). Oil & Gas Locations—
Conventional Unconventional, available at:
https://www.pasda.psu.edu/uci/DataSummary.aspx?dataset=1088
23
WVDEP (West Virginia Department of Environmental Protection). (2021). Office of Oil and Gas UIC
Well Search. https://apps.dep.wv.gov/oog/UICWellSearch/UICWellSearch.cfm
24
Auch, T. Ohio & Fracking Waste: The Case For Better Waste Management (June 3, 2021). at Figure 5,
available at: https://www.fractracker.org/2021/06/ohio-fracking-waste-the-case-for-better-wastemanagement/
25
US EPA, Unconventional Oil and Gas Development, Ensuring the safe management of wastewater,
stormwater, and other wastes, available at: https://www.epa.gov/uog
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addition, when water and brine are brought back to the surface during the production process, it
carries with it radionuclides, including radium, thorium, uranium, and potassium-40 from the
geologic formations.26 Injection wells pose some risk of fluid migration, spills, or leakage
wherever they are located.27 Spill and migration events seem to make the news every few months
in Ohio, and tend to cause environmental issues and fish and organism kills where they occur.28
Seismic activity has also increased dramatically in Ohio over the past 15 years, associated
primarily with the increase in disposal of wastewater through Class II injection wells.29 One
Class II disposal well alone is responsible for approximately 12 earthquakes between 2011 and
2012, 30 with one measuring as a 4.0 magnitude earthquake.31 In fact, a recent industry study
notes a record trend in serious seismic events in areas with high injection well disposal.32 The
study highlights that the trend relates not only to greater frequency in earthquakes, but also larger
events.33 The proposed rules fail to address the seismicity issues and risks presented by Ohio’s
continued permitting of injection wells. ODNR’s decision to continue to permit injection wells
while they are known to cause increasingly more frequent and dangerous seismic events violates
the Division’s mandate to protect human health and environment.
The Division does not appear to have the staff to monitor and respond these events at the
hundreds of Class II well sites it has permitted. The Division has approximately 50 inspectors
across its entire program, which includes oversight of more 64,000 active gas wells; it is unclear
how many the Division has assigned to injection wells.34 Ohio citizens and communities have

26

EPA, Radiation Protection, TENORM: Oil and Gas Production Wastes, available at:
https://www.epa.gov/radiation/tenorm-oil-and-gas-production-wastes
27
Grant, J., Why Frack Wastewater Injected Underground Doesn’t Always Stay There, Allegheny Front
(March 19, 2021, available at: https://www.alleghenyfront.org/why-frack-wastewater-injectedunderground-doesnt-always-stay-there/
28
Id.
29
Brudzinski, M.R., Kozłowska, M. Seismicity induced by hydraulic fracturing and wastewater disposal
in the Appalachian Basin, USA: a review. Acta Geophys. 67, 351–364 (2019), available at:
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11600-019-00249-7
30
Dennis, J., A quake-causing injection well in Youngstown remains unsealed 2 years after its deadline.
Here's why, Mahoning Matters (Apr. 1, 2021), available at: https://www.mahoningmatters.com/localnews/a-quake-causing-injection-well-in-youngstown-remains-unsealed-2-years-after-its-deadline-hereswhy-3595487
31
Id.
32
Press Release: Treating the US oil industry’s dark water: As earthquakes increase, billions needed to
switch course, Rystad Energy (June 10, 2021), available at:
https://www.rystadenergy.com/newsevents/news/press-releases/treating-the-us-oil-industrys-dark-wateras-earthquakes-increase-billions-needed-to-switch-course/
33
Id.
34
ODNR Considers Need for More Oil and Gas Well Inspectors, Ohio Public Radio (Nov. 18, 2013),
available at: https://www.wcbe.org/post/odnr-considers-need-more-oil-and-gas-well-inspectors
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complained for years about the lack of inspectors and responses to complaints at injection well
sites but have received little response from the agency.35
COMMENTS
1. The public participation procedures remain inadequate and unlawful.
As was pointed out in comments during the interested party review period, the revised
rules do nothing to address the serious deficiencies in the state’s public participation procedures
for Class II injection wells. The rules would allow the Division to continue to permit Class II
injection wells through a bifurcated process, with one permit being issued to a drill a Class II
well and another permit to authorize injection activities.36 However, there are still no proposed
regulations governing the permit authorizing injections. As a result, there are no public
participation procedures governing the permit to inject.
US EPA has identified public participation in permit processes as an important piece in
evaluating the effectiveness of a state’s Class II injection well program approved under Section
1425.37 The method of notice for permit applications should be adequate to notify interested
parties and the public in the area around the proposed injection.38 In addition, each permit
application should include a comment period, and a final action on a permit application should
contain a response to comments.39 EPA’s own program requires notification of the final permit
decision to each person who submitted comments or requested notice.40 The notice of the final
decision is required to reference the procedures for appealing a UIC well permit decision,41 and
an appeal is available to any person who filed comments or participated in a public hearing.42
The public notice process in Ohio’s Class II program only applies to a “permit for a Class
II disposal well” which has been interpreted as a permit to drill a well.43 Permits to drill a well
are not appealable under Ohio law,44 and the permit to inject, while appealable, is not publicly

35

See e.g., Gaffney, A., NRDC, Ohio Communities Are Becoming a Dumping Ground for the Fracking
Industry Earthquakes, spills, and groundwater contamination—wastewater wells come with many risks
and few rewards for Trumbull County residents (Dec. 2018), available at:
https://www.nrdc.org/stories/ohio-communities-are-becoming-dumping-ground-fracking-industry
36
See Athens Cty. Fracking Action Network v. Simmers, 2016-Ohio-5388, ¶ 13.
37
Ex. 2 at p. 13.
38
Id. at p. 18.
39
Id. at pp. 18-19.
40
40 C.F.R. § 124.15(a).
41
Id. at § 124.15(a).
42
Id. at § 124.19(a)(2).
43
Athens Cty. Fracking Action Network v. Simmers, 2016-Ohio-5388, ¶ 14.
44
R.C. 1509.06; Chesapeake Expl., L.L.C. v. Oil & Gas Comm., 2013-Ohio-224, ¶ 20, 135 Ohio St. 3d
204, 208, 985 N.E.2d 480, 484.
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noticed. 45 As a result, there is no practically appealable permit under Ohio’s Class II well
program. Ohio’s process fails to meet the minimum public participation and appeal requirements
for state UIC programs, and the Division must revise the rules to specify, at a minimum, that the
permit to inject also be publicly noticed for comment, appeal, and final decision.
Guidance under Section 1425 also requires public notice to “state how a public hearing
may be requested” for permit decisions.46 The proposed rules neither state how a public hearing
may be requested nor provide for any right to a public hearing. This violates the minimum
federal requirements.
In addition, the proposed rule lacks the basic requirement that the agency consider and
respond to public comment. The proposed rule fails to require the permitting agency to respond
to public comments at all, stating:
The chief is not required to respond to each comment received. If the chief
determines a comment or objection identifies a legal deficiency or technical
deficiency in the application, the chief may address the legal or technical deficiency
by issuing a permit subject to terms or conditions or the application will be returned
to the applicant for correction of any deficiency within thirty calendar days.
Providing that the chief is not required to respond to every comment is in direct conflict with
guidance EPA utilizes when evaluating Class II programs, which states that the permit
application should contain a “response to comments”. The Division must amend the draft rules to
require that public comments be answered consistent with EPA’s guidance interpreting Section
1425 approval.
The notice and comment period remains inadequate and impractical. The rules state that a
comment or objection must be filed no later than thirty days from the date of posting on the
division’s website.47 However, this requires impacted residents to navigate the Division’s
website daily, and necessitates that they have regular access to this technology. Instead, the
Division must provide notice reasonably calculated to reach residents and owners of property
located within 1500 feet of the proposed well, such as through the newspaper of general
circulation, and hand delivered or certified mail service. The Division should also expand the
comment period beyond the minimum 30 days to at least 45 days due to the highly technical
nature of these projects.
Finally, the Division’s revised rules should include a system that makes its documents
and information more accessible to the public. At the permitting stage, this would include
providing the application, a draft permit, and other submissions related to the application on an
45

R.C. 1509.36 provides the 30-day appeal deadline.
Ex. 2 at p. 19.
47
Draft Rules 1501:9-3-05(E)(3)(c)(i).
46
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accessible online database. Providing these documents early on within the 30-day period is
necessary to afford the public an opportunity to fully comment on a Class II well application.
2. The Division must implement environmental justice review into its decision
making for Class II wells.
Under the authority of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act, Executive Order 12898 instructs
federal agencies to address “disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental
effects of [their] programs, policies, and activities on minority and low income populations….”48
Under US EPA’s Title VI implementing regulations, states may not use methods of
administering their environmental programs that have the effect of subjecting individuals or
communities to disproportionate environmental consequences because of their race, color, or
national origin. Central to this mission, EPA’s Environmental Justice (EJ) program defines
“environmental justice” as the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people
regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the development of
environmental laws, regulations, and policies.49 EPA requires that states place particular
emphasis on public health and environmental conditions affecting minority, low-income, and
indigenous populations because they frequently bear a disproportionate burden of environmental
harms and risks.50 When considering actions affecting EJ communities, EPA suggests
consideration of, among other things, 1) whether the action supports or enhances compliance
assurance; 2) whether the action supports enforcement against violators; and 3) whether the
action promotes transparency and meaningful involvement.51
The Division has permitted the vast majority of its Class II injection wells in the
Appalachian region of Ohio.52 According to the Appalachian Regional Commission,
Appalachia’s regional poverty rate is significantly higher than the US average.53 Recently a
comprehensive study evaluated sociodemographic profiles in areas where Class II injection wells
were permitted in Ohio and found that these wells were permitted in areas with lower income

48

Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and
Low-Income Populations, Exec. Order 12,898, 59 Fed. Reg. 7629 (Feb. 16, 1994)
49
The definition of Environmental Justice can be found at:
https://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/learn-about-environmental-justice
50
US EPA, Guidance on Considering Environmental Justice During the Development of Regulatory
Actions, 2015, at p. 5, available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/default/files/201506/documents/considering-ej-in-rulemaking-guide-final.pdf
51
Id. at pp. 11-12.
52
Class II Brine Injection Wells of Ohio Map, available at: https://ohiodnr.gov/static/documents/oilgas/map/Class+II+Brine+Injection+Wells+of+Ohio+05042020.pdf
53
Appalachian Regional Commission, Income and Poverty in Appalachia (2014-2018), available at:
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populations.54 According to the study, this disproportionate impact “suggests a pattern of
environmental inequality,” and pointed out that “populations with lower income may be at
increased vulnerability to potential exposures and risks posed by [Class II] waste sites due to
limited financial resources to support medical care, legal questions, exposure mitigation
strategies, and relocation expenses.”55 Thus, the environmental justice issues related to Ohio’s
Class II well permitting are not just theoretical.
As a recipient of federal funding, the Division is under a legal obligation to comply with
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act and accordingly comply with environmental justice requirements
in its permitting decisions. Moreover, by implementing the delegated federal Class II program,
the Division is required to consider environmental justice issues in permitting decisions.56 US
EPA has made clear that compliance with meaningful involvement standards for EJ communities
requires something “beyond the minimum requirements of standard notice and comment
procedures….”57 Thus, the Division has clearly been neglecting its duty under Title VI and the
rules must be revised to implement environmental justice requirements.
In improving its public participation program, the Division must implement structures
and practices that address ongoing environmental justice impacts. By way of example, the
Environmental Appeals Board recently remanded a UIC permit where the EPA’s EJ screen
merely identified that 56% of the local population were low-income level. 58 The Appeals Board
described that environmental justice considerations required Region 5 to explain “whether it
considered the fact that 56% of the population is low income in its permitting action and whether
and how it chose to exercise its discretion under the UIC permitting program through enhanced
public participation and use of its UIC regulatory omnibus authority.”59
The Division has gone through virtually every Class II well permitting process without
stating whether it attempted to identify environmental justice populations at or near permit areas,
and the Division has never, to the Commenters’ knowledge, offered enhanced public
participation. The Division must remedy its failure to meet its Title VI and Environmental
54
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Justice obligations by fixing the flaws in the public participation process and promulgating
regulations that ensure environmental justice communities are identified and offered enhanced
and meaningful participation in the Class II permitting process.
3. The area of review for permitting should be expanded.
An “area of review” is the area around a proposed Class II disposal well sufficient to
analyze the artificial penetrations, geological conditions, and potential migration pathways from
injection.60 The current and the proposed regulations specify fixed distances from the wellbore
for the area of review, with the proposed regulations increasing some of the distances. 61
However, the increased distance falls far short of what Ohio needs, and the Division should use
an expanded area of review in order to prevent known migration issues.
a. The division should add a zone of influence area of review.
EPA’s guidance states that an area of review may contain a zone of influence in addition
to or in lieu of a fixed radius that takes into account relevant geologic, hydrologic, engineering
and operational features of the well field, area, or project.62 A zone of influence uses this data to
provide more realistic estimates of fluid migration. US EPA’s UIC National Technical
Workgroup expressed concern that a fixed area of review distance was not sufficient to
adequately protect USDWs from upward fluid migration.63 This concern has influenced
subsequent UIC program development, as the use of a zone of influence (also known as an area
of endangerment) was utilized by the state of California in their recently updated UIC rules.64
Given the issues that have occurred in Ohio related to, among other things, injection pressure,
nearby producing and abandoned wells, and seismicity, Ohio should implement a comprehensive
zone of influence area of review that goes beyond a fixed radius. These factors, particularly
injection pressure and nearby oil and gas wells, have influenced fluid migration up to five miles
from a well site in Ohio.65 While the proposed rules expand upon the prior area of review in
radius, they fail to capture the information necessary to determine risks from geological
conditions and potential migration pathways.
60
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As part of a zone of influence, the rules should be revised to require a review based on
the cumulative amount of waste disposal, which would be the disposal volumes of all nearby
disposal wells in an area where an injection well is proposed to be permitted. US EPA Region 6
officials found that overpressurization could arise by a formation receiving injected fluids for a
long period of time or from increases in injection pressures.66 Another cause, which would be
analogous to a long history of fluid injection, is the presence of multiple disposal wells injecting
into the same injection formation. This is a current issue in the state of Ohio, as multiple
injection wells are located in relatively close proximity to each other throughout the eastern
portion of the state.
The area of review in the draft rule is based on the average volume of disposal at just the
single well that would be proposed to be permitted, and the area of review increases for wells
with higher disposal rates. For wells proposed to inject up to 200 barrels per day/per year, the
area of review is one half mile from the center of the wellbore; for disposal between 200 and
1,000 gallons per day/per year the area of review is one mile; and for wells for which disposal is
greater than 1,000 barrels per day/per year, the area of review is two miles. 67 However, limiting
volume measurements to a single well in an area ignores the fact that environmental impacts
from injection depend on the cumulative pressure of all of the injection wells impacting the
formation.68 A well authorized to inject 700 barrels per day could be near another well that
injects 500 barrels per day, but under the proposed rule, that second well would require only a
one mile rather than two mile review despite the fact that these two wells pose the same or
greater actual risk than a single well injecting 1,000 barrels per day. California, another state that
permits relatively large numbers of Class II injection wells, has recognized the importance of
considering all nearby injection, and bases its area of review on that cumulative volume of
injection.69 Colorado’s recent Class II well rulemaking addresses this issue by not allowing the
injection zone radius for any disposal well to interfere with another disposal well’s injection zone
radius.70 This reduces the risk that the formation will become over-pressurized. Particularly
given the problems in Ohio related to Class II wells, and the high volume of existing injection
wells, the state should revise the rules and base the area of review on cumulative disposal from
all surrounding wells.
66
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b. ODNR should expand the fixed distances in the area of review to reflect
the migration distances that Ohio has observed.
The draft rules increase distances in the area of review but the increased distances fall far
short of capturing the migration distances that have occurred in the state. Specifically, there have
been several incidents of produced water migration in recent years. Fluid migration from the
Redbird #4 disposal well in Washington County in late 2019 was observed 5 miles away from
the well. 71 Produced water migration from the Gant Florence/Ohio Power Co. well (API
#34121232160000) in Noble County in January 2021 was observed 2.5 miles from the well.72
The largest area of review of 2 miles in the proposed regulations would still not have identified
these fluid migration destinations. Given the large number of orphaned and abandoned wells in
Ohio, many with poorly identified spatial locations, the area of review should be expanded to at
least 5 miles for all injection wells.
In addition, the area of review should include wells beyond just oil and gas wells. The
draft rules would include only those wells referenced in Ohio Revised Code section 1509.01,
which is limited to oil and gas wells. This is not consistent with federal regulations, where “well”
refers to any borehole, and thus encompasses both oil and gas wells and water wells.73 Fracture
networks, legacy oil and gas infrastructure, and underground mines all may facilitate subsurface
migration of injected fluids in unexpected ways, and could influence water wells or other
boreholes. Consequently, not including water wells in the area of review map is inconsistent with
the Federal regulations because it fails to capture all wells within the Federal definition of the
term, and potentially endangers underground drinking water sources in Ohio.
Finally, the area of review lacks a field survey to identify abandoned wells in an area.
Ohio contains tens of thousands of abandoned wells that are unplugged and unaccounted for.74
Abandoned wells can serve as a conduit for fluid migration into sources of drinking water. Ohio
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has had instances of fluid migration to the surface through abandoned wells.75 US EPA has long
recognized that locating and plugging abandoned wells is necessary to prevent such migration.76
Therefore, ODNR must revise the proposed rules to address this risk and require a field survey
for abandoned wells within an adequate area of review to encompass the migration risks.
4. The Division should prohibit disposal where the area of review contains a
producing or abandoned well.
The Draft Rules allow an injection well to be sited near a known producing well under
two different circumstances: 1) the average disposal volume cannot exceed 200 barrels per
day/per year; or 2) the Class II disposal well owner owns each producing well in the area.77 As
referenced throughout this Comment, producing wells serve as a dangerous conduit for injected
fluid to migrate to the surface and/or drinking water sources. A producing well is not designed
and constructed for Class II disposal, and allowing a producing well in the vicinity of an
injection well is a known risk that the Division must work to eliminate rather that enshrine in its
rules. Moreover, it is absurd and contrary to the purpose of the SDWA to allow an exception
where a Class II disposal well owner owns each producing well in the area. The Division should
not be putting underground sources of drinking water at risk simply because the operator owns
the potential migration pathway, in this case a producing well. In addition, there is no
justification for the 200 barrels per day average, and there is no indication that such a standard is
safe. The Division should amend its rule to outright prohibit the siting of an injection where there
is a producing well within the area of review.
5. The draft rules fail to require the operator to determine the extent of USDWs
before issuing a permit.
The proposed regulations fail to require an accurate geological description of underground
sources of drinking water (USDW) for every permit application. Knowing the location of
USDWs is vital to determining if underground injection activities could endanger USDWs. US
EPA guidance states that a state program should require the geological name and depth to the
bottom of all underground sources of drinking water that may be affected by the injection.78 This
is particularly important for Ohio, where a large percentage of the population already relies on
groundwater. According to the U.S. Geological Survey groundwater census, approximately 46%
75
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of Ohio’s population relies on groundwater.79 Given that the population of Ohio has increased by
approximately 1.7% during the period of 2015-2020, it is likely that the number of Ohio
residents relying on groundwater has also risen.80
Thus, the Division should require an accurate description of USDWs locations that may be
affected by proposed injection for every injection well. In consideration of this potential risk, if
operators are unsure of the extent of USDWs, and unwilling to obtain the required information,
the Division should not allow injection operations.
6. The draft rules must require characterization of the waste being injected.
US EPA has made clear in its guidance that in making the requisite showing that
proposed injection will not endanger drinking water sources under Section 1425, the decision
will turn on, in part, the extent of information the permit application is required to provide as a
basis for the state agency’s decision.81 The guidance states that among the information required
is the source and appropriate analysis of the injection fluid, and its compatibility with the
receiving formation.82 Moreover, Section 1425 of the SDWA specifically mandates that a state
program include monitoring, recordkeeping, and reporting requirements.83 Accordingly, the draft
rules must specify that waste characterized as hazardous cannot be disposed of in a Class II well,
and the rules should include testing or monitoring to characterize the waste at the disposal site
prior to disposal. Monitoring the waste to characterize its constituents is important to ensure that
only Class II regulated wastes are being disposed of, to allow the agency and the public to
determine the source of leaks and contamination, and to determine radioactivity levels and
whether it can be handled and disposed of safely.
a. Waste characterization is necessary to ensure only Class II regulated
waste is being disposed of in Class II wells.
Waste characterized as hazardous is regulated under the Class I injection well program,
which contains more stringent standards for construction, monitoring, and reporting.84 Congress
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amended the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act to exempt oil and gas production waste
associated with exploration, development, and production from the definition of “hazardous
waste.”85 However, EPA has clarified that solid and liquid wastes not brought to the surface in
connection with production do not fall under the exemption and may be hazardous waste, and
may therefore be required to be disposed of in Class I wells.86
Under the federal regulations, Class II wells are limited to accepting wastes “[w]hich are
brought to the surface in connection with . . . conventional oil or natural gas production . . .
unless those waters are classified as a hazardous waste at the time of injection.”87 Ohio’s draft
rules are less restrictive, stating that “[o]nly brine and other waste substances may be injected
into a Class II disposal well for which a permit is issued under Chapter 1501:9-3 of the
Administrative Code.”88 Ohio’s rule implicitly allows disposal of brine and waste substances that
are hazardous at the time of injection. The federal rules require additional permitting measures
for wells that inject hazardous waste.89 The draft rule must explicitly clarify that wastes
classified as hazardous cannot be injected at a Class II injection well.
The draft rules fail to require any periodic monitoring, characterization, and reporting of
the waste being injected in Class II wells by the operator to determine the nature of the waste,
and ensure that the waste is appropriate for disposal in a Class II well. An example of more
proper characterization can be found in the Federal Class II well program. The program requires
“monitoring including type, intervals, and frequency sufficient to yield data which are
representative of the monitored activity including when appropriate, continuous monitoring.”90
Appropriate monitoring requirements, at a minimum, include monitoring “of the nature of
injected fluids at time intervals sufficiently frequent to yield data representative of their
characteristics.”91 By excluding monitoring to characterize the waste altogether, the Division is
failing to properly analyze and determine the source of the injection fluid. Other shale producing
states require characterization of the waste as part of their program. West Virginia, for example,
requires that records be created “concerning the nature and composition of injected fluids” and
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that those records be kept for at least three years after the well is plugged.92 The Division must
amend the rules to require periodic monitoring and characterization of the waste to ensure only
appropriate Class II wastes are being disposed of and to meet its obligations under the Safe
Drinking Water Act.
b. Waste characterization is necessary to determine safety issues with
handling and disposing of waste and to respond to releases.
The Division must further require the waste to be regularly monitored and characterized so
that it can assess the risks from potential releases, trace contamination events, and create
response plans. Releases have occurred at numerous injection wells in Ohio just in the last few
years.93 The waste from these releases into the environment commonly ends up being toxic,
resulting in fish kills and other environmental degradation issues.94 Oil and gas waste has long
been known to contain a range of pollutants often at toxic and harmful levels, including various
organic and inorganic chemicals, metals, and radioactive materials.95 Other states, such as
California and Colorado characterize both the waste and the native brine prior to disposal
activities so that regulatory authorities can better determine when leaks occur, where the
contamination came from, and how to respond.96 Similarly, the Division must require monitoring
and characterization of Class II waste in order to properly regulate it.
In addition, characterization is necessary to determine the radioactivity levels of the
waste and risks from exposure. Radioactive materials have been found at consistently high levels
in the shale gas regions where Ohio accepts wastes for Class II disposal.97 The Division itself has
tested oil and gas waste within the state UIC program and found extremely high levels of
radioactivity.98 Allowing Class II injection well operators and their employees and contractors to
move, store, and dispose of highly radioactive waste with no knowledge of its level of
radioactivity is extremely dangerous and not in conformance with ODNR’s duty to protect the
environment and the health of persons. Accordingly, the Division must require regular testing of
waste being handled and disposed of for radioactivity, and the Division should set limits on what
92
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can be handled at Class II injection well sites based on radioactivity levels and public health and
safety.
7. The siting criteria is inadequate and the setbacks should be increased.
As referenced in prior comments during the interested party review period, the setbacks
in the proposed rules remain inadequate to protect the environment and surrounding
communities. Although the setbacks are an improvement from the current rules, that is primarily
because the previous rules had virtually no setbacks. The setbacks in the proposed rules are still
inadequate and fail to account for the issues posed by where Class II wells have been sited in
Ohio.
The 100-foot setback for wetlands and ponds is insufficient protection given that waste
has migrated from Class II injection wells into surface waters 500-1,000 feet from injection
wells.99 The draft rules provide the same 100-foot setback from public water wells and
developed springs.100 Since 2017 there have been least seven spills in one county alone related to
Class II injection wells, at times causing fish kills in local waterways. 101 Spills on the surface
also poses a risk groundwater, as fluid eventually works its way through the soil and into the
groundwater table. ODNR must increase the setbacks from Ohio’s waters to reflect the known
risks Class II wells pose to Ohio’s resources. The setback should be increased to at least 2,500
feet from any surface water or spring.
The draft rules do provide a setback of 1,000 feet from the five-year time of travel under
the Source Water Assessment Protection Program and 1,000 feet from the emergency
management zone of a public water system intake, acknowledging that Class II wells should not
be sited near water sources.102 But it is arbitrary for the Division to acknowledge the needed
setback protection for one water source, and then implement a setback more than 10 times less
protective—just 100 feet—for other water sources. The short distance from a water well and
other waterways presents an extreme risk, and is far less protective than many other states’
setback distances.103 The Division must not treat rural residents, who often rely on water wells
rather than public water systems, worse than residents in communities with public water systems.
The Division should amend the rule to provide protection for all Ohioan’s drinking water, and
99
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implement an adequate setback, which should be more than 1,000 feet from a water well, and
similarly based on a time of travel. Commenters suggest at least a 2,500 foot setback from water
wells.
The draft rules provide that a disposal site cannot be located within 750 feet of an
occupied dwelling or a public building.104 Class II injection wells impact nearby residences in a
number of ways, and the 750-foot setback is not sufficiently protective. Residents living near
injection wells consistently complain of air and water pollution, noise, vibrations, light pollution
as well as the fear and anxiety related to living in close proximity to underground injection.105 In
addition, nearby properties are at higher risk of damage from earthquakes and seismic activity. It
is by now well established that injection wells have caused the exponential increase in seismic
activity in Appalachian Ohio.106An injection well in northeast Ohio was linked to multiple
earthquakes, one recorded at a 4.0 magnitude that was felt by 4,000 people in parts of northeast
Ohio, western Pennsylvania, and Ontario Canada.107 Anecdotally, many Ohioan’s claim that
proximity to injection wells has impacted their quality of life and property values. This claim is
supported by a study showing a decrease in property values approximately two kilometers from
injection well sites.108 Thus, given the known induced seismicity of injection wells in Ohio and
these other facts, the Division should establish at least a 2 kilometer setback from all residences.
It is also unjustified to allow a waiver of the proposed 750-foot setback if the owner of a
building consents in writing.109 Since a waiver can issue without the consent of renters and users
of public buildings, the new setback rules would not protect these individuals. The Division
should remove this waiver and protect occupants and users of buildings regardless of whether
they own the building.
In addition, the draft rules prohibit any part of Class II disposal well sites from being
located within the boundary of a flood hazard area unless the applicant meets “all applicable
104
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floodplain regulations.”110 Flood hazard areas have special flood, mudflow, or flood related
erosion hazards shown on FEMA’s Flood Hazard Boundary Map or Flood Insurance Rate
Map.111 Local flood plain regulations cannot eliminate the risk of siting a Class II disposal well
site in a flood hazard area—they were simply not designed to do this. This is a particularly true
given the effects of climate change, which have already caused more intense unexpected rain and
flood events across the Midwest than has ever been recorded. 112 Climate change is only going to
make flooding events more extreme and unpredictable.113 It would be arbitrary and unreasonable
for the Division to allow a waiver when there are no standards that are adequately preventative to
site a disposal well in a high flood risk zone. Moreover, the regulation is far too vague and offers
no criteria for waiving such an important prohibition. There is no explanation of what is meant
by “applicable floodplain regulations” and the public cannot be assured that such a waiver is
justified. Therefore, the division should remove this waiver and prohibit the siting of any part of
an injection well site within the boundary of a flood hazard area.
The Division should utilize local floodplain regulations to provide more protections, not
less, from flooding risks. The National Flood Insurance Program provides minimum standards to
address risks and prevent flood damage in flood hazard areas, and allows local flood plain
regulations to be more protective than the national standards.114 As a result, local floodplain
regulations may restrict development beyond designated flood hazard areas to account for more
local flood risks.115 Rather than allow an exception to the prohibition based on floodplain
regulations, the Division should expand the prohibition to include any local floodplain regulation
that would not allow development or placement of new industrial infrastructure.
8. The draft rules should prohibit injection into shale formations.
The proposed rules would allow a Class II well to be drilled into a Devonian shale
formation, so long as the average disposal volume does not exceed 200 barrels per day/per year.
These volumes are unjustified considering the issues involved with disposal into shale
110
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formations. Specifically, in late 2019 it was discovered that a Class II injection well in
Washington County caused oil and gas waste to travel outside of the permitted injection zone
and into several production wells drilled into the Berea sandstone formation.116 The Division
found that the shale formation allowed brine to be transported through existing natural fractures
upwards and into the upper formations.117 Some of the production wells where the waste
migrated into were approximately five miles away from the injection well.118 Given the problems
encountered in Ohio when injecting waste into shale formations, Ohio should revise the rules to
prohibit injection into shale formations.
EPA has identified six main pathways through which Class II wells can contaminate
underground sources of drinking water.119 These pathways include fluid movement through a
fault or hole in a well’s casing or wellbore pipe, fluid movement through the space between
casing and the wellbore, fluid movement through confining formations particularly where a
formation is fractured by over-pressurization, fluid movement into improperly plugged or
abandoned wells, and fluid movement from a formation not meant to be used for storage of
wastewater.120 The Washington County incident highlights many of these pathways, including
movement through formations not meant to be used for storage, and movement through existing
production wells and abandoned wells. Existing and abandoned wells can serve as conduits if
waste reaches them, and waste could then reach the surface or leak out into underground water
sources.121 Ohio does not even know the number of abandoned and orphan wells in the state, but
it has been estimated to be as high as 100,000.122 Thus, given the distance waste has traveled
through shale formations, and the extent of potential conduits in Ohio, allowing injection into
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any shale formation is de facto endangering drinking water. Therefore, in order to ensure
compliance with the SDWA and prevent endangerment of USDWs, the Division should prohibit
injection into shale formations under all circumstances until and unless an injection flow rate can
be justified.
9. The draft rules for mechanical integrity testing are inadequate and do not
comply with the SDWA and US EPA’s Class II program.
Mechanical integrity testing is conducted to ensure the well has no significant leaks and
that there is no significant movement of wastes from the well into an underground source of
drinking water through vertical channels adjacent to the wellbore.123 US EPA’s guidance states
that a state program is expected to require the operator to demonstrate mechanical integrity of a
new injection well before operation, and for all injections wells at least once every five years
after operation commences.124
a. Part one testing should be more protective.
The draft rules provide for mechanical integrity testing to be in two parts, called Part 1
and Part 2. A Part 1 test ensures that the well has no significant leaks in the casing or tubing by
pressurizing the space between the casing or tubing and observing no more than a five percent
decline in pressure.125 However, this five percent decline standard is not justified and is less than
standards employed in other states. For example, California adopted a standard of no more than a
three percent change over a 30-minute period.126 Ohio should revise this draft rule to adopt a
standard at least as stringent.
b. The draft rules fail to require periodic part 2 testing.
Part 2 testing ensures that there is no significant movement of brine or waste substances from
the well through vertical channels adjacent to the wellbore using a number of methods, including
casing inspections, tracer surveys, temperature surveys, and noise logs.127 Both Part 1 and Part 2
testing must be conducted prior to commencement of operations.128After that initial test occurs,
the operator is only required to complete another Part 2 test “for good cause” as determined by
the chief.129 While the Part 2 methods are acceptable testing methods according to US EPA,
these are also methods US EPA specifically expects to be conducted at least once every five
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years.130 In order to comply with the SDWA and ensure prevention of migration of fluids into
underground water sources, the rules must have some periodic Part 2 testing to ensure there is no
significant movement of wastes through vertical channels adjacent to the wellbore. Moreover,
the Division cannot justify periodic testing of Part 1 tests, but no periodic testing at all for Part 2
tests. The “good cause” standard is too vague to offer any kind of assurance that this testing will
be conducted, and ODNR should modify this rule to require periodic Part 2 testing to be
conducted no less than every five years. Commenters suggest the Division follow California’s
regulations and require a Part 2 test once per year to ensure ongoing mechanical integrity.131
10. The rules lack pass/fail criteria for continuous pressure testing.
The applicant is required to submit a method that will continually measure and record
daily injection pressures and pressures in the annulus between casing and the injection tubing.132
However, there is no standard in the regulations by which the pressure testing can fail. Pressure
testing is vital in determining the mechanical integrity of the well and all of its downhole
components.133 Continuous monitoring of the annulus is designed to detect unexpected changes
that may indicate fluid leakage, and are typically measured by a pressure gauge sensitive enough
to detect pressure changes that would result in a failure of a pressure standard designed to detect
leakage.134 Without establishing a standard that would indicate leakage, the Division would have
difficulty acting quickly in shutting down injection activities, and may have to first prove a leak
or migration through other more time consuming methods. Thus, the Division should correct this
omission and provide a standard in the rule by which the continual pressure testing requirements
would fail so that the Division can prevent leaks and integrity failures at the well.
In responding to this comment during the CSI comment period, the Division stated that
the draft rule at 1501:9-3-05(C)(2)(k) provides a failure standard by requiring positive pressure
monitoring to be maintained. However, the proposed rule is simply not written that way. In full,
the rule requires an application for a permit to include:
The proposed method to continuously monitor and record the positive pressure in
the annulus between production casing and the injection tubing.135
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This is a monitoring standard, and says nothing about failure and enforcement. If any change in
pressure is a failure the Division must state that in its rulemaking, and the rule should be revised
to include this failure standard.
11. The Draft Rules must be revised to contain stronger enforcement standards for
activities that endanger drinking water and human health and the environment.
The draft rules only allow temporary suspensions in operations in situations that should
mandate suspensions and plugging of and closure of well sites. For instance, the chief has
discretion only to suspend operations when 1) a Class II disposal well is causing or likely to
cause contamination of land, surface waters, or subsurface waters; 2) the disposal well cannot
demonstrate mechanical integrity; 3) a seismic event is occurs within three miles of a Class II
disposal well; 4) a disposal well is operated without a permit; and 5) the operation of the well is
likely to endanger public health or safety.136 The rules allow for resumption of operations for
wells that pose these serious risks so long as the operator proposes a written plan accepted by the
Division.137 All of these activities should require the operator to suspend the operation of the
well rather than making suspension optional. In addition, for issues as serious as those mentioned
here, the rules should not allow for a resumption of operations--rather the wells should be
plugged and remediated. As explained below, in practice these regulations have been ineffective
at regulating injection wells that pose an endangerment to the human health and the environment,
and the vagueness of these regulations will allow operators to continue to bully the Division into
actions that the Division believes poses a risk to public health.
a.

The Omni injection well litigation shows the flaws in the
proposed rules’ ability to regulate wells that may endanger
underground drinking water.

During the permitting process for the Omni injection wells, ODNR learned, through the
public comment process, that a proposed well might be drilled through an abandoned coal
mine.138 After receiving information from Omni, the Division decided it wanted to hold a public
meeting on the applications.139 This is a reasonable position for the Division to take considering
the fact that the knowledge about an abandoned coal mine in the area came from a public
comment. However, the Ohio Supreme Court held that since “no legal authority called for such a
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meeting, the division chief has a clear legal duty to immediately proceed with the application
process.”140
This case highlights major flaws in the Class II injection well permitting rules that the
proposed rules do not fix. The Division should place the burden on the operator to prove there
are no potential issues with the proposed injection well. This would prevent an operator from
forcing the Division to issue a permit before that issue has been resolved. In addition, the rules
should be updated to make clear that the Division can take as much time as necessary to ensure
that the proposed injection well site is appropriate and that injection can be conducted safely.
This would include holding as many public meetings as the Division sees fit. The proposed rules
must be written to allow the Division to issue permits only after a site is proven safe.
Unfortunately, the regulatory failures related to the Omni injection wells did not stop at
the construction permitting phase. While drilling two of the Omni injection wells there were
unlawful releases of fluid that required cleanup actions.141 As a result, the Division did not
immediately issue a permit to inject and was waiting to determine if the injection process would
be safe. No doubt emboldened by the ease in which they were able to force ODNR to rush a
previous process, Omni filed suit against ODNR once again, this time forcing them to allow
them to inject oil and gas waste before ODNR finished reviewing all of the information they felt
necessary before approval.142 Despite accidents and unlawful releases during the construction
process, Omni argued that all they had to do was satisfy their construction permit terms and
construct the well and surface facility in order to obtain the permit to inject.143 Within
approximately two weeks of the lawsuit’s filing ODNR issued Omni permits to inject for the two
wells.
These cases present an egregious example of the failure of the regulations in protecting
underground sources of drinking water. The rules must be strengthened so that the Division is
not forced to approve injection well activity before it has been able to determine that the
injection activity will not cause potential migration of waste or other issues. Furthermore, the
rules should mandate denial of injection authorizations whenever a well has shown the ability to
leak or release fluid. Anything that would allow for leaks or releases presents an endangerment
to drinking water sources.
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b.

The draft rules must be written to strictly prohibit the migration of
waste beyond the injection zone in all circumstances.

The draft rules should be modified to strictly prohibit the migration of waste or
contaminants beyond the injection zone, and make suspension of operations automatic and
nondiscretionary if this does occur. The SDWA prohibits all activities from Class II wells that
may impact drinking water. Specifically, it requires state underground injection programs to
contain minimum requirements to prevent underground injection that may endanger drinking
water sources.144 Given the range and expected levels of pollutants in oil and gas waste, virtually
any escape into an underground water source may result in water not complying with national
primary drinking water standards. For example, the national drinking water standard for
combined radium 226/228 is a maximum contaminant level (MCL) of 5 pCi/L (picoCuries per
Liter).145 These radioactive elements are common in high levels in shale oil and gas waste—as
mentioned previously, combined radium 226/228 was found more than 500 times this level in oil
and gas waste in Ohio.146 The lowest amount measured was 168 pCi/L, still more than 33 times
the MCL set forth in SDWA regulations.147 Thus, any escape of Class II waste in Ohio that could
migrate into water sources would endanger drinking water.
Some provisions within the proposed rules improperly give the Division discretion to
allow Class II wells to endanger underground water sources or impact public health. For
example, the proposed rules provide that if the chief determines a Class II disposal well may be
“impacting wells or impacting public health, safety, or the environment…the chief may modify a
permit order and require a new area of review to be conducted. . . .”148 In contrast, the federal
standards require that if a well is found to indicate movement of any contaminant into an
underground source of drinking water, the permitting authority “shall prescribe” corrective
actions “as are necessary to prevent such movement.”149 The rule should be at least as protective
as this federal standard and should more specifically require immediate suspension of any
operation at a Class II disposal well causing these impacts. Anything less gives too much
opportunity for the Division or operators to allow for actions that endanger drinking water
sources.
12. The rules fail to contain adequate enforcement mechanisms to ensure protection
of underground sources of drinking water and human health and the
environment.
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In determining whether a state has an effective enforcement program under Section 1425
primacy, EPA considers whether the state has effective means to enforce against violators.150 An
important enforcement tool for states are civil penalties, and for willful violators, criminal fines
or jail sentences.151 Civil penalties provide an important tool in environmental enforcement
because they promote immediate compliance and act as a deterrent for future violations.152
Other common enforcement tools include administrative orders, court injunctions, and pipeline
severance.153 By way of example, the Federal standards require states to have an expedient
mechanism to stop unauthorized activity from endangering public health or the environment,
such as an administrative order, and to be able to sue in courts to enjoin any threatened or
continuing violation of the program.154 For Class II wells the Federal standards also mandate that
the agency be able to assess and recover civil penalties for any program violation in the amount
of at least $1,000 per day.155 While all of these tools can be effective and important, ultimately
the EPA will look to the program as a whole to determine whether is represents an effective
enforcement program.156
The rules do not contain any of the enforcement authorities contemplated by US EPA in
considering whether the state has an effective program. The proposed rules’ enforcement section
provides for only a temporary suspension of operations, even for serious violations of the rules,
including causing contamination of surface and subsurface waters and seismic events.157 The
enforcement section contains no expedient mechanism to stop unauthorized activity
permanently, and no provisions providing for administrative or civil penalties for failing to
comply with the rules, or with the temporary suspension. Therefore, the draft rules fail to contain
adequate enforcement mechanisms to ensure compliance.
In US EPA’s last review of Ohio’s Class II program, the agency “found incidents where
operators repeated violations or where the same operating violations were noted in successive
inspection reports at a well site, without documentation of ODNR compliance or enforcement
action.”158 US EPA encouraged the Division at the time to issue administrative or civil penalties
150
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for such violations, and noted that “[i]n EPA’s experience, penalties encourage timely return to
compliance and deter future noncompliance.”159 Yet, since 2015, the Division has conducted two
five year reviews on its rules, including the current one, and has not included any type of penalty
authority in its Class II regulations.
The Division continues to have compliance issues with its Class II injection wells. A
review of ODNR’s inspection failure data taken from the Division’s Risk Based Data
Management System shows thousands of violations, many of which are repeated and occurring
at the same wells.160 A review of the inspection reports from the Alexander #1 well in Delaware
County illustrates the Division’s failure to enforce the ordered plugging of a well and other
onsite violations.161 On August 5, 2015, the Division issued a compliance notice that required
plugging of the Alexander #1 well and noted that the brine storage tank on site had been
compromised. To date, this injection well still has not been plugged despite the current rules
requiring the plugging of well in accordance with the compliance notice.162 To make matters
worse, instead of forcing the operator to come into compliance and remediate the site, the
Division has recently issued a permit modification to the operator allowing them to replace the
compromised storage equipment onsite.163 Not only does the Division appear to lack the
necessary enforcement capabilities to require the plugging and remediation from a well incapable
of injection and faulty onsite equipment, the Division is actually prolonging activity on the site.
This lack of enforcement is ineffective and dangerous, and the Division must be equipped with
the proper tools to require the plugging of an inoperable injection well and to address other
violations of its regulations.
In addition, ODNR should revise the proposed rules to allow for public participation in
the enforcement process. US EPA has made clear in its guidance on the requirements of Section
1421 primacy approval that the effectiveness of a state program depends in large part on the
degree to which it assures the public an opportunity to participate in regulatory decision.164
Enforcement actions are important regulatory decisions. By way of example, the Federal
regulations specify that any state program shall provide for public participation in the State
enforcement process by providing either (1) authority for intervention as of right in any civil or
administrative action by anyone having an interest or that may be adversely affected, or (2)
assurance it will not oppose any citizen’s permissive intervention, publish a 30 day notice and
comment on any proposed settlement of an enforcement action, and provide procedures for
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citizen complaints and written response to those complaints.165 Neither the current rules nor the
proposed rules provide for either public participation procedure; the proposed rules should be
amended to provide for these processes. Moreover, as described above and in the comments
submitted during the interested party review, given the environmental justice issues involved
with Class II well permitting in Ohio, the Division should provide for both public participation
processes in its enforcement actions.
13. The proposed rules fail to require plugging of wells sufficient to prohibit the
movement of fluids into or between underground sources of drinking water.
US EPA’s guidance on Section 1425 requires the following elements in a state’s Class II
well program related to plugging and abandonment: (1) that appropriate mechanisms are
available in the State program to ensure the proper plugging of wells upon abandonment; (2) that
all Class II wells are required, upon abandonment, to be plugged in a manner which will not
allow the movement of fluids into or between underground sources of drinking water; and (3)
that operators are required to maintain financial responsibility in some form for the plugging of
their injection wells.166
The proposed rules fail to include appropriate mechanisms to ensure the proper plugging
of wells, and fail to sufficiently minimize the risk of the movement of fluids into underground
sources of drinking water. The rules provide that a well must be plugged if no injection has
occurred for five consecutive years.167 Allowing an injection well to sit unplugged for five years
is unreasonable and unlawfully endangers underground sources of drinking water. As referenced
in more detail above, the Alexander #1 well is still unplugged despite a compliance order
requiring plugging more than five years ago.168 Unplugged wells, including injection wells, are a
known conduit for the movement of fluids. As argued throughout this comment, injection wells
are often permitted in close proximity to one another, and allowing a well to sit idle and
unplugged for five years poses risks that wastes will migrate and endanger underground drinking
water sources and the environment.
Altogether, the Division has had continuous issues with ensuring that idle wells are
plugged. As described above, the Division does not have the mechanisms to ensure the proper
plugging of wells. Largely, this goes back to the Division failing to provide itself with the proper
enforcement authority. The Division must revise the rules to ensure that wells are plugged within
a short time after the well fails to be operational or is issued a compliance order.
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14. The Draft Rules should require more frequent reporting of waste disposal.
The reporting requirements in the draft rules require an annual reporting of the source and
volume of disposed waste for the preceding year to be submitted on or before 45 days after the
end of each calendar year.169 This annual reporting is a step back from a previous ODNR
requirement to report on these items quarterly. The Division should not move backwards in its
transparency and oversight of Class II injection. Moreover, quarterly reporting is consistent with
and required by Ohio’s statute governing Class II wells, which requires quarterly reporting
concerning each shipment of brine or other waste substances.170
A quarterly reporting requirement promotes transparency, allows the Division to
determine compliance in a timelier manner, and allows the public to obtain information on
disposal of waste in a more reasonable time period. Currently, if a member of the public is
attempting to obtain information on disposal volumes in a well for the month of February, they
will not be able to obtain that information until at least February the following year. Any issues
or information that might require timely follow up could easily be missed or noticed too late with
such a relaxed reporting timeline. A quarterly reporting requirement would not be a burden on
the operators, as the proposed rules already require the operators to compile these records by
quarter.171 Thus, there is simply no reason to delay reporting for such a long period, and the
Division should return to the more frequent quarterly reporting it previously required of Class II
well operators.
Once a permit is issued, the Division should make reports, compliance documents, and
other documents related to the operation of the well accessible to the public in an online database
for each well. Congress, intending to provide public oversight and enforcement under the SDWA
for disposal wells, included a citizen suit provision that allows any person to bring a civil action
against any operator who is in violation of the Act.172 Thus, to advance the purpose of the Act
and promote transparency in the program the Division should increase public access to
documents related to compliance with the Class II injection well program and the SDWA by
providing a searchable online database.
15. The Draft Rules should provide for a periodic review or an expiration of the
permit term.
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The proposed rules do not provide for any periodic review or expiration of the permit
terms. The Division should provide the agency and the public the opportunity to review the
permit and all changes since the permit was issued after some period, such as a permit expiration
or renewal period, as is the case with virtually all environmental permits.173 Changes that might
occur which would warrant a review include updates to well integrity requirements, updates to
fault and seismicity data, newly discovered underground water sources, and updated waste
storage and handling protocols. Accordingly, other states conduct a period of review for each
underground injection well permit to determine compliance with current regulations and to
determine if changes need to be made.174 The Division should therefore revise the proposed rules
to provide a permit term or some periodic review sufficient to ensure ongoing safety and
compliance for each Class II well permitted.
16. The fiscal analysis submitted with the draft rules is inaccurate.
The JCARR process requires the Division to prepare a fiscal analysis and file it with
JCARR.175 This analysis is required to include a description of an estimate, in dollars, of the
amount by which the proposed rule would increase or decrease revenues during the current
biennium.176 The Fiscal Analysis submitted with the Class II proposed rules states, in full: “This
will have no impact on revenues or expenditures.”177 The proposed rules will require staff to
implement them, impacting expenditures, and will continue to impact revenues and expenditures
through well plugging and remediation activities.
To illustrate, the Division recently committed to spending $385,245.00 for harm done to
impacted soil and water from the Genesis injection well.178 The Genesis well had been cited for
defective casing resulting in a leaking well, and causing pollution and contamination of the
surrounding environment, including at least 3 miles downstream from the well site.179 However,
despite the Division’s compliance orders, Genesis Resources LLC, the owner and operator of the
well, claimed that it lacked the resources to remediate the damage caused by the leak, leaving the
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state to pay the very large sum in order to mitigate the damages.180 There is certain to be an
ongoing cost for the Division from events such as these. The Division has stated it does not have
the authority to consider prior operational issues in permitting new injection wells, and the
proposed rules do nothing that explicitly gives them such authority. The Division continues to
issue permits to Genesis Resources, LLC and other companies that may not be able to afford
remediation costs to operate injection wells throughout the state.
Therefore, the fiscal analysis is incorrect in its statement that the proposed rules will not
impact expenditures and revenues, and the Division should refile the rulemaking with an
accurate and complete fiscal analysis.

CONCLUSION
For the reasons and in the ways outlined in this Comment, the rules as currently written
fail to protect the environment and the public health and safety, and they fail to comply with the
SDWA. The Division must pull the rules from JCARR review and revise them to comply with
these standards.

Sincerely,

_________________________
James Yskamp, Senior Attorney
Megan Hunter, Senior Attorney
Earthjustice
jyskamp@earthjustice.org
mhunter@earthjustice.org

_/s/ Ankit Jain_________________
Ankit Jain, Associate Attorney
Sierra Club
ankit.jain@sierraclub.org

Teresa Mills, Executive Director
Buckeye Environmental Network

180

See Ex. 8 at p. 1.
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Leatra Harper, Managing Director
FreshWater Accountability Project
Jill Antares Hunkler, Director
Concerned Ohio River Residents
Roxanne Groff
Ohio Brine Task Force
Vincent DeGeorge, President
Ohio Valley Peace
Laura Murphy
Ohio River Guardians
Joe Logan, President
Ohio Farmers Union
Mayda Sanchez Shingler
Ohio Sustainable Business Counsel
Cathy Cowan Becker
Simply Living
Vanessa Presec
Network for Oil and Gas Accountability and Protection
Heather Cantino, Steering Committee Chair
Athens County Future Action Network
Mary Aguilera
Ohio Water Guardians
Ohio Poor People's Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival
A-Z Tackling the Impacts of Plastic
Amanda Kiger, Executive Director
River Valley Organizing
Ron Prosek, President
FaCT-Faith Communities Together for a Sustainable Future
33

Chris Borello, President
Concerned Citizens of Lake Township
Stark County Concerned Citizens
Caryolyn Harding
RadioactiveWasteAlert.org
Brook Lenker, Executive Director
FracTracker Alliance
Aaron Mintzes, Senior Policy Counsel
Earthworks
Mardy Townsend and Jess Leveto
Indivisible Ashtabula

Rev. Joan Van Becelaere
Unitarian Universalist Justice Ohio
Amalie Lipstreu, Policy Director
Ohio Ecological Food and Farm Association
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EXHIBIT 8

EXHIBIT 9

Eric Vendel, Chief
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management
2045 Morse Rd, Building F-2
Columbus, Ohio 43229
Phone: (614) 265-6922; Fax: (614) 265-6910

May 28, 2021
Ms. Lea Harper
P.O. Box 473
Grand Rapids, OH 43522
(419) 450-7042
wewantcleanwater@gmail.com
Re: Public Records Request #5121 follow-up
Dear Ms. Harper,
On April 22, 2021, the Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Oil and Gas
Resources Management (“Division”) responded to the following request by providing you with
all referral letters regarding the UIC program from 2011 to the present. Based on our
interpretation of your request, we believed we had fully responded to your public records
request.
Can you please provide all referrals to the Ohio Attorney General's office from the
ODNR regarding cases involving operators of the UIC program in Ohio? The USEPA
cited cases of referrals by the ODNR in 2016. Please provide all referrals for
investigation by the Ohio AG of the Class II injection well program in Ohio from 2011
until the present, including original documentation of possible violations and any
responses received in return from the AG's office.
On April 22, 2021, you emailed the following to Adam Schroeder:
I should have looked at my unread messages first. Thanks, Adam. I have attached a letter
we received from the USEPA that referred to three referrals involving 10 wells to the
AG's office in the attached letter from 2016. I am assuming the letter dated 1/29/21 that
has the name blacked out is because that case is still under investigation(?). Are there
more records you can provide that would provide the records that the USEPA is referring
to in the attached letter? Thanks!
Unfortunately, requests for “information” are not proper public records requests. Wilhelm v.
Jerusalem Twp. Zoning, 2020-Ohio-5283, ¶¶9-11 (Ohio Ct. Cl. Oct. 1, 2020), adopted by Wilhelm v.
Jerusalem Twp. Zoning, 2020-Ohio-5282, 2020 Ohio Misc. LEXIS (Ohio Ct. Cl., Oct. 20, 2020) (a
public office has no duty to respond to a question or request for information and a court cannot
compel a public office to do so). Accordingly, your request must be denied pursuant to R.C. 149.43.
Nonetheless, as a courtesy, both the Division and the Office of the Ohio Attorney General conducted
a comprehensive search for the three referrals referenced in the 2016 letter from EPA and were
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unable to locate such files. I also contacted Stephen Jann, author of the letter to which you refer,
enclosed a copy of the 2016 letter, and asked him for information concerning the three referrals
involving 10 wells to the AG's office. EPA also conducted a comprehensive search for the three
subject referrals. I received a response this week from U.S. EPA Region 5 stating they were
“unable to find the source of information about referrals to your office.” Consequently, any
request for these records from ODNR is denied. As was more fully discussed in my letter dated
April 22, 2021, I will also confirm the name was redacted from the January 29, 2021 letter
because the matter is still under investigation.

On April 23, 2021, you emailed the following to Adam Schroeder:
I thought the records I would receive would be all the inspection reports, etc. that
justified turning these cases over to the AG's office. Can we get the additional backup
records for these complaints? And can you please advise what the OEPA1 was referring
to as far as justifying how the ODNR regularly refers cases to the AG?
Pursuant to Ohio Revised Code (“R.C.”) 149.43(B)(2), your request is denied as overly broad
and ambiguous. In order to be proper, a request must fairly and specifically describe what
records the requester is seeking. State ex rel. Carr v. London Corr. Inst., 144 Ohio St.3d 211,
2015-Ohio-2363, ¶¶ 21-31. “[I]t is the responsibility of the person who wishes to inspect and/or
copy records to identify with reasonable clarity the records at issue.” State ex rel. Morgan v.
New Lexington, 112 Ohio St.3d 33, 2006-Ohio-6365, ¶29 quoting State ex rel. Fant v. Tober, 68
Ohio St.3d 1176, 1993-Ohio-154, 623 N.E.2d 1202 (1993). A governmental office has no duty
to “seek out and retrieve those records which would contain the information of interest to the
requestor.” State ex rel. Fant v. Tober, No. 63737, 1993 Ohio App. LEXIS 2591 at *3-4 (8th
Dist. Apr. 28, 1993); aff’d 68 Ohio St.3d 117 (1993). To the extent your request does not seek
specific records and would require the Division to search for information within its records
containing selective information, your request is being denied as ambiguous and overly broad
pursuant to R.C. 149.43(B)(2).
Turning to your specific request, the Division does not maintain and access its referral records in
the ordinary course of its duties by program area. Rather, they are sorted by owner/operator
name. Notwithstanding the above, the Division would like to assist you in your inquiry. As a
courtesy, records are being provided with this letter that may be responsive to your denied
request.

Enclosed please find copies of additional records related to the referral letters for enforcement to
the Ohio Attorney General which were previously provided to you. Generally, these records
include such items as inspection reports, compliance notices, photos, and non-privileged
communications. You will find that personal information such as social security, tax identification,
and financial account numbers have been redacted from various records pursuant to RC
149.47(A)(1)(dd). Such information is not to be released, consistent with State ex rel. Beacon
Journal Publ’g Co. v. City of Akron, 70 Ohio St.3d 605, 1994-Ohio-6 and Department policy. As
more fully set forth below, additional records were redacted or withheld based on the
I believe you meant to refer to EPA rather than OEPA since Ohio EPA has no jurisdiction over Ohio’s Class II injection well
program. As previously set forth, ODNR has no records responsive to this request.
1

“Confidential law enforcement investigatory records” exemptions. See Ohio Revised Code
(“RC”) §149.43(A)(1)(h).
Investigatory case files are being withheld under R.C. 149.43(A)(2)(a) and (c) so as not to
disclose the identity of an uncharged suspect and specific investigatory work product in an
ongoing confidential law enforcement investigation. State ex rel. Musial v. N. Olmsted, 106
Ohio St.3d 459, 2005-Ohio-5521, ¶ 23; State ex rel. Steckman v. Jackson, 70 Ohio St.3d 420,
431-432 (1994). Documents have also been withheld pursuant to R.C. 149.43(A)(1)(g) and
(A)(4), being trial preparation records containing information that is specifically compiled in
reasonable anticipation of, or in defense of a civil or criminal action or proceeding. Privileged
information pursuant to Ohio Revised Code Section 149.43(1)(v) and State ex rel. Lanham v.
DeWine, 135 Ohio St.3d 191, 2013-Ohio-199, ¶¶ 26-31 has also been withheld, being
information protected by attorney-client privilege.
If you wish to revise your request, you may benefit from reviewing the Department’s records
retention schedules, which can be accessed and searched electronically at
https://apps.das.ohio.gov/RIMS/GeneralSchedule. This link will take you to the DAS General
Schedule list. Department Specific Schedules may be located using the Agency Schedule Search
tab at the top of the page and selecting DNR from the drop-down menu. In addition, Department
General Schedules may be located using the Agency-Adopted General Schedule Search tab
located at the top of the page and selecting DNR from the drop-down menu. To narrow down to
Division Specific Schedules, you may use the Agency/Division/Section tab located at the top of
the page to select DNR and the Division from the drop-down menus.
Your patience in receiving these responses is most appreciated as ODNR continues to work
remotely. This correspondence and records production concludes the Division’s response to Public
Records Request No. 5121. We hope this information is of assistance to you and thank you for the
opportunity to be of service.
Sincerely,

s/Sandra H. Ramos
Sandra H. Ramos
Legal Counsel, ODNR - Division of Mineral Resources Management

EXHIBIT 10

SW inspection failure
API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34005211550000 1284730287

SW

9-3-07(J )

9/17/2010 9:43:09 AM

34005211550000 1284730287

SW

NONE6

9/17/2010 9:37:22 AM

34005211550000 1253725357

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9/23/2009 1:12:31 PM

34005211550000 206510166

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/30/2006 2:59:41 PM

34005211550000 206510166

SW

9-3-08(A)

10/30/2006 2:58:54 PM

34005211550000 206510166

SW

9-3-05(A)6

10/30/2006 2:57:55 PM

34005211550000 1164828023

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/23/2006 2:27:25 PM

34005211550000 1156357047

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/23/2006 2:27:25 PM

34005211550000 2114816481

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/15/2003 9:49:24 AM

34005211550000 1220i265

SW

9-3-07(H)

9/27/2002 1:42:43 PM

34005211550000 264

SW

9-3-07(H)

9/23/2002 10:02:16 AM

34005211550000 1220i264

SW

9-3-07(H)

9/23/2002 10:02:16 AM

34005211550000 264

SW

9-9-05(A)9

34007202450000 1828819049

SW

9-3-07(F)

34007202450000 1412694181

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34007202450000 -1186812603

SW

NONE

NONE

4/8/2019 11:56:09 AM

34007202450000 1263354574

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

4/8/2019 11:55:51 AM

34007202450000 -1155082836

SW

NONE

NONE

4/8/2019 11:55:38 AM

34007202450000 -942151472

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

7/17/2018 1:44:52 PM

34007202450000 1508845424

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)3 1/8/2018 10:25:35 AM

34007202450000 -909246251

SW

None

None

34007202450000 1235857461

SW

9-3-04B

34007202450000 1730080902

SW

None

Friday, November 5, 2021

9/21/2021 3:11:50 PM

6/6/2019 3:15:52 PM

3/6/2017 9:24:49 AM

7/21/2016 10:16:01 AM
5/6/2016 5:34:08 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34007202450000 -300444856

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 9:44:34 AM

34007202450000 -1182576798

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/30/2003 4:52:03 PM

34007202450000 1415157041

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/7/2003 8:20:59 PM

34007202450000 -1243746636

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/30/2003 1:12:27 PM

34007202450000 605941891

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/2/2003 9:44:23 AM

34007202450000 iTOMK000090

SW

9-3-07(E)

34007203600000 724032273

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

34007203600000 -1045540652

SW

NONE

NONE

4/8/2019 11:56:43 AM

34007203600000 1525371681

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

4/8/2019 11:56:35 AM

34007203600000 -657713347

SW

NONE

NONE

4/8/2019 11:56:29 AM

34007203600000 208157860

SW

None

None

3/6/2017 9:25:21 AM

34007203600000 1458150630

SW

9-3-04B

34007203600000 654656185

SW

None

3/17/2016 1:56:33 PM

34007203600000 1412700314

SW

9-3-04B

9/9/2015 10:38:07 AM

34007203600000 1129814979

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 9:34:35 AM

34007203600000 -1119345977

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/7/2003 8:34:33 PM

34007203600000 1193350239

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/30/2003 1:08:28 PM

34007203600000 302897671

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/2/2003 9:10:56 AM

34007203600000 iTOMK000089

SW

9-3-07(E)

34007209190000 -1957381154

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34007209190000 1519910174

SW

9-9-05(A)9

9-9-05(A)9

2/6/2020 4:29:29 PM

34007209190000 1519910174

SW

9-3-05(B)4

9-3-05(B)4

2/6/2020 4:29:29 PM

34007209190000 1549904073

SW

NONE

NONE

34007209190000 1518802259

SW

NONE

2/23/2018 3:11:40 PM

34007209190000 1379608412

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/19/2013 3:42:52 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

6/9/2020 2:48:45 PM

7/21/2016 10:15:57 AM

2/10/2021 9:57:21 AM

4/8/2019 11:56:55 AM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34007209190000 1379608412

SW

9-3-07(G)

9/19/2013 3:42:52 PM

34007209190000 1379608412

SW

9-3-08(B)

9/19/2013 3:42:52 PM

34007212930000 2098452332

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:51 PM

34007212930000 908549548

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34007216730000 627558330

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:20 AM

34007216730000 1588783729

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:27:46 AM

34007216730000 1621268110

SW

9-3-04B

34007216730000 -1497882048

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34007216730000 -1177949407

SW

NONE

NONE

4/8/2019 11:57:02 AM

34007216730000 -736505289

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/17/2018 3:36:30 PM

34007216730000 -1175463793

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:21:02 PM

34007216730000 912417490

SW

None

None

4/3/2017 11:01:59 AM

34007216730000 1333885140

SW

9-9-05(A)9

6/15/2015 10:42:10 AM

34007216730000 -1530752211

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/19/2013 3:38:37 PM

34007216730000 1152287950

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/7/2006 12:17:47 PM

34007218470000 1834486519

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:50 PM

34007218470000 1816392280

SW

9-3-04(A)

34007218470000 220431681

SW

9-3-04B

34007220380000 1494878735

SW

9-3-04B

34007220380000 331502561

SW

9-3-04(A)

34007220380000 1069723411

SW

9-3-04B

34007220380000 1374489761

SW

9-3-05(A)6

7/31/2013 10:30:57 AM

34007220380000 1374489761

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/31/2013 10:30:57 AM

34007220380000 1920439209

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 9:49:32 AM

34007220380000 -886289604

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/16/2005 11:55:45 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

7/17/2018 3:36:28 PM

9/21/2021 3:11:48 PM

9-3-04(A)

6/6/2019 3:16:02 PM

8/20/2019 3:01:32 PM

5/9/2019 10:53:30 AM
9-3-04B

5/22/2017 11:16:55 AM

12/28/2016 8:53:01 AM
2/24/2015 4:20:54 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34007220380000 596131814

SW

9-3-07(H)

5/10/2005 7:11:02 AM

34007220380000 800142138

SW

9-3-07(H)

5/10/2005 7:11:02 AM

34007220380000 -1531065447

SW

9-3-07(H)

5/10/2005 7:11:02 AM

34007220380000 iTOMK000088

SW

9-3-07(E)

34007231920000 -1958379854

SW

9-3-04(A)

34007231920000 1477317575

SW

9-3-07[C]

11/23/2016 11:40:42 AM

34007231920000 627122573

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/17/2005 12:05:38 AM

34007232620000 -353449290

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 9:56:28 AM

34007232620000 947360714

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/17/2005 12:11:04 AM

34007232620000 -1028907725

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/10/2005 7:22:04 AM

34007243550000 817136163

SW

9-3-07(H)

4/7/2009 8:33:54 AM

34007243550000 817136163

SW

9-3-07(D)

4/7/2009 8:33:23 AM

34007243550000 -1219256257

SW

9-3-07(D)

1/4/2008 9:03:37 AM

34009218920000 1583784750

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 11/30/2020 3:36:25 PM

34009218920000 -1715454969

SW

9-9-05(A)9

9-9-05(A)9 9/19/2019 8:56:02 AM

34009218920000 -1715454969

SW

9-9-05(A)8

9-9-05(A)8 9/19/2019 8:56:02 AM

34009218920000 1423145202

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 11/16/2018 2:03:53 PM

34009218920000 1483389220

SW

9-3-07(F)

9-3-07(F) 12/18/2017 11:58:17 AM

34009218920000 -1021730473

SW

9-3-07(F)

4/4/2016 9:59:56 AM

34009218920000 -512324152

SW

9-3-05(B)4

9/8/2014 8:35:56 AM

34009218920000 -1152676248

SW

9-9-05(A)9

7/17/2013 10:54:27 AM

34009218920000 -1345172750

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9/21/2012 1:06:29 PM

34009218920000 1693567141

SW

9-3-05(A)6

8/1/2012 3:18:53 PM

34009218920000 254654958

SW

9-3-05(B)4

7/19/2006 3:54:10 PM

34009218920000 -1483380600

SW

9-3-05(B)4

5/11/2005 10:15:01 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

9-3-04(A)

8/20/2019 2:59:16 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34009218920000 1269i166

SW

9-3-07(F)

12/7/2000 2:19:48 PM

34009218920000 -387973038

SW

9-3-07(F)

12/7/2000 2:19:48 PM

34009218920000 -387973038

SW

9-3-07(E)

12/7/2000 2:19:26 PM

34009218920000 1269i166

SW

9-3-07(E)

12/7/2000 2:19:26 PM

34009218920000 1269i166

SW

9-3-05(B)4

12/7/2000 9:47:49 AM

34009218920000 iTOMK000099

SW

9-9-05(A)10

34009218920000 iTOMK000099

SW

9-3-05(B)4

34009218920000 -387973038

SW

9-9-05(A)10

34009218920000 -387973038

SW

9-3-05(B)4

34009218920000 iTOMK000128

SW

9-9-05(A)10

34009218990000 -628867547

SW

NONE

NONE

34009218990000 1596115476

SW

9-3-08(A)

9-3-08(A)

8/4/2020 10:01:50 AM

34009218990000 -415672649

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:21:16 PM

34009218990000 -797779581

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/12/2014 10:33:53 AM

34009218990000 1809502482

SW

9-3-07(H)

4/23/2014 8:42:22 AM

34009218990000 1357685049

SW

9-3-07(E)

8/18/2011 10:49:15 AM

34009218990000 1357685049

SW

9-3-05[C]

8/18/2011 10:49:15 AM

34009218990000 1357685049

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/18/2011 10:49:15 AM

34009218990000 1357685049

SW

9-3-05(B)4

8/18/2011 10:49:15 AM

34009218990000 5609i170

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/25/2001 4:16:23 PM

34009218990000 iTOMK000127

SW

22(A)

34009218990000 iGMM0000121

SW

9-3-04(A)

34009219680000 5609i16

SW

9-3-09

34009223210000 UIC1239

SW

9-3-07(E)

34009223210000 UIC1239

SW

9-3-07(F)

Friday, November 5, 2021

10/18/2021 9:27:39 AM

2/7/2001 1:56:06 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34009223210000 UIC487

SW

22(C)

34009224020000 1734701884

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9-3-05(A)6 2/28/2018 12:22:28 PM

34009224020000 1195252640

SW

9-9-05(A)8

7/19/2013 8:04:45 AM

34009224020000 -1747947312

SW

9-3-08(A)

1/5/2012 2:52:32 PM

34009227040000 1568219693

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 10/3/2019 12:37:09 PM

34009227040000 631574685

SW

NONE

NONE

34009227040000 1529591563

SW

9-3-06(K)

9-3-06(K)

34009227040000 -221408764

SW

9-9-05(A)10

9-9-05(A)104/26/2017 12:31:47 PM

34009227040000 1447959922

SW

9-3-04(A)

2/12/2016 12:43:07 PM

34009227040000 1354768478

SW

9-3-07(F)

12/5/2012 11:42:37 PM

34009227040000 -929186419

SW

9-3-05(B)4

1/26/2012 12:17:27 PM

34009227040000 -1116558229

SW

9-3-05(A)3

1/5/2012 2:36:06 PM

34009227040000 761390138

SW

9-3-05(A)3

12/21/2011 11:06:19 AM

34009227040000 -1871237260

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/18/2006 1:39:17 PM

34009227040000 -1871237260

SW

9-3-07(G)

4/16/2006 4:04:58 PM

34009227040000 -1975458245

SW

9-3-07(G)

5/16/2005 4:10:16 PM

34009227040000 2113127346

SW

9-3-07(G)

5/12/2003 10:55:30 AM

34009227040000 -410095649

SW

9-3-04(A)

3/7/2002 11:34:52 AM

34009227040000 1269i854

SW

9-3-04(A)

3/7/2002 11:34:52 AM

34009227040000 -852014890

SW

9-3-07(G)

1/23/2002 9:27:46 AM

34009227040000 1269i707

SW

9-3-07(G)

1/23/2002 9:27:46 AM

34009227040000 1269i707

SW

9-3-05 C

1/23/2002 9:27:31 AM

34009227040000 -852014890

SW

9-3-05 C

1/23/2002 9:27:31 AM

34009227040000 5609i205

SW

9-3-05(A)3

5/31/2001 9:27:12 PM

34009227040000 -325960936

SW

9-3-05(A)3

5/31/2001 9:27:12 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

4/8/2019 11:57:09 AM
9/6/2018 9:13:21 AM
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34009227040000 1269i209

SW

9-3-07(H)

12/14/2000 2:47:31 PM

34009227040000 -590782139

SW

9-3-07(H)

12/14/2000 2:47:31 PM

34009227040000 -590782139

SW

9-3-07(J )

12/14/2000 2:45:58 PM

34009227040000 1269i209

SW

9-3-07(J )

12/14/2000 2:45:58 PM

34009229330000 1269i16

SW

9-3-09

34009229330000 707377771

SW

9-3-05(B)4

12/7/2000 9:53:51 AM

34009229330000 1269i167

SW

9-3-05(B)4

12/7/2000 9:53:51 AM

34009229330000 1269i110

SW

9-3-09

11/16/2000 4:56:09 PM

34009229330000 1269i110

SW

9-3-05(B)4

11/16/2000 4:50:51 PM

34009229330000 1269i110

SW

9-3-05(A)3

11/16/2000 4:50:34 PM

34009230360000 UIC1562

SW

9-9-05(A)9

34009234800000 -1895307779

SW

9-3-04B

34009234800000 -1070695929

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

11/3/2020 12:18:32 PM

34009234800000 -552707575

SW

NONE

NONE

11/3/2020 12:18:22 PM

34009234800000 134264713

SW

9-9-05(A)10

9-9-05(A)10 9/19/2019 8:56:31 AM

34009234800000 134264713

SW

9-3-07(G)

9-3-07(G)

9/19/2019 8:56:31 AM

34009234800000 134264713

SW

9-3-07(F)

9-3-07(F)

9/19/2019 8:56:30 AM

34009234800000 134264713

SW

9-3-07(E)

9-3-07(E)

9/19/2019 8:56:30 AM

34009234800000 134264713

SW

9-3-05[C]

9-3-05[C]

9/19/2019 8:56:30 AM

34009234800000 -358170564

SW

NONE

NONE

4/8/2019 11:57:18 AM

34009234800000 -269915210

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:16:10 PM

34009234800000 2066912238

SW

None

5/6/2016 5:34:12 PM

34009234800000 -1002186664

SW

None

1/6/2016 10:32:10 AM

34009234800000 -1002186664

SW

9-3-04B

1/6/2016 10:32:10 AM

34009234800000 1364197277

SW

9-3-05(A)3

Friday, November 5, 2021

2/7/2001 1:56:06 PM

9/21/2021 3:11:41 PM

12/4/2015 12:33:59 PM
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34009234800000 1373463379

SW

9-3-08(A)

9/19/2013 9:44:06 AM

34009234800000 1972971007

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 9:59:16 AM

34009234800000 -1018442997

SW

9-3-07(G)

5/16/2005 2:51:33 PM

34009234800000 1073328732

SW

9-3-05(A)3

1/5/2004 3:42:16 PM

34009234800000 1047391524

SW

9-3-04(A)

3/11/2003 9:14:45 AM

34009234800000 1047391524

SW

9-3-05(A)3

3/11/2003 9:14:34 AM

34009234800000 iTOMK000093

SW

9-3-07(E)

34009234800000 iTOMK000082

SW

9-9-05(A)10

34009234800000 UIC1718

SW

9-3-07(E)

34009234800000 UIC1718

SW

9-3-07(F)

34009237610000 -1958429830

SW

9-3-04B

34009237610000 1109441309

SW

NONE

NONE

6/9/2020 8:14:05 AM

34009237610000 -1970687625

SW

NONE

NONE

4/8/2019 11:57:25 AM

34009237610000 -233570499

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/17/2018 3:39:17 PM

34009237610000 1503235053

SW

9-3-07(F)

9-3-07(F) 5/22/2017 11:25:22 AM

34009237610000 1503235053

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 5/22/2017 11:25:22 AM

34009237610000 -276971505

SW

None

None

5/22/2017 11:14:22 AM

34009237610000 1484322590

SW

NONE

NONE

4/3/2017 11:04:18 AM

34009238210000 -883394524

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 3/27/2018 12:47:05 PM

34009238210000 356283603

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/8/2015 8:02:50 AM

34009238230000 -2100544335

SW

NONE_

NONE_

8/21/2019 3:58:25 PM

34009238230000 992392917

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

8/17/2018 7:56:28 AM

34009238230000 -1887603115

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 3/27/2018 12:46:36 PM

34009238240000 -206720738

SW

NONE_

NONE_

34009238240000 -1650578702

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 3/27/2018 12:46:54 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

9/21/2021 3:11:41 PM

8/21/2019 3:58:13 PM
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34013206090000 1629896100

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/21/2021 10:15:54 AM

34019203250000 774646300

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/23/2008 9:31:34 PM

34019203250000 -964324099

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/23/2008 8:26:18 PM

34019203250000 2108718358

SW

9-3-07(H)

10/23/2006 8:15:57 PM

34019203260000 -1953305719

SW

9-3-07(H)

10/23/2006 8:12:11 PM

34019207900000 -2043107964

SW

9-3-04B

4/4/2016 10:20:53 AM

34019207900000 -1443208337

SW

9-3-05[C]

6/28/2012 7:42:07 AM

34019207900000 -1443208337

SW

9-3-07(D)

6/28/2012 7:42:07 AM

34019207900000 -1443208337

SW

9-3-07(E)

6/28/2012 7:42:07 AM

34019207900000 1185364746

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/25/2007 8:24:15 AM

34019207900000 -252728392

SW

9-3-07(E)

1/30/2007 12:31:46 PM

34029208720000 UIC1774

SW

9-3-07(E)

34029208720000 UIC1774

SW

9-3-07(F)

34029208720000 iTOMK000095

SW

9-3-07(E)

34031220410000 1326297002

SW

9-3-05(A)6

1/11/2012 10:57:44 AM

34031220410000 1213109294

SW

9-3-07(J )

6/10/2008 11:10:02 AM

34031220410000 1207327456

SW

9-3-08(B)

4/4/2008 12:54:27 PM

34031220410000 -1799784474

SW

9-3-07(F)

3/7/2007 11:35:09 AM

34031220410000 1122303020

SW

9-3-05(A)6

7/25/2005 10:55:55 AM

34031220410000 1104942102

SW

9-3-05(A)6

1/5/2005 11:54:03 AM

34031220410000 1099323004

SW

9-3-05(A)6

11/1/2004 10:39:24 AM

34031220410000 1099323004

SW

9-3-08(B)

11/1/2004 10:37:30 AM

34031220410000 1062601851

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9/3/2003 11:25:11 AM

34031232770000 156336432

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:47 PM

34031232770000 1245547019

SW

NONE E

Friday, November 5, 2021

NONE E

7/7/2021 12:37:08 PM
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34031233530000 1368925593

SW

NONE

NONE

34031233530000 1155309860

SW

9-3-06(G)

8/11/2006 11:29:50 AM

34031233530000 1155309860

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/11/2006 11:28:39 AM

34031233530000 1132251551

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/17/2005 1:26:06 PM

34031233530000 1064595455

SW

9-3-08(B)

9/26/2003 1:09:37 PM

34031233530000 -1302949504

SW

9-3-05(A)3

1/27/2003 1:20:29 PM

34031233530000 1287i577

SW

9-3-06(G)

2/5/2002 12:15:16 PM

34031233530000 -2060346152

SW

9-3-06(G)

2/5/2002 12:15:16 PM

34031241780000 -485184582

SW

9-3-04B

34031241780000 1185551747

SW

9-3-06(G)

7/27/2007 12:22:52 PM

34031241780000 1185551747

SW

9-3-05(A)6

7/27/2007 12:15:51 PM

34031241780000 1185551747

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/27/2007 12:10:51 PM

34031241780000 691844194

SW

9-3-05(A)6

10/20/2003 1:04:38 PM

34041201600000 1124262249

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:46 PM

34041201600000 612230897

SW

NONE

10/8/2020 2:53:15 PM

34041201600000 1687111856

SW

NONE E

10/8/2020 2:53:15 PM

34041201600000 1687111856

SW

9-3-05(A)3

10/8/2020 2:53:15 PM

34041201600000 1231768499

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

4/8/2019 11:58:13 AM

34041201600000 2024476874

SW

NONE

NONE

4/8/2019 11:58:03 AM

34041201600000 -1035111681

SW

NONE

34041201600000 -2023932252

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

6/29/2017 3:27:56 PM

34041201600000 302024459

SW

None

None

6/29/2017 3:27:04 PM

34041201600000 1227225240

SW

None

5/6/2016 5:33:59 PM

34041201600000 727947090

SW

9-3-04B

5/6/2016 5:33:46 PM

34041201600000 280837669

SW

NONE E

8/31/2015 11:56:47 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

9-3-04B

DT_MOD

3/27/2018 12:45:05 PM

7/17/2018 3:42:26 PM

2/23/2018 3:11:39 PM
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34041201600000 280837669

SW

9-3-05(A)3

8/31/2015 11:56:47 AM

34041201600000 -766765191

SW

None

10/31/2014 1:05:29 PM

34041201600000 -766765191

SW

9-3-04B

10/31/2014 1:05:29 PM

34041201600000 147769300

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 12:59:18 PM

34041201600000 -14245604

SW

9-3-04(A)

2/17/2004 11:17:16 AM

34041203390000 1043934117

SW

9-3-05(A)3

1/30/2003 8:56:56 AM

34043200430000 70701678

SW

9-3-04B

5/9/2019 10:53:30 AM

34043200430000 106457351

SW

NONE

NONE

4/8/2019 11:58:20 AM

34043200430000 1284601330

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:19:32 PM

34043200430000 1272777492

SW

9-3-08(B)

9-3-08(B)

6/29/2017 1:28:28 PM

34043200430000 1149454982

SW

None

None

4/3/2017 11:02:23 AM

34043200430000 1456945302

SW

None

5/6/2016 5:34:05 PM

34043200430000 1456943790

SW

None

5/6/2016 5:34:04 PM

34051200920000 1051113410

SW

9-3-07(F)

5/5/2003 2:55:16 PM

34051200920000 1051113410

SW

9-3-05(A)3

5/5/2003 2:54:15 PM

34051200920000 1046717986

SW

9-3-07(F)

3/3/2003 2:16:17 PM

34051200920000 1046717986

SW

9-3-05(A)3

3/3/2003 2:14:29 PM

34053200000000 1074197713

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/6/2001 3:06:53 PM

34053200000000 -1717252960

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/6/2001 3:06:53 PM

34053200000000 1067264379

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/6/2001 3:06:53 PM

34053200000000 1269i552

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/6/2001 3:06:00 PM

34053200100000 1617743550

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/6/2001 3:06:53 PM

34053203630000 -1423695396

SW

9-3-09

11/15/2001 9:27:58 AM

34053203630000 -1432895705

SW

9-3-09

11/15/2001 9:27:58 AM

34053203630000 1269i517

SW

9-3-09

11/15/2001 9:27:58 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021
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34053204930000 1033338055

SW

9-3-09

1/19/2007 3:22:28 PM

34053209680000 1403801751

SW

NONE..

7/18/2014 10:53:15 AM

34053209680000 1358541093

SW

9-3-07(F)

1/30/2013 10:45:11 AM

34053209680000 1358541093

SW

9-3-05(B)4

1/30/2013 10:45:11 AM

34053209680000 -566855275

SW

9-3-05(B)4

1/23/2013 2:01:05 PM

34053209680000 -566855275

SW

9-3-07(F)

1/23/2013 2:01:05 PM

34053209680000 1166194747

SW

9-3-07(F)

12/15/2006 10:00:55 AM

34053209680000 1487

SW

9-3-05 C

10/22/2002 7:04:02 PM

34053209680000 -670185281

SW

9-3-05 C

10/22/2002 7:04:02 PM

34053209680000 1967842628

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/6/2001 3:06:53 PM

34053209680000 iTOMK000118

SW

9-9-05(A)9

34053209680000 iTOMK000118

SW

3

34053209740000 -1112837887

SW

NONE

34053209740000 -81075963

SW

9-3-07(F)

34053209740000 -73457544

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

3/11/2020 9:44:20 AM

34053209740000 -1753062495

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:20:22 PM

34053209740000 286020135

SW

9-3-07(H)

3/21/2016 10:09:22 AM

34053209740000 -132250772

SW

9-3-08(A)

6/18/2015 12:53:42 PM

34053209740000 1413309679

SW

9-9-05(A)9

11/19/2014 8:33:15 AM

34053209740000 1413309679

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/19/2014 8:33:15 AM

34053209740000 1394642489

SW

9-9-05(A)9

3/20/2014 10:49:52 AM

34053209740000 57874417

SW

9-3-07(H)

11/18/2009 2:40:39 PM

34053209740000 989092107

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/26/2009 10:03:13 AM

34053209740000 989092107

SW

9-3-08(B)

8/26/2009 10:01:45 AM

34053209740000 253347006

SW

9-3-08(A)

10/3/2008 10:43:30 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:18 AM
9/21/2021 3:11:44 PM
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34053209740000 253347006

SW

9-3-05(A)6

10/3/2008 10:43:08 AM

34053209740000 253347006

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/3/2008 10:43:01 AM

34053209740000 1219336291

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/21/2008 12:35:51 PM

34053209740000 1234200665

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/6/2007 10:31:38 AM

34053209740000 57058912

SW

9-3-07(H)

2/15/2006 8:27:18 PM

34053209740000 595274042

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 3:25:41 PM

34053209740000 -881720446

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 3:25:41 PM

34055207730000 207472282

SW

9-3-06(K

9-3-06(K

34055207730000 2046614152

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)3 2/7/2020 12:39:23 PM

34055207730000 -1715919476

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 11/21/2017 9:08:39 AM

34055207730000 1342104637

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/24/2012 12:10:53 PM

34055207730000 2059367429

SW

9-3-07(D)

10/21/2011 11:50:17 AM

34055210590000 -1657849933

SW

NONE

34055210590000 939823219

SW

9-3-04B

34055210590000 680377660

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

2/10/2021 9:57:12 AM

34055210590000 1224354716

SW

NONE E

NONE E

6/9/2020 2:51:26 PM

34055210590000 1224354716

SW

9-3-06(K

9-3-06(K

6/9/2020 2:51:26 PM

34055210590000 1224354716

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)3

6/9/2020 2:51:26 PM

34055210590000 1556560878

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34055210590000 -184681778

SW

NONE

34055210590000 -131824359

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/17/2018 3:45:51 PM

34055210590000 -998667484

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:16:31 PM

34055210590000 244583147

SW

None

None

4/3/2017 11:02:04 AM

34055210590000 1306266253

SW

9-3-04(A)

34059209650000 1104983910

SW

NONE

Friday, November 5, 2021

9/20/2021 8:47:55 AM

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:16 AM
9/21/2021 3:11:54 PM

3/11/2020 9:44:30 AM

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

5/24/2011 3:59:42 PM

NONE

6/9/2020 8:14:20 AM
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34059226880000 -984144885

SW

9-3-07(B)

9-3-07(B)

7/17/2018 3:46:02 PM

34059226880000 1278717710

SW

9-3-07(B)

9-3-07(B) 6/22/2018 11:37:56 AM

34059239860000 1570634256

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 10/22/2019 9:20:45 AM

34059239860000 -1601768047

SW

9-3-04B

4/4/2016 10:20:48 AM

34059242020000 -198061737

SW

9-3-04B

5/9/2019 10:53:29 AM

34059242020000 -722123413

SW

9-3-04B

4/4/2016 10:21:04 AM

34059243320000 -1180157351

SW

9-3-04(A)

34059243320000 799371134

SW

9-3-07(H)

34059243320000 -1852443060

SW

9-3-04B

5/9/2019 10:53:29 AM

34059243320000 1329288656

SW

9-3-04B

4/4/2016 10:21:15 AM

34069200670000 1051101872

SW

9-3-05(A)3

34069201390000 273987128

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:52 PM

34069201390000 -1766954053

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:41 PM

34069201390000 -1678890099

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34069201390000 -31657446

SW

NONE

NONE

34069201390000 1772393309

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

3/11/2020 9:44:43 AM

34069201390000 -146810010

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/17/2018 3:46:10 PM

34069201390000 -1304788773

SW

9-3-08(A)

11/27/2013 1:51:48 PM

34073200000000 -512756369

SW

9-3-05(B)7

3/19/2002 1:25:33 PM

34073200000000 1269i874

SW

9-3-05(B)7

3/19/2002 1:25:00 PM

34073212910000 426525330

SW

9-3-08(B)

3/29/2005 8:04:18 AM

34073213120000 1241715950

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/7/2009 1:10:10 PM

34073215230000 1241699662

SW

9-3-07(G)

5/7/2009 10:26:31 AM

34073215230000 1241699662

SW

9-3-05[C]

5/7/2009 10:20:23 AM

34073215230000 1241699662

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/7/2009 10:08:49 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

9/21/2021 10:15:54 AM

9-3-07(H)

6/4/2020 3:22:03 PM

5/5/2003 4:02:36 PM

2/10/2021 9:57:02 AM
6/9/2020 8:14:27 AM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34073215230000 1241699662

SW

9-3-06(A)

5/7/2009 9:29:13 AM

34073215430000 -2006566136

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/21/2021 3:11:42 PM

34073215430000 882079066

SW

9-3-04B

34073215430000 94901027

SW

NONE

34073215430000 1619496732

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

7/11/2019 7:54:38 AM

34073215430000 -46836104

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9-3-05(A)6

5/9/2019 3:30:15 PM

34073215430000 -46836104

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

5/9/2019 3:30:15 PM

34073215430000 1541774687

SW

9-3-08(B)

9-3-08(B) 11/16/2018 2:09:11 PM

34073215430000 1541774687

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9-3-05(A)6 11/16/2018 2:09:11 PM

34073215430000 1541774687

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 11/16/2018 2:09:11 PM

34073215430000 -1427204606

SW

9-3-07(F)

9-3-07(F) 8/13/2018 10:19:56 AM

34073215430000 -1427204606

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9-3-05(A)68/13/2018 10:19:56 AM

34073215430000 432493261

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 3/27/2018 12:46:22 PM

34073215430000 595755828

SW

9-3-07(H)

9/21/2016 1:49:41 PM

34073215430000 595755828

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/21/2016 1:49:41 PM

34073215430000 -1638470805

SW

9-3-07(F)

5/25/2016 2:38:20 PM

34073215430000 -1638470805

SW

9-3-05(B)4

5/25/2016 2:38:20 PM

34073215430000 -1638470805

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/25/2016 2:38:20 PM

34073215430000 -1382504724

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/8/2015 8:06:18 AM

34073215430000 -869291426

SW

9-3-08(A)

4/4/2012 5:22:40 PM

34073215430000 1650717930

SW

9-3-05(B)4

5/7/2007 10:11:26 PM

34073215430000 1168627885

SW

9-3-05(A)3

1/12/2007 2:08:02 PM

34073215430000 1168627885

SW

9-3-05(A)6

1/12/2007 2:07:33 PM

34073215430000 1168627885

SW

9-3-07(F)

1/12/2007 1:58:45 PM

34073215430000 1168627885

SW

9-3-07(E)

1/12/2007 1:58:17 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

9-3-04B

6/9/2020 8:14:41 AM

4/20/2020 4:59:35 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34073215430000 5609i338

SW

9-3-05 C

8/20/2001 1:36:53 PM

34073215430000 5609i338

SW

9-3-07(F)

8/20/2001 1:36:41 PM

34073215430000 5609i210

SW

9-3-05(A)3

6/4/2001 2:19:26 PM

34073215430000 1269i30

SW

9-3-07(E)

2/15/2001 2:43:16 PM

34073215430000 1269i30

SW

9-3-05(A)3

2/15/2001 2:42:38 PM

34073216520000 -610037065

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/7/2009 12:39:20 PM

34073217440000 -1563814261

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/11/2006 3:39:19 PM

34073219490000 -974091041

SW

9-3-05[C]

7/24/2006 1:38:23 PM

34073219490000 -193956336

SW

9-3-05(B)7

6/13/2005 8:30:33 AM

34073219490000 1246192697

SW

9-3-05(B)7

6/13/2005 8:30:33 AM

34073219490000 -193956336

SW

9-3-08(A)

6/13/2005 8:30:09 AM

34073219490000 1246192697

SW

9-3-08(A)

6/13/2005 8:30:09 AM

34073221610000 1594126355

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:48 PM

34073221610000 1560525107

SW

9-3-07(H)

9/21/2021 2:46:05 PM

34073221610000 1560525107

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/21/2021 2:46:05 PM

34073221610000 1589454858

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

7/15/2020 3:06:29 PM

34073221610000 1589454858

SW

9-3-07(F)

9-3-07(F)

7/15/2020 3:06:29 PM

34073221610000 1589454858

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

7/15/2020 3:06:29 PM

34073221610000 1237234076

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9-3-05(A)63/27/2018 10:24:44 AM

34073221610000 1096616651

SW

9-3-05[C]

9-3-05[C]

34073221610000 1492182530

SW

9-3-05(B)7

9-3-05(B)7 6/19/2017 1:13:46 PM

34073221610000 441784917

SW

9-3-05[C]

9-3-05[C] 6/15/2017 11:22:29 AM

34073221610000 1442344801

SW

9-3-07(F)

10/8/2015 8:07:08 AM

34073221610000 -650841418

SW

9-9-05(A)10

7/17/2015 3:54:33 PM

34073221610000 -650841418

SW

9-3-07(F)

7/17/2015 3:54:33 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

3/5/2018 1:48:47 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34073221610000 705372691

SW

9-3-08(A)

4/10/2014 2:16:25 PM

34073221610000 705372691

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/10/2014 2:16:25 PM

34073221610000 543640086

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/21/2012 11:30:03 AM

34073221610000 1334681705

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/17/2012 4:15:28 PM

34073221610000 -1786451260

SW

9-3-07(H)

4/6/2011 3:55:42 PM

34073221610000 849615643

SW

9-3-08(A)

11/10/2009 9:29:25 AM

34073221610000 849615643

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/10/2009 9:28:44 AM

34073221610000 -818713486

SW

9-3-05(B)7

6/8/2009 11:20:05 AM

34073221610000 -818713486

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/8/2009 11:19:29 AM

34073221610000 -267787825

SW

9-3-05(B)7

10/6/2008 4:24:14 PM

34073221610000 -267787825

SW

9-3-06(G)

9/29/2008 9:09:14 AM

34073221610000 236826559

SW

9-3-08(D)

3/27/2008 11:36:23 PM

34073221610000 236826559

SW

9-3-08(A)

3/27/2008 7:08:26 PM

34073221610000 236826559

SW

9-3-08(B)

3/26/2008 12:42:41 PM

34073221610000 236826559

SW

9-3-04(A)

3/26/2008 12:42:07 PM

34073221610000 479843378

SW

9-3-06(G)

2/22/2008 4:14:53 PM

34073221610000 479843378

SW

9-3-05(A)6

2/22/2008 4:14:21 PM

34073221610000 1221052423

SW

9-3-05(A)3

5/9/2007 1:20:30 PM

34073221610000 1154697983

SW

9-3-05(B)7

8/4/2006 9:51:22 AM

34073221610000 1154697983

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/4/2006 9:46:51 AM

34073221610000 1092938833

SW

9-3-09

8/19/2004 2:11:06 PM

34073221610000 1092938833

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/19/2004 2:10:21 PM

34073221610000 -1694141788

SW

9-3-09

34073221610000 1269i874

SW

9-3-05(B)7

34073221610000 iTOMK000098

SW

9-3-05(A)3

Friday, November 5, 2021

1/30/2003 10:44:52 AM
3/19/2002 1:25:33 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34073221610000 iTOMK000077

SW

23

34073221610000 iTOMK000077

SW

9-10-04

34073221610000 iTOMK000098

SW

9-3-05(B)4

34073232300000 1154629195

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/7/2006 8:50:02 AM

34073233510000 1155321565

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/11/2006 2:51:17 PM

34075208470000 UIC907

SW

22(A)

34075208470000 UIC908

SW

9-1-07

34075208470000 UIC909

SW

9-3-04(A)

34075208470000 UIC940

SW

3

34075208470000 UIC398

SW

3

34075208470000 UIC1021

SW

9-3-07(D)

34075208470000 UIC1003

SW

3

34075208470000 UIC1002

SW

9-3-07(D)

34075208470000 UIC1020

SW

3

34075208470000 UIC731

SW

072A

34075208470000 UIC905

SW

3

34075208470000 UIC1057

SW

9-3-07(D)

34075208470000 UIC941

SW

9-3-07(D)

34075208470000 UIC963

SW

9-3-07(D)

34075208470000 UIC962

SW

3

34075208470000 UIC906

SW

9-3-07(D)

34075227320000 1581603643

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 10/18/2021 9:27:54 AM

34075227320000 799876754

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 10/18/2021 8:47:23 AM

34075227320000 1785128555

SW

NONE

NONE

34075227320000 -1926063431

SW

9-3-04(A)

Friday, November 5, 2021

3/27/2018 12:45:35 PM

6/24/2010 8:50:06 AM
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TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34075227320000 86034957

SW

9-3-04(A)

1/21/2009 8:35:27 AM

34075227320000 346

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/5/2002 10:10:34 AM

34075227320000 1239i346

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/5/2002 10:10:34 AM

34075227320000 346

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/5/2002 10:08:30 AM

34075227320000 1239i346

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/5/2002 10:08:30 AM

34075236690000 916455298

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/16/2002 9:56:41 AM

34075236690000 394

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/16/2002 9:56:41 AM

34075243750000 -841319213

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:28:46 AM

34075243750000 -1006785019

SW

NONE

NONE

11/3/2020 12:19:02 PM

34075243750000 1488297791

SW

None

None

12/31/2018 11:43:37 AM

34075243750000 816083746

SW

NONE

NONE

12/31/2018 11:43:29 AM

34075243750000 819410159

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/31/2018 11:43:20 AM

34075243750000 -1164811022

SW

None

None

34075243750000 -228844945

SW

9-3-05[C]

9-3-05[C]

3/21/2018 4:13:39 PM

34075243750000 727477714

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

2/28/2018 2:37:22 PM

34075243750000 1669647877

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

1/13/2018 7:55:25 PM

34075243750000 1669647877

SW

9-3-05[C]

9-3-05[C]

1/13/2018 7:55:25 PM

34075243750000 111893205

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

8/18/2017 1:57:16 PM

34075243750000 -946245506

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

3/6/2017 9:24:35 AM

34075243750000 -1783179706

SW

9-3-04B

34075243750000 242168301

SW

9-3-07(H)

1/20/2015 10:35:54 AM

34075243750000 -335353057

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/23/2011 7:44:23 AM

34075243750000 -335353057

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/23/2011 7:44:23 AM

34075243750000 2090533878

SW

9-3-05(B)4

9/19/2011 3:43:34 PM

34075243750000 306734524

SW

9-3-04(A)

1/21/2009 8:30:34 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

8/3/2018 3:55:12 PM

1/6/2016 10:32:06 AM
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FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34075243750000 -2072585562

SW

9-3-09

10/8/2008 7:46:35 PM

34075243750000 1028238988

SW

9-3-07(E)

9/21/2007 2:42:15 PM

34075243750000 1028238988

SW

9-3-08(A)

9/21/2007 2:41:49 PM

34075243750000 1028238988

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/21/2007 2:41:11 PM

34075243750000 1615629740

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/11/2007 11:16:07 AM

34075243750000 1615629740

SW

9-3-07(E)

7/11/2007 11:11:54 AM

34075243750000 -708759415

SW

9-3-07(E)

6/7/2007 12:27:34 PM

34075243750000 -895627183

SW

9-3-07(E)

1/30/2007 1:12:46 PM

34075243750000 -568393947

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/21/2006 10:55:52 AM

34075243750000 1175789263

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/21/2006 10:55:52 AM

34075243750000 625688573

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 1:06:31 PM

34075243750000 618764357

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 1:06:31 PM

34075243750000 -828768665

SW

9-3-04(A)

3/2/2005 12:17:55 PM

34075243750000 1239i437

SW

9-3-08(B)

9/17/2002 1:50:31 PM

34075243750000 437

SW

9-3-08(B)

9/17/2002 1:50:31 PM

34075243750000 1210i26

SW

9-3-05(B)4

4/1/2002 8:17:26 AM

34075245270000 -638794099

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:43 PM

34075245270000 627661830

SW

9-3-07(H)

7/15/2020 2:53:54 PM

34075245270000 -1824806722

SW

NONE_

7/15/2020 2:53:53 PM

34075245270000 -1824806722

SW

NONE E

7/15/2020 2:53:53 PM

34075245270000 -1614593619

SW

NONE

34075250190000 1320319501

SW

9-3-05[C]

11/3/2011 7:29:55 AM

34075250190000 1320319501

SW

9-3-07(H)

11/3/2011 7:29:55 AM

34077202250000 864800091

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/21/2001 8:45:37 AM

34083240720000 -637408295

SW

9-3-07(H)

Friday, November 5, 2021

NONE

9-3-07(H)

3/21/2018 4:20:26 PM

10/3/2019 2:21:29 PM
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34083240720000 1523968664

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

9/26/2018 3:41:23 PM

34083240720000 1433766222

SW

NONE[C]

6/18/2015 1:48:29 PM

34083240720000 1358988311

SW

NONE(B)

6/4/2015 9:56:46 AM

34083240720000 1358988311

SW

9-9-05(A)9

6/4/2015 9:56:46 AM

34083241370000 -268288031

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 10/18/2021 9:27:52 AM

34083241370000 1308956112

SW

9-3-07[C]

6/24/2011 7:06:42 PM

34083241950000 1483250133

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

34083244120000 1581548709

SW

NONE

NONE

34083244120000 -1782773026

SW

NONE

34083244120000 1178490314

SW

9-3-04B

34083244120000 -1159557783

SW

NONE

34083244120000 -1071446012

SW

9-3-04B

34083244120000 1811567986

SW

9-3-04B

34083244120000 205085104

SW

9-3-05[C]

7/29/2015 3:26:38 PM

34083244120000 205085104

SW

9-3-05(A)3

7/29/2015 3:26:38 PM

34083244120000 1899618550

SW

9-3-07(D)

6/18/2015 1:49:42 PM

34083244120000 -1276858044

SW

9-3-07(E)

4/24/2012 9:04:48 AM

34083244120000 -1276858044

SW

9-3-07(H)

4/24/2012 9:04:48 AM

34083246030000 -1134060743

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:28:44 AM

34083246030000 -780693758

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:12 AM

34083246030000 192830727

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:51 PM

34083246030000 1889163225

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:51 PM

34083246030000 1914646902

SW

NONE

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

34083246030000 907391683

SW

9-3-07(F)

3/3/2016 9:17:15 AM

34083246030000 -691433665

SW

9-3-07(D)

6/18/2015 1:50:38 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

7/9/2019 9:26:52 AM

10/18/2021 9:27:58 AM
9/21/2021 3:11:41 PM

9-3-04B

7/23/2020 2:43:35 PM

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM
8/3/2018 3:41:34 PM

9-3-04B

6/29/2017 3:27:13 PM
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34085202660000 1565272335

SW

9-3-05(B)4

9-3-05(B)4 10/3/2019 2:05:53 PM

34085202660000 -1574938695

SW

9-3-07(D)

34085210940000 -2084788180

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:30:05 AM

34085210940000 744226997

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:30:02 AM

34085210940000 1624996483

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/21/2021 3:11:49 PM

34085210940000 1163143615

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:46 PM

34085210940000 -280074458

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:42 PM

34085210940000 1518899331

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34085210940000 -1572966967

SW

None

None

5/22/2017 11:11:34 AM

34085210940000 90924292

SW

None

None

4/3/2017 11:02:02 AM

34085210940000 445250087

SW

9-3-04B

34087204810000 1455693396

SW

9-3-08(B)

2/22/2011 11:47:43 AM

34087205820000 1299318527

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/7/2002 8:53:10 AM

34087205820000 1930588637

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/7/2002 8:53:10 AM

34087205820000 1268

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/7/2002 8:53:10 AM

34087205820000 1269i1268

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/7/2002 8:53:10 AM

34089234060000 799664534

SW

NONE

34089234060000 1016683602

SW

NONE

34089234060000 1248i93

SW

9-3-06(G)

10/25/2001 11:20:43 AM

34089234060000 1248i8

SW

9-3-06(G)

6/11/2001 3:26:18 PM

34089243680000 346

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/5/2002 10:10:34 AM

34089243680000 346

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/5/2002 10:08:30 AM

34089247920000 217335215

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:51 PM

34089247920000 815272867

SW

NONE

34089247920000 1331814177

SW

9-3-07(H)

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD

4/25/2011 2:02:16 PM

2/10/2021 9:56:47 AM

4/4/2016 10:21:06 AM

4/20/2020 4:59:35 PM

NONE

NONE

3/27/2018 12:45:00 PM

3/27/2018 12:45:23 PM

3/22/2012 7:17:12 PM
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34089247920000 1331814177

SW

9-3-04(A)

3/16/2012 1:20:06 AM

34089247920000 1322853827

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/2/2011 2:25:24 PM

34089247920000 1322853827

SW

9-3-07(H)

12/2/2011 2:25:24 PM

34089247920000 1235672988

SW

9-3-07(H)

2/26/2009 1:42:42 PM

34089247920000 1235672988

SW

9-3-04(A)

2/26/2009 1:38:44 PM

34089247920000 1514536314

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/1/2005 3:08:25 PM

34089247920000 192042562

SW

9-3-06(G)

10/15/2002 12:24:59 PM

34089247920000 UIC21824

SW

22(A)

34089247920000 UIC21824

SW

9-3-05(A)6

34089247920000 UIC1825

SW

9-1-07

34089247920000 UIC21824

SW

9-1-07

34089247920000 UIC1826

SW

9-3-05(A)6

34089252770000 2097869601

SW

9-3-06(G)

34093212360000 -1813162740

SW

NONE

34093212360000 -28608060

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:42 PM

34093212360000 -1528070394

SW

9-3-04B

5/9/2019 10:53:29 AM

34093212360000 -2043669278

SW

NONE

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

34093212360000 1488299782

SW

None

None

12/31/2018 11:44:00 AM

34093212360000 -354891525

SW

NONE

NONE

12/31/2018 11:43:50 AM

34093212360000 -653345326

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/31/2018 11:43:44 AM

34093212360000 1534516020

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)310/12/2018 12:37:51 PM

34093212360000 1525786810

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)38/21/2018 11:35:04 AM

34093212360000 1525786810

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 8/21/2018 11:35:04 AM

34093212360000 766073968

SW

None

None

34093212360000 -2042269429

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

Friday, November 5, 2021

5/22/2002 12:42:58 PM
NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:22 AM

8/3/2018 3:55:06 PM

8/18/2017 1:57:13 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

34093212360000 -1480588580

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34093212360000 1227263567

SW

9-3-04B

1/6/2016 10:31:57 AM

34093212360000 1302219870

SW

9-3-07(H)

9/9/2009 11:57:58 AM

34093212360000 1231262824

SW

9-3-07(J )

1/6/2009 12:52:42 PM

34093212360000 -371666281

SW

9-3-05(B)4

2/7/2007 11:05:46 AM

34093212360000 -371666281

SW

9-3-04(B)

2/7/2007 11:03:39 AM

34093212360000 -1565146590

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 1:09:01 PM

34093212360000 299845525

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 1:09:01 PM

34093212360000 1109860033

SW

9-3-04(B)

2/24/2005 2:05:02 PM

34093212360000 1109271251

SW

9-3-04(B)

2/24/2005 2:05:02 PM

34093212360000 128

SW

9-3-05(A)6

10/2/2001 2:06:13 PM

34093212360000 1220i98

SW

9-3-05(A)6

10/2/2001 2:06:13 PM

34093212360000 1220i70

SW

9-3-07(H)

7/18/2001 3:41:47 PM

34099209030000 -1257981937

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34099209030000 307413285

SW

NONE

NONE

34099209030000 -495537987

SW

9-3-05(A)6

11/18/2013 1:10:43 PM

34099209030000 -495537987

SW

9-3-05(B)4

11/18/2013 1:10:43 PM

34099209030000 1132058921

SW

9-3-05(A)6

11/15/2005 8:26:44 AM

34099209030000 1155378171

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 3:10:13 PM

34099209030000 22632062

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/25/2003 2:56:43 PM

34099209030000 1061396806

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/20/2003 12:31:30 PM

34099209030000 636

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/24/2002 2:51:27 PM

34099209030000 1216i636

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/24/2002 2:51:27 PM

34099209720000 1662075477

SW

9-3-07(D)

4/7/2005 1:55:58 PM

34099209720000 -1980431230

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/5/2003 1:28:48 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD

3/6/2017 9:24:30 AM

7/22/2021 11:22:30 AM
8/3/2018 3:55:23 PM
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INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34099209720000 972734501

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/5/2003 1:23:13 PM

34099209720000 1049976561

SW

9-3-07(H)

4/10/2003 8:29:25 AM

34099209720000 265098911

SW

9-3-05(A)6

2/26/2003 8:27:41 AM

34099209720000 1039094667

SW

9-3-05(A)3

12/5/2002 8:31:04 AM

34099209720000 1039094667

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/5/2002 8:29:42 AM

34099209720000 1216i955

SW

9-3-05(A)6

10/17/2002 2:44:30 PM

34099209720000 1216i841

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/15/2002 1:51:48 PM

34099209720000 1216i839

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/15/2002 1:43:23 PM

34099209720000 1216i637

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/24/2002 3:06:30 PM

34099209720000 637

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/24/2002 3:06:30 PM

34099209740000 133289124

SW

9-3-04B

5/9/2019 10:53:29 AM

34099209740000 -1682454178

SW

9-3-05(B)4

10/6/2014 3:40:41 PM

34099219560000 1228669614

SW

9-3-05[C]

12/9/2008 2:35:44 PM

34099219560000 -87148962

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/10/2003 8:38:53 AM

34099219560000 -702557196

SW

9-3-05(A)6

2/26/2003 8:27:31 AM

34099219560000 1407226224

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/5/2002 8:40:46 AM

34099219560000 1216i956

SW

9-3-05(A)6

10/17/2002 2:49:27 PM

34099219560000 UIC1811

SW

22(A)

34099219560000 UIC1811

SW

3

34099231270000 -933102108

SW

9-3-04B

5/28/2015 9:05:30 AM

34099231570000 1346949207

SW

NONEC

10/15/2012 4:00:22 PM

34099231570000 1346949207

SW

9-05E2

10/15/2012 4:00:22 PM

34099231580000 -343235524

SW

NONE

NONE

7/22/2021 11:22:15 AM

34099231580000 531267445

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/22/2021 11:22:06 AM

34099231580000 506505458

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)3 12/18/2020 1:40:31 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021
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TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

34099231580000 1213495573

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34099231710000 1624977141

SW

9-3-07(D)

34099231710000 331056530

SW

9-3-04B

34099231710000 937567922

SW

9-3-04B

2/24/2015 4:23:15 PM

34099231710000 1346945709

SW

NONEC

9/6/2012 3:52:49 PM

34099231710000 1346945709

SW

9-05E2

9/6/2012 3:52:49 PM

34099231710000 1346945709

SW

NONEB

9/6/2012 3:52:49 PM

34103221680000 -887128583

SW

9-3-08(A)

7/11/2002 10:51:48 AM

34103221680000 129

SW

9-3-08(A)

7/11/2002 10:51:48 AM

34103221680000 -887128583

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/11/2002 10:50:11 AM

34103221680000 129

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/11/2002 10:50:11 AM

34103245150000 1838618888

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

2/10/2021 9:56:35 AM

34103245150000 180749171

SW

9-3-06(K

9-3-06(K

12/18/2020 1:42:20 PM

34103245150000 180749171

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 12/18/2020 1:42:20 PM

34103245150000 1501351720

SW

NONE

4/20/2020 4:59:33 PM

34103245150000 1043343282

SW

NONE

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

34103245150000 1522166093

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 10/12/2018 2:22:01 PM

34103245150000 133847209

SW

NONE

NONE

4/3/2018 10:21:52 AM

34103245150000 1488394924

SW

None

None

4/3/2017 11:02:18 AM

34103245150000 11320513

SW

None

34103245150000 1596671949

SW

9-9-05(A)10

4/3/2013 2:20:21 PM

34103245150000 1596671949

SW

9-3-05(A)3

4/3/2013 2:20:21 PM

34103245150000 1277818089

SW

9-3-05(A)6

6/29/2010 9:37:29 AM

34103245150000 1277818089

SW

9-3-08(B)

6/29/2010 9:36:01 AM

34103245150000 1842046913

SW

9-3-07(H)

3/25/2010 2:30:57 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD

5/22/2017 11:11:21 AM
9/21/2021 3:11:48 PM

9-3-04B

7/22/2021 11:22:10 AM

6/15/2016 1:45:59 PM
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FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34103245150000 1245762111

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/23/2009 11:08:51 AM

34103245150000 1245762111

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/23/2009 9:11:17 AM

34103245150000 1244637743

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/10/2009 8:50:53 AM

34103245150000 1244637743

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/10/2009 8:49:18 AM

34103245150000 1232631273

SW

9-3-07(F)

1/22/2009 8:42:39 AM

34103245150000 318033298

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/4/2007 1:31:12 PM

34103245150000 -1777720954

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/23/2007 1:10:43 PM

34103245150000 1158239773

SW

9-3-08(A)

9/14/2006 9:23:24 AM

34103245150000 1140031126

SW

9-3-05(B)4

2/15/2006 2:21:06 PM

34103245150000 1141071260

SW

9-3-05(B)4

2/15/2006 2:21:06 PM

34103245150000 1140024725

SW

9-3-05(A)3

2/15/2006 12:46:45 PM

34103245150000 1140024725

SW

9-3-08(B)

2/15/2006 12:43:02 PM

34103245150000 1119454476

SW

9-3-05(A)6

6/22/2005 11:46:22 AM

34103245150000 1125414575

SW

9-3-08 C

3/8/2005 2:33:30 PM

34103245150000 1110303294

SW

9-3-08 C

3/8/2005 2:33:30 PM

34103245150000 1119454476

SW

9-3-08 C

3/8/2005 2:33:30 PM

34103245150000 1110303294

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/8/2005 12:43:16 PM

34103245150000 1125414575

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/8/2005 12:43:16 PM

34103245150000 1064842221

SW

9-3-07(H)

9/29/2003 9:51:34 AM

34103245150000 1054221679

SW

9-3-07(H)

5/29/2003 11:34:29 AM

34103245150000 -1592419846

SW

9-3-07(H)

5/29/2003 11:34:29 AM

34103245150000 1054221679

SW

9-3-08(A)

5/29/2003 11:30:45 AM

34103245150000 -1592419846

SW

9-3-08(A)

5/29/2003 11:30:45 AM

34103245150000 2155i129

SW

9-3-08(A)

7/11/2002 10:51:48 AM

34103245150000 129

SW

9-3-08(A)

7/11/2002 10:51:48 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021
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34103245150000 2155i129

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/11/2002 10:50:11 AM

34103245150000 129

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/11/2002 10:50:11 AM

34103245150000 127

SW

9-3-06(G)

12/6/2001 9:59:08 AM

34103245150000 1220i127

SW

9-3-06(G)

12/6/2001 9:59:08 AM

34103245150000 1220i127

SW

9-3-05(A)6

12/6/2001 9:52:49 AM

34103245150000 127

SW

9-3-05(A)6

12/6/2001 9:52:49 AM

34103245150000 127

SW

9-3-05(A)5

12/6/2001 9:51:40 AM

34103245150000 1220i127

SW

9-3-05(A)5

12/6/2001 9:51:40 AM

34103245150000 UIC1775

SW

9-3-07(F)

34103245150000 iTOMK000091

SW

9-3-07(E)

34103245150000 UIC1775

SW

9-3-07(E)

34105218340000 1075333647

SW

9-3-08(B)

9/26/2006 5:36:37 PM

34105219950000 -2075986878

SW

9-3-07(H)

12/9/2014 1:10:26 PM

34105219950000 1841817771

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/13/2011 12:47:10 PM

34105219950000 1113347954

SW

9-3-07(G)

5/16/2005 2:45:23 PM

34105222960000 1176256934

SW

9-3-05(A)6

10/6/2008 5:39:55 PM

34105222960000 1176256934

SW

9-3-05(A)3

4/10/2007 10:05:37 PM

34105224610000 1799272176

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:29:43 AM

34105224610000 1007804655

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:09 AM

34105224610000 1371548052

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:27:48 AM

34105224610000 -687807558

SW

NONE

34105224610000 1534352012

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9-3-05(A)6 8/16/2018 12:00:12 PM

34105224610000 1534352012

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 8/16/2018 12:00:12 PM

34105224610000 -782250667

SW

NONE

NONE

8/3/2018 3:58:18 PM

34105224610000 1488488081

SW

None

None

4/3/2017 11:02:13 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM
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34105224610000 1795553448

SW

9-3-04B

5/25/2016 2:38:29 PM

34105224610000 527703964

SW

9-3-07(F)

5/11/2015 11:27:37 AM

34105224610000 -1222998948

SW

9-3-05(B)4

9/29/2014 11:46:32 AM

34105224610000 -1297660666

SW

9-3-05(A)3

4/23/2014 8:42:21 AM

34105224610000 1350659426

SW

9-9-05(A)9

10/19/2012 12:39:53 PM

34105224610000 -1700705447

SW

9-3-08(B)

6/29/2010 12:59:41 PM

34105224610000 -1700705447

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/29/2010 12:59:10 PM

34105224610000 -1700705447

SW

9-3-08(A)

6/29/2010 12:58:53 PM

34105224610000 1252004373

SW

9-3-08(A)

9/3/2009 3:10:38 PM

34105224610000 -1690649312

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 3:13:12 PM

34105224610000 737973241

SW

9-3-07(E)

3/6/2003 10:57:39 AM

34105224610000 427392225

SW

9-3-07(E)

3/6/2003 10:57:39 AM

34105224610000 427392225

SW

9-3-05(A)3

3/6/2003 10:57:09 AM

34105224610000 737973241

SW

9-3-05(A)3

3/6/2003 10:57:09 AM

34105227380000 -1618102059

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:29:42 AM

34105227380000 138173182

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:07 AM

34105227380000 -59267413

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:43 PM

34105227380000 -1977411922

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:41 PM

34105227380000 910269426

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/21/2021 2:46:06 PM

34105227380000 504141417

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:37:11 PM

34105227380000 1745430411

SW

NONE

NONE

34105227380000 1525438829

SW

9-3-04B

34105227380000 1783769261

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/13/2017 3:54:52 PM

34105227380000 1233436912

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/13/2017 3:47:41 PM

34105227380000 482382786

SW

None

Friday, November 5, 2021

8/3/2018 3:55:26 PM
8/3/2018 3:41:34 PM

5/6/2016 5:34:16 PM
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34105227380000 1390711440

SW

9-3-05(A)6

34105227380000 -1274758837

SW

None

10/31/2014 1:05:26 PM

34105227380000 -1274758837

SW

9-3-04B

10/31/2014 1:05:25 PM

34105227380000 935681809

SW

9-3-08(A)

9/29/2014 11:46:55 AM

34105227380000 -1618094538

SW

9-3-08(A)

6/6/2013 11:56:13 AM

34105227380000 1313315948

SW

9-3-07(H)

9/28/2010 3:51:49 PM

34105227380000 1279819432

SW

9-3-07(H)

7/22/2010 1:27:58 PM

34105227380000 -760721356

SW

9-3-07(F)

3/11/2008 1:39:41 PM

34105227380000 -895875091

SW

9-3-05(A)3

4/16/2006 3:22:26 PM

34105227380000 -895875091

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/16/2006 3:22:09 PM

34105227380000 1132155442

SW

9-3-05(B)4

34105227380000 -966095518

SW

9-3-07(G)

5/16/2005 2:25:19 PM

34105227380000 -966095518

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/11/2005 10:56:50 AM

34105227380000 -966095518

SW

9-3-05(B)4

5/11/2005 10:56:40 AM

34105227380000 266102610

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/19/2004 4:58:48 PM

34105227380000 2025019888

SW

9-3-07(F)

5/6/2004 2:55:29 PM

34105227380000 2025019888

SW

9-3-05(A)3

5/6/2004 2:55:05 PM

34105227380000 1058282884

SW

9-3-05(A)6

7/15/2003 11:43:53 AM

34105227380000 -985386220

SW

9-3-05(A)6

7/15/2003 11:43:53 AM

34105227380000 -985386220

SW

9-3-05(A)3

7/15/2003 11:41:22 AM

34105227380000 1058282884

SW

9-3-05(A)3

7/15/2003 11:41:22 AM

34105227380000 -985386220

SW

9-3-08(B)

7/15/2003 11:30:49 AM

34105227380000 1058282884

SW

9-3-08(B)

7/15/2003 11:30:49 AM

34105227390000 741923698

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:28:41 AM

34105227390000 -170118489

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:05 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

2/3/2015 12:54:57 PM

11/16/2005 10:40:56 AM
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34105227390000 1954934288

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:51 PM

34105227390000 -1811197801

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:41 PM

34105227390000 -459749770

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:37:16 PM

34105227390000 1177424647

SW

9-3-08(B)

9-3-08(B) 12/19/2018 8:37:22 AM

34105227390000 1177424647

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9-3-05(A)612/19/2018 8:37:22 AM

34105227390000 -287124112

SW

NONE

NONE

34105227390000 1310959146

SW

9-3-04B

34105227390000 188519530

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/13/2017 3:55:37 PM

34105227390000 1887350970

SW

None

None

7/13/2017 3:55:05 PM

34105227390000 -1112700367

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/13/2017 3:48:06 PM

34105227390000 437121172

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

4/3/2017 11:04:12 AM

34105227390000 -1189460709

SW

None

34105227390000 -671326736

SW

9-9-05(A)9

9/1/2015 10:15:45 AM

34105227390000 -671326736

SW

9-3-08(A)

9/1/2015 10:15:45 AM

34105227390000 2060913777

SW

None

10/31/2014 1:05:31 PM

34105227390000 2060913777

SW

9-3-04B

10/31/2014 1:05:31 PM

34105227390000 -15862736

SW

None

10/31/2014 1:05:27 PM

34105227390000 -15862736

SW

9-3-04B

10/31/2014 1:05:26 PM

34105227390000 1345581844

SW

9-9-05(A)9

9/20/2012 2:05:17 PM

34105227390000 1345581844

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9/20/2012 2:05:17 PM

34105227390000 -591792814

SW

9-3-07(H)

3/11/2011 1:16:16 PM

34105227390000 1140947552

SW

9-3-07(G)

5/16/2005 2:38:11 PM

34105227390000 -34519132

SW

9-3-05(B)4

5/11/2004 9:37:15 AM

34105227390000 -1075496536

SW

9-3-05(A)3

6/26/2003 2:42:15 PM

34105227390000 -1075496536

SW

9-3-08(B)

6/26/2003 2:30:01 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

8/3/2018 3:58:21 PM
8/3/2018 3:41:34 PM

5/6/2016 5:33:58 PM
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34105227390000 1056651171

SW

9-3-08(B)

6/26/2003 2:21:09 PM

34105227390000 942925581

SW

9-3-08(B)

6/26/2003 2:21:09 PM

34105228680000 1269i409

SW

9-3-09

10/3/2001 10:12:17 AM

34105228680000 1407251077

SW

9-3-09

10/3/2001 10:12:17 AM

34105231850000 -39387381

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:29:32 AM

34105231850000 -1275661988

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:14 AM

34105231850000 57489617

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:53 PM

34105231850000 -1557867380

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:40 PM

34105231850000 1629375317

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/21/2021 2:46:06 PM

34105231850000 1084810943

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:37:26 PM

34105231850000 1938152886

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9-3-05(A)6 4/8/2019 12:27:43 PM

34105231850000 1938152886

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

34105231850000 -173923151

SW

NONE

NONE

34105231850000 -66195101

SW

9-3-04B

34105231850000 -276999517

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/13/2017 3:56:48 PM

34105231850000 -309047783

SW

None

None

7/13/2017 3:56:40 PM

34105231850000 -1729539938

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/13/2017 3:49:10 PM

34105231850000 594831296

SW

None

5/6/2016 5:34:18 PM

34105231850000 1950004702

SW

None

10/31/2014 1:05:30 PM

34105231850000 1950004702

SW

9-3-04B

10/31/2014 1:05:30 PM

34105231850000 1386949673

SW

9-3-07(F)

12/13/2013 11:57:31 AM

34105231850000 1479566406

SW

9-3-05(A)6

2/15/2013 2:11:41 PM

34105231850000 1961551598

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9/12/2012 3:50:30 PM

34105231850000 -1013948145

SW

9-3-07(F)

6/21/2011 4:22:59 PM

34105231850000 -2055812296

SW

9-3-08(A)

9/28/2010 4:46:19 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

4/8/2019 12:27:43 PM

8/3/2018 3:58:25 PM
8/3/2018 3:41:34 PM
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34105231850000 2107541447

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/26/2009 11:15:14 AM

34105231850000 3457761

SW

9-3-07(G)

5/16/2005 2:41:11 PM

34105231850000 3457761

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/16/2005 12:59:08 PM

34105231850000 -820505975

SW

9-3-05(A)6

7/15/2003 12:45:44 PM

34105231850000 -820505975

SW

9-3-05(A)3

7/15/2003 12:44:16 PM

34105232680000 1046595633

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:29:55 AM

34105232680000 172037421

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:03 AM

34105232680000 728704157

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:53 PM

34105232680000 -1702968642

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:40 PM

34105232680000 -2061351163

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34105232680000 1527008408

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9-3-05(A)68/13/2018 10:31:33 AM

34105232680000 1704017479

SW

NONE

NONE

34105232680000 2131910760

SW

9-3-04B

34105232680000 323825430

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/13/2017 4:01:26 PM

34105232680000 -141775496

SW

None

None

7/13/2017 4:01:02 PM

34105232680000 284237767

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/13/2017 3:49:50 PM

34105232680000 -560805446

SW

9-3-07(F)

34105232690000 1891051242

SW

NONE

34105232690000 1403944346

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:46 PM

34105232690000 -2067861657

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:42 PM

34105232690000 -1693124126

SW

9-3-04B

34105232690000 1561639720

SW

9-3-04B

34105232690000 1370978590

SW

NONE

34105232690000 -354917815

SW

9-3-04B

34105232690000 466739121

SW

None

Friday, November 5, 2021

2/10/2021 9:56:19 AM

8/3/2018 3:58:07 PM

8/3/2018 3:41:34 PM

5/21/2014 11:48:53 AM

NONE

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:28:01 AM

2/10/2021 9:56:27 AM
4/20/2020 4:59:33 PM

NONE

8/3/2018 3:58:12 PM
8/3/2018 3:41:34 PM

None

7/13/2017 4:04:29 PM
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34105232690000 -200106277

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/13/2017 4:04:10 PM

34105232690000 -897830810

SW

None

None

7/13/2017 4:03:18 PM

34105232690000 -340828164

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

7/13/2017 4:01:44 PM

34105233190000 -1650408349

SW

9-3-07(H)

34105233190000 1420576743

SW

9-9-05(A)10

2/24/2015 2:45:06 PM

34105233190000 1440203876

SW

9-3-07(H)

1/17/2013 5:33:35 PM

34105233190000 1167241693

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/23/2012 10:11:39 AM

34105233190000 -382985498

SW

9-3-07(F)

3/11/2011 12:41:45 PM

34105233190000 -382985498

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/11/2011 12:40:21 PM

34105233190000 -428472103

SW

9-3-08(A)

9/28/2010 4:53:54 PM

34105233190000 -73847225

SW

9-3-07(F)

11/30/2009 3:38:47 PM

34105233190000 371610610

SW

9-3-05(B)4

8/18/2009 1:49:24 PM

34105233190000 -1019317996

SW

9-3-07(G)

5/16/2005 4:26:58 PM

34105233190000 -441215572

SW

9-3-05(A)3

8/16/2004 5:06:24 PM

34105233190000 869079438

SW

9-3-04(A)

3/6/2003 10:13:58 AM

34105233190000 -748286452

SW

9-3-04(A)

3/6/2003 10:13:58 AM

34105233190000 -748286452

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/6/2003 10:13:43 AM

34105233190000 869079438

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/6/2003 10:13:43 AM

34105234330000 993303649

SW

9-9-05(A)8

9-9-05(A)8 7/26/2016 9:19:55 AM

34105234330000 1436198748

SW

9-9-05(A)8

8/7/2015 10:45:49 AM

34105234330000 -1173240538

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9/28/2012 11:03:55 AM

34105234330000 -144893821

SW

9-3-07(F)

6/25/2012 3:30:57 PM

34105234330000 -1958954500

SW

9-3-05(A)3

10/6/2008 3:31:22 PM

34105234330000 -1958954500

SW

9-3-08(B)

10/6/2008 3:26:36 PM

34105234330000 -2032991897

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/18/2006 3:21:12 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD

5/6/2016 5:39:21 PM
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34105234330000 1255536970

SW

9-3-07(G)

5/16/2005 4:26:20 PM

34105234330000 1255536970

SW

9-3-05(A)3

5/11/2005 10:29:38 AM

34105234330000 1255536970

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/11/2005 10:28:59 AM

34105234330000 1260i231

SW

9-3-07(J )

4/22/2002 11:19:28 AM

34105234730000 1492124440

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 5/22/2017 11:24:07 AM

34105234730000 -89587926

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/19/2015 12:16:59 PM

34105234730000 -478254139

SW

9-9-05(A)9

6/16/2014 9:45:56 AM

34105234730000 -478254139

SW

9-9-05(A)10

6/16/2014 9:45:56 AM

34105234730000 -478254139

SW

9-9-02

6/16/2014 9:45:56 AM

34105234730000 -478254139

SW

9-3-05(A)3

6/16/2014 9:45:56 AM

34105234730000 946456119

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/10/2014 2:16:26 PM

34105234730000 -1579652323

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/29/2012 3:42:00 PM

34105234730000 -1579652323

SW

9-9-05(A)9

8/29/2012 3:42:00 PM

34105234730000 -246664026

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/29/2010 1:07:04 PM

34105234730000 -772095496

SW

9-3-08(A)

9/3/2009 11:58:54 AM

34105234730000 -772095496

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9/3/2009 11:58:25 AM

34105234730000 -772095496

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/3/2009 11:58:11 AM

34105234730000 1528906791

SW

9-3-05(B)4

10/24/2005 3:51:07 PM

34105234730000 1284626565

SW

9-3-07(G)

5/16/2005 4:25:05 PM

34105234730000 1269i414

SW

9-3-05(B)4

10/3/2001 2:41:09 PM

34105234730000 1269i414

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/3/2001 2:40:17 PM

34105235900000 -193012928

SW

9-3-08[C]

9-3-08[C] 1/22/2019 10:11:19 AM

34105235900000 -669866870

SW

None

None

34105235900000 259237257

SW

9-3-04B

34105235900000 -639612144

SW

9-3-07(H)

Friday, November 5, 2021

5/22/2017 11:13:32 AM
4/4/2016 10:21:05 AM

2/25/2015 10:28:34 AM
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34105235900000 -639612144

SW

9-3-05(B)4

2/25/2015 10:28:34 AM

34105235900000 1370367273

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/5/2013 12:24:23 PM

34105235900000 1105286647

SW

9-3-07(F)

3/1/2013 11:05:21 AM

34105235900000 1341496957

SW

9-3-07(H)

7/5/2012 10:30:45 AM

34105235900000 -267100567

SW

9-3-05(A)3

6/25/2012 5:11:41 PM

34105235900000 1396688652

SW

9-3-07(F)

11/7/2011 1:16:47 PM

34105235900000 1483431535

SW

9-3-07(F)

3/11/2011 12:49:30 PM

34105235900000 -1931869312

SW

9-3-07(H)

9/9/2010 12:23:56 PM

34105236190000 1854356480

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

34105236190000 -511893175

SW

9-3-08(B)

9-3-08(B) 6/10/2019 10:24:16 AM

34105236190000 1980860656

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9-3-05(A)6 5/22/2019 3:55:10 PM

34105236190000 -2142210860

SW

9-3-08(B)

9-3-08(B)

34105236190000 -2142210860

SW

9-3-05(B)4

9-3-05(B)4 1/17/2019 1:03:12 PM

34105236190000 -2142210860

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9-3-05(A)6 1/17/2019 1:03:12 PM

34105236190000 -2142210860

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

34105236190000 304748348

SW

9-3-08(B)

9-3-08(B) 8/23/2018 12:10:21 PM

34105236190000 -1523294799

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 3/27/2018 12:47:01 PM

34105236190000 -1089674218

SW

NONE

NONE

34105236190000 -267867249

SW

None

34105236190000 -1805710625

SW

9-3-04B

4/4/2016 10:20:51 AM

34105236190000 464387915

SW

9-3-07(D)

5/28/2015 9:45:25 AM

34105236190000 464387915

SW

9-3-05(A)6

5/28/2015 9:45:25 AM

34105236190000 -47768517

SW

9-3-05(A)3

1/8/2015 8:36:37 AM

34105236190000 1464678951

SW

9-3-05(A)3

12/24/2013 10:50:25 AM

34105236190000 928804764

SW

9-9-05(A)9

9/10/2012 2:53:42 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

12/1/2020 6:51:52 AM

1/17/2019 1:03:12 PM

1/17/2019 1:03:12 PM

3/21/2018 4:16:25 PM
5/6/2016 5:33:53 PM
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34105236190000 928804764

SW

9-9-05(A)8

9/10/2012 2:53:42 PM

34105236190000 1740637592

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/18/2012 4:33:47 PM

34105236370000 1538147308

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 10/4/2018 12:49:10 PM

34105236370000 -547879458

SW

9-3-08(B)

9-3-08(B) 8/23/2018 12:10:41 PM

34105236370000 -1372446905

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

34105236370000 1748238388

SW

NONE

NONE

34105236370000 -1391404971

SW

None

34105236370000 -160331739

SW

9-3-04B

34105236510000 -67988880

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 3/27/2018 12:46:44 PM

34105236510000 1521843857

SW

NONE

NONE

34105236510000 -1440917474

SW

None

34105236510000 1652960386

SW

9-3-04B

34105236520000 1340188238

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

3/13/2020 4:17:17 PM

34105236520000 1102044127

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:16:19 PM

34105236520000 1476727620

SW

9-3-04(A)

34105236520000 1416143396

SW

None

34105236520000 356074292

SW

9-3-04B

4/4/2016 10:21:01 AM

34105236520000 2117246597

SW

9-3-05(A)3

10/1/2014 1:48:22 PM

34105236520000 506440311

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/10/2014 2:16:25 PM

34105236520000 1393550350

SW

9-3-07(B)

4/10/2014 2:16:23 PM

34111215590000 1673443394

SW

9-3-05(B)4

11/3/2004 8:44:00 AM

34111247590000 -717772686

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/21/2021 3:11:44 PM

34111247590000 1612796475

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

34115204320000 1629826106

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9-3-05(A)6 9/14/2021 12:34:20 PM

34115204320000 1629826106

SW

9-3-06(K

9-3-06(K

Friday, November 5, 2021

8/3/2018 3:58:28 PM

3/27/2018 12:45:17 PM
5/6/2016 5:33:48 PM

4/4/2016 10:20:49 AM

3/27/2018 12:45:11 PM

5/6/2016 5:33:49 PM
4/4/2016 10:21:00 AM

11/23/2016 1:37:43 PM

5/6/2016 5:33:47 PM

7/22/2021 9:16:55 AM

9/14/2021 12:34:20 PM
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34115204320000 1516575724

SW

NONE

34115204320000 -248915416

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H) 6/22/2018 11:57:18 AM

34115204320000 443213922

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

2/28/2018 2:33:52 PM

34115204320000 1171174118

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

1/13/2018 7:22:45 PM

34115204320000 -1175578434

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

8/1/2017 4:22:51 PM

34115204320000 -817124223

SW

9-3-04B

4/4/2016 10:20:58 AM

34115204320000 -841419760

SW

9-3-09

6/3/2009 12:45:42 PM

34115204320000 -841419760

SW

9-3-08(B)

6/3/2009 12:45:03 PM

34115204320000 -841419760

SW

9-3-05[C]

6/3/2009 12:44:21 PM

34115217160000 1317851648

SW

NONE E

4/10/2014 2:16:22 PM

34115217160000 1248364054

SW

9-3-04(A)

34115218960000 -917230974

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:27:43 AM

34115218960000 1252927822

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:19:56 PM

34115221500000 1063314766

SW

9-3-07(H)

34115225270000 -227533316

SW

None

34115225270000 1197100762

SW

None

34115225270000 -930531154

SW

9-3-04B

4/15/2016 12:29:13 PM

34115225270000 -818451449

SW

9-3-04B

12/19/2014 10:54:04 AM

34115226170000 1432767857

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

34115226170000 -437270409

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H) 6/29/2017 11:12:19 AM

34115226170000 -247884345

SW

None

None

34115226170000 1920695512

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)3

34115226170000 -32100247

SW

9-3-07(H)

34115226170000 1196266444

SW

None

34115226170000 -829732201

SW

9-3-04B

Friday, November 5, 2021

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

7/23/2009 11:52:13 AM

9/11/2003 5:32:17 PM
None

5/22/2017 11:14:02 AM

5/6/2016 5:34:23 PM

9/19/2017 3:37:18 PM

5/22/2017 11:14:14 AM
4/3/2017 1:11:50 PM

8/26/2016 1:43:35 PM
5/6/2016 5:33:57 PM

4/15/2016 12:29:21 PM
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34115226170000 1641105018

SW

9-3-07(H)

12/4/2015 12:15:54 PM

34115226170000 -10214457

SW

9-3-07(H)

7/29/2015 2:21:37 PM

34115226170000 1452033852

SW

9-3-04B

34115226170000 479309159

SW

9-3-09

6/3/2009 1:03:52 PM

34115226170000 479309159

SW

9-3-05[C]

6/3/2009 1:03:21 PM

34115226170000 -1220673887

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 3:15:30 PM

34115226170000 1074165987

SW

9-3-05 C

1/15/2004 6:34:23 AM

34115227960000 797057054

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/23/2010 9:07:03 PM

34115227960000 iTOMK000084

SW

9-3-05(B)7

34115227960000 iTOMK000084

SW

9-9-05(A)1

34115227960000 iTOMK000079

SW

9-9-05(A)9

34115227960000 iTOMK000079

SW

9-3-05(A)6

34115227960000 iTOMK000079

SW

9-3-04(A)

34115227960000 iTOMK000084

SW

9-3-04(A)

34115229810000 1865129712

SW

None

34115229810000 1371451008

SW

9-3-04B

34115229810000 -546983537

SW

9-3-04(A)

1/8/2015 8:36:37 AM

34115229810000 -1659229813

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/8/2009 7:25:23 PM

34115229810000 -855458174

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/12/2003 9:44:57 AM

34115229810000 -855458174

SW

9-3-06(G)

7/12/2003 9:41:47 AM

34115229810000 -855458174

SW

9-3-08(A)

7/12/2003 9:40:55 AM

34115229810000 UIC1529

SW

9-3-07(F)

34115229810000 iTOMK000076

SW

12

34115238740000 -1706677330

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/14/2003 6:16:35 PM

34115238740000 -1098417035

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/14/2003 6:16:35 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

12/19/2014 10:54:32 AM

None

5/22/2017 11:12:56 AM

4/15/2016 12:29:07 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

34115240960000 -1471400290

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34115240960000 -352509971

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:43 PM

34115240960000 -1552622464

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:40 PM

34115240960000 -878531680

SW

NONE

34115240960000 -770614830

SW

NONE

34115240960000 1598268708

SW

9-3-04(A)

3/9/2010 6:51:09 PM

34115240960000 1598268708

SW

9-3-08(A)

3/9/2010 6:50:45 PM

34115240960000 -392994248

SW

9-3-05[C]

5/4/2009 1:52:57 PM

34115246580000 -948531151

SW

None

34115246580000 845955805

SW

None

34115246580000 1715455628

SW

9-3-04B

34117203460000 1287i733

SW

9-3-05(A)3

5/9/2002 1:30:06 PM

34117214440000 1443705660

SW

9-3-05(B)4

10/14/2015 11:18:26 AM

34117214440000 -618273295

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/12/2010 1:45:28 PM

34117214440000 -618273295

SW

9-3-06(G)

8/12/2010 1:43:27 PM

34117214440000 -618273295

SW

9-3-05(A)3

8/12/2010 1:42:39 PM

34117214440000 1206983623

SW

9-3-08(A)

3/31/2008 1:17:13 PM

34117214720000 778519827

SW

9-3-07(H)

34117219010000 1504035457

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:47 PM

34117219010000 -747795798

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:44 PM

34117219010000 -1448019781

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34117219010000 636461400

SW

NONE

NONE

34117219010000 1581217259

SW

NONE

34117219010000 -1378628985

SW

NONE

NONE

4/15/2020 3:59:30 PM

34117219010000 587528762

SW

NONE

NONE

8/3/2018 3:55:19 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

NONE

DT_MOD

10/18/2021 9:29:19 AM

11/3/2020 12:19:10 PM
9/18/2020 12:59:30 PM

None

5/22/2017 11:13:39 AM
5/6/2016 5:34:00 PM

4/15/2016 12:29:25 PM

9-3-07(H)

7/7/2021 12:36:53 PM

2/10/2021 9:55:34 AM
11/3/2020 12:19:17 PM

4/20/2020 4:59:33 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

34117219010000 286279501

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34117219010000 1470746598

SW

9-3-07(H)

34117219010000 1456949736

SW

None

34117219010000 748138141

SW

9-3-04B

34117219010000 357720808

SW

9-3-05(A)3

7/29/2015 3:27:13 PM

34117219010000 1876418951

SW

9-3-05(A)6

8/12/2010 2:22:29 PM

34117219010000 1876418951

SW

9-3-05(A)3

8/12/2010 2:18:59 PM

34117219010000 -1190179734

SW

9-3-05(B)4

9/27/2006 2:46:29 PM

34117219010000 1144674639

SW

9-3-08(A)

4/11/2006 9:25:15 AM

34117219010000 1144674639

SW

9-3-05(B)7

4/11/2006 9:22:45 AM

34117219010000 1144674639

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/11/2006 9:15:49 AM

34117219010000 -1299897595

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/8/2004 10:16:47 AM

34117219010000 1287i469

SW

9-3-05(A)3

12/6/2001 2:42:24 PM

34117219010000 1153700205

SW

9-3-05(A)3

12/6/2001 2:42:24 PM

34117219010000 1210i2

SW

9-3-08(A)

5/21/2001 11:28:55 AM

34117219010000 iTOMK000131

SW

9-3-08(A)

34117219010000 iTOMK000131

SW

22(C)

34117221090000 1598979995

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

9/18/2020 1:21:32 PM

34117221090000 1234437383

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

3/26/2018 4:52:31 PM

34117221090000 1841302590

SW

9-3-08(B)

9-3-08(B)

1/20/2017 3:20:01 PM

34117222600000 962909553

SW

NONE

34117222600000 812566170

SW

NONE E

NONE E

7/7/2021 12:36:41 PM

34117222600000 -1568570698

SW

NONE E

NONE E

11/7/2017 2:03:47 PM

34117222600000 -1568570698

SW

9-3-08(B)

9-3-08(B)

11/7/2017 2:03:47 PM

34117222600000 -341463731

SW

None

None

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD

8/3/2018 3:55:15 PM
12/22/2016 3:15:46 PM
5/6/2016 5:34:07 PM

4/15/2016 12:29:03 PM

9/21/2021 3:11:54 PM

5/22/2017 11:13:07 AM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34117222600000 -1573406637

SW

None

34117222600000 1942667162

SW

9-3-04B

4/15/2016 12:29:17 PM

34117222600000 -509055603

SW

9-3-04B

12/19/2014 10:55:07 AM

34117223420000 1287i392

SW

9-3-07(G)

10/3/2001 1:46:09 PM

34117228840000 1165354866

SW

9-3-08(B)

12/6/2006 6:07:16 PM

34117228840000 1165354866

SW

9-3-05(B)7

12/6/2006 6:05:38 PM

34117228840000 1165354866

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/6/2006 6:05:26 PM

34117230200000 536317383

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

2/8/2021 12:42:04 PM

34117230200000 2009460749

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

4/15/2020 3:57:35 PM

34117230200000 2114213579

SW

NONE

34117233880000 1476468431

SW

9-3-07(H)

12/22/2016 3:20:19 PM

34117233880000 1210i11

SW

9-3-05(B)4

5/29/2001 12:02:32 PM

34117233880000 iTOMK000133

SW

9-3-05(B)4

34117233880000 iTOMK000133

SW

03

34117234020000 1477354242

SW

NONE E

34117234140000 134510111

SW

9-3-05(A)6

4/23/2014 8:42:21 AM

34117234140000 134510111

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/23/2014 8:42:21 AM

34117234140000 134510111

SW

9-3-08(B)

4/23/2014 8:42:21 AM

34117234700000 1287i730

SW

9-3-05(A)6

5/14/2002 1:58:40 PM

34117237810000 239374170

SW

9-3-08(A)

3/31/2008 12:59:37 PM

34119230930000 -414494283

SW

9-3-07(D)

3/29/2011 8:08:07 AM

34119230930000 -22361396

SW

9-3-07(H)

10/16/2009 1:59:11 PM

34119230930000 1239968716

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/17/2009 9:38:09 AM

34119230930000 1239968716

SW

9-3-07(D)

4/17/2009 9:37:19 AM

34119230930000 1190226881

SW

9-3-07(G)

9/19/2007 2:41:11 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

5/6/2016 5:33:52 PM

8/12/2010 1:16:54 PM

NONE E

7/8/2019 4:40:31 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34119230930000 1190226881

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/19/2007 2:38:46 PM

34119230930000 1174927267

SW

9-3-08(A)

3/26/2007 3:04:24 PM

34119230930000 1174927267

SW

9-3-07(H)

3/26/2007 3:03:53 PM

34119230930000 1176164422

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/10/2005 11:22:13 AM

34119230930000 -1742544254

SW

9-3-05(B)7

34119230930000 -2059808747

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/5/2004 10:54:09 AM

34119244390000 250335445

SW

9-3-07(H)

1/21/2016 10:02:24 AM

34119244390000 1441234543

SW

9-3-07(H)

10/7/2015 4:41:52 PM

34119247580000 -414709229

SW

9-3-04B

4/4/2016 10:20:56 AM

34119247580000 1300970756

SW

9-3-07(H)

3/29/2011 4:46:01 PM

34119247580000 1168007066

SW

9-3-07(H)

1/5/2007 9:26:13 AM

34119273500000 1270758960

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/8/2010 3:40:13 PM

34119273500000 349511977

SW

9-3-05(A)6

34119273500000 1370787455

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/16/2003 8:46:55 AM

34119273500000 -1166683701

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/21/2001 8:45:37 AM

34119273500000 1210i19

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/21/2001 8:45:37 AM

34119285310000 1135098622

SW

9-3-07(D)

12/20/2005 12:13:45 PM

34121224590000 -541437671

SW

NONE

34121224590000 499321615

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

1/13/2018 8:01:21 PM

34121224590000 -2122935242

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

1/13/2018 7:15:28 PM

34121224590000 1510601513

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

1/13/2018 7:14:21 PM

34121233900000 -2091704699

SW

9-3-07(H)

7/15/2020 2:53:53 PM

34121233900000 1549914798

SW

NONE

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

34121233900000 1316122404

SW

NONE E

8/28/2015 3:17:23 PM

34121233900000 1316122404

SW

9-3-06(G)

8/28/2015 3:17:23 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

9/7/2005 1:18:44 PM

10/21/2003 12:17:29 PM

4/20/2020 4:59:32 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34121233900000 -435286527

SW

9-3-07(H)

2/2/2010 11:39:18 AM

34121233900000 1057420391

SW

9-3-05(B)4

7/5/2003 12:08:53 PM

34121233900000 1057420391

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/5/2003 12:02:59 PM

34121233900000 1047389421

SW

9-3-05 C

3/12/2003 6:41:05 AM

34121239950000 1373829259

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 3/27/2018 12:45:59 PM

34121239950000 564011652

SW

NONE

NONE

34121239950000 -2101059174

SW

9-3-08(A)

34121239950000 -522460586

SW

None

4/13/2016 1:32:49 PM

34121239950000 -965290152

SW

9-3-04B

4/4/2016 10:20:46 AM

34121240370000 1148130445

SW

9-3-07(H)

4/29/2006 12:50:58 PM

34121240370000 1146328997

SW

9-3-07(H)

4/29/2006 12:50:58 PM

34121240860000 147761461

SW

NONE

NONE

3/27/2018 12:45:29 PM

34121240860000 2071989535

SW

None

None

7/26/2016 9:25:30 AM

34121240860000 -966989191

SW

9-3-04B

34121240860000 1489967261

SW

9-3-08(A)

34121246360000 -1187843616

SW

NONE

34121246360000 -1689011488

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:37:00 PM

34127226160000 -1142627211

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

34127226160000 -1415911357

SW

None

None

34127226160000 1514007878

SW

9-3-04B

34127242600000 1618497759

SW

NONE

34127242600000 -1090729931

SW

9-3-07(H)

7/15/2020 2:53:53 PM

34127242600000 1583418173

SW

NONE

4/20/2020 4:59:34 PM

34127242600000 -478625538

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H) 7/28/2017 11:29:57 AM

34127242600000 1471024296

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/12/2016 4:38:43 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

3/27/2018 12:45:21 PM
11/21/2016 3:43:23 PM

4/4/2016 10:21:17 AM
8/31/2015 11:32:52 AM

9/21/2021 3:11:39 PM

3/13/2020 4:23:08 PM
5/22/2017 11:12:52 AM

4/4/2016 10:21:12 AM
NONE

4/30/2021 3:42:30 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34127242600000 1598549962

SW

9-3-04B

2/24/2015 4:23:27 PM

34127242600000 -435620534

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/19/2010 9:29:55 AM

34127242600000 1796125484

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/19/2008 9:51:46 AM

34127242600000 -2065022127

SW

9-3-08(B)

2/27/2006 2:56:00 PM

34127265950000 955425559

SW

NONE

4/20/2020 4:59:35 PM

34127265950000 1574266969

SW

9-3-08(A)

11/20/2019 1:38:06 PM

34127265950000 -175176003

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/19/2008 9:57:09 AM

34129200590000 433844349

SW

NONE

NONE

34129200590000 1590671837

SW

9-3-06(K

9-3-06(K

8/17/2020 4:41:30 PM

34129200590000 1590671837

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

8/17/2020 4:41:30 PM

34129200590000 823782035

SW

NONE

34129200590000 1025021973

SW

9-3-06(K)

34129200590000 1446727049

SW

9-3-08(A)

12/4/2015 12:26:18 PM

34129200590000 1291748748

SW

9-3-06(G)

12/7/2010 2:18:22 PM

34129200590000 1147361690

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/11/2006 11:55:36 AM

34129200590000 1270293622

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/16/2002 9:56:41 AM

34129200590000 1248i394

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/16/2002 9:56:41 AM

34129200590000 1210i12

SW

9-3-06(G)

4/8/2002 4:09:03 PM

34129200590000 1248i199

SW

9-3-06(G)

1/31/2002 11:00:10 AM

34129200590000 -1446456374

SW

9-3-06(G)

1/31/2002 11:00:10 AM

34129200590000 1248i126

SW

9-3-06(A)

11/20/2001 9:25:44 AM

34129200590000 1248i100

SW

9-3-06(G)

10/31/2001 1:05:53 PM

34129200590000 -1653896388

SW

9-3-06(A)

8/17/2001 12:46:52 PM

34129200590000 695430335

SW

9-3-06(A)

8/17/2001 12:46:52 PM

34129200590000 1248i54

SW

9-3-06(A)

8/17/2001 12:46:52 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

11/3/2020 12:19:24 PM

4/20/2020 4:59:35 PM
9-3-06(K)

6/6/2019 2:36:40 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34129200590000 -329398520

SW

9-3-06(G)

7/5/2001 10:58:58 AM

34129200590000 1248i29

SW

9-3-06(G)

7/5/2001 10:58:58 AM

34129200590000 1248i25

SW

9-3-06(G)

3/28/2001 10:13:30 AM

34129200590000 1248i25

SW

9-3-07(H)

3/28/2001 10:13:30 AM

34129200590000 -954943869

SW

9-3-06(G)

3/28/2001 10:13:30 AM

34129200590000 -954943869

SW

9-3-07(H)

3/28/2001 10:13:30 AM

34129200870000 UIC1710

SW

9-3-08(A)

34129200880000 -1383361639

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

34129200880000 1604222509

SW

9-3-05(B)4

9-3-05(B)4 10/3/2019 12:40:41 PM

34129200880000 1442515039

SW

9-9-05(A)9

12/4/2015 12:33:51 PM

34129200880000 962230064

SW

9-3-08(A)

12/4/2015 12:27:32 PM

34129200950000 834681306

SW

9-3-07(H)

34129200950000 -447367402

SW

9-3-08(A)

12/4/2015 12:26:11 PM

34129200950000 1230036647

SW

9-3-05[C]

2/20/2009 1:21:56 PM

34129200950000 1248i372

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/1/2002 10:03:00 AM

34129201050000 1170909584

SW

NONE(A)

5/6/2016 5:36:20 PM

34129201050000 1170909584

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/6/2016 5:36:20 PM

34129201050000 -978349482

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/6/2016 5:36:10 PM

34129201250000 1631109419

SW

9-3-07(H)

9/21/2021 2:46:06 PM

34129201250000 UIC1785

SW

22(A)

34129201250000 UIC1786

SW

9-3-04(A)

34129201250000 UIC1787

SW

9-10-04

34129201570000 -693848580

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:29:18 AM

34129201570000 1878737924

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:10 AM

34129201570000 -543352479

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:36:54 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

9-3-07(H)

8/17/2020 4:47:04 PM

7/15/2020 3:06:08 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

34129201570000 955738905

SW

NONE8

NONE8

8/13/2018 10:51:39 AM

34129201570000 -1926227917

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:20:02 PM

34129201570000 802100102

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

6/19/2017 9:45:00 AM

34129201570000 -372773253

SW

9-3-04(A)

3/26/2015 2:18:22 PM

34129201570000 1291658865

SW

9-3-06(G)

12/6/2010 1:36:41 PM

34129201570000 1238508109

SW

9-3-05[C]

3/31/2009 10:18:23 AM

34129201570000 1238508109

SW

9-3-05(B)4

3/31/2009 10:14:33 AM

34129201570000 1221502404

SW

9-3-07(E)

9/23/2008 9:14:57 AM

34129201570000 1221502404

SW

9-3-08(A)

9/15/2008 2:25:49 PM

34129201570000 1221502404

SW

9-3-06(G)

9/15/2008 2:24:44 PM

34129201570000 1190295307

SW

9-3-05[C]

9/20/2007 9:45:22 AM

34129201570000 456153229

SW

9-3-06(G)

1/10/2007 10:10:58 AM

34129201940000 -531222711

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

8/21/2019 3:59:34 PM

34129201940000 978951403

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

8/21/2019 3:59:25 PM

34129201940000 1017180058

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/21/2016 5:26:35 PM

34129201940000 1190288948

SW

9-3-05[C]

9/20/2007 8:22:27 AM

34129201940000 -1497130449

SW

9-3-07(H)

10/16/2002 11:39:02 AM

34129201940000 1248i374

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/1/2002 11:56:09 AM

34129202510000 1232364877

SW

9-3-04B

5/9/2019 10:53:29 AM

34129202510000 -1053754982

SW

NONE

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

34129202510000 -213407752

SW

9-3-07(H)

34133201140000 -1039339372

SW

NONE

34133201140000 1577817088

SW

9-3-07(D)

34133201140000 -605008416

SW

NONE

34133201140000 1441927642

SW

9-3-07(D)

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD

12/22/2016 3:37:32 PM
9/21/2021 3:11:39 PM

9-3-07(D)

2/6/2020 4:24:19 PM
4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

9-3-07(D) 11/21/2017 9:08:27 AM
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34133201140000 -1564724673

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/24/2014 10:38:00 AM

34133201140000 1216i122

SW

9-3-07(H)

12/11/2001 1:28:18 PM

34133201140000 181130098

SW

9-3-07(H)

11/28/2001 11:57:53 AM

34133201140000 1216i106

SW

9-3-07(H)

11/28/2001 11:57:53 AM

34133205250000 175462399

SW

9-3-07(D)

12/19/2014 11:35:18 AM

34133205250000 -852806474

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/12/2006 9:54:00 PM

34133205250000 -2042752822

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/12/2006 9:54:00 PM

34133205250000 792275533

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/12/2006 9:54:00 PM

34133205250000 -1850197571

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/12/2006 9:54:00 PM

34133205250000 1844497466

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/12/2006 9:54:00 PM

34133207470000 1216i30

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9/14/2001 11:50:26 AM

34133207470000 UIC1746

SW

12

34133210760000 -43302395

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:43 PM

34133210760000 -1489702815

SW

NONE

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

34133210760000 -652264997

SW

9-3-07(D)

34133212130000 UIC687

SW

22(A)

34133212130000 UIC1293

SW

9-3-05(B)7

34133212130000 UIC1161

SW

9-3-07(F)

34133212130000 UIC1290

SW

3

34133212130000 UIC1161

SW

9-3-07(E)

34133212130000 UIC1291

SW

22(A)

34133212130000 UIC1292

SW

9-3-04(A)

34133212130000 UIC736

SW

9-3-04(A)

34133212130000 UIC735

SW

9-1-07

34133214360000 UIC1304

SW

9-3-07(D)

Friday, November 5, 2021

4/8/2011 4:36:08 PM
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34133214360000 UIC1303

SW

3

34133214360000 UIC1757

SW

12

34133214360000 UIC1757

SW

22(A)

34133214360000 UIC1223

SW

3

34133214360000 UIC1757

SW

23

34133214360000 iTOMK000097

SW

12

34133214390000 -178194926

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/17/2005 5:13:11 PM

34133214390000 -228032011

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/17/2005 5:13:11 PM

34133214590000 736782414

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 3:18:22 PM

34133214730000 -33136585

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/23/2015 9:09:14 AM

34133214730000 411837238

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/6/2014 4:02:41 PM

34133214730000 2154i395

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/22/2002 8:46:50 PM

34133214730000 808607029

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2002 11:11:41 AM

34133214730000 2154i245

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2002 11:11:41 AM

34133214730000 808607029

SW

9-3-05(A)3

6/27/2002 11:09:57 AM

34133214730000 2154i245

SW

9-3-05(A)3

6/27/2002 11:09:57 AM

34133214730000 iTOMK000081

SW

03

34133214730000 iTOMK000081

SW

9-3-05(B)4

34133215640000 1216i17

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/14/2001 10:10:47 AM

34133220320000 2068836578

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 1357357284

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 2099658541

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 2084731046

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 1107440650

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -2032349543

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021
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34133220320000 -1248780945

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -807689677

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 137096016

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 1142410009

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -1378999217

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 1073878311

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -1624568770

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 835190113

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -692718053

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 655048811

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 1090862580

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 309711442

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 922671751

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 555000496

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 482283418

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 439534500

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -292220302

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -1797815627

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -1631646715

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 1965207883

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 1869621251

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -127148093

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -1671562094

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -1259707471

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -1268901295

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021
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34133220320000 -1817360020

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -198697109

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -1297031916

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -1116973791

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:11:34 PM

34133220320000 -1671562094

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 482283418

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -692718053

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 1142410009

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -1268901295

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 655048811

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 835190113

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 1090862580

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -1378999217

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 1073878311

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -292220302

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 922671751

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 1869621251

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -1797815627

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 555000496

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -127148093

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -1817360020

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 439534500

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -1297031916

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 309711442

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 137096016

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021
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34133220320000 -1248780945

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -198697109

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 1357357284

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -1259707471

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 2068836578

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 1107440650

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 2099658541

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -1631646715

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 2084731046

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -1116973791

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -807689677

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -2032349543

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -1624568770

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 1965207883

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:10:54 PM

34133220320000 -1275775981

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/21/2002 9:37:37 PM

34133220320000 2154i389

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/21/2002 9:37:37 PM

34133220320000 iTOMK000085

SW

9-3-07(E)

34133222830000 -1275823801

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

34133225230000 247004298

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34133225230000 1834359779

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:50 PM

34133225230000 1624977679

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/21/2021 3:11:48 PM

34133225230000 1955749716

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

2/6/2020 4:22:24 PM

34133225230000 1955749716

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)3

2/6/2020 4:22:24 PM

34133225230000 -656211599

SW

NONE

34133225230000 1488480851

SW

None

Friday, November 5, 2021

9/20/2021 8:46:31 AM
10/18/2021 9:28:52 AM

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

None

7/13/2017 3:52:13 PM
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34133225230000 -1308523577

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/4/2014 1:33:24 PM

34133225230000 -340673579

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2004 2:37:49 PM

34133225230000 -1641564803

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:37:36 PM

34133225230000 299492355

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:37:36 PM

34133225230000 1095642786

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:37:36 PM

34133225230000 -340673579

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:37:36 PM

34133225230000 1090259092

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/27/2004 2:37:36 PM

34133225230000 -1641564803

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/2/2004 1:43:04 PM

34133225230000 299492355

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/2/2004 1:43:04 PM

34133225230000 1095642786

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/2/2004 1:43:04 PM

34133225230000 1090259092

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/2/2004 1:43:04 PM

34133225230000 -1863023348

SW

9-3-08(A)

4/22/2003 4:02:07 PM

34133225230000 1051040633

SW

9-3-08(A)

4/22/2003 4:02:07 PM

34133225230000 -1863023348

SW

9-3-05(B)4

4/22/2003 4:00:50 PM

34133225230000 1051040633

SW

9-3-05(B)4

4/22/2003 4:00:50 PM

34133225230000 -1863023348

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/22/2003 4:00:00 PM

34133225230000 1051040633

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/22/2003 4:00:00 PM

34133225230000 2154i247

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2002 11:44:00 AM

34133225230000 iTOMK000119

SW

22(A)

34133225230000 iTOMK000119

SW

9-3-05(A)6

34133225230000 UIC1758

SW

03

34133225230000 iTOMK000125

SW

22(A)

34133225230000 UIC1758

SW

22(A)

34133225230000 iTOMK000125

SW

9-3-05(B)7

34133225230000 iTOMK000087

SW

9-3-07(E)

Friday, November 5, 2021
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34133225320000 UIC1154

SW

9-3-07(F)

34133225320000 UIC1154

SW

9-3-07(E)

34133226600000 1902662052

SW

9-3-09

7/28/2003 11:05:26 AM

34133226600000 1641036169

SW

9-3-09

7/28/2003 11:05:26 AM

34133226600000 1767666321

SW

9-3-09

7/28/2003 11:05:26 AM

34133226600000 iTOMK000031

SW

9-3-05(B)4

34133226600000 iTOMK000120

SW

23

34133226600000 iTOMK000120

SW

9-3-05(B)4

34133226600000 iTOMK000031

SW

23

34133226600000 iTOMK000120

SW

9-3-06(G)

34133227360000 -166478873

SW

9-3-07(D)

5/29/2008 4:34:51 PM

34133227360000 1192819062

SW

9-3-07(H)

10/19/2007 2:51:22 PM

34133227360000 -678122122

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9/4/2007 12:03:15 PM

34133227360000 -678122122

SW

9-3-07(H)

9/4/2007 12:02:45 PM

34133227360000 1585191837

SW

9-3-07(H)

5/3/2006 2:33:25 PM

34133227360000 -721191558

SW

9-3-07(H)

5/3/2006 2:33:25 PM

34133227360000 1600809399

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 3:20:16 PM

34133227360000 728432306

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/25/2004 5:50:37 PM

34133227360000 566639822

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/25/2004 5:50:37 PM

34133227360000 -1455463822

SW

9-3-05(A)6

6/11/2004 11:32:54 AM

34133227360000 -83384368

SW

9-3-05(A)6

6/11/2004 11:32:54 AM

34133227360000 1588283093

SW

9-3-05(A)6

6/11/2004 11:32:54 AM

34133227360000 486701573

SW

9-3-05(A)6

6/11/2004 11:32:54 AM

34133227360000 -83384368

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/11/2004 11:30:25 AM

34133227360000 486701573

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/11/2004 11:30:25 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021
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34133227360000 1588283093

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/11/2004 11:30:25 AM

34133227360000 -1455463822

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/11/2004 11:30:25 AM

34133227360000 -1904408087

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/21/2003 5:29:11 PM

34133227360000 -1304359619

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/21/2003 5:29:11 PM

34133227360000 1216i191

SW

9-3-04(A)

1/25/2002 7:07:41 PM

34133227360000 1885353325

SW

9-3-04(A)

1/25/2002 7:07:41 PM

34133227360000 UIC1794

SW

3

34133227360000 UIC1794

SW

9-3-07(H)

34133227360000 iGMM0000122

SW

23

34133227360000 iGMM0000122

SW

9-3-05(B)4

34133233430000 1630502942

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 10/18/2021 9:04:39 AM

34133233430000 478048131

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/3/2006 3:24:58 PM

34133233430000 -183656593

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/3/2006 3:24:58 PM

34133233430000 -875863494

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/3/2006 3:24:58 PM

34133233430000 256704006

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/22/2003 11:46:30 AM

34133233430000 -225173830

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/22/2003 11:46:30 AM

34133233430000 -1227420643

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/22/2003 11:46:30 AM

34133233430000 -1678209742

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/22/2003 11:46:30 AM

34133233430000 -690913315

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/22/2003 11:46:30 AM

34133233430000 2057717846

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/22/2003 11:46:30 AM

34133233430000 1072210076

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/22/2003 11:46:30 AM

34133233430000 -341063392

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/22/2003 11:46:30 AM

34133233430000 -714657768

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/22/2003 11:46:30 AM

34133233430000 -434191908

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/22/2003 11:46:30 AM

34133233430000 -434191908

SW

9-3-08(D)

9/22/2003 11:46:06 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021
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34133233430000 2057717846

SW

9-3-08(D)

9/22/2003 11:46:06 AM

34133233430000 256704006

SW

9-3-08(D)

9/22/2003 11:46:06 AM

34133233430000 -690913315

SW

9-3-08(D)

9/22/2003 11:46:06 AM

34133233430000 -341063392

SW

9-3-08(D)

9/22/2003 11:46:06 AM

34133233430000 -225173830

SW

9-3-08(D)

9/22/2003 11:46:06 AM

34133233430000 -1227420643

SW

9-3-08(D)

9/22/2003 11:46:06 AM

34133233430000 -714657768

SW

9-3-08(D)

9/22/2003 11:46:06 AM

34133233430000 -1678209742

SW

9-3-08(D)

9/22/2003 11:46:06 AM

34133233430000 1072210076

SW

9-3-08(D)

9/22/2003 11:46:06 AM

34133233430000 -474948021

SW

9-3-08(A)

6/30/2003 9:07:37 PM

34133233430000 429069536

SW

9-3-08(A)

6/30/2003 9:07:37 PM

34133233430000 429069536

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/30/2003 9:06:33 PM

34133233430000 -474948021

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/30/2003 9:06:33 PM

34133233430000 -967659162

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/21/2003 5:45:03 PM

34133233430000 2111244723

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/21/2003 5:45:03 PM

34133233430000 2154i393

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/21/2002 9:11:57 PM

34133233430000 2154i324

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/30/2002 4:29:13 PM

34133233430000 2154i249

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2002 12:10:59 PM

34133233430000 -1126694830

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/27/2002 12:10:59 PM

34133235420000 1799746934

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:49 PM

34133235420000 1592842472

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:48 PM

34133235420000 -1498768370

SW

9-3-04B

6/9/2020 8:25:55 AM

34133235420000 1508492078

SW

NONE

34133235420000 -617746748

SW

9-3-04(A)

34133236140000 1543841792

SW

9-3-04(A)

Friday, November 5, 2021

4/20/2020 4:59:33 PM
10/15/2015 9:27:58 AM

9-3-04(A)

8/20/2019 3:03:00 PM
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34133236140000 1509501906

SW

9-3-07(D)

10/6/2014 4:03:27 PM

34133236140000 1231266086

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/24/2014 10:39:47 AM

34133236140000 -663199401

SW

9-3-07(D)

4/6/2012 2:09:54 PM

34133236140000 -71014784

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/17/2004 9:47:42 PM

34133236140000 1506088590

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/17/2004 9:47:42 PM

34133236140000 63347918

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/17/2004 9:47:42 PM

34133236140000 2045054076

SW

9-3-05(A)3

11/14/2002 8:36:41 PM

34133236140000 2135549648

SW

9-3-05(A)3

11/14/2002 8:36:41 PM

34133236140000 -1621016030

SW

9-3-05(A)3

11/14/2002 8:36:41 PM

34133236140000 2154i536

SW

9-3-05(A)3

10/28/2002 7:14:49 PM

34133236140000 2154i310

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/24/2002 10:39:50 PM

34133236140000 2154i239

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/26/2002 3:24:07 PM

34133236140000 iTOMK000078

SW

9-1-07

34133240960000 292231394

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:52 PM

34133240960000 -410687730

SW

NONE

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

34133240960000 -2011417827

SW

9-3-07(D)

34133240960000 -1019386027

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/22/2016 9:39:36 AM

34133240960000 -607116022

SW

9-3-07(D)

4/22/2016 9:36:04 AM

34133241530000 1420571739

SW

NONE E

4/23/2015 9:13:06 AM

34133241890000 -907539616

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 10/18/2021 9:27:50 AM

34133241890000 1692648924

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)3 7/17/2018 2:55:08 PM

34133241890000 -1448411371

SW

9-3-06(A)

34133244620000 713986356

SW

NONE

NONE

34133244620000 -776863113

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:36:48 PM

34133244620000 999766

SW

NONE

Friday, November 5, 2021

9-3-07(D)

2/8/2019 4:10:27 PM

10/3/2013 10:26:07 AM

10/18/2021 9:27:41 AM

4/8/2019 12:01:45 PM
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34133244620000 1790437305

SW

NONE

34133244620000 1504099857

SW

None

34139206460000 1093350712

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/24/2004 8:46:40 AM

34147202440000 785738644

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/21/2021 3:11:53 PM

34147202440000 477206414

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/21/2021 3:11:52 PM

34147203480000 1625238112

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/21/2021 3:11:49 PM

34147203480000 1581561974

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/21/2021 3:11:47 PM

34147203480000 -250419615

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

3/13/2020 4:32:17 PM

34147203480000 961406652

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

1/13/2018 2:52:38 PM

34147611660000 864800091

SW

9-3-04(A)

34151211790000 1593456331

SW

9-3-04(A)

34151211980000 1191608407

SW

9-3-07(H)

34151211980000 iTOMK000132

SW

9-3-07(D)

34151212950000 98122570

SW

9-3-05(A)3

10/6/2014 4:04:31 PM

34151213370000 -1192483454

SW

9-3-07(J )

6/22/2004 3:20:38 PM

34151213510000 426924904

SW

9-3-04(A)

34151218860000 1192046293

SW

9-3-08(A)

10/10/2007 4:31:02 PM

34151218860000 1192046293

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/10/2007 4:29:45 PM

34151219200000 1364707887

SW

9-3-08(A)

11/20/2019 1:38:06 PM

34151219200000 1487152691

SW

9-3-07(D)

34151219200000 878887561

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/15/2015 9:44:07 AM

34151219200000 -1346601021

SW

9-3-07(D)

3/26/2004 9:12:24 PM

34151220880000 541419069

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

34151220880000 -1588115722

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 10/16/2018 3:33:24 PM

34151220880000 -968512676

SW

9-3-05(A)3

Friday, November 5, 2021

2/23/2018 3:11:40 PM
None

11/7/2017 1:16:28 PM

11/21/2001 8:45:37 AM

9-3-04(A)

7/15/2020 3:17:50 PM
10/5/2007 2:45:35 PM

9-3-04(A)

9-3-07(D)

2/13/2019 9:40:26 AM

1/8/2018 11:09:10 AM

9/10/2020 4:01:38 PM

4/23/2015 9:14:50 AM
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34151220880000 -851401964

SW

9-3-05(A)3

10/6/2014 4:18:05 PM

34151220880000 -269507628

SW

9-3-06(H)

7/10/2013 6:28:59 PM

34151220880000 84236943

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/22/2010 5:59:31 PM

34151220880000 84236943

SW

9-3-07(H)

12/22/2010 5:58:51 PM

34151220880000 -809565946

SW

9-3-06(G)

3/14/2007 12:47:29 PM

34151220880000 -809565946

SW

9-3-07(H)

3/14/2007 12:46:51 PM

34151220880000 1885154201

SW

9-3-05(A)1

11/15/2005 3:40:07 PM

34151220880000 1885154201

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/14/2005 7:30:51 PM

34151220880000 1885154201

SW

9-3-06(G)

11/14/2005 6:21:54 PM

34151224590000 -2052225348

SW

9-3-05(B)4

9-3-05(B)4 1/13/2018 2:49:38 PM

34151224590000 124990549

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 11/21/2017 9:09:19 AM

34151227830000 215270468

SW

9-3-08(A)

11/20/2019 1:38:06 PM

34151227830000 -189835893

SW

9-3-07(D)

3/26/2013 8:40:48 PM

34151227830000 447801384

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/4/2003 9:04:32 PM

34151227830000 447801384

SW

9-3-07(J )

9/4/2003 9:04:07 PM

34151227830000 447801384

SW

9-3-06(G)

9/4/2003 9:03:57 PM

34151227830000 1823691305

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/27/2003 6:15:43 PM

34151227830000 1823691305

SW

9-3-07(J )

5/27/2003 6:11:43 PM

34151227830000 1823691305

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/27/2003 6:10:33 PM

34151227830000 iTOMK000096

SW

9-3-07(E)

34151227830000 UIC1817

SW

9-3-07(J )

34151227830000 UIC1780

SW

9-3-07(E)

34151227830000 UIC1780

SW

9-3-07(F)

34151227830000 iTOMK000126

SW

9-3-07(J )

34151228490000 966510467

SW

9-3-04(A)

Friday, November 5, 2021

12/19/2014 11:49:49 AM
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34151228490000 -695961037

SW

9-3-07(H)

7/24/2014 10:42:11 AM

34151234200000 1345822133

SW

9-3-07(D)

8/27/2012 2:24:08 PM

34151234200000 -1852735319

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/22/2008 6:44:02 PM

34151234200000 -1852735319

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/22/2008 6:43:45 PM

34151234200000 -1325282022

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/25/2007 6:05:15 PM

34151234200000 -557424321

SW

9-3-04(A)

2/17/2006 10:10:03 AM

34151234200000 -2015958585

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/6/2005 2:56:18 PM

34151234200000 -1975614818

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/6/2005 2:09:55 PM

34151234200000 -2080848847

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/6/2005 2:08:23 PM

34151234200000 1119558760

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/23/2005 5:35:07 PM

34151238770000 -2049311442

SW

9-3-07(D)

10/6/2014 4:12:16 PM

34151238770000 -372973027

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/25/2007 5:45:38 PM

34151242560000 1401114022

SW

9-3-08(A)

11/20/2019 1:38:06 PM

34151242560000 1525669168

SW

NONE

34151242560000 1753093517

SW

9-3-05(A)3

34151242560000 1080347146

SW

9-3-06(G)

3/26/2004 7:33:28 PM

34151243520000 -93141282

SW

NONE

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

34151243520000 -1260143279

SW

9-3-05(A)3

4/4/2014 1:27:29 PM

34151243520000 1542497981

SW

9-3-07(H)

3/26/2004 9:14:15 PM

34151249860000 -186646628

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

34151252370000 1570709504

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 10/28/2019 2:28:42 PM

34151252370000 -775465693

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

34153209070000 -986279735

SW

9-3-04B

34153209070000 -1581160327

SW

9-3-04(A)

34155206820000 -1175953341

SW

9-3-04B

Friday, November 5, 2021

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM
9-3-05(A)34/21/2017 11:14:05 AM

4/1/2019 1:05:24 PM

1/13/2018 2:51:08 PM

9/21/2021 3:11:45 PM
10/17/2016 11:23:00 AM

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:29:26 AM
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34155206820000 -1156080520

SW

NONE

NONE

34155206820000 -1242822314

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:39 PM

34155206820000 1430345964

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:36:17 PM

34155206820000 771627495

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

2/6/2020 4:23:08 PM

34155206820000 771627495

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)3

2/6/2020 4:23:08 PM

34155206820000 1836722743

SW

NONE

34155206820000 -1785275178

SW

9-3-04B

34155206820000 230945158

SW

NONE

NONE

3/27/2018 12:45:38 PM

34155206820000 -1650304587

SW

None

None

4/3/2017 11:02:30 AM

34155206820000 -832191054

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/22/2013 10:25:31 AM

34155206820000 1307384359

SW

9-3-05(A)3

2/11/2013 10:30:42 AM

34155206820000 1307384359

SW

9-3-05(A)6

2/11/2013 10:30:42 AM

34155206820000 1307384359

SW

9-3-07(F)

2/11/2013 10:30:42 AM

34155206820000 1307384359

SW

9-3-08(A)

2/11/2013 10:30:42 AM

34155206820000 1307384359

SW

9-3-04(A)

2/11/2013 10:30:42 AM

34155206820000 938146741

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/22/2004 2:37:25 PM

34155206820000 1496842120

SW

9-3-05(B)4

4/10/2003 9:23:59 AM

34155206820000 -1106982241

SW

9-3-05(B)4

4/10/2003 9:23:59 AM

34155214380000 1981095368

SW

9-3-04B

34155214380000 -1774664360

SW

NONE

34155214380000 -951833862

SW

9-3-06(K

34155214380000 -1810600839

SW

NONE

34155214380000 -952386436

SW

NONE

34155214380000 1429805013

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/7/2016 11:22:15 AM

34155214380000 -158305718

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/24/2014 10:42:49 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD

10/18/2021 9:28:24 AM

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM
8/3/2018 3:41:34 PM

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:29:28 AM

9/21/2021 3:11:41 PM
9-3-06(K

5/21/2019 12:49:21 PM
4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

NONE

3/21/2018 4:16:35 PM
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34155214470000 1148709929

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34155214470000 122142841

SW

NONE

34155214470000 -1575474701

SW

9-3-06(K

34155214470000 -498350266

SW

NONE

34155214470000 1675069901

SW

NONE

NONE

34155214470000 1955228675

SW

9-9-05(A)10

9-9-05(A)101/8/2018 11:02:46 AM

34155218930000 1055331089

SW

9-3-07(D)

6/11/2003 7:37:55 AM

34155218930000 709541682

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/11/2002 2:40:22 PM

34155218930000 -1207259328

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/11/2002 2:40:22 PM

34155218930000 684492199

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/11/2002 2:40:22 PM

34155218930000 913

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/11/2002 2:40:22 PM

34155218930000 UIC785

SW

03

34155218940000 1464425027

SW

9-3-07(D)

4/23/2015 9:22:15 AM

34155218940000 -1684159133

SW

9-3-07(D)

12/6/2011 4:07:39 PM

34155218940000 -521639541

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/8/2011 2:00:05 PM

34155218940000 -1881785623

SW

9-3-05(A)3

8/16/2004 11:12:52 AM

34155218940000 1961976944

SW

9-3-05(A)3

8/16/2004 11:12:52 AM

34155218940000 -1015214759

SW

9-3-07(D)

6/11/2003 7:28:30 AM

34155218940000 912

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/11/2002 2:16:28 PM

34155218940000 -1160983527

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/11/2002 2:16:28 PM

34155218940000 1908622229

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/11/2002 2:16:28 PM

34155218940000 1842469531

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/11/2002 2:16:28 PM

34155223580000 936

SW

9-3-05 C

10/4/2002 2:55:18 PM

34155223580000 936

SW

9-3-07(H)

10/4/2002 2:54:13 PM

34155223580000 936

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/4/2002 2:53:51 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD

10/18/2021 9:29:36 AM
9/21/2021 3:11:46 PM

9-3-06(K

5/21/2019 12:49:28 PM

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM
3/27/2018 12:45:14 PM
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34155224030000 -2020699695

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H) 4/21/2017 10:56:29 AM

34155224030000 1405239834

SW

9-3-07(D)

12/19/2014 12:14:39 PM

34155224030000 1360608109

SW

9-3-05(A)6

2/11/2013 2:39:48 PM

34155224030000 1343387123

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/27/2012 7:09:31 AM

34155224030000 UIC1781

SW

9-3-07(E)

34155224030000 iTOMK000011

SW

9-9-05(A)9

34155224030000 UIC1781

SW

9-3-07(F)

34155224030000 iTOMK000092

SW

9-3-07(E)

34155231960000 361626196

SW

9-3-04B

34155231960000 -961240189

SW

NONE

34155231960000 -729540358

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:36:27 PM

34155231960000 -64549095

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

9/10/2020 3:59:43 PM

34155231960000 464223621

SW

9-3-08(A)

9-3-08(A)

8/4/2020 10:01:59 AM

34155231960000 1594131670

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

7/15/2020 3:30:02 PM

34155231960000 58689518

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

6/9/2020 2:48:58 PM

34155231960000 1929375579

SW

NONE

34155231960000 789851514

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

34155231960000 1573665698

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 11/26/2019 8:29:40 AM

34155231960000 1254649688

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 11/13/2019 3:05:24 PM

34155231960000 -776554155

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 5/21/2019 12:48:08 PM

34155231960000 -1519667777

SW

NONE

34155231960000 1550847239

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

3/6/2019 4:33:09 PM

34155231960000 2005902324

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

2/8/2019 4:12:43 PM

34155231960000 639624616

SW

NONE

NONE

34155231960000 -1215837035

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H) 4/21/2017 10:41:25 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

9-3-04B

DT_MOD

10/18/2021 9:29:40 AM
9/21/2021 3:11:45 PM

4/20/2020 4:59:34 PM
3/13/2020 4:26:55 PM

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

3/27/2018 12:45:33 PM
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FAILCODE

34155231960000 2108768920

SW

None

None

34155231960000 1536710240

SW

9-3-07(D)

10/15/2015 9:38:33 AM

34155231960000 -1502281984

SW

9-3-07(D)

10/6/2014 4:15:23 PM

34155232030000 1521174449

SW

9-3-05(A)3

8/16/2004 11:12:35 AM

34155232030000 1438556040

SW

9-3-05(A)3

8/16/2004 11:12:35 AM

34155232030000 933396219

SW

9-3-06(G)

10/16/2003 2:08:40 PM

34155232030000 933396219

SW

9-3-05(B)4

10/16/2003 2:07:24 PM

34155232230000 1239185605

SW

9-3-04B

34155232230000 -899125240

SW

NONE

34155232230000 1252236703

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 2/10/2021 11:08:07 AM

34155232230000 -433520653

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:36:33 PM

34155232230000 1597772408

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

9/10/2020 4:01:04 PM

34155232230000 2016054882

SW

9-3-08(A)

9-3-08(A)

8/4/2020 10:18:29 AM

34155232230000 118143191

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

6/9/2020 2:49:46 PM

34155232230000 118143191

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

6/9/2020 2:49:46 PM

34155232230000 2009650432

SW

NONE

34155232230000 -471360909

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

3/13/2020 4:27:56 PM

34155232230000 1573654994

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

2/6/2020 4:26:55 PM

34155232230000 -1969738249

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 11/13/2019 3:03:45 PM

34155232230000 1464115833

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

34155232230000 66647115

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 5/21/2019 12:47:22 PM

34155232230000 -839349100

SW

NONE

34155232230000 1244042300

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

3/6/2019 4:33:28 PM

34155232230000 1549462524

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

2/13/2019 9:41:06 AM

34155232230000 1526563315

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)3 7/17/2018 3:03:42 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

9-3-04B

DT_MOD

4/3/2017 11:02:05 AM

10/18/2021 9:29:45 AM
9/21/2021 3:11:44 PM

4/20/2020 4:59:34 PM

11/4/2019 1:42:03 PM

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM
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34155232230000 2112900745

SW

NONE

NONE

3/27/2018 12:45:45 PM

34155232230000 134038713

SW

None

None

4/3/2017 11:02:20 AM

34155232230000 2029564475

SW

9-3-07(D)

10/15/2015 9:38:38 AM

34155232230000 244384091

SW

9-3-07(D)

10/6/2014 4:15:59 PM

34155232230000 1377618488

SW

9-3-07(D)

8/27/2013 11:57:07 AM

34155235840000 1463146266

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/26/2016 4:31:26 PM

34155235840000 -510352765

SW

9-3-04B

2/24/2015 4:24:02 PM

34155235840000 -1476213930

SW

9-3-07(D)

2/28/2012 3:03:01 PM

34155235840000 1413287615

SW

9-3-07(D)

10/12/2011 10:54:19 AM

34155235840000 1315504114

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/8/2011 1:54:25 PM

34155235840000 1315504114

SW

9-3-07(H)

9/8/2011 1:54:25 PM

34155235840000 1808556178

SW

9-3-05(A)6

11/21/2005 8:28:20 AM

34155235840000 1808556178

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/21/2005 8:28:05 AM

34155235840000 1130520556

SW

9-3-07(H)

10/31/2005 2:02:47 PM

34155235840000 1130520556

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/28/2005 1:37:35 PM

34155235840000 1128516260

SW

9-3-05(A)6

10/5/2005 8:49:50 AM

34155235840000 1128516260

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/5/2005 8:49:41 AM

34155235840000 820105350

SW

9-3-05(A)6

10/3/2005 9:56:51 AM

34155235840000 820105350

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/3/2005 9:56:43 AM

34155235840000 1127825851

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9/27/2005 9:03:14 AM

34155235840000 1127825851

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/27/2005 9:03:05 AM

34155235840000 671632548

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9/26/2005 11:22:09 AM

34155235840000 671632548

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/26/2005 11:22:02 AM

34155235840000 1127747599

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9/26/2005 11:19:19 AM

34155235840000 1127747599

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/26/2005 11:18:36 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD
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34155235840000 1125665822

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/2/2005 9:37:05 AM

34155235840000 1129403623

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/2/2005 9:37:05 AM

34155235840000 1125665822

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9/2/2005 9:30:19 AM

34155235840000 1129403623

SW

9-3-05(A)6

9/2/2005 9:30:19 AM

34155235840000 1129403623

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/2/2005 9:30:09 AM

34155235840000 1125665822

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/2/2005 9:30:09 AM

34155235840000 1939125872

SW

9-3-05(B)4

2/11/2005 8:24:09 AM

34155235840000 1100781781

SW

9-3-07(E)

11/18/2004 7:45:30 AM

34155235840000 1100522780

SW

9-3-07(F)

11/15/2004 8:21:42 AM

34155235840000 638295376

SW

9-3-07(D)

11/12/2004 7:50:22 AM

34155235840000 1149328841

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/28/2004 8:08:01 AM

34155235840000 1366030824

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/28/2004 8:04:26 AM

34155235840000 -1020567325

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/28/2004 8:01:25 AM

34155235840000 1087928303

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/22/2004 2:25:03 PM

34155235840000 1079549846

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/17/2004 2:18:01 PM

34155235840000 1079549846

SW

9-3-07(E)

3/17/2004 2:17:39 PM

34155235840000 1079549846

SW

9-3-07(D)

3/17/2004 2:17:26 PM

34155235840000 1077642807

SW

9-3-07(H)

2/24/2004 12:25:41 PM

34155235840000 1077642807

SW

9-3-05(A)6

2/24/2004 12:25:27 PM

34155235840000 1077642807

SW

9-3-07(E)

2/24/2004 12:25:13 PM

34155235840000 1077642807

SW

9-3-07(D)

2/24/2004 12:24:51 PM

34155235840000 550226073

SW

9-3-07(E)

2/13/2004 3:12:12 PM

34155235840000 550226073

SW

9-3-07(D)

2/13/2004 3:11:50 PM

34155235840000 550226073

SW

9-3-05(A)3

2/13/2004 3:11:16 PM

34155235840000 550226073

SW

9-3-07(H)

2/13/2004 3:10:59 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021
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34155235840000 550226073

SW

9-3-05(A)6

2/13/2004 3:10:44 PM

34155235840000 1955627375

SW

9-3-07(H)

2/6/2004 8:12:58 AM

34155235840000 1062161317

SW

9-3-07(D)

8/29/2003 8:51:32 AM

34155235840000 555720867

SW

9-3-07(D)

8/25/2003 3:13:59 PM

34155235840000 963468742

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/18/2003 1:15:58 PM

34155235840000 -49484551

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/18/2003 1:13:26 PM

34155235840000 -238619688

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/18/2003 1:10:20 PM

34155235840000 1045058736

SW

9-3-07(D)

2/12/2003 9:16:29 AM

34155235840000 1542608333

SW

9-3-07(D)

12/5/2002 9:27:06 AM

34155235840000 1216i961

SW

9-3-05 C

10/17/2002 3:05:13 PM

34155235840000 1216i939

SW

9-3-05 C

10/9/2002 10:39:33 AM

34155235840000 1216i939

SW

9-3-07(H)

10/9/2002 10:38:13 AM

34155235840000 1216i939

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/9/2002 10:38:00 AM

34155235840000 907

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/6/2002 7:33:07 AM

34155235840000 iTOMK000124

SW

9-3-05(A)6

34155235840000 iTOMK000124

SW

22(C)

34155235840000 iTOMK000086

SW

9-3-07(E)

34155235840000 iTOMK000124

SW

9-3-04(A)

34155237320000 -998155978

SW

9-3-04B

34155237320000 1070172998

SW

NONE

9/21/2021 3:11:45 PM

34155237320000 -807736497

SW

NONE

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

34155237320000 1693542154

SW

NONE

34155237320000 -1097690365

SW

9-3-07(D)

34155237590000 -2140982657

SW

9-3-04B

34155237590000 1024352079

SW

NONE

Friday, November 5, 2021

9-3-04B

NONE

10/18/2021 9:29:47 AM

3/21/2018 4:21:24 PM

7/24/2014 10:43:55 AM
9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:29:49 AM

9/21/2021 3:11:45 PM
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34155237590000 -582298541

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)3 2/7/2020 12:41:14 PM

34155237590000 -1046194460

SW

NONE

34155237590000 -1316874045

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:20:32 PM

34155237940000 -832977104

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

10/3/2018 9:12:40 AM

34155237940000 198676896

SW

9-3-05(B)4

34155237950000 1439215134

SW

9-3-07(H)

10/15/2015 10:05:50 AM

34155237950000 -1087870745

SW

9-3-07(H)

10/15/2015 10:03:28 AM

34155237950000 -1296713334

SW

9-3-05(B)4

7/24/2014 10:44:17 AM

34155237950000 1393254757

SW

9-3-05(A)3

4/10/2014 2:16:23 PM

34155237950000 1084121537

SW

9-3-07(D)

2/29/2012 1:21:18 PM

34155240630000 845211679

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:54 PM

34155240630000 760945060

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/21/2021 3:11:53 PM

34155240630000 118282709

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/21/2021 3:11:46 PM

34155240630000 1365289341

SW

9-3-04B

34155240630000 1596465128

SW

NONE

34155240630000 1595867969

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

8/18/2020 6:58:47 AM

34155240630000 1463677127

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

10/3/2019 2:11:26 PM

34155240630000 -555630561

SW

NONE

34155240630000 1017598360

SW

NONE

NONE

8/3/2018 3:58:15 PM

34155240630000 -959437329

SW

None

None

7/13/2017 3:53:08 PM

34155240630000 676547517

SW

9-3-07(D)

34155240780000 679622818

SW

9-3-04B

34155240780000 770161380

SW

NONE

34155240780000 -1855551098

SW

9-3-05(B)4

34155240780000 -185328107

SW

NONE

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

10/6/2014 4:16:50 PM

9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:36:39 PM
9/18/2020 12:59:30 PM

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

10/15/2015 9:36:19 AM
9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:29:34 AM

9/21/2021 3:11:53 PM
9-3-05(B)4

6/9/2020 2:52:24 PM

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM
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34155240780000 -1210217400

SW

NONE

NONE

34155240780000 -1602660362

SW

9-9-05(A)10

9-9-05(A)101/8/2018 11:02:57 AM

34155240780000 -1602660362

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)3 1/8/2018 11:02:57 AM

34155240790000 -2002472427

SW

NONE

34155240790000 -1855551098

SW

9-3-05(B)4

9-3-05(B)4 10/3/2019 2:02:29 PM

34155240790000 1553000107

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 5/21/2019 12:49:00 PM

34155240990000 -1193747376

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:26 AM

34155241030000 -670131695

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:28 AM

34155241030000 -136357854

SW

9-3-06(K

9-3-06(K

34157205420000 1607609303

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 4/13/2021 12:33:40 PM

34157205420000 -1790341198

SW

9-3-07(D)

10/25/2011 10:48:40 AM

34157205420000 -1085623404

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/28/2010 1:57:12 PM

34157205420000 1277380314

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/24/2010 8:01:34 AM

34157205750000 -1017889265

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/11/2007 9:44:14 AM

34157205750000 1366042690

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/11/2007 9:13:09 AM

34157205750000 -789083034

SW

9-3-07(D)

4/3/2007 2:22:47 PM

34157205750000 -1632308942

SW

9-3-07(D)

1/30/2007 12:44:02 PM

34157205750000 1487718212

SW

9-3-07(D)

1/30/2007 12:44:02 PM

34157205750000 1807597071

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/29/2006 12:40:27 PM

34157205750000 874800228

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/29/2006 12:08:32 PM

34157205750000 89027418

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/29/2006 12:08:32 PM

34157205750000 366190176

SW

9-3-07(D)

8/7/2006 1:08:55 PM

34157205750000 -645957841

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/5/2006 11:56:08 AM

34157205750000 -1706709084

SW

9-3-07(D)

3/8/2006 9:45:11 AM

34157205750000 238169659

SW

9-3-07(D)

1/10/2006 9:53:52 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD

3/21/2018 4:20:36 PM

9/21/2021 3:11:42 PM

10/3/2019 2:04:16 PM
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34157205750000 -1004617101

SW

9-3-07(D)

8/8/2005 9:17:12 AM

34157205750000 1095187825

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/14/2004 2:56:47 PM

34157205750000 1330072657

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/14/2004 2:56:47 PM

34157205750000 326

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/11/2002 10:21:06 AM

34157205750000 1239i326

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/11/2002 10:21:06 AM

34157205750000 611039609

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/11/2002 10:21:06 AM

34157205750000 1239i322

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/11/2002 10:02:14 AM

34157205750000 322

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/11/2002 10:02:14 AM

34157225630000 -1147584609

SW

9-3-07(H)

10/26/2011 8:03:14 AM

34157225630000 -1147584609

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/26/2011 8:03:14 AM

34157225630000 -2113382234

SW

9-3-05(A)6

1/30/2007 12:37:52 PM

34157225630000 1224823243

SW

9-3-05(A)6

1/30/2007 12:37:52 PM

34157225630000 -691545639

SW

9-3-07(G)

8/8/2005 9:26:22 AM

34157225630000 743256115

SW

9-3-07(J )

2/2/2004 10:08:39 AM

34157225630000 1087398025

SW

9-3-07(J )

2/2/2004 10:08:39 AM

34157225630000 1064461955

SW

9-3-04(A)

1/2/2003 12:58:39 PM

34157225630000 1031682990

SW

9-3-04(A)

1/2/2003 12:58:39 PM

34157233750000 129

SW

9-3-08(A)

7/11/2002 10:51:48 AM

34157233750000 129

SW

9-3-04(A)

7/11/2002 10:50:11 AM

34157236900000 -591729436

SW

9-3-04B

4/4/2016 10:20:57 AM

34157236900000 -954649468

SW

9-3-07(E)

6/28/2012 7:32:31 AM

34157236900000 -1458088986

SW

9-3-07(H)

6/26/2012 9:34:25 AM

34157236900000 1270209811

SW

9-3-08(B)

4/2/2010 8:12:09 AM

34157236900000 1270209811

SW

9-3-07(H)

4/2/2010 8:08:45 AM

34157236900000 1933868982

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/25/2007 9:42:24 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021
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34157236900000 475

SW

9-3-05(A)6

11/8/2002 10:43:18 AM

34157236900000 1239i475

SW

9-3-05(A)6

11/8/2002 10:43:18 AM

34157243110000 3855199

SW

NONE

NONE

34157243110000 355675136

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D)

34157243110000 -651023438

SW

NONE

34157243110000 1734218654

SW

9-3-07(H)

34157243110000 -217730419

SW

NONE

34157243110000 246266890

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 3/27/2018 12:46:26 PM

34157243110000 1320336889

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/3/2011 12:24:40 PM

34157243110000 471432932

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/25/2011 9:54:28 AM

34157243110000 -1640707720

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/26/2011 8:49:42 AM

34157243110000 -901374467

SW

9-3-05(B)4

1/26/2010 2:09:24 PM

34157243110000 906440777

SW

9-3-05(B)7

10/7/2009 1:05:29 PM

34157243110000 -35601521

SW

9-3-08(A)

1/20/2009 3:01:16 PM

34157243110000 939879655

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/8/2008 8:09:50 PM

34157243110000 654210810

SW

9-3-08(A)

10/8/2008 7:27:01 PM

34157243110000 1050066161

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/7/2008 2:14:16 PM

34157243110000 410821013

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/7/2008 2:02:56 PM

34157243110000 -543430886

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/7/2008 1:36:42 PM

34157243110000 -477855220

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/7/2008 1:27:24 PM

34157243110000 2119197348

SW

9-3-05(A)6

7/11/2007 9:53:19 AM

34157243110000 2119197348

SW

9-3-07(D)

7/11/2007 9:50:24 AM

34157243110000 2119197348

SW

9-3-07(E)

7/11/2007 9:49:28 AM

34157243110000 1483204035

SW

9-3-07(H)

12/19/2006 8:55:38 AM

34157243110000 1483204035

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/19/2006 8:54:00 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

10/18/2021 9:28:34 AM

10/6/2021 9:22:09 AM
9/21/2021 3:11:43 PM

9-3-07(H)

7/7/2021 12:36:13 PM
4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM
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34157243110000 566963086

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/7/2006 1:39:46 PM

34157243110000 1095426304

SW

9-3-07(E)

9/17/2004 9:18:50 AM

34157243110000 730109855

SW

9-3-07(E)

9/17/2004 9:18:50 AM

34157243110000 1388285147

SW

9-3-07(E)

3/24/2003 10:01:23 AM

34157243110000 1845051992

SW

9-3-07(E)

3/24/2003 10:01:23 AM

34157255060000 553550260

SW

NONE

NONE

10/18/2021 9:28:31 AM

34157255060000 -1739282572

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:27:35 AM

34157255060000 865311307

SW

NONE

34157255060000 1543868642

SW

9-3-04(A)

34157255060000 2019445768

SW

NONE

34157255060000 1425150712

SW

NONE

34157255070000 -2102363115

SW

9-3-04B

34161201300000 UIC1233

SW

3

34161201300000 UIC1327

SW

9-3-07(E)

34161201300000 UIC1235

SW

9-3-06(A)

34161201300000 UIC1327

SW

9-3-07(F)

34161201300000 UIC1234

SW

9-3-05(A)6

34161201300000 UIC1564

SW

3

34161201300000 UIC1565

SW

9-11-05

34163200000000 1269i852

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/6/2002 2:53:00 PM

34163200000000 1269i850

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/6/2002 12:38:00 PM

34163200000000 1269i843

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/6/2002 10:38:00 AM

34163203120000 -291980358

SW

9-3-08(A)

6/13/2005 8:14:34 AM

34163203120000 -291980358

SW

9-3-07(F)

6/13/2005 8:13:40 AM

34163203180000 1154308579

SW

9-3-05[C]

7/30/2006 9:25:34 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

9/21/2021 3:11:54 PM
9-3-04(A)

4/8/2019 12:34:09 PM
4/8/2019 12:01:45 PM

NONE

3/27/2018 12:45:08 PM
4/4/2016 10:20:54 AM
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FAILCODE

34163203370000 1151488857

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:36:04 PM

34163203370000 1563903873

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

34163203370000 539748129

SW

9-3-04B

5/9/2019 10:53:30 AM

34163203370000 583729826

SW

9-3-07(F)

3/26/2015 2:25:46 PM

34163203370000 -1196714965

SW

NONE E

7/9/2014 8:31:44 AM

34163203370000 -1196714965

SW

9-3-05(A)6

7/9/2014 8:31:44 AM

34163203370000 2143310847

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/7/2013 5:42:44 PM

34163203370000 1359044339

SW

9-3-07(F)

34163203370000 -1174726617

SW

9-3-05(A)3

34163205410000 -1870445509

SW

9-3-08(A)

9-3-08(A)

6/6/2019 2:46:52 PM

34163205410000 -1870445509

SW

9-3-05(B)7

9-3-05(B)7

6/6/2019 2:46:52 PM

34163205410000 -1870445509

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

6/6/2019 2:46:52 PM

34163205410000 2093278331

SW

NONE

34163205410000 -1835333349

SW

9-3-07(F)

3/3/2016 9:14:20 AM

34163205410000 664929719

SW

9-3-04(A)

3/26/2015 2:33:45 PM

34163205410000 -320857302

SW

9-3-05(A)6

10/24/2012 3:31:05 PM

34163205410000 196054277

SW

9-3-05(B)4

4/23/2007 10:46:47 AM

34163205410000 -1675343980

SW

9-3-05(B)4

4/23/2007 10:46:38 AM

34163205410000 -1675343980

SW

9-3-08(A)

4/23/2007 10:42:01 AM

34163205410000 53551075

SW

9-3-05(A)3

1/17/2007 9:24:05 AM

34163205410000 1153713329

SW

9-3-05(A)6

7/24/2006 12:30:13 PM

34163205410000 5609i72

SW

9-3-07(G)

2/27/2001 2:10:45 PM

34163205410000 1269i72

SW

9-3-07(G)

2/27/2001 2:10:45 PM

34163205410000 5609i72

SW

9-3-05(B)4

2/27/2001 2:10:13 PM

34163205410000 1269i72

SW

9-3-05(B)4

2/27/2001 2:10:13 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD

8/21/2019 3:58:53 PM

1/25/2013 8:30:52 AM
5/1/2012 3:29:08 PM

4/8/2019 12:01:45 PM
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DT_MOD

34163205410000 1269i15

SW

9-3-04(A)

1/22/2001 6:25:46 AM

34163205410000 1269i15

SW

9-3-05(A)3

1/22/2001 6:24:07 AM

34163205410000 iTOMK000107

SW

9-3-05(A)3

34163205410000 iTOMK000107

SW

9-3-04(A)

34163206260000 -2120895841

SW

9-3-07(J )

6/18/2008 9:59:18 AM

34163206710000 1562594848

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/4/2006 10:46:35 AM

34163207050000 -924233800

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:36:10 PM

34163207050000 -1673166725

SW

9-3-04B

5/9/2019 10:53:29 AM

34163207050000 1374252413

SW

9-3-05(A)6

4/23/2014 8:42:21 AM

34163207050000 -207090688

SW

9-9-05(A)10

12/30/2011 9:38:01 AM

34163207050000 -207090688

SW

9-3-07(F)

12/30/2011 9:37:45 AM

34163207050000 -1516509743

SW

9-3-07(H)

4/6/2011 5:20:46 PM

34163207050000 -242823559

SW

9-3-08(B)

8/3/2009 2:52:50 PM

34163207050000 -242823559

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/3/2009 2:51:49 PM

34163207050000 -242823559

SW

9-3-05(A)6

8/3/2009 2:51:10 PM

34163207050000 784535144

SW

9-3-08(D)

1/13/2009 12:00:20 AM

34163207050000 784535144

SW

9-3-04(A)

1/12/2009 11:57:58 PM

34163207050000 501651060

SW

9-3-07(E)

12/27/2007 2:56:57 PM

34163207050000 501651060

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/9/2007 2:40:10 PM

34163207050000 501651060

SW

9-3-07(H)

11/9/2007 2:32:54 PM

34163207050000 501651060

SW

9-3-07(F)

11/6/2007 3:17:15 PM

34163207050000 759906817

SW

9-3-08(A)

1/29/2007 2:24:59 PM

34163207050000 -345276650

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/2/2006 2:23:05 PM

34163207050000 -345276650

SW

9-3-05[C]

7/30/2006 8:26:32 PM

34163207050000 2070871852

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 3:22:09 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021
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34163207050000 2143364953

SW

9-3-05 C

5/21/2004 7:14:48 AM

34163207050000 2143364953

SW

9-3-07(G)

5/21/2004 7:13:28 AM

34163207050000 1269i843

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/6/2002 10:38:06 AM

34163207050000 1269i244

SW

9-3-07(H)

12/28/2000 5:41:43 PM

34163207050000 1269i244

SW

9-3-04(A)

12/28/2000 5:39:44 PM

34163207050000 iTOMK000100

SW

22(A)

34163207050000 iTOMK000100

SW

9-9-05(A)10

34163207050000 iTOMK000100

SW

9-3-07(H)

34163207050000 iTOMK000100

SW

9-3-04(A)

34163207050000 UIC1740

SW

9-3-04(A)

34163207050000 UIC1741

SW

9-9-05(A)9

34163207560000 1549905058

SW

NONE

34163207560000 -403413451

SW

9-3-04(A)

5/6/2016 5:36:15 PM

34163207560000 -259350484

SW

9-3-04(A)

8/4/2006 3:33:16 PM

34163207560000 iTOMK000130

SW

9-9-05(A)10

34163207560000 iTOMK000130

SW

9-1-07

34163207560000 iTOMK000130

SW

22(A)

34163207560000 iTOMK000130

SW

072B

34163207760000 -53299949

SW

9-3-08(A)

4/25/2005 10:08:35 AM

34163207760000 -1394411723

SW

9-3-08(A)

4/25/2005 10:08:35 AM

34163208160000 1383426025

SW

9-3-07(D)

34163208160000 907209855

SW

9-3-05(B)4

7/24/2006 2:17:12 PM

34163208430000 -631526963

SW

9-3-05[C]

7/24/2006 4:09:09 PM

34163208430000 -261050362

SW

9-3-08(B)

4/11/2005 8:58:25 AM

34163208510000 1155064470

SW

9-3-05[C]

8/8/2006 3:24:43 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

9-3-07(D)

2/4/2019 12:25:09 PM
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34163208830000 1423141903

SW

9-3-07(F)

9-3-07(F)

7/26/2016 9:25:29 AM

34163208830000 1410976293

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/25/2014 1:39:05 PM

34163208830000 1410976293

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/25/2014 1:39:05 PM

34163208830000 -1273752688

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/10/2014 2:16:22 PM

34163208830000 -46791302

SW

9-3-08(B)

8/13/2011 11:52:14 AM

34163208830000 -46791302

SW

9-3-08(A)

8/13/2011 11:52:14 AM

34163208830000 -46791302

SW

9-3-07(H)

8/13/2011 11:52:14 AM

34163208830000 1269i850

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/6/2002 12:38:18 PM

34163208830000 1269i13

SW

9-3-07(G)

1/22/2001 6:08:04 AM

34163208830000 iTOMK000108

SW

9-3-07(G)

34163208850000 -513402976

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

34163208850000 1588270493

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

34163208850000 1456437349

SW

9-3-04(A)

3/3/2016 9:14:35 AM

34163208850000 438417582

SW

9-3-05(A)6

4/5/2013 9:25:45 AM

34163208850000 178139816

SW

9-3-05(A)3

7/24/2006 1:25:21 PM

34163208850000 178139816

SW

9-3-05(A)6

7/24/2006 1:25:06 PM

34163208850000 -1981311621

SW

9-3-05(A)6

1/20/2004 10:48:20 AM

34163208850000 1269i852

SW

9-3-05(A)6

3/6/2002 2:53:16 PM

34163208850000 1269i12

SW

9-3-07(G)

1/19/2001 2:42:13 PM

34163208850000 iTOMK000101

SW

9-3-07(G)

34163209310000 1098306776

SW

9-3-09

10/25/2004 9:42:40 AM

34163209310000 1098306776

SW

9-3-08(A)

10/20/2004 5:50:41 PM

34167238620000 1623951328

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/21/2021 2:46:06 PM

34167274010000 250498032

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/21/2021 3:11:52 PM

34167274010000 -880546965

SW

9-3-06(K

Friday, November 5, 2021

9-3-06(K

10/18/2021 9:29:09 AM
7/15/2020 3:08:49 PM

8/13/2021 8:19:20 AM
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34167274010000 -436577129

SW

NONE

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

34167274010000 1538867436

SW

9-3-08(A)

4/23/2014 8:42:22 AM

34167274010000 1538867436

SW

9-3-05(B)7

4/23/2014 8:42:22 AM

34167274010000 2004688845

SW

9-3-08(D)

4/10/2014 2:16:25 PM

34167274010000 2004688845

SW

9-3-08(A)

4/10/2014 2:16:25 PM

34167274010000 2004688845

SW

9-3-06(G)

4/10/2014 2:16:25 PM

34167274010000 2004688845

SW

9-3-05(A)6

4/10/2014 2:16:25 PM

34167274010000 2004688845

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/10/2014 2:16:25 PM

34167274010000 -525219068

SW

9-3-04(A)

9/18/2007 10:32:39 AM

34167274010000 -525219068

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/18/2007 10:31:13 AM

34167274010000 -525219068

SW

9-3-07(E)

9/18/2007 10:30:08 AM

34167274010000 -525219068

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/18/2007 10:29:04 AM

34167274010000 -1082080785

SW

9-3-05(A)6

5/19/2005 12:32:00 PM

34167279580000 485061578

SW

9-3-07(D)

9-3-07(D) 10/18/2021 8:30:05 AM

34167279580000 -560003061

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/21/2021 3:11:43 PM

34167279580000 1628083538

SW

9-3-06(K

34167279580000 -823005044

SW

NONE

34167279580000 -702846340

SW

9-3-08(D)

9-3-08(D) 6/29/2017 10:44:40 AM

34167279580000 -702846340

SW

9-3-06(G)

9-3-06(G) 6/29/2017 10:44:40 AM

34167279580000 -702846340

SW

9-3-05(B)7

9-3-05(B)7 6/29/2017 10:44:40 AM

34167279580000 -702846340

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A) 6/29/2017 10:44:40 AM

34167284620000 1822645918

SW

None

None

34167284620000 -297020201

SW

None

34167284620000 1458156540

SW

9-3-04B

4/15/2016 12:29:30 PM

34167284620000 1181745130

SW

9-3-05(A)6

6/13/2007 10:38:19 AM

Friday, November 5, 2021

9-3-06(K

8/13/2021 8:20:04 AM
4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

6/29/2017 3:27:08 PM

5/6/2016 5:33:54 PM
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34167293950000 1284766058

SW

NONE

NONE

34167294450000 69007665

SW

9-3-07(D)

34167294450000 -1900113487

SW

9-3-04(A)

34167294640000 -667298914

SW

9-3-07(D)

34167294640000 94675486

SW

9-3-04(A)

34167295430000 1204430535

SW

9-3-07(D)

34167295430000 1494709063

SW

9-3-04(A)

34167295770000 -354146405

SW

9-3-07(H)

7/15/2020 2:53:53 PM

34167295770000 -354146405

SW

9-3-05[C]

7/15/2020 2:53:53 PM

34167295770000 -92937718

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

34167295770000 1550174575

SW

NONE

NONE

34167295770000 -1374934924

SW

None

4/13/2016 1:32:34 PM

34167295770000 1372130125

SW

9-3-04B

4/4/2016 10:21:14 AM

34167296180000 851841510

SW

NONE

NONE

34167296180000 1381671984

SW

NONE E

NONE E

1/13/2018 6:24:42 PM

34167296180000 1381671984

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H)

1/13/2018 6:24:41 PM

34167296180000 1906093386

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/7/2016 1:50:37 PM

34167296180000 -316141299

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/7/2016 1:49:58 PM

34167296180000 1568363621

SW

None

34167296180000 314452618

SW

9-3-04B

34167296580000 -1864530562

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:20:05 PM

34167296850000 -429937881

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:16:47 PM

34167297190000 -1421765430

SW

NONE

NONE

6/23/2021 7:19:19 AM

34167297190000 -1185538084

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:20:40 PM

34169201490000 UIC1121

SW

9-3-07(E)

Friday, November 5, 2021

DT_MOD

3/27/2018 12:45:03 PM
9/21/2021 3:11:53 PM

9-3-04(A)

3/9/2021 3:56:08 PM

9/21/2021 3:11:44 PM
9-3-04(A)

3/9/2021 3:56:15 PM

9/21/2021 3:11:46 PM
9-3-04(A)

None

3/9/2021 3:56:22 PM

8/3/2018 3:25:15 PM

3/27/2018 12:44:57 PM

3/27/2018 12:45:47 PM

7/26/2016 9:25:30 AM

4/4/2016 10:21:02 AM
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34169201490000 UIC1121

SW

9-3-07(F)

34169207750000 -1357085129

SW

9-3-04B

34169207750000 1850976101

SW

9-3-04B

34169207750000 -1801958908

SW

9-3-07(D)

34169207750000 397850555

SW

NONE

34169207750000 -1715496940

SW

None

None

12/31/2018 11:44:24 AM

34169207750000 -1536371168

SW

NONE

NONE

12/31/2018 11:44:16 AM

34169207750000 1567430047

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B 12/31/2018 11:44:10 AM

34169207750000 1424829067

SW

None

None

34169207750000 -1305758070

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

8/18/2017 1:57:09 PM

34169207750000 -1775929789

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

3/6/2017 9:24:37 AM

34169207750000 -2099100920

SW

9-3-04B

1/6/2016 10:32:01 AM

34169207750000 1365013865

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9/9/2015 10:39:35 AM

34169207750000 1412165485

SW

9-3-05(B)4

10/6/2014 4:18:05 PM

34169207750000 1789314307

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/3/2009 11:52:32 AM

34169207750000 1815122055

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/7/2008 2:20:56 PM

34169207750000 1522819773

SW

9-3-07(E)

10/20/2005 3:24:11 PM

34169207750000 -931147792

SW

9-3-07(D)

9/12/2003 10:35:35 AM

34169207750000 1239i273

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/30/2002 2:40:25 PM

34169207750000 273

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/30/2002 2:40:25 PM

34169207750000 270

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/22/2002 12:42:58 PM

34169207750000 1239i270

SW

9-3-06(G)

5/22/2002 12:42:58 PM

34169207750000 1210i22

SW

9-3-05(B)4

3/27/2002 10:43:45 AM

34169217410000 UIC1242

SW

9-3-07(E)

34169217410000 UIC1242

SW

9-3-07(F)

Friday, November 5, 2021

9-3-04B

10/18/2021 9:29:16 AM
9/21/2021 3:11:50 PM

9-3-07(D)

9/20/2021 9:07:13 AM
4/8/2019 12:01:45 PM

8/3/2018 3:55:09 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34169217670000 -1736686373

SW

NONE

34169217670000 -1062560602

SW

9-3-04B

34169217670000 1531350197

SW

NONE

4/20/2020 4:59:33 PM

34169217670000 -56670514

SW

9-3-04B

5/9/2019 10:53:29 AM

34169217670000 -631489517

SW

NONE

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

34169217670000 -700377155

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:16:41 PM

34169217670000 1513456498

SW

None

None

4/3/2017 11:02:09 AM

34169221980000 1298135973

SW

9-3-04(A)

9-3-04(A)

1/16/2019 4:16:38 PM

34169221980000 -354770224

SW

NONE

NONE

3/21/2018 4:19:53 PM

34169221980000 -1366165936

SW

9-3-07(D)

4/23/2015 9:33:21 AM

34169221980000 938979480

SW

9-3-04(A)

6/24/2010 8:39:48 AM

34169221980000 -1820166992

SW

9-3-04(A)

4/3/2009 11:29:05 AM

34169221980000 -309385666

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/8/2008 8:05:18 PM

34169221980000 -538443916

SW

9-3-09

10/8/2008 7:12:53 PM

34169221980000 178075641

SW

9-3-04(A)

10/7/2008 1:45:30 PM

34169221980000 -927442124

SW

9-3-05(A)6

6/27/2006 3:15:07 PM

34169250000000 1240i2

SW

9-3-06(J )

4/3/2002 4:23:05 PM

34169253930000 8

SW

9-3-06(G)

6/11/2001 3:26:18 PM

34169254210000 93

SW

9-3-06(G)

10/25/2001 11:20:43 AM

34173205780000 593035692

SW

9-3-04B

34173205780000 760818370

SW

9-3-04B

34173205780000 1623681644

SW

NONE E

NONE E

7/7/2021 12:34:54 PM

34173205780000 1623681644

SW

9-3-06(K

9-3-06(K

7/7/2021 12:34:54 PM

34173205780000 1618497477

SW

NONE

NONE

4/30/2021 3:42:15 PM

34173205780000 -94787852

SW

9-3-04B

9-3-04B

Friday, November 5, 2021

9/21/2021 3:11:40 PM
9-3-04B 12/18/2020 12:35:54 PM

9-3-04B

10/6/2021 12:17:51 PM
9/21/2021 3:11:53 PM

11/3/2020 12:18:55 PM
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API_WELLNO

INSPECT_NO

TYP_INSP OAC

FAILCODE

DT_MOD

34173205780000 212380484

SW

NONE

6/9/2020 8:25:58 AM

34173205780000 -1841648337

SW

9-3-04B

6/9/2020 8:25:55 AM

34173205780000 1573134766

SW

9-3-05(A)3

9-3-05(A)3 11/13/2019 3:06:26 PM

34173205780000 1573134766

SW

9-3-07(H)

9-3-07(H) 11/13/2019 3:06:26 PM

34173205780000 1471005039

SW

9-3-08(B)

11/23/2016 1:29:54 PM

34173205780000 1459344139

SW

9-3-05(A)6

5/25/2016 2:47:31 PM

34173205780000 -1902773304

SW

9-3-04B

4/4/2016 10:20:52 AM

34175202670000 1061991137

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/21/2021 3:11:45 PM

34175202670000 -1622249281

SW

9-3-07(F)

9/21/2021 3:11:40 PM

34175202670000 -1452995554

SW

9-3-04(A)

11/21/2001 8:45:37 AM

34175202670000 UIC1714

SW

9-3-04(A)

34175203410000 2073481243

SW

9-3-04B

9/21/2021 3:11:51 PM

34175203410000 -1482199165

SW

NONE

4/8/2019 12:01:44 PM

34175203410000 -2034134811

SW

9-3-04B

8/3/2018 3:41:34 PM

34175203410000 -627903959

SW

9-3-04B

4/15/2016 12:28:45 PM

Friday, November 5, 2021
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Citizen’s summary
Authors of Ohio’s oil and gas regulatory framework have systematically removed citizens
from the process of regulating and monitoring the industry. From awarding the Ohio Department
of Natural Resources (ODNR) “sole and exclusive authority” over the industry to refusing to
allow public hearings on permits, Ohio’s legislature has engineered a system where people don’t
matter. As a result, citizens have lost faith in the regulatory process and now work to fill the void
by preparing this audit of Ohio’s management of fracking waste disposal through the
Underground Injection Control (UIC) program. This report presents a snapshot of just one part of
the ODNR’s fracking authority, yet it demonstrates systemic problems that resonate throughout
the agency’s handling of all fracking related activity.
The U.S. EPA also owns some blame for this problem. Since ceding authority for
underground injection control to the ODNR in 1983, their oversight has been inconsistent,
shallow and devoid of substantive criticism, as evidenced by the two most recent audits, from
2005 and 2009, and by failure to release a subsequent audit as of December 12, 2014. As the
pace of oil and gas activity and fracking waste disposal increases, so does the need for timely and
thorough oversight. The U.S. EPA’s “hands-off” approach has failed to meet this need.
Both the U. S. EPA and the ODNR wield their authority to protect the public interest.
Failure to do their jobs puts public health and natural resources at risk, which is why citizens
have stepped in. The Center for Health Environment and Justice, Buckeye Forest Council, and
Ohio Sierra Club conducted Citizens’ Hearings on injection wells in Portage and Athens
Counties in October 2013, after the U.S. EPA and the ODNR refused to do so. They collected
hundreds of pages of testimony from citizens affected by class 2 disposal wells and submitted it
to the U.S. EPA. Detailed citizens’ comments included problems with specific wells in their
communities. It was citizen research into the issues of these wells which led to the idea of
conducting a citizens’ audit of the class 2 disposal wells permitted by the ODNR since the 2009
U.S. EPA audit.
Ohio Citizen Action and Ohio Citizen Action Education Fund, with assistance from the
Center for Health, Environment and Justice, and Buckeye Forest Council have engaged citizen
volunteers to review hundreds of permits, well logs, inspection reports and other documents to
produce an audit of Ohio’s Class 2 injection wells – something that the U.S. EPA and the ODNR
have not been moved to do.
Findings include:
 Inadequate oversight by the U.S. EPA;
 Inconsistency of practice among the ODNR inspectors;
 Non-enforcement of some conditions mandated by a well’s operational permit;
 Neglect of well conditions that indicate mechanical problems;
 Inconsistency and absence of information in the ODNR’s database;
 ODNR disrespect or disdain for public inquiries and requests; and
 A correlation between regulatory failure and a revolving door between agency and
industry.
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The authors of this report recommend that the U.S. EPA suspend the ODNR’s
authority to operate the Underground Injection Control program until completing a
thorough audit of all of Ohio’s active injection wells and only reinstating that authority if
and when the ODNR’s competence and independence from industry influence can be
demonstrated.
Methodology
Toward the goal of involving people affected by and interested in injection wells who
have been shut out of the regulatory process, the authors of this report recruited citizen
investigators to assist. Volunteers from Portage, Summit, Medina, Mahoning, Ashtabula, Geauga,
Lake, Washington, Athens, Cuyahoga, and Hamilton counties were trained to read documents
secured from the ODNR and asked to prepare profiles of specific injection wells. Those
documents include 1,877 inspection reports and hundreds of pages of permit applications,
permits, well completion reports, well histories, and inspection reports found in the ODNR’s
Risk Based Data Management System (RBDMS) and documents scanned into the ODNR’s
online database for the 43 wells permitted since 2009 which have been drilled.
Well profiles, the 2005 and 2009 U.S. EPA audits of Ohio’s injection well program,
citizen testimony and correspondence between the ODNR and the U.S. EPA were used to create
this audit.
Background
Fracking is a process of vertical and horizontal drilling, followed by injecting millions of
gallons of fresh water, sand and chemicals under high pressure, deep underground to fracture
shale and release oil and gas trapped inside. Many of these chemicals are dangerous enough to be
regulated by either the Clean Air Act, Clean Water Act or Safe Drinking Water Act and are linked
to a range of health effects including rashes, breathing problems, organ failure and cancer1.
About half of the fluid injected returns to the surface. Oil and gas deposits are always associated
with remnants of ancient oceans deep underground, which also comes to the surface on the scale
of thousands of barrels per day. This salty oilfield brine, can also contain radioactive2 material
picked up from underground rock formations.
Despite these facts, U.S. EPA designated oilfield brine as non-hazardous and therefore
subject to less regulation than material designated hazardous in 1988.3 Oilfield brine is disposed
of in loosely regulated Class 2 injection wells, which are similar in construction to oil and gas

http://democrats.energycommerce.house.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Hydraulic-Fracturing-Chemicals-2011-418.pdf
1

2

http://www.epa.gov/radiation/tenorm/oilandgas.html

U.S. EPA “Regulatory Determination for Oil and Gas and Geothermal Exploration, Development and Production
Wastes” 1988, http://www.epa.gov/osw/nonhaz/industrial/special/oil/og88wp.pdf
3
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production wells but work in reverse. Instead of withdrawing oil and gas from geologic
formations, Class 2 disposal wells push oilfield brine into geologic formations.
The wells themselves consist of a well head and pressure gauge, visible above ground,
which connect to several concentric layers of steel casing and cement tubes, which extend
underground. (See Appendix A1.) The areas between the outermost casing layer and the
surrounding rock, between casing layers, and between the injection tubing and innermost casing
layers are called annuluses. The outer annuluses are partially filled with cement. The innermost
annulus contains fluid which should be held under pressure.
The fluid waste is typically injected under higher pressure than the pressure maintained in
the innermost annulus. Ideally, waste is absorbed by permeable rock layers under consistent
pressure. The rocks into which waste is injected are called the injection zone. The permeable
injection zone should be overlaid by an impermeable layer to keep fluids from migrating toward
the surface. For this equation to work, the location of the well must be ideal and the integrity of
the well and consistency of both the injection and annulus pressure must be scrupulously
maintained.
Problems can and do occur with injection wells throughout the United States, because of
poor well location or poor monitoring and enforcement. According to a review of public
documents conducted by independent media outlet ProPublica, structural failures inside injection
wells are routine. They found more than 17,000 violations nationally from late 2007 to late 2010
for injection wells of all classes- one well integrity violation issued for every six deep injection
wells examined. The records show more than 7,000 wells had signs of leaks and indicate that
wells are frequently operated in violation of safety regulations and under conditions that greatly
increase the risk of fluid migration and the threat of water contamination.4
Once contaminated, ground water cannot easily be decontaminated. Because many rural
communities where fracking occurs depend upon groundwater, the risk is especially great.
Inadequate oversight by the U.S. EPA
In 1983, the U.S. EPA granted the ODNR’s request for authority over the injection well
program. At that time, the ONDR chose from among two sections of the Safe Drinking Water
Act under which Class 2 injection wells can be regulated, the more thorough Section 1422, or the
weaker Section 1425. ODNR chose Section 1425. Still, the 1983 agreement between Ohio and
the U.S. EPA promises better oversight than now occurs in Ohio.
Under that agreement, audits are to be conducted of the ODNR’s management of the
injection well program every few years. After comparing the two most recent audits performed
by the U.S. EPA, Teresa Mills of the Center for Health, Environment and Justice and Buckeye
Forest Council concluded that the U.S. EPA failed to take the job seriously. In March, 2013 letter
to the U.S. EPA, she explains the problem:
4

http://www.propublica.org/article/injection-wells-the-poison-beneath-us
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“We urge you to examine your Region’s last two audits performed in October, 2005, and
October, 2009, because they will swiftly convince you that the current auditing process is
broken. The most obvious and compelling evidence in this regard is that your Region’s
2009 audit is over 80% a direct cut-and-paste from the 2005 audit without changes! Not
only was no apparent effort put into the 2009 audit, but these superficial audits heaped
such excessive, uncritical praise on ODNR’s barely staffed program (less than four full
time equivalents) that the audits appeared to have been written by ODNR itself rather
than by independent professionals performing a serious oversight function.”
Both the 2005 and 2009 U.S. EPA audits cover wells permitted since the previous audit.
In each audit, only a fraction of the permits granted were reviewed in detail - 2 of 14 in the 2005
audit and 5 of 10 in the 2009 audit. Both audits neglected to review any field inspections, nor
were field visits made by U.S. EPA officials. No audit of volumes injected was conducted. No
citizens living near injections wells were contacted.
The U.S. EPA has neglected to release a subsequent audit, even though fracking and
injection well activity ramped up considerably after 2009. As of this writing, 1,652 wells in the
Utica shale in Ohio and 9,781 Marcellus shale wells permitted in Pennsylvania produce millions
of gallons of waste, millions of gallons of which are sent to 198 active injection wells5 in Ohio.
In 2013, injection wells in Ohio took 672 million gallons of waste, 344 million gallons of which
came from out of state.
The 2009 U.S. EPA audit indicates that, “The next audit of Ohio DMRM (Division of
Mineral Resources Management)’s UIC program should occur in 2012 or 2013.” At the time of
writing, no subsequent audit has been produced by the U.S. EPA and recent conversations with
agency indicate the audit may be delayed again until 2015.
Inconsistency of practice among ODNR inspectors
Conditions for citing a violation vary between inspectors. For example, one inspector, Jon
Scott, cites violations for wells missing the valves necessary for inspectors to test injection and
annulus pressure, as he did on February 7, 2013 for well # 34105236190000. Inspector David
Ball encountered a similar situation on November 18, 2014 at well # 34013206090000, but did
not cite it for a violation.
Only two inspectors ever record the fact that they take samples of brine being injected for
testing by ODNR labs – Stephen Ochs and Jon Scott. Only 10 of the wells reviewed had samples
of brine taken for testing.
The time between inspections varies widely both between inspectors and specific wells.
Some are visited on a consistent once a quarter schedule, while others are visited multiple times
a week, even when there isn’t anything unusual going on at the well.
5

ODNR RBDMS update 11/26/14 http://oilandgas.ohiodnr.gov/industry/rbdms
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Quality and detail of inspection comments varies widely as well. Inspector Jerry Kohl
writes the least helpful comments, almost always the same even when injection and annulus
pressures indicate a probable mechanical failure. On the other hand, inspector Jon Scott’s
inspections are typically clear and detailed, and he seems to be the most likely to enforce permit
conditions, although he neglects annulus pressure issues. Stephen Ochs and David Ball fall
between Kohl and Scott in comment quality, occasionally making detailed comments,
occasionally making unhelpful comments. There are other inspectors, but these four perform the
most inspections. The following table illustrates the quality range found between inspectors’
comments for a typical inspection when nothing is going wrong:
Inspector name
Jerry Kohl

Inspector #
1250

Stephen Ochs

2158

David Ball

2156

Jon Scott

2473

Typical inspection
5/9/14 - My inspection of the well pressures and the
storage facility found no violations
5/29/14 - An inspection of the well and injection facility
found no violations
6/8/14 - Inspection revealed that injection pump was in
operation today and it was noted that three IBEX vacuum
trucks were unloading at facility during my inspection
7/21/14 - Inspected the injection pressure, annulus
pressure, containment dike, tanks, injection pump, and
the unloading pad. Good identification at the well.
Containment dike is free of fluids. Checked brine trucks

Non-enforcement of some conditions mandated by a well’s operational permit
For permits issued before a 2012 rule change, the ODNR’s database includes both
construction and operational condition requirements. However, permits issued after the rule
change appear in the database with only construction conditions laid out – the operational
conditions aren’t making it into the database.
In almost all cases the operational conditions require a minimum annulus pressure of 200
pounds per square inch (PSI). The language is very similar across all permits:
“The annulus between the injection tubing and the 4-112"production casing must be
monitored either continuously during injection of fluids or at least monthly at a minimum
pressure of 200 psi. If such monitoring indicates a leak in the casing, tubing, or packer,
the UIC Section must be immediately notified at (614) 265-1032.”
Of the 1,877 inspection reports reviewed, annulus pressure is recorded at less than 200
PSI 416 times. There are several instances of inspectors encouraging well operators to increase
pressure, especially when the pressure drops to 0. Annulus pressure dropped to zero 164 times in
the inspection reports reviewed.
On one such occasion inspector David Ball visits Guernsey County well #
34059242020000 and comments:
7

“Inspection revealed that injection pump was in operation today and there was (sic)
three Myers Vacuum trucks unloading during my inspection. Note: The two inch valve on
annulus of tubing appeared to have frozen and busted and is in need of replacement, once
replaced positive pressure needs to be applied to annulus”.
Despite the fact that this well’s operational permit requires annulus pressure to be 200 or greater,
the annulus pressure is less than 200 PSI 23 times and the well is never cited for a violation.
The single instance found of low annulus pressure triggering a violation occurred on
January 24, 2013 in an inspection of the extremely troubled Vinton County well
#34163203370000 by Andrew Thomas, who commented:
“An inspection of the tank battery revealed no violations. Good identification was
observed at the tank battery and the well. The annulus pressure on the well was 0. I
called Mr. Lee Atha at 11:20 on the day of inspection and notified him of the problem and
told him that the annulus pressure needs to be above 0 and a mini-test needs to be
conducted. I also told him that when he remedies the problem to call me so that I can be
present. This message was left on his voicemail. Accompanied on inspection by Justin
Smith.”
Inspection comments recommending increased annulus pressure appear even for wells for
which operational conditions do not appear in the ODNR’s database. This suggests that the
operational conditions do indeed require a minimum annulus pressure be maintained. One such
instance is when Stephen Ochs inspected completed Trumbull County well # 34155240780000
on July 24, 2014 indicating:
“An inspection of the well and injection facility found no violations. The pump was off at
the time. The well owner was instructed to put a minimum pressure of 200 psi. on the
tubing/casing annulus.”
Annulus pressure was still 0 at well # 34155240780000 when Inspector Ochs returned a
month later and commented:
“An inspection of the well and injection facility found no violations.”
Apparently, not following an inspector’s instructions is not enough to warrant a violation.
Neglect of well conditions that indicate mechanical problems
The U.S. EPA provides guidance by which mechanical integrity of wells can be
assessed6. Part of that guidance, particularly relevant to Ohio injection wells puts wells into three
categories. Those three categories are those that under normal operating conditions have:
 Injection pressure higher than annulus pressure
 Annulus pressure higher than injection pressure and injection pressure higher than zero
(not on a vacuum)
6

http://www.epa.gov/r5water/uic/r5guid/r5_05_2008.htm#att2
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 Injection on a vacuum
The guidance explains that different conditions of rising or falling injection or annulus pressures
can indicate that the well has lost mechanical integrity – see Appendix A2. If a well loses
mechanical integrity, injected brine could spill or leak into the environment and injection should
be ceased immediately.
The U.S. EPA’s guidance does not explain what it means if injection pressure and annulus
pressure cross each other – that is the injection pressure is higher than annulus pressure for some
period and the annulus pressure rises above the injection pressure, or vice versa. It is safe to say
that injection and annulus pressure dominance flipping is indicative of some kind of problem,
since less major variances in injection and annulus pressure are known to indicate mechanical
failure.
Instances of injection and annulus pressures indicating a probable mechanical failure
according to U.S. EPA guidance occurred in 42 instances, with very few of the probable
mechanical failures being investigated by inspectors. Injection and annulus pressure dominance
has flipped at least once in 20 of the 43 wells reviewed, and none are cited for a violation
because of this. See Appendix A3 – audit table for more detail.
Belmont County well # 34013206090000, inspected by David Ball shows this behavior.
The following table comes from the ODNR’s database of inspection reports, not the flipping of
the balance of injection vs. annulus pressure in the last few months:
Date
inspected
8/19/2014

10/14/2014

11/14/2014

INJECTION
ANNULUS
COMMENT
PRESSURE
PRESSURE
1610
390 Inspection revealed that injection pump was in
operation during my inspection and it was noted that the
cage for the wellhead has been put back in place.
1780
400 Inspection revealed that injection pump was not in
operation during my inspection.
Note: 500 bbl storage tanks are still up on location
waiting on operator to truck material down to storage
tanks and then inject it into well.
2170
2230 Inspection revealed that injection pump was in
operation today and it was noted that two HWR vacuum
trucks were unloading at the facility during my
inspection.

Any of the U.S. EPA’s above conditions warrant shut down of the well and tests for mechanical
integrity, yet this was not done. Many of Ohio’s wells are even worse, especially those which flip
between producing oil and gas and accepting waste.
Of the 43 wells reviewed for this audit, 34 showed instances of injection pressure
fluctuations greater than 100 PSI from inspection to inspection at some point, like Trumbull
County well # 34155214380000, inspected by Stephen Ochs. This table comes from the ODNR’s
9

inspection reports table, notice how the injection and annulus pressures change by more than 100
PSI between inspections:
Date
INJECTION ANNULUS
COMMENT
inspected PRESSURE PRESSURE
1/9/2013
775
350 My inspection of the injection facility and well found no
violations.
4/4/2013
900
80 My inspection of the injection facility and well found no
violations. The pump was operating at the time pressures
were gauged.
5/14/2013
1130
0 My inspection of the well and surface facility found a truck
without an Underground Injection Control number. The
truck was owned and operated by Liquid Luggers. Dave
Jenkins was notified. The truck driver was instructed to
wait on location, until the truck was properly labeled.
8/20/2013
1020
155 There were no violations at the time of inspection.
10/10/2013
1000
160 No violations were found at the time of inspection.
3/17/2014
890
370 My inspection of the well found no violations at the time.
6/13/2014
1150
230 The well was found operating over the maximum allowable
injection pressure. Matt Kleese was notified in person. The
pump rate was slowed, lowering the injection pressure.

Thirty four of the wells also show annulus pressures varying by 100 PSI or more.
Inconsistency and absence of information in ODNR’s database
For this audit, well completions, well histories, and inspections reports from the ODNR’s
RMBDS database and scanned documents available through the ODNR’s online database were
reviewed for each well. Information important to establishing the lawfulness and geologic
integrity of these wells is frequently inconsistent or absent from the ODNR’s database.
A. Depth logs
Injection wells as a concept are based on the idea that we can inject waste into porous
layers of rock that will keep brine trapped for the rest of time, even after the well is plugged and
the injection pump turned off. The porous injection zone should be overlaid with an impermeable
layer. It is important to know what the geology looks like at what depths in order for the injection
well to be most likely to actually seal off the injected waste.
In permit applications, would-be injection well operators propose the depths to which
they intend to drill their injection well and into which formations. The permit does not require
any demonstration that the intended injection zone is actually porous, nor the existence of a
confining layer.
Well #34007230970000 in Ashtabula County was a production well that was converted to
injection in 2011. The operator poured cement in the hole to plug the well to a depth of 3,600
10

feet in order to isolate the formerly oil and gas rich Clinton sandstone from the impermeable
Newberg dolomite which is the injection zone. The depth log for this well follows, what geologic
formation exists at 3,600 feet deep?

This depth log does not say.
The next deepest layer recorded after the injection zone is salt, but that salt has 199 feet
between it and the Newberg dolomite. What’s between them? The depth log does not say that
either.
In other cases the proposed injection zone is not even reached by the total depth of the
well, as in Trumbull County well #34155240780000, which was proposed to be drilled to 9,100
feet into the Mt. Simon sandstone. According to the depth log, it is actually drilled to 8,748 feet
into the Rome formation. Does it matter that the well is not injecting into the formation the
operator intended?
B. Legal requirements for granting permits
The Ohio Administrative Code requires7 those seeking to operate an injection well to
publish a notice in a “newspaper of general circulation” in the county where the well is to be
located for at least five days. In August 2014, a Monroe County citizen asked the ODNR why
notice of a new injection well permit had not been published in a county newspaper, as the law
required. Jennifer Gringas of the ODNR replied that public notice doesn’t necessarily have to be
7

http://codes.ohio.gov/oac/1501%3A9-3
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published in a newspaper of the county where the injection well will be, just a newspaper
published nearby. Proof of public notice is in the ODNR’s database for only one of the 43 wells
reviewed, the Muskingum County well #34119287760000.
C. Data removed from ODNR’s database
On September 5, 2014 a 2.1 magnitude earthquake occurred just outside of Niles Ohio
centered on well # 34155240760000, run by American Water Management. The most recent
inspection report in the November 26, 2014 update of the RBDMS for this well is from July.
Why has information on this well been removed? There have almost certainly been further
inspections.
ODNR Disdain or disrespect for public inquiries and requests
A. Portage County
The ODNR permitted seven disposal wells on a single Portage County landowner’s
property in October 2012. The seven wells were permitted in a geologic layer above a deeper
geologic layer where horizontal fracking was planned. Neighbors in the area were not happy
about the plans:
“We’re alarmed by what’s being allowed … and we have serious concerns about putting
all these wells in one place,” said Gwen Fischer, a Portage County resident and member
of Concerned Citizens Ohio. “We have serious reservations about how safe this will be
and how the industrial nature of these wells will affect the whole community.8
Drilling the horizontal production wells proceeded and citizens requested a public
hearing about the wells with the ODNR, particularly the injection well head geologist at the time,
Tom Tomastik. Instead of a public hearing, Portage County citizens got an “informational
meeting,” where 55 residents were greeted by 14 armed guards and a canine unit. In a true public
hearing, citizens would have been able to assemble in one room, ask questions, make comments
and hear answers from ODNR officials publicly, into the public record maintained by the ODNR.
The informational meeting consisted of 10 information stations scattered throughout a
large room, followed by a presentation by Tom Tomastik on the history of oil and gas drilling in
Ohio. No substantive questions were taken or answered by Tomastik regarding the seven wells
on one site.
B. Athens County
Citizens of Athens County have peacefully protested brine disposal wells three timesFebruary 2013, February 2014, and June 2014. Despite repeated requests for public hearings,
ODNR officials have refused to grant one. In June 2014, a public records request by Athens
County Fracking Action Network uncovered emails between UIC head geologist Tom Tomastik
and oil and gas industry consultants saying “Here is the kind of crap I have to deal with from our

http://www.ohio.com/news/local-news/neighbors-rocked-by-cluster-of-14-new-injection-production-wells-plannedin-northeast-portage-county-1.343856
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folks who live in Athens. This is just one of about 80 letters we have gotten so far.9” Tomastik
complained to the Government Accountability Office (GAO) about the U.S. EPA asking him to
respond to citizen complaints: “Telling us we need to respond to public comments on a Class II
injection well permit application is not what I would consider working in good faith or
cooperation from the U.S. EPA.”10
Revolving door between agency and industry
The GAO released a report on September 23, 2014 comparing brine disposal laws in
California, Colorado, Kentucky, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, and Texas. The
report singles out Ohio for having unusually lax regulations on brine disposal, noting “all of the
states we selected except for Ohio require that applicants provide some information on the
characteristics of fluids injected into class II wells,” meaning that all of the other states have
some idea of what’s being injected underground.
Just two weeks prior to the report’s release, Tom Tomastik left the ODNR to work for
ALL Consulting, an oil and gas consultancy, and Mark Bruce, spokesperson for the ODNR, left
for the industry funded Ohio Oil and Gas Energy Educational Program. Their exit just before the
release of the GAO report is unlikely to be coincidence.
A few especially notable wells
The RHOA well operated by Shalelogix in Ashtabula County appears to have been
drilled as a disposal well (1982 by POI), then converted to production (1983 by POI), then back
to disposal (1995 by Atwood Energy, injection zone was fractured or acidized), then back to
production (Petrox, 2005? – documents are missing from the database), then back to disposal
(2013 by Shalelogix).
The Adams #1 well operated by Buckeye Brine in Coshocton County has been acidized
10 times from September 2013-August 2014. Tens of thousands of gallons of hydrochloric acid
have been pumped down this well to attempt to open up pore space, yet it’s still having problems
with overly high injection pressures. It has minimum required annulus pressure of 200 PSI – its
annulus pressure has never been above 200. It was sold by Preferred Fluids Management to
Buckeye Brine on 3/19/14, Steve Mobley of Austin Texas owns both companies.
The ODNR found an old, improperly plugged production well within a half mile of
injection well Roscoe Mills # 1 in Meigs County. As such, the ODNR only allowed the injection
well to gravity feed into the injection zone, to avoid accidental contamination. In order to inject
more fluid the operator wanted to increase the injection pressure. They found someone named
Bobby Jo Adams who signed an affidavit that he was on site and witnessed proper plugging of
the old production well in 1974. The ODNR took this as proof enough that the old production
well was in fact correctly plugged, and allowed increased injection pressure.

9

http://www.eenews.net/assets/2014/06/03/document_ew_01.pdf

10

http://www.eenews.net/assets/2014/06/03/document_ew_02.pdf
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The Tedrick 1-B well currently owned by Houghton Investments, formerly of Paul Grim,
is in Vinton County. This troubled well was drilled in 1975 as an enhanced recovery well –
injecting waste to push oil or gas out of a formation. From 1975-2011 it operated as an enhanced
recovery well and racked up 22 violations for various problems – pumps and tanks leaking,
owners’ neglect of the site, lacking identification, pollution and contamination of its
surroundings, mechanical failures, etc. Despite all of its ongoing problems, it was never plugged.
Since its conversion by drilling deeper to a disposal well in November 2011, it still has problems.
Parts essential to operation laid around in disrepair from 3/10/14-5/21/14, escaping mandatory
plugging despite missing its state mandated, already extended deadline of 5/9/14. The drillers
had problems with well walls caving in, and currently it’s having trouble holding pressure on the
annulus.
The K&H 2 well in Athens County is perhaps the most “celebrated” injection well
reviewed for this audit. During construction this well had hundreds of feet of cement slide down
the annulus of the well into oblivion. Since the operators finally got the casing cemented in
place, they’ve had trouble keeping fluid and pressure in the annulus – it too falls down into some
unknown depths. Drillers hit a pocket of brine at 1,432 feet deep, which shot up the well and
contaminated a nearby creek, causing drilling operations to shut down for several days.
Kleese Development Associates in Trumbull County owns four injection wells injecting
into the same geologic layer within .9 square miles. All of these wells inject into the Clinton
sandstone. Porous rock layers can be filled up, why did ODNR allow these wells so close
together?
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A map of the Kleese Development Associates property with 4 injection wells on less than one square mile .

The Northstar 1 well, operated by D&L Energy, extends into the deepest layer of Ohio’s
geology, the pre-Cambrian “basement” rock, near Youngstown. The original permitted injection
pressure was 1,850 PSI. In March 2011, D&L applied for and received permission to increase
injection pressure to 2,250 PSI. They applied for and received permission to increase the
maximum injection pressure again in May 2011, to 2500 PSI. Under the increased pressure, brine
caused a previously unknown fault to slip, and caused a 4.0 earthquake.
A 2013 study by Dr. Won-Young Kim, of the Lamont-Dougherty Earth Observatory at
Columbia University and published in peer-reviewed JOURNAL OF GEOPHYSICAL
RESEARCH: SOLID EARTH concluded that the Northstar 1 injection well was in fact
responsible for 109 earthquakes in the Youngstown area.11

11

http://ohiocitizen.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/08/Y-town-injection-peer-reviewed.pdf
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Immediately following the greatest Youngstown earthquake, Ohio Governor John Kasich
suspended operations of the Northstar 1 well and other injection wells within a 5 mile radius. By
March 2012, the governor directed ODNR to make some nice sounding but ultimately hollow
changes to Ohio’s injection well rules, essentially requiring somewhat better monitoring during
injection. The well has not been accepting waste since 2011. While operational conditions
indicate that inactive wells must be plugged and abandoned within 60 days after discontinuance
of operations, the well has still not been plugged nearly 4 years later.
Conclusions and recommendations
The U.S. EPA’s 1983 agreement with the ODNR proposes to keep the ODNR accountable
for its regulation of the Underground Injection Control program, including Class 2 disposal
wells. It reads, “The Regional Administrator is responsible for keeping the Director apprised of
the meaning and content of Federal guidelines, technical standards, regulations, policy decisions,
directives, and any other factors which could affect the UIC program.” It appears that the U.S.
EPA has not done this. In fact, we discovered no evidence that U.S. EPA has ever held the ODNR
accountable for injection/annulus pressure anomalies cited in its own guidelines. Furthermore,
the agency has not demonstrated the thoroughness required to protect public health and natural
resources in its two most recent audits and has failed to produce an audit promised nearly 2 years
ago.
With such a lack of oversight, the ODNR has allowed its own discipline to falter. Their
inspectors don’t seem to know what their job is or how to do it. There’s too much variance in
enforcement and lack of focus in inspection comments. They fail to require Class 2 injection well
operators to follow the conditions of their permits, especially with respect to annulus pressure
violations. Possibly worst of all, ODNR employees shut out, marginalize and even intimidate the
citizens they are supposed to be serving, in order to maintain relationships with the industry that
may one day employ them.
To begin to make things right, the U.S. EPA should suspend the authority of the ODNR to
regulate Class 2 disposal wells in Ohio until they have conducted a full, thorough audit of Ohio’s
Class 2 injection well program. A satisfactory audit will include:
 In depth review of permits, well histories, inspection reports, and all associated
documents of currently operating Class 2 disposal wells by personnel knowledgeable
about the proper construction and operation of injections wells and Ohio geology;
 Review of the ODNR’s rulemaking and lack of rulemaking regarding Class 2 disposal
wells in Ohio;
 Review of injection volume records and fee collection. Injection volume review should
include assessing feasibility of volumes injected actually being absorbed by permitted
injection zones, based on width and porosity;
 Site visits and mechanical integrity tests at every active well by U.S. EPA officials; and
 ODNR personnel interviews to assess organizational culture
The U.S. EPA should release this thorough audit to the public, invite public input, and then
make a determination about whether the ODNR should retain authority over Class 2 disposal
wells in Ohio.
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Appendices
Appendix A – information generated in the process of this audit
1. Anatomy of an injection well
2. Citizen audit summary table
3. Table of details on audited wells
4. Inspection reports for selected wells
5. Citizen audits
Appendix B – recommended reading
1. Teresa Mills’ 2013 primacy letter
2. 1983 agreement between U.S. EPA and ODNR
3. 1988 regulatory determination considering oil and gas waste non-hazardous
4. Tom Tomastik’s emails referring to citizen comments as “crap”
Find all appendices at www.ohiocitizen.org/class2citizenaudit
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EXHIBIT 12

Delaware
DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

7/26/2021 340412016000

False

False

4/26/2021 340412016000

False

False

0

4/23/2021 340412016000

False

False

115

Thursday, November 4, 2021

Quarterly Inspection of well for integrity and pressure. A
compliance notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging
required of well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection.
The integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface
facility will be required to be upgraded to current
standards. The 2-3/8 inch tubing has zero pressure. The 23/8 inch by 4-1/2 inch annulus casing has 300 pounds of
pressure, The 4-1/2 inch by 8-5/8 inch annulus has 110
pounds of gas pressure. The operator has started to scrap
and cut up the steel storage tank adjacent to the well.
This activity has not been completed.
360 Inspect well and collect well head pressures. The 2-3/8inch tubing has zero pounds per square inch of pressure.
The 2-3/8 inch by 4-1/2-inch annulus casing has 380
pounds of gas pressure. The 4-1/2 inch by 8-5/8-inch
annulus has 130 pounds of gas pressure.
640 Witness Mechanical Integrity Test conducted by the
operator for evaluation of the well. The initial well head
pressures for the 2-3/8-inch tubing has three pounds per
square inch (psi) of pressure. The 2-3/8 inch by 4-1/2-inch
annulus casing has 60 pounds of gas pressure. The 4-1/2
inch by 8-5/8-inch annulus has zero pounds of gas
pressure. About 40 gallons of fresh water were pumped
into the 2-3/8 inch by 4-1/2-inch annulus and pressured
up to 655 psi and monitored for 15 minutes with a final
pressure of 640 psi. The 4-1/2 inch by 8-5/8-inch annulus
remained at zero pounds per square inch during the test.
The pressure loss is less than three percent and is within
the margin of error for this testing procedure. Upon
conclusion of the Mechanical Integrity Testing procedure
the tubing was loaded with 6 barrels of water and
pressured up to 700 psi as a test, the well took about 15
gallons of water in a 10-minute period. The well was then
shut in and is not in use.
Page 1 of 20

DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

4/21/2021 340412016000

4/15/2021 340412016000

4/14/2021 340412016000

Thursday, November 4, 2021

4/15/2021

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

False

False

True

False

False

False

3

60 Inspect well and collect well head pressures. The 2-3/8inch tubing has three pounds per square inch of pressure.
The 2-3/8 inch by 4-1/2-inch annulus casing has 60 pounds
of gas pressure. The 4-1/2 inch by 8-5/8-inch annulus has
zero pounds of gas pressure. The operator was using the
gas from the 4-1/2 inch by 8-5/8-inch annulus to operate
the pump jack for the production well during the
inspection. The valve at the production well pump jack
was shut during this inspection.
Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
Salt Water Injection Well disposal fees and fee reports for
2020 . Disposal fees and reports are required per ORC
1509.22

0

60 Inspect well and collect well head pressures. The 2-3/8inch tubing has zero pounds per square inch of pressure.
The 2-3/8 inch by 4-1/2-inch annulus casing has 60 pounds
of gas pressure. The 4-1/2 inch by 8-5/8-inch annulus has
50 pounds of gas pressure. The operator was using the gas
from the 4-1/2 inch by 8-5/8-inch annulus to operate the
pump jack for the production well during the inspection.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

4/8/2021 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Quarterly Inspection of well for integrity and pressure. A
compliance notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging
required of well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection.
The integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface
facility will be required to be upgraded to current
standards. The 2-3/8 inch tubing has zero pressure. The 23/8 inch by 4-1/2 inch annulus casing has 150 pounds of
gas pressure, The 4-1/2 inch by 8-5/8 inch annulus has 155
pounds of gas pressure. The operator was onsite during
inspection. The operator blew down the 4 by 8 annulus
with no observable change to the 150 pressure on the 2
by 4 annulus. The blow down took about 45 minutes with
a significant amount of gas volume. The2 by 4 inch
annulus was blown down, there is a nominal amount of
gas in the annulus. The annuli appear to be isolated.
Further testing and evaluation will be conducted by the
operator.

1/19/2021 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface facility
will be required to be upgraded to current standards. The
2-3/8 inch tubing has zero pressure. The 2-3/8 inch by 41/2 inch annulus casing has 150 pounds of gas pressure,
The 4-1/2 inch by 8-5/8 inch annulus has 160 pounds of
gas pressure. There has been no change from the previous
inspection.

11/2/2020 340412016000

False

False

0

130 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface facility
will be required to be upgraded to current standards. The
2-3/8 inch tubing has zero pressure. The 2-3/8 inch by 41/2 inch annulus casing has 130 pounds of gas pressure,
The 4-1/2 inch by 8-5/8 inch annulus has 130 pounds of
gas pressure. There has been no change from the previous
inspection.

Thursday, November 4, 2021
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

7/27/2020 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface facility
will be required to be upgraded to current standards. The
2-3/8 inch tubing has zero pressure. The 2-3/8 inch by 41/2 inch annulus casing has 150 pounds of gas pressure,
The 4-12 inch by 8-5/8 inch annulus has 155 pounds of gas
pressure. There has been no change from the previous
inspection.

5/27/2020 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Met with representatives of the estate. Bill Jackson Jr. It
was indicated the well would be plugged. Inspected the
well. The 2-3/8 inch tubing has zero pressure. The annular
space between the 2-3/8 inch tubing and the 4-1/2 inch
casing has 150 psi gas pressure. A grab gas sample was
collected and field tested: Carbon monoxide was 499
ppm, Volatile organics was 228.6 ppm, Hydrogen sulfide
was 18.8 ppm. The annular space between the 4-1/2 inch
casing and the 8-5/8 inch casing has 160 psi gas pressure.
A grab gas sample was collected and field tested: Carbon
monoxide was 30 ppm, Volatile organics was 76.9 ppm,
Hydrogen sulfide was zero ppm.

4/20/2020 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface facility
will be required to be upgraded to current standards. The
2-3/8 inch tubing has zero pressure. The 2-3/8 inch by 41/2 inch annulus casing has 150 pounds of gas pressure,
The 4-12 inch by 8-5/8 inch annulus has 155 pounds of gas
pressure. There has been no change from the previous
inspection and no contact or information from the
operator or the representative. Photographic
documentation was collected.

Thursday, November 4, 2021
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

2/5/2020 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface facility
required upgrading to current standards. The backside of
the 4.5 inch casing has a pressure of 155 pounds per
square inch. There is no change from the previous
inspection.

11/19/2019 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface facility
required upgrading to current standards. The backside of
the 4.5 inch casing has a pressure of 160 pounds per
square inch. There is no change from the previous
inspection.

7/18/2019 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface facility
required upgrading to current standards. The backside of
the 4.5 inch casing has a pressure of 160 pounds per
square inch.

4/8/2019 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed the base has rusted
through. The surface facility required upgrading to current
standards. The backside of the 4.5 inch casing has a
pressure of 158 pounds per square inch.

True

False

2/11/2019 340412016000

Thursday, November 4, 2021

2/11/2019

The Division has not received the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
quarter brine disposal fees for 2018. Please forward
disposal fees and sheets to the Division by 3/12/2019.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

1/17/2019 340412016000

False

False

0

140 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface facility
required upgrading to current standards. There has been
no activity at this well.

10/11/2018 340412016000

False

False

0

140 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface facility
required upgrading to current standards.

8/21/2018 340412016000

False

False

0

140 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface casing
valve is leaking gas at the well head.

5/30/2018 340412016000

False

False

5

145 Inspect well for casing pressures. The well is incapable of
operation and shut in. The tubing has about 5 pounds per
square inch (PSI), the annulus has 145 psi, and the surface
casing has 150 psi.

True

False

False

False

True

False

5/3/2018 340412016000

5/3/2018

4/16/2018 340412016000

2/16/2018 340412016000

Thursday, November 4, 2021

2/16/2018

Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
2017 Salt Water Injection Well Annual Report (Form 204)
that was due to the Division by April 15, 2018. Please
submit the requested report by June 4, 2018. reports
received 7/7/18
0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed. The surface casing
valve is leaking gas at the well head.
Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
Salt Water Injection Well disposal fees for the 1st, 2nd,
3rd, & 4th quarter of 2017 . Please submit the appropriate
reports by March 17, 2018.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

2/16/2018

True

False

2/12/2018 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed.

10/25/2017 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed.

7/11/2017 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed.

True

False

False

False

True

False

2/16/2018 340412016000

5/15/2017 340412016000

5/15/2017

4/18/2017 340412016000

2/28/2017 340412016000

Thursday, November 4, 2021

2/7/2017

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

FOLLOW UP TO NOV # -1035111681. Per Inspector
JENNIFER MICHAEL: Our records indicate that the Division
has not received the Salt Water Injection Well disposal
fees for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th quarter of 2017 . Please
submit the appropriate reports by March 17, 2018.

Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
Salt Water Injection Well Annual Report (Form 204) that
was due on April 15th for 2016, despite a letter that was
sent April 28, 2017 with a deadline of May 12, 2017 to
submit the reports requested. please submit the
requested Forms to the Division by 5/26/2017. Reports
Received 5/26/2017
0

155 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. A compliance
notice was issued August 5, 2015 for plugging required of
well. Well is shut in and incapable of injection. The
integrity of the storage tank has failed. The backside
annulus has 170 psi of gas pressure.
Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
Salt Water Injection Well disposal fees for the 2nd, 3rd, &
4th quarters of 2016. Please submit the appropriate
reports by March 14, 2017. Reports received 5/30/2017
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

1/31/2017 340412016000

False

False

0

160 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. An evaluation of
this well indicates the annulus pressure is artificially
enhanced by the gas pressure present on the eight inch
casing. The most recent MIT was conducted on
3/31/2016. There is an openCompliance notice to plug
well on 8/5/2015.

10/5/2016 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. The well is shut in.
The wellhead gas zone has 160 psi.

7/14/2016 340412016000

False

False

0

155 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. The well is shut in.
The back side annulus has 160 psi natural gas.

4/27/2016 340412016000

False

False

0

120 Inspect well, test pressures on well. The 4.5 inch to 8.625
inch annulus has 150 psi of gas pressure. The 2.375 inch to
4.5 inch annulus has 120 psi of pressure. The tubing
initially had a vacuum and within a minute was bled down
to zero. Bill Jackson was not available when attempted to
make contact.

4/5/2016 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. The 8-5/8 inch well
head annular is loaded with shallow natural gas at a
measured pressure of 180 PSI.

Thursday, November 4, 2021
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

3/31/2016 340412016000

False

False

3/22/2016 340412016000

False

False

Met with Bill Jackson and Pat Harman regarding actions
required to meet compliance standards. A Mechanical
Integrity Test is required and a flow test to evaluate the
capability of the well. The operator stated this will be
scheduled. If the well is capable the flow line, tank, and
dike with synthetic liner will be installed. Otherwise the
well shall be plugged.

True

False

Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
Salt Water Injection Well Annual Report (Form 204) that
was due on February 15th for 2015, despite a letter that
was sent March 1, 2016 with a deadline of March 15, 2016
to submit the reports requested. Reports received.

3/16/2016 340412016000

Thursday, November 4, 2021

3/16/2016

0

325 Conducted Mechanical Integrity Test and Infectivity test
on well. The Annulus had 150 pounds of pressure prior to
initiating this Mechanical Integrity Test. The annulus
pressure was released to zero before being filled with
water and pressure testing the well. The back side of the
4.5 inch casing has natural gas from the Clinton
Formation. This pressure was released to zero pressure
prior to initiating the MIT test. The annulus was loaded
with 3.5 to 4 barrels of water then pressure up to 328 psi.
The pressure was monitored for fifteen minutes with a
pressure loss of less than 1 percent at 325 psi. The MIT
passed the requirements of the testing procedures. The
tubing was tested for infectivity. The specifications for the
2-3/ EUE injection tubing requires about 11 barrels of
water to fill the pipe where the packer is set. Fresh water
with soap was heated to 180 degrees and pumped into
the tubing. Approximately 5 bbl of water was pumped into
the tubing when the tubing began to pressure up to about
400 psi. Pumping was terminated and the job was shut
down. The well did not take any additional fluids. The
tubing on this well is plugged. The tubing and packer need
to be removed and inspected. If this well is going to be put
back into production the operator is recommended to
install a new packer and tubing. This well is currently
incapable of production.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

3/15/2016 340412016000

False

False

Inspect well with Bill Jackson who represents the
operator. The well is required to have an Mechanical
Integrity Test (MIT) conducted on the annular space of the
well. The operator is advised to evaluate and conduct an
injection rate test of this well to determine if the well is
capable of fluid injection. If this is not sufficient the
operator is advised to service the well by releasing the
packer and pulling the tubing for evaluation, or the well
shall be plugged. The fittings for the 8-5/8 inch well head
are leaking natural gas and require replacement. Upon
replacement of these parts a 1/4 fitting for a pressure
gauge shall be installed. If this well passed the MIT test
and is capable of fluid injection at a satisfactory rate the
operator is required to perform the following site
upgrades. The operator will be required to submit the UIC
section for approval a design plan for a replacement
storage dike that meets the current standards. Upon
approval of the surface facility storage design plan
construction can occur. The existing storage tank will be
removed from service. The storage area shall consist of a
containment area sufficient to hold the capacity for a
replacement storage tank with a synthetic liner. The flow
line from the production well tank to the injections well
storage tank shall be replaced with new UV resistant pipe.

3/9/2016 340412016000

False

False

Inspect well. Well is shut in. No repair activity has
occurred on the well or location. Compliance Order was
issued on 8/5/2015, the remedy date for repairs was
2/1/2016.

True

False

Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
Salt Water Injection Well disposal fees for the 2nd, 3rd &
4th quarter of 2015 despite a letter that was sent with a
deadline of February 29, 2016. Please submit the
appropriate reports by March 16th, 2016. fee report
received

3/2/2016 340412016000

Thursday, November 4, 2021

2/29/2016
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

1/25/2016 340412016000

False

False

12/9/2015 340412016000

False

False

Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW#6) as part of a
standard compliance notice follow up. Status: no
corrective action taken, non-compliant.

11/3/2015 340412016000

False

False

Inspect well for integrity and pressure. The well is shut in.
No contact by operator to replace tanks, lines, or repair
well.

10/19/2015 340412016000

False

False

True

False

8/5/2015 340412016000

8/17/2015

0

0

140 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. Well is shut in and
no activity has occurred at the well head since last
inspection.

130 Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW #6) as part of a
standard injection well status check. Check well,
pressures, storage and identification. Status: no change in
status from previous inspection.
140 FOLLOW UP TO NOV # 280837669. Per Inspector
THOMAS BENKO: Inspect well and tank location. The
tubing valve for the 0.25 inch test port is inoperable. The
brine storage tank integrity has been compromised and is
required to be replaced. The operator is advised when the
tank is replaced the dike area will require reconstruction
to current standards with an Impermeable liner. The flow
line has been compromised and will require replacement
and testing. The well has been idle for several years.
OAC 1501:9-3-07(K) Any well which is or becomes
incapable of injecting fluids shall be plugged in accordance
with sections 1509.13 and 1509.15 of the Revised Code
unless written permission is granted by the chief. If the
chief finds that a well should be plugged, the chief shall
notify the injection well owner to that effect by order, in
writing, and shall specify in such order a reasonable time
within which to comply. No injection well owner shall fail
or refuse to plug a well within the time specified in the
order. Each day on which such a well remains unplugged
thereafter constitutes a separate offense.

Thursday, November 4, 2021
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

8/5/2015 340412016000

DT_NOV

VIOL

8/17/2015

True

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

False

140 Inspect well and tank location. The tubing valve for the
0.25 inch test port is inoperable. The brine storage tank
integrity has been compromised and is required to be
replaced. The operator is advised when the tank is
replaced the dike area will require reconstruction to
current standards with an Impermeable liner. The flow
line has been compromised and will require replacement
and testing. The well has been idle for several years.
OAC 1501:9-3-07(K) Any well which is or becomes
incapable of injecting fluids shall be plugged in accordance
with sections 1509.13 and 1509.15 of the Revised Code
unless written permission is granted by the chief. If the
chief finds that a well should be plugged, the chief shall
notify the injection well owner to that effect by order, in
writing, and shall specify in such order a reasonable time
within which to comply. No injection well owner shall fail
or refuse to plug a well within the time specified in the
order. Each day on which such a well remains unplugged
thereafter constitutes a separate offense.

7/16/2015 340412016000

False

False

7/1/2015 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW #6) as part of a
standard injection well status check. Inspect well,
pressures, storage and identification. Status: no change in
status from previous inspection.

7/1/2015 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW #6) as part of a
standard injection well status check. Inspect well,
pressures, storage and identification. Status: no change in
status from previous inspection.

3/10/2015 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW #6) as part of a
standard injection well status check. Inspect well,
pressures, storage and identification. Status: no change in
status from previous inspection.

Thursday, November 4, 2021

Check dike water for chloride content: 28 ppm.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

11/4/2014 340412016000

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

False

False

0

140 Inspect well for integrity and pressure. Well is shut in. Met
with Bill Jackson on location. Storage tank at well head has
rusted through along weld at base of tank. The flow line
from the production line to the brine storage tank needs
to be replaced.

10/27/2014 340412016000

10/7/2014

False

False

Provided Reports requested. Compliance Notice satisfied.

10/7/2014 340412016000

10/7/2014

True

False

Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
Salt Water Injection Well Annual Report (Form 204) that
was due on February 15, 2013. The Disposal Fee report for
the 3rd and 4th Quarter of 2013 needs to be filed also.

8/22/2014 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW #6) as part of a
standard injection well status check. Inspect well,
pressures, storage and identification. Status: No change in
status from previous inspection.

8/8/2014 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect well for integrity and check pressures. Well is shut
in. Storage tank is empty. Tank bottom is rusted near the
inlet valve. The tank will need to be replaced or repaired
prior to injection start up. The Flow line from the
production well to the injection storage tank has not been
replaced and is shut in.

5/29/2014 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW #160) as part of a
standard injection well status check. Inspect well,
pressures, storage and identification. Status: no change in
status from previous inspection.

4/3/2014 340412016000

False

False

Inspect location with NW Regional Supervisor, William
Ziegler.

3/14/2014 340412016000

False

False

150 Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW #6) as part of a
standard injection well status check. Inspect well,
pressures, storage and identification. Status: no change in
status from previous inspection.

Thursday, November 4, 2021
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

1/28/2014 340412016000

False

False

1/17/2014 340412016000

False

False

0

145 Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW #6) as part of a
standard injection well status check. Check well,
pressures, storage and identification. No change in status
from previous inspection.

12/18/2013 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW #6) as part of a
standard injection well status check. Check well,
pressures, storage and identification. No change in status
from previous inspection..

11/21/2013 340412016000

False

False

0

145 Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW #6) as part of a
standard injection well status check. Check well,
pressures, storage and identification. Status: well is not in
operation.

8/21/2013 340412016000

False

False

Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW #6) as part of a
standard injection well status check. Check well, storage
and identification. The injection well remains out of
service.

5/7/2013 340412016000

False

False

Inspect injection well, storage and identification. All valves
shut, well shut-in. Currently testing feasibility of placing
back online.

Thursday, November 4, 2021

Location Information. ENTRANCE: Lat. 40.23727 Long. 82.89856 / WELL HEAD: Lat. 40.23731 Long. -82 .90269 /
CENTER-OF-STORAGE: Lat. 40.23729 Long. -82.90266.
NOTE: the well head is located inside the storage dike.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

3/27/2013 340412016000

False

False

Inspect well, tanks and flow line with Bill Jackson, well
tender. An Email message has been received identifying a
broken flow line. During the inspection and site meeting it
was reported the flow line previously broke due to a fallen
tree with an oversized root ball. This break was repaired
with a plumbers fitting and hose clamps. This splice was
parted during the inspection. Inspection of the line
revealed a total of three historic mechanical splices in the
valley. No fluids were released from the flow line as the
well has not been in production for an extended period of
time. A previous repair the line is present near the
production tanks, a new section of line was welded in
place for this repair and is not of concern to this issue.
The well and flow line have been shut in for several years
and have not been utilized. During This inspection and
previous inspections the operator reported that the well
required servicing. The operator shall either repair the
line, under the supervision of DNR inspectors, then
pressure test the line, and put the well into production.
Notification of the inspector is required prior to injecting
fluids into the well. Or, remove the line and plug the
injection well. The operator is being notified that a
resolution is required within 60 days of this inspection
report.

3/26/2013 340412016000

False

False

Received a forwarded email dated 3/26/2013 from Ms.
Betsy Bender 1426 S. Galena Rd. regarding the flow line to
the Alexander #1 (#160) (SWIW #6) which had parted.
Contacted Ms. Bender 3/26/13 and discussed her concern
that the line is broken and it may have caused a leak.
Explained to her that the well is not in use and the line is
shut-in on both sides (injection well and production well).
Inspected the well on 3/26/13 and found the line had
separated at a line slice (hose clamp came loose). No
release occurred. Called Mr. Harry Kallipolitis of the Ohio
EPA and informed him of the findings. Informed Inspector
Tom Benko (UIC) of the findings and he met with the
operator on location 3/27/13. Status: ok.

Thursday, November 4, 2021
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

3/20/2013 340412016000

False

False

2/28/2013 340412016000

False

False

10/21/2012 340412016000

False

False

0

125 Inspected the Alaxander #1 (#160) (SWIW #6) as part of a
standard injection well status check. Injection: shut-in,
annulus: 125 pounds per square inch. Well identification
and site OK.

8/22/2012 340412016000

False

False

0

120 Inspected the Alexander #1 (SWIW #6) as part of a
standard quarterly status check. Well is shut-in, back-side
annulus pressure 120 psi. The well identification is clearly
marked on the storage tank, the well is located inside the
dike. Location entry is not marked well and is located at
1426 south galena road.

5/21/2012 340412016000

False

False

0

160 Inspect Well. Shut in.

2/29/2012 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Inspect Well. Well shut in. Operator needs to service well
and clean out.

12/7/2011 340412016000

False

False

0

140 An inspection revealed no violations. No injection at time
of the inspection. A fitting has been installed on the
injection side of well.

9/21/2011 340412016000

False

False

0

152 An inspection revealed no violations at this time. Unable
to obtain injection pressure at this time, as there is no
fitting available for gauge installation. Notified Mr. Bill
Jackson, the representative for Patricia Harman to install
1/4" fitting on injection side. This location was tagged
with ribbon for him to also reference. Note: Saltwater line
from Permit 129 to this location had released brine and
line has since been fused together and cleanup is ongoing.
Please refer to Inspect Reports under Permit 129 for more
details.

6/6/2011 340412016000

False

False

Thursday, November 4, 2021

Inspect injection well for dike and tank measurements.
Dike 36'L x 25'W x 2'D. Tank 21' x 8' horizontal. (188
barrels at 100% capacity).
150 Standard injection well status check, well is currently not
being used for injection. Site, storage, identification ok.

Accompanied Brent Bear and Josh Garland on inspection.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

6/6/2011 340412016000

False

False

6/6/2011 340412016000

False

False

5/10/2011 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Check well and storage, Ok. Valves on the well head are
closed at this time.

8/2/2010 340412016000

False

False

0

145 check well and storage, Ok.

3/30/2010 340412016000

False

False

12/16/2009 340412016000

False

False

10/13/2009 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Chk well and storage, Ok. Valves on tubing closed at the
well head.

7/9/2009 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Chk well and storage. Valves on well head closed. Vertical
tank at storage site has the clean out hatch off of it.

3/19/2009 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Chk well and storage.

2/20/2009 340412016000

False

False

0

150 Chk well and storage, Ok.
Light snow cover.

12/12/2008 340412016000

False

False

9/4/2008 340412016000

False

False

3/11/2008 340412016000

False

False

1/18/2008 340412016000

False

False

200 Chk well and storage, Ok.

11/2/2007 340412016000

False

False

100 Chk well and storage,Ok.

Thursday, November 4, 2021

150 An inspection revealed no violations at this time. No
injection at time of inspection.
accompanied B.Bear on status check of SWIW well.

110 Chk well and storage, ok.
Check well and storage, Ok. Vaves on well head are closed.

150 Check well and storage, Ok.
90 Chk well and storge, Ok.

0 Chk well and storage, on my last inspection of 01/18/08 I
found that the storage tank needs a lid on the larger
opening to prevent some one form falling into the tank. I
phoned and told Mrs Harmon ot the problem and
requested that a cover be put over the opening. As of this
date the lid has not been installed as requested.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

8/27/2007 340412016000

False

False

8/22/2007 340412016000

False

False

8/17/2007 340412016000

False

False

Chk well and stoage, Storage tank has been removed and
the injection line has been unhooked from the well head.
The well is incapable of being used for injection at this
time. Approx 9:15 AM I talked to Mrs. Harmon and she
told me the landowner has her in court over the well and
that he is planing on having Jack Fishburne work the well
over and set a new tank so that the well can be used.

2/6/2007 340412016000

False

False

There was no ID posted at the tank battery or the
wellhead. There was no quarter inch tap on the injection,
however it was determined that there was 0 psi. It was
determined that there was positive pressure on the
annulus. I talked with the pumper Bob Bell. He indicated
that the injection well is currently not in production and
won't be until the spring when they plan to bring in a new
tank.

12/14/2006 340412016000

False

False

Inspected well with Jeff Fry. There was no ID posted at
the tank battery or the wellhead. There was no quarter
inch tap on the injection, however it was determined that
there was 0 psi. It was determined that there was positive
pressure on the annulus.

12/1/2006 340412016000

False

False

Storage tank at the well head has been removed. Injection
line unhooked, well not in use.

Thursday, November 4, 2021

On site for MIT. Pressured up to 300 psi, lost 5psi in 15
min, Past test. New tank of the same size has been
installed. New well head fittings and injection line
installed, quarter inch tap and a new gage on well head.
Identification painted on the storage tank.
0

0 Chk. Well and storage, new tank installed and all new
fittings. New valves on well head, new injection line and
filtration the well needs to have an MIT before starting to
inject water. Valves on well and at the tank are closed at
this time. Called Mrs Hrmond at approx. 1:50 PM talked
about the pressure test and other miner leaks at the
production site.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

6/22/2006 340412016000

False

False

On site for routine inspection. The annulus has not been
pressure tested for some time the well head fittings( i.e.:
valves) will not allow for monitoring of the pressure due
to deteriorated conditions.
A pressure test w/an inspector on the site should be
arranged.

5/19/2006 340412016000

False

False

Chk well and storage, Valve on the annulus is leaking and I
can not chk the pressure. It has possitive pressure but has
not been tested for some time. A pressure tset should be
scheduled soon. The tank at the well head is full of holes
and should be emptied and removed.

2/2/2006 340412016000

False

False

True

True

3/1/2005 340412016000

False

False

0

140 Snow cover and snowing. Facility appears ok. Well takes
fluid on gravity.

10/29/2004 340412016000

False

False

0

190 Chk well and storage, Ok.

5/26/2004 340412016000

False

False

3/8/2004 340412016000

False

False

2/12/2004 340412016000

True

True

7/8/2003 340412016000

False

False

5/15/2003 340412016000

False

False

10/20/2005 340412016000

Thursday, November 4, 2021

10/20/2005

0

0 Chk well and storage, need to pressure test the annular
space. Storage tank at the well head should not be used, it
has holes in the side and is not liquid tight.
FAILURE TO SUBMIT ANNUAL SALTWATER INJECTION
WELL REPORTS

GPS updated. No activity at disposal site.

0

125 Plumbing leak at well on elbow has been replaced and
repaired.
Well is gravity pressure over 125 on annulus.
Met Mrs. Harmon (Pat). Husband Clint, passed away in
January.This is the first time she has been to the well
since. Small drip leak on injection line at 1 1/2" elbow.
Plastic bucket placed under it until repaired. Mrs. Harmon
will call when repaired. Did
180 Injection done on gravity. ID, dikes ok.

0

170 Well on gravity.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

DT_NOV

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

1/30/2003 340412016000

False

False

0

170 Weather: snow covered 25F 9:30 a.m. Inspection w/ Jeff
Fry. Integrity of well checked ok. ID was present. Fluid is
taken on gravity.

6/4/2002 340412016000

False

False

0

125 need 1/4 inch valve on tubing .

340412016000

False

False

Thursday, November 4, 2021
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EXHIBIT 13

Eric Vendel, Chief

Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management
2045 Morse Rd, Building F
Columbus, Ohio 43229
Phone: (614) 265-6922; Fax: (614) 265-6910

ORDER BY THE CHIEF
September 16, 2021
ORDER NO. 2021-146
TO:

J-N-J Oil LLC
7894 New Delaware Road
Mt. Vernon, Ohio 43050

SUBJECT: Modification of a Permit
RE:

Alexander #1 (SWIW #6) Well
API# 34-041-2-0160-0000
Berkshire Township, Delaware County

Pursuant to Ohio Revised Code Section 1509.03(B)(1), the Chief of the Division of Oil and Gas
Resources Management (“Chief” or “Division”) makes the following Findings and issues the
following Order:
BACKGROUND:
1) J-N-J Oil LLC (“J-N-J Oil”) is the “injection well owner,” as defined in Ohio Admin.
Code 1501:9-3-01(I) of the Alexander #1 Well, API #34-041-2-0160-00-00, located in
Berkshire Township, Delaware County, Ohio. J-N-J Oil is registered with the Division as
owner number 10587.
2) On February 11, 1983, the Division issued a permit to convert the Alexander #1 Well to a
saltwater injection well. The permit authorized the use of a surface facility for the
disposal operations associated with the Alexander #1 Well (“Alexander #1 Surface
Facility”). The permit is attached as Exhibit A.
3) On June 14, 2021, the Division received a request to modify the Alexander #1 Surface
Facility. Subsequent amendments to the request were submitted to the Division. For the
purposes of this Order, the original request and amendments to the request are referred to
collectively as “the request.” The request is attached as Exhibit B.
FINDINGS:

Division of Oil & Gas Resources Management • 2045 Morse Rd • Columbus, OH 43229 • oilandgas.ohiodnr.gov

J-N-J Oil LLC
Modification of a Permit Issued
Page 2 of 3
1)

Chief’s Order 2021-146

The Chief finds the request to modify the Alexander #1 Surface Facility is accepted.

ORDER:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED:
The Constructional Conditions of the permit attached as Exhibit A for the Alexander #1 Well are
modified as follows:
1) This Chief’s Order expires one year after the date of issuance. If the request as
described in Exhibit B and the conditions established in this Chief’s Order have not been
completed before expiration of this Chief’s Order, then J-N-J Oil shall provide an updated
request and receive acceptance prior to beginning storage operations at the Alexander #1
Surface Facility.
2) J-N-J Oil shall construct the proposed surface facility in accordance with the request as
accepted by this Chief’s Order.
3) J-N-J Oil shall notify the appropriate Division UIC inspector at least 24 hours before
construction begins, ceases, or resumes so that a Division representative may be present
to witness the construction.
4) If at any time a liner has been compromised, J-N-J Oil shall suspend injection operations,
notify the Division as soon as practicable, and provide the Division with a detailed
written plan describing the proposed corrective actions.
5) J-N-J Oil shall only use freshwater to rinse any portions of the surface facility.
6) Prior to resuming operations at the Alexander #1 Surface Facility after completion of
construction on the Alexander #1 Surface Facility modification pursuant to the request, JN-J Oil shall do all of the following:
a) Test all pipe or conveyances not specified in paragraph 6b below to at least
maximum operating pressure for at least 15 minutes without more than a 5%
decline in pressure. The tests shall be witnessed by a representative of the
Division;
b) The flowline between the surface facility and Alexander #1 Well shall be double
encased and installed; and
c) Test the injection line from the pump to the wellhead of the Alexander #1 Well to
at least 300 psi for at least 15 minutes with no more than a 5% decline in pressure.
The test shall be witnessed by a representative of the Division.

J-N-J Oil LLC
Modification of a Permit Issued
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Chief’s Order 2021-146

7) J-N-J Oil shall demonstrate the injection line test as described in 6c of this order every
five years with a representative of the Division present.
8) J-N-J Oil shall remove within 72 hours any fluid from the secondary containment at the
Alexander #1 Surface Facility.
9) If at any time the Division determines the Alexander #1 Surface Facility fails to meet the
requirements of the request as described in Exhibit B and accepted by this Chief’s Order,
J-N-J Oil shall immediately submit a plan to the Division describing actions to be taken
to meet the requirements of the request as accepted.
10) Any modifications to the Alexander #1 Surface Facility from that accepted in the request
as described in Exhibit B must be submitted in writing to the Division and the Division
must have accepted the modifications in writing before J-N-J Oil may begin work to
modify the Alexander #1 Surface Facility.

9/16/2021
________________________
Date

Eric Vendel

/s/
_____________________________
ERIC VENDEL, Chief
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management

Pursuant to R.C. 1509.224(B), addressee is hereby notified that this action is a preliminary order
of the Chief and becomes a final order 30 days after its issuance unless the person to whom the
preliminary order is directed submits to the Chief a written request for an informal hearing before
the Chief within that 30-day period.
If no informal review is requested within 30 days after the issuance of this order, this order is
deemed final and effective and may be appealed pursuant to Sections 1509.36 and 1509.37 of the
Ohio Revised Code. If the Order is appealed to the Ohio Oil and Gas Commission, the appeal
must be in writing and must set forth the orders complained of and the grounds upon which the
appeal is based. Such appeal must be filed with the Oil and Gas Commission within 30 days after
the date upon which the order becomes final, and sent to the following address: Oil and Gas
Commission, 2045 Morse Road, Building E-1, Office 103, Columbus, Ohio 43229.
In addition, within three days after the appeal is filed with the Oil and Gas Commission, notice of
the filing of the appeal must be filed with Eric Vendel, Chief of the Division of Oil and Gas
Resources Management, Building F-2, 2045 Morse Road, Columbus, Ohio 43229-6633.
Enclosed:

Exhibit A
Exhibit B

CERTIFIED MAIL NO. 9489 0090 0027 6346 0594 94

STATE OF OHIO
DEPARTMENT Of NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
FORM ,~,1: REVISED 10-80

PERMIT

EXHIBIT A
3 4041 2

Date Issued
Permit Expires

)

''lHARf.~N

CLINTON E

PO BOX 55

Telephone Number
SUNBURY

IS HEREBY GRANTED PERMISSION TO:
i f unproductive.

API WELL NUMBER

OH

160
Permit

~ *1
I

4

02/11/83
08/10/83

614-965-4957

43074

Convert

, and abandoned new well

PURPOSE OF WELL:
Sal t Water" Injection
Substance to be stored or completion date if permit to plug:
DESIGNATION AND LOCATION:
Well Number
1
~s~6Na~1~LEXANDER
County
DELAWARE
Civil Township
BERKSHIRE
Section
Lot
Fraction
Quarter Township
3
3
Tract or Allotment
Footage Location
3249.96' NL & 2275' EL OF 3RD QTR TWP
TYPE OF TOOLS:

Cab 1 e
Proposed Total Depth
3000
Ground level elevation

feet in
934

GULL RIVER

geological formation

ULTIMATE DISPOSAL OF WATER AND OTHER WASTE SUBSTANCES:
No disposal plan rQquir"ed
CONDITIONALLY APPROVED CASING PROGRAM (Subject to approval of Oil and Gas Well Inspector):
CASING IN HOLE:
8-5/8" - 408'
I

4-1/2" CASING 3000' CEt1ENTED TO P; t'lINIMUM OF 300'

ABOVE INJECTION ZONE

2-3/8" TUBING SET ON A PACKER AT 2896'

**

THIS PERMIT IS SUBJECT TO THE ATTACHED MEMO AI\lD/OR STIPULATIONS

**

This permit is NOT TRANSFERRABLE and expires 180 days after issuance, unless drilling has
commenced prior thereto. This permit, or an exact copy thereof, must be displayed in a conspicuous and easily accessible place at the well site before permitted activity commences and
remain until the well is completed. Ample notification to inspector is necessary. All
mudding, cementing, placing and removing casing, and plugging operations must be done under
the supervision of:
FIRE AND EMERGENCY NUMBERS:

OIL AND GAS WELL INSPECTOR
FAUST, SAMUEL E.'
2908 COUNTY RD. 155
CARDINGTON
419-864-9195

FIRE
OH

965-~:333

MEDICAL SERVICE

965-3333

SPECIAL CONDITIONS:
BLAUSER, GROVER C.- SUPVR
419-422-9173 '
DEPUTY MINE INSPECTOR
(Must be notified if well in a coal-bearing
township is to be plugged and abandoned)

lSI Andr"ew G. Skalkos
CHIEF, DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
White-Wellsite Copy/Blue-Inspector's Copy/Yellow-Division of Oil & Gas Copy/Green-Division of
Mines Copy/Pink-Division of Mines Copy/White-operator's File Copy

.

·ODNR
/

Ohio Deportment of Natural Resources.
DIVISION OF OIL & GAS
Fountain Square. Columbus. Ohio 43224. (614) 265-6922

February 11, 1983

Clinton E. Harrran
!lOX 55
Sunbury, Ohio 43074-0053
Re:

Pennit No. 0160, SWIH #6
Delawrre Co., Berlcshire Twp.
Alexander 111

Dear Mr. Harrran:

The enclosed saltwater injection well pennit is issued subject to the
following oonstruction and operational stipulations.
Construction stipulations:
1.

'!he 4-1/2 inch casing must be enclosed in cenent fran total depth to
approxirrately 2646 feet (minimum of 300 feet above the top of the
injection zone).

2.

Injection tubing nust be set on a packer at approximately 2896
feet. A 1/4 inch, female, threaded fitting with a stop valve
must be installed on the tubing and acoessible at the surfaoe.

3.

The annular space bebeen the injection tubing and 4-1/2 inch
casing must be filled with a fluid (e.g. freshwater with a
oorrosion inhibitor additive), press.rre tested to 825 psi, and
!lOnitored for at least fifteen minutes with no !lOre than a
five percent decline in press.rre.

4.

The UIC Section must be notified at (614) 265-6926 sufficiently in
advance of the tine of Jllldding, cerrenting, placing and rerroving of
casing, installation of tubing and packer, testing of casing, oonstruction of surface facilities, and initial injection so that a
representative of the Division lll3.y arrange to be present to witness
the operations.

5.

SUrfaoe facilities as prcposed in the aFPlication are satisfactory
and must be oonstructed under the supervision of a representative
of the Division. ArW proposed change in surfaoe facilities must
have prior approval of the ure section.

6.

A Well CcrIpletion Record (FODll 8) must be submitted within thirty
. days after canpletion describing how the well leS canpleted for
injection q;>erations. This report should include the arrount and

grade of tubing, type and depth of packer, treatJrent of fonnation,
testing of systan integrity, rrethod used to nonitor pressure in
the armulus and injection tubing, and rrethod used to nonitor volurres
of injected fluid.
Operational stipulations:
1.

Surfaoe injection pressure nust not exceed 825 psi.

2.

'lbe maximum volurre of saltwater that may be injected into this
well nust not exceed an average of 200 barrels per day, per year.

3.

No liquids or waste natter fran any source other than saltwater

fran oil and gas operations or standard well treatJrent fluid nay
be injected into this well. All fluids must be stored in approved
tanks and allowed to settle before injecting.
4.

The armulus between the injection tubing and 4-1/2 inch casing must
be nonitored either continuously during injection of fluids or at
least nonthly at a minimum pressure of 200 psi. If such nonitoring
in::licates a leak in the casing, tubing, or packer, the Division must
be notified imrrediately.

5.

Injection pressures and volurres nust be nonitored on a daily
operational basis with average and maximum pressures and volurres
canpiled and recorded on a nonthly basis.

6.

Results of the nonitoring required in paragraphs 4 and 5 above
must be filed with the Division quarterly on fODD 204. This report
is due no later than forty-five days after the last day of each
quarter.

7.

Upon discontinuance of ,injection operations, the owner must apply

for a permit to plug and abandon the well. 'lbe well must be
plugged and abandoned within sixty days after discontinuance of
operations.
8.

Any proposed changes in the procedures or plans outlined here or in
the saltwater injection well application must be submitted in writing
to the Division. If such changes are approved, they will be authorized
in writing by the Cllief.

If there are any questions conoerning this well or the above stipulations,
feel free to contact rre at (614) 265-6926.
For the Chief of the Division of Oil and Gas
Sincerely,

<0...__ . :.. -R {~
Dennis R. Crist
Geologist
Division of Oil and Gas
DRC/df

cc:

Samuel Faust, Inspector
Grover Blauser, District Supervisor

Bill Scadden, Regional Supervisor
File

CONSTRUCTION AND TESTING REPORT

.

•

SAL'IW7ITER INJEX:'TICN WELLS

ENHI\OCED RmlVERY

~

OHIO DEPARIMtNr OF NA'1UAAL RESCJt.JR::ES
DIVISlrn OF OIL AND GAS
COlllMBUS, OHIO 43224

1- G<iNER NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHCNE NUMBER:
Clinton Harman
P.O. Box 55
sunbUry, OH 43704

I

2.
3.
4.
5.

2\0601
34 04 1
API NUMBER:
DATE PERMIT ISSUED: L-~.L-tij
U
LEI\SE NAME:
TYPE OF REPORT:

J .... ~

SAL'l\'lATER :rnncrION WELL (SWIW)
ENHANCED REX:OIlERY PROm:T (ERP)

I
12.

~

I Form 251· 6-1-Ji2
6

6.
7.

SWIW ~ NUMBER:
COONrY: Delaware

8.

CIVIL TCMNSHIP:

9.

SlrI'ICN:

Im:

10.

FRACTIrn:

Q1'R. 'lWP. :

11.

TRACl' /ALI.DlMENI':

Berkshire

0l'HER SPEX:IFY:

0

CASING AND TUBING REXX>RD: Please indicate which is used (cement or llII.ld)
SIZE

FEEI' USED IN

DRn.LING

I

AM::XJNI' OF CEMENI'
OR MUD

FESI' LEF"r
IN WELL

I
I

I
CCM-lENI'S:

13.

CEMENI' TOP OF IDNGSTRING:

14.
15.

TYPE AND SEITIN:; DEF'I'H PACKER:
.
PERFORATED INTE:RI/1ILS & NO. OF S!K)T5:

16.

AM::XJNI' AND TYPE OF FWID PI.1ICED IN 1INNUllJS BE'lWEEN LrnGS'l'R.Im AND 'roBING:

17.

PRESSURE TEST rn 1INNUllJS BEIWEEN LrnGSTRING AND 'roBING:

~-

/

TFSl'ING PRESSURE (maximum proposed injection pressure) J:,

\.

---._--- 8- 2:2.I2~i.
- -

PSI AFTER 15 MlNlJTES=
PSI AFTER 5 MlNlJTES=
Proposed injection pressure: Pm - 0.293 x D
Pm == maximum surfaoe injection pressure (psig)
D == depth to highest perforation or top of open hole
NOI'E:

18.

Pressure must IDt decline by more than 5% at the oonc1usion of test pericxl..
CCMolENI'S

INSPErI'ED BY:
TITLE:

-,

DATE:

)

•

RES TOR A T ION
P LAN
OHIO DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS

1. DATE OF APPLICATION: 12-16-82
I
2. OWNER NAME, ADDRESS, & TELEPHONE " s:
Clinton E. Harman
Box 55
Sunbury, Ohio 43074-0055
Phone 965-4957

FORM 4: Revised 06/01/81
I
3.API':34 ____
1**14
4. WELL': 1 Skiles
5. LEASE NAME: Alexander
6. PROPERTY OWNER:B,J. Armstrong
7. COUNTY: Delal'are
8. CIVIL TOWNSHIP: Berkshire
9. SECTION: 3
10. LOT: 317. TYPE OF WELL:

b_

11. CURRENT LAND USE:
COlIIJD(,rcial
r-- Cropland
"lr
Idl" Land
Oil
Gas
f-- Pastur"
r-- Wetlands
__ Recr"ational
R"sidential
Industrial
18. STEEPEST SLOPE GRADIENT CROSSING SITE:
Unreclai .. "d strip mine
~ 0 to 2%
2.1 to 8%
8.1 to 10%
_'_ 10.1 to 24% __ greater than 24%
___ Woodland: Circle Broad-l"av"d or N""dl"lik"

=

12. SLOPE GRADIENT & LENGTH

-

DETE~~INED

FROM:

~ Ground measurement
___ U,' S. Geological Surv"y Topographical Maps,
___ Oth"r, explain _____________________
I

-

19. LENGTH OF STEEPEST SLOPE CROSSING SITE:
-

1 to 100 ft.
201 to '400 ft.

101 to 200 ft.
~ great"r than 400 ft.

1:-::----::=-=--c=:--=:-:-:--==:":":"---:==---------l2 O. RESTORATION OF DRILL ING PI TS :
13. TYPE OF FALL VEGETAL COVER:
X Haul drilling fluids and fill pits
~ Little or no v"g"tal cov"r
USe steel circulating tanks
Short grasses
___ Proposed alternative _____________
~ Tall w""ds or short brush (l to 2 ft.)
f-- Brush or bush"s (2 to 6 ft.)
21. BACKFILLING AND GRADING AT SITE:
Agricultural crops
___ Construct diVersions channell"d to
~ Trees with sparse low brush
naturally established drainag" syst~ms
f-- Tr"es with d"nse low brush
Construct terraces across slOPes
14. SOIL & RESOILING MATERIAL AT WELLSITE:
Grade to approximat" original 'contour
~ Stockpile & prot"ct topsoil to b" us"d wh"n
Grade to minimiZe erosion & control 6ffsitt
pnparing s"edb"d
runoff
~ US" of soil additiv"s (".g.lim",fertilizer) __ Proposed alternative __________________

===

I

I

I

-:r

===

I

I
I

,.L
r--

No reso i11ng p Ian ned
Proposed alternative ___________________

I::-:::---,====;;;-==;:--:=-;:-:::-===~=;:::--:-:;-::-=;:-i

,2. VEGETATIVE COVER TO BE ESTABLISHED AT SITE:
~ No seeding plan proposed
___ Sod
1;1'5-.""D~I~S~P;:;O;:;S"':AL:-;--::P;;-L"7AN~;;-FO;:;:R;;-;T;:;R;-;E;-;E:;:S~AN=D-T:;:-R;;cE;::;E;;-;S:-:;TUM=;;:P;;:S"7:----i
Agr ic u ltu r ale r op s
Tre" S &. /0 r Bus h" s
~ No tre"s disturb"d __ Haul to landfill
Propos"d alternative-_-_-________________
_
Cut into fir"wood
__ 5,,11 to lumber co.
Bury with landowners approval
~3. TEMPORARY SALTWATER STORAGE FACILITY:
~ Mulch sm. tre"'s &. branch"s, "rosion control
Properly constructed '&. maintained liquid
f-- US" for Wildlife habitat '
~~.\ ~r~ ~ts surround"d by an embankment to
Proposed alternative
/:\ 'I~
pr,,~urface wat"r from ent"ring
r-/c-" L/S}~l
wi th appr~
'~l
16. SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE DRAINAGE FACILI,¥IES:
',~1/.~g or~. oat1ng~/ ''':
~ No existing drainage faCilities for retovall
1~~t ~~'1\:~"id U, ... ment stong" aults*
of .urfac" and/or subsurfac" wat"r
__ ~~!~L ~,~'h~d tf!.fiberglass tanks.
___ Tih drainag" system underlying land t b"
___ . Pr6Rl'J~ a erna
,,,''',;'7''
dis! Hbed '
,~.
\
Ul(~.flter.misdo requ d for _~~Al'
,_
Drain pip.,(s) underlying land to be
'0..
liAs 7(1/,
.\~~.
disturbtod
~Fl~N}Z HOLES:
L - Surfac" drainag" facilities on land to be
~.l[r~~se, if USed, will b" plugged. '
. - - disturbed
' .

===

4r-

1/

"

'I
25. PROPOSED OR CURRENT LENGTH OF ACCESS ROAD:

I

100 ft. or Ius
501 to 1500 fL

101 to 500 ft.
--- grut.,r than 1500 ft.

26. CURRENT LAND USE OF PATH OF ACCESS ROAD:

=

Cropland
___ Pastur.,
___ Co~rcial
~ Idl., land
W.,tlands
Ro.cr.,ational
~ Industrial
Ro.sid.,ntial
~ Unr.,claim.,d strip min.,
r-- Woodland (CirclE. Broad-LeavE.d or NE..,dlE.likE.)

27. SURFACING MATERIAL FOR ACCESS ROAD:

r--

GravE.l
___ Brick and/or tilE. waste
Slag
CrushE.d stonE.
No surfacing iiiB't.,rial to b., us.,d
___ ProposE.d altE.rnativE. ___________________

E

28. PATH OF ACCESS ROAD TO BE DETERMINED BY:

-1-

LandownE.r
Contractor
Existing accE.SS road ___ ep.,rator

29. GRADING & EROSION CONTROL PRACTICE ON ROAD:
DivE.rsioDS

Wat.,r-br.,aks
Drains
OpE.n top~lvE.rts
___ PipE. culvE.rts ___ Filt;r Strips ___ Rip rap
___ Propos.,d alt.,rnativE. ___________________

X-- Outsloping of road

30. STEEPEST SLOPE GRADIENT ON ACCESS ROAD:

x

0 to 5%

___ 6 to 10%

gr.,atH than 10%

31. APPROX. LENGTH OF STEEPEST SLOPE ON ROAD:
o to 100 ft.
101 to 200 ft •.
--- 201 to 400 ft.
--- gr.,atE.r than 400 ft.

---

~-

32. HAS LANDOWNER RECEIVED A COPY OF THIS RESTORATION PLAN?

Yes

--"X,-- No

Th., undersigned hereby agrE.es to impl.,~nt all r.,storation opo,rations identifiE.d on this form,
and conform to all prOVisions of SE.ction 1509.072 of thE. Ohio RE.v ed Cod." and to all orders
and rulE.s iSSUE.d by thE. ChiE.f, Division of Oil and Gas.
Signatur., of Own.,r/Authoriz.,d

)

~

n_E_.~H_ar
__m_a_n_________________________ Dat., __~1/_6~/~8~3_________
Nam., (Typ.,d or PrintE.d) _____C_l_i_n_to__

R.,storation Plan must bo. submitt.,d to the Division in duplicatE..

','

."

,
.. I

. .'.
.

.\

.f
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OHIO uEFARTMErH OF NATURAL RESOURCES

API WELL Nll'tBER

OIVISIOtl OF OIL AHD GAS

ATT:I: SURETY SfCTlON
FOUNTAIN SQUARE
COlU/o1!lUS. OHIO 43224
FORM 56: REVISED 12-10~80

34.Q!Jj£ Q 1 {e ~1*'*14
pennit no.

RECEIVED
U

SPUD/PLI:I66IN5 DATE .3 -It.- &3

SEp 261984
RESTORATION· REPORT

~

DiVISION OF OIL AND GAS

r:::J FINAL

REGION A

OWNER'--_-!oo6~1.w/n:!..fLLoL!:"'l--·.wldil.l('£""!;Jm~fJ,~,,,_ _W,ELL

SEC/LOT

fQ

>3

LANDOWNER
(if not '-same--a-s~le-a-se---:-n-ane-

1)

Copy of Resto.r.ation Plan. Dh. Fonn 4. used in inspection

YES_

NO~

2)

Pi ts fi 11 ed as requi red .

~ES.2..;.

NO_

3)

Location restored as required (graded or terraced)

YES-:L NO_

4)

Orilling equipment removed

YES-L,.NO_

5)

Production equipment removed

YES-L NO_

6)

Debris removed

YES~NO_

YES-\L NO_

Roadways res tored

YES-2L NO_

9) Landowner Waiver. Div. Fonn 5. filed (copy attached)

:

~

R

10) Restoration Plan. Fonn 4. found accurate and correct
(see reverse side for filinq guidance)
~

N/A_

.

7) Area seeded or sodded
8)

R

- well plugged

AI Xq, de r

NO •_ _ _L.EASE NAME

COUNTY_.. J::.D:"'::(;.J. I'{Jo.'l<!.W.iJ.lAUC:..I:f'...; ___ TOWNSHIP 43 eck..kc e..

Preliminary-well exists

YES_ NO-K.,.
YES_ NO..&,... N A_

________________________________________________________

(TO BE SUBMITTED WITH INSpECTOR'S ACTIVITY REPORTS AFTER AREA IS IN
NOTIfICATIuN RECEIVlD:
YES 0
NO 0·
.

COMPLIA~CE

WITH CHAPTER 1509

FOR DIVISION USE ONLY
-Bond
- -OTHER'--_ _ _ _ __
on file
Bondi nq Canpany_ _ _ _ _....:Cance11 ed
Bond No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
LIABILITY

CANCELLED~_ _ __:;:~---

date

q. LI-~'t
~M~T~E~S#IG~NE~D~----------------

I

ODNR

Ohio Deportment of Natural Resources
DIVISION OF OIL & GAS
Fountain Square. Columbus. Ohio 43224. (614) 265·6922

April 1, 1983

Mr. Clinton Harman
P.O. Box 55
Sunbury, Ohio 43704
Re:

Permit No. 160, SWIW #6
Delaware Co., Berkshire Twp.
Alexander #1

Dear Mr. Harman,
Please consider this letter as an addendum to operational
stipulation no. 1 attached to the above-captioned permit.
Surface injection pressure must not exceed 300 psi unless
otherwise approved in writing by the Division.
Should you have any questions relative to this matter,
please contact me at (614) 265-6926.
For the Chief of the Division of Oil and Gas
Sincerely,

Dennis R. Crist
Geologist
Division of Oil and Gas
DRC/df
cc:

Samuel Faust, Inspector
Bill Scadden, Regional Supervisor
Grover Blauser, District Supervisor
File

RECEIVED
APR 4

1983

DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
REGION A

--..
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ODNR

Ohio Deportment of Natural Resources
DIVISION OF OIL & GAS
Fountain Square· Columbus. Ohio 43224. (614) 265-6922

February 11, 19B3

Clinton E. Haman
Box 55
Sunbury, Ohio

43074-0053
Re:

Permit No. 0160, SWlH #6
Delawrre Co., Berkshire 'lWp.
Alexander ill

Dear Mr. Haman:

The enclosed saltwater injection well pennit is issued subject to the
following construction and operational stipulations.
Construction stipulations:
1.

'!he 4-1/2 inch casing must be enclosed in cenent fran total depth to
approxirrately 2646 feet (minimum of 300 feet aJ:ove the top of the
injection zone).

2.

Injection tubing nust be set on a packer at approximately 2B96
feet. A 1/4 inch, female, threajed fitting with a stop valve
must be installed on the tubing am accessible at the surface.

3.

The annular space bet\EeI1 the injection tubing and 4-1/2 inch
casing must be filled with a fluid (e.g. freshwater with a
corrosion inhibitor ajditive), pressure tested to B25 psi, and
/I'Onitored for at least fifteen minutes with no /I'Ore than a
five percent decline in pressure.

4.

The UlC Section must be notified at (614) 265-6926 sufficiently in
ajvance of the tine of Ill.ldding, cerrenting, placing and re/l'Oving of
casing, installation of tubing and packer, testing of casing, construction of surface facilities, and initial injection so that a
representative of the Division rray arrange to be present to witness
the operations.

,

C
."

5.

6.

..., <3
co
....
'"
W ....
.... -

Surface facilities as proposed in the aWlication are satisfactolY.J
and must be constructed under the supervision of a representati~
of the Division. Arr:i proposed change in surface facilities mus
have prior approval of the UlC section.
A Well Coopletion Record (FODll B) must be submitted within thuO
days after canpletion describing hCM the well loaS canpleted forW
injection cperations. This report should include the a=unt

rutc

Q

0')

""oq;

-'. "
00

J

oEB
.,,0:
51
S'"
S

grade of tubing, type am depth of packer, treat:rrent of fonnation,
testing of system integrity, rrethod used'to nonitor pressure in
the armulus am injection tubing, am rrethod used to IlDnitor volurres
of injected fluid.
Operational stipulations:
1.

Surface injection pressure must not exceed 825 psi.

2.

'!he maximum volurre of saltloater that nay be injected into this
10ell must not exceed an average of 200 barrels per day, per year.

3.

N:> liquids 'or Ioaste rratter fran any source other than saltloater
fran oil am gas operations or stamard 10ell treat:rrent fluid nay
be injected into this 1Oel1. All fluids must be stored in approved
tanks and allowed to settle before injecting.

4.

'!he annulus between the injection tubing and 4-1/2 inch casing must
be IlDnitored either continuously during injection of fluids or at
least rronthly at a minimum pressure of 200 psi. If such IlDnitoring
indicates a leak in the casing, tubing, or packer, the Division must
be notified immediately.

5.

Injection pressures am volurres must be IlDnitored on a daily
operational J:asis with average and maximum pressures and volurres
canpiled and recorded on a rronthly J:asis.

6.

Results of the rronitoring required in paragraphs 4 and 5 above
must be filed with the Division quarterly on fODll 204. '!his report
is due no later than forty-five days after the last day of each
quarter.

7.

Upon discontinuance of injection operations, the CMI1er must apply
for a peDllit to plug and abandon the 1Oel1. '!he 10ell must be
plugged am abandoned within sixty days after discontinuance of
operations.

8.

Any prq:x:>sed changes in the procedures or plans outlined here or in
the saltloater injection well application must be submitted in writing
to the Division. If such changes are approved, they will be authorized
in writing by the Chief.

If there are any questions concerning this 10ell or the above stipulations,

feel free to contact rre at (614) 265-6926.
FOr the Chief of the Division of Oil am Gas
Sincerely,

Dennis R. Crist
Geologist
Division of oil and Gas
DRC/df

cc:

Samuel Faust, Inspector
Grover Blauser, District Supervioor

Bill Scadden, Regional Supervisor
File

@DNR

Ohio Deportment of Natural Resources
DIVISION OF OIL & GAS
Fountain Square. Columbus. Ohio 43224 • (614) 265·6922

January 20. 1983

Clinton E. Harman
P. O. Box 55
Westerville. OH 43081
RE: Permit No. 160
Delaware Co.; Berkshire Twp.
#1; Barney Alexander
Dear Mr. Harman:
The Division acknowledges receipt of the Request of Change of Owner
for the above captioned well. This well was transferred to you on
January 20. 1983.
Please feel free to contact the Division if further assistance is
required.
FOR THE CHIEF OF THE DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
Sincerely.

/i.;t.,,;{~

~~orn

Examiner. Surety Section

SLD/ts
cc:"c.Scadden.
Regfori A
l_
.--- •.
______ ." __ _
,

;Rt::-!:':'D'
bVf::.: 1:,.//'-0
",~: ~.,~

JAN 21 1983
"'DIVISION Or O:l AND GAS
REGION A

•

Form 57
Revised: 8186

API WELL #34 § ~ 1. 2
OHIO DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

.-e-.

-L' ~Q

_ **14

DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
INSPECTION REPORT

~TATUS CHECK
-INITIAL REPORT
-FOLLOW-UP REPORT

DATE:~--3......J~ ARRIVAL TIME:
COUNTY:

De

lulL >ore

AMlPM DEPARTURE TIME: _ _ _ _ _ _~AMlPM

Ge cl sh I 're.

TOWNSHIP:

WELL #---'l'---_ SECILOT: _ _

LEASE NAME:
qtexCLnder
SURFACE OWNER:
UIC: AD ERP ~
OWNER OF WELL:
th'n;;'".., Jh"r-'2;7"'2Q
OPERATOR: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PHONE:(_ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
HAULER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,--_

PHONE:(_ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DRIVER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS:_______________
PHONE: (___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PHONE:( _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

REGISTRATION #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ LICENSE #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ MAKE OF TRUCK: _ _ _ __
LOCATION: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
WEATHER CONDITIONS; APPROX.

/>L- O
TEMP:_-"7-~""'__ _

PRECIPITATION: _ _M<ll..u?'1'-"C''-=-_ _ _ _ _ _ __

STATUS CHECK ITEMS (CIRCLE YES IF ACCEPTABLE. IF NOT, CIRCLE NO AND EXPLAIN IN
"INSPECTION SUMMARY."
TANK BATTERY Y 9 NO N/A
IDENTIFICATION
l1ES) NO N/A DIKE AREA
~ NO N/A
LEASE ROAD
N/A
DRILLING
PITS
S
NO
YES NO /ff!'A
OTHER PITS
"i
YES NO~
WELLSITE
~NO N/A
1f S NO N/A WELLHEAD
PROD. LINES
NO N/A
AD HOOK-UP
OTHER LINES

NO ~

YES

1fESi NO N/A
YES

s,.sprv. !f.i/q ""du, /"
Ilk.

ACCOMPANIED BY:

S/W4[} e

NO

INJ. PRESS.
YES NO ffiA
VALVES & CONNECT. YES NO NlA
tis NO

'-

BUR. TANKS
HAULER'S LOG

INSPECTION SUMMARY:

YES NO
YES NO
YES NO

06), 117(;,11
,

Il'trA
A:riA

'#

.

L

nl'l

'.~

(IF ADDITIONAL ROOM IS NEEDED, ATTACH SEPARATE SHEET.)
PHOTOGRAPHS: YES
~
LAB NAME:
NOTICE ISSUED: YES ~~
I
COMPLIANCE:
I
CHAIN OF EVID. FORM: YES
SIGNATURE:
REVIEWED B
COpy TO LEGAL:
UIC:
I
I
RECOMMENDED FURTHER ACTION:

DNR·5608

TAKEN BY:
LAB RESULT BACK:
DATE:
I
I
NON-COMPLIANCE:
WIT. STATEMENT:
TITLE'
TITLE:
I

WHITE COPY - REGION COPY

SAMPLES: YESdfu
MAIL RECEIPT:
I
NOTICE #

DATE:
DATE:
I

I

I

PINK COPY - INSPECTOR'S COPY

Fonn 57

API WELL #34 ~ ~I!. 2
OHIO DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Revised: 8186

•.e-.

..! LPQ _

**14

DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
INSPECTION REPORT

_ _STATUS CHECK
-----.lNITIAL REPORT
----FOLLOW-UP REPORT

ax..3

DATE:-.lLJM..J~ ARRIVAL TIME:_-LA-",'O,,-:..::OO=-_-,~M DEPARTURE TIME:
0
C@WM
COUNTY:
Qelo •• JQt'e,
TOWNSHIP:
& ",ks/'",.e
WELL #
J
SECILOT: _ _
SURFACE OWNER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ UIC: AD ERP SWIW
LEASE NAME:
Blex(,(.,der
OPERATOR: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
OWNER OF WELL: e.lin
J/armo.Vl
ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS:
'PO 50x 5.S
&n..blJV'~ , ClH, '11.307'1
PHONE:(_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PHONE:( (, 1'1 ),_q:z</q""5"'-.:-..="cI9...S:Ll-7 _ _ _ _ _ _ __
HAULER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
DRIVER: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

+

ADDRESS:

ADDRESS: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PHONE: (

PHONE:(_ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

REGISTRATION #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ LICENSE #: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ MAKE OF TRUCK: _ _ _ __
LOCATION: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
WEATHER CONDITIONS: APPROX. TEMP:

'f6/)

PRECIPITATION:_----<M~<2£ln'<:e~------_ _

STATUS CHECK ITEMS (CIRCLE YES IF ACCEPTABLE. IF NOT, CIRCLE NO AND EXPLAIN IN
"INSPECTION SUMMARY."
TANK BATTERY
LEASE ROAD
WELLSITE
AD HOOK-UP
OTHER LINES

~NO N/A

NO
~ NO
NO
NO
YES NO

!J

IDENTIFICATION
DRILLING PITS
~S
WELLHEAD
~
INJ. PRESS.
YES
VALVES & CONNECT.If'"E9
YES

N/A
N/A
N1Jll
N/A

NO N/A
NO lID'1
NO N/A
NO twJ
NO N/A
NO

DIKE AREA
YE~ NO N/A
OTHER PITS
YES NO ~ )}
PROD. LINES
YES NO .. ~ l'li
1)
BUR. TANKS
YES NO
HAULER'S LOG YES NO 1 N
YES NO

eM . .sfa >'6<8 e .J

JA

ACCOMPANIED BY:----:,.;1"7= - - - - - - - - INSPECTION SUMMARY:

"Jell , OJ,(,

nFr. 0

1000

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (IF ADDITIONAL ROOM IS NEEDED, ATTACH SEPARATE SHEET.)
PHOTOGRAPHS: YES
LAB NAME:
NOTICE ISSUED: YES
COMPLIANCE:
CHAIN OF EVID. FORM: YE
SIGNATURE:
REVIEWEDB
COpy TO LEGAL:
UIC:
I
I
RECOMMENDED FURTHER ACTION:

@

DNR-5608

TAKEN BY:
LAB RESULT BACK:
DATE:
I
I
NON-COMPLIANCE:
I
WIT. STATEMENT: YES
TITLE: ....,TITLE:
I

WHITE COpy - REGION COpy

SAMPLES: YES
MAIL RECEIPT:
NOTICE #

DATE:
DATE:
I

I

I

PINK COPY - INSPECTOR'S COPY

EXHIBIT B
Alexander Permit # 0160 SWIW #6
Delaware County, Berkshire TWP.

fO
\

ffi

+
30'-e---+
o
r
o
o
o
o
r
r
o
o
o

30ft. BY 30ft. x30in Height toe to toe... 30 mill liner, placed on prepared subsoil, layer of sand placed on inside
for tank to set on... Walls of 30" height. 1-100 bbl tank placed centrally of dike area. Plumbed to wellwith sdr
plastic pipe with stainless transition fittings
A new flowline will be installed from the Alexander production wells brine tank, a pump will be used to transfer
brine to the injection well (approx. 450' at shortest route), this pump will only be run when someone is present,
so a single wall line will be used because it will be monitored while transfer is taking place.
Old tank at SWIW location to be removed and dike area leveled and remade to 30x30 area without well inside
the containment.
Flowline from the tank to the well head will by 2" sdr pipe with stainless transition fittings on each end
4.5"Annulus will have a %" monitor valve with propper sized gauge installed
2" tubing will have a tee with a/o" monitor valve on one side with a gauge that reads vacuum to 60psi, at the
time of installation, there will not be need of pumping the brine downhole, but in the future it may be needed
to run a pump up to the 300psi allowed for injection.
Pressures will be manually recorded daily on annulus and tubing to ensure mechanical integrity of the well
Propper signage will be placed on the tank
No unloading pad or sump pit will be required no trucking of brine to location.

Walls of dyke will be covered with road matting and light gravel to keep liner from UV damage.
Size of dike area is larger than required so a larger tank could be installed if needed in the future(swap 100
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Radiation Safety Section
Preliminary Brine Study Results
To:
Through:
From:
Cc:
Date:

Eric Vendel, Senior Legal Counsel
Chuck McCracken, Manager-Radiation Safety Section
Paul Carder, Sr. Health Physicist, Brine Study Coordinator
Bob Worstall, Deputy Chief ,
Kenny Brown, UIC Manager
July 2, 2018

RE:

Preliminary Formation Brine Study Results

The Radiation Safety Section, at the request of Bob Worstall, is conducting a study to determine the
amount of combined radium 226 and radium 228 in Ohio formation brine.
This is the second update to the study is ongoing and began in June of 2017. To date, with the help of
UIC inspectors, a total of 107 samples from 10 different formations in 26 different counties have been
collected. The table below is a summary of what has been seen in the results we have received one year
into this study. The attached table shows a more detailed breakdown.
Formation

Number of
Samples

Lowest Activity

Highest Activity

Average
Activity

Berea

9

202 pCi/l

2419 pCi/l

930 pCi/l

Clinton

28

350 pCi/l

2017 pCi/l

1251 pCi/l

Marcellus

3

2120 pCi/l

2634 pCi/l

2316 pCi/l

Ohio Shale

2

452 pCi/l

663 pCi/l

557 pCi/l

Point Pleasant

20

172 pCi/l

3264 pCi/l

2096 pCi/l

Queenston

1

1157 pCi/l

1157 pCi/l

1157 pCi/l

Rose Run

7

232 pCi/l

1101 pCi/l

748 pCi/l

Trempealeau

27

203 pCi/l

2977 pCi/l

1403 pCi/l

Trenton

7

168 pCi/l

1166 pCi/l

405 pCi/l

Utica

1

539 pCi/l

539 pCi/l

539 pCi/l

Date
Collected

Collector FROM: Production FROM: FROM:
FROM:
Ra-226 Ra-228 Combined
Formation
Production Production
Production
pCi/L pCi/L
pCi/L
County Formation FROM: Production
Well(s)
Depth(ft) Well(s) Name
4/26/2017 Carder
Berea
Meigs
tbd WHITE WC
34105209500000
103
99.8
202.8
8/7/2017 Carder
Berea
Ashland
726 L & S GILBERT(ERP #20)
34005241480000
814
1047
1861
8/7/2017 Carder
Berea
Ashland
615 HASTINGS
34005238400000
378
381
759
AKERS
EARL
2/7/2018 Thompson Berea
Athens
34009234940000 1154
1265
2419
3/9/2018 Benko
Berea
Ashland
382 Wells
34005208240000
364
247
611
4/12/2018 Benko
Berea
Ashland
616 WRIGHT
34005235910000
169
216
385
4/18/2018 Benko
Berea
Licking
618 RUPPERSBURG
34089260620000
392
265
657
4/18/2018 Benko
Berea
Licking
591 SHOEMAKER
34089259990000
287
289
576
4/26/2018 Benko
Berea
Licking
392 Wilson B-1
34089241180000
477
426
903
HOOVER
4/18/2018 Benko
Berea
Licking
unk
34089628470000
392
336
728
2/7/2018 Benko
Big Lime
Huron
619 Chapin Chapin
34077201120000
278
45
323
Staiger
#3
3/7/2018 Benko
Black River Group Morrow
2705
34117241710000
270
123
393
34117241950000
3/7/2018 Benko
Black River Group Morrow
2802 Strict Dorn Unit#1
527
122
649
3/14/2018 Benko
Black River Group Morrow
3300 Owen #2
34117224920000
231
69
300
3/14/2018 Benko
Black River Group Morrow
3317 Higgins #1
34117234010000
891
108
999
6/12/2017 Carder
Clinton
Knox
2830 CHAPIN D & M
34083238710000
224
583
807
10/31/2017 Thompson Clinton
Perry
2863 Rayburn
34127273420000
2.5
662
664.5
11/8/2017 Benko
Clinton
Knox
2773 Treap #1
34083230120000
374
771
1145
12/12/2017 Benko
Clinton
Knox
2485 Wagner #5
34083244080000
305
667
972
1/23/2018 Benko
HAMMOND
LUCY
34083218180000
1028
Clinton
Knox
2900
470
558
1/23/2018 Benko
Clinton
Licking
2654 MCCLAIN
34089253330000
490
987
1477
1/23/2018 Benko
Clinton
Knox
2877 MICKLEY PAUL
34083226790000
320
1002
1322
1/23/2018 Benko
Clinton
Knox
3044 Flack Paul
34083232990000
538
1280
1818
1/31/2018 Benko
Clinton
Knox
2992 HJT COMPANY
34083238480000
606
872
1478
1/31/2018 Benko
Clinton
Knox
2887 Cavallo
34083226790000
375
1349
1724
1/31/2018 Benko
Clinton
Coshocton
3215 Rogers
34031248900000
350
649
999
1/31/2018 Benko
Clinton
Knox
2989 HERSHBERGER PETER 34083239450000
463
1080
1543
1/31/2018 Benko
Clinton
Coshocton
2890 MOHICAN MEADOWS 34031243120000
230
673
903
INC
2/7/2018 Thompson Clinton
Hocking
2426 RISCH C & M
34073229080000
251
662
913
2/7/2018 Thompson Clinton
Perry
3228 GORDON D & K
34127273270000
322
750
1072

2/22/2018
2/22/2018
3/1/2018
3/1/2018
3/13/2018
3/27/2018
4/5/2018
4/6/2018
4/17/2018
4/18/2018
4/26/2018
4/26/2018
2/20/2018
5/4/2018
5/4/2018
10/30/2017
10/30/2017
11/2/2017
11/2/2017
8/18/2017
1/18/2018
1/18/2018
1/18/2018
1/18/2018
1/18/2018
2/5/2018
2/5/2018
2/5/2018
2/5/2018
2/21/2018
2/21/2018
2/21/2018
2/21/2018
2/21/2018

Benko
Clinton
Benko
Clinton
Benko
Clinton
Benko
Clinton
Benko
Clinton
Benko
Clinton
Skidmore Clinton
Benko
Clinton
Ball
Clinton
Benko
Clinton
Benko
Clinton
Benko
Clinton
Benko
Clinton
Scott
Marcellus
Scott
Marcellus
Carder
Marcellus
Carder
Marcellus
Thompson Ohio Shale
Thompson Ohio Shale
Leidy
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant

Knox
Knox
Knox
Knox
Licking
Licking
Mahoning
Knox
Guernsey
Licking
Licking
Licking
Licking
WV
unk
WV
unk
Belmont
Monroe
Meigs
Meigs
Columbiana
Belmont
Belmont
Monroe
Belmont
Belmont
Monroe
Monroe
Guernsey
Monroe
Guernsey
Belmont
Belmont
Monroe
Guernsey

3100
2885
3146
2706
2900
2105
5064
2840
5540
2107
2938
2906
3006

8499
8958
3612
3512
7780
9245
9534
10604
8504
9363
11030
9127
7603
10123
7636
7635
8959
10239
8198

Swick
34083208330000
LANDIS
34083222170000
Kaelbling
34083222980000
Carrol Mercury Sales 34083225330000
Albright
34089228190000
Teeters
34089259950000
Rt46
34099230760000
Chapin #5
34083238450000
S.O.S #2
34059243320000
WILSON
34089239870000
WOLFORD
34089228910000
Wheeler
34089231850000
Palerswini #7
34089253720000
Balli
47017067130000
Coal Quest
47910013460000
Nick Knack
34013211850000
Starr
34111246950000
GORDON PROFITT
34105215580000
HOFFMAN GLENNIS 34105230570000
MILLTREE
34029217530000
Bigfoot
34013211050000
GOLD DIGGER
34013210760000
MOSER A
34111246310000
SHUGERT
34013206910000
THUNDERSTRUCK
34013208270000
HERRICK EAST A
34111247040000
Streamer
34111246920000
HAYES UNIT
34059243250000
FOLLOWAY BRIAN SCOTT
34111247210000
Purple Hayes
34059244880000
Norma Pad
34013211130000
Strong pad
34013207920000
ROBERTS VICTOR L & LINDA
34111247470000
G
BORTON A UNIT
34059243800000

586
388
527
380
474
337
177
193
940
543
662
721
553
2467
9236
1543
1102
306
145
1029
1730
897
1378
1480
1579
944
1135
103
1163
178
1384
1480
2376
162

1338
843
1490
1005
659
709
173
385
512
176
1308
931
1166
381
562
1091
1093
357
307
1072
1514
1114
1348
1700
1685
881
1230
69.9
1174
101
1670
1459
550
166

1924
1231
2017
1385
1133
1047
350
578
1452
719
1970
1652
1719
2848
9798
2634
2195
663
452
2101
3244
2011
2726
3180
3264
1825
2365
172.9
2337
279
3054
2939
2926
328

4/17/2018
4/17/2018
4/17/2018
4/17/2018
4/17/2018
3/1/2018
3/9/2018
11/20/2017
11/20/2017
11/20/2017
11/20/2017
2/7/2018
3/15/2018
4/5/2018
2/7/2018
2/22/2018
3/27/2018
3/27/2018
5/4/2018
5/4/2018
5/9/2018
4/12/2018
6/26/2017
7/24/2017
10/31/2017
11/1/2017
11/8/2017
11/8/2017
11/20/2017
11/20/2017
11/20/2017
11/27/2017
11/27/2017
11/27/2017

Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Ball
Point Pleasant
Benko
Queenston
Benko
QUEENSTON
Thompson Rose Run
Thompson Rose Run
Thompson Rose Run
Thompson Rose Run
Thompson Rose Run
Benko
Rose Run
Skidmore Rose Run
Benko
Treampleau
Benko
Treampleau
Benko
Treampleau
Benko
Treampleau
Benko
Treampleau
Benko
Treampleau
Benko
Treampleau
Benko
Treampleau
Carder
TREMPEALEAU
Carder
TREMPEALEAU
Thompson TREMPEALEAU
Thompson TREMPEALEAU
Benko
TREMPEALEAU
Benko
TREMPEALEAU
Benko
TREMPEALEAU
Benko
TREMPEALEAU
Benko
TREMPEALEAU
Benko
TREMPEALEAU
Benko
TREMPEALEAU
Benko
TREMPEALEAU

Monroe
Washington
Monroe
Monroe
Guernsey
Wayne
Wayne
Pickaway
Pickaway
Fairfield
Fairfield
Fairfield
Muskingum
Portage
Huron
Licking
Licking
Licking
Licking
Licking
Delaware
Ottawa
Morrow
Morrow
Pickaway
Hocking
Butler
Coshocton
Morrow
Morrow
Morrow
Huron
Huron
Huron

7850
10367
9332
8653
3871
3871
2500
2454
4166
4163
4323
5324
4270
3800
3913
4222
4106
4218
4182
3244
3820
3833
2357
4456
4647
6567
3576
3576
3075
3790
3751
3822

CLAUGUS
34111246700000
Farley
34167297230000
Holliday
34111245920000
Roger
34111246510000
S.O.S/SWIW
34059242020000
MILLER FLOYD
34169230770000
Miller Floyd
34169230770000
STEVENSON JOHN
34129200830000
HOFFMAN-STEVENSON34129200980000
SCHOLL-LAMB
34045212120000
HOUSEHOLDER
34045211890000
ROWLES R
34045213150000
J Priest
34119278280000
4K
34133244640000
HAMER UNIT
34077202530000
Pickrell
34089256410000
H & D BREYMAIER
34089260540000
BRUCE FARMS-SMITH 34089260730000
UNIT
Breymaier
34089259960000
UHDE
34089253950000
Crist #1
34041203770000
Yeasting
34123602160000
HOHL JOHN J
34117223400000
SEI-SMITH-MORRISON34117242100000
UNIT
Davis-Holbrook
34129202610000
34073234350000
HANBY GLORIA
Magers #1
34083242780000
Stricker-123
34031225160000
Cramer #1
34117234490000
Cox#1
34117236330000
Fischer #1
34117220280000
Yaworsuy
34077202420000
Gray #1
34077202780000
Green #2
34077202510000

1078
817
549
1223
521
494
494
963
442
187
154
654
623
527
865
961
1277
1442
1567
2178
1355
1602
2106
768
523
152
2156
584
802
592
442
1754
1104
1087

1042
842
718
1814
601
663
663
138
194
83.2
78.5
162
75
213
614
233
289
236
239
548
357
156
217
70.2
203
51.7
502
1202
123
76.9
103
609
1356
483

2120
1659
1267
3037
1123
1157
1157
1101
636
270.2
232.5
816
698
740
1479
1194
1566
1678
1806
2736
1712
1758
2323
838.2
726
203.7
2658
1786
925
668.9
545
2363
2460
1570

12/6/2017
12/6/2017
12/12/2017
12/12/2017
12/18/2017
12/18/2017
12/20/2017
1/23/2018
4/4/2018
4/12/2018
4/12/2018
5/16/2018
5/16/2018
1/18/2018
2/21/2018

Benko
Benko
Benko
Benko
Benko
Benko
Benko
Benko
Benko
Benko
Benko
Benko
Benko
Ball
Ball

TREMPEALEAU
TREMPEALEAU
TREMPEALEAU
TREMPEALEAU
TREMPEALEAU
TREMPEALEAU
TREMPEALEAU
TREMPEALEAU
Trenton
Trenton
Trenton
Trenton
Trenton
Utica
Utica

Morrow
Morrow
Morrow
Morrow
Morrow
Morrow
Knox
Knox
Wood
Wood
Wood
Logan
Logan
Belmont
Belmont

2958
2950
3362
2991
3059
2910
4576
4452
1280
1130
1100
1383
1434
8450
8450

Barton
Gillsom
Fuller #1
Schillinger #2
Clinger
Murphy #2
Minard #1
SCHILLINGER
Woelke #1
Dove 3A
Dove #1
Stocker #2
Stocker #2
BARTON
BARTON

34117233840000
34117220580000
34117239720000
34117221670000
34117229240000
34117228280000
34083242490000
34083245190000
34173205830000
34173205750000
34173612530000
34091200790000
34091200350000
34013212290000
34013212290000

473
330
976
382
486
257
1991
1770
1131
136
150
279
145
229
509

118
99
186
49
89.8
65.9
986
704
35
36
18
24
72
310
532

591
429
1162
431
575.8
322.9
2977
2474
1166
172
168
303
217
539
1041
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Guidance on Considering
Environmental Justice During the
Development of Regulatory Actions

May 2015

Message from
the Administrator
Guidance on Considering Environmental
Justice During the Development of
Regulatory Actions

Making a visible difference in communities across America means that we should consider the impacts
of our decisions on all populations. In particular, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has a
responsibility under Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low-Income Populations to consider the impacts of our regulatory actions on populations
documented as frequently bearing the greatest burdens imposed by environmental pollution. Recently,
the EPA celebrated the 20th anniversary of the groundbreaking executive order, and we are privileged
to continue working to advance environmental justice in every corner of our great nation.
The EPA’s Guidance on Considering Environmental Justice During the Development of Regulatory Actions
is the Agency’s guide for determining when environmental justice should be considered during the
Action Development Process when developing regulations. This guide outlines critical steps that
rule-writers can take to consider the needs of minority populations, low-income populations and
indigenous peoples—those most impacted by environmental and public-health concerns—and provide
specific strategies for giving those populations a voice in shaping the EPA’s rules and regulations. The
companion Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA
2013) provides information on how to analytically consider environmental justice in rules. Together,
these documents provide consistency and rigor in how the Agency considers environmental justice in
regulatory actions.
Our work under Plan EJ 2014 has paved the way to understanding and integrating environmental
justice into the EPA’s policies and programs. Through increased analysis, informed decision making
and expanded community engagement, we can secure the EPA’s place at the forefront in addressing the
environmental justice issues that challenge the health and vitality of our most vulnerable citizens and
their communities.
The EPA strives to set the standard for addressing the environmental challenges that burden so many
of our communities. In doing so, we realize that the future of our efforts will be built on our federal
and state agencies working together with academia and our community partners to foster communication, support innovation and promote tremendous growth and understanding of environmental justice
issues. I call upon you, the EPA family, to reaffirm the spirit of Executive Order 12898 and to commit
to strengthening our mission to protect our environment and every American’s fundamental right to
breathe clean air, drink clean water and live on clean land.

Gina McCarthy, Administrator

EPA’s Action Development Process:

Guidance on Considering Environmental Justice
During the Development of Regulatory Actions
Foreword

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is authorized by Congress to create and enforce regulations that put our nation’s environmental laws into effect. Exercising this authority is one of the EPA’s
most important and powerful tools for protecting our environment and the health of our people. The
EPA’s regulations cover a range of environmental and public health issues, from setting standards for
clean water to controlling air pollution from industry and other sources. When the EPA identifies
the need to develop or revise a regulation, it forms a workgroup that is led by the EPA office that will
be writing the regulation. The workgroup may work for months, even years, employing EPA expert
scientists, economists, and other analysts, before an appropriate course of action is decided upon and
a regulation is promulgated and implemented.
A number of laws, executive orders and policies direct the EPA to consider issues of concern to the
President, Congress and the American public when developing regulations. To achieve the goals of
Executive Order (EO) 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations, it is critical that EPA rule-writers consider environmental justice
(EJ) when developing a regulation. EO 12898 and EPA policy identify population groups of concern,
specifically minority populations, low-income populations and indigenous peoples. This Guide is
designed to help EPA staff incorporate EJ into the process followed at the EPA for developing regulations, also known as the Action Development Process (ADP), by:
•

Describing the legal and policy frameworks at the EPA for rule-writers to consider EJ;

•

Identifying the information rule-writers should consider to determine whether there are EJ
concerns involved in the regulation being developed;

•

Highlighting the kinds of questions about EJ that rule-writers should ask and address in each
step of developing a regulation; and

•

Providing strategies and techniques for achieving meaningful involvement of minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples at key stages in the rule development process.

This Guide explicitly integrates EJ considerations into the fabric of the ADP—from the point when
the Agency first starts considering a rule, then through its promulgation and implementation. The
analyses needed to implement this Guide may include quantitative and/or qualitative elements. See
a companion document, Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory

i

Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013),1 for recommendations on how to evaluate potential EJ concerns using
quantitative and qualitative methods for regulatory actions.
This Guide empowers decision-makers responsible for developing rules to determine early in the
process the level of focus and effort that is necessary and appropriate to achieve the EO 12898 goals.
This approach can and should balance the need to make sure that strong, environmentally-protective
rules are promulgated in a timely way while ensuring EJ is considered to the maximum extent practicable where it has potential to impact regulatory decisions. To achieve these goals, the Guide directs
rule-writers and decision-makers to respond to three core EJ questions throughout the ADP:
1. How did the public participation process provide transparency and meaningful participation for
minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples?2
2. How did the rule-writers identify and address existing and/or new disproportionate environmental and public health impacts on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples?
3. How did actions taken under #1 and #2 impact the outcome or final decision?
Questions 1 and 2 use slightly different wording in referencing the subject entities (populations,
peoples, tribes). Throughout this Guide, statements associated with engagement activities use the
wording “minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples,” whereas
statements associated with analysis, assessment and/or consideration of environmental and human
health impacts use the wording “minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous
peoples.” When discussing public participation and meaningful involvement, Agency protocols
specify inclusion of tribal organizations as well as indigenous peoples, and specifically define those
terms. However, when discussing analysis, assessment and/or consideration of impacts, attention
in the Guide is focused on impacts on populations rather than on governmental or other types of
organizations.
This Guide helps rule-writers and decision-makers understand and identify potential EJ concerns,
and advises on how to integrate the consideration of EJ into the rule development process and to
meaningfully engage minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples
during the rule development process. Further assistance is provided in references throughout the
Guide linking rule-writers and decision-makers to the wealth of other information resources that they
can turn to in seeking to consider EJ throughout all stages of the EPA’s ADP.

Disclaimer: This document identifies internal Agency policies and recommended procedures for EPA employees
or decision-makers developing or reviewing regulatory actions in the ADP. This document is not a rule or regulation and it may not apply to a particular situation based upon the circumstances. This Guide does not change
or substitute for any law, regulation, or any other legally binding requirement and is not legally enforceable. As
indicated by the use of non-mandatory language such as “guidance,” “recommend,” “may,” “should,” and “can,” it
identifies policies and provides recommendations and does not impose any legally-binding requirements.
1
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http://yosemite.epa.gov/ee/epa/eed.nsf/webpages/ejtg.html
It is important to solicit input from indigenous people and tribal governments that may be impacted by an action. Consultation with tribal
governments should be offered as appropriate and in accordance with the Agency’s Tribal Consultation Policy.
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Overview and Background

A. What Is the Purpose of This Guide?

Overview and Background

Achieving environmental justice is an EPA priority and should be factored into Agency regulatory
decisions to ensure that all Americans, regardless of race, economic status or ethnicity, have access
to clean water, clean air, and healthy communities.3 The EPA is committed to using existing environmental statutes and regulations to consider and address potential environmental justice (EJ) concerns
when possible. To aid in achieving this goal, it is vital that Agency rule-writers identify and address
potentially disproportionate environmental and public health impacts experienced by minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples. This Guide will help Agency rule-writers
consider EJ during the development of regulatory actions under the Agency’s Action Development
Process (ADP),4 consistent with existing environmental and civil rights laws and their implementing
regulations, as well as Executive Order (EO) 12898, Federal Actions To Address Environmental Justice
in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations (59 FR 7629, Feb. 16, 1994), the EPA’s EJ policies,
Plan EJ 2014, and EJ strategies in the EPA’s strategic plans.5
In addition to providing guidance on the importance of identifying potential EJ concerns during
the development of regulatory actions (Part 1), this Guide identifies key steps throughout the ADP
where EJ should be considered (Part 2). While this Guide applies specifically to the rule-making
stages in the development of regulatory actions, rule-writers consider EJ in the development of risk
assessments, analytical tools, guidance documents and other actions that support development of
regulatory actions. Rule-making efforts are likely to be more effective and timely if EJ is considered in
such “up-front” activities. For example, the development of some EPA regulations is prompted by the
findings of risk assessments. If EJ was not considered in the development of those assessments, the
rule-writers will not have the benefit of the information that might have been provided and may need
to examine options for developing such information during specific stages of the ADP, as specified
3

See EPA Strategic Plan Cross Cutting Strategies (http://www2.epa.gov/planandbudget/fy-2014-2018-strategic-plan), Plan EJ 2014 (http://www.
epa.gov/environmentaljustice/plan-ej/index.html) and EPA’s Themes – Meeting the Challenge Ahead (http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/
plan-ej/index.html).
4 EPA’s Action Development Process: Guidance for EPA Staff on Developing Quality Actions Process (http://yosemite.epa.gov/
sab%5CSABPRODUCT.NSF/5088B3878A90053E8525788E005EC8D8/$File/adp03-00-11.pdf).
5 Under Plan EJ 2014, EPA developed a set of basic guidances, policies and tools for integrating environmental justice into EPA programs and
policies, available at http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/plan-ej/index.html. EPA’s historical EJ policies include: EPA’s Environmental
Justice Strategy (1995), Environmental Justice Implementation Plan (1996), Environmental Justice: Guidance Under the National Environmental Policy Act (1997), Final Guidance for Incorporating Environmental Justice Concerns in EPA’s NEPA Compliance Analyses (1998), Toolkit for
Assessing Potential Allegations of Environmental Justice (2004), and Memo from Lisa P. Jackson: Next Steps: Environmental Justice and Civil
Rights (2009).
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in this Guide. As a supplement to this
Guide, Agency staff may find it useful
to refer to other EPA guidance documents related to risk assessment, public
involvement and economic analysis, as
referenced throughout this Guide and in
Appendix E.

Overview and Background

This Guide complements existing EPA
requirements or recommendations for
integrating children’s health considerations into the ADP (see Text Box 1) and
for consulting with federally-recognized
tribes when Agency actions may impact
their citizens or resources (see Text
Box 2).6 These issues are addressed in
other Agency guides, which are available online at http://intranet.epa.gov/
adplibrary.

Refer to Executive Order 13045, Protection of Children from
Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks and EPA’s Guide to
Considering Children’s Health When Developing EPA Actions. Note
the important intersection between EJ concerns and children’s
health issues, since children in minority, low-income and indigenous
population groups are more likely to be exposed to, and have
increased health risks from, environmental pollution than the
general population.

Text Box 2: Indigenous Peoples and Tribes
Refer to Executive Order 13175, Consultation and Coordination with
Indian Tribal Governments and the Agency’s Policy on Consultation and
Coordination with Indian Tribes. The Agency’s responsibilities under
EO 13175 and its own Consultation Policy are separate from the
responsibilities under EO 12898 and stem from federally-recognized
tribes’ unique status as sovereign governments. To better
understand how to integrate EJ principles in a consistent manner in
the Agency’s work with federally recognized tribes and indigenous
peoples, refer to EPA’s Policy on Environmental Justice for Working
with Federally Recognized Tribes and Indigenous Peoples.

B. Who Is the Audience for This Guide?
This Guide is for EPA rule-writers and decision-makers:

6
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Text Box 1: Children’s Health

•

Rule-writers include: lead-program staff and managers charged with leading development of
regulatory actions (who often also serve as leaders [chairs] of regulatory action development
workgroups); members of regulatory action development workgroups; Agency staff and managers that perform the analyses that may be used to support Agency decision-making; and any
other Agency staff and managers who assist in developing regulatory actions. Workgroup chairs
have particular responsibilities under the ADP, including the responsibilities outlined in this
Guide with respect to identifying and addressing potential EJ concerns. However, each regulatory action development workgroup member has the responsibility for being familiar with, and
understanding, the various statutes and executive orders that impact the regulatory action they
are developing. Other staff responsible for the development of regulatory actions, who may not
be workgroup members, are also responsible for being familiar with these requirements.

•

Decision-makers include: program managers, Office Directors, Assistant Administrators/National Program Managers, the Administrator, and other members of the Agency’s decision-making
team with respect to Agency regulatory actions. Decision-makers are responsible for helping to
ensure that potential EJ concerns are appropriately identified and addressed in the development
of regulatory actions under the ADP.

See EPA Policy on Environmental Justice for Working with Federally Recognized Tribes and Indigenous Peoples. (2014), http://www.epa.gov/
environmentaljustice/resources/policy/indigenous/ej-indigenous-policy.pdf. For purposes of this cited policy, EPA defines the terms “federally
recognized tribes” and “indigenous peoples.” A “federally recognized tribe” is defined as an “Indian or Alaska Native tribe, band, nation, pueblo,
village, or community that the Secretary of the Interior acknowledges to exist as an Indian tribe pursuant to the Federally Recognized Indian
Tribe List Act of 1944, 25 U.S.C.479a. The elected officials for the federally recognized tribe and the government structure they administer are
referred to as the federally recognized tribal government.” The term “indigenous peoples” includes “state-recognized tribes; indigenous and
tribal community-based organizations; individual members of federally recognized tribes, including those living on a different reservation or
living outside Indian country; individual members of state-recognized tribes; Native Hawaiians; Native Pacific Islanders; and individual Native
Americans.” When used in this document, the term “tribes” refers to federally recognized tribes unless otherwise specified.

C. How Is This Guide Organized?
This guidance document is organized into four parts:
•

Part 1 presents the key concepts and policies that are critical for understanding EJ and determining whether regulatory actions involve potential EJ concerns.

•

Part 2 provides a step-by-step walk-through of what rule-writers and decision-makers should
do to consider EJ in each stage of the EPA’s ADP.

•

Part 3 provides strategies and techniques for achieving meaningful involvement of minority
populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples at key stages in the rule
development process.

•

Appendices A through E provide more detailed information and guidance elaborating on
information presented in the main body of this Guide.

In addition, a separate document, Templates for Regulatory Preambles to Address EO 12898: Federal
Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations, explains
how to address EO 12898 in rule preambles covering various situations. It is available in the Office of
Policy’s (OP’s) ADP library at http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary. It is important to note that the preamble discussion should also focus on how the EPA identified and addressed potential EJ concerns as
well as how the regulatory action complies with EO 12898 and the Agency’s EJ policies.
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Part 1: Key Concepts for
Understanding Whether Regulatory
Actions Involve an Environmental
Justice Concern
A. What Is Environmental Justice?

Part 1: Key Concepts for Understanding
Whether Regulatory Actions Involve an
Environmental Justice Concern

Environmental justice is central to the Agency’s mission and is the responsibility of everyone at the
EPA. In particular, those who are involved in the development of regulatory actions need to understand the principles of EJ and how they relate to the development of an Agency regulatory action.
The EPA defines “environmental justice” as the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all
people regardless of race, color, national origin or income with respect to the development, implementation and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations and policies.7
•

Fair Treatment means that no group of people should bear a disproportionate burden of environmental harms and risks, including those resulting from the negative environmental consequences of industrial, governmental and commercial operations or programs and policies.

•

Meaningful Involvement means that: (1) potentially affected populations have an appropriate
opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity that will affect their environment and/or health; (2) the public’s contribution can influence the regulatory Agency’s decision;
(3) the concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision-making process;
and (4) the rule-writers and decision-makers seek out and facilitate the involvement of those
potentially affected.

Throughout this Guide, as noted in the Foreword, statements associated with engagement activities
use the wording “minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples,”
whereas statements associated with analysis, assessment and/or consideration of environmental
and human health impacts use the wording “minority populations, low-income populations, and/
or indigenous peoples.” When discussing public participation and meaningful involvement, Agency
protocols specify inclusion of tribal organizations as well as indigenous peoples, and specifically
define those terms. However, when discussing analysis, assessment and/or consideration of impacts,
attention in the Guide is focused on impacts on populations rather than on governmental or other
types of organizations.

7
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EPA’s definition of EJ can be found at http://www.epa.gov/compliance/environmentaljustice/basics/index.html. EPA’s definition of EJ was
informed by Executive Order 12898, which is discussed in full detail in Part 1, Section D of this Guide. Background information on EPA’s EJ
program can also be found on this website.

In implementing its EJ program, the EPA has expanded the concept of fair treatment to include not
only consideration of how burdens are distributed across all populations, but the distribution of
benefits as well. Thus, to the extent data are initially available or can be developed through timely
data needs assessment and planning, rule-writers should not only evaluate the distribution of burdens
by paying special attention to populations that have historically borne a disproportionate share of
environmental harms and risks, but should also evaluate the distribution of the positive environmental and health consequences resulting from their regulatory actions.

B. Which Populations Groups Are the Focus of EO 12898 and
the Agency’s EJ Policies?

Text Box 3: I-710 Freeway Los Angeles
The densely populated communities closest to the I-710 freeway in Los Angeles County are severely impacted by pollution
from goods movement and industrial activity. The Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles are the entry point of 40% of
all imports to the U.S. and account for 20% of diesel particulate emissions in Southern California. Approximately 2,000
premature deaths annually are associated with diesel emissions from goods movement in the South Coast Air Basin. The
I-710 freeway passes through 15 cities and unincorporated areas with a population of over 1 million residents—about 70% of
which are minority and disproportionately low-income populations. The area is dense with truck traffic, industrial facilities,
residences, schools, daycares and senior centers. The region exceeds national ambient air quality standards for particulate
matter and has some of the worst ozone air pollution in the country. The South Coast Air Quality Management District,
California Air Resources Board, and EPA are working vigorously to address the air quality issues in the region.

Part 1: Key Concepts for Understanding
Whether Regulatory Actions Involve an
Environmental Justice Concern

Executive Order 12898 and EPA policy identify the populations of concern for the EO and for the
Agency; specifically: minority populations, low-income populations and indigenous peoples.8, 9 To
help achieve the EPA’s goals for EJ (i.e., the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people),
the EPA places particular emphasis on the public health and environmental conditions affecting
minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples. In recognizing that these
populations frequently bear a disproportionate burden of environmental harms and risks (see Text
Box 3 for an example), the EPA works to protect them from adverse public health and environmental
effects of its programs. Thus, the focus in this Guide is on minority populations, low-income populations and indigenous peoples, who may be disproportionately impacted by environmental pollution.

Source: http://www.epa.gov/region9/tri/report/09/TRI-2009-I710Corridor.pdf

8

Executive Order 12898 also mentions “populations with differential patterns of subsistence consumption of fish and wildlife” as populations
of concern. This population category largely overlaps with those defined on the basis of income and race/ethnicity, as it identifies particular
pathways of exposure. Accordingly, it is not separately identified as a population of concern in this Guide.
9 See EPA Policy on Environmental Justice for Working with Federally Recognized Tribes and Indigenous Peoples. (2014), http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/indigenous/ej-indigenous-policy.pdf.
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These population groups are briefly described below. See the Guidelines for Preparing Economic
Analyses (U.S. EPA 2010) and Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013) for detailed discussions of how these populations may be defined for
analytic purposes.

Minority and Indigenous Peoples
The White House Office of Management and Budget (OMB) defines six distinct race and ethnic
categories:
•
•
•

American Indian or Alaska Native;
Asian;
Black or African American;

•
•
•

Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander;
White; and
Hispanic or Latino.

Statistical data collected by the federal government, such as the U.S. Census, use this classification
system.10

Part 1: Key Concepts for Understanding
Whether Regulatory Actions Involve an
Environmental Justice Concern

Low-Income Populations
OMB has designated the Census Bureau’s annual poverty measure as the official metric for program
planning and analysis by all Executive branch federal agencies, though it does not preclude the use of
other measures (OMB 1978).
However, unlike its treatment of poverty, the Census Bureau does not have an official or standard
definition of what constitutes “low income.” It is therefore appropriate to characterize low-income in
a variety of ways. Rule-writers may examine several different low-income categories, such as families
whose income falls above the poverty threshold but below the average household income for the
United States, or below two times the poverty threshold. Additional socioeconomic characteristics
such as educational attainment, baseline health status and health insurance coverage may also be
useful for identifying, characterizing and developing strategies for assessing and engaging low-income
populations in the context of specific regulatory actions.

C. What Are Disproportionate Impacts?
In accordance with EO 12898, each covered federal agency “shall make achieving environmental
justice part of its mission by identifying and addressing, as appropriate, disproportionately high and
adverse human health or environmental effects…” of its policies. See the Draft Technical Guidance for
Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013) under development for a detailed
discussion of the concept of disproportionate impacts.
It is important to note that the role of the analyst is to assess and present differences in anticipated
impacts across population groups of concern to the decision-maker and the public. The determination of whether there is a potential disproportionate impact that may merit Agency action is ultimately
a policy judgment informed by analysis, and is the responsibility of the decision-maker. These analyses will depend on the availability of the scientific and technical data. As noted in the Draft Technical
Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013), examples of the
6
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See http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/fedreg_1997standards/ for the specific OMB definitions.

type of information that may be useful to provide to decision-makers for considering whether or not
effects are disproportionate include: the severity and nature of health consequences; the magnitude
of the estimated differences in impacts between population groups; mean or median exposures or
risks to relevant population groups; distributions of exposures or risk to relevant population groups;
characterization of the uncertainty; and a discussion of factors that may make population groups
more vulnerable.
Also note that the Agency’s statutory and regulatory authorities provide a broader basis for protecting
human health and the environment than EO 12898 and do not require a demonstration of disproportionate impacts in order to protect the health or environment of any population, including minority
populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples. Consistent with its mission, the
Agency may address adverse impacts in the context of developing an action without the need for
showing that the impacts are disproportionate. Evidence of potential adverse impacts on populations
of concern may be more likely to be addressed, however, if there is also evidence that the adverse
impacts may fall disproportionately on populations of concern. Thus, this Guide recommends that
analysts evaluate the potential for disproportionate impacts and present the relevant data to decisionmakers, who will determine what actions to take.

For over a decade, the EPA has developed strategies, guidance documents and implementation plans
to move the Agency closer to its goal of achieving environmental justice. These documents, along
with Executive Order 12898 and existing environmental statutes and regulations, provide the framework for the rule-writers to consider EJ during the development of the regulatory action.
EO 12898 applies to agency “programs, policies and activities” and in general calls on each covered
federal agency to make achieving EJ part of its mission. It directs agencies such as the EPA, “[t]o the
greatest extent practicable and permitted by law” to “identify […] and address […], as appropriate,
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects” of agency programs,
policies and actions on minority populations and low-income populations.11 Because minority
populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples have historically been underrepresented in federal agency decision making, EO 12898 also aims to improve public participation
of these populations in the decision-making process.

Part 1: Key Concepts for Understanding
Whether Regulatory Actions Involve an
Environmental Justice Concern

D. What Is the Agency’s Statutory and Policy Framework for
Considering Environmental Justice?

EO 12898 has informed the development and implementation of the EPA’s EJ program and EJ policies. Consistent with the EO and the Presidential Memorandum accompanying it, the Agency’s EJ
policies promote human health and environmental protection by focusing attention and Agency
efforts on addressing the types of environmental harms and risks that are prevalent among minority
populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples. EO 12898 and the Agency’s EJ
policies do not mandate particular outcomes for regulatory actions, but they demand that decisions

11

In addition, the Presidential Memorandum accompanying EO 12898 directs federal agencies to analyze environmental effects, including
human health, economic and social effects, of federal actions when such analysis is required under the National Environmental Policy Act. See
Memorandum for the Heads of All Departments and Agencies: Executive Order on Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations (1994). Similarly, the EPA promotes the consideration of economic or social effects in developing its actions to
better inform and manage the process of implementing Agency actions and policies, where allowed by underlying statutory authority.
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involving the action be informed by a consideration of EJ issues. Where feasible, regulatory actions
should prevent or address and mitigate potential EJ concerns.

Part 1: Key Concepts for Understanding
Whether Regulatory Actions Involve an
Environmental Justice Concern

Consistent with the emphasis in the Presidential Memorandum accompanying EO 12898 on using
existing environmental laws to help achieve the goal of EJ, the EPA uses existing environmental
statutes and regulations to consider and address potential EJ concerns.12 See Text Box 4 for some
examples of statutory authorities used to help achieve EJ goals. These authorities encompass the
breadth of the Agency’s activities, including setting standards. Early in the rule writing process, rulewriters should become familiar with the specific authorities governing their rule’s development and
the opportunities they provide to address EJ concerns. Some of the EPA’s legal authorities direct the
Agency to consider specific populations when setting standards, whereas other authorities provide
discretionary opportunities. Where discretionary authority exists, the decision to take a particular
regulatory action to address potential EJ concerns is a policy call that may involve consideration of questions beyond the action’s legal
Text Box 4: Examples of Statutory A uthority
basis, such as data availability, time and resource
Under the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
constraints or the associated human health or
sections 3002 through 3004, EPA is directed to establish
requirements applicable to generation, transport,
environmental benefits.
treatment, storage and disposal of hazardous waste
“as may be necessary to protect human health and the
environment.” This provides EPA with broad discretion
to consider impacts on minority populations, lowincome populations, and/or indigenous populations when
developing RCRA regulations.

As a starting point, rule-writers should consult
the Agency’s EJ Legal Tools document, which
identifies discretionary legal authorities that are
or may be available to the EPA to incorporate
EJ into rules.13 EJ Legal Tools notes that some
authorities to promote EJ are clear, where others
may involve interpretive issues that call for further analysis. Rule-writers may need to work closely
with OGC and/or the appropriate regional or program office staff to understand how to use a specific
authority to address potential EJ concerns in a particular set of circumstances. These conversations
may influence the types of data collected and methods used to evaluate potential EJ concerns in a
rule.
Existing statutory and regulatory authorities can be applied to prevent and mitigate adverse or
disproportionate health and environmental impacts on all populations, including minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples. In applying these authorities to address
potential EJ concerns, it is important to understand the appropriate role of demographic information
when evaluating EJ. Demographic information can be used to identify existing or potential impacts
on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples and may be a factor in
the design and implementation of regulatory actions. However, a decision to act (such as developing
a more protective rule or standard) would be based on a human health or environmental factor, and
not the racial composition or economic status of the impacted populations. Following this approach,
demographic data will be used in conjunction with health or environmental information to identify

12
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The Presidential Memorandum also states that existing civil rights statutes provide opportunities to address environmental hazards in minority and low-income communities. It directs agencies as follows: “In accordance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, each Federal agency
shall ensure that all programs or activities receiving Federal financial assistance that affect human health or the environment do not directly, or
through contractual or other arrangements, use criteria, methods, or practices that discriminate on the basis of race, color, or national origin.”
13 The EJ Legal Tools document was developed under EPA’s Plan EJ 2014 and can be accessed at http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/planej/law.html.

differences, and those health or environmental impacts (not demographics) are the rationale for the
Agency’s decision.
It is important, however, to recognize that the Agency’s statutory and regulatory authorities provide a
broad basis for protecting human health and the environment and do not require a demonstration of
disproportionate impacts in order to protect the health or environment of any population, including
minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples. Thus, consistent with
its mission, the Agency may address adverse impacts in the context of developing regulatory actions
without the need to show that the impacts are disproportionate. Unless prohibited by statutory or
regulatory authority, the EPA can and should consider action to address adverse health and environmental impacts on populations of concern, consistent with this guidance. Rule-writers should focus
attention on the health of and environmental conditions affecting minority populations, low-income
populations, and/or indigenous peoples, both before and after implementation of a rule and/or for
the regulatory options under consideration. This will allow decision-makers to make more informed
choices between different regulatory options. An important consideration for regulatory options is the
extent to which they improve the adverse health and environmental impacts in minority populations,
low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples.

E. What Is an “Environmental Justice Concern”?
Part 1: Key Concepts for Understanding
Whether Regulatory Actions Involve an
Environmental Justice Concern

Throughout this Guide, the phrase “potential environmental justice (EJ) concern” is used to indicate
the actual or potential lack of fair treatment or meaningful involvement of minority populations, lowincome populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples in the development, implementation and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations and policies. This section will provide general guidelines
on how to identify regulatory actions that may involve potential EJ concerns. See the Draft Technical
Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013) how to evaluate
potential EJ concerns.
Decision-makers determine early in the rule-making process the appropriate level of analysis and
engagement with stakeholders, including minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and
indigenous peoples, considering factors such as the legal framework governing the action, the availability of relevant data and analytical methodologies, stakeholder interest, and the impacts that potential EJ concerns are likely to have on the actual decisions involving the action (see Section G below).
Based on the application of these criteria, some regulatory actions will be identified for enhanced
efforts that may require the development of new data, application of more advanced analytical
methodologies and more extensive and targeted engagement of stakeholders, including minority
populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples. As detailed more thoroughly
in Part 2, decision-makers should convey their determinations on the appropriate level of analysis
and stakeholder engagement to the rule-writers. It is important to document decisions regarding the
screening-level analysis described in Section G and any further analyses, including the information
upon which these decisions are based.
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1. A potential EJ concern refers to disproportionate and adverse impacts on minority
populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples that may exist prior
to or that may be created by the proposed regulatory action.
The regulatory action may involve a potential EJ concern if it could:
•

Create new disproportionate impacts on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or
indigenous peoples;

•

Exacerbate existing disproportionate impacts on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples; or

•

Present opportunities to address existing disproportionate impacts on minority populations,
low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples through the action under development.

Part 1: Key Concepts for Understanding
Whether Regulatory Actions Involve an
Environmental Justice Concern

For some Agency regulatory actions, it may also be useful and appropriate to assess the distribution
of the benefits of the rulemaking action under consideration. Data limitations may, however, constrain
rule-writers’ ability to gauge how the distribution of existing pollution control program benefits may
be changed by the new regulatory action. Rule-writers are encouraged to consult the Draft Technical
Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013) for information on
potential considerations and methodologies and conduct timely assessment and planning for data
needs during the rule-making process.
The assessment of whether the regulatory action involves potential disproportionate impacts may
include qualitative and/or quantitative elements. To begin this assessment, rule-writers should first
understand what an action is accomplishing and why it is necessary. As rule-writers gather this
preliminary information and set the context for the action, they can begin to articulate the framework
for analyzing whether there are potentially disproportionate impacts on minority populations, lowincome populations, and/or indigenous peoples. The level of analysis appropriate for the regulatory
action will depend on a variety of factors, including preliminary evidence of public health or environmental impacts on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples, the
legal framework governing the action, the availability of relevant data and analytical methodologies, a
history of EJ issues in communities likely to be affected by the rule (e.g., history of significant noncompliance or recognized health effects due to polluting sources) or stakeholder interest, and the
impacts that potential EJ concerns are likely to have on the actual decisions involving the action.

2. A potential EJ concern refers to lack of opportunities for minority populations,
low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples to meaningfully participate in
the development of the regulatory action.
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Regulatory actions may create a potential EJ concern if the Agency does not provide meaningful
involvement opportunities to minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous
peoples during the development of the action. To provide meaningful involvement opportunities that
are consistent with the Agency’s definition of EJ, the rule-writers will likely need to go beyond the
minimum requirements of standard notice and comment procedures and engage minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples early in the process. It is often unrealistic to expect meaningful involvement if the rule-writers have not targeted outreach efforts to these
populations or tribes prior to proposing the action. Part 3 of this Guide describes the Agency’s policies and resources related to meaningful involvement, and notes the difference between meaningful

involvement of tribes and indigenous peoples as it is used in the EJ context versus formal consultation
with tribes.
Rule-writers should think broadly about how regulatory actions may impact minority populations,
low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples. For regulatory actions that may impact these
populations, the rule-writers should assess what steps will be taken to ensure there are sufficient
opportunities for meaningful involvement during the development of the action. This includes regulatory actions that directly impact the health or environmental conditions of these populations as well
as regulatory actions that involve the collection of information or data (information or data collection
actions may impact these populations or tribes if the information or data are later used for inspection
and enforcement or to assess potential health or environmental impacts).14 Meaningful involvement is
discussed in more detail in Part 3 of this document.

3. A potential EJ concern may arise when there is an actual or potential lack of
fair treatment or meaningful involvement of minority populations, low-income
populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples when implementing an agency regulatory
action.

What approaches should be included in the regulatory action to make sure it is effective with
high compliance by the regulated community? Consider whether the regulatory action, when
implemented, will itself promote compliance, to ensure that regulated facilities are complying. Rulewriters should try to make the rule self-implementing to drive compliance, using approaches such
as enhanced monitoring, reporting and record-keeping requirements. These tools can help ensure
compliance where needed to protect adversely affected populations, including minority populations,
low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples. Rule-writers should also draw on the expertise
of the workgroup members, including representatives from OECA, in considering ways of ensuring
effective program implementation and pursuing innovative ideas on how to achieve greater compliance and effectiveness of the action in reducing pollution and human and environmental risks.
Information technologies in conjunction with public disclosure and accountability and other Next
Generation Compliance concepts can be used to make rules more effective and enforceable.15

Part 1: Key Concepts for Understanding
Whether Regulatory Actions Involve an
Environmental Justice Concern

Rule-writers should assess how to consider EJ not only in the development of the action, but in the
implementation of the action as well. The rule-writers should consider whether and how they can craft
the action to influence its implementation in a manner that considers EJ. For example, listed below
are common implementation issues that may be of particular concern to minority populations, lowincome populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples.

Does the regulatory action support compliance and enforcement? Non-compliance issues may
impact the public health and environmental conditions affecting minority populations, low-income
populations, and/or indigenous peoples, particularly when violations are occurring in areas already
disproportionately impacted by environmental hazards. Structuring the action with compliance
14

Agency actions involving monitoring requirements are often viewed as important data gathering opportunities that inform the development
of future actions. Also, a test rule that requires the submission of certain data that may subsequently be used in an analysis about impacts presents an important opportunity. Rule-writers should offer affected minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples
meaningful opportunities to influence the type of data and information collected through such actions, how the data or information may be
made available to the public, and how the Agency plans to use that data or information in future actions. For example, while the Agency often
makes data available for the public to consider by issuing a Notice of Data Availability or as part of an Advanced Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, Rule-writers may consider and solicit feedback on other mechanisms for making the data or information available to these populations.
15 For further information on such concepts, rule-writers are encouraged to consult the Rule Implementation, Compliance and Effectiveness
Screening Tool, available at http://intranet.epa.gov/gis/ejscreen/.
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considerations built in will improve the Agency’s ability to detect and respond to non-compliance and
will help improve the action’s effectiveness and efficiency in achieving its intended results. Ensuring
that the action is written to be enforceable is critically important to address EJ concerns that may arise
as a result of program implementation issues and non-compliance. For example, regulatory actions
should define what constitutes a violation, clearly outline what industry should do to comply with
the action and identify how compliance will be measured and by whom. The rule-writers should also
consider available information regarding industry-specific non-compliance histories (and underlying
causal factors) to determine whether the rule could be designed—or coordinated with other efforts—
in ways that improve compliance rates and overall rule effectiveness. See Text Box 5.
Does the regulatory action promote transparText Box 5: Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2)
ency and meaningful involvement? RegulaAmbient Air Quality Monitoring
tory actions that promote transparency and
In 2010, EPA strengthened the health-based NAAQS
meaningful involvement during implementaestablished new ambient air monitoring and reporting
tion can make it easier to engage and inform
requirements for NO2. To determine attainment of
the new standard, EPA established new ambient air
minority populations, low-income populations,
monitoring and reporting requirements for NO2.
tribes, and indigenous peoples throughout the
Ambient NO2 monitoring data are collected by state,
action lifecycle, including after regulations are
local and tribal monitoring agencies in accordance with
monitoring requirements contained in 40 CFR parts 50,
promulgated and being implemented. These
53 and 58. Under these monitoring requirements, EPA
actions may in turn improve their ability to spot
required Regional Administrators to work with states
to site a minimum of 40 NO2 monitors, above the
non-compliance issues or identify ways in which
minimum number required in the area-wide and nearimplementation may be improved. For example,
road network design, focused primarily on collecting
rule-writers should seek to design actions to
NO2 air quality data in areas where susceptible or
vulnerable populations may be exposed to ambient NO2
maximize appropriate public availability of
concentrations that have the potential to approach or
post-promulgation compliance information
exceed the NAAQS. Additional information is available
at http://www.epa.gov/ttn/amtic/svpop.html.
readily available and accessible to the affected
public. The rule-writers should also assess
how the action impacts the ability of minority
populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples to meaningfully participate in
subsequent environmental decision-making processes, e.g., permits, NEPA assessments, State Implementation Plans and reassessments of Agency regulatory actions.
Does the regulatory action encourage or require state, local and tribal governments to consider
EJ as they implement federal programs? State, local and tribal governments are the primary implementers of many programs that the Agency administers.16 If rule-writers have identified potential EJ
concerns that may arise during state, local or tribal implementation, they should then consider how
the action should address those issues. See Text Box 5 for an example of how this has been done successfully in a prior EPA rulemaking.
Does the regulatory action provide sufficient background information for drafting subsequent
individual permits? Permits are an important vehicle through which Agency regulatory actions are
implemented within a specific location.17 Permits implement generally applicable regulatory standards

16
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EPA reviews state, local, and tribal programs to determine if they meet applicable requirements for federal approval. If EPA finds that the program meets those requirements, it approves the state, local, or tribal government to implement the federal program. State and local governments
which receive grants to implement federal programs are also subject to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended. Title VI prohibits
recipients from discriminating on the basis of race, color, or national origin. A recipient’s obligation under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, is layered upon separate, but related, obligations under the federal or state environmental laws.
17 For more information on considering EJ in permitting, see http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/plan-ej/permitting.html.

by applying those standards to specific discharges and emissions of pollutants, which in some cases
may take into account estimates of exposure experienced by minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples in that location. To facilitate the drafting of subsequent permits, it
is important to consider, where feasible and appropriate, whether the data and assumptions that form
the basis of the regulatory standard being developed account for exposure to multiple stressors,18
impacts on vulnerable or susceptible populations, or other issues related to potential EJ concerns (see
next section for discussion of factors that contribute to potential EJ concerns).19, 20

F. What Are the Factors That Contribute to Potential
Environmental Justice Concerns?

Proximity and Exposure to Emission Sources. Proximity to emission sources is the most studied
indicator of high exposure in environmental justice literature. Disproportionate public health and
environmental effects may be related to a population’s differential proximity and associated exposure
to environmental stressors, often stemming from evolving mixed land use patterns (i.e., encroachment
of industrial/commercial facilities/infrastructure on residential communities or recreation areas, or
expansion of residential areas into current or former industrial/commercial sites).

Part 1: Key Concepts for Understanding
Whether Regulatory Actions Involve an
Environmental Justice Concern

Identifying the presence of potential EJ concerns goes beyond simply characterizing potentially
impacted populations. Several factors, summarized below, will help in assessing whether potential
EJ concerns may be associated with regulatory actions (i.e., whether disproportionate impacts on, or
distribution of benefits to, minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples
exist prior to or are created by the proposed action). These factors may contribute to the higher health
and environmental risks or lower environmental benefits in these populations. EJ concerns may result
from a combination of several, if not all, of the subsequently listed factors. However, in some circumstances, the presence of one or two of these factors alone could be sufficient to result in a potential EJ
concern (i.e., potentially disproportionate impact on minority populations, low-income populations,
and/or indigenous peoples). The rule-writers should note that disproportionate impacts may also arise
from factors not included here. See the Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in
Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013) for a more detailed discussion.

Unique Exposure Pathways. Unique exposure pathways are non-traditional pathways through
which exposure to a given stressor occurs. Some populations sustain unique environmental exposures
because of practices linked to their cultural background or socioeconomic status. For example, subsistence diets may expose these populations to toxic chemicals, such as exposures to mercury from a
fish diet or exposures to other chemicals from a diet high in contaminated vegetation.21 There are also
non-dietary exposure pathways that may be unique to some indigenous peoples, such as the practice
of basket weaving, where exposures to toxic chemicals may occur when contaminated materials are
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This Guide uses the term “environmental stressor” or “stressor” to encompass the range of chemical, physical or biological agents, contaminants, or pollutants that may be subject to a rulemaking.
19 In some situations, it may be appropriate for EPA to seek information about specific exposure pathways associated with cultural or traditional
practices before formulating assumptions or making a determination of whether the assumptions account for a population’s vulnerability. See
the Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Analysis.
20 For a more detailed discussion of EJ and permitting, see EPA’s Plan EJ 2014 webpage at http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/plan-ej/
permitting.html. The resources developed under the EJ in Permitting Initiative are housed on this website. The purpose of the EJ in Permitting
Initiative is to enable overburdened communities to have full and meaningful access to the permitting process and to develop permits that
address environmental justice issues to the greatest extent practicable under existing environmental laws.
21 In the case of subsistence fishing, these populations may be exercising legal rights, based on treaties, to do so.
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placed in the mouth during the weaving process. Unique exposure pathways can also be identified
based on other factors, such as behavioral and physiological stages of growth and development which
may occur during a particular life stage.22
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Physical Infrastructure. Physical infrastructure is a very important source of environmental stressors.
The physical infrastructure, such as poor housing, poorly maintained public buildings (e.g., schools)
or presence of legacy pollutants such as lead in paint and PCBs in building materials, may contribute
to making certain populations more vulnerable to environmental hazards.
Multiple Stressors and Cumulative Impacts. Exposures to, and risks from, multiple stressors from
one or more sources or pathways can be accumulated over time and result in one or multiple effects.
In addition, such risks may be modified by other stressors affecting the exposed population, such as
nutritional or health status, smoking, or other factors. However, the science supporting assessments of
such cumulative impacts is evolving and the data and analytical tools needed to develop informative,
scientifically sound analyses of these effects may not be available. Under these circumstances, estimated exposures or risks associated with environmental pollutants from a given source may not reflect
the potential health risks to populations exposed to multiple environmental stressors, particularly if
the emissions, exposures or risks being targeted by the action under consideration have significant
interaction effects with these other stressors. Minority populations, low-income populations, and/
or indigenous peoples are likely to suffer a wide range of environmental stressors, ranging from poor
air quality to poor housing. Numerous empirical studies and anecdotal accounts describe minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples that are impacted by multiple
environmental hazards, such as industrial facilities, landfills, transportation-related air pollution, poor
housing, leaking underground tanks, pesticides and incompatible land uses. Analyzing cumulative
impacts from multiple stressors allows a more complete evaluation of a population’s risk from pollutants targeted by the action under consideration, particularly when there may be important interaction
effects among these multiple stressors and adequate data and methods are available. The EPA’s Framework for Cumulative Risk Assessment23 can enhance an evaluation of the various aspects of cumulative
risk experienced by these populations. See also the Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental
Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013) for a more detailed discussion.
Capacity to Participate in Decision Making. The ability, or inability, to participate in the environmental decision-making process may contribute to disproportionate impacts. Factors which contribute to the inability of minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples
in particular to participate fully in the decision-making process include:

22
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•

Lack of trust;

•

Availability or lack of information;

•

Language barriers;

•

Socio-cultural issues;

•

Inability to access traditional communication channels; and

•

Limited capacity to access technical and legal resources.

EPA defines lifestages as the “time frame in an individual’s life characterized by unique and relatively stable behavioral and/or physiological
characteristics that are associated with development and growth.” For more information on lifestages, please visit http://yosemite.epa.gov/ochp/
ochpweb.nsf/content/lifestage.htm.
23 See http://www.epa.gov/raf/publications/framework-cra.htm.

Higher Risk in Response to Exposure Among Minority Populations, Low-Income Populations,
and/or Indigenous Peoples. At-risk populations are groups who have a greater likelihood of experiencing effects related to environmental exposures.24 Certain factors may render different groups less
able to resist or tolerate an environmental stressor. These risk factors may be intrinsic in nature, based
on age, sex, genetics, race or ethnicity, or acquired (such as chronic medical conditions, or smoking status); as well as extrinsic, non-biological factors such as those related to socioeconomic status,
reduced access to health-care, health-care, nutrition, fitness and/or exposures related factors.25

G. How Do the Decision-Makers Determine What Degree of
Assessment of Potential EJ Concerns Is Feasible and Appropriate?

Part 1: Key Concepts for Understanding
Whether Regulatory Actions Involve an
Environmental Justice Concern

If the rule-writers conclude that one or more of the previously listed factors is relevant to the action,
they should then consider whether the action involves potentially disproportionate impacts on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples and thus raises a potential EJ
concern. To characterize and better understand the populations affected by the proposed action, the
rule-writers may want to look at demographic data and consult with program and/or regional office
EJ coordinators.26 The rule-writers should also consider reaching out to these populations and tribes
directly to assess potential concerns and issues associated with the proposed action (see Part 3 below
for guidance on meaningfully engaging minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and
indigenous peoples). Where a screening analysis indicates the need for further analysis and engagement, the previously listed factors can be considered to determine the extent to which adverse health
or environmental risks may be higher or concentrated within minority populations, low-income
populations, and/or indigenous peoples. See the Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental
Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013) for how to evaluate potential EJ concerns. Rule-writers
may also want to draw on the expertise of representatives in their workgroup from the Office of
Research and Development.27

In determining whether potential EJ concerns may be at issue in regulatory actions, some level of
analysis is needed, be it qualitative, quantitative, or some combination of both. For many regulatory
actions, including actions that strengthen environmental protection, it is not possible to rule out
potential EJ concerns without some level of assessment. The extent to which an analysis of potential
EJ concerns is feasible and appropriate also will be affected by data, budget and analytical constraints
specific to the action and circumstance. See the Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental
Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013) for more information.
This Guide encourages offices to utilize a “screening–level” analysis when feasible and appropriate
to help determine the extent to which regulatory actions may raise potential EJ concerns that need
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This Guide uses the term “environmental stressor” or “stressor” to encompass the range of chemical, physical or biological agents, contaminants, or pollutants that may be subject to a rulemaking.
25 For example, in the final PM2.5 National Ambient Air Quality Standards rule, based on information presented in the Integrated Science
Assessment for Particulate Matter (U.S. EPA, 2009, sections 2.2.1 and 8.1.7), the EPA made a finding that persons with lower socioeconomic
status are at increased risk for experiencing adverse health effects related to PM exposures (78 FR 3104). Persons with lower socioeconomic
status (SES) have been generally found to have a higher prevalence of pre-existing diseases, limited access to medical treatment, and increased
nutritional deficiencies, which can increase this population’s risk of PM-related effects (77 FR 38911, June 29, 2012).
26 For a listing of media EJ Coordinators, please visit http://epa.gov/environmentaljustice/contact/ej-contacts-media.html. For a listing of
Regional EJ Coordinators, please visit http://epa.gov/environmentaljustice/contact/ej-contacts-regional.html.
27 The recently-released American Journal of Public Health Supplement “Environmental Justice and Disparities in Health” may be useful in gaining a more complete understanding of how these factors influence health outcomes. See http://ajph.aphapublications.org/toc/ajph/101/S1.
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to be evaluated further as rule-writers advance through the ADP.28 Rule-writers are encouraged to
check with the lead office’s EJ Coordinator, Agency memoranda relating to prioritization of rules
for EJ consideration/analysis and updates to the Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental
Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013) to assess whether specific guidance or screening tools are
available to support decision-makers as they determine the appropriate methods and approaches for
assessing potential EJ concerns in the context of the rule-making action.
Screening-level analyses can help offices focus their resources and efforts on regulatory actions
where there are opportunities to identify and address potential EJ concerns. As is often the case in
the development of many of EPA’s regulations, screening-level analyses may need to be updated or
reconsidered in the beginning stages of the ADP as more information becomes available. Rule-writers
should also consult with OGC if there are questions about the opportunities for addressing potential
EJ concerns that are provided by the statutes that govern the action.
Current EPA guidance does not prescribe or recommend a specific approach or methodology for
conducting screening-level analysis. A screening-level analysis should provide information related
to whether there may be potential EJ concerns associated with regulatory actions, and may include
elements such as the following:
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1.	A description of the potential impacts on, and existing risks to, minority populations, low-income
populations, and/or indigenous peoples. This may involve a description of:
•

The proximity of sources being regulated to these populations

•

The number of sources that may be impacting these populations

•

The nature and amount of pollutants that may be impacting these populations

•

Whether there are any unique exposure pathways involved

•

Combinations of the various EJ factors occurring in conjunction with one another

•

Expressed stakeholder concerns about the action, if any.

2.	A description of potential impediments to meaningful involvement. This may involve understanding whether the action presents opportunities to improve public involvement requirements or
limits opportunities in some way.
To assist decision-makers in their efforts to determine what degree of assessment of potential EJ
concerns is feasible and appropriate, rule-writers should consider the data that would be needed to
support a quantitative analysis and estimate the resources that would be needed to develop the data
and carry out a quantitative analysis. Rule-writers should then provide this information to decisionmakers to support their determinations regarding the analysis of EJ issues in the rulemaking effort. In
some circumstances, decision-makers might determine that there are insufficient data available to do
a quantitative evaluation or such analysis is otherwise infeasible or unnecessary. In such cases, it may
nonetheless be possible to develop a meaningful qualitative analysis (see example in Text Box 6).
There may also be circumstances where decision-makers elect not to go beyond a screening level
analysis to evaluate potential EJ concerns because it is impracticable to do so or initial screening or
other information indicates that EJ concerns are unlikely to be manifest.
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In October 2012, the Deputy Administrator announced that EJSCREEN is EPA’s official environmental justice screening tool for Agency
work. EJSCREEN is available within EPA at http://ejscreen.epa.gov/mapper/.

Text Box 6: DSW Analysis
Although EPA’s Analysis for the Definition of Solid Waste (DSW) relies on both quantitative and qualitative analyses, it
demonstrates how a qualitative approach can be used. The DSW analysis showcases how EPA used data on vulnerabilities
and impacts to support a proposed rule revision that would prevent and mitigate adverse impacts that disproportionately
affect minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous populations. This analysis made qualitative
connections between the increased incidence of vulnerability factors (relating to increased proximity and increased
susceptibility) and the likelihood that populations impacted by the rule, which included minority populations, low-income
populations, and/or indigenous populations, would potentially face increased risk of negative health and environmental
outcomes. The vulnerability factors considered in the DSW analysis are multiple and cumulative impacts; ability to
participate in the decision-making process; physical infrastructure; susceptible populations; and unique exposure pathways.
The analysis concluded that the underlying vulnerabilities traditionally associated with minority and low-income communities
may exacerbate potential adverse impacts of the DSW rule (see http://www.regulations.gov/#!documentDetail;D=EPA-HQRCRA-2010-0742-0004).

It is important to document the decision-makers’ determinations regarding the screening-level
analysis and any further analyses, including the information upon which these decisions are based.
This documentation should become part of the record for the action and will help the rule-writers
and associated programs establish compliance with the directives of EO 12898 and EJ policies.
Decision-makers may want to review this documentation and discuss whether further consideration
of potential EJ concerns is appropriate.

A regulatory response to an identified potential EJ concern may require rule-writers to consider
whether the regulatory action can and should set a stricter standard or go beyond the basic and ordinarily protective norms to require additional measures in a rule. The Agency’s ability to do this, and
the appropriateness of doing so, will depend on the Agency’s legal authority and whether sufficient
evidence of a potential EJ concern has been established, and whether circumstances or factors exist
with respect to the particular emissions, exposures or risks addressed by the action that justify setting
a stricter standard. An example of the latter might be the need to set a lower threshold of concern for
exposure to a pollutant because the exposure-response for that pollutant is altered by disproportionately high exposure to other environmental stressors. These opportunities will become clearer as the
Agency gains more experience in this area and as the data, tools and methods to evaluate potential EJ
concerns evolve.
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H. Exploring Regulatory Responses to Potential EJ Concerns

Examples of regulatory responses that could serve as starting points for rule-writer’s consideration
are discussed in Appendix E. The appendix includes examples in which responses to potential EJ
concerns strengthened the defensibility of the rule, generated better data on differential exposure
levels, increased benefits for all population groups, reduced disparities in risk, improved oversight of
facilities, and improved compliance.
In some cases, rule-writers may identify a potential EJ concern for which the Agency’s ability to
explore a regulatory response is limited. It is important for rule-writers to alert their decision-makers
to potential EJ concerns that cannot be addressed through the rule under development. This information allows decision‐makers to look for other resources and tools to address potential EJ concerns
as appropriate and as time, resources and data allow. In addition, rule-writers should pass along the
information they have gathered about potential EJ concerns to other EPA offices as they consider EJ as
they implement their own programs. See example in Text Box 7.
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Text Box 7: National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants:
Mineral Wool Production and Wool Fiberglass Manufacturing
Proposed Rule Development Example
As part of OAR’s development of the Wool Fiberglass Manufacturing rulemaking proposal, EPA sent requests to 29 fiberglass
manufacturing plants across the nation, asking them to provide emissions data. From this information, EPA learned that the
CertainTeed plant in the Fairfax Industrial District of Kansas City, Kansas, was emitting chromium VI emissions that were
higher than any other facility in the industry.
Region 7 proactively engaged the local community and identified the potential environmental concerns, opening lines
of communication and launching several opportunities for the community to voice concerns, ask questions and receive
additional information. At least ten face-to-face sessions were held, including stakeholders meetings, technical discussions, as
well as a round table discussion with the Region 7 Regional Administrator.
Concurrently, Region 7 conducted air monitoring at John Garland Park, located between the facilities and nearby residential
areas. The results of the air monitoring did not indicate that the plant emissions were a health concern for the community.
The monitoring was conducted for approximately five months, however the furnace associated with the high chromium VI
emissions was idled shortly after the monitoring began, and remains idled to this day.
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Due to the high level of local interest regarding this rulemaking, a public hearing was also held in the Kansas City area
giving the community an opportunity to submit verbal and written comments on the pending rulemaking. Much like the
air monitoring events, holding a public hearing in the vicinity of an active community is not typically a direct result of the
rulemaking process.
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Rule-writers should also assess whether additional compliance drivers and tools for ensuring transparency (such as those discussed in section E.3) should be included in the regulations they are
developing to ensure that the rules are as effective as possible in addressing the EJ Factors identified
in Section F above. These tools can complement enforcement programs and enhance public involvement in rule implementation.

Part 2: Considering Environmental
Justice During the Development of
Regulatory Actions Under the Action
Development Process

1. Identify potential EJ concerns;
2. Plan to achieve meaningful involvement;
3. Plan to evaluate and address potential EJ
concerns;

Text Box 8: What Is the Action
Development Process?
The ADP is a method for producing quality actions,
such as regulations, policies, guidance, strategies and
reports. It ensures that EPA uses the best available
information to support its actions and that scientific,
economic and policy issues are adequately coordinated
across the Agency during the various stages of action
development. Activities that implement EO 12898 should
be undertaken within the framework of this process. For
more information, see EPA’s Action Development Process:
Guidance for EPA Staff on Developing Quality Actions
available on OP’s intranet site at http://intranet.epa.gov/
adplibrary.

4. Discuss potential EJ concerns with
decision-makers;

Part 2: Considering Environmental Justice During
the Development of Regulatory Actions Under
the Action Development Process

This section of the Guide describes the key
issues related to considering EJ during the
development of regulatory actions under the
ADP (see Text Box 8). It is designed to help the
rule-writers identify opportunities in the ADP
where they can:

5. Compare how options under consideration would change the environmental and public health
impacts on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples; and
6. Document the rule-writers’ efforts to achieve meaningful involvement and address potential EJ
concerns.

A. Who Is Responsible for Considering EJ During the
Development of Regulatory Actions Under the ADP?
Rule-writers and decision-makers (see definitions provided in subsection B of the Overview and Background section) should use this Guide in the development of regulatory actions. In addition, rulewriters and decision-makers may seek assistance from other EPA resources, such as EJ Coordinators.
Based on the level of participation in the development of regulatory actions, they may have additional
specific responsibilities. See EPA’s Action Development Process: Guidance for EPA Staff on Developing
Quality Actions for general information about the roles and responsibilities of the different participants
in the development of regulatory actions. Following is guidance for key actors in the ADP:
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1. Decision-Makers. Relying on information provided
by the rule-writers, EPA decision-makers determine what
Decision-makers establish policy priorities,
needs to be done to identify and address potential EJ
communicate expectations to the workgroup
concerns for Agency regulatory actions under developand decide whether or not a potential EJ
concern warrants further evaluation, the level
ment (see Text Box 9). They communicate expectations
of analysis and public involvement, and the
to the rule-writers, establish policy priorities, identify
resources available for those activities.
issues of significant concern and guide the process of
developing the action. As a result, decision-makers play
a key role in ensuring that the potential EJ implications
of regulatory actions are considered during the development of those actions, and that populations
affected by those actions have an opportunity to participate.

Part 2: Considering Environmental Justice During
the Development of Regulatory Actions Under
the Action Development Process

Text Box 9: Decision-Makers

In particular, decision-makers determine early in the process the appropriate level of analysis and
engagement of stakeholders, including minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and
indigenous peoples, considering factors such as the legal framework governing the regulatory action,
the availability of relevant data and feasibility of analytical methodologies, stakeholder interest and the
impacts that EJ concerns are likely to have on the actual decisions involving the action. Based on the
application of these criteria, some regulatory actions will be identified for enhanced efforts that may
require the development of new data, application of more advanced analytical methodologies and
more extensive and targeted engagement of minority populations, low-income populations, tribes,
and indigenous peoples. Decision-makers convey determinations on the appropriate level of analysis
and stakeholder engagement to the workgroup.
Decision-makers are responsible for ensuring rule-writers address the following three core EJ questions at the appropriate points during the development of the regulatory action under the ADP (as
described below in this section):
1. How will (or did) the public participation process provide transparency and meaningful participation for minority populations, low-income population, tribes, and indigenous peoples?
2. How do the rule-writers plan to (or how did the rule-writers) identify and address existing and
new disproportionate environmental and public health impacts on minority populations, lowincome populations, and/or indigenous peoples during the rulemaking process?
3. How did the actions taken under #1 and #2 impact the outcome or final decision?
Appendix B provides a quick reference for EPA decision-makers on when and how they can participate in the action’s development to ensure that the rule-writers identify and evaluate potential EJ
concerns.
2. The Workgroup Chair. The role of the workgroup chair is to facilitate and oversee the efforts of
the rule-writers to achieve meaningful involvement and to consider EJ concerns during the development of the action. Appendix C provides a checklist to identify what the chair may need to know and/
or do in order to integrate EJ into the development of the action.
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3. The Rule-Writing Workgroup. The rule-writing workgroup is responsible for assuring meaningful
involvement and consideration of EJ concerns during the development of the regulatory action under
the ADP (see Text Box 10). Workgroup members influence the scope and content of analyses of EJ
concerns that support regulatory actions. Workgroup members, as representatives of their program
offices or regional offices, should keep decision-makers in their organizations informed of EJ concerns

and workgroup actions in a timely manner so
that they can formulate appropriate responses.

Text Box 10: What Is the Workgroup?
The workgroup consists of representatives from

interested program offices and Regions. The workgroup
4. The Analysts. For the most part, the anadevelops the draft regulation, involving its members
lysts—those doing the economic or scientific
throughout the ADP. Workgroup members represent
supporting analyses—are likely to be members
the position of their program office or Region. Tier
1 and Tier 2 actions call for formation of action
of the workgroup. In some cases, however, the
development workgroups. Even though Tier 3 actions
analysts may only be involved in the analytic
do not normally call for teams/workgroups, the lead
program should consider the level of assistance needed
work performed as part of the development of
from Regions and other offices to produce a quality
regulatory actions. In either case, the analyst
regulatory action.
plays a key role in identifying the analytical
topics that will need to be addressed during the
development of regulatory actions, as well as
leading or actively participating in the analytical efforts, including considering whether one or more
scientific or economic analyses are needed to support those actions.29 It is also important to note
that these analyses may be quantitative, qualitative, or both. See the Guidelines for Preparing Economic
Analyses and the Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Analysis
(U.S. EPA 2013) under development for more information on conducting an analysis of potential EJ
concerns for regulatory actions.

The following is a description of the opportunities for considering potential EJ concerns at the specific
steps in developing regulatory actions under the ADP. If the workgroup is unable to follow the activities described below for a particular step of the ADP, those activities may be performed at later steps,
as appropriate.

Part 2: Considering Environmental Justice During
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B. When Should Potential EJ Concerns Be Considered During the
Development of Regulatory Actions Under the ADP?

The procedural steps under the Agency’s ADP may vary based on the specific tier designation. The
procedural steps described in this Guide primarily apply to regulatory actions developed under Tier
1 and 2 of the ADP because Tier 3 regulatory actions, such as regional office regulatory actions, may
not follow all the same procedural steps. For example, an Analytic Blueprint (preliminary or detailed)
is optional for Tier 3 actions. Even though a particular ADP step may not apply to the action, rulewriters should consider potential EJ concerns regardless of the tier level assigned to the regulatory
action. Note that some regional offices regulatory actions are developed under the ADP as Tier 3
actions while some are developed under a separate process from the ADP. This Guide can also help
workgroups consider EJ concerns for those regional offices regulatory actions that are developed
under a separate process from the ADP.
Appendix A includes a flowchart, entitled “Incorporating Environmental Justice into Tier 1 and Tier 2
Actions Under the ADP,” which outlines the ADP procedural steps for Tier 1 and 2 actions to illustrate
when EJ concerns might be integrated at various steps throughout the ADP (see blue text boxes). The
discussion that follows in this Guide is linked to the numbered steps used in the Tier 1 and 2 process

29

See EPA’s Action Development Process Guidelines for Preparing Analytic Blueprints, p. 14, available electronically at http://intranet.epa.gov/
adplibrary/documents/abp09-30-04.pdf.
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flowchart. This information is also provided on the EPA intranet in the form of tool at http://intranet.
epa.gov/oswer/policy/ejr/index.html.

ADP Steps 1 and 2 – Action Initiation and Tiering
Once the Agency decides to initiate a regulatory action (Step 1), the next step of the ADP is tiering
(Step 2). At this point, the lead EPA Program Office must fill out a tiering form in the ADP TRACKER
that provides basic information about the action being initiated. Table 1 displays the EJ question
currently in the ADP TRACKER. These questions can be used to help determine whether regulatory
actions may involve a subject that is of particular interest to or may have particular impacts on these
populations.
Table 1: EJ Question in ADP TRACKER
Environmental Justice
Does this action involve a topic that is likely to be of particular interest to or have particular impact upon minority
populations, low-income populations, or indigenous populations, or tribes?
Yes

If the answer is Yes, please check a minimum of one of the following options:

Comments:

The action is likely to impact the health of these populations.
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The action is likely to impact the environmental conditions of these populations.
 he action is likely to present an opportunity to address an existing disproportionate
T
impact on these populations.
 he action is likely to result in the collection of information or data that could be used
T
to assess potential impacts on the health or environmental conditions of these populations or tribes.
The action is likely to affect the availability of information to these populations or tribes.
Other reasons. Explain:
No	Selecting No means that this action is not likely to be of any particular interest to these
populations or tribes. Explain:

Comments:

TBD	Selecting TBD means that, given the information available at this time, the Agency does not
know if these populations or tribes will be particularly interested in this action.

Comments:

For some offices, the EJ question asked at tiering might also be the impetus for an initial screening
analysis, as discussed in Part 1 of this document. For other offices, there may already be a screening
process in place that can inform how rule-writers answer this question at tiering.
As the lead program office prepares to answer the EJ question displayed in Table 1, there are some
important points to keep in mind.
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•

Rule-writers are expected to make an informed assessment about whether regulatory actions
will have potential impacts on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples based on readily accessible information and what the rule-writers already know
about a regulatory action and its potential EJ implications, recognizing that at this early step in
the ADP they may not have sufficient information to determine whether a potential EJ concern
is associated with the action.

•

The question also asks about actions that may be of particular interest to minority populations,
low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples. A regulatory action may be of particular interest if it concerns a topic that these populations or tribes have identified as important.
For example, a rule that affects the availability of information may be of interest even though it

may not have particular impacts on these populations or tribes. If a regulatory action may be of
particular interest to these populations or tribes, rule-writers may need to provide opportunities
for meaningful involvement in the development of those actions.
Answering yes to this question signals that potential EJ concerns are likely to be involved in
the regulatory action. See the Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in
Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013) for guidance on analytic expectations. If rule-writers believe
that the action may involve a potential EJ concern, they may request that an EJ coordinator be
assigned to join the workgroup or otherwise support the action. This can be done by requesting
OEJ assistance in assigning an EJ coordinator in the “Workgroup” section of the tiering form or
by describing the potential concerns in the section labeled “Additional information or assistance
needed.”

•

Answering TBD to this question signals that the rule-writers should consider whether there are
potential EJ concerns associated with the regulatory action as they go through the ADP. Rulewriters are expected to conduct proper outreach and evaluation activities to make a determination of whether potential EJ concerns are involved and how those concerns can be addressed
before they develop the final action. See the Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental
Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013) for guidance on analytic expectations.

•

The lead program office’s answer to this question (along with other information on the tiering
form) will be part of the Agency’s Regulatory Development and Retrospective Review Tracker
(Reg DaRRT) Reg DaRRT offers the public a means of learning about and tracking rulemakings
(see Text Box 11). One of the features allows rule-writers and the public to sort actions based
on the responses to the EJ question displayed in Table 1. Reg DaRRT is updated
Text Box 11: What Is Reg DaRRT?
regularly, so any updates rule-writers
make to the action in the ADP TRACKER
The Regulatory Development and Retrospective Review
Tracker (Reg DaRRT) provides information to the
is reflected on Reg DaRRT throughout the
public on the status of EPA’s priority rulemakings and
life of the action. Rule-writers can access
retrospective reviews of existing regulations. Reg DaRRT
the Reg DaRRT website at http://yosemite.
includes rulemakings that have not yet been proposed,
those that are open for public comment, those for which
epa.gov/opei/RuleGate.nsf/.

•

recently finalized.
Program Offices will be asked to reconsider their answer for this question during
the semi-annual update of the Agency’s
Regulatory Agenda. This provides rule-writers with an opportunity discuss whether the answer
should be changed based on new information or the results of the evaluation.
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•

EPA is working on a final rule, and those that have been

ADP Step 3 – Preliminary Analytic Blueprint (PABP)
The PABP, which is required for all Tier 1 and 2 actions, provides an opportunity to review the rulewriters’ screening decision and to identify what steps they will take to ensure that EJ concerns are
considered in the development of regulatory actions. This opportunity to revisit EJ considerations is
similar to the opportunity the PABP provides to revisit other assumptions or decisions made regarding other aspects of the regulation development effort. It is important to document the potential EJ
concerns and how rule-writers will develop needed information and how they will use that existing
and new information to explore and address them in the action.
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Careful consideration of EJ concerns in the PABP can improve regulatory actions by ensuring appropriate consideration in planning rule-writers’ activities, including early attention to data gathering,
facilitating cross-agency sharing of valuable information, expertise and perspectives and by fostering
early agreement on the three core EJ questions through a structured, documented process. It is likely
that information to describe baseline conditions for minority populations, low-income populations
and indigenous peoples may be lacking, potentially limiting the ability to assess the impacts of the
regulation on those populations. However, timely assessment and planning for these information
needs will help rule-writers develop a well-supported and documented regulatory action and avoid
last minute concerns over the type of information or analyses that should be available or might need
to be developed (see Text Box 12). The rule-writers should also be aware of opportunities to coordinate data collection and analytical efforts with children’s and other health impacts analyses conducted
in developing the rule.30

Text Box 12: Consider a broad array of opportunities to integrate the meaningful involvement of
minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples in the development and
implementation of a regulatory action
When developing actions:
Part 2: Considering Environmental Justice During
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• Reach out to
potentially affected
populations and tribes
early;
• Include them in data
gathering;
• Engage them in
developing options to
address the issue(s);
and
• Consider their role in
future activities.

If the action establishes a
framework or regulatory
standards for subsequent
actions, make sure to:
• Provide opportunities
for public involvement
in the subsequent
actions; and
• Engage potentially
affected populations
and tribes in the
subsequent actions.

When implementing the
action:
• Continue to manage
the ongoing program
• Build awareness;
• Provide information;
• Involve potentially
affected populations
and tribes in program
activities;
• Seek feedback; and
• Be transparent.

To determine whether the regulatory action may have potential EJ concerns, and to ensure appropriate and timely information is provided to decision-makers, the PABP should (to the extent relevant
and appropriate):

30
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•

Identify potentially affected populations and tribes, as well as others who might be interested in
the action;

•

Outline plans and resource needs for achieving meaningful involvement of minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples;

•

Describe the plans and resource needs for evaluating impacts on of minority populations, lowincome populations and indigenous peoples;

See EO 13045 Protection of Children from Environmental Health Risks and Safety Risks. Rule-makers should also be aware of the requirements in EPA’s Guide to Considering Children’s Health When Developing EPA Actions: Implementing Executive Order 13045 and EPA’s Policy
on Evaluating Health Risks to Children.

•

Identify available EJ assessment tools, as well as related needs for data collection, expertise and
resources; and

•

Identify potential analytical issues that will need to be raised to decision-makers or addressed.

Please note that the PABP does not have to describe the details of the analyses that might be needed to
evaluate EJ concerns.
It may be beneficial to develop a separate scoping document that becomes part of the PABP for
purposes of increasing accountability and visibility of evaluating EJ concerns. For example, a scoping
document may be a useful vehicle to provide an opportunity for meaningful involvement early in the
regulatory action’s development.
The framework for identifying and addressing EJ concerns is part of an iterative process. It is therefore
important to revisit in later stages of the ADP as information and ideas continue to develop, similarly
to revisiting assumptions or decisions made regarding other aspects of the regulation development
effort, the scope of inquiry relating to evaluation of EJ concerns.
The PABP is an important vehicle for raising EJ concerns to decision-makers. Once developed,
rule-writers should submit the PABP to senior management decision-makers as part of the request for
Early Guidance.

At this step, decision-makers convey their
expectation that rule-writers consider potential
EJ concerns during regulatory action development. Early Guidance always comes from senior
management decision-makers, although the level
of management giving guidance differs for Tier
1 and Tier 2 actions. See Text Box 13 and EPA’s
Action Development Process: Guidance for EPA Staff
on Developing Quality Actions, available on OP’s
intranet site http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary,
for more information on Early Guidance.

Text Box 13: Early Guidance from
Decision-Makers
Early guidance from decision-makers determines
the appropriate level of analysis and engagement of
stakeholders, based on:
• Stakeholder interest;
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ADP Step 4 – Early Guidance

• The legal framework governing the action;
• The availability of data;
• The availability of resources and the timeline for
developing the action; and
• The impacts that EJ concerns are likely to have on the
actual decisions involving the action.

In addition, at Early Guidance rule-writers
should obtain input from decision-makers
on the proposed approaches for considering
potential EJ concerns and any potential complications or issues in doing so. Rule-writers should be
prepared to respond to decision-makers’ questions about whether the regulatory action may involve
a potential EJ concern, and how this was or will be ascertained. This will ensure that decision-makers
provide the direction that rule-writers need to respond to the three core EJ questions outlined in
Part 2, Section A (and repeated in the guidance for Step 5). Rule-writers also should be prepared to
explain what resources are required to identify and evaluate potential EJ concerns, including data
needs.
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ADP Step 5 – Detailed Analytic Blueprint (DABP)
The DABP should incorporate the directions received through Early Guidance from senior management decision-makers. The preparation of the DABP provides rule-writers with another opportunity
to plan key activities for determining whether and how potential EJ concerns will be identified and
considered during the development of the regulatory action, including scientific and economic analysis, information gathering and defining alternative approaches to be considered. If there are potential
EJ concerns, the rule-writers should also develop a detailed public involvement plan that provides
transparency and meaningful participation for minority populations, low-income populations, tribes,
and indigenous peoples (e.g., by considering their needs, capacities, cultural practices and languages).
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The DABP may identify a preliminary plan to determine to what extent the regulatory action involves
EJ concerns, estimate the magnitude of such concerns and guide the initial development of any
options regarding those concerns. When preparing a quantitative or qualitative evaluation of potential
EJ concerns, the DABP should describe the:
•

Rule-writers with lead responsibility for the preliminary and detailed assessments of EJ
concerns;

•

Data needs and data sources for the EJ assessment;

•

Scope and basic methodology of the EJ assessment;

•

Outputs of the EJ assessment; and

•

Schedule and resources required to prepare the EJ assessment.

In addition, the DABP should describe the rule-writers’ planned activities to ensure that they can
answer the first two of the three core EJ questions at key stages in the ADP:
1.	How did/will the public participation process provide transparency and meaningful participation for minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples?
This question asks rule-writers to document the proactive steps taken, beyond minimum notice
and comment opportunities, to meaningfully engage these populations, tribes and peoples in the
development of the regulatory action. This would include any outreach to state, tribal, and local
governments and to national- and community-level non-governmental organizations, among
others. Rule-writers should document planned public meetings, information sessions, workshops
or other activities designed to identify and encourage the participation of these populations, tribes
and peoples.
2.	How did the rule-writers identify and address existing and/or new disproportionate environmental and public health impacts on minority populations, low-income populations,
and/or indigenous peoples?
This question asks rule-writers to document the proactive steps taken to identify and address
potentially disproportionate impacts on the public health and environment of these populations. This could include any investigation and characterization the rule-writers performed of
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geographic areas or populations that are likely to be most affected by the action. As part of this
evaluation, rule-writers are encouraged to look at the distribution of the positive environmental
and health consequences from the EPA’s activities. Rule-writers should ensure that they have
identified and addressed issues that are of concern to minority populations, low-income populations, tribes and indigenous peoples.
Rule-writers should note that not all regulatory actions will raise potential EJ concerns. For regulatory
actions that do not raise EJ concerns, rule-writers can answer the three core EJ questions by showing
that the action either:
•

Underwent a screening-level analysis designed to identify those regulatory actions that may
raise potential EJ concerns and those that do not; or

•

Has been shown—through thorough research and analysis—to support a determination that
the action does not involve any potential EJ concerns.

ADP Step 6 – Management A pproval of the DABP
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The review and approval of the DABP provides another important opportunity for the rule-writers to
check in with decision-makers to determine whether and how potential EJ concerns will be identified and considered during the development of the regulatory action. For example, during the formal
cross-agency review of the draft DABP, the rulewriters and other reviewers of the draft DABP
(e.g., OEJ or the lead office’s EJ Coordinator) can
Text Box 14: Management A pproval of DABP
assess whether the DABP outlines activities for
During the course of developing the PABP and DABP, an
identifying or considering potential EJ concerns.
office may alter its determination that an action might be
of particular interest to or have particular impacts upon
The decision-makers can also use this as an
minority populations, low-income populations, and/ or
opportunity to consider how well the DABP
indigenous peoples. Should such a change occur, alter
addresses potential EJ concerns before approving
the answer provided to the EJ Question in the ADP
TRACKER (illustrated in the section titled “ADP Steps
the DABP (see Text Box 14).
1 and 2”). The EJ Question in the TRACKER can be
altered at any time. Changes to Tier 1 and Tier 2 actions
are updated regularly so the public can access EPA’s
latest thinking about an action.

Once the DABP is approved, decision-makers
have determined the appropriate level of analysis
and engagement for the regulatory action. In
the absence of any compelling circumstances
that would cause decision-makers to revisit this or other non-EJ determinations, rule-writers should
follow the direction provided by decision-makers in the DABP for the remaining steps of the ADP.

ADP Step 7 – Data Collection, Analysis and Consultation, and Development of
Regulatory Options
In this step, rule-writers should implement the DABP and investigate the regulatory problem that
the action is intended to address, gather relevant information, consult with stakeholders, including
minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples, and develop options
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for resolving the problem.31 Integrated into all of these activities should be the consideration of the
extent to which there are potential EJ concerns, and how those concerns may be addressed. Rulewriters should use the Agency’s available EJ assessment tools to determine the extent to which the
action has potential EJ concerns, complete EJ-related consultation or public participation, as appropriate, and analyze any potential EJ concerns.
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Although analyses to evaluate potential EJ concerns will vary across regulatory actions, they typically
have the same starting point. Rule-writers should attempt to describe the regulatory baseline and the
anticipated changes in emissions, exposures, and/or risks to be achieved by an action. It is important,
where appropriate and when data permit, to characterize the potential changes in emissions, exposures and/or risks on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples.
The analysis should cover the appropriate range of options considered to address those impacts and
should provide a sufficient level of detail to distinguish major environmental or public health impacts
across the options for these population groups. Rule-writers should consider the data needed to support such analyses when developing their Preliminary and Detailed Analytical Blue Prints in order to
maximize their opportunities to describe these baselines and the projected impacts of their regulatory
actions. See the Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S.
EPA 2013) for guidance on analytic expectations.

ADP Step 8 – Options Selection
Options selection is the last step in the ADP before rule-writers finish drafting the regulatory action.
In this step, the rule-writers can identify the significant issues and several options to resolve each
issue. Senior management decision-makers then selects those options that would best achieve the
goals of the action. Selecting a regulatory action from among many options is a complex process. The
extent to which potential EJ concerns factor into the process will vary considerably across regulatory
actions, and will depend in large part on the operative requirements of the statute under which the
action is being taken.
In presenting the options to senior management decision-makers for final decision-making, rulewriters have another opportunity to consider whether potential EJ concerns have been addressed.
Decision-makers will also have an opportunity to confirm that the rule-writers have considered
and addressed potential EJ concerns, including any necessary consultations to achieve meaningful
involvement. The options selection presentation should describe the rule-writers’ activities and efforts
to assess potential EJ concerns and to involve affected populations, including minority populations,
low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples. The presentation should also describe
what actions are recommended to ensure that
potential EJ concerns are addressed by each of
Text Box 15: Does the DABP Address EJ?
the options being presented (see Text Box 15).
Rule-writers should be prepared to discuss the
The DABP presents the plan that implements the
management decision regarding the level of analysis and
options under consideration in the regulatory
engagement of stakeholders.
action (such as pollution control options) in

31
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See previous discussion about preparing the DABP, which should include a consultation plan that describes how the workgroup will achieve
meaningful involvement, particularly for those stakeholders that may have historically not been able to participate. In addition, the workgroup
should consult the Agency’s Risk Characterization Handbook, which provides a single, centralized body of risk characterization implementation
guidance for Agency risk assessors and risk managers to help make the risk characterization process transparent and the risk characterization
products clear, consistent and reasonable, at http://www.epa.gov/osa/spc/pdfs/rchandbk.pdf.

light of their impacts on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples,
including reductions in exposure or risk.
In presenting the results of the analysis evaluating potential EJ concerns to decision-makers, rulewriters should be aware of the specific statutory and other important criteria they will use to select an
option. Where EJ concerns represent the major consideration for selecting an option, it is vital that
the nature and magnitude of impacts be clearly presented in some detail. For example, the following
questions might be answered:
•

Are there studies documenting impacts? How complete are the studies?

•

Is there indication that certain populations are particularly sensitive?

•

What are the qualitative and quantitative differences?

ADP Step 9 – Preparation of the Action and Supporting Documents
In this step, rule-writers prepare the regulatory action, consistent with decision-maker direction.
This step includes preparing the rule and preamble and the supporting documents. The evaluation of
potential EJ concerns is part of this step.
At this stage, the rule-writers may document how they identified, assessed and addressed potential EJ
concerns and how they achieved the meaningful involvement of minority populations, low-income
populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples. Even if the rule-writers concluded there were no EJ concerns, the activities that led to that conclusion should be documented. It is important that pertinent
documents relating to potential EJ concerns are understandable and readily accessible to the public in
the docket for the regulatory action.
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In addition, rule-writers should be prepared to discuss the first two of the three core EJ questions outlined above in Part 2, Section A. The rule-writers should also note that regulatory actions that impact
the availability of information or the ability to participate meaningfully in the implementation of a
program might have indirect impacts on these populations that should be considered. For example,
a rule that modifies reporting requirements for regulated industries may make it easier or harder to
effectively monitor facilities that are of concern to these populations and understand whether the rule
is achieving the intended results. This type of impact should be considered.

In general, the preamble for the regulatory action should clearly state how the action is supported by
the results of the analyses to evaluate potential EJ concerns. If the data to characterize potential EJ
concerns was insufficient or inadequate, the preamble should describe clearly the Agency’s efforts to
search for data to characterize risks and how the regulatory decision addressed the data gaps and any
qualitative information available on potential EJ concerns. Suggested template language for addressing
EO 12898 in preambles is available in the ADP library (http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary) and covers
both proposed and final rules. However, the rule-writers’ documentation is not limited to the inclusion of appropriate language in the preamble to address compliance with EO 12898.
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ADP Step 10 – Final A gency Review (FAR)
Once the regulatory action has been developed, a package is presented to the decision-makers for
Final Agency Review (FAR). The FAR package consists of the final drafts of the action itself (e.g., the
Federal Register [FR] document that represents the proposed rule), the supporting documents (e.g.,
the economic analysis and, if prepared separately, any assessment of potential EJ concerns), the Action
Memorandum and any other relevant documents (e.g., the Information Collection Request, Communications Plan, etc.).
As part of the draft Action Memorandum, rule-writers should specifically address the three core EJ
questions identified in Part 2, Section A (and repeated in ADP Step 5 above). These answers will
accompany the action when it is presented to the Administrator or other Agency decision-maker for
signature.
This is the final opportunity for rule-writers and decision-makers to consider whether potential EJ
concerns have been considered and addressed, and to ensure that the rule-writers have properly
documented those efforts.
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ADP Steps 11 & 12 – Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Review (if “significant”
under EO 12866)
If the regulatory action requires OMB review, rule-writers will have to prepare a package for submission to OMB. For more details, see the EPA’s Action Development Process: Guidance for EPA Staff on
Developing Quality Actions (http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary).

ADP Steps 13 & 14 – Signature and Publication
The lead program prepares the action for
signature by the designated Agency official and
subsequent publication in the Federal Register.
For more details, see Text Box 16 and the EPA’s
Action Development Process: Guidance for EPA Staff
on Developing Quality Actions (http://intranet.epa.
gov/adplibrary).

Text Box 16: OMB Review
During OMB review, an office may alter its conclusion
that an action might be of particular interest to or have
particular impacts upon minority populations, lowincome populations, and/or indigenous populations.
Should such a change occur, alter the answer provided
to the EJ Question in the ADP TRACKER (illustrated
in the section titled “ADP Steps 1 and 2”). The EJ
Question in the TRACKER can be altered at any time.
Changes to Tier 1 and Tier 2 actions are regularly
updated so the public can access EPA’s latest thinking
about an action.

Once signed by the appropriate official, the FR
document is transmitted to the Office of the
Federal Register for final publication. Rulewriters should ensure that all relevant documentation regarding the consideration of potential EJ
concerns during the development of the action is included in the docket for the action.

ADP Step 15 – Soliciting and Accepting Public Comment
This step in the process provides another opportunity for the rule-writers to consider ways to
ensure that the public comment process allows for meaningful involvement of minority populations,
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low-income population, tribes, and indigenous peoples, both in terms of providing a sufficient
comment period and in terms of notification, communication or outreach to actively engage affected
populations or tribes. This may include holding one or more public meetings or hearings in or near
affected populations and tribes. If a public meeting and/or hearing is held, the rule-writers and lead
program office should ensure there is sufficient notice about the meeting and/or hearing, and the
meeting and/or hearing is scheduled at a time and place convenient to affected populations and tribes,
with appropriate translation services, as appropriate. These activities may also be scheduled prior
to the public comment period. See Part 3 of this Guide for ideas on how rule-writers can achieve
meaningful involvement.

ADP Step 16 – Developing the Final Regulatory action
When preparing for the final stage of the regulatory action, the first step is to evaluate the public
comments, which provides another opportunity for rule-writers to consider potential EJ concerns
that were identified and discussed in the preamble, as well as an opportunity to consider potential EJ
concerns raised in public comments.

Rule-writers should then brief decision-makers on the scope of the EJ-related comments received and
recommend how to respond to them. Decision-makers will consider the recommendations and will
then provide guidance on how to proceed in developing the final action (e.g., this is equivalent to
Early Guidance as discussed previously). Decision-maker guidance will also identify which process
steps the rule-writers should follow in preparing the final action, which may vary based on the nature
and extent of comments or other factors.
As with all significant public comments, rule-writers are expected to consider and respond to all
significant public comments on EJ-related topics that are relevant to the proposal and submitted
during the applicable comment period. For more details on responding to public comments, see the
EPA’s Action Development Process: Guidance for EPA Staff on Developing Quality Actions (http://intranet.
epa.gov/adplibrary). It is also important to update responses to the EJ Question in the ADP TRACKER
as needed and appropriate.
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In considering comments, rule-writers should evaluate whether the consideration of potential EJ
concerns in the analyses performed for the proposed action needs to be refined or revised, and if so,
how. If the EPA did not consider potential EJ concerns in their analyses, rule-writers should consider
whether the public comments raise issues that may warrant reconsideration.

In general, rule-writers will be expected to follow the same basic process steps to finalize the action,
thereby having additional opportunities to ensure that they satisfy the Agency’s commitments to both
identify and address potential EJ concerns, and to provide meaningful involvement in the ADP.
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Part 3: Achieving Meaningful
Involvement

Part 3: Achieving Meaningful Involvement

A. What Is Meaningful Involvement?
The EPA defines EJ as the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation and enforcement
of environmental laws, regulations and policies. Meaningful involvement means that: (1) potentially
affected populations have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed
activity (i.e., rulemaking) that may affect their environment and/or health; (2) the populations’ contributions can influence the EPA’s rulemaking decisions; (3) the concerns of all participants involved will
be considered in the decision-making process; and (4) the EPA will seek out and facilitate the involvement of populations potentially affected by the EPA’s rulemaking process.
Executive Order 12898 Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and LowIncome Populations and other policies32 direct federal agencies to improve public participation among
minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples. Consistent with the
Agency’s definition of EJ and EO 12898, Agency policy directs staff to take proactive steps to provide
opportunities for potentially affected populations to participate in decisions that may affect their
environment or health.
As EPA rule-writers identify opportunities for public involvement, they should also consider EO
13166 Improving Access to Services for Persons with Limited English Proficiency, which addresses the need
to give voice to populations who historically may have been excluded from consideration during the
decision-making process.
Public involvement works best when rule-writers consult with stakeholders, including minority
populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples early and often and when their
efforts follow a decision-making process that the potentially impacted populations understand and,
to the extent feasible, have had a role in designing. Minority populations, low-income populations,
tribes, and indigenous peoples have unique knowledge of their goals, needs and vulnerabilities.
Through early public involvement, rule-writers can obtain information on issues affecting these populations and other entities and increase the understanding of such issues in the context of developing
the action.

32

32

For example, see EPA Policy on Environmental Justice for Working with Federally Recognized Tribes and Indigenous Peoples. (2014), http://www.
epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/indigenous/ej-indigenous-policy.pdf.

Rule-writers should develop a public involvement plan early in the rulemaking process, optimally as
a part of the analytic blueprint stage so that the plan ensures that (1) opportunities for meaningful
involvement have been appropriately addressed without delaying the rulemaking process, (2) input is
considered early in the process so impacted populations may influence the Agency’s decision-making
process, where appropriate, and (3) the rule-writers get direction on the appropriate level of outreach
and other activities given the nature of the rule, its potential impacts, and available resources.

B. Existing Guidance on Meaningful Public Involvement
The EPA is committed to engaging all stakeholders as it develops and implements Agency actions, but
recognizes that special attention is often required in ensuring meaningful involvement of minority
populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples. There are numerous resources
that rule-writers can use to help determine what type and level of public involvement is appropriate for their regulatory actions.33 See Text Box 17 for an overview of basic steps for effective public
involvement. For some regulatory actions, it may be appropriate to reach out to affected populations,
while for others it may be appropriate to go further and invite them to the table to develop alternatives for consideration.
Text Box 17: 7 Basic Steps for Effective
Public Involvement
1. Plan and budget for public involvement activities;
2. Identify the interested and affected public;
3. Consider providing technical or financial assistance to
the public to facilitate involvement;
4. Provide information and outreach to the public;
5. Conduct public consultation and involvement
activities;

Part 3: Achieving Meaningful Involvement

Also, statutory and regulatory authorities set
minimum standards for public involvement, so
it is important to be familiar with the specific
requirements for public notice and involvement
that are associated with the development of the
action. However, relying on the minimum notice
and comment requirements is often not enough
to achieve meaningful involvement for minority
populations, low-income populations, tribes,
and indigenous peoples.

6. Review and use input and provide feedback to the
public; and

Promoting meaningful involvement often
7. Evaluate public involvement activities.
requires special efforts to connect with populations that have been historically underrepresented in decision-making and that have a wide
range of educational levels, literacy, or proficiency in English. It will likely be necessary to tailor
outreach materials to be concise, understandable and readily accessible to the populations that rulewriters are trying to reach.34
Involving these populations in a meaningful way presents challenges and opportunities that are different than those presented by a general public involvement effort, such as:

33

For example, the International Association for Public Participation has developed materials that discuss the spectrum of public involvement
ranging from informing the public to empowering the public. Their publications and public involvement training opportunities can be found at
www.IAP2.org.
34 For more information, see the “Model Plan for Public Participation” developed by the National Environmental Justice Advisory Council
(http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/publications/nejac/model-public-part-plan.pdf).
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•

Conveying issues in ways that are tailored (for example, translation, timing, location) to each
population;

•

Bridging cultural and economic differences that affect participation;

•

Using communication techniques that enable more effective interaction with other participants;

•

Developing partnerships on a one-to-one or small group basis to ensure representation;

•

Developing trust between government and potentially affected populations; and

•

Developing stakeholder capacity to effectively participate in future decision-making processes.

In planning public involvement, rule-writers should identify different ways to engage minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples meaningfully and effectively. Rulewriters should consider using Web-based information technology (IT) tools, particularly those that
are more user-centered, collaborative or interactive (see Text Box 18). However, some populations
have only rudimentary access to the most modern communications tools. Remote towns and villages
disseminate information using local radio stations, CB radio, local newspapers, placing posters at grocery stores, trading posts, or at village/
Text Box 18: Web-based IT Tools
community center/chapter meetings (see Text
Referred to as “web 2.0 tools,” these tools generally
Box 2). In many instances, reaching parents of
include tools that:
school-age children may be facilitated through
• Emphasize participation;
schools.
• Harness collective intelligence;
• Reach a variety of audiences by facilitating customer
It is important to note the difference between
self-service;
the meaningful involvement of tribes and indig• Redesign information and services based on the
enous peoples as it is used in the EJ context
features that customers are using most;
versus formal consultation with tribes.35 The
• Provide information that can be accessed by more
devices that just a computer (e.g., mobile phone, MP3
federal government has a unique governmentplayer); and
to-government relationship with federally• Develop and deploy applications that can scale
recognized tribes, which arises from Indian
quickly to meet the size of the task.
treaties, statutes, executive orders and the
historical relations between the United States
and Indian Nations. The federal government
has a trust responsibility to federally-recognized tribes, and the EPA, like other federal agencies, must
act consistently with the federal trust responsibility when taking actions that affect tribes. Part of this
responsibility includes consulting with tribes and considering their interests when taking regulatory
actions that may affect tribes or their resources. Tribal consultation is the subject of EO 13175 and the
Agency’s Tribal Consultation Policy (http://www.epa.gov/tribal/consultation/consult-policy.htm).

Two additional documents finalized in 2013 may be useful resources for rule-writers considering
appropriate outreach techniques and approaches: the “Notice of Availability of Regional Actions
to Promote Public Participation in the Permitting Process” and “Promising Practices for Permit

35

34

For information on the development of EPA’s Tribal Consultation Policy, please contact the office’s tribal coordinator or the American Indian
Environmental Office. Also see EPA Policy on Environmental Justice for Working with Federally Recognized Tribes and Indigenous Peoples (2014).
This policy establishes principles and affirms EPA’s commitment to provide to federally recognized tribes and indigenous peoples in all areas
of the United States and its territories and possessions, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, and the Commonwealth
of the Mariana Islands, and others living in Indian country, fair treatment and meaningful involvement in EPA decisions that may affect their
health or environment.

Applicants Seeking EPA-Issued Permits,” 78 FR 27,220 (May 9, 2013).36 While intended for use in
permitting actions, these documents identify useful strategies for promoting greater public involvement and improving communication and understanding between facility operators and potentiallyaffected populations.

C. Assessment of Best Practices and Recommendations
The EPA identified examples of best practices on how to promote meaningful involvement in a September 2012 report entitled Recommendations for Opportunities for Including Meaningful Environmental
Justice Public Involvement in Agency Rulemaking Activities: Achieving Environmental Justice Results in Rules
and Rule Implementation.37 The document provides recommendations regarding several important
factors that rule-writers should consider when developing opportunities for meaningful involvement
in the rulemaking process. For example, some of the factors include: careful consideration of cultural
implications, linguistics, effective stakeholder outreach techniques, pre-meeting stakeholder capacity
building efforts and carefully planned logistical strategies which promote successful meeting participation by minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples with the
EPA.
Recommendations for rule-writers include:
Identify and utilize Agency EJ staff and others who are trained in cultural, linguistic and stakeholder outreach techniques.

•

Draw on available tools, expertise and resources. For example, investigate whether other EPA
offices have developed training modules rule-writers may need or whether they have experts
who can provide some of the increased support needed through interoffice technology transfer.

•

Provide capacity building for minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples to help them participate more effectively in the rulemaking process.

•

Work closely with EPA headquarters program and regional office EJ Coordinators and consider
contacting the National Environmental Justice Advisory Council (NEJAC) and/or other federal/
state agencies that may have relevant and useful lessons learned, best practices or approaches to
providing opportunities for meaningful involvement for overburdened populations.

Part 3: Achieving Meaningful Involvement

•

More information is available in the report, which can be accessed at http://intranet.epa.gov/oeca/
oej/rulemaking.html#involvement. In addition, the Agency developed 11 case studies of EPA rules
that appropriately reflect a range of meaningful involvement opportunities provided to minority
populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples and may be instructional for
rule-writers that are looking for assistance or ideas on how to meaningfully engage these and other
stakeholders in the development of their rule.

36

Available at https://www.federalregister.gov/articles/2013/05/09/2013-10945/epa-activities-to-promote-environmental-justice-in-the-permitapplication-process.
37 This report was produced by the Public Involvement (PI) Sub-Team of EPA’s Cross Agency Environmental Justice in Rulemaking (EJR) Team.
This team was made up of rulemaking experts from each NPM.
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Appendix A: Incorporating
Environmental Justice into Tier 1 and
2 Actions Under the ADP38
1. Statute, court order,
Presidential Initiative, or
Administrator’s priority
as cause for rulemaking

Appendix A

• EJ, as an agency
priority, may be
cause for initiation
of a rulemaking, but
more often will be
a factor to consider
in the development
of rulemakings
initiated in
response to
statutes, court
orders, etc.

2. Tiering and
Commencement

• Flag potential EJ
concerns and
associated data
and analytical
needs
• Identify issues and
staff with needed
expertise
• Plan for consultation and outreach

• Respond to EJ
questions in ADP
Tracker
• If potential EJ
concerns are
evident, request
involvement of staff
with EJ expertise
• Initial EJ screening
process typically
begins in this step;
document the
process

7. Data Collection, Analysis
and Consultation, and
Development of Regulatory
Options
• Prepare data on results of
consultations/public
involvement and data on
impacts on minority,
low-income and indigenous
populations
• Incorporate EJ impacts into
options, including options to
mitigate adverse effects, as
appropriate

12. OMB Review

3. Preliminary
Analytic Blueprint

8. Options
Selection
• Managers ask and
materials describe
how options will
address potential
EJ concerns
• Be prepared to
answer the 3 core
EJ questions

13. Administrator or
AA/RA signs rule
• Ensure all action
memos, action
documents and
briefings describe
what was done to
identify and
address potential EJ
concerns

5. Detailed
Analytic Blueprint
(DABP)

6. Management
Approval of the
DABP

• Describe planned
analyses and
outreach activities
related to
potential EJ
concerns,
including a public
involvement plan,
key analyses,
options to be
considered

•Managers ask
how potential EJ
concerns are
addressed in
DBP before
approving it

4. Early Guidance

• Managers ask and
materials describe
whether the action
raises and addresses
potential EJ concerns
• Materials summarize
information to be
gathered for analysis
of potential EJ
concerns

9. Preparation of the
Action and Supporting
Documents
• Discuss and
document EJ concerns
in impact analyses
• Address EO 12898 in
preamble; use
appropriate ADP
Library Template
• Address consultation/outreach and
how action supports
EJ policies in
preamble or
supporting
documents

14. Submit rule to the
Office of Federal Register
for publication. Docket is
opened to the public

10. Final Agency
Review (FAR)

11. If the rule is
“significant under EO
12866,” OP reviews
and submits to OMB

• Review ensures EJ
issues are
summarized in the
draft action and
the action memo,
which should
address the 3 core
EJ questions

15. Soliciting and
Accepting Public
Comment

16. Develop the final
action by repeating
process steps 4-14

• Conduct
appropriate
outreach, particularly
to overburdened
communities

• Address EJ related
comments
• Gather additional data
and consider different
options as appropriate

Note: While some of the ADP steps described above may be relevant only to Tier 1 and 2 actions, tiering level does not preclude the
applicability of either EO 13045 or the Children’s Health Policy. See Guide to Considering Children’s Health When Developing EPA Actions
(http://www2.epa.gov/children/guide-considering-childrens-health-when-developing-epa-actions-implementing-executive-order) for more
information. Additional information may also be obtained from consultation with the Office of Children’s Health and Protection (OCHP).
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See http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary.

Appendix B: A Quick Reference Guide
for EPA Decision-Makers: Integrating
EJ into the Development of Regulatory
Actions Under the ADP
This document is intended to serve as a quick reference for EPA
decision-makers by providing a brief overview of the guidance
provided in this Guide. It is not intended to replace the information provided in main body of the Guide and does not, therefore,
repeat the details provided there or elsewhere.39

What is meant by “environmental justice”?
Appendix B

The EPA defines “environmental justice” as the fair treatment
and meaningful involvement of all people, particularly minority
populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous
peoples in the development, implementation and enforcement of
environmental laws, regulations and policies.40

What is the decision-maker’s overall role?
The EPA decision-makers direct workgroup activities related to identifying potential EJ concerns
for Agency regulatory actions under development. This direction may be made in the context of a
particular action, or can also be made for a category of actions that are similar and have the same
general impacts. Decisions-makers communicate expectations to the rule-writers, establish policy
priorities, identify issues of significant concern and guide the process of developing the action. As a
result, decision-makers play a key role in ensuring that the potential EJ implications of a regulatory
action are considered during the development of that action, and that populations affected by the
action have an opportunity to participate.

When and how can decision-makers participate?
•

39
40

Consider EJ when decisions are made regarding which regulatory actions to pursue. The
decision to initiate regulatory actions is an opportunity to consider whether the actions under
consideration involve—or have the potential to involve—potential EJ concerns.

A refresher on the process steps involved in the ADP is provided in the chart in Appendix A of the Guide.
See Part 1, Section A.
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Identify the potential for EJ concerns at the beginning. Potential EJ concerns may arise
when a proposed regulatory action would: a) create new, exacerbate existing, or present an
opportunity to address existing disproportionate impacts; b) not create sufficient opportunities
for meaningful participation in the development of the action; or c) involve an actual or potential lack of fair treatment or meaningful involvement in the implementation or enforcement of
the action.

•

Set clear expectations about potential EJ concerns in the Early Guidance provided to the
rule-writers. To start, provide the “three core EJ questions,” which the rule-writers will be
expected to answer at the end of their effort. Consider also providing guidance on the level of
analysis needed to make decisions later, as well as the level of outreach to and involvement of
populations affected by the regulatory action. Consider asking for an assessment of resource
needs to perform different levels of analyses and/or outreach.

•

Review the analytic blueprint (ABP) to ensure the rule-writers address potential EJ concerns. The review and approval of the ABP may be the final opportunity to provide direction
before resources are committed. In this review, consider whether the ABP includes the following
information:
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•

•

•

The identification of potentially affected populations and related stakeholders, along
with a plan for how the rule-writers will ensure outreach and meaningful involvement of
these populations, including minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and
indigenous peoples.

•

The identification of analytical needs (scientific and economic), and a plan for ensuring
the consideration of EJ in those analyses.

•

An identification of related resources needed to address both the outreach activities
and analytical needs, along with whether additional resources are needed to meet
expectations.

Consider potential EJ concerns related to the options presented. Different options may
involve different potential EJ concerns, or provide different opportunities to address existing
disproportionate impacts. The rule-writers should highlight this information for consideration
in decisions-making about the options.

What are the “three core EJ questions”?
The Guide suggests that decision-makers ask rule-writers about their efforts to address the following
three core EJ questions at key points during the development of regulatory actions under the ADP
(such as at Early Guidance, options selection or Final Agency Review):
1. How will (or did) the public participation process provide transparency and meaningful participation for minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples?
2. How do the rule-writers plan to (or how did the rule-writers) identify and address existing and
new disproportionate environmental and public health impacts on minority populations, lowincome populations, and/or indigenous peoples during the rulemaking process?
3. How did the actions taken under #1 and #2 impact the outcome or final decision?
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Appendix C: A Checklist for EPA
Rule-Writers: Integrating EJ into the
Development of Regulations Under
the ADP
EPA rule-writers can use this checklist to identify what they may need
to know and/or do in order to integrate EJ into the development of their
regulatory action. The checklist is based on available guidance, including
that provided in this Guide. This checklist is not intended to replace the
information provided in main body of the Guide and does not, therefore,
repeat the details provided there or elsewhere.41
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Activity
1. BEFORE THE ADP PROCESS STARTS – Learn the basics about the ADP and EJ.
 re rule-writers familiar with the process steps under the ADP?41
A
If a refresher on the process steps involved in the ADP is needed, please see the charts provided in Appendix A of the Guide.
Have the rule-writers read the Guide?
Do the rule-writers know what the Executive Order on EJ requires?
What is meant by “environmental justice”?
What is meant by an “EJ concern”?
Do the rule-writers know how it can identify, assess and address potential EJ concerns during the development of the action?
Do the rule-writers know their different roles?
Do the rule-writers know the “three core EJ questions”? (See item #5 on this checklist)
Does the office have any applicable program specific requirements or guidance on EJ?
Are the rule-writers familiar with the Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013)?

2. GETTING STARTED – Screen the action.
Have the rule-writers responded to the EJ question in ADP TRACKER?
 ave the rule-writers completed an initial screening process to evaluate whether the action has the potential to raise or address
H
potential EJ concerns and documented the analytic basis for the conclusions?

41

Agency Guidance on the ADP is available at http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary/.
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42

Activity
3. PLANNING – Complete an Analytic Blueprint (ABP) for the action.
 ave the rule-writers identified the potentially impacted minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and/or indigenous peoples
H
and their concerns?42
 oes the ABP address its plans for achieving meaningful involvement and contain plans for effectively engaging the minority populations,
D
low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples affected by the action?
Have the rule-writers identified the factors that contribute to potential EJ concerns?
 ave the rule-writers identified the data needs and data sources for an appropriate EJ assessment, the scope and basic methodology of
H
the EJ assessment and the outputs of the EJ assessment?
 ave the rule-writers explored alternative approaches for addressing potential EJ concerns (regulatory, voluntary and/or innovative
H
approaches)?
 ave the rule-writers identified the resources needed to achieve meaningful involvement, gather needed data and conduct identified
H
analyses?
 ave the rule-writers identified the key activities, analyses, consultation activities (including those called for by relevant statutes and EOs),
H
contributors and timeline?

4. OPTIONS SELECTION – Identify and prepare options for decision-makers.
Is input from affected minority populations, low-income populations and/or indigenous peoples reflected in the analysis of options, both
in terms of potential impacts and options to consider?
 ave the rule-writers incorporated potential impacts on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples into
H
the analysis of options?
Have the rule-writers described the ways in which the action can address any existing potentially disproportionate impacts?
If the action has the potential to create new disproportionate impacts, has the rule-writers identified options that will avoid or
mitigate those impacts?
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Are the rule-writers prepared to address how to answer the three core EJ questions?

5. DOCUMENTATION – Prepare the action and final documents.
Have the rule-writers documented their outreach and consultation efforts, as well as the results of those efforts?
Have the rule-writers used the appropriate ADP Library Template for the preamble discussion of EO 12898?
Do the final economic and scientific analyses clearly present the potential EJ concerns?
 ave the rule-writers described in the preamble or supporting documents any identified potential disproportionate impacts and potenH
tial EJ concerns and how they are addressed by the action?
Have the rule-writers addressed the “Three Core EJ Questions” in the Action Memo:

42
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1.

How did the public participation process provide transparency and meaningful participation for minority populations, low-income
populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples?

2.

How did the rule-writers identify and address existing and/or new disproportionate environmental and public health impacts on
minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples?

3.

How did the actions taken under #1 and #2 impact the outcome or final decision?

In addition to providing meaningful involvement opportunities for indigenous communities and tribes, rule-writers should consider whether
it is appropriate to offer tribes the opportunity for government-to-government consultation on the action. For additional information, see EPA’s
Tribal Consultation Policy.

Appendix D: References/
Resources

Please note that this document is written for EPA employees and contains links to resources on the
EPA’s intranet website. Those resources are inaccessible from non-EPA computers.

Policy and Guidance Documents
Title and URL
Executive Order 12898: Environmental Justice
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/exec_order_12898.pdf

http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/basics/index.html

Memorandum for the Heads of All Departments and A gencies: Executive
Order on Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations and Low-Income Populations (1994)

Text of EO directing agencies to address Environmental
Justice in minority populations and low-income populations.
Environmental Justice and related terms defined for use
at EPA.
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EPA’s Definition of Environmental Justice

Description

President’s cover memorandum for Executive Order
12898.

http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/clinton_memo_12898.
pdf

EPA’s Environmental Justice Strategy (1995)

Strategy developed in response to EO 12898.

http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/ej_strategy_1995.pdf

Environmental Justice Implementation Plan
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/implementation_plan_
ej_1996.pdf

Final Guidance for Incorporating Environmental Justice Concerns in EPA’s
NEPA Compliance Analysis (1998)
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/ej_guidance_nepa_
epa0498.pdf

Environmental Justice: Guidance under the National Environmental Policy
Act (1997)

Plan to integrate environmental justice into the Agency’s
work under Carol Browner (1996).

Guidance for incorporating environmental justice goals
into the EPA’s preparation of environmental impact
statements (EISs) and environmental assessments (EAs)
under NEPA.
Original guidance provided by CEQ.

http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/ej_guidance_nepa_
ceq1297.pdf

Toolkit for Assessing Potential Allegations of Environmental Justice (2004)
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/ej-toolkit.pdf

Strengthening EPA’s Environmental Justice Program (June 9, 2008)
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/admin-ej-strengthmemo-060908.pdf

Reference guide to assist Agency personnel in assessing
potential allegations of environmental injustice and to
provide a framework for understanding national policy
on environmental justice.
Administrator Johnson directs the EPA to conduct EJ
reviews of its program, policies and activities.
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Title and URL
Reaffirming the U.S. EPA’s Commitment to Environmental Justice –
Memo from Stephen L. Johnson (November 4, 2005)
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/admin-ej-commitletter-110305.pdf

Plan EJ 2014
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/plan-ej/index.html

EJ Legal Tools

Description
Administrator Johnson outlines the Agency’s commitment to Environmental Justice and its integration into all
programs, policies, and activities.

Roadmap for how EPA will integrate EJ into the Agency’s
programs, policies, and activities.

http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/plan-ej/law.html

Identifies existing legal tools to help EPA advance the
goal of EJ and provides an overview of a number of discretionary legal authorities that are or may be available
to EPA under federal statutes and programs.

Draft Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in
Regulatory Analysis (U.S. EPA 2013)

Helps analysts assess potential EJ concerns associated
with EPA rules.

http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/plan-ej/rulemaking.html

Plan EJ 2014: EJ in Permitting
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/plan-ej/permitting.html

EPA Policy on Environmental Justice for Tribes and Indigenous Peoples
http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources/policy/indigenous/ej-indigenous-policy.pdf
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American Journal of Public Health Supplement “Environmental Justice and
Disparities in Health”
http://ajph.aphapublications.org/toc/ajph/101/S1

EPA’s Policy of Evaluating Health Risks to Children
http://yosemite.epa.gov/ochp/ochpweb.nsf/content/riskpolicy.htm/$File/riskpolicy.
pdf

Executive Order 13175: Consultation and Coordination with Indian Tribal
Governments
http://www.epa.gov/tp/pdf/eo-13175.pdf

EPA’s Public Involvement Policy
http://www.epa.gov/publicinvolvement/pdf/policy2003.pdf

Public Involvement
http://www.epa.gov/publicinvolvement

International Association for Public Participation
www.IAP2.org

Web 2.0
http://www2.epa.gov/webguide/epa-and-web-20-technologies-2007-memo
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The EJ in Permitting Initiative seeks to enable overburdened communities to have full and meaningful access
to the permitting process and to develop permits that
address environmental justice issues to the greatest
extent practicable under existing environmental laws.
Clarifies and integrates environmental justice principles
in a consistent manner in the Agency’s work with federally recognized tribes and indigenous peoples throughout the United States, and with others living in Indian
country to protect their environment and public health.
Useful resource for gaining a more complete understanding of how disproportionate impact factors can
influence health outcomes.
Policy applied to assessments started or revised on or
after November 1, 1995.

EO directing Federal agencies to establish regular and
meaningful consultation and collaboration with tribal
officials in the development of Federal policies that have
tribal implications.
Complete Agency policy with four appendices and two
addenda.
Information on the full range of activities that EPA
uses to engage the American people in the Agency’s
decision-making.
Provides discussion on the spectrum of public involvement; identifies useful publications and training opportunities.
Provides information about the EPA’s social media use
and necessary steps for setting up Web 2.0 applications
such as wikis and blogs.

Other Useful Resources
Title and URL
Environmental Justice Coordinators – Media Offices
http://epa.gov/environmentaljustice/contact/ej-contacts-media.html

Environmental Justice Coordinators – Regional Offices
http://epa.gov/environmentaljustice/contact/ej-contacts-regional.html

Action Development Process

Description
List of contacts with name, phone, location, and areas of
expertise identified.
List of contacts with name, phone, and address identified.
Information about each particular aspect of EPA's ADP.

http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary/adp/index.htm

Action Development Process: Guidance for EPA Staff on Developing
Quality Actions

Lays out the ADP and where to get additional information and guidance as Agency actions are developed.

http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary/documents/adp03-00-11.pdf

Action Development Checklist
See Appendix C of this Guidance on Considering Environmental Justice During
the Development of an Action

Environmental Justice Regulatory Preamble Templates
http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary/adp-templates/index.htm#stat

Action Development Guidelines for Preparing Analytic Blueprints
http://intranet.epa.gov/adplibrary/documents/abp09-30-04.pdf

RegDaRRT
Cross-A gency EJ in Rulemaking Team’s Resources for Incorporating EJ in
A gency Rules
http://intranet.epa.gov/oeca/oej/rulemaking.html

Suggested language for addressing EO 12898 in preambles for proposed and final rules.
Discusses the timing and steps for the drafting and
approval of Analytic Blueprints (applicable to all Tiers
1 and 2 actions); directs reader to resources for more
information and guidance.
Offers the public a means of learning about and tracking
EPA actions.
Resources identify opportunities for the Agency to
advance the integration of EJ in rules.
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http://yosemite.epa.gov/opei/RuleGate.nsf/

Illustrative list to help rule-writers determine whether
the action being developed may involve a subject of
particular interest to—or may have particular impacts
on—vulnerable populations.
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Appendix E: Examples of Regulatory
Responses That Directly or Indirectly
Address Potential EJ Concerns

Significant progress in making EJ a part of the Agency’s rulemaking process has already been made, as
evidenced by the following examples:
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•

Definition of Solid Waste 2015 (DSW): On January 13, 2015, EPA published the final revisions
to the Definition of Solid Waste Rule, also known as the DSW rule. It represents a major environmental justice milestone by directly addressing impacts to communities, disproportionately borne
by minority and low-income populations from the mismanagement of hazardous materials sent
to recycling. EPA conducted a rigorous environmental justice analysis that examined the location
of recycling facilities and their proximity and potential impact to adjacent residents. The methodology and scope was developed through a broad public engagement and expert peer review
process. The analysis identified significant regulatory gaps in the previous DSW rule which could
negatively impact communities adjacent to third party recyclers, including minority and lowincome populations.
EPA identified mismanagement that could pose a risk of fires, explosions, accidents and releases
of hazardous constituents to the environment. The economics of commercial recycling contain
market disincentives that encourage over-accumulation and mismanagement of hazardous
secondary material. The 2008 DSW rule lacked the tools needed for proper oversight of these
facilities by EPA, states and the communities affected by them. The final rule addresses the market
disincentives in a way that helps encourage safe and legitimate recycling while addressing the
need to protect communities. The final rule also includes a public participation component so
that communities are notified prior to recycling operations beginning and have a chance to weigh
in on the environmental decisions that affect them, which was a major issue identified in the
environmental justice analysis.

•
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Mercury and Air Toxics Standard (MATS): In December 2011, EPA finalized the first federal
standards that require power plants to limit their emissions of toxic air pollutants like mercury,
arsenic and metals. The Mercury and Air Toxics Standard (MATS) was supported by EPA’s study of
the public health hazards from power plant emissions as required by the Clean Air Act. EPA used
data on subsistence fishing and potential health impacts of mercury deposition on the minority,
low-income and indigenous populations engaged in subsistence fishing to arrive at an “appropriate and necessary” finding that moved the rulemaking forward. In addition, EPA held a series
of webinars, community calls, and consultations with tribal leadership on this rule. Most plants

will come into compliance in April 2015, with full implementation by April 2016. EPA projects
that mercury emissions from sources covered by MATS are expected to be reduced from 27 tons
without MATS in 2016 to 7 tons in 2016 with MATS, approximately a 74 percent reduction.
Overall, the MATS rule will improve public health by lowering mercury exposure, especially for
children and the elderly and for low-income, minority and indigenous populations that rely on
subsistence fishing.
National Ambient Air Quality Standards for Particulate Matter: In December 2012, EPA
strengthened the annual health National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for fine particulate matter (PM). Under Section 109 of the Clean Air Act, EPA set the primary standard to protect
public health with an adequate margin of safety, considering “sensitive or susceptible individuals
or groups.” People most at risk from PM exposure include people with heart or lung disease
(including asthma), older adults, children and people of lower socioeconomic status. In writing
the PM NAAQS Implementation Rule, EPA engaged with communities to help identify areas to
provide guidance to states on targeting activities that address the impact on low-income communities. EPA met with the National Environmental Justice Advisory Committee (NEJAC) and had a
training in North Carolina on this issue. The proposal for the Implementation Rule was put forth
in March 2015 and will provide suggestions to the states on targeting emissions reductions in
environmental justice communities as well as suggestions on how to engage communities in the
development of the PM State Implementation Plans.

•

Petroleum Refinery Residual Risk and Technology Review: In June 2014, EPA proposed the
Petroleum Refinery Residual Risk and Technology Review (RTR) rule to achieve further controls
on toxic air emissions from petroleum refineries. Early engagement with communities indicated
a particular interest in fence-line monitoring, which was supported by EPA’s emissions inventory
data indicating a significant portion of emissions from refineries come from fugitive sources.
Based on this community input and the risk and technology review analyses, EPA proposed
requirements for:
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oo Additional emission control requirements for storage tanks, flares and coking units;
oo Higher combustion efficiency for flaring operations; and
oo Monitoring of air concentrations at the fence-line of refinery facilities.
After the proposal was released, EPA held community calls and webinars and conducted trainings in New Orleans, Louisiana, and in Oakland, California. As a result, a significant number of
communities provided more substantive comments for consideration during the development of
the final rule. Additionally, in the summer of 2014 the Agency held two public hearings on this
rulemaking (one in Wilmington, California and one in Houston, Texas). The comment period for
this rulemaking closed on October 28, 2014 and EPA is under a consent decree with environmental litigants to finalize this rule by June 16, 2015. EPA received 100,000 comments on this
rulemaking. EPA is currently reviewing the comments received and will be considering all comments as we move forward with the final rulemaking.
•

Revisions to Agricultural Worker Protection Standards: On March 19, 2014, EPA published
a proposed rule to revise the current Worker Protection Standard (WPS), designed to protect
workers on agricultural establishments from occupational exposure to pesticides. EPA recognizes
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that individuals working with pesticides, or contacting crop products on which pesticides have
been used, are at greater risk of exposure. The estimated two million farmworkers are potentially
exposed to pesticide residues, both during applications as well as when they re-enter treated
areas for hand labor activities. The core concepts of EJ have been part the fundamental basis
of the rule since its inception. EPA sought and received extensive input from the farmworker
community over many years to help the Agency formulate the best set of improved protections in
the proposed rule. Improvements where EJ consideration made a difference include training and
notifications to workers, requirements to support the enforcement of required protections, and
enhancements to decontamination supplies and emergency assistance requirements.
Implementation of Lead Renovation Repair and Painting Program: In April 2008, EPA issued
its final Lead Renovation, Repair, and Painting Program (RRP) rule that addressed lead-based
paint hazards created by renovation, repair, and painting activities in target housing and childoccupied facilities. Recognizing that children in minority populations and children whose families
are poor have an increased risk of exposure to harmful lead levels, EPA determined that effective
implementation was one of the best ways to ensure that these populations are not exposed to
additional leaded dust resulting from common, but improperly-performed, home renovation,
repair, and painting work. EPA’s Dust Study supported this approach because it demonstrated
that renovation activities result in dust lead levels that can be orders of magnitude above the
hazard standard and higher than the levels achievable if the RRP requirements were followed. EPA
concluded that fully implementing the regulations can be a successful tool in addressing elevated
blood lead levels in children. Implementation of the RRP rule is expected to minimize exposure
to lead-based paint hazards and protect children and others. Because minority and low-income
children are already at higher risk of lead poisoning, we expect that this activity will have specific
benefits to populations with EJ concerns.

•

Unregulated Contaminant Monitoring Regulation (UCMR 3) for Public Water Systems Final
Rule: EPA uses the Unregulated Contaminant Monitoring program to collect data for contaminants suspected to be present in drinking water, but that do not have health-based standards or
treatment technique regulations established under the Safe Drinking Water Act. After conducting
an EJ analysis of the rule, EPA updated it to require that all public water systems report U.S.
Postal Service zip codes in their service area. This additional data will enable EPA to identify areas
that may have disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental impacts on
minority or low-income population water supplies.
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Message from the Administrator
Technical Guidance for Assessing
Environmental Justice in
Regulatory Actions
At the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency we come to work every day with the important responsibility of
protecting the environment and the health of all Americans, including minority populations, low-income communities
and indigenous peoples – some of the most vulnerable to environmental and public-health concerns. This document,
the Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Actions, marks a significant development in
our efforts to fulfill that responsibility, providing the information and direction our analysts need to assess
environmental-justice concerns during regulatory analysis.
First identified as a priority in Plan EJ 2014, the technical guidance describes methods for analysts to use when
assessing potential environmental-justice concerns in national rules, enhancing our ability to perform some of the
most crucial work we do. The technical guidance presents key analytic principles and definitions, best practices and
technical questions to frame the consideration of environmental justice in regulatory actions. It also includes
recommendations that are designed to enhance the consistency of our assessment of potential environmental-justice
concerns across all regulatory actions. In focusing on how to consider environmental justice in rulemaking, it provides
a key complement to the May 2015 Guidance on Considering Environmental Justice During the Development of
Regulatory Actions (U.S. EPA, 2015a), which provides information on when to conduct an environmental-justice
assessment. Both documents also reinforce the importance of the meaningful involvement of the public and key
stakeholders throughout the rulemaking process.
Developed with participation from the public and the EPA’s Science Advisory Board, the technical guidance reflects
the EPA’s strong commitment to transparency and to grounding its decisions in the highest quality science. It also
directly supports the commitment to environmental justice established by Executive Order 12898, Federal Actions to
Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations.
By improving our ability to conduct strong, consistent analysis of environmental justice in regulatory actions, the
technical guidance marks a major milestone in our continued efforts to ensure environmental justice is considered in
the agency’s work. Looking ahead, we are confident that it will bring better protection to America’s vulnerable
populations for years to come.

Gina McCarthy
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Section 1: Introduction

T

he United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defines environmental justice (EJ) as the fair treatment
and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the
development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. 1 The EPA further
defines the term fair treatment to mean that “no group of people should bear a disproportionate burden of
environmental harms and risks, including those resulting from the negative environmental consequences of industrial,
governmental, and commercial operations or programs and policies” (U.S. EPA, 2011a). 2
In implementing its EJ-related efforts, the Agency has expanded the concept of fair treatment to consider not only
the distribution of burdens across all populations, but also the distribution of reductions in risk from EPA actions. For
example, the Agency encourages staff to evaluate the distribution of burdens by paying special attention to
populations that have historically borne a disproportionate share of environmental harms and risk. At the same
time, it encourages Agency staff to examine the distribution of positive environmental and health outcomes resulting
from regulatory actions (U.S. EPA, 2015a). 3
The purpose of this document, the Technical Guidance for Assessing Environmental Justice in Regulatory Analysis
(referred to throughout this document as the EJ Technical Guidance), is to outline particular technical approaches
and methods to help Agency analysts (including economists, risk assessors, and others) analyze potential EJ
concerns for regulatory actions. 4 Senior EPA managers will also find this document useful for understanding analytic
expectations and ensuring that potential EJ concerns are appropriately considered and addressed in the
development of regulatory actions. The guidance recommends analysts use a screening analysis to identify the
extent to which a regulatory action may raise potential EJ concerns that need further evaluation, and what level of
analysis is feasible and appropriate (see Section 3.2). Factors that can be used in determining the appropriate
level and type of analysis include proximity of sources to low-income populations, minority populations, and/or
indigenous peoples; unique exposure pathways; and a history of EJ concerns associated with the pollutant being
regulated (see Sections 4.2 and 6.1 for more detail). Based on the results of this screening, this guidance provides
For more information, see the EPA’s Environmental Justice website: http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/.
Executive Order (E.O.) 12898, Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations, calls on
each covered Federal agency to make achieving environmental justice part of its mission “by identifying and addressing, as appropriate,
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its programs, policies, and activities on minority populations
and low-income populations.” The term effects is typically interpreted within the EPA as a reference to risks, exposures, and outcomes and is
sometimes used interchangeably with the term impacts. E.O. 12898 is available in full at: http://www.archives.gov/federalregister/executive-orders/pdf/12898.pdf.
3 Note that the EPA’s Toolkit for Assessing Potential Allegations of Environmental Injustice (https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201504/documents/toolkitej.pdf) differs from this technical guidance in that it is mainly designed to help investigate allegations of environmental
injustice in a particular geographic area (for example, as a result of a permitting or enforcement decision that pertains to a particular
facility). The broader scope of this technical guidance is to aid analysts in evaluating potential EJ concerns that may arise due to EPA
regulatory actions.
4 E.O. 12866 (1993) defines a regulatory action as “any substantive action by an agency (normally published in the Federal Register) that
promulgates or is expected to lead to the promulgation of a final rule or regulation, including notices of inquiry, advance notices of
proposed rulemaking, and notices of proposed rulemaking.”
1
2
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a suite of methods that can be applied depending on the type of available data, availability of resources, and
time needed to conduct the analysis.
This document is intended for use alongside other Agency guidance, including guidance on human health risk
assessment (HHRA) and economic analysis (see Appendix A). 5 In particular, it complements the Agency’s Guidance
on Considering Environmental Justice During the Development of Regulatory Actions (referred to throughout this
document as the EJ Process Guidance), which is “designed to help EPA staff incorporate EJ into the process followed
at the EPA for developing regulations, also known as the Action Development Process (ADP).” The EJ Process
Guidance accomplishes this task “by describing the legal and policy frameworks at the EPA for rule-writers to
consider EJ; identifying the information rule-writers should consider” when evaluating whether there are potential
EJ concerns for the regulatory action under development; “highlighting the kinds of questions about EJ that rulewriters should ask and address in each step of developing a regulation; and providing strategies and techniques
for achieving meaningful involvement of minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous
peoples at key stages” in the regulatory ADP (U.S. EPA, 2015a). 6
Together, the two documents – the EJ Technical Guidance and the EJ Process Guidance - provide guidance to
analysts and rule-writers on how regulatory actions can be responsive to E.O. 12898 as well as consistent with the
EPA’s EJ policies and Plan EJ 2014 (U.S. EPA, 2011a). 7 The EJ Process Guidance refers readers to the EJ Technical
Guidance (this document) for recommendations on how to evaluate potential EJ concerns using quantitative
and qualitative methods. Likewise, this document refers readers to the EJ Process Guidance for details on how to
integrate EJ into the EPA’s ADP.
This technical guidance will evolve with advances in the state of the science, data, and analytic methods available
to Agency analysts. Regarding risk assessment, this technical guidance currently is limited to a discussion of how to
integrate EJ into the planning phase of an HHRA. The EPA has developed and continues to refine methods and
guidance on a variety of topics relevant to conducting analyses of potential EJ concerns in the context of a
regulatory action. Such references are noted in sections of this document and future updates to the EJ Technical
Guidance may include more detail on these topics.

1.1

How Is This Guidance Document Organized?

The first four sections of this guidance establish the objectives, definitions, main analytic considerations, and context
for an assessment of potential EJ concerns in support of EPA regulatory actions:
 Section 1: Introduction provides background and outlines the main objectives of the EJ Technical Guidance.
Appendix A provides links to additional guidance that may be helpful to the analyst when assessing
potential EJ concerns.
 Section 2: Key Definitions reviews key EJ concepts from E.O. 12898 that are expected to influence
analytic considerations. In particular, the section discusses how to define potential EJ
concerns, disproportionate impacts, population groups of concern, and meaningful involvement.
 Section 3: Key Analytic Considerations discusses three questions that analysts should strive to answer
when conducting an analysis of potential EJ concerns, provides a basic framework to guide the analysis of
See also the Plan EJ 2014: Legal Tools available at: https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-02/documents/ej-legal-tools.pdf.
It reviews the main legal authorities under the environmental and administrative statutes administered by the EPA that may help to advance
environmental justice (U.S. EPA, 2011b).
6 The EJ Process Guidance recommends that rule-writers and decision makers respond to three core questions throughout the ADP: (1) How did
your public participation process provide transparency and meaningful participation for minority populations, low-income populations, tribes,
and indigenous peoples?; (2) How did the rule-writers identify and address existing and/or new disproportionate environmental and public
health impacts on minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples?; and (3) How did actions taken under #1 and
#2 impact the outcome or final decision? (U.S. EPA, 2015a).
7 Information about the EPA’s EJ activities and policies can be found here: http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/. The EPA’s historical EJ
policies include: The EPA’s Environmental Justice Strategy (U.S. EPA, 1995); 1996 Environmental Justice Implementation Plan (U.S. EPA, 1996);
Memo from Stephen L. Johnson: Reaffirming the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s Commitment to Environmental Justice (U.S. EPA,
2005a); and Memo from Lisa P. Jackson: Next Steps: Environmental Justice and Civil Rights (U.S. EPA, 2009a).
5
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potential EJ concerns, and presents the EPA’s four main recommendations to guide assessments of EJ for
EPA regulatory actions, including a list of identified best practices.
 Section 4: Contributors to Potential Environmental Justice Concerns identifies factors that may contribute
to potential EJ concerns, and highlights the key reasons why environmental health risks may be unevenly
distributed across population groups.
The main technical sections of this document provide guidance for considering EJ in two specific contexts: planning
for an HHRA (Section 5) and development of a regulatory analysis (Section 6):
 Section 5: Considering Environmental Justice when Planning a Human Health Risk Assessment
provides technical guidance on incorporating potential EJ concerns into the planning phase of an HHRA,
including descriptions of currently available methodologies and tools. Appendix B provides examples of
approaches for incorporating potential EJ concerns into the planning stages of exposure and doseresponse assessments.
 Section 6: Conducting Regulatory Analyses to Assess Potential Environmental Justice Concerns
provides technical guidance on integrating potential EJ concerns into regulatory analyses. In particular, this
section discusses how to identify and evaluate the feasibility and appropriateness of different analytic
approaches, methods, and tools for assessing potential EJ concerns; the types of information that should be
included in the assessment; other analytic considerations that could affect results; and when and how to
consider costs and non-health impacts in the assessment.
This guidance assumes that an analyst may wish to consult only one of the two sections on human health risk
assessment and the development of a regulatory analysis to address a specific context. As a result, the sections
present some parallel information about key concepts and methods. This overlap is by design, and is appropriate
given that different analytic experts will access and rely on different sections of the document for different
purposes within the larger context of EPA regulatory action development.
The final section of the document (Section 7) describes identified near-term research priorities related to the
analysis of potential EJ concerns:
 Section 7: Research Priorities to Fill Key Data and Methodological Gaps provides information on
research goals to improve assessment of EJ at the EPA.
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Section 2: Key Definitions

T

his section briefly defines and discusses key terms, including those from E.O. 12898, that are important for the
analyst to understand before conducting an analysis of potential EJ concerns. These key terms include: potential
EJ concern; disproportionate impacts; minority populations; low-income populations; and indigenous peoples;
subsistence populations; and meaningful involvement.

2.1 Potential EJ Concern and Disproportionate Impacts
A potential EJ concern is defined as “the actual or potential lack of fair treatment or meaningful involvement of
minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples in the development, implementation
and enforcement of environmental laws, regulations and policies” (U.S. EPA, 2015a). For analytic purposes, this
concept refers more specifically to “disproportionate impacts on minority populations, low-income populations,
and/or indigenous peoples that may exist prior to or that may be created by the proposed regulatory action”
(U.S. EPA, 2015a). 8
For this technical guidance, the term disproportionate impacts refers to differences in impacts or risks that are
extensive enough that they may merit Agency action. In general, the determination of whether there is a
disproportionate impact that may merit Agency action is ultimately a policy judgment which, while informed by
analysis, is the responsibility of the decision maker. 9 The terms difference or differential indicate an analytically
discernible distinction in impacts or risks across population groups. It is the role of the analyst to assess and present
differences in anticipated impacts across population groups of concern for both the baseline and
proposed regulatory options, using the best available information (both quantitative and qualitative) to inform the
decision maker and the public. 10 See Text Box 2.1 for examples of the ways in which differences in impacts have
been characterized for a regulatory action.

Appendix A to the Council on Environmental Quality’s (CEQ) Environmental Justice: Guidance Under the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA) provides guidance on key terms in E.O. 12898, including the term “disproportionately high and adverse human health effects.” It
discusses several factors that a decision maker may consider when determining whether human health effects are disproportionately high
and adverse: “whether the health effects, which may be measured in risks and rates, are significant (as employed by NEPA), or above
generally accepted norms; whether the risk or rate of hazard exposure by a minority population, low-income population, or Indian tribe to
an environmental hazard is significant (as employed by NEPA) and appreciably exceeds or is likely to appreciably exceed the risk or rate
to the general population or other appropriate comparison group; and whether health effects occur in a minority population, low-income
population, or Indian tribe affected by cumulative or multiple adverse exposures from environmental hazards” (CEQ, 1997).
9 As noted in the EJ Process Guidance, a finding of disproportionate impacts is neither necessary nor sufficient for the EPA to address adverse
differential impacts. In particular, “the Agency’s statutory and regulatory authorities provide a broad basis for protecting human health and
the environment and do not require a demonstration of disproportionate impacts in order to protect the health or environment of any
population, including minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples” (U.S. EPA, 2015a).
10 The baseline is defined as “the best assessment of the way the world would look absent the proposed action” (Office of Management and
Budget, 2003).
8
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Text Box 2.1: Characterizing Differences in Impacts for a Rule or Regulation
Recent regulatory actions have used a number of different phrases to describe differences in the size, type,
or distribution of environmental and health impacts among populations, both in the baseline and as a result
of regulatory changes. Terminology varies with specific context, and examples include: “the potential for
disproportionate impacts,” “overrepresentation of” minority populations, low-income populations, or
indigenous peoples near sources, and “notably higher.”
For instance, the notice of proposed rulemaking for the Definition of Solid Waste (U.S. EPA, 2011c) states:
“In general, some communities will have a higher percentage [of minority and/or low-income
members] than the comparison population, while some will have a lower percentage. As long as these
differences have a regular, or uniform, distribution, they generally would not indicate potential for
disproportionate adverse impact. However, if the number of communities with a higher percentage
of minority and/or low-income population is greater than that of the comparison populations, then
there is a potential for disproportionate adverse impact. The higher the average differences between
the potentially affected communities and the comparison group, the greater the potential for a
disproportionate adverse impact.”
The notice of proposed rulemaking for National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Polyvinyl
Chloride (U.S. EPA, 2011d) describes its demographic analysis as follows:
“An analysis of demographic data shows that the average percentage of minorities, percentages of
the population below the poverty level, and the percentages of the population 17 years old and
younger, in close proximity to the sources, are similar to the national averages … at the 3-mile radius
of concern. These differences in the absolute number of percentage points from the national average
indicate a[n] … over-representation of minority populations, populations below the poverty level,
and the percentages of the population 17 years old and younger, respectively.”
The Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking on Lead Emissions from Piston-Engine Aircraft Using Leaded
Aviation Gasoline (U.S. EPA, 2010a) states:
“Demographic factors that can affect risk of lead-related effects in children include residential
location, poverty, and race. As noted in previous EPA actions on lead, situations of elevated exposure,
such as residing near sources of ambient lead, as well as socioeconomic factors, such as reduced
access to health care or low socioeconomic status can also contribute to increased blood lead levels
and increased risk of associated health effects from air-related lead. Additionally, as described in
the National Ambient Air Quality Standard (NAAQS) for Lead, children in poverty and black, nonHispanic children have notably higher blood lead levels than do economically well-off children and
white children, in general.”
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2.2 Population Groups of Concern Highlighted in E.O. 12898
E.O. 12898 identifies a number of population groups of concern in considering potential EJ implications of a
regulatory action. These include: minority populations, low-income populations, and indigenous peoples.11 It also
mentions “populations who principally rely on fish and/or wildlife for subsistence,” a group that may overlap with
other population groups of concern by virtue of unique exposure pathways. This section provides information for
analysts on how to define the population groups of concern specifically mentioned in the Executive Order. 12
It may be useful in some contexts to analyze these population categories in combination – for example, low-income
minority populations – or to evaluate diversity within the population groups of concern (e.g., life stage, gender),
particularly when some individuals within population groups may be at greater risk for experiencing adverse
effects. In addition to the information below, analysts should rely on the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
or other official federal agencies (e.g., United States Census Bureau), when available, for definitions of the
additional population groups that are relevant to a specific regulatory action. Note that analysis of additional
population groups is not a substitute for examining the population groups explicitly mentioned in the Executive
Order.

2.2.1 Minority Populations and Indigenous Peoples
The OMB provides minimum standards for “maintaining, collecting, and presenting data on race and ethnicity for
all federal reporting purposes. The standards have been developed to provide a common language for uniformity
and comparability in the collection and use of data on race and ethnicity by federal agencies” (OMB, 1997). The
OMB defines six racial and ethnic categories:
 American Indian or Alaska Native;
 Asian;
 Black or African American;
 Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander;
 White; and
 Hispanic or Latino.
Note that these categories are not necessarily mutually exclusive and cannot simply be added to estimate a total
population. For example, Hispanic or Latino is an ethnic category and, as such, may overlap with several
categories based on race. Statistical data collected by the federal government, such as the United States Census
Bureau (Census Bureau), adhere to this classification system. 13
The OMB also does not define what constitutes a minority population. For purposes of E.O. 12898, the term
minority means “individual(s) who are members of the following population groups: American Indian or Alaskan
Native; Asian or Pacific Islander; Black, not of Hispanic origin; or Hispanic” (CEQ, 1997). A population is identified
as minority in an area affected by the policy action if “either (a) the minority population of the affected area
exceeds 50 percent or (b) the minority population percentage of the affected area is meaningfully greater than
11 The term population groups of concern is used instead of subpopulations to be inclusive of “population groups that form a relatively fixed
portion of the population (e.g., groups based on ethnicity).” See the EPA’s Early Life Stages website: http://www.epa.gov/children/earlylife-stages.
12 This section borrows extensively from Chapter 10 of the EPA’s Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analyses (U.S. EPA, 2014a).
13 For the OMB definitions, see the OMB’s Revisions to the Standards for the Classification of Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity:
http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/fedreg_1997standards/. Beginning with the 2000 Census, the federal government began to collect more
detailed information on race. Respondents could select more than one category. The OMB provides guidance on how to aggregate from 63
different race categories to a smaller subset to yield the first five categories listed above and four frequently-reported double race
categories (OMB, 2000).
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the minority population percentage in the general population or other appropriate unit of geographic analysis”
(CEQ, 1997). A minority population exists “if there is more than one minority group present and the minority
percentage, as calculated by aggregating all minority persons, meets one of the above-stated thresholds” (CEQ,
1997). When analysts are evaluating potential EJ concerns under NEPA, they “may consider as a community either
a group of individuals living in geographic proximity to one another, or a geographically dispersed/transient set
of individuals (such as migrant workers or Native Americans), where either type of group experiences common
conditions of environmental exposure or effect” (CEQ, 1997).
While the OMB does not define the term indigenous, it defines someone who identifies as an American Indian or
Alaska Native as a person “having origins in any of the original peoples of North and South America (including
Central America) and who maintains tribal affiliation or community attachment” (OMB, 1997). The EPA provides a
more detailed definition for the purposes of the EPA Policy on Environmental Justice for Working with Federally
Recognized Tribes and Indigenous Peoples (U.S. EPA, 2014b) to include state-recognized tribes; indigenous and
tribal community-based organizations; individual members of federally recognized tribes, including those living on
a different reservation or living outside Indian country; individual members of state-recognized tribes; Native
Hawaiians; Native Pacific Islanders; and individual Native Americans.

2.2.2 Low-Income Populations
The OMB has designated the Census Bureau’s annual poverty measure, produced since 1964, as the official metric
for program planning and analysis by all Executive branch federal agencies in Statistical Policy Directive No. 14,
though it does not preclude the use of other measures (OMB, 1978). The CEQ’s Environmental Justice: Guidance
Under the National Environmental Policy Act (1997) also suggests analysts use “annual statistical poverty thresholds
from the Census Bureau’s Current Population Reports, Series P-60 on Income and Poverty” to define low-income
populations. As with minority populations, low-income populations include a geographically dispersed group of
individuals that “experiences common conditions of environmental exposure or effect” (CEQ, 1997).
The Census Bureau’s annual poverty measure uses a set of income thresholds that vary by family size and
composition to determine the households that live in poverty. If a family's total income falls below the threshold,
then that family and every individual in it is defined as being in poverty. This measure of poverty has remained
essentially unchanged since its inception. 14 It does not vary geographically, though it is updated for inflation using
the Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers (CPI-U). It also does not take into account capital gains or noncash benefits such as public housing, Medicaid, and food stamps (U.S. Census Bureau, 2011a).
The ability of the official poverty measure to adequately capture regional and other differences in economic wellbeing within this population has been the subject of ongoing debate. In particular, the National Research Council
(NRC) recommended that the official measure be revised because “it no longer provides an accurate picture of the
differences in the extent of economic poverty among population groups or geographic areas of the country, nor an
accurate picture of trends over time” (Citro and Michael, 1995). In response, the OMB convened an interagency
group in 2009 to define a supplemental poverty measure based on the NRC recommendations. A Supplemental
Poverty Measure was included in the Current Population Reports, Series P-60, for the first time in 2010 (U.S.
Census Bureau, 2011b). For example, unlike the official poverty measure, it accounts for “co-resident unrelated
children” (such as foster children), any cohabiters, and their children, and uses a broader resource measure to
account for out-of-pocket medical expenses and in-kind benefits. It also improves on the traditional measure of
poverty by adjusting for differences in housing prices and family size by metropolitan statistical area. 15

The Census Bureau produces single-year estimates of median household income and poverty by state and county, and poverty by school
district as part of its Small Area Income and Poverty Estimates. It also provides estimates of health insurance coverage by state and county as
part of its Small Area Health Insurance Estimates. These data are broken down by race at the state level and by income categories at the
county level.
15 The NRC recognizes that income-based measures such as the official or supplemental poverty thresholds are not necessarily the best
measure of relative poverty since they do not account for differences in accumulated assets across households. The Supplemental Poverty
14
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Unlike its treatment of poverty, the Census Bureau does not provide an official definition of low income. An analyst
may characterize low-income populations more broadly than just those that fall below the poverty threshold (e.g.,
to include families whose income is above the poverty threshold but still below the average household income for
the United States). Additional socioeconomic characteristics typically collected by U.S. statistical agencies (e.g.,
Census Bureau), such as educational attainment, baseline health status, and health insurance coverage, may also be
useful for characterizing low-income populations. Another possible measure is the percent of people who are
chronically poor versus those who experience poverty on a more episodic basis (Iceland, 2003). 16
Finally, the Census Bureau makes available a number of cross-tabulations between poverty measures and other
socioeconomic characteristics of interest such as race, ethnicity, age, sex, education, and work experience; these
can be useful in developing more specific population descriptions.

2.2.3 Populations that Principally Rely on Subsistence Consumption of Self-Caught Fish and
Wildlife
E.O. 12898 identifies the need to analyze the human health risks of “populations with differential patterns of
subsistence consumption of fish and wildlife … whenever practical and appropriate.” This category identifies
populations based on particular pathways of exposure, and may overlap with those defined on the basis of
income and race/ethnicity. 17
The CEQ’s Environmental Justice: Guidance Under the National Environmental Policy Act (1997) describes the two
main components of this definition: differential patterns and subsistence consumption. Differential patterns are
“differences in rates and/or patterns of subsistence consumption by minority populations, low-income populations,
and Indian tribes as compared to rates and patterns of consumption of the general population.” The term
subsistence consumption is defined as “dependence by a minority population, low-income population, Indian tribe or
subgroup of such populations on indigenous fish, vegetation and/or wildlife, as the principal portion of their diet.”
See Section 4.2.2 for a discussion of unique exposure pathways.
While federal statistical agencies do not specifically track individuals and population groups who subsist on fish or
wildlife, the EPA has conducted consumption surveys in specific geographic areas to inform policy formulation. If
fish and wildlife consumption is a substantial concern for a particular regulatory action, analysts should refer to
existing EPA guidance on fish and wildlife consumption surveys when collecting these data (e.g., U.S. EPA, 1998a,
2011e). Analysts may also investigate whether these types of survey data are available from other federal
agencies, or from state, tribal, or local governments. However, per EPA guidance on fish and wildlife consumption
surveys, they should verify that any survey data used in an EJ analysis accords with appropriate parameters and
methodology for that specific analysis (U.S. EPA, 1998a).

Measure tries to capture inflows of income and outflows of expenses, which are likely correlated with short-term poverty since many assets
are not easily convertible to cash in the short run (Short, 2012).
16 This type of measure is reported in the U.S. Census Bureau’s Survey of Income and Program Participation.
17 The overlap between populations that principally subsist on fish and wildlife and minority populations, low-income populations, or
indigenous peoples is an important consideration when evaluating potential EJ concerns in a risk assessment. As part of a risk assessment,
analysts are encouraged to evaluate as appropriate all consumption/contact patterns and rates that are relevant from an EJ perspective,
including those associated with populations that subsist on fish and wildlife.
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2.3 Meaningful Involvement
The EJ Process Guidance defines the term meaningful involvement as indicating that “1) potentially affected
populations have an appropriate opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity [i.e.,
rulemaking] that will affect their environment and/or health; 2) the population’s contribution can influence [the
EPA’s] rulemaking decisions; 3) the concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision-making
process; and 4) [the EPA will] seek out and facilitate the involvement of population’s potentially affected by EPA’s
rulemaking process” (U.S. EPA, 2015a).
The EPA is committed to engaging all stakeholders as it develops and implements Agency regulatory actions, but
the Agency recognizes that special attention is often needed to ensure meaningful involvement in the process by
minority populations, low-income populations, tribes, and indigenous peoples. While ensuring meaningful
involvement in the regulatory action development process as a whole is beyond the scope of this guidance
document, the EJ Process Guidance includes a detailed section on achieving meaningful involvement for regulatory
actions. It provides resources that rule-writers can use to help decide what type and level of public involvement is
appropriate and reviews best practices when developing opportunities for meaningful involvement (see also the
EPA’s Public Involvement Policy (U.S. EPA, 2003a)).
Meaningful involvement intersects with analytic considerations in several important respects. First, if the analysis of
potential EJ concerns is explained in plain language, then key assumptions, methods, and results will be more
transparent and easier to understand. This can further a clear understanding of the potential EJ implications of a
regulatory action and allow for more substantive engagement by community members and other interested parties
during public comment periods. Second, it may be possible for analysts to request information early in the process
(for instance, by asking for public comment in the proposal) regarding unique exposure pathways or end points of
concern, as well as data sources that could improve the analysis of potential EJ concerns. Text Box 2.2 highlights
several examples of activities taken to ensure meaningful involvement in the analysis of EJ issues for recent
regulatory actions. Section 5.3.1.5 also discusses meaningful involvement in the context of a human health risk
assessment.
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Text Box 2.2: Meaningful Involvement: Examples of Efforts to Ensure Involvement in the Analysis of
Potential EJ Issues During the Regulatory Action Development Process
EPA regulatory actions have included steps to encourage involvement by affected communities in the analytic
process when evaluating potential EJ issues, as illustrated in the following examples:
As part of the proposed rulemaking for National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutant Emissions in the
chromium electroplating industry (U.S. EPA, 2010b), the EPA asked for public comment on its analysis of potential
EJ issues:
“The EPA offers the demographic analyses in this rulemaking as examples of how such analyses might
be developed to inform such consideration and invites public comment on the approaches used and the
interpretations made from the results, with the hope that this will support the refinement and improve
utility of such analyses for future rulemakings.”
The regulatory impact analysis for the Final Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS) Rule (U.S. EPA, 2011f)
describes activities taken to ensure meaningful involvement:
“The EPA defines ‘environmental justice’ to include meaningful involvement of all people regardless of
race, color, national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement
of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. To promote meaningful involvement, the EPA publicized
the rulemaking via newsletters, EJ list serves, and the internet, including the Office of Policy’s [Regulatory
Development and Retrospective Review Tracker (formerly known as the Regulatory Gateway) at:
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opei/RuleGate.nsf/.] During the comment period, the EPA discussed the
proposed rule via a conference call with communities, conducted a community-oriented webinar on the
proposed rule, and posted the webinar presentation online. The EPA also held three public hearings to
receive additional input on the proposal.”
“Once this rule is finalized, affected [electric-generating units (EGUs)] will need to update their Title V
operating permits to reflect their new emission limits, any other new applicable requirements, and the
associated monitoring and recordkeeping from this rule. The Title V permitting process provides that
when most permits are reopened (for example, to incorporate new applicable requirements) or
renewed, there must be opportunity for public review and comments. In addition, after the public review
process, the EPA has an opportunity to review the proposed permit and object to its issuance if it does
not meet CAA [Clean Air Act] requirements.”
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Section 3: Key Analytic Considerations

T

his section provides an overview of the questions analysts should aim to answer when conducting an
analysis of potential EJ concerns, provides an overarching framework for structuring the analysis, and
makes four broad recommendations designed to ensure consistency across assessments.

3.1 Analyzing Differential Impacts
The analysis of potential EJ concerns for regulatory actions should address three questions:
 Are there potential EJ concerns associated with environmental stressors affected by the regulatory
action for population groups of concern in the baseline? 18
 Are there potential EJ concerns associated with environmental stressors affected by the regulatory
action for population groups of concern for the regulatory option(s) under consideration?
 For the regulatory option(s) under consideration, are potential EJ concerns created or mitigated
compared to the baseline?
The term environmental stressor (or stressor) encompasses the range of chemical, physical, or biological
agents, contaminants, or pollutants that may be subject to a regulatory action. Baseline is defined by the
OMB as “the best assessment of the way the world would look absent the proposed action” (OMB, 2003);
Section 6.2 of this document provides more information on characterizing the baseline for a regulatory
action.
To answer each of the three questions, an analyst should characterize differential impacts for population
groups of concern relative to a comparison population group. Comparison population groups are discussed
in greater detail in Section 6.5.2.
The extent to which an analysis is able to address all three questions will vary due to data limitations, time
and resource constraints, and other technical challenges that vary by media and regulatory context. The
EPA encourages analysts to document key reasons why a particular question cannot be addressed, to help
identify future priorities for filling key data and research gaps. In addition, due to the inherent limitations
and uncertainties associated with analyses of potential EJ concerns, sensitivity analysis around key
assumptions is particularly important for clearly communicating results to the public.

As noted in Section 2.1, this question is asking whether there are discernible differences in impacts or risks to minority
populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples that exist prior to or that may be created by the proposed regulatory
action and that are extensive enough that they may merit Agency action. Differences in impacts or risks may include differential
exposures, differential health and environmental outcomes, or other relevant effects. The subsequent analytic questions here are
intended to prompt assessment of differences in anticipated impacts across population groups of concern for the baseline and
proposed regulatory options, and to prompt the presentation of these results to decision makers to support their determinations
regarding potentially actionable disproportionate impacts.
18
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3.2 Identifying Objectives, Data, and Other Information
The purpose of a regulatory analysis is to “anticipate and evaluate the likely consequences” of a
regulatory action in a way that informs the public and decision makers (OMB, 2003). 19 Before conducting
a detailed analysis of potential EJ concerns, analysts should first help inform the process for identifying
what level of assessment is feasible and appropriate to support the regulatory action. Feasibility is based
on a technical evaluation of the data and methods available (for instance, the availability of data at a
disaggregated level, data quality, availability of methods to analyze such data, and availability of
evidence from the peer-reviewed literature, community input, and other information). Appropriateness is
informed by relevant policy, budgetary, and statutory considerations.
As a first step, the EJ Process Guidance encourages the use of a screening-level analysis to help identify the
extent to which a regulatory action may raise potential EJ concerns that need to be evaluated further as
part of the regulatory action development process. Current EPA guidance does not prescribe or
recommend a specific approach or methodology for conducting screening-level analysis. See Section 6.1
for a more detailed discussion of the types of factors an analyst could consider as part of a screeninglevel analysis.
To help inform the decision of what level of analysis of potential EJ concerns is feasible and appropriate,
analysts should also identify data that would support a quantitative analysis. In some circumstances,
available data may not be sufficient to perform a quantitative evaluation, but it may be possible to
develop a meaningful qualitative analysis (see Sections 6.1 and 6.3 for more information). Documentation
of the process of identifying what level of analysis is feasible is encouraged and ensures transparency
when communicating with the public.
In cases where a screening-level analysis identifies potential EJ concerns in need of further evaluation, the
analysis should aim to accomplish the following:
 Identify EJ objectives early in the process: Analysts should communicate with decision makers
regarding how E.O. 12898 or applicable EPA policies or statutes interact with the evaluation of
potential EJ concerns for a regulatory action.
 Understand the contributors to potential EJ concerns early in the process: Recognizing underlying
contributors is important for properly assessing potential EJ concerns (see Section 4) and can aid in
the design of regulatory options.
 Identify and characterize population groups of concern early in the process: E.O. 12898 identifies
relevant population groups of concern. An early priority of analysts should be to identify these
population groups within the context of a particular regulatory action to inform data collection
and analysis, and the development of reliable inferences from the results.
 Identify comparison groups early in the process: Early selection of one or more comparison groups
allows analysts to collect data and identify analytic approaches relevant for the evaluation of
differential impacts borne by population groups of concern relative to other demographic groups.

E.O. 12866 (1993) expects agencies to consider “distributive impacts” and “equity” when choosing among alternative
regulatory approaches, unless prohibited by statute. The OMB’s Circular A-4 also states that “regulatory analysis should provide a
separate description of distributional effects (i.e., how both benefits and costs are distributed among sub-populations of particular
concern) so that decision makers can properly consider them along with the effects of economic efficiency … Where distributive
effects are thought to be important, the effects of various regulatory alternatives should be described quantitatively to the extent
possible, including the magnitude, likelihood, and severity of impacts on particular groups” (OMB, 2003). However, Circular A-4’s
focus is on benefits and costs, while the focus of E.O. 12898 is on human health or environmental effects, which is generally at least
one step prior to the monetization of benefit categories covered in the EPA’s Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analyses (2010c),
hereafter referred to as the Economic Guidelines.
19
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 Identify data, methods and analytical needs early in the process. Analysts should evaluate quantitative
and qualitative data and methodological needs for an analysis of potential EJ concerns early to
ensure that they are duly considered and reasonably accommodated. Data and methods
availability influence the scope and complexity of an assessment and may inform the extent to
which potential EJ concerns are considered in the decision-making process.
 Identify the potential for hot spots early in the process. In some cases, extensive differences in effects
among population groups of concern may occur in only a few geographic locations. Referred to as
hot spots, these locations are typically exposed to localized concentrations of emissions from one
or more sources along with other stressors. In these cases, it may be appropriate to tailor the
analysis to evaluate impacts in a few specific areas. Identifying the potential for hot spots early
helps analysts develop appropriate sources of data and analytic techniques, which may differ
from those used for a broader analysis.

3.3 Recommendations for Analyses of Potential EJ Concerns
This technical guidance makes four main recommendations designed to ensure consistency across
assessments of potential EJ concerns for regulatory actions. The recommendations are not intended to be
prescriptive and do not mandate the use of a specific approach. Rather, they encourage analysts to
conduct the highest quality analysis feasible, recognizing that policy considerations as well as technical
challenges may affect what is possible within a particular regulatory context.
1. Analysts should use their best professional judgement to decide what combination of quantitative and
qualitative analysis is possible and appropriate.
 For regulatory actions where impacts or benefits will be quantified, some level of quantitative
analysis for EJ is recommended (see Section 6 for a discussion of methods).
 When achievable, analysts should present information on estimated health and environmental risks,
exposures, outcomes, benefits and other relevant effects disaggregated by income and
race/ethnicity.
 When such data are not available, it may still be possible to evaluate risk or exposure using other
metrics (e.g., prevalence of affected facilities as a function of race/ethnicity or income, evidence
of unique or atypical consumption patterns or contact rates) in a scientifically defensible way.
 When impacts or benefits will not be quantified or disaggregated by race/ethnicity or income,
analysts should present available quantitative and/or qualitative information that sheds light on
potential EJ concerns (see Sections 6.1 and 6.3).
2. Analysts should integrate applicable questions during the planning and scoping and problem
formulation stages of a risk assessment conducted for the regulatory action (see Section 5.3.2).
3. Analysts should follow best practices appropriate to the analytic questions at hand. Text Box 3.1
outlines current best practices that may be helpful for evaluating potential EJ concerns. If it is not
feasible for analysts to follow these best practices, then analysts are encouraged to explain the
reasons for their use of different approaches.
4. Analysts should consider the distribution of economic costs (i.e., private (compliance) and social costs)
from an EJ perspective when appropriate, feasible, and relevant (see Section 6.6.1). 20

20

See the EPA’s Economic Guidelines (U.S. EPA, 2010c) for information on defining costs.
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Text Box 3.1: Current Best Practices that May be Helpful for Evaluating Potential EJ Concerns
 Use the best available science while relying on current, generally accepted Agency procedures for conducting
risk assessment and economic analysis.
 Use existing frameworks and data from other parts of the regulatory analysis, supplemented as appropriate.
 Be consistent with the basic assumptions underlying other parts of the regulatory analysis, such as using the
same baseline and regulatory option scenarios.
 Use the highest quality and most recent data available. Discuss the overall quality and main limitations of the
data (e.g., completeness, accuracy, validation).
 Discuss available evidence on factors that may make population groups of concern more vulnerable to
adverse effects (e.g., unique pathways; cumulative exposure from multiple stressors; and behavioral,
biological, or environmental factors that increase susceptibility).
 Identify unique considerations for subsistence populations when relevant.
 Carefully select and justify the choice of a comparison group (discussed in Section 6.5.2).
 Carefully select and justify the choice of the geographic unit of analysis and discuss any particular challenges
or aggregation issues related to the choice of spatial scale.
 Show changes in potential differences in impacts (i.e., analyze and compare effects in baseline and across
policy scenarios).
 Present summary metrics for relevant population groups of concern and the comparison group, not just data
on each population group or area.
 When data allow, characterize the distribution of risks, exposures, or outcomes within each population group,
not just average impacts, with particular attention paid to the characteristics of populations in the higher
percentiles.
 Disaggregate data to reveal important spatial differences (e.g., demographic information for each
facility/place) when feasible and appropriate.
 Discuss the severity and nature of the health consequences for which differences between population groups
have been analyzed.
 Clearly describe data sources, assumptions, analytic techniques, and results.
 Discuss key sources of uncertainty or potential bias in the data (e.g., sample size, using proximity as a
surrogate for exposure) and how they may influence results.
 When possible, conduct sensitivity analysis for key assumptions or parameters that may affect findings.
 Make elements of EJ assessments as straightforward and easy for the public to understand as possible.
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Section 4: Contributors to Potential
Environmental Justice Concerns

T

he purpose of this section is to highlight the key factors that contribute to the uneven distribution of
environmental health risk across population groups. This section is intended to help analysts identify factors
within communities that may contribute to potential EJ concerns and merit further investigation and analysis.
To provide a more complete understanding of how these factors are interrelated, the section begins with a
brief overview of the relationship between social context and environmental risk.

4.1 Social Context and Environmental Health Risk
Minority populations, low-income populations, and indigenous peoples often experience greater exposure
and disease burdens than the general population as a whole, which can increase the risk of adverse health
effects from environmental stressors among these populations.21 For example, many studies have
established that sources of environmental hazards are often located and concentrated in areas that are
dominated by minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples (Bullard et al., 2007;
Faber and Krieg, 2002; Faber and Krieg, 2005; Government Accountability Office, 1983; Maantay,
2001; United Church of Christ, 1987; Wilson et al., 2002). In addition, studies show that these population
groups often experience higher exposures to environmental hazards associated with the places where they
live, work, and play (Apelberg et al., 2005; Marshall, 2008; Morello-Frosch and Jesdale, 2006; MorelloFrosch et al., 2001; Sexton et al., 2007; Thompson et al., 2003; Woodruff et al., 2003). Finally, these
population groups tend to be most burdened with adverse health conditions that either have environmental
triggers or affect similar physiological systems as environmental pollution, such as cardiovascular disease,
preterm birth, low birth weight, and asthma (Akinbami, 2006; Akinbami et al., 2012; Glover et al., 2005;
Keenan and Rosendorf, 2011; Lara et al., 2006; Martin, 2011; Martin et al., 2010). Pre-existing disease
and adverse health conditions can increase susceptibility to the effects of exposure to environmental
hazards (Schwartz et al., 2011a). 22 In summary, due to a range of existing physical, chemical, biological,
social, and cultural factors, population groups of concern may be more exposed to environmental toxins, or
may suffer greater ill effects from exposures of similar magnitude, because they may have a compromised
ability to cope with and/or recover from such exposures (U.S. EPA, 2003b).
Both high exposures and increased individual susceptibility to environmental stressors may lead to a
predisposition to higher health risks among minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous
peoples (Schwartz et al., 2011a). As a result, in an assessment of potential EJ concerns, it is important to
assess both the potential for higher exposures to a given environmental stressor and the potential for
higher susceptibility to adverse effects of the stressor for population groups of concern. Potential
contributors to differential health risk and adverse health impacts can thus be identified based on how
they may increase exposure or how they may increase susceptibility in response to exposure.
Social context is critical when considering differences in exposure to stressors and resulting adverse health
outcomes among certain population groups (e.g., low income, minority). The term social context refers
21 The term racial/ethnic minority is often used in the literature upon which this section is based to define what is referred to in E.O.
12898 as “minority populations.”
22 An individual who is susceptible is one who is more responsive to exposure (Schwartz et al., 2011a) or one who has an
increased likelihood of sustaining an adverse effect (U.S. EPA, 2003b).
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broadly to all social and political mechanisms that generate, configure, and maintain social hierarchies.
These mechanisms can include the labor market, the educational system, political institutions, and cultural
and societal values (Solar and Irwin, 2010). Social context has been recognized as a critical root cause of
societal stratification into different social positions (e.g., race/ethnicity, income, occupation). Social
stratification in turn is associated with differential exposure, susceptibility to stressors, and consequences
(Solar and Irwin, 2010). Social context and social stratification together can shape determinants of health
such as:
 Material circumstances (e.g., neighborhood and housing conditions/quality, green space,
walkability, access to fresh foods, and the work environment);
 Behavioral and biological factors (e.g., nutrition, smoking, genetic factors);
 The health care system (e.g., access to and interaction with health care providers and resources);
 Psychosocial circumstances (e.g., stressful living conditions and relationships, availability of coping
and support mechanisms) (Solar and Irwin, 2010; McEwen and Tucker, 2011; Couch and Coles,
2011); and
 Ecological and natural resource factors (e.g., traditional subsistence lifestyles, climate change
impacts) (Harper et al., 2007).
The literature has proposed a number of conceptual frameworks to explicitly integrate social context
contributors to differential health risks/impacts into the exposure-disease paradigm, and to highlight
potential pathways through which these contributors may interact with environmental exposures to yield
health differences (Gee and Payne-Sturges, 2004; Morello-Frosch and Jesdale, 2006). Though the
proposed pathways in these frameworks have not all been tested, they are insightful and offer integrated
approaches for considering pathways through which multiple factors may increase exposure or
susceptibility.

4.2 Contributors to Higher Exposure
The steps for performing an exposure assessment require that an analyst: (1) identify the source of the
environmental stressor and the media that transports that contaminant; (2) determine the contaminant
concentration; (3) determine the exposure scenarios, pathways, and routes of exposure; (4) determine the
exposure factors related to human behaviors that define time, frequency, and duration of exposure; and
(5) identify the exposed population. Exposure factors are related to human behavior and characteristics
and determine an individual's exposure to an agent (U.S. EPA, 2011e).
A good starting point for identifying factors that may contribute to differential impacts and merit further
review is to focus on those that contribute to higher exposure among population groups of concern. 23
Contributors to the potential for higher exposure among minority populations, low-income populations, or
indigenous peoples include:
 Proximity to emission sources;
 Unique exposure pathways;
 Physical infrastructure (e.g., housing conditions, water infrastructure);

23 The terms exposure and dose are very closely related and are therefore often confused (Zartarian et al., 2007). An exposure
does not necessarily lead to a dose, but there cannot be a dose without a corresponding exposure (U.S. EPA, 2011e; Zartarian et
al., 2007). See the glossary of this document for definitions of exposure and dose.
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 Exposure to multiple stressors/cumulative exposures; and
 Community capacity to participate in decision-making (Nweke et al., 2011; U.S. EPA, 2007a).

4.2.1 Proximity to Emission Sources
Proximity to emission sources is the most studied indicator of high exposure in the EJ literature. Proximity to
an emission source is only a surrogate measure for exposure (because it does not incorporate key
determinants such as time-activity patterns), but several studies have found positive associations between
residence near a pollution emissions source and adverse health outcomes (Brender et al., 2011). 24 In
addition, studies have found that areas with a larger proportion of minority populations, low-income
populations, or indigenous peoples are more likely to have pollution emission sources such as a hazardous
waste site, high traffic roadway, or industrial site (e.g., Apelberg et al., 2005; Guinier et al., 2003).

4.2.2 Exposure Pathways
Exposure pathways describe the means by which exposure to a given stressor occurs. Higher exposures
may be related to non-traditional pathways that stem from behaviors of a specific group of individuals
who have shared ideas, values, learned traditions and life experiences that are embedded in socially
grounded processes. The social constructs of culture and ethnicity may to varying extents capture shared
learned traditions and/or life experiences, thus providing a window into how exposure pathways may
vary across social groups (NRC, 2002). Specific examples of exposure pathways for environmental
stressors that relate to cultural context or ethnicity are documented in the academic literature (Anderson
and Rice, 1993; Ernst, 2002a, b; Ernst and Thompson Coon, 2001; McKelvey et al., 2011; Peterson et al.,
1994). In addition, a detailed review of unique exposure pathways and a conceptual model to aid the
identification of such pathways are discussed in detail elsewhere (Burger and Gochfeld, 2011; Gochfeld
and Burger, 2011). Examples of shared behavior that may yield atypical pathways of exposure to
environmental stressors and potentially higher exposures include subsistence fishing, consumption of
ayurvedic (i.e., alternative) medicines among Asians, sweat baths among Native Americans (Gochfeld and
Burger, 2011), and occupationally-related pathways such as farmworker children facing potential
exposures from “take home” residues in their parents’ clothing or from pesticide drift (Harrison, 2011).25
Exposure pathways are also related to factors such as behavioral and physiological stages of growth and
development that may occur during a particular life stage (U.S. EPA, 2011e). For example, individuals in
all populations alter their eating patterns as they grow older (e.g., infants’ diets consist primarily of milk
products). Object-to-mouth behavior and crawling are examples of behaviors that are associated with
infants and toddlers (U.S. EPA, 2013a). Such behavior increases exposure to environmental stressors that
may exist in higher concentrations in toys and in contaminants that accumulate on floors or carpets, for
example.

4.2.3 Physical Infrastructure
For some environmental stressors, physical infrastructure may contribute to increased exposure. In
particular, residents living near potential emission sources may experience increased concentrations of
contaminants due to damaged or substandard structural and building conditions. Housing, in particular, has
been well studied as a potential contributor to environmental exposure. For instance, housing in the United
States built before 1978 may contain lead-based paint, exposure to which can impair cognitive function in
children and lead to lower IQ. In addition, substandard housing conditions such as water leaks, poor
ventilation, dirty carpets, and pest infestation can lead to an increase in mold, dust mites, and other
allergens associated with poor health (Commission to Build a Healthier America, 2008; U.S. Department of
24 Residential proximity does not imply that exposures and health risks are occurring but only that the potential for exposure is
increased (NRC, 1991).
25 Ayurvedic medicines are taken as part of a Hindu traditional medicine practice of the same name.
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Housing and Urban Development, 2001; Thorne et al., 2009). A higher proportion of minorities live in
substandard housing (Jacobs, 2011). Therefore, examining how housing may increase exposure to a given
stressor is helpful for uncovering whether particular minority populations, low-income populations, or
indigenous peoples may experience higher exposures.
Other types of infrastructure such as transportation and drinking water infrastructure may also be
associated with higher exposure to environmental stressors. For example, in Southern California, minority
and low-income neighborhoods have twice the traffic density of the rest of region; the potential for
greater exposure to hazards from traffic is therefore higher in these neighborhoods (Houston et al., 2004).
Differential exposure related to drinking water infrastructure is less examined. However, some evidence
indicates that access to piped water and shared water systems may affect exposure, as may older housing
with lead pipes (VanDerslice, 2011).

4.2.4 Multiple Stressors, Multiple Sources, and Cumulative Impacts
Numerous studies describe minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples that are
impacted by exposure to multiple environmental hazards, such as contaminants from industrial facilities,
landfills, and leaking underground tanks, transportation-related air pollution, poor housing, pesticides, and
incompatible land uses (e.g., see Brender et al. (2011) for a summary of some recent literature). Localized
concentrations of environmental emissions from one or more sources along with other stressors (i.e., hot
spots) are typically located near multiple pollution sources, and are a source of concern for residents in
many communities throughout the country (U.S. EPA, 2010a; California Environmental Protection Agency,
2015; Bullard, 2005; Greenberg and Schneider, 1996).
Recognizing the potential harm associated with multiple stressors from one or more pollution sources or
exposure pathways, the EPA has described a framework for assessing the cumulative risk of adverse
effects associated with multiple stressors (U.S. EPA, 2003b). Additionally, exposure to a stressor may occur
across several sources (e.g., air emissions from several facilities in different industries). An analysis that
considers risks from only one source can inaccurately characterize the potential for health risks if the
populations for which risk is being estimated are also exposed to a stressor from the other sources. For
example, a single source might emit low levels of a stressor, but when considered across all sources to
which a population is exposed, the exposure may be sufficient to result in a health risk or concern. As noted
in Section 4.2.1 above, emission sources for environmental pollutants have been found to often be
concentrated in locations dominated by minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous
peoples (Bullard et al., 2007; United Church of Christ, 1987), making the consideration of multiple sources
important to consideration of health risk to these populations. The presence of non-chemical stressors, such
as crime, in these populations may also exacerbate the effects of some chemical exposures (e.g., changes
in immunological response due to increased presence of stress hormones (Gee and Payne-Sturges, 2004)).
The EPA’s Framework for Cumulative Risk Assessment (U.S. EPA, 2003b) provides guidance on planning and
undertaking an assessment of cumulative impacts when evaluating the range of both chemical and nonchemical stressors that may be relevant to potential EJ concerns. The science supporting assessments of such
cumulative impacts is evolving, however, and the data and analytical tools needed to develop informative,
scientifically sound analyses of these effects may not be available in many cases. Presently, the data and
methodology limitations may lead to current applications of cumulative risk assessment at the EPA being
focused on mixtures of chemicals. Additionally, current applications may involve use of epidemiology
studies (discussed in Section 5). When available, these studies may indicate multiple chemical exposures
and other factors that may modify or increase the risk of an adverse outcome from exposure to a
regulated stressor.

4.2.5 Community Capacity to Participate in Decision-Making
Community capacity is a multidimensional concept that includes factors such as leadership, participation,
skills, resources, community power, and social and organizational networks (Freudenberg et al., 2011).
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Communities with a relatively high proportion of minority populations, low-income populations, or
indigenous peoples may have lower community capacity, and this may contribute to potential EJ concerns.
The capacity of communities to participate in the decision-making process is a crucial determinant of the
success of civic engagements in terms of preventing high burdens of emitting sources and exposure to
environmental stressors. Political mechanisms, for instance, can influence the potential for exposure to
environmental stressors at the community level, given the role of such mechanisms in facility siting and
permitting. Political mechanisms give rise to opportunities for civic engagement, such as zoning meetings or
other community planning meetings, which provide communities with opportunities to participate in decisions
pertaining to the quality of their environment. When communities are unable to participate effectively in
decision-making, they may be more likely to be the recipients of negative environmental consequences,
including impacts associated with emissions sources.
Though meaningful involvement is related to the community’s capacity to participate in the decision-making
process, these topics are not discussed in depth in this guidance document. Some additional information
about meaningful involvement can be found in Section 2.3, Section 5.3.1.5, and Text Box 2.2 (see also U.S.
EPA (2015a)).

4.3 Contributors to Higher Susceptibility
A person’s susceptibility to an environmental stressor is an important determinant of both the occurrence
and severity of an adverse effect. Some factors that may influence susceptibility include genetics, diet,
nutritional status, pre-existing disease, psychological stress, co-exposure to similarly acting toxics or
chemicals, and cumulative burden of disease resulting from exposure to all stressors throughout the course
of life (Schwartz et al., 2011a, b). Also known as risk-modifiers or effect-modifiers, these factors may
influence the health-related outcome of exposure through biological interactions at the individual level.
Another noteworthy potential risk-modifier is socioeconomic status, which does not by itself elicit a
biological interaction, but has a complex and robust association with many health states (Schwartz et al.,
2011b), and may influence factors such as diet, nutrition, and access to health care and consequently
health status. Several examples of how these risk modifiers may increase risk are discussed in papers by
Schwartz et al. (2011a, b).
Some groups of individuals within minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples may
also have higher susceptibility to the effects of some stressors compared to others in these populations. This
greater susceptibility may be related to age and the stages of physiological and behavioral growth and
development, referred to as life stages (U.S. EPA, 2011e). Susceptible groups based on life stage can
include children, the elderly, pregnant women and/or women of childbearing age, and immunocompromised individuals, as well as workers in certain occupations, depending on the target health
endpoint and the stressor. For example, infants and young children are more likely to experience adverse
neurological health effects from lead in the environment due to a combination of factors including life
stage (U.S. EPA, 2013a). As previously stated, these groups may also have exposure pathways (e.g.,
hand-to-mouth behavior of very young children) or may be exposed to multiple exposure sources (e.g.,
workers that are both exposed occupationally and also reside in neighborhoods with high ambient
concentrations of air pollution) that when combined with higher susceptibility can further increase the risk
for adverse health effects.
The concepts of susceptibility and vulnerability can be used to identify population groups of concern. For
example, profiles can be constructed that combine available data on baseline health and demographic
information to identify susceptible or vulnerable population groups and then use various combinations of
demographic, education, poverty, and air quality data to describe them (Fann et al., 2011). Further
discussion about considering susceptibility and exposure factors in risk assessments for EJ analyses can be
found in Section 5.3 and Appendix B.
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Section 5: Considering Environmental Justice
when Planning a Human Health Risk
Assessment

T

his section provides guidance to Agency analysts on integrating the consideration of potential EJ concerns
into the planning phase of a human health risk assessment conducted to support a regulatory action. In
particular, the EJ Technical Guidance recommends that, to the extent possible, evaluation of potential EJ
concerns be integrated into an HHRA rather than conducted as an add-on or separate analysis of
differences in risks across population groups of concern. Integration ensures that an analyst can effectively
consider differential health risks for minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples.
This recommendation is consistent with the EPA’s Framework for Human Health Risk Assessment to Inform
Decision Making, referred to in this document as the HHRA Framework (U.S. EPA, 2014c), which identifies EJ
as one of several overarching considerations for which “early consideration and discussion … can enhance
the utility of the risk assessment.” The HHRA Framework also notes “... the potential for inclusion of analyses
involving these topics is an important consideration in the planning stage for an assessment.”

5.1 Introduction
An analyst planning an HHRA in support of a regulatory action should seek information early in the process
that is relevant to the three analytic questions outlined in Section 3.1 (and repeated here):
 Are there potential EJ concerns associated with environmental stressors affected by the regulatory
action for population groups of concern in the baseline?
 Are there potential EJ concerns associated with environmental stressors affected by the regulatory
action for population groups of concern for the regulatory option(s) under consideration?
 For the regulatory option(s) under consideration, are potential EJ concerns created or mitigated
compared to the baseline?
These questions help an analyst evaluate whether a potential EJ concern already exists and whether, for
each of the regulatory options under consideration, a potential EJ concern is likely to be created or
mitigated by the affected stressors. The role of an analyst is to plan and conduct an HHRA that presents
results – and the appropriate context for those results – in a transparent manner so that the decision maker
can incorporate consideration of differential risks across population groups into risk management decisions.
Human health risk assessment is a complex and iterative process, and the science and practices that
support it continue to evolve. This technical guidance is therefore designed to allow analysts to incorporate
new information into the risk assessment process as it becomes available through research and method
development efforts, or as needs for information evolve. Likewise, analysis of potential EJ concerns in
HHRA should evolve to incorporate improved risk assessment methodologies and guidance. The EPA has
developed and continues to develop methods and guidance on key risk assessment topics such as
cumulative risk assessment, dose-response assessment, and exposure assessment. These documents, as well
as tools and approaches generated by EPA offices and regions, will, over time, help to improve analyses
of potential EJ concerns. The EPA is also involved in ongoing research activities designed to advance risk
assessment. Some of these efforts are specifically focused on better understanding the impact of
susceptibility and variability on dose-response. Another focus is how various risk factors beyond chemical
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exposures (e.g., poor nutrition, stress, access to health care, and lower socioeconomic status) may be
utilized in HHRA to improve the scientific basis for estimating risks at the community level. It is expected
that this EJ Technical Guidance will be updated to incorporate new analytical tools, as appropriate.
The remainder of this section is organized into two parts. Section 5.2 provides an overview of key concepts
in HHRA. Section 5.3 describes how potential EJ concerns can be considered in the planning stage of an
HHRA. Additional information on this topic can be found in Appendix B, which provides examples of ways
to incorporate potential EJ concerns into the planning stages of exposure and dose-response assessments.

5.2 Overview of Key Concepts
This section briefly discusses key concepts relevant to considering potential EJ concerns in an HHRA. For
more information on these concepts generally, see the EPA’s Framework for HHRA Framework (U.S. EPA,
2014c). In addition, the EPA has published guidance on all steps of the HHRA process; links to some of
these documents can be found in Appendix A. The Agency’s Risk Assessment website provides basic
information about environmental risk assessments and offers a set of links to key EPA tools, guidance, and
guidelines. 26 Links to sites of particular relevance to EJ are included throughout this chapter.

5.2.1 Human Health Risk Assessment to Inform Decision-Making
The EPA’s HHRA Framework (U.S. EPA, 2014c) highlights the roles of initial planning and scoping, as well as
problem formulation in designing a risk assessment to serve a specific and documented purpose (Figure
5.1).
In accordance with longstanding Agency policy and congruent with EJ principles, the HHRA Framework
emphasizes the importance of scientific peer review as well as public, stakeholder, and community
involvement throughout the process. EJ can be
considered at any point in the HHRA process, but
the planning and scoping and problem formulation
phases set the foundation of the HHRA.

Figure 5.1: Framework for Human Health Risk
Assessment to Inform Decision-Making
Adapted from: U.S. EPA (2014c)

26

See the EPA’s Risk Assessment website: www.epa.gov/risk.
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The classic risk assessment process itself (Figure 5.2) includes a series of four steps: effects assessment
(including hazard identification and dose-response assessment), exposure assessment, and risk
characterization. The HHRA process is not strictly linear and sequential; steps are often performed together
in an integrative fashion. Risk characterization, in particular, incorporates information from all of the other
steps and provides the basis for communicating the results to decision makers and the public.

Adapted from: U.S. EPA (2014c)
Figure 5.2: Steps in Human Health Risk Assessment
The basic analytic process of an HHRA can be employed to characterize the nature, probability, and
magnitude of current or future risks of adverse human health effects related to exposure to environmental
stressors (e.g., chemical, physical, or biological agents) for population groups of concern. An HHRA can
include both quantitative and qualitative expressions of risk (NRC, 1983; U.S. EPA, 2014c), and can
incorporate different types of assessments depending on the nature of the regulatory decision that the
assessment is intended to inform. For example, a prioritization exercise for regulatory consideration may
use only a screening assessment with very conservative default values. In contrast, a national regulatory
action may require a rigorous assessment of several types of potential health effects and exposure
scenarios to support an in-depth examination of benefits.

5.2.2 Fit-for-Purpose
Fit-for-purpose refers to the step in the risk assessment framework that ensures that risk assessments and
associated products are suitable and useful for their intended purpose(s), particularly for informing choices
among risk management options (U.S. EPA, 2014c). Accordingly, throughout the process of planning and
performing HHRAs, it is important to evaluate whether the assessment is effectively addressing the
information needs of decision makers. The NRC (2009) recommends that the EPA maximizes the utility of
risk assessment by assuring that risk assessments are tailored to the problems and decisions at hand. The
EPA considers the utility of risk assessment (the extent to which it is fit for purpose) as a continuous
assessment throughout the HHRA process, rather than as a separate step during or after a risk assessment
is completed.
Consistent with E.O. 12898 and other EPA policies regarding EJ, one part of the fit-for-purpose planning
discussion should be to ensure that the analysis will provide useful information on how policy options might
affect distribution of risks across population groups of concern. Addressing the fit-for-purpose question
early and throughout the HHRA process ensures that the risk assessment adequately addresses the purpose
for which it is intended; in the context of EJ, this typically includes information for decision makers on the
distribution of risk across specific population groups. The risk assessment methods used to consider potential
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EJ concerns will vary with the environmental problem being addressed, and the scope of the HHRA will be
affected by statutory mandates and limitations in data, methods, time, and resources; a robust fit-forpurpose process ensures that these limitations do not limit the usefulness of the analysis.
To ensure that an HHRA sufficiently identifies and characterizes potentially differential risks, it is
recommended that an analyst do the following for the specific policy context under consideration:
1. Identify those types of individuals or population groups that potentially could experience higher
risks relative to the average or comparable individuals in the general population as a result of the
policy change;
2. Clearly state the reasons why an identified population group (or life stage within a population
group) may potentially experience higher risk than the average person;
3. Estimate and characterize the potential for differences in risk for affected groups; and
4. Present the results to decision makers in a complete and transparent manner.

5.2.3 Multiple Exposures and Cumulative Effects
Multi-stressor or cumulative risk assessment (CRA) is an approach that the EPA considers for characterizing
how risks may disproportionately affect one group relative to another and is an area of much scientific
interest. The EPA defines CRA as the evaluation of the combined risks from aggregate exposure to multiple
agents or stressors (both chemical and non-chemical) (U.S. EPA, 2003b). The NRC (2009) defines CRA as
“evaluating an array of stressors (chemical and non-chemical) to characterize – quantitatively to the extent
possible – human health and ecologic effects, taking into account factors such as vulnerability
and background exposures.” Because of data and methodology limitations, current applications of CRA
focus largely on chemical mixtures and/or single chemicals from multiple sources. However, the framework
described in the EPA’s Framework for Cumulative Risk Assessment (U.S. EPA, 2003b) is broadly applicable
in evaluating the range of both chemical and non-chemical stressors relevant to potential EJ concerns. Text
Box 5.1 summarizes the EPA’s guidance to date on CRA. 27
An effects-based approach may be useful to analysts in examining the potential impacts of exposures
relevant to potential EJ concerns. This approach may involve the use of epidemiological data to focus first
on health outcomes of concern (i.e., those types of diseases or conditions with a higher prevalence within or
across populations). Epidemiology studies may not isolate the individual effects of different stressors that
may affect a population at the same time (co-occurring). However, when available, these studies may help
an analyst to characterize the cumulative impacts of multiple stressors (Levy, 2008). Epidemiological
studies may also employ stratification to identify effect modification, which can provide insight on the risk
of an adverse outcome from co-exposure to another chemical or due to an additional physical,
environmental, social, or biological stressor that may be necessary to consider when evaluating potential EJ
concerns.

While this broader definition of cumulative risk considers multiple agents or stressors (both chemical and non-chemical), it is
important to acknowledge that the Food Quality Protection Act also requires the EPA to evaluate aggregate risks of one chemical
from multiple sources and/or cumulative exposures to multiple chemicals with similar mechanisms of toxicity (U.S. EPA, 2002a).

27
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Text Box 5.1: Guidance on Cumulative Risk Assessment
Guidance on Cumulative Risk Assessment, Part 1: Planning and Scoping (U.S. EPA, 1997a)
http://www.epa.gov/risk/guidance-cumulative-risk-assessment-part-1-planning-and-scoping
General Principles for Performing Aggregate Exposure and Risk Assessment (U.S. EPA, 2001)
http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-07/documents/aggregate.pdf
Guidance on Cumulative Risk Assessment of Pesticide Chemicals that have a Common Mechanism of
Toxicity (U.S. EPA, 2002a)
http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201507/documents/guidance_on_common_mechanism.pdf
Framework for Cumulative Risk Assessment (U.S. EPA, 2003b)
http://www.epa.gov/risk/framework-cumulative-risk-assessment
Concepts, Methods, and Data Sources for Cumulative Health Risk Assessment of Multiple Chemicals,
Exposures and Effects: A Resource Document (U.S. EPA, 2007b)
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/risk/recordisplay.cfm?deid=190187

5.2.4 Potential Challenges of Applying HHRA in an EJ Context
The EPA’s Science Advisory Board (SAB) has consistently said that it is appropriate for the EPA to use the
risk assessment model as the primary means to quantify adverse health impact from chemicals in the
environment (e.g., SAB, 2002, 2006, 2010, 2011). This recommendation was echoed by the panel that
reviewed this EJ Technical Guidance (SAB, 2015). HHRA may be required by common practice or statute.28
It should also be noted that some of the EPA’s enabling statutes require that data used in assessments
underlying a regulatory action be peer-reviewed and publicly available.
Use of an HHRA in evaluating potential EJ concerns raises some important considerations, which are
described below.
5.2.4.1

HHRA can be difficult to understand

HHRA, particularly quantitative hazard and exposure assessment, is a highly technical discipline. Some
authors (e.g., Corburn, 2002) have noted that community stakeholders, even when offered the opportunity
to participate in risk management decisions, are at a disadvantage in the policy discourse: “To prepare, no
less critique, these assessments takes a sophisticated understanding of complex issues of animal and human
toxicology, physiology, epidemiology, mathematical models, exposure measurements, and statistical
probabilities” (Corburn, 2002). Some authors feel that the complexity of HHRA can lead to a lack of
transparency and accountability (SAB, 2015). Moreover, the HHRA is framed in terms of the risk of some
adverse outcome. EJ advocates or analysts may often be more interested in broader concepts of health,
beyond the absence of a particular adverse effect (Austin and Schill, 1994).

See U.S. EPA (2011b), NRC (2009), and Institute of Medicine (2013) for a description of some statutory requirements and
influences on differences among risk assessment practices in support of regulatory action).

28
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5.2.4.2

Technical limitations and data gaps can affect HHRA

Established methods are not available for modeling the effects of many non-chemical stressors that are
important to an analysis of potential EJ concerns. Such stressors (e.g., nutritional deficits, stress) may
interact with chemical stressors to exacerbate or mitigate health outcomes; the ability to model such
interactions is still in the nascent stages of development.
Similarly, HHRA may be limited by a lack of data relevant to potential EJ concerns. For example, data on
the quantitative role played by non-chemical stressors may be limited. In addition, the results of studies of
certain populations may not be generalizable to some populations with potential EJ concerns, such as when
the research is conducted on healthy, white, male adults (Corburn, 2002; Payne-Sturges, 2011). 29 The
limited utility of national data for informing health disparities and the limitations of extrapolating
community-level data from national surveys have also been noted (Nweke et al., 2011). The NRC (2009)
recognizes that “[d]ecisions regarding risks and risk changes expected under various risk-management
options are informed by the availability of risk assessments.” In the same report, the NRC (2009) notes that
“[t]he goal of achieving accurate, highly quantitative estimates of risk, however, is hampered by limitations
in scientific understanding and the availability of relevant data, which can be overcome only by the
advance of relevant research.” Section 7 of this document provides a discussion of EPA research priorities
for improving the analysis of potential EJ concerns.
5.2.4.3

It can be difficult to incorporate cumulative impacts of multiple, dissimilar stressors into HHRA

Many communities with potential EJ concerns are likely to be exposed to multiple stressors through multiple
pathways. HHRA has most often been conducted on a chemical-by-chemical basis using single exposure-toeffect pathways. Assessments have also evaluated the risk associated with exposure to multiple chemicals
that act by similar mechanisms. The feasibility of broadening the scope of HHRA is limited by lack of data
(e.g., information on background exposure or health status) and a dearth of sufficiently complex, validated
models. In addition, incorporating non-chemical stressors is often hampered by lack of data. While the SAB
(2015) continues to recommend use of HHRA, it encourages the EPA to develop further guidance for
quantitative and/or qualitative evaluation of cumulative impacts. See Text Box: 5.1 for information on
EPA’s guidance documents on cumulative risk assessment.
5.2.4.4

HHRA typically lacks effective public involvement

HHRA has been criticized by some for often having limited consideration of public perceptions of risk
(Corburn, 2002). HHRA methods typically do not consider public attitudes toward risk. HHRA does not
encompass (or at least does not quantify) factors such as fairness, distribution of risk, voluntariness,
responsibility, control, trust, reversibility, and identifiable victims (Corburn, 2002), though these may be
identified in the course of risk management discussions. Payne-Sturges (2011) notes that “when affected
citizens actively participate in the process to better understand science and inform policy responses, better
decisions emerge as a result.”

In the absence of scientific data to fully characterize the range of responses to chemical exposures, the EPA employs default
assumptions, such as uncertainty factors used in non-cancer risk assessments, to account for human variability. As noted by the SAB
(2015), however, “…the use of uncertainty factors in developing dose-response assessments for an individual level chemical might
address the general population as a whole, but does not specifically address differential or disproportionate vulnerability of an
environmental justice community.”

29
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5.2.5 Health Impact Assessment
Health impact assessment (HIA) is a tool that provides a way of examining the relationship between social
factors and health. HIA promotes a broad definition of health, using both qualitative data and quantitative
information, typically considering a broader spectrum of health determinants than are included in a
traditional HHRA. HIA has been described as “a systematic process that uses an array of data sources and
analytic methods, and considers input from stakeholders to determine the potential effects of a proposed
policy, plan, program, or project on the health of a population and the distribution of those effects within
the population. HIA provides recommendations on monitoring and managing those effects” (NRC, 2011).
The definition of health used by HIA reaches beyond the absence of disease or infirmity to consider
complete physical, social, and mental health. HIA provides recommendations to address disproportionate
health effects, mitigate potential adverse health effects, and bolster potential beneficial health effects of
the proposed decision. Health determinants such as the quality of housing, access to services, and social
cohesion, as well as exposure to contaminants, may be examined in an HIA to identify the disproportionate
human health and/or environmental effects of a proposed decision and its alternatives on minority
populations, low-income populations, and indigenous peoples, as well as vulnerable populations such as
children and the elderly (NRC, 2011).
The HIA process typically emphasizes meaningful public engagement that focuses on empowering
vulnerable and affected populations to participate in decisions that have the potential to affect their
lives. 30 Effective input from the public can do the following:
 Provide local knowledge of health and existing conditions;
 Identify areas of concern and issues of interest that might not be readily apparent to those outside
the community;
 Offer contextual/cultural perceptions and experiences; and
 Assist in identifying and refining the HIA scope and recommendations.
The EPA has developed several case studies to explore ways in which HIA can be used to engage the
public and to incorporate potential EJ concerns and public health considerations into local environmental
decision-making processes. One EPA-led HIA focused on environmental conditions in an elementary school
and community center in a low-income, immigrant community in Springfield, Massachusetts and analyzed
how proposed renovations could influence health and wellness of facility users, especially among
vulnerable populations. Another EPA-led HIA assessed how a proposed green street project in the Proctor
Creek community in Atlanta, Georgia, could potentially affect public health. Both of these HIAs included
extensive public participation throughout the process; utilized best-available qualitative and quantitative
data; examined health determinants in the environmental, social, and economic sectors to evaluate
cumulative human health effects; and analyzed and provided recommendations to address any
disproportionate health impacts on vulnerable groups. Two additional EPA-led HIA case studies include an
examination of the potential health impacts of proposed code changes for onsite sewage disposal systems
in Suffolk County, New York, and an evaluation of a separate effort in Atlanta’s Proctor Creek focused on
the expansion of green infrastructure in the watershed. More detailed descriptions of the case studies can
be found at the EPA’s Health Impact Assessments website, which can be accessed
at http://www2.epa.gov/healthresearch/health-impact-assessments.

30 Equity is one of the core values of HIA, the others being democracy, sustainability, ethical use of evidence, and
comprehensiveness of approach. The role of HIA in promoting equity, however, goes well beyond examining existing health
inequities and considering the distribution of potential health impacts across affected populations (i.e., identifying disproportionate
impacts of a decision).
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The EPA has not attempted to apply HIA in support of national regulatory actions, which generally use
HHRA, but HIA could potentially serve as a complement to HHRA in the national context in certain
circumstances (e.g., hot spots) for evaluation of the cumulative impacts and potential EJ concerns.

5.3 Considering Potential EJ Concerns when Planning a Human Health Risk
Assessment
To implement E.O. 12898 and the EPA’s EJ policies, it is important that HHRAs conducted in support of
regulatory actions explicitly consider health risks that may disproportionately accrue within minority
populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples, as these demographic attributes may reflect
underlying vulnerability and susceptibility to environmental stressors. Also, the burden of health problems
and potentially disproportionate environmental exposures associated with race/ethnicity and income may
overlap with other susceptibility factors such as life stage, genetic predisposition, or pre-existing health
conditions (see Section 4 for further discussion). For example, the burden of environmental exposures and
resulting health problems is often borne disproportionately by children from low-income communities and
minority communities (Israel et al., 2005).
The planning and scoping and problem formulation phases are key elements of the HHRA Framework (see
Figure 5.1 above). In the planning and scoping phase, analysts define the process for conducting the risk
assessment and establish its analytic scope. The problem formulation step focuses on the specific
hypotheses and technical approach of the HHRA; important outcomes of this step are a conceptual model
and an analysis plan for the assessment (U.S. EPA, 2014c). As discussed below, the consideration of EJ in
each part of the risk assessment planning process is important to ensuring an effective assessment.

5.3.1 Planning and Scoping
Consistent with EPA guidance (U.S. EPA, 2014c), the key aspects of planning and scoping of an HHRA are
the following:
 Context, Purpose, and Scope of the Risk Assessment (Section 5.3.1.1);
 Overarching Considerations (Section 5.3.1.2);
 Responsibilities, Resources, and Timeline (Section 5.3.1.3);
 Planning Scientific Peer Review or Other Review Steps (Section 5.3.1.4); and
 Public, Stakeholder and Community Involvement (Section 5.3.1.5).
Each step of planning and scoping for an HHRA is discussed briefly here with an emphasis on where
potential EJ concerns may enter the discussion. Risk assessors and other analysts should consult EPA
guidance documents on risk assessment for more information (see Appendix A; U.S. EPA, 2014c; U.S. EPA,
1997a).
5.3.1.1

Context, Purpose, and Scope of the Risk Assessment

Context. EPA risk assessments occur in specific policy contexts that inform the scope, purpose, and risk
management objectives. Many EPA risk assessments are done to inform specific decisions that guide the
development of regulatory actions. In other cases, such as a response to a newly identified environmental
concern, careful consideration of the purpose and associated objectives, including decisions being
informed, is essential to the development of a risk assessment that provides the information needed.
Planning for the risk assessment should clearly identify the decision that will be supported by the analysis
and specify the boundaries for the assessment, detailing what will not be addressed in the risk assessment.
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To frame the context for an analysis, an analyst should identify any complementary requirements between
the triggering statutory authority and E.O. 12898 that focus on identifying and addressing potentially
disproportionate risks. In addition to the specific policy context, other contexts may help frame an
evaluation of potential EJ concerns within an HHRA. For example, background exposure to chemicals from
multiple sources, or an enhanced background risk for a relevant adverse health outcome due to other
factors, are important contexts for assessing disproportionate risk. Communities with potential EJ concerns
also may experience disproportionate risks due to higher susceptibility (e.g., due to life stage or preexisting health conditions) or other factors influencing exposures (e.g., behavioral patterns or proximity to
sources of exposure). 31
Purpose. The planning and scoping phase includes explicit consideration of the nature of the question (or
hypothesis) that the assessment seeks to address, with the goal of developing or clarifying the broad
dimensions and elements of the assessment. Specifically, this step defines the assessment and management
objectives and purpose. In complex situations, clear articulation of the overall purpose or end use of an
assessment may involve extensive interaction among the assessment team and the range of stakeholders to
establish a common understanding. In addition, in this step analysts may develop a high-level review of
data needs and limitations to ensure that the results will adequately inform decision makers (NRC, 2009).
The particular purpose for which an assessment will be used and its scale (e.g., regional or national) often
will have significant implications for the scope, level of detail, and approach of an assessment. Key
considerations at this stage include:
 What decision is to be informed by the risk assessment, when is the decision anticipated, and what
are the risk management options?
 What legal or statutory requirements affect risk management options and the level or type of
analysis? (U.S. EPA, 2014c)
To ensure that an HHRA generates useful information, risk managers and analysts should develop concise
statements of risk management and analytical objectives that incorporate potential EJ concerns. As risk
managers and analysts develop these objectives, it is important to frame them so they generate responses
to the main EJ analytic questions from Section 3.1 (See Text Box 5.2 for an example). Related analytical
objectives for evaluating potential EJ concerns within an HHRA should identify anticipated outputs of the
assessment. Analytical objectives should concisely identify the evidence to be collected; the direction and
structure of the planned evaluation for potential EJ concerns; the analytical methods to be employed (e.g.,
between socioeconomic group comparisons); the type of data required; and the scope of the analysis (e.g.,
national versus local scale).

31 As an example, primary NAAQS are required to protect public health, including the health of sensitive (or at-risk) groups, with
an adequate margin of safety. Where low-income or minority groups are among the at-risk populations (e.g., particulate matter in
2013 review), the Administrator’s decision will be based on providing protection for these and other at-risk populations and life
stages. In other cases, the NAAQS will be established to provide protection to the at-risk populations and would also be expected
to provide protection to other populations (including low-income and minority populations not included within the at-risk groups).
Where low-income and minority populations are identified as at-risk and where the data are available, they may be a focus of
an accompanying HHRA.
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Text Box 5.2: Incorporating Potential EJ Concerns for the Definition of Solid Waste Rule; Examples of
Risk Management and Analytic Objectives
Regulatory Context: The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) gives the EPA authority to
regulate hazardous wastes. Hazardous wastes may (1) cause, or significantly increase, mortality or serious
irreversible or incapacitating reversible illness, or (2) pose a substantial present or potential hazard to
human health or the environment when improperly managed. Hazardous wastes are a subset of solid
wastes; materials that are not solid wastes are not subject to regulation as hazardous wastes. Thus, the
definition of “solid waste” plays a key role in defining the scope of the EPA’s authority under RCRA.
The EPA has historically interpreted “solid waste” to include certain materials that are destined for
recycling (U.S. EPA, 1980). Under the 2008 RCRA Hazardous Waste Definition of Solid Waste (DSW)
rule, the EPA sought to clarify how the definition of solid waste applies to hazardous secondary material
recycling in a way that both encourages recycling and is protective of human health and the environment
(U.S. EPA, 2008a). Based on concerns raised by environmental and community groups about the 2008
DSW rule, the EPA conducted a reassessment, resulting in significant revisions that were finalized in the
2015 DSW final rule (U.S. EPA, 2011g, 2015b).
Risk Management Objective for Potential EJ Concerns: Review the 2008 DSW rule to evaluate the
potential for increased risk to human health and the environment from discarded hazardous secondary
materials intended for recycling. Incorporate the results of that review into regulatory revisions to the
2008 DSW rule.
Translating Risk Management Objective to Questions: (1) What hazards could pose risks to human
health and the environment from recycling of hazardous secondary materials, including accidental releases
of hazardous secondary materials resulting in differential risks to minority populations, low-income
populations, or indigenous peoples?, and (2) What is the likelihood of such hazards occurring under the
requirements of the 2008 DSW rule compared to pre-2008 DSW hazardous waste regulations?
Analytical Objectives for Potential EJ Concerns: (1) Evaluate whether the populations potentially
affected by the 2008 DSW rule have different socioeconomic characteristics (i.e., minority populations,
low-income populations, or indigenous peoples) than the general population; (2) Evaluate whether other
factors that affect the potential for differential risk to minority and/or low-income communities are present
under the 2008 DSW rule.
Translating Analytical Objectives to Questions: (1) Do communities surrounding facilities potentially
affected by the 2008 DSW rule have a higher percentage of minority populations, low-income
populations, or indigenous peoples relative to the comparison population (i.e., national or state
population)? (2) Are the communities potentially affected by the 2008 DSW rule also affected by other
potential sources of pollution (e.g., industrial facilities, landfills, transportation-related air emissions, leadbased paint, leaking underground storage tanks, pesticides, incompatible land uses)? (3) Are there other
factors that may contribute to higher susceptibility (e.g., life stages, nursing mothers) among minority
and/or low-income populations? (4) Does the 2008 DSW rule reduce the ability for potentially impacted
communities to participate in the decision-making process?
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Scope. Scoping is an important step in the planning process for a risk assessment. It refers to establishing
the boundaries of the assessment (e.g., what population groups, health effects, chemicals, and exposure
pathways will be included in the assessment). Analysts should integrate applicable scoping questions into
the planning stages of a risk assessment that supports a regulatory action. Stakeholder involvement may
be particularly informative as part of the scoping exercise (U.S. EPA, 2014c).
At this step, most EPA assessment projects focus on identifying and considering information available in
these areas:
 Sources of contaminants;
 Stressors, associated effects, susceptible populations, and life stages;
 Exposure routes and pathways;
 Stakeholder concerns; and
 Any spatial or temporal aspects of exposure.
Examples of questions that can aid in scoping for potential EJ concerns are (see also Text Box 5.3):
 Which population groups, as defined by attributes such as geographic location, ethnicity or
race, gender, or baseline health status, should be part of the assessment? While an evaluation
of potential EJ concerns focuses on minority populations, low-income populations, and indigenous
peoples, in some instances diversity within these population groups due to the presence of effectmodifying factors (i.e., factors that alter an individual’s reaction to exposure such as pre-existing
disease conditions or life stage) may mean that some types of individuals are at greater risk for
experiencing adverse effects. In identifying target population groups for the assessment of
differential risks, an analyst should consider the extent to which effect-modifying factors may
explain demographically-defined differences. If an analyst decides to assess population groups
defined by effect-modifying factors, the rationale for this decision and the associated methods
should be transparently documented.
 What health endpoints are to be addressed by the assessment? Defining health endpoints
clearly in the planning phase of the HHRA focuses the risk assessment and increases the
transparency of the process. When selecting health endpoints, an analyst should consider whether
specific health endpoints may be significant in population groups of concern. In making this
selection, it is important to evaluate whether health endpoints for a given exposure differ across
population groups. This type of information is most often found in epidemiology and toxicology
studies, such as those focused on the modifying effects of social context on environmental risk. It
may not be possible to identify all health endpoints upfront. Some information found in toxicity
assessments may only define the potential for an adverse health outcome for specific stressors.
 What exposure routes and pathways are relevant, do specific exposure pathways potentially
lead to specific effects, and what exposure scenarios should be modeled? In establishing the
scope of the evaluation for potential EJ concerns, an analyst should evaluate whether population
groups of concern may have different exposure routes, pathways, or contact scenarios from the
general population. Scoping for an exposure assessment should include timing of exposure, both
historical and current. Unique exposure pathways based on life stages and other relevant
categories may also be considered. Different pathways of exposure (e.g., inhalation, dermal,
ingestion) may produce different effects with varying levels of severity.
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Text Box 5.3: Example of Scoping Questions for Integrating EJ Considerations into Exposure and
Dose-Response Assessments
For consideration of potential EJ concerns in exposure assessment, the following scoping questions may
be useful:
 Based on the use and release patterns of the environmental stressor of concern, are there
population groups that might be more highly exposed?
 Are exposure variabilities predominantly a spatial phenomenon (e.g., due to contaminant hot
spots)? Is proximity to source a reasonable proxy for estimating exposure to stressors of concern?
 Can exposure variability be estimated using ambient contaminant concentrations, either
measured or modeled? Are data available or can data be modeled at a reasonable spatial
scale appropriate for available demographic data?
 Are bio-monitoring data available for the population groups of concern, including those with
potentially elevated exposure?
 Do the physical and/or chemical properties of the stressor indicate a potential for long range
transport (e.g., volatile, persistent), especially stressors that may also bioaccumulate?
 Are there population groups that may experience greater exposure to stressors because of their
unique food consumption patterns, behaviors, or use of certain consumer products?
For explicit consideration of EJ in dose-response assessment based on available epidemiological data,
risk assessors should consider scoping questions such as:
 What demographic and population groups are most relevant from a risk perspective for the
stressor in question?
 Do population-specific dose-response functions exist for particular minority populations, lowincome populations, or indigenous peoples?
 Are the spatial and temporal scales of the studies supplying the dose-response function
comparable to the spatial and temporal scales of the assessment of potential EJ concerns, from
both an exposure and an outcome perspective?

Depending on the nature of the assessment, it can be helpful to consult with representatives from affected
population groups and other stakeholders when identifying exposure routes, pathways, and other
information for constructing exposure scenarios for an HHRA. 32 Community and stakeholder knowledge
may provide information not known to an analyst or undocumented in the literature (e.g., unusual pathways
or unique behavior patterns that may alter exposure to an environmental stressor and may affect
estimates of intake or pathways to be examined from a pollution source to the exposed population). The
EPA has developed extensive guidance on community and stakeholder involvement for this purpose (U.S.
EPA, 2003c).
At the completion of the scoping step, analysts will have a set of boundaries for the HHRA that can be
incorporated into problem formulation (see Section 5.3.2) to produce a detailed plan for the assessment.

32 The Paperwork Reduction Act requires that an Information Collection Request be submitted for collecting information (e.g.,
surveys) from more than nine people (44 U.S.C. 3501).
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5.3.1.2

Overarching Considerations

The HHRA Framework discusses EJ, children’s environmental health protection, and cumulative risk
assessment as overarching considerations in planning and scoping (U.S. EPA, 2014c). Additional
overarching considerations or themes may be identified in the future or in the context of a particular
national regulatory process (e.g., single chemical assessment of lead or mercury).
5.3.1.3

Responsibilities, Resources, and Timeline

The HHRA planning phase includes allocation of responsibilities for members of the assessment team and
clarifying how the assessment team will interact with decision makers and stakeholders. This phase also
includes describing or establishing the available and required resources, including staffing, budget, and
time needed for the assessment.
Consideration of potential EJ concerns is cross-disciplinary in nature due to its cultural, economic, and
demographic elements. Early identification of skill sets needed for the assessment enables managers to
identify the most appropriate analytical team at the outset of the planning process. Areas of expertise
that may be pertinent to consideration of potential EJ concerns include social epidemiologists and experts
on cumulative risk.
5.3.1.4

Opportunities for a Scientific Peer Review or Other Review Steps

The need for and timing of scientific peer review or other reviews are considerations in planning and
scoping activities (U.S. EPA, 2014c). 33 Peer review is a documented process conducted to ensure that
activities are technically supportable, competently performed, properly documented, and consistent with
established quality criteria (U.S. EPA, 2014c). When an HHRA that incorporates potential EJ concerns is
subject to scientific peer review, the key expertise needed may include community representatives with
technical expertise and public health scientists with community and EJ experience. Peer review usually
involves a one-time or limited number of interactions by the independent peer reviewers with the authors
of the work product. An assessment also may benefit from other types of input (such as peer involvement
and public comment) that differ from peer review. Planning and scoping for the assessment includes
discussion of whether and what types of reviews will be included in light of the context and constraints for
the assessment, including schedule and resources (U.S. EPA, 2014c).
5.3.1.5

Public, Stakeholder and Community Involvement

Stakeholder involvement is integral to both the HHRA process and the broader consideration of potential
EJ concerns. As previously mentioned, engaging stakeholders in the HHRA process may help analysts
identify stressor sources, highlight adverse health effects, and address risk perception issues. To foster
meaningful participation of members of communities that are the focus of the HHRA process, it may be
important to recognize and address conditions that could reduce or hinder a community’s ability to
participate in the regulatory action development process. These could include time and resource
constraints, lack of trust, lack of information, language barriers, and difficulty in accessing and
understanding complex scientific, technical, and legal resources. See Section 2.3 and the EJ Process
Guidance (U.S. EPA, 2015a) for more details on meaningful involvement. Also see chapter 3 of the HHRA
Framework (U.S. EPA, 2014c) for a discussion of how to involve the public, stakeholders, and the broader
community in the risk assessment process.
A key element of successful public involvement is effective risk communication. The EPA's Seven Cardinal
Rules of Risk Communication begins with a basic tenet that people and communities have a right to
participate in decisions that affect their lives. This document notes the goal of risk communication is to
produce an informed public that is involved, interested, reasonable, thoughtful, solution-oriented, and
Guidelines for the peer review process are available in the EPA’s Peer Review Handbook: http://www.epa.gov/osa/peerreview-handbook-4th-edition-2015.
33
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collaborative (U.S. EPA, 1988). Effective risk communication can assist in and is essential to identifying and
addressing potential EJ concerns and can ensure that relevant information is accessible to affected
communities and population groups of concern who may not be familiar with the data and analyses used
by the EPA to evaluate public health risks.
The Presidential/Congressional Commission on Risk Assessment and Risk Management suggests using the
following questions to identify potential stakeholders: 34
 Who might be affected by the risk management decision?
 Who has information and expertise that might be helpful?
 Who has been involved in similar risk situations before?
 Who has expressed interest in being involved in similar decisions before?
 Who might reasonably or unreasonably feel they should be included?
Analysts and risk managers can consult the Framework Implementing EPA’s Public Involvement Policy (U.S.
EPA, 2003c) for general guidance for scoping a public involvement process.35 When EPA actions or
decisions may affect tribes, the EPA has instituted a tribal consultation policy that provides clear guidance
for when, how, and on what issues consultations with tribal governments should occur (U.S. EPA, 2011h). To
ensure that stakeholders participate meaningfully in the HHRA, the approach for soliciting information
should be specific, involve interactive dialogue that is designed to elicit specific responses, and include
accommodations for population groups with limited English proficiency. Elements of such a dialogue could
include specific questions about the types of data or models that are needed for analysis of potential EJ
concerns.

5.3.2 Problem Formulation
Problem formulation is the part of the assessment that articulates the purpose for the assessment, defines
the problem, and establishes a plan for analyzing and characterizing risk (U.S. EPA, 1998b). Problem
formulation draws from the regulatory, decision-making, and policy contexts to inform the technical
approach of the HHRA and to systemically identify the major factors to be considered in the risk
assessment. An effective problem formulation also defines clearly the dimensions of the risk assessment,
including the basis of – or necessity for – the risk assessment (U.S. EPA, 2014c).
In considering EJ, problem formulation focuses on identifying whether minority populations, low-income
populations, or indigenous peoples may experience differential risks relative to the general population or
other appropriate comparison group (see Section 6.5.2). Specifically, this involves: 1) clarifying the source
and characteristics of the stressors that are relevant to potential disproportionate risks, 2) identifying
factors that may influence exposures that contribute to those risks, and 3) characterizing susceptibilities or
vulnerabilities of the populations with potential EJ concerns that may exacerbate differences in exposure
or risk. Key products of problem formulation are the assessment endpoints, a conceptual model, and an
analysis plan. Since planning and scoping is an interactive, nonlinear process, substantial re-evaluation is
an anticipated step in the development of all problem formulation products.

See the EPA’s Presidential Commission on Risk Assessment and Risk Management website:
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/risk/recordisplay.cfm?deid=55006&CFID=55036505&CFTOKEN=43224210.
35 Broad information related to communicating during the risk assessment process can be found at http://www.epa.gov/risk/riskcommunication. The EPA’s efforts to engage communities in regulatory actions is summarized at
http://www.epa.gov/open/expanding-public-awareness-and-involvement-development-rules-and-regulations. The EPA also
provides specific recommendations regarding outreach to tribes on its Environmental Protection in Indian County: Consultation and
Coordination with Tribes website: http://www.epa.gov/tribal/forms/consultation-and-coordination-tribes.
34
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The sections below describe the two important outcomes of problem formulation – the conceptual model
and the analysis plan – in the context of considering potential EJ concerns.
5.3.2.1

Conceptual Model

For considering potential EJ concerns, the conceptual model addresses the following:
 How and to what degree identified risk factors contribute to differences in exposure and/or risk;
 The strength and direction of relationships between these factors and exposure and/or risk;
 Identification of data needs by characterizing relationships as low, medium, and high uncertainty;
and
 Scope of the assessment as to potential EJ concerns given current scientific understanding.
A conceptual model includes both a written description and a visual representation of the stressor(s), the
exposed population(s), actual or predicted relationships between population groups of concern and the
regulated stressor to which they may be exposed, and the endpoint(s) that will be addressed in the risk
assessment as well as the relationships among them (U.S. EPA, 2014c). The specific challenges of
integrating consideration of potential EJ concerns into the risk assessment can be addressed in the
conceptual model, and the analysis may use Figure 5.1 as a guide in describing potential sources of
drivers of potential EJ concern. U.S. EPA (2014c) provides descriptions of, resources on, and examples of
conceptual models.
Below in Text Box 5.4, examples of EJ-related questions are presented that may be raised during problem
formulation in the context of proximity to sources of pollution. For additional sample problem formulation
questions, see U.S. EPA (2002b).
5.3.2.2

Characterizing the Stressor and its Sources

The properties of the stressor, its sources, and their relationships to differential risks are important inputs to
the HHRA. In considering information on the characteristics of stressors and sources, analysts can
incorporate information specific to consideration of potential EJ concerns (e.g., the likelihood that the
source of the stressor is located in areas where minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous
peoples live relative to areas where other population groups live). Where relevant and appropriate,
analysts can also identify the distribution of any additional sources of the stressor that are not the focus of
the regulatory action, because these sources may contribute to differential risks. For example, a stressor
may be present in environmental media due to background concentrations (e.g., resulting from historical or
past industrial activity, or naturally occurring) in areas with minority populations, low-income populations,
or indigenous peoples.
5.3.2.3

Identifying Differences in Exposures that May Lead to Differential Risks

Differential exposures can be an important indicator of differential risks. Differences in exposures across
population groups may arise from many causes, including those described earlier, such as proximity to
pollution sources, employment in certain occupations, or exposures to multiple sources of a specific stressor
(Brender et al., 2011; Burger and Gochfeld, 2011). For example, if other sources tend to be co-located
with the source in question, it may contribute to important differences in patterns of exposure to the
stressor. Even in situations where a regulated source of the stressor is not located in geographic areas
primarily consisting of minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples, other sources
of the stressor may contribute to differential exposures and, ultimately, to differential risks.
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Text Box 5.4: Examples of EJ-Related Questions to Consider During Problem Formulation
Characteristics Related to Proximity to a Stressor or Source
 What are the sources of the stressor?
 Is the source located in geographic areas with greater minority populations, low-income populations, or
indigenous peoples?
 Are other sources of the stressor more prevalent in geographic areas with greater minority populations,
low-income populations, or indigenous peoples?
 Are there historical releases or uses of the stressor in such areas?
 Is the concentration of the stressor in the relevant ambient media higher in geographic areas with greater
minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples?
 Does each stressor have multiple sources that should be evaluated?
Differential Exposures to a Stressor
 Do minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples have higher body burdens of
the contaminant?
 Are these population groups more likely to experience current or historically higher exposures to the
stressor from sources other than the one under consideration?
 Are there particular life stages within these population groups that may be more at risk to higher
exposure to the stressor?
 Are there products/consumer goods that contain the stressor?
 Are these products/consumer goods used at noticeably higher rates among minority populations, lowincome populations, or indigenous peoples?
 Are there cultural practices that are unique to these population groups versus the general population?
 What is the frequency of occurrence of the cultural practice and its duration?
 What is the frequency of occurrence of an atypical activity and its duration?
 Is proximity to the emitting source an important factor in the assessment?
 What geographic scale is important to highlight different exposures between demographic groups for
the pollutant in question (e.g., U.S. Census tract, block, block group, neighborhood, tax parcel, ZIP Code,
or county)?
Population Characteristics
 What are the rates of the adverse health outcome of concern among minority populations, low-income
populations, or indigenous peoples?
 Are the rates of the adverse health outcome of concern higher among these population groups?
 What factors or conditions are known to modify the effect of the regulated contaminant?
 How are these modifying factors or conditions distributed across demographic groups?
 Do minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples have a higher prevalence of
modifying effects or conditions?
 Are there more members of these population groups employed in specific professions known to have
higher risks of the adverse health outcome?
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Patterns of exposure can be location-specific or population group-specific, depending on the scale of the
assessment and the types of data available. Analysts considering the potential for differences in exposure
can investigate issues such as relevant cultural practices, consumer products use, group differences in body
burdens of the contaminant, and co-exposures to multiple stressors that may affect the body’s ability to
detoxify a particular contaminant (e.g., factors that may influence metabolism). Social patterns related to
exposure could also be evaluated across other characteristics of population groups of concern, such as life
stage or gender, or within multiple social strata (e.g., low-income minority) to yield unique and important
perspectives on population groups most at risk. For example, exposure patterns for blood lead show that
non-Hispanic black children between the
● ● ●
ages of one and six who live below the
Census-defined poverty level have the
highest median blood lead concentration in
“Populations who face environmental inequities may be
the United States (U.S. EPA, 2013a).
identified in national exposure databases but may not be

located in discrete spatial communities. Such databases
There are many sources of exposure data.
Some exposures can be evaluated using
might identify [population groups] who face a
bio-monitoring data on chemical hazards,
disproportionate adverse health outcome, but unless they
for example the National Health and
live in a community that is spatially identified, it is
Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES).
difficult to address common exposures using
NHANES is designed to collect data on the
health and nutritional status of the U.S.
conventional risk assessment approaches … Broad-scale
population. The NHANES is designed to be a surveys, site-specific surveys, and national databases are
representative sample of the civilian, nonbeneficial, and can be used to identify environmental
institutionalized population in the United
inequities among [groups] that are not spatially related”
States, based on age, gender, and
race/ethnicity (Centers for Disease Control
(Burger and Gochfeld, 2011).
and Prevention (CDC), 2009). Due to its
sample design, NHANES cannot be used to
● ● ●
provide exposure data for small geographic
units or co-located individuals (U.S. EPA,
2003d). Nevertheless, it is an important information resource for identifying differences in exposure.36 For
more detailed information on using bio-monitoring data to evaluate exposure differences, see the
exposure assessment examples in Appendix B.
For some stressors that are dispersed locally in ambient media (e.g., air toxics), proximity to the source is
sometimes used as a surrogate in considering the potential for differences in exposure. 37 Section 6.4.3
discusses use of proximity methods for evaluating potential EJ concerns.
In some cases, a screening analysis using measured or estimated concentrations of a stressor in ambient
media that are correlated with race/ethnicity or income can identify differential exposures. For example,
analysts may have information from ambient air quality monitors or estimated ambient air concentration
data averaged over a period of time. However, monitoring data may not always be adequate to

36 Some limitations of data available through NHANES can be addressed by location-specific surveys such as the New York City
Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NYCHANES) and other site- and population specific surveys that may be conducted for
reasons other than EJ considerations. Some limitations to the availability of primary site- and population-specific surveys are cost
and the amount of time required for to conduct these surveys.
37 Methods for estimating exposure using the concept of proximity are well developed and are extensively reviewed in
Chakraborty et al. (2011). There are multiple other factors that influence exposures differences for air toxics, including local
meteorology and chemical characteristics of the chemical of interest (U.S. EPA, 2004 Chapters 8 and 11).
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evaluate differences in exposure for small geographic units (e.g., census tracts). See Appendix B for an
example of estimating exposure using ambient concentration data.
States, tribes, and local governments may have relevant monitoring data. Case studies or other qualitative
approaches may also offer some insight into potential impacts when data are not available for all areas
affected by the regulatory action.
In the problem formulation step, it is important to articulate clearly how population groups of concern may
be exposed to a stressor. Atypical or unique exposure pathways are often important in assessing potential
EJ concerns. 38 New pathways can be identified during or after planning as new data become available.
For example, biomonitoring data acquired during scoping and problem formulation may suggest the
presence of unexpected differences, resulting in a focused inquiry.
Alternatively, analysts may seek new information about certain exposure pathways to ensure a
comprehensive evaluation of the range of exposures in the population groups of concern. Conceptual
frameworks of the type discussed in Section 4 may be useful for identifying and collecting data on these
exposure pathways. Examples of questions that are helpful for extracting information about unique
exposure pathways also are presented above in Text Box 5.4. 39
5.3.2.4

Population Characteristics

Population characteristics refer to those attributes shared by individuals within a population group that
influence the likelihood of exposure to the stressor and the risk of an adverse health outcome from this
exposure. These characteristics range from those with direct effects, such as pre-existing disease conditions,
chronic disease, age, medication status, and immune status, to those with more indirect influences, such as a
lack of access to resources (e.g., health care), negative social conditions, age of housing as a function of
race/ethnicity and income, a specific type of occupation, income status, access to transportation, and poor
educational status.
Understanding population characteristics is an important step toward identifying factors that may affect
an individual’s resilience (i.e., the ability to withstand or recover from exposure to a stressor). Such
information also highlights how these characteristics are distributed in the population groups of interest
from an EJ perspective. Appendix B provides examples of integrating these characteristics into a doseresponse assessment.
Information on population characteristics that may modify exposure or toxicity can be identified in the
literature, including epidemiological and toxicological studies of effect-modifying factors. For example, if
the evidence supports the conclusion that population groups with lower educational status have higher risk,
this information could be used in the assessment to characterize the potential for differential risks among
population groups of interest. Sample questions to guide collection of information on population
characteristics are presented above in Text Box 5.4.

38 Examples of such exposure pathways include exposure to heavy metals from the use of non-traditional medicines (Ernst and
Thompson Coon, 2001; Ernst, 2002a, b), exposure to mercury from high consumption rates of fish (Anderson and Rice, 1993;
Peterson et al., 1994), exposure to pesticides tracked into homes by family members from their places of work (Simcox et al.,
1995), and exposure to inorganic mercury from the use of contaminated cosmetic products for body maintenance purposes
(McKelvey et al., 2011).
39 The Exposure Factors Handbook also has exposure factors data stratified by race/ethnicity (U.S. EPA, 2011e).
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5.3.2.5

Analysis Plan

The analysis plan is the final stage of problem formulation. It describes intentions for the assessment
developed during the planning and scoping process, and it provides details on technical aspects of the risk
assessment. The analysis plan may include these components: (a) the assessment design and rationale for
selecting specific pathways to include in the risk assessment; (b) a description of the data, information,
methods, and models to be used in the analyses (including uncertainty analyses), as well as intended
outputs (e.g., risk metrics); (c) quality assurance and quality control measures; and (d) the associated data
gaps and limitations. In some cases the analysis plan will specify a phased or tiered risk assessment
approach to facilitate management needs; it may describe scientific review (such as external peer review);
and it may specify public stakeholder and community involvement (U.S. EPA, 2014c).
5.3.2.6

Identify Data, Models, Tools and Other Technical Resources

As with any other assessment, a central challenge for an analyst in the HHRA planning process is
identifying the data, tools, and models that are already available or that need to be generated to
complete an EJ assessment. Data selection should be based on the context, risk management and analytic
objectives, and scope of the analysis. (Appendix B provides sample questions to help identify data and
model needs when planning for exposure assessment and dose-response assessment.)
Data Identification. As previously mentioned, a key planning element for identifying data relevant to EJ
analyses is consultation with stakeholders, including communities that may have access to data useful for
improving the characterization of exposure and risk. Other data that can be used to evaluate potential EJ
concerns within an HHRA include exposure data, epidemiological data, toxicity (including susceptibility)
data, and fate and transport data. Relevant data can be location-specific or population group-specific,
or, ideally, both. Relevant data may also include ambient concentration data (e.g., from air monitoring
stations and water quality measures), or public health data such as disease incidence.
Exposure data may include intake data such as consumption or contact rates, routes of exposure, behavior
data for estimating contact rates, concurrent exposures to other stressors that are of toxicological
relevance, biomonitoring data, or emissions data. Extensive discussion about use of exposure data in the EJ
context is available in the peer-reviewed literature. Burger and Gochfeld (2011), for example, discuss the
types of unique exposure pathways that may occur in population groups of concern, and suggest that the
first step in improving risk methodology is to recognize and account for unique exposure sources (e.g.,
tattoos and sweat baths, culturally significant toys, mercury used in religious practices) and the
corresponding exposure pathways. If a chemical bioaccumulates, for example in fish, it would pose
greater risks to populations who eat more local fish for subsistence or cultural reasons (see Fitzgerald et al.
(2005) for another example).
Health risk data could include incidence data specific to populations with potential EJ concerns, historical
population-specific disease or illness rates, and toxicological data, such as that found in the EPA’s
Integrated Risk Information System database.
Model and Tool Identification. Risk assessment employs a range of models and tools to estimate ambient
concentrations of stressors, exposure, amounts of stressors likely to reach the target organ (e.g.,
effective dose), risks for a specific health endpoint, locational vulnerability to health impacts, and other
key factors.
A challenge for incorporating potential EJ concerns into an HHRA can be ensuring that input parameters
for models are representative of population groups of concern. Traditional defaults used for inputs in
HHRAs may not adequately reflect the demographic characteristics of these population groups. Within the
research community and among state and local agencies, several new tools and models reflect recent
methodological advances for addressing potential EJ concerns. The EPA also has developed improved
models and tools with a specific focus on EJ, such as Environmental Benefits Mapping and Analysis Program
(BenMAP). BenMAP is designed to provide the type of input that is particularly useful in a regulatory
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analysis and can be adjusted to highlight particular population groups. More recently, the Agency
released EJSCREEN, a census tract-level mapping tool that organizes demographic and environmental
data that could prove useful to HHRA planning for evaluating potential EJ concerns. 40 Text Box 5.5
identifies several recent tools that can be used to support EJ planning within an HHRA.
Identifying Data Quality and Data Gaps. Assessing potential EJ concerns may be aided by rapidly
developing data and tools; thus, it is important that the HHRA planning process include a clear discussion of
data available to characterize key uncertainties, data quality, and lack of data that may affect
methodology development and/or results.
In some cases, lack of data may prompt a decision to limit the scope of an analysis of potential EJ concerns
within an HHRA. It is recommended that such decisions be clearly documented. Documentation is
particularly important in an EJ context because stakeholders often provide comments about how to
proceed when there is a lack of data. In some instances, clear documentation of lack of data may lead to
changes in the design of the regulatory action to facilitate better monitoring in EJ communities. 41
To promote further the quality of data used in planning risk assessments, risk analysts should review the
EPA’s Information Quality Guidelines (IQG) and Data Quality Objectives (DQO) (U.S. EPA, 2012a). IQGs
and DQOs help increase the integrity, objectivity, and quality of data when analyzing potential EJ
concerns. 42

EJSCREEN is available at: www.epa.gov/ejscreen.
For example, comments from stakeholders during the NOx NAAQS rulemaking process resulted in siting additional monitors “in
susceptible and vulnerable communities” (U.S. EPA, 2010d). Likewise, outreach to vulnerable communities living near refineries
during the risk and technology review for petroleum refineries resulted in discussion, and ultimately incorporation, of fence line
monitoring of benzene emissions, into the final rule in part in order to provide communities with access to data on what is being
released into their neighborhoods (U.S. EPA, 2015c).
42 For more information on IQGs and DQOs , visit the EPA’s Information Quality Guidelines website
(http://www.epa.gov/quality/epa-information-quality-guidelines) and the EPA’s Guidance on Systematic Planning Using the Data
Quality Objectives Process report
(http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/documents/guidance_systematic_planning_dqo_process.pdf).
40
41
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Text Box 5.5: Examples of Models, Tools, and Technical Resources for Evaluating Potential EJ
Concerns within a Human Health Risk Assessment
Data Resources























Geospatial Platform http://www.geoplatform.gov
U.S. Census American Fact Finder http://factfinder2.census.gov/
EPA Report on the Environment http://www.epa.gov/roe/
EnviroAtlas http://enviroatlas.epa.gov
Eco-Health Relationship Browser
http://enviroatlas.epa.gov/enviroatlas/Tools/EcoHealth_RelationshipBrowser/introduction.html
America's Children and the Environment Report, Third Edition http://www.epa.gov/ace/
CDC Tracking Program-Funded State and Local Health and Environmental Tracking
http://ephtracking.cdc.gov/showStateTracking.action
CDC Environmental Public Health Indicators http://ephtracking.cdc.gov/showIndicatorsData.action
National Air Toxics Assessment (EPA Office of Air and Radiation (OAR)) http://www.epa.gov/national-air-toxicsassessment
The EPA's Air Quality System http://www.epa.gov/aqs
The EPA’s Integrated Risk Information System Database http://www.epa.gov/IRIS/
National Library of Medicine, Toxicology and Environmental Health Information Program
https://www.nlm.nih.gov/pubs/factsheets/tehipfs.html
State or county public health and environmental databases
County Health Ranking and Roadmaps http://www.countyhealthrankings.org/
Superfund site information http://cumulis.epa.gov/supercpad/CurSites/srchsites.cfm
RCRAInfo http://www.epa.gov/enviro/facts/rcrainfo/search.html
State databases for state-regulated facilities
Water Data and Tools http://www.epa.gov/waterdata
Advisories and Technical Resources for Fish and Shellfish Consumption http://www.epa.gov/fish-tech
Find Information about Your Beach http://www.epa.gov/beaches/find-information-about-your-beach
NOAA Harmful Algal Bloom Operational Forecast System http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/hab
Water Quality Portal http://www.waterqualitydata.us/

Guidance and References








EPA Risk Assessment Portal http://epa.gov/risk/
EPA Community Action for a Renewed Environment http://www.epa.gov/care/
Air Toxics Risk Assessment Reference Library http://www.epa.gov/fera/risk-assessment-and-modeling-air-toxics-riskassessment-reference-library
Recent state legislation on a broad range of environmental issues http://www.ncsl.org/issuesresearch/energyhome/energy-environment-legislation-tracking-database.aspx
Recent state legislation on environmental justice http://gov.uchastings.edu/public-law/docs/ejreportfourthedition1.pdf
California Environmental Protection Agency Cumulative Impacts Assessment
Methodology http://oehha.ca.gov/ej/cipa123110.html
CDC Health Disparities and Inequalities Report: http://www.cdc.gov/minorityhealth/CHDIReport.html

Models and Tools







Office of Pesticide Programs Models http://www.epa.gov/pesticide-science-and-assessing-pesticide-risks/modelspesticide-risk-assessment
BenMAP (OAR) http://www.epa.gov/benmap
Community-Focused Exposure and Risk Screening Tool (C-FERST) http://www.epa.gov/healthresearch/communityfocused-exposure-and-risk-screening-tool-c-ferst
EJSCREEN http://www2.epa.gov/ejscreen
Community Cumulative Assessment Tool (under development by Office of Research and Development)
http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-09/documents/shc_2015_ccat_poster.pdf
Office of Research and Development Methods, Models, Tools, Databases http://www.epa.gov/research/methodsmodels-tools-and-databases
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Section 6: Conducting Regulatory Analyses to
Assess Potential Environmental Justice
Concerns

T

his section discusses how to assess whether a regulatory action has potential EJ concerns using information
generated from human health risk, exposure, or other assessments, and how to incorporate the information
into regulatory analyses. 43 In particular, it discusses methods that may be useful for answering the three
analytic questions from Section 3.1 of this document, which are repeated here:
 Are there potential EJ concerns associated with environmental stressors affected by the regulatory
action for population groups of concern in the baseline?
 Are there potential EJ concerns associated with environmental stressors affected by the regulatory
action for population groups of concern for each regulatory option under consideration?
 For each regulatory option under consideration, are potential EJ concerns created or mitigated
compared to the baseline?
These questions provide the framework for analyzing the effects of a regulatory action on population
groups of concern. The methods used to analyze these impacts will vary depending on the availability of
data, time, and other resources and should be based on the context, scope, and scale of analysis, as
discussed in further detail below. Per the recommendations in Section 3.3, the most appropriate analytic
method for a particular regulatory action could be purely quantitative, qualitative, or a mixture of both.
Regardless of the approach, the highest quality and most relevant data should be applied in a manner
consistent with the EPA’s data quality guidelines (U.S. EPA, 2012a) and the EPA’s Peer Review Handbook
(U.S. EPA, 2015d).
Generally, the EPA has a preference for quantitative analyses to complement other quantitative
regulatory analyses (e.g., benefit-cost analysis, risk assessment) that are often conducted for regulatory
actions. Section 3.3 recommends some level of quantitative analysis, as supported by the available data,
to address the questions above for regulatory actions where impacts or benefits will also be quantified.
When information on exposures, health and environmental outcomes, and other relevant effects by
population groups is available, an analyst may be able to characterize the baseline and likely response to
a change in exposure quantitatively for each policy option. In cases where such data are unavailable, it
may still be possible to evaluate risk or exposure using other quantitative metrics (e.g., prevalence of
affected facilities as a function of race/ethnicity or incomes).
When impacts or benefits will not be quantified or disaggregated by race/ethnicity or income, analysts
should present available quantitative and/or qualitative information that sheds light on potential EJ
concerns. Qualitative assessment is particularly appropriate when high quality and relevant quantitative
data are not available for evaluating potential EJ concerns.
This section is organized as follows: Section 6.1 discusses how to use a screening approach to evaluate the
feasibility of conducting a quantitative or qualitative assessment of potential EJ concerns; Section 6.2
43 While the focus in this section is on population groups mentioned in E.O. 12898, the methods discussed may be applied to any
population group of concern.
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defines baseline, regulatory scenarios, and incremental changes for an analysis of potential EJ concerns;
Section 6.3 reviews the data and information needed to assess potential EJ concerns; Section 6.4
summarizes a number of methods for assessing differences in impacts across population groups; Section 6.5
discusses analytic issues, including comparison group definitions and geographic issues relevant for
analyses where the source of emissions is identifiable and health effects are fairly localized and spatially
distinguishable; and Section 6.6 discusses costs and non-health impacts. 44 Appendix C provides examples
of how EJ analyses have been conducted in a variety of recent regulatory actions.

6.1 Screening for Potential EJ Concerns
EPA analyses have often assumed that potential EJ concerns do not exist when the regulatory action is
expected to reduce overall environmental burden due to strengthening of the standard. However, this
assumption may not fully consider the distributional effects associated with a regulatory action.
As discussed in Section 3.2, a screening-level analysis may help inform the extent to which a regulatory
action raises potential EJ concerns that should be evaluated further as part of the regulatory action
development process (also, see U.S. EPA, 2015a). This screening-level analysis should support conclusions
about potential distributional effects that ensure transparency in the regulatory action development
process, and provide the decision maker and public with usable information about the expected effects of
the policy. This screening-level analysis also will assist decision makers in deciding whether it is feasible
and appropriate for analysts to conduct a more in-depth analysis of potential EJ concerns. 45
While there is no single prescribed method for conducting a screening analysis to evaluate feasibility, the
analyst should review the quality and availability of data, availability of defensible methods to analyze
the data, and the peer-reviewed literature and stakeholder input that might be used to evaluate potential
EJ concerns. Such information may include the following:
 Proximity of regulated sources to minority populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous
peoples;
 Number of sources that may be impacting these populations;
 Nature and amounts of different pollutants that may be impacting these populations;
 Any unique exposure pathways associated with the pollutant(s) being regulated;
 Stakeholder concern(s) about the potential regulatory action; and
 History of EJ concerns associated with the pollutant(s) being regulated.
By reviewing available data, peer-reviewed literature, and stakeholder input, the analyst may be able to
initially assess potential EJ concerns associated with the regulatory action, while also identifying whether
more detailed information is available to conduct a more in-depth analysis.

The material discussed in Section 6 is generally consistent with Chapter 10 of the Economic Guidelines, though there are a few
key differences. First, the Economic Guidelines apply to regulatory analyses for economically significant rules (i.e., rules with
benefits or costs in excess of $100 million in any year); the EJ Technical Guidance applies to a broader array of regulatory
actions. Second, Chapter 10 says little about the generation of underlying information, such as from a risk assessment (U.S. EPA,
2010c).
45 Recall from Section 3.2 that feasibility is informed by a technical evaluation of available data and methods while,
appropriateness is informed by relevant policy, budgetary, and statutory considerations.
44
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A variety of tools and methods are available to the analyst to support a screening-level analysis. For
instance, EJSCREEN provides data on 12 environmental indicators and six demographic variables,
generally at block group resolution, across the United States.46 This information can help provide an
overview of places where EJ may warrant greater consideration. The tool has a number of limitations in a
regulatory context, including the fact that it is a snapshot of past exposure, may not include sources of
exposure relevant to the regulatory action, and is limited to information on proximity to risk. However, it
may provide a useful high-level screen of potential EJ concerns. When using EJSCREEN, the 80th percentile
is a suggested starting point for the purpose of identifying geographic areas in the United States that may
warrant further consideration, analysis, or outreach. That is, if any of the EJ indexes for the areas under
consideration are at or above the 80th percentile nationally, then further review may be appropriate. See
Appendix H in the EJSCREEN Technical Documentation for more information (U.S. EPA, 2015e).
An analyst can also evaluate the feasibility of conducting a more in-depth EJ analysis by examining:
 Scientific literature that discusses the effects of the pollutant(s) being regulated on minority
populations, low-income populations, and/or indigenous peoples;
 Information received from stakeholders via public comments, technical reports, press releases, or
other documentation discussing the impacts of the pollutant(s) being regulated and these
populations, including information about other stressors that may be important;
 Availability of data disaggregated by geography (e.g., census tracts, counties) for populations
that may be in close proximity to the pollutant(s) being regulated, or may otherwise be impacted
by the pollutant(s) (e.g., through workplace exposures); or
 Availability of methods for conducting a more in-depth analysis, such as proximity-based
approaches, risk-assessment, mixed methods, and more, as discussed below.
If the scientific literature and data are unavailable or of insufficient quality for an analyst to characterize
how risk/exposure or health outcomes are distributed across population groups of concern, an analyst is
encouraged to characterize the issue qualitatively and discuss any evidence, key limitations, and sources of
uncertainty highlighted in the published literature (U.S. EPA, 2010c).

6.2 Defining Baseline, Regulatory Scenarios and Incremental Changes
The first step in any regulatory analysis is to identify the baseline conditions. The OMB (2003) defines the
baseline as “the best assessment of the way the world would look absent the proposed action.” It includes
the characteristics of current populations and how they are affected by pollutant(s) prior to the regulatory
action under consideration. As the OMB definition implies, however, the baseline is not a static concept. In
particular, the OMB notes that an analyst may need to consider the evolution of the market, compliance
with other regulations, and the future effect of current government programs and policies, as well as other
relevant external factors to provide a projection of future baseline conditions. Major demographic changes
in the baseline may also be relevant in an EJ context.
Per the recommendations in Section 3.3, the definition of the baseline for the analysis of potential EJ
concerns, including the geographic scope, year of analysis, health effects and other impacts, should be
consistent with other parts of the regulatory analysis. See Chapter 5 of the EPA’s Economic Guidelines (U.S.
EPA, 2010c) for a more detailed discussion of baseline issues.

See the EPA’s EJSCREEN website: www.epa.gov/ejscreen. California has also developed its own EJ screening tool called
CalEnviroScreen that incorporates additional variables available state-wide. In addition, the environmental and demographic
factors are “summed” to provide a measure of cumulative impacts on communities. More information is available at the California
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment’s Environmental Justice website: www.oehha.ca.gov/ej.
46
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The next step in the analysis is to examine the distribution of impacts under one or more regulatory
scenarios – different configurations of the regulatory action being considered. This analysis is based on a
prediction of how the world will look once the regulation is in place, including how effects are related to
the characteristics of the affected populations. For the analysis of potential EJ concerns, the analyst should
examine how the exposure, health or environmental impacts, or other outcomes of the regulatory action
are distributed across minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples for the
preferred regulatory option as well as any other options being considered, to the extent it is practicable
to do so.47 Again, the regulatory options or scenarios used in the EJ analysis should be the same exact
scenarios used in the other parts of the analysis (e.g., benefit-cost analysis) to facilitate comparisons across
analyses.
The differences between the impacts in the baseline and the impacts for the regulatory options under
consideration are typically referred to as the incremental changes associated with each of the regulatory
options. Incremental changes reflect the improvement (or possibly decrement) in effects of pollutant(s) on
specific populations that can be attributed to the regulatory options.
With these three sets of information – impacts in the baseline, the regulatory scenarios, and the incremental
changes associated with the regulatory options – the analyst can provide a detailed depiction of the
distributional effects associated with a regulatory action (thus answering all three analytic questions from
Section 3.1). Assuming the analyst has all three sets of information, it is important to understand the
different information that each provides.
As assessment of the baseline can provide information on whether or not pre-existing disparities are
associated with the pollutant under consideration. This analysis provides a depiction of how the pollutant
and its effects are distributed across population groups prior to any regulatory action. It could be the case
that effects of a pollutant are more concentrated in one population group (e.g., African-Americans or lowincome households), and this is useful information for understanding the distribution of the pollutant under
consideration. If pre-existing differences occur across population groups, the decision maker may want to
take this into consideration when making decisions about the regulatory action; mechanisms or choices
associated with implementation, for example, may allow the EPA to address pre-existing disparities.
An assessment of the regulatory scenario(s) should indicate how the pollutant and its effects are distributed
for the regulatory options under consideration. It is important to note that these scenarios are based on exante predictions, which may not always include a level of detail that is disaggregated enough across
population groups to facilitate a rigorous EJ analysis. Ideally, the analyst would be able to provide an
indication of how the pollutant is distributed across populations for the options being considered, either
quantitatively or qualitatively. There may be some options for which the distribution of the pollutant across
population groups of concern is more equitable than others.
Finally, it is helpful for the analyst to provide information on the incremental changes associated with the
regulatory options under consideration. The incremental change compares the baseline with each of the
options and shows how each option improves (or degrades) environmental quality across population
groups.
Of note is the difference between the distribution of effects in the regulatory scenarios and the distribution
of the incremental change. In a regulatory scenario, a lack of differences in the distribution of effects
across population groups in the regulatory options being considered might be considered an ideal
situation. It indicates that post-regulation there are no differences in outcomes across population groups;
47 Typically in a regulatory analysis, multiple scenarios or options are considered, such as a preferred option, one option that is
more stringent, and one option that is less stringent. The OMB recommends “… you generally should analyze at least three options:
the preferred option; a more stringent option that achieves additional benefits (and presumably costs more beyond those realized
by the preferred option; and a less stringent option that costs less (and presumably generates fewer benefits) that the preferred
option” (OMB, 2003, Section E.3).
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everyone is experiencing the same environmental quality post-regulation. However, one might be tempted
to look for the distribution of the incremental change which is considered an “even change,” since it is
revealed through an examination of the distribution of incremental changes only. An “even change”
indicates that the regulatory scenario results in a constant reduction in environmental risk across the
population. The concern with using this measure is that it could perpetuate pre-existing or baseline
differences across population groups. If there are differences in the distribution of outcomes in the baseline
and everyone is afforded the same reduction in risk then there remain differences in environmental
outcomes after the regulatory action is in place. 48 While understanding the distribution of effects in the
regulatory scenarios and the distribution of the incremental change are both useful for understanding
potential EJ concerns, knowing the distribution of the effects in the regulatory scenario is likely more
informative for evaluating potential EJ concerns.

6.3 Data and Information to Assess Potential EJ Concerns
This section describes the types of data needed to assess potential EJ concerns, as well as the way in which
information from the analysis can be summarized and presented. In general, the type of analysis that can
be conducted depends upon the type of data available and its quality. In some cases, spatially
disaggregated individual-level data may be most appropriate and relevant for conducting an analysis of
potential EJ concerns. In other cases, distance as a proxy for risk may be the best available relevant metric
for conducting the analysis. At times qualitative information will be the best available information for the
analysis. In all cases, analysts should use the highest quality and most relevant data and information, as
discussed below. Text Box 6.1 gives an example of how data quality may affect the level of analysis in an
air quality context.
Recognizing the importance of data quality, information needed to conduct an EJ analysis may include:
 Demographic characteristics (i.e., race, ethnicity); 49
 Income data (e.g., median household income or percent below poverty level);
 Health data (e.g., hospital and emergency admissions, race/ethnicity-stratified mortality rates,
race/ethnicity-stratified asthma, or other morbidity rates);
 Other triggers or co-stressors that may be confounders (e.g., indoor air concentrations);
 Risk coefficients stratified by socio-economic variables (e.g., race/ethnicity, income);
 Location of pollution sources (e.g., latitude/longitude coordinates, zip code, county locator);
 Proximity to the nearest source(s) (e.g., distance in miles); and
 Distribution of economic costs, when relevant (see Section 6.6.1).
Often these data may be available only for the baseline scenario. For example, the analyst may have
baseline demographic information, such as the percent of the population that is low-income near the
sources, and no information on the projected distribution of health effects for the policy scenarios. While
such limitations may preclude quantitative analysis of the distribution of outcomes under policy options, it is
still useful for analysts to provide baseline information, supplemented with available qualitative
information, when evaluating potential EJ concerns.

See Maguire and Sheriff (2011) for more information.
Other demographic information can be included in the analysis, such as age, gender, education, but at a minimum the race and
ethnicity of the affected population should be included when available.
48
49
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Data quality can be evaluated in a variety of ways. Both the EPA and the OMB have IQGs that should be
followed when evaluating whether data are of sufficient quality for use in analyses of potential EJ
concerns (see U.S. EPA, 2002c; OMB, 2002). These guidelines establish internal mechanisms for ensuring
that quality procedures are followed (e.g., data quality managers and plans) and establish that data
should have objectivity, integrity, and utility when used in decision-making. Objectivity means the
information is accurate, clear, and unbiased. Integrity means the information is protected from
unauthorized changes. Public input and comment periods, peer review, and other input from experts help
ensure data are of sufficient quality and adhere to the principles outlined above.
Regardless of the analytic methods used, information used to assess potential EJ concerns should be
presented in a transparent way, and should include the following:
 Information about the specific populations and individuals affected by the regulatory action;
 Main exposure pathways and expected health and environmental outcomes;
 Evidence for why risk, exposure, or outcomes may vary by population group;
 Relevant geographic scale;
 Descriptions of the main methods of analysis used;
 Summary statistics for the baseline and each regulatory option (both the mean and distribution) by
population group;
 An easy-to-understand description of what the summary statistics show;
 Conclusions based on the information available;
 Robustness of results across options presented; and
 Data quality and limitations that affect conclusions regarding potential differential impacts.
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Text Box 6.1: Data Quality and Spatial Resolution in the Context of Air Regulations

An analyst’s ability to address how a regulatory action changes the distribution of risk across population
groups of concern depends on the quality and spatial resolution of the data available. Finer-scale air
quality, health, and socioeconomic data allow one to assess the distribution of air pollution impacts across
key population groups of concern and to have greater confidence in the conclusions drawn from these
data. When air quality data are lacking or only available at a coarse-level, the ability to assess change
in risk across populations and other conclusions is more limited.
An example in limited data environments: Using race-stratified county-level mortality and morbidity data,
an analyst can calculate population-weighted mortality rates by county. The analyst can then use a highly
aggregated baseline air quality modeling projection (e.g., 12 or 36 km) to identify population groups
most exposed to air pollution. Using geographic information system (GIS) tools, it is possible to combine
the two sources of data. The coarse geographic scale of air quality information may inhibit the analyst’s
ability to detect meaningful differences in impacts among and between groups. When risk coefficients
are unavailable, it is not possible to estimate health impacts separately for each population group.
An example in data-rich environments: Using finely resolved air quality data, an analyst can identify at a
highly disaggregated level (e.g., 1 km) population groups that experience the highest exposure to air
pollution. An analyst can also identify population groups who exhibit the highest baseline incidence or
prevalence rates for air pollution health impacts at the zip code-level. Using GIS modeling tools, an
analyst can join the two data sources. Using race-specific or standard risk coefficients the analyst can
then estimate health impacts for each population group.
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6.4 Analytic Methods
A variety of transparent, scientifically defensible methods can be used to analyze potential EJ concerns
associated with regulatory actions. The choice of analytic method is most often driven by the data
availability. In some cases, the analyst will have data at the individual level for the pollutant(s) being
regulated, allowing for a detailed, rigorous analysis. In other cases, the distribution of ambient
environmental quality indicators (e.g., pollutant concentrations) or stressors from regulated sources (e.g.,
waste sites or permitted facilities) may be useful proxies for individual level impacts. In some cases,
information may be limited to the proximity of the affected population to the regulated source. Analysts
may also rely on a combination of these methods when analyzing a regulatory action. The conclusions that
can be drawn from the analysis will vary depending on the method used.
Considerable uncertainty may exist about key relationships and endpoints, such as how a reduction in
emissions, or other types of releases, from a given source translates into ambient environmental quality and
how it, in turn, translates into the human health impacts of interest. This is particularly problematic if these
uncertainties differ across population groups. For instance, if an overexposed population group is more
susceptible (i.e., it experiences greater health effects per unit of exposure), then using exposure as a
proxy will underestimate the health risk posed by a stressor to that group. On the other hand, if local
proximity to a pollutant source is used as a proxy for a risk that is much more widely distributed, it could
overstate potential differences in risk. The analyst should select the method that is most appropriate for the
available data, recognizing time and resource constraints. The sections below discuss five commonly-used
methods and tools for assessing and presenting information about potential EJ concerns: summary statistics,
visual displays, proximity-based analysis, use of exposure data, and qualitative approaches. For each
approach discussed, we highlight key advantages and limitations. 50
Regardless of the analytic approach taken, analysts should follow best practices appropriate to the
questions under consideration. Current best practices that may be helpful for evaluating potential EJ
concerns are outlined in Text Box 3.1. If it is not feasible to follow a particular best practice, the analyst
should explain why this is the case.

6.4.1 Summary Statistics
A variety of simple summary measures can be used to characterize the distribution of health and
environmental impacts in the baseline and regulatory options for population groups of concern relative to
appropriate comparison groups. For example, the concentration of minority or low-income individuals in
affected areas (e.g., counties, states, regions, within three miles of facilities) allows the analyst to examine
the relationship between affected areas and a comparison group (the national or regional average
concentrations of low-income or minority people), on average. The number or percentage of areas where
the percent of minority or low-income individuals exceeds the state/national average provides a different
measure, by showing the percent or number of areas that differ from a comparison group, regardless of
population size or density. Critical in this approach is selecting the appropriate comparison group; Section
6.5.2 provides a more detailed discussion of factors to consider when selecting a comparison group.
Summary information should be sufficiently disaggregated so that the public can discern how risk,
exposure, and/or health effects vary for different types of individuals within a population group, to the
extent that such a detailed presentation is supported by underlying data. For instance, exposure or health
outcomes can be presented for income quantiles in addition to presenting this information for those above
or below a particular poverty threshold. Likewise, information on risk, exposure, and/or health effects can
be presented for the average-exposed individual in each population group as well as a maximally
exposed individual (see examples in Appendix C). If particular communities are substantially affected, an

50

Health Impact Assessment (HIA) is an emerging area of research and is discussed in Section 5.
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analyst can present summary statistics at a locally disaggregated level as well as for the nation as a
whole.
Main Advantages of Summary Statistics
 Can be relatively straightforward to calculate;
 Provide a broad overview of effects;
 Can quickly convey information, particularly about large differences in effects;
 Can be easy to communicate to decision makers and public; and
 Can be used with a variety of types of data.
Main Limitations of Summary Statistics
 Often only report information for the average household or community in a geographic area;
 Can easily mask important information about the full distribution of effects;
 Do not necessarily offer insight into relative contribution of various factors to the distribution of risk
or exposure; and
 Cannot be used to identify potential hot spots.

6.4.2 Visual Displays
Visual displays, such as maps, charts, and graphs, are a common method for presenting information when
stressor and demographic groups are geographically distributed. Visual displays can communicate
baseline levels of air pollutants or clusters of hazardous waste sites and then overlay the demographic
profile and baseline health status of various population groups of concern. In this way, analysts can
identify potential hot spots where high levels of pollution are found in communities with minority
populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples.
Visual displays can communicate a large amount of information in an easily comprehensible form (see
examples in Appendix C). However, these displays have been criticized for leading to erroneous
conclusions regarding impacts if not carefully calibrated. For instance, it can be difficult to discern
differences between baseline and regulatory options unless differences are large or the display has a
high enough resolution. However, differences not discernible on a map may still be important. 51 For this
reason, visual displays are only suggestive of potential effects and should be combined with more precise
analytic techniques to further refine conclusions.
Advantages of Visual Displays
 Provide a broad overview of effects;
 Can quickly convey information, particularly about large differences in effects; and
 Can be useful for communicating information to a general audience.
Disadvantages of Visual Displays

51

See Chakraborty and Maantay (2011) for further discussion of the limitations of using GIS for EJ analyses.
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 Can be difficult to show smaller differences;
 May only be suggestive of differences in impacts;
 Can be difficult to apply in cases where main exposure is through product use or other non-spatial
pathway; and
 May require the analyst to have knowledge of GIS-based software.

6.4.3 Proximity-Based Analysis
While use of actual exposure data is generally preferred, proximity or distance to a pollutant or source is
an approach commonly used in the literature as a surrogate for a direct measure of risk or exposure when
such information is not available (United Church of Christ, 1987; Baden and Coursey, 2002; Cameron and
Crawford, 2003; Wolverton, 2009). Using a proximity-based approach, it is possible to compare the
demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of population groups affected by a particular source (e.g.,
a waste site or permitted facility) to the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics of population
groups unaffected by the source. Appendix C provides examples illustrating how this method has been
used for regulatory actions at the EPA. It is important to note that proximity-based approaches should not
be used if the risks associated with the stressor of concern are not reasonably correlated with the
geographic location of its source. One example is pollutants found in drinking water systems, as exposure
can be more dependent on characteristics in the distribution system than on geographical proximity to a
pollutant source or the treatment plant.
For practical reasons, the boundary of an affected versus unaffected area is usually based on a Censusdefined geographic area (e.g., census tract) or a GIS-defined concentric buffer (e.g., a specified radius
around a site that reflects the distance a particular pollutant may travel). When mapping the location of
polluting sources, it is therefore critical to have accurate spatial information on sources. Analysts must
decide what distance from the facility most accurately reflects the community’s exposure to a stressor; no
single specific distance is appropriate for all analyses. Buffer-based approaches around an emissions
source can be designed to approximate actual risk and exposure, although the approach to designing the
buffer should be uniform around each source. It is also possible to use more continuous measures of
distance such as distance to the nearest polluting site or, when additional information is available, an
emission-weighted distance measure. In some cases, it may be possible to use dispersion models to select a
buffer that approximates the effect of atmospheric conditions (for instance, wind direction and weather
patterns) on exposure; these types of models are data-intensive. 52
Regardless of how the boundary is defined, proximity-based approaches typically assume that the effects
of the stressor occur only within the designated boundary (i.e., people located outside the boundary do not
suffer ill effects from the stressor) and that all individuals residing within the boundary are equally
exposed. 53 The results of proximity-based analyses may also vary with different geographic units of
analysis (e.g., Ringquist, 2005; Mohai and Saha, 2007). For this reason, an analyst should explore
alternative geographic units or distances when defining proximity to a source, and describe the choices
and assumptions that are used in selecting particular buffers.
The two groups – individuals located near and far from the source – can be compared on the basis of
simple statistical or regression estimation techniques. Statistical tests on summary data can be used to
52 For an overview of proximity analysis, including a discussion of various spatial analysis techniques used in the literature, see
Chakraborty and Maantay (2011) and Mohai and Saha (2007).
53 Chakraborty and Maantay (2011) address how to account for areas with more than one pollutant source, which are typically
treated the same as those with only one source. One can account for this through the use of a count regression technique. However,
each pollutant source is treated as identical with regard to its effect on the health of the surrounding community. In reality, these
sources could vary widely in size, age, and production techniques resulting in differing amounts of pollution released into the
environment.
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identify whether, on average, statistically discernible differences exist in the characteristics of the two
groups. Regression techniques, such as a binary logit, also can be used to make this comparison formal
(where 1 is used as a dummy variable to indicate areas where one or more sources are located, and 0
indicates areas with no sources of the stressor). A statistically significant coefficient on a demographic
variable such as poverty indicates a measurable difference in the variable across geographic areas with
and without stressor sources.
Advantages of Proximity-Based Analysis
 Provides a quantitative analysis of the characteristics of communities surrounding locations;
 Can be a statistically rigorous approach if supported by data;
 Accounts for where individuals reside, providing a proxy for exposure when other more detailed
information is unavailable; and
 Can be used to identify potential hot spots.
Disadvantages of Proximity-Based Analysis
 Requires accurate information on location of sources;
 Proximity to a source is a proxy for actual exposure should not be used if risks associated with the
stressor of concern are not reasonably near the geographic location of its source and generally
cannot be used to definitively establish a causal relationship;
 Exposure is often defined as a binary indicator instead of a continuous measure;
 Typically does not account for where individuals work or recreate; and
 Requires knowledge of GIS or other statistical tools.

6.4.4 Use of Exposure Data
When data are available, analysts may choose to use emissions or other ambient concentration data
combined with fate and transport modeling to examine distributional effects at a disaggregated level. For
instance, criteria air pollutants are monitored nationally, while hazardous air pollutants modeling results
are available through the EPA’s National Air Toxics Assessment. These monitoring data can be combined
with demographic data and air dispersion modeling results to generate baseline and regulatory
distributions of pollutants by population groups of concern. Appendix B discusses this in more detail.
In cases where disaggregated information is available on the types of activities that result in differences in
exposure across population groups of concern, it may be possible to characterize differences in various
health effects due to the regulatory action. In some cases, it also may be possible to combine exposure
data with information on differences in risk across population groups.
Advantages of More Advanced Quantitative Methods
 Represent the most detailed and rigorous type of analysis; and
 Provide the most direct source of information on exposures or other outcomes.
Disadvantages of More Advanced Quantitative Methods
 Require detailed data at a fine geographic scale;
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 Are more complex to implement; and
 Provide results in a form that may be more challenging to communicate to the public.

6.4.5 Qualitative Approaches
While the EPA has a preference for using quantitative data and analysis to support the regulatory
process, it is not always feasible to do so, particularly with respect to analysis of potential EJ concerns. 54
Often the data are not available at a sufficiently disaggregated level to allow for quantitative
consideration of the distribution of impacts at the baseline and across regulatory options. At other times,
only partial information may be available. In either case, the use of qualitative information or methods
may be an appropriate supplement. Qualitative methods may be particularly useful for offering insight
into people’s values, behaviors, motivations, or cultures, or when providing context with regard to
cumulative impacts, which are often omitted from quantitative assessment.
Analysts should use their best judgment when evaluating the appropriate use of quantitative and
qualitative information for analysis of potential EJ concerns.
Qualitative approaches can range from a survey of existing literature to more formal analysis with one or
more of the following characteristics:
 Employ a variety of empirical materials, such as case study, personal experience, introspection, life
story, interview, observational, historical, interactional and visual texts;
 Involve gathering empirical materials using some form of observation or interviewing method;
 May be iterative, with initial results informing later choices of observation sessions and/or
interview questions; and
 May rely on primary or secondary data sources, or a combination of the two.
Most, if not all, regulatory actions include some level of qualitative discussion to add important details to
the description of differences in impacts across population groups. See Tesch (2013) for a discussion of
many different types of qualitative analyses. Text Box 6.2 provides a brief description of several
examples of qualitative analyses from recent regulatory actions.
Advantages of Qualitative Approaches
 Useful when data are unavailable for conducting a quantitative analysis; and
 Allow analysts to incorporate hard-to-quantify information, such as cultural factors and other
vulnerabilities.
Disadvantages of Qualitative Approaches
 Can be difficult to summarize results succinctly;
 Results can be uncertain, and the degree of uncertainty can be difficult to characterize; and
 Can be difficult to compare to other quantitative information, such as benefit-cost analysis or risk
assessment.

54 The EPA’s Economic Guidelines (U.S. EPA, 2010c) provides a discussion of how to consider qualitative information in the context
of benefit-cost analysis (see Chapters 7 and 11, specifically).
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Text Box 6.2: Examples of Qualitative Analysis of Potential EJ Concerns
Agricultural Worker Protection Standard Revisions (U.S. EPA, 2015f)
The analysis of potential EJ concerns and overall benefit analysis include qualitative discussions of
factors that may cause farm workers to be more susceptible to pesticide exposure and to have a
larger risk of harm from exposure. These reasons include higher acute and chronic exposures than
that of the general public, poor nutrition due to food insecurity, lack of access to healthcare, language
barriers, low educational attainment, and low-income.
National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants for Source Category: Pulp and Paper Production;
Effluent Limitations Guidelines, Pretreatment Standards, and New Source Performance Standards: Pulp,
Paper, and Paperboard Category – Phase I (U.S. EPA, 1997b)
The analysis of potential EJ concerns focuses on dioxin exposures from contaminated fish caught near
bleached craft mills. While much of the EJ analysis is quantitative, this analysis also includes case
studies on health benefits to Native American subsistence fishers on the Penobscot and Lower Columbia
Rivers.
Hazardous Waste Management System: Modification of the Hazardous Waste Program; Hazardous Waste
Lamps (U.S. EPA, 1999)
The analysis of potential EJ concerns qualitatively discusses potential routes of exposure and likely
affected populations. For example, crushing of lamps can occur during handling and transport and
this would likely decrease post-regulation, thus reducing mercury exposures to populations of concern.

6.5 Analytical Considerations
Regardless of the analytic approach taken, an analyst will make a number of key decisions that can have
a substantial effect on the results of the analysis, including: the geographic scope of the analysis; the
comparison group; how to identify spatially and aggregate effects across affected and unaffected (i.e.,
comparison group) populations; and temporal considerations. Each is discussed below.
An important general strategy in analyzing potential EJ concerns is the use of sensitivity analyses. Due to
the uncertainties associated with all of the analytic decisions discussed below, sensitivity analysis around
key assumptions is often critical for clearly communicating results to the public.

6.5.1 Geographic and Temporal Scope
The geographic scope of analysis for an EPA regulatory action is often the entire United States since
requirements typically apply nationwide. However, in some cases, regulatory action effects may occur
mainly at a sub-national level, with requirements that have regional patterns or effects that are expected
to be concentrated in particular regions or states. In such cases, it may make sense for an analyst to
analyze and present differences in health and environmental outcomes across population groups of
concern at both a national and a sub-national level. The scope of the analysis should match the scope used
in other parts of the regulatory analysis (e.g., benefit-cost analysis). Because the geographic scope can
affect the results of the analysis (see Baden et al., 2007), the analyst should make certain that the scope is
relevant for the regulatory action under consideration.
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Text Box 6.3: Choosing a Comparison Group – Recent Examples
A variety of methods can be used to define a comparison group. For the final Mercury and Air Toxics
Standards (MATS) Rule (U.S. EPA, 2011f), analysts examined mortality risk associated with fine
particulate matter by race, income, and poverty level for people living in high risk counties (i.e., in the
counties identified as experiencing the top five percent of risks from exposure). The comparison group
was defined as people living in counties not facing a high mortality risk.
For the proposed (but now withdrawn) Reporting Rule for Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (U.S.
EPA, 2011i), analysts began by comparing the socioeconomic characteristics of census tracts with
concentrated animal feeding operations (CAFOs) to an average U.S. census tract without a CAFO.
However, “data on minority and low-income populations were heavily dominated by populations in
urban census tracts.” Because CAFOs are located in rural areas of the country, the EPA decided it was
appropriate to exclude urban census tracts and instead compared the socioeconomic characteristics of
each census tract with a CAFO to the characteristics of the average rural census tract.

In general, the period of time over which the analysis is conducted (i.e., time horizon) should also be
consistent with other parts of the regulatory analysis, such as the benefit-cost analysis. However, in some
situations a different time horizon may be appropriate when considering EJ. For example, relocation of
polluting activities could affect potential EJ concerns with impacts that occur on a time horizon that differs
from other impacts considered in the regulatory analysis, in which case the analyst may want to consider
those relocated activities separately. If such situations arise, the analyst should clearly articulate the
reasons for selecting an alternative time horizon.

6.5.2 Comparison Group
To evaluate impacts on population groups of concern, information needs to be presented in relation to
another group, typically referred to as a comparison group. The way in which the comparison group is
defined can have important implications for evaluating differences in health, risk, or exposure effects
across population groups of concern.
It is possible to define the comparison group as individuals with similar socioeconomic characteristics across
different areas in the state, region or nation (i.e., within-group comparison) or as individuals with different
socioeconomic characteristics within an affected area (i.e., across-group comparison). Ideally, the
comparison group for an across-group comparison is as similar as possible to the population group of
concern, but without the socioeconomic characteristics defining the group of concern. For example, the
analyst could compare low-income households to high-income or average income households within the
same three-mile radius of an emitting facility affected by the regulatory action.
Consistent with E.O. 12898 and the EPA’s EJ policies, an across-group comparison is generally the more
relevant to policy assessment. It is unlikely, however, that the same comparison group will be appropriate
in every instance. It may make sense in some contexts to define the comparison group at a sub-national
level to reflect differences in socioeconomic composition across geographic regions (see Text Box 6.3 for
examples from recent regulatory actions). For instance, because of larger populations in urban areas, the
results of the analysis are often dominated by effects in these areas. However, if a regulatory action
primarily affects rural areas, inclusion of urban areas in the comparison group may not be valid.
Specifically, the lack of discernable differences in effects for population groups of concern living in

unaffected urban areas may dominate the aggregate results, thus masking potential differences in effects
for populations of concerns located in rural areas. For this reason, it is important to articulate clearly how
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the comparison group is defined in the EJ analysis. Analysts also should consider presenting information in
multiple ways to provide a complete depiction of results.
Some have argued (e.g., Bowen, 2001) that restricting the comparison group to a sub-national level may
be more defensible than a national level comparison in some instances, given heterogeneity in industrial
development and economic growth and the inherent differences in socioeconomic composition across
geographic regions (e.g., relatively more Hispanics reside in the Southwest). However, Ringquist (2005)
notes that placing restrictions on comparison groups may “reduce the power of statistical tests by reducing
sample sizes” or bias the results against finding disproportionate impacts because such restrictions reduce
variation in socioeconomic variables of concern.
Because comparison groups can be defined in a number of valid ways, it can be useful to use a variety of
definitions in order to provide a more complete depiction of potential impacts. In selecting a comparison
group, an analyst should evaluate how different comparison groups affect the way information is
conveyed. 55 Analysts should also carefully document the criteria used to choose the comparison group for a
particular regulatory action. When appropriate and practicable, an analyst may wish to conduct sensitivity
analysis using alternate definitions of the comparison group.

6.5.3 Spatial Identification and Aggregating Effects
The spatial distribution of health outcomes is a relevant consideration for some regulatory actions, such as
those that reduce emissions from point sources that have fairly localized effects. In other cases, the
regulatory action’s effects may be more widespread, and spatial distribution is not as relevant. For
instance, the effects of a national regulatory action on a chemical product do not depend on the spatial
distribution of production facilities, but on variation in the purchase, use, transport, and disposal of the
product.
When human health outcomes are spatially distributed, analysts need to determine how to spatially
identify and aggregate affected and unaffected (i.e., comparison group) populations. The nature of the
stressor should guide an analyst’s choice of the geographic area of analysis. Some air pollutants, for
example, may travel long distances, affecting individuals hundreds of miles away from the source and
thereby making it appropriate to choose a relatively large geographic area. In contrast, water pollutants
or waste facilities may have more localized effects, making it appropriate to select relatively small areas
for analysis. Likewise, an assessment of local impacts from point sources may call for more spatially
resolved air quality, demographic, and health data than those that affect regional air quality. The quality
and type of data available also affect the spatial resolution of the analysis. Using more than one
geographic area of analysis to examine the robustness of results may also be useful since effects are
unlikely to be neatly contained within geographic boundaries and results may be sensitive to the choice of
the geographic area of analysis (Mohai and Bryant, 1992; Baden et al., 2007).
Census-based geographical delineations and definitions often align with topographical features such as
rivers, highways, and railroads. As a result, they may exclude a portion of the affected population that
experiences the same adverse impacts of a stressor despite being separated by some physical feature.
While Census-based definitions are easily accessible and offer many options with regard to geographic
scale, use of GIS software allows for a potentially more flexible approach. GIS-based methods enable
analysts to define spatial buffers around an emissions source that are more uniform in size and that are
easier to customize to reflect the appropriate scale and characteristics of the emissions being analyzed

55 For example, a comparison group of all minorities in the United States, while informative about the burden of risk among
minorities, will not directly provide information about whether this burden is higher among minorities relative to non-minorities.
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(e.g., fate and transport) for a given policy action. Buffers can be created and combined with Census data
in a number of ways, including selecting the Census units such as tracts or block groups that intersect the
buffer circle, selecting tracts with centroids captured by the buffer circle, using the geo-processing
capabilities of GIS to intersect the buffer circle with the tract polygon, and transferring the attributes from
tracts to the buffer area using area-weighting or populations-weighting. 56 The method selected should be
the one that is most appropriate for the specific regulatory action. Mohai and Saha (2006, 2007) show
that a distance-based approach (i.e., measuring distance from a facility as opposed to using a predefined
unit like a census tract) provides a more complete comparison of effects.
Analysts should also be aware of a number of challenges that frequently arise when using geospatial
data. Some statistical techniques rely on assumptions that are regularly violated by these types of data
(Chakraborty and Maantay, 2011). For instance, when data are spatially autocorrelated – that is,
locations in closer proximity are more highly correlated with the variable of interest than those further
away – then the assumption that error terms are independently distributed is violated (see Chakraborty
and Maantay, 2011). In addition, analysts should be aware of the potential for the “modifiable aerial unit
problem” when aggregating geo-spatial data. The modifiable aerial unit problem refers to the fact that
results can be sensitive to the level of aggregation used in the analysis. Results may differ depending on
the unit of analysis; small geographical units (e.g., census tract) may provide different results than when
results are aggregated across units (see Mohai and Bryant, 1992; Baden et al., 2007; Shadbegian and
Wolverton, 2015). Analysts are encouraged to discuss the choice of the aerial unit, as it will vary with the
pollutant and data used in the analysis, and to provide a transparent description of their choice.

6.5.4 Identification and Analysis of Potential Hot Spots
Hot spots refer to localized populations and communities that may face potential EJ concerns. These
locations are often identified using quantitative proximity analyses as a screening approach. Relevant
issues in a local setting may include exposure pathways and drivers of differential susceptibility. It is
important to note that hot spots may result from pre-existing conditions (i.e., conditions that exist prior to
the regulatory action), such as other stressors within the community. It is also possible that new hot spots are
created as a result of the regulatory action. To the extent that the analyst is able to identify hot spots,
either in the baseline or as a result of the regulatory action, such information may be considered in the
decision-making process.
A screening-level analysis may help identify the potential for hot spots early in the analytical process. In
addition, information received via public comments can yield insights into potential hot spots. Methods that
can be used to analyze them may vary. For example, in cases where there are a relatively small number
of potential hot spots identified, in-depth qualitative analysis may be useful. See Grineski (2009), Rao et
al. (2007), Arcury et al. (2014), and Schwartz et al. (2015) for examples of qualitative discussions of hot
spots. To identify whether a national level regulatory action results in potential hot spots, more
sophisticated approaches may be required (e.g., fate and transport modeling).

6.5.5 Statistical Significance and Other Considerations
Analysts should bear in mind that a statistical difference does not necessarily indicate that the difference is
meaningful from a policy perspective. For instance, an analyst may find that low-income households are
more likely to be located near a pollution source than wealthier households, and that this effect is
statistically significant (i.e., the effect is statistically distinguishable from zero, and not due to sampling
error). However, the difference in likelihood between these types of households could still be quite small.
Analysts will need to examine what the coefficient estimate implies (e.g., how different is poverty across
these geographic areas), and summarize and report those differences in a manner appropriate for policy
relevance. Analysts should also note that many of the demographic and socioeconomic characteristics often
56 The ESRI, Inc. software suite provides a summary review in the ArcGIS help files for proximity analysis:
http://resources.esri.com/help/9.3/arcgisengine/java/gp_toolref/geoprocessing/proximity_analysis.htm.
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included in these types of regressions are highly correlated with each other, making it difficult to interpret
the meaning of a coefficient on any given variable. Finally, analysts should also consider other factors
aside from demographic and socioeconomic characteristics that may have influenced the location of
stressor sources. Regression techniques are able to partially control for these factors, while the use of
statistical tests on summary data cannot. See Sadd et al. (1999) and Pastor et al. (2001, 2006) for
examples of how researchers have approached these issues.
It is also important for analysts to be aware of and discuss the biases and limitations that are introduced
when proximity or distance is used as a substitute for risk and exposure modeling (see Chakraborty and
Maantay, 2011). Given the analytic challenges associated with proximity-based analysis, analysts may
only be able to draw limited conclusions regarding the possibility of differences across populations groups.
Finally, it is important to address and characterize uncertainty. When statistical analysis is used,
information such as confidence intervals and variance should be presented. In cases where statistical
analysis is not used, uncertainty can be discussed by highlighting limitations in the literature, caveats
associated with results, or gaps in the data.

6.6 Assessing the Distribution of Costs and Other Impacts
This section addresses when it may be appropriate to evaluate the distribution of costs across population
groups of concern and the evaluation of non-health impacts. By costs, we specifically refer to economic
costs (i.e., compliance costs and/or social costs) as defined in U.S. EPA (2010c).

6.6.1 Distribution of Economic Costs
This EJ Technical Guidance mainly focuses on methodologies and approaches to assess the potential for
differential health impacts associated with regulatory actions on population groups of concern. However,
certain directives (e.g., E.O. 13175 and OMB Circular A-4) identify the distribution of economic costs as an
important consideration in regulatory analysis. These issues are relevant, but challenging. The economics
literature also typically considers both costs and benefits when evaluating distributional consequences of
an environmental policy in order to understand their net effects on welfare. For instance, Fullerton (2011)
discusses six possible types of distributional effects that may result from an environmental policy: higher
product prices; changes in the relative returns to capital and labor; the distribution of scarcity rents (i.e.,
excess benefits due to restricted nature of a good, such as pollution permits); the distribution of
environmental benefits; transitional effects of the policy (e.g., changes in employment); and the
capitalization of environmental improvements into asset prices (e.g., land or housing values). That said, the
consideration of economic costs in an EJ context is likely to be challenging given a lack of data and
methods in many instances.
In the context of EJ, the distribution of health or environment effects alone might convey an incomplete –
and potentially biased – picture of the overall burden faced by population groups of concern. For
instance, if costs are unevenly distributed such that low-income households bear a larger relative share, it is
possible that they may experience net costs even after accounting for environmental improvements.
Whether to undertake an analysis of economic costs as it pertains to EJ is a case-by-case determination. It
will depend on the relevance of the information for the regulatory decision at hand, the likelihood that
economic costs of the regulatory action will be concentrated among particular types of households, and the
availability of data and methods to conduct the analysis. 57 Analysts should coordinate with economists

57 Note that there may be other impacts of a regulatory action (e.g., employment effects) beyond direct compliance and (indirect)
social costs, but understanding how all impacts vary across population groups of concern may not be feasible. For example, data
on the distribution of changes in employment across low-income and minority populations may be difficult to assess.
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from the Office of Policy when evaluating the potential relevance of economic costs for EJ and the degree
to which they can be discussed or analyzed.
In many cases, analysis of economic costs from an EJ perspective will not substantially alter the assessment
of distributional impacts for population groups of concern. For instance, often the costs of regulatory action
are passed onto consumers as higher prices or changes in wages that are spread fairly evenly across
many households. When these price increases are small, the effect on an individual household also will
likely be relatively small. When this is the case, further analysis is unlikely to yield additional insights
regarding distributional effects.
However, in some circumstances further exploration of the distribution of economic costs may offer
substantial insight because costs are expected to differentially burden populations of concern. For
example, further analysis may be warranted when costs to comply with the regulatory action represent a
noticeably higher proportion of income for population groups of concern; when some population groups
are less able to adapt to or substitute away from goods or services with now higher prices; when costs are
concentrated on some types of households (e.g., renters) more than others; when there are identifiable
plant closures in or relocation of facilities away from neighborhoods in which populations of concern
reside; or when behavioral changes in response to the costs of the regulatory action leave populations of
concern less protected than other groups.
While the Agency continues to investigate ways in which to improve incorporation of economic costs into an
analysis of potential EJ concerns, it recognizes that, even in cases where the information would be relevant,
data or methods may not exist for full examination of the distributional implications of costs across
population groups of concern. For example, the EPA may expect pollution control costs to be passed on to
electricity consumers in the form of higher prices that differentially affect budget-constrained households in
particular regions more than others. To evaluate the effects of the regulatory action properly, the Agency
would need to understand whether and if so, how, costs are passed through as rate increases (which differs
by state); how these increases are broken down between residential and commercial customers; what
assistance is available for low-income consumers; how consumption patterns differ by race and income;
and how these consumption patterns may be altered in response to electricity price changes. Likewise, if
environmental improvements associated with the regulatory action are unevenly distributed, demand for
housing in particular neighborhoods may affect rental prices for housing. This, in turn, may result in
households moving to other locations that have a different risk and exposure profile.
While a static analysis may be possible in some circumstances, it is challenging to anticipate and model the
dynamic effects of a regulatory action on migratory patterns and other types of behavioral change. For
example, spatial sorting models have been used in the literature to examine responses to regulation but
they typically focus on a particular city or region.58 In addition to methodological limitations, incomplete
data may limit the ability of the analyst to fully characterize the distribution of costs across population
groups of concern. In particular, available data may only shed light on baseline distributions, without
anticipating the distribution of costs in cases when the regulatory action is expected to result in indirect
behavioral changes through changes in price. 59 Due to method and data limitations, it might not be
possible to predict the total impact of a regulatory action on different populations. In these instances, the

Likewise, while hedonic price methods may be useful for demonstrating how changes in environmental quality factor into housing
prices, predicting the effect of such price changes on household migration by race or income may be infeasible.
59 Data for exploring differential consumption patterns in the baseline may be available from the Consumer Expenditure Survey,
which provides information on the purchase of goods and services across different types of households. The baseline distribution of
electricity and other energy prices by household type is also available from the Energy Information Administration. In addition,
industry-specific data sources on baseline household consumption patterns may be available for certain types of products or
services related to the regulatory scenarios under consideration. When such disaggregated data are available, it is unlikely they
will show distribution according to race/ethnicity; information by income class is more likely.
58
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issue can be qualitatively discussed, and the limitations and assumptions associated with characterizing cost
impacts should be fully explained.
When analyzing the distribution of costs, other considerations include the time frame associated with the
analysis and the use of partial versus general equilibrium analysis. For instance, it is possible that all or
almost all consumers face similar price changes due to a regulatory action, but in the short run budgetconstrained households may face more difficulties accommodating the higher prices. In contrast, higher
automobile prices due to a regulatory action will initially affect higher income households who purchase
new cars more frequently; over a longer period of time, however, these higher prices will also affect
lower-income households due to higher prices for used cars. More extensive studies could possibly consider
the use of dynamic general equilibrium analysis to examine first and second-order costs and their
implications for changes in wages and prices across households over time. However, such analyses are
typically very resource- and time-intensive, are usually only utilized in cases where a large number of
sectors are expected to experience significant impacts – either directly or indirectly - as the result of a
regulatory action, and are generally focused on medium- to long-run impacts (U.S. EPA, 2010c).

6.6.2 Other Impacts
While this technical guidance mainly focuses on tools that analysts may use to evaluate differences in
health impacts across population groups of concern, the distribution of non-health impacts associated with
environmental stressors affected by the regulatory action may also be important to consider. For instance,
certain groups may place a higher value on a cultural resource (e.g., spiritual or scared sites). If a
regulatory option impacts those resources, then the groups with a higher value will experience a different
impact than groups that do not place a value on the cultural resource. Likewise, some regulatory options
may differentially affect access to particular aquatic amenities for recreation for different population
groups.
Quantifying changes in non-health outcomes may be challenging, however. Often, data on the distribution
of baseline conditions for non-health endpoints are not easily available or are difficult to quantify, and/or
are not suitable for analyzing the impacts of a regulatory action. For instance, data on some ecosystem
services (e.g., cultural uses of specific ecosystems) in the United States are quite limited in availability
compared to baseline health data, such as mortality incidence. Likewise, data and models to assess how
various regulatory options affect non-health endpoints may not be available.
Given these challenges, this guidance is currently not prescribing any specific requirements regarding an
analysis of how the distribution of non-health impacts may be affected by the regulatory action. When the
distribution of non-health impacts is difficult to quantify, analysts may consider a qualitative discussion of
non-health endpoints affected by the regulatory action, relying on methods of data collection such as those
discussed in Section 5.3.2.2. For example, as part of this discussion, analysts may note any non-health
endpoints that are of particular cultural importance for population groups of concern, discuss how they
may be distributed across population groups of concern in the baseline, and describe how they may be
affected by the regulatory action under consideration when feasible. When data are available, analysts
may also rely on them in the evaluation.
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Section 7: Research Priorities to Fill Key Data
and Methodological Gaps

T

he challenges associated with incorporating EJ considerations into EPA regulatory analysis vary across
programs. In general, the EPA relies on peer-reviewed literature to support decision-making for regulatory
actions. Addressing environmental justice is no exception. High quality, scientific peer-reviewed data,
methods, tools, and findings are necessary to support the conclusions drawn from prospective analyses of
potential EJ concerns. For the purposes of identifying research priorities related to the intersection of EJ
and regulatory actions, data gaps include situations where data are missing all together, limited in scope,
too disaggregated to be useful, or inaccessible. Methodological gaps are areas where there is insufficient
peer-reviewed literature addressing to support the use of a particular method or approach. The research
required to address important data and methodological gaps may be short-term or long-term, depending
upon such factors as the complexity of the issue begin studied, the extent to which conventional or new
research techniques are required, and the amount of resources available.
Developing research plans and strategies to address the breadth of EJ issues is an iterative process and
one that involves multiple stakeholder engagement. To that end, this section provides a summary of data
and methodological gaps identified through interviews with EPA program office staff, input from the
public, and responses from the SAB review of a preliminary version of the EJ Technical Guidance. To obtain
Agency input, the EPA collected information through numerous brainstorming sessions with program office
management and staff who write or inform the development of regulatory actions. Fourteen sub-offices
across nine program offices participated in these discussions. In addition, the EPA conducted a public
comment period to gather feedback on the draft EJ Technical Guidance prior to conducting the external
peer review through the SAB. Finally, in the EPA’s charge to the SAB when it reviewed the EJ Technical
Guidance, the Agency specifically asked the SAB to identify potential research priorities relevant to
analysis of potential EJ concerns for regulatory actions. Together, recommendations from these groups
provide the impetus for understanding and identifying research priorities related to data, methods, tools,
and information for assessing potential EJ concerns in regulatory analysis.
Recommendations for research priorities relate to several broad topics: 1) building consistency in common
terminology and definitions; 2) strengthening the human health risk assessments for inclusion of EJ-related
issues; 3) risk communication, community outreach, and meaningful engagement; and 4) incorporating EJ
considerations into regulatory analyses.

7.1 Common Terminology and Definitions
The general need for common terminology and definitions was frequently highlighted by EPA program
offices in the series of brainstorming sessions. In particular, analysts expressed concern that terms currently
used to define population groups of concern and disproportionate impacts are unclear or are used
inconsistently in regulatory actions, and concluded that clear and consistent terminology is an important
prerequisite for incorporating EJ considerations into regulatory analysis. Analysts reported needing basic
information about appropriate definitions for race and ethnicity, as well as other ways to identify
vulnerable populations. While race, ethnicity, and income are often used to characterize populations of
concern, analysts asked for research into what additional variables may be useful for characterizing
vulnerable populations, both in the context of potential impacts from climate change and from other
environmental stressors. For example, unique community practices (such as subsistence fishing), genetic
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predispositions, access to health care, education, geography, and other factors may be associated with
increased vulnerability to environmental stressors. Research into ways to define and identify such variables
would require consideration of data availability at the relevant geographic scale needed for EJ analysis.

7.2 Strengthening Human Health Risk Assessment for Considering EJ
The following sections describe the research priorities relevant to HHRA identified by EPA program offices,
the public, and the SAB.

7.2.1 Planning and Scoping and Problem Formulation
Problem formulation is a process for generating and evaluating preliminary hypotheses about why health
effects may be associated with specific stressors. Because the planning and scoping for a risk assessment
and the problem formulation step rely on defining the regulatory question, the language and terminology
need to be clear and concise to lay a strong foundation for the analysis. To that end, the recommendations
received emphasized a need for clear definition of terms such as chemical versus non-chemical stressors in
the context of cumulative risk assessments. More specifically, respondents recommended research to
evaluate the impact of adopting various assumptions and definitions in the risk assessment. For example,
this research would inform how different income level thresholds used to define lower income populations
could introduce large variability in the establishment of reference populations for the risk assessment.

7.2.2 Effects Assessment
As outlined in Section 5.2, effects assessment includes both hazard identification and dose-response
assessment. Hazard identification is the process of identifying the type of hazard to human health (e.g.,
cancer, birth defects) posed by the exposure of interest. In an EJ context, one can ask, “What health
problems may be caused by the pollutant(s) and how might populations vary in their response?” Doseresponse assessment addresses the relationship between the exposure or dose of a contaminant and the
occurrence of particular health effects or outcomes. In an EJ context, one can ask, “What are the health
problems at different exposures, and do these effects vary by type or incidence in populations of
concern?”
Research recommendations for effects assessment focus on the need to better understand the links between
demographic characteristics and the responses to environmental stressors that are associated with adverse
health outcomes. Respondents also provided recommendations for developing tools to integrate community
characteristics, social conditions, and cultural influences into risk assessments. For example, current data
suggest that communities with potential EJ concerns may be exposed to a greater number or amount of
environmental pollutant(s) based on proximity to waste sites, landfills, congested roadways, and
manufacturing facilities. Such communities may experience co-exposure to multiple chemical and
nonchemical agents that may contribute to variability in individual responses.
Research recommendations indicate a need for clarification of the variability in human responses across
different populations, and for a better understanding of existing factors that might drive differences in
population-level responses.
Risk assessment uses a variety of dose-response models and tools to estimate the dose or concentration
relationships for adverse health effects. Research recommendations highlighted the need to ensure that
dose-response modeling accounts for differences in susceptibility associated with populations with potential
EJ concerns. An important first step would be to produce a comprehensive review of each relevant doseresponse function that includes an analysis of baseline risk variation across different population groups.
This information would enable risk analysts to consider the range of population-specific risk distributions
along the dose-response curve.
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7.2.3 Exposure Assessment
The SAB notes that the Agency should invest in research for better understanding actual exposures rather
than relying on standard models of fixed behavior. A critical area for research is the development of
cumulative risk assessment and cumulative impact assessment methods for multiple chemicals and nonchemical stressors. Numerous scientific and public stakeholder communities are calling for the Agency to
move beyond the single-chemical risk assessments and toward a broader, more holistic type of
environmental risk assessment. The communities of concern and susceptible populations need to be
identified and, in those situations, there is also a need for specific information on existing environmental
conditions (e.g., air quality, drinking water quality, emission rates, housing conditions, proximity to landfills,
etc.) Input by a community regarding its values and traditions are important data needs in constructing the
cumulative assessment.

7.2.4 Risk Characterization
The final step in the risk assessment paradigm is the characterization of risk. Risk characterization strives to
provide a clear and integrated discussion of the overall findings, key areas of uncertainty, overall data
quality, and data deficiencies that may affect methodology development and the overall conclusion.
Recommendations for research in this area include improved knowledge about geographical shifts of the
U.S. population and variation in baseline risk by life stage and population group. Research is needed for
understanding and inclusion into the risk assessment of toxicokinetic and toxicodynamic differences across
life stages, especially for infants and children. Results of this research will support judgment of the
adequacy of default assumptions to account for unique differences among different populations.
In addition, knowing whether or not differential exposure across groups is a potential EJ concern requires
reviewing the EPA's position on differential risk versus exposure. There may be examples in which a
regulatory action has no increased risk (e.g., everyone falls below a certain acceptable level of risk), but a
differential exposure still exists. 60 Also needed are consistent criteria for defining differential impact on a
community with potential EJ concerns and valid indicators of associated adverse health impacts.

7.3 Risk Communication, Community Outreach, and Meaningful Engagement
As emphasized in Section 5.3.1.5, the involvement of stakeholders is integral to both the HHRA process and
to the broader consideration of potential EJ concerns. Engaging stakeholders in the HHRA process may
help analysts identify stressor sources, highlight adverse health effects, and address risk perception issues.
Recommendations pointed to the need for research on appropriate ways to collect and use communitygenerated information in the EPA’s regulatory analyses. Respondents also recommended studies of
effective means of outreach to communities with potential EJ concerns, including how to measure the
effectiveness of that communication approach on a continuous basis.

7.4 Incorporating EJ into Regulatory Analysis
In developing analyses of potential EJ concerns for regulatory actions, an analyst should first evaluate its
feasibility based on availability of data, tools, and methods. Research priorities related to these topics are
identified below.

60

See Section 5 and the glossary of this guidance for discussion and definitions of exposure and risk.
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7.4.1 Evaluating the Feasibility of an Assessment of Potential EJ Concerns
To conduct assessments of the potential EJ concerns associated with regulatory actions, it is necessary to
have relevant, appropriate, and adequate data. Often, data most relevant to an EJ analysis are not
disaggregated by race, ethnicity or income, which is necessary to better understand the distributional
effects of a particular regulatory action. For example, while relevant data may be available at a
national, aggregate level, such data are not always available at a finer resolution, such as at the
community level, that allows for an analysis of potential EJ concerns tied to the likely impacts of a
regulatory action. EPA program offices identified several specific data gaps:
 Lack of monetized benefits for some health endpoints;
 Finer resolution air quality data and alternative ways to collect them;
 Vehicle fleet composition across communities;
 Emissions rates and activities across sources;
 Product usage by demographic characteristics;
 Housing distance from highways;
 Characteristics of workers by industry;
 Drinking water quality across communities;
 Data on subsistence fishers and where they live; and
 Information on non-monitored areas.
Collaboration with other federal agencies to facilitate the sharing and access to data sources was
identified as a priority. Currently, access to data at other federal agencies, states, localities, universities,
and non-government organizations varies. The SAB encourages the Agency to be creative in considering
data sources and methods of analysis.

7.4.2 Evaluating Baseline and Incremental Changes
Evaluating baseline conditions and incremental changes is essential for an analysis of potential EJ concerns.
It is necessary to identify whether pre-existing disparities exist and if so, how those change as a result of
the regulatory action. Agency analysts indicated a need to better understand how to identify baseline
conditions, particularly how to disaggregate information across population groups of concern. In addition,
respondents noted a need to understand how to incorporate pre-existing conditions into the baseline. A
public comment (per process described above) suggested that further research into the effect of
infrastructure on exposure (including drinking water and wastewater systems) would help inform the
evaluation of baseline conditions.
To better evaluate incremental changes associated with a regulatory action, program offices expressed a
need for: dose-response curves that vary by demographic characteristics; information on how to consider
exposures during critical life stages, such as childhood; and the link between genetic factors or behaviors
that could give rise to greater susceptibility. Another frequently-noted methodological gap is information
on how to incorporate non-chemical stressors into the analysis and consideration of cumulative effects.

7.4.3 Methods to Assess Potential EJ Concerns
Agency program offices identified the need for better methods, or consensus on methods, for presenting
the results of analyses of potential EJ concerns to ensure that metrics are useful and relevant, various
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options can be ranked within and across population groups of concern, and appropriate methods for
characterizing the distribution of risk are used. EPA program offices asked that specific consideration be
given to whether inequality metrics could be an effective, useful tool in the context of an analysis of
potential EJ concerns. Respondents noted a need for research into the appropriate methods to capture
potential EJ concerns in specific regulatory contexts. For example, it is not clear how to analyze potential
EJ concerns in the context of global pollutants or mobile sources for which it is difficult to characterize
transport of pollutants over long distances. Standard methods such as proximity-based approaches are not
useful in these cases. Alternatively, a regulatory action such as a reporting rule could indirectly affect
health by affecting how information is provided.
Agency program offices also identified as a methodological gap the role that qualitative analysis can
play in assessing environmental justice in regulatory analysis. Regulatory actions associated with
greenhouse gases, for example, could benefit from qualitative analysis of how climate change may
differentially affect one or more population group(s) where data precludes a quantitative assessment.
Research also is needed into whether and how to scale up qualitative case studies to larger regional and
national contexts.

7.4.4 Analytical Considerations
Analysts pointed to a lack of methodological tools to account for behavioral responses to proposed
regulatory actions when analyzing their distributional impacts. This particular research gap is likely
broader than just analyses of potential EJ concerns, but can be particularly important for understanding
who is ultimately affected by the regulatory action.
Finally, analysts identified the need to investigate downstream chemical effects relevant to evaluating
potential EJ concerns and potential risk mitigation options; for example, chemical environmental fate and
its effects on exposure are important considerations.

7.5 Other General Recommendations
The SAB identified additional research priorities that fall outside of the topics described above.
Specifically, the SAB identified the need for cross-agency research planning. The SAB’s opinion is that
strategic thinking on longer-term research priorities and leveraging research interests at other federal
agencies, such as the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and the CDC, would go far in
addressing the needs expressed by EPA analysts. In particular, the SAB suggested a brainstorming session
with sister agencies that could help better identify and address long-term research needs.
In addition, the SAB noted the need for increased staffing and hiring for conducting EJ analysis in the
future. While economists and risk assessors form the core group of analysts undertaking EJ analysis, the
SAB feels that EJ analysis would be advanced by also incorporating expertise from psychologists,
sociologists, and anthropologists.

7.6 Next Steps
A wide range of EJ-related research activities that may address some of the identified research gaps are
already underway at the EPA. Each program office engages in research to address specific needs and
concerns. In addition, the EPA’s Office of Research and Development (ORD) actively pursues and supports
research to improve EJ consideration in the regulatory process. An EJ Research Roadmap has been
developed to highlight the role of ORD science in addressing potential EJ concerns (U.S. EPA, 2014d).61 It

See http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201512/documents/environmental_justice_research_roadmap_partner_review.pdf for updates to the ORD EJ Research Roadmap.
61
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provides an inventory and analysis of the EPA’s EJ-related research activities, and serves as a useful
resource for EPA programs, external stakeholders, and the public.
The EPA is a science-based agency. As such, it is committed to the pursuit of research related to EJ and
regulatory action to better meet the needs of Agency analysts, decision makers, and the public in support
of scientifically sound regulatory decisions that protect the health of all communities.
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Glossary
Adverse effect: a biochemical change, functional impairment, or pathological lesion that either singly or in
combination adversely affects the performance of the whole organism or reduces an organism’s ability to
respond to an additional environmental challenge.
Agency action: includes rules, policy statements, risk assessments, guidance documents, and models that
may be used in future regulatory actions, and strategies that are related to regulations.
Background exposures: potential exposures to stressors due to background levels of both naturally
occurring and anthropogenic sources.
Baseline: describes an initial, status quo scenario that is used for comparison with one or more alternative
scenarios. In typical regulatory analyses, the baseline is defined as the best assessment of the world
absent the proposed regulatory or policy action.
Bioaccumulation: the uptake of organic compounds by biota from either water or food. Many toxic
organic chemicals attain concentrations in biota several orders of magnitude greater than their aqueous
concentrations, and therefore, bioaccumulation poses a serious threat to both the biota of surface waters
and the humans that feed on these surface-water species. Sometimes used interchangeably with
“bioconcentration,” see http://toxics.usgs.gov/definitions/bioconcentration.html.
Comparison group: other groups about which information is presented, in relation to population groups of
concern, in order to describe impacts of a regulatory action. See Section 6.5.2.
Contaminant: a substance that is either present in an environment where it does not belong or is present at
levels that might cause harmful (adverse) health effects. Also, see “stressor.”
Cumulative risk assessment: an analysis, characterization, and possible quantification of the combined
risks to human health or the environment from multiple agents or stressors.
Disproportionate impacts: in this document, refers to differences in impacts or risks that are extensive
enough that they may merit Agency action. See Section 2.1.
Dose: the amount of a substance that enters a target in a specified period of time after crossing an
exposure surface.
Dose-response assessment: a determination of the relationship between the magnitude of an
administered, applied, or internal dose and a specific biological response. Response can be expressed as
measured or observed incidence, percent response in groups of subjects (or populations), or as the
probability of occurrence within a population. See Section 7.2.2.
Effects: refers to risks, exposures, and outcomes and is sometimes used interchangeably with “impacts.”
Effect-modifier: factors that may influence susceptibility, and may include genetics, diet, nutritional status,
pre-existing disease, psychological stress, co-exposure to similarly-acting toxics, and cumulative burden of
disease resulting from exposure to all stressors throughout the course of life.
Environmental justice: the fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race,
color, national origin, or income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of
environmental laws, regulations, and policies.
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Exposure: human contact with environmental contaminants in media including air, water, soil, and food.
Exposure assessment: an identification and evaluation of the human population exposed to a contaminant
or stressor, describing its composition and size, as well as the type, magnitude, frequency, route and
duration of exposure.
Exposure pathway: the course a chemical or contaminant takes from its source to the person being
contacted.
Fair treatment: the principle that no group of people should bear a disproportionate burden of
environmental harms and risks, including those resulting from the negative environmental consequences of
industrial, governmental, and commercial operations or programs and policies.
Hazard: inherent property of an agent, contaminant, or situation having the potential to cause adverse
effects when an organism, system, or population is exposed to that stressor.
Hazard identification: the process of identifying adverse effects to human health (e.g., cancer, birth
defects) posed by the exposure of interest. See Section 7.2.2.
Health impact assessment: a systematic process that uses an array of data sources and analytic methods,
and considers input from stakeholders to identify the potential effects of a proposed regulatory action,
policy, or project on the health of a population and the distribution of those effects within the population.
Hot spot: a geographic area with a high level of pollution/contamination within a larger geographic area
of lower or more “normal” environmental quality.
Human health risk assessment (HHRA): the process used to estimate the nature and probability of
adverse health effects in humans who may be exposed to chemicals or other stressors in contaminated
environmental media, now or in the future.
Indigenous peoples: includes state-recognized tribes; indigenous and tribal community-based
organizations; individual members of federally recognized tribes, including those living on a different
reservation or living outside Indian country; individual members of state-recognized tribes; Native
Hawaiians; Native Pacific Islanders; and individual Native Americans. A reference to populations
characterized by Native American or other pre-European North American ethnicity or cultural traits. See
Section 2.2.1.
Life stage: a distinguishable time frame in an individual's life characterized by unique and relatively
stable behavioral and/or physiological characteristics that are associated with development and growth
that are characterized by economic resources.
Low-income populations: a reference to populations characterized by limited economic resources. The
OMB has designated the Census Bureau’s annual poverty measure as the official metric for program
planning and analysis, although other definitions exist. See Section 2.2.2.
Meaningful involvement: indicates that potentially affected populations have an appropriate
opportunity to participate in decisions about a proposed activity (i.e., in this document, rulemaking) that
will affect their environment and/or health; the population’s contribution can influence the EPA’s regulatory
action decisions; the concerns of all participants involved will be considered in the decision-making process;
and the EPA will seek out and facilitate the involvement of population’s potentially affected by the EPA’s
regulatory action development process. See Section 2.3.
Minority populations: populations of individuals who are members of the following population groups:
American Indian or Alaskan Native; Asian or Pacific Islander; Black, not of Hispanic origin; or Hispanic. See
Section 2.2.1.
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Pollutant: an emitted substance that is regulated or monitored for its potential to cause harm to the health
of individuals or to the environment. Also, see “stressor.”
Population groups of concern: in this document, minority populations, low-income populations, and
indigenous peoples in the United States and its territories and possessions. See Section 2.2.
Potential environmental justice concern: in this document, where the opportunity exists for a group of
people to experience disproportionate impacts resulting from…on minority populations, low-income
populations, or indigenous peoples that exist prior to or may be created by a proposed regulatory action.
It can also indicate the actual or potential lack of fair treatment or meaningful involvement of minority
populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples in the development, implementation, and
enforcement of environmental laws, regulations, and policies. See Section 2.1.
Proximity or contaminant analysis: analytical approach using spatial data to estimate a populations’ risk
or exposure to a stressor when direct measurement of risk or exposure is unavailable. See Section 6.
Quantitative methods: explaining phenomena by collecting numerical data that are analyzed using
mathematically-based methods (in particular, statistics).
Qualitative methods: encompasses a wide range of methods, such as interviews, case studies, discourse
analysis, and ethnographic research. A key distinction from quantitative methods is that qualitative methods
do not necessarily collect numerical data, and therefore frequently cannot provide numerical results. See
Section 6.4.5.
Regulatory action: a subset of Agency actions conducted in direct support of a rulemaking; means any
substantive action by an agency (normally published in the Federal Register) that promulgates or is
expected to lead to the promulgation of a final rule or regulation, including notices of inquiry, advance
notices of proposed rulemaking, and notices of proposed rulemaking. Also, see “Agency actions.”
Regulatory analysis: a tool used to anticipate and evaluate the likely consequences of regulatory actions.
Regulatory scenarios: different configurations of or options for the regulatory action being considered.
See Section 6.2.
Risk: the probability of an adverse effect in an organism, system, or population caused under specified
circumstances by exposure to a contaminant or stressor.
Risk analyst/assessor: one who plans and conducts a risk assessment. In particular, the risk analyst
provides a transparent description of all aspects of the risk assessment (e.g., default assumptions, data
selected and policy choices) to make clear the range of plausible risk associated with each risk
management option.
Risk management: in the context of human health, a decision-making process that accounts for political,
social, economic and engineering implications together with risk-related information in order to develop,
analyze and compare management options and select the appropriate managerial response to a
potential chronic health hazard.
Social context: refers to all social and political mechanisms that generate, configure, and maintain social
hierarchies. These mechanisms can include the labor market, the educational system, political institutions,
and cultural and societal values. See Section 4.1.
Source: the origin of potential contaminants; frequently a facility or site.
Stakeholders: broadly defined as interested persons concerned with the decisions made about how a risk
may be avoided, mitigated, or eliminated, as well as those who may be affected by regulatory decisions.
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Stressor: a stressor is any physical, chemical, or biological entity that can induce an adverse response.
Stressors may adversely affect specific natural resources or entire ecosystems, including plants and
animals, as well as the environment with which they interact. In this document, the term is used to encompass
the range of chemical, physical, or biological agents, contaminants, or pollutants that may be subject to a
rulemaking.
Subsistence populations: minority populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples (or
subgroups of such populations) subsisting on indigenous fish, vegetation and/or wildlife, as the principal
portion of their diet see Section 2.2.3.
Susceptibility: increased likelihood of an adverse effect, often discussed in terms of relationship to a
factor that can be used to describe a population group (e.g., life stage, demographic feature, or genetic
characteristic). In this document, the term refers to an individual’s responsiveness to exposure.
Summary statistics: descriptive statistics which provide an overview of available data and may include
the mean, median, mode, interquartile mean, range, and/or standard deviation, etc. See Section 6.4.1.
Vulnerability: physical, chemical, biological, social, and cultural factors that result in certain communities
and population groups being more susceptible or more exposed to environmental toxins, or having
compromised ability to cope with and/or recover from such exposure.
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Appendix A: Select Examples of EPA Guidance,
Guidelines, and Policy Documents
This appendix contains a list of document references with associated Web links for EPA guidance, guidelines, and
policy documents that may be helpful to analysts when evaluating potential EJ concerns for regulatory actions.
TOPIC AREA
Economics

TITLE
Guidelines for Preparing Economic
Analyses
Environmental Justice, Children’s
Environmental Health and Other
Distributional Considerations (Chapter 10
of Guidelines for Preparing Economic
Analyses)
Guidance on Considering Environmental
Justice During the Development of
Regulatory Actions

PUBLICATION
YEAR
2010

WEB LINK
http://yosemite.epa.gov/ee/epa/eerm.nsf/vwAN/
EE-0568-50.pdf/$file/EE-0568-50.pdf

2014

http://yosemite.epa.gov/ee/epa/eerm.nsf/vwAN/
EE-0568-10.pdf/$file/EE-0568-10.pdf

2015

http://www.epa.gov/environmentaljustice/resources
/policy/considering-ej-in-rulemaking-guidefinal.pdf

2014

https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201412/documents/hhra-framework-final-2014.pdf

2006

http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/cfm/recordisplay.cfm?d
eid=158363

2012

http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201309/documents/mra-guideline-final.pdf

2005

http://www.epa.gov/ttnatw01/childrens_suppleme
nt_final.pdf

2000

http://ofmpub.epa.gov/eims/eimscomm.getfile?p_
download_id=4486

Technical Support Document on Risk
Assessment of Chemical Mixtures

1990

http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/cfm/recordisplay.cfm?d
eid=35770

Guidelines for the Health Risk Assessment
of Chemical Mixtures

1986

http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/risk/recordisplay.cfm?d
eid=22567

Exposure Factors Handbook

2011

http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/risk/recordisplay.cfm?d
eid=236252

Guidelines for Exposure Assessment

1992

http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/cfm/recordisplay.cfm?d
eid=15263#Download

Risk
Characterization

Risk Characterization Handbook

2000

Cumulative Risk
Assessment

Considerations for Developing a
Dosimetry-Based Cumulative Risk
Assessment Approach for Mixtures of
Environmental Contaminants (Final Report)

2009

Action
Development
Process
Human Health Risk
Frameworks

Other Health Risk
Guidance

Framework for Human Health Risk
Assessment to Inform Decision Making
Framework for Assessing Health Risk of
Environmental Exposures to Children
Microbial Risk Assessment Guideline:
Pathogenic Microorganisms with Focus on
Food and Water (Interagency Microbial
Risk Assessment Guideline Workgroup)
Supplemental Guidance for Assessing
Susceptibility from Early-Life Exposure to
Carcinogens
Supplementary Guidance for Conducting
Health Risk Assessment of Chemical
Mixtures

Exposure
Assessment

http://www.epa.gov/risk/risk-characterizationhandbook
http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/risk/recordisplay.cfm?d
eid=172725
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TOPIC AREA

TITLE
Concepts, Methods, and Data Sources for
Cumulative Health Risk Assessment of
Multiple Chemicals, Exposures and Effects:
A Resource Document (Final Report)

PUBLICATION
YEAR

WEB LINK

2007

http://cfpub.epa.gov/ncea/risk/recordisplay.cfm?d
eid=190187

Framework for Cumulative Risk Assessment

2003

Guidance on Cumulative Risk Assessment of
Pesticide Chemicals that have a Common
Mechanism of Toxicity

2002

General Principles for Performing
Aggregate Exposure and Risk Assessments

2001

Guidance on Cumulative Risk Assessment:
Planning and Scoping

1997

http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201411/documents/frmwrk_cum_risk_assmnt.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201507/documents/guidance_on_common_mechanism.p
df
http://www.epa.gov/pesticide-science-andassessing-pesticide-risks/general-principlesperforming-aggregate-exposure-and
http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/files/201501/documents/cumrisk2_0.pdf
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Appendix B: Example Approaches to Address
Potential EJ Concerns When Conducting
Exposure and Effects Assessments
The planning, scoping, and problem formulation processes provide a key opportunity to ensure that potential EJ
concerns are incorporated into a human health risk assessment (HHRA). This appendix provides several key EJspecific questions to consider when designing an exposure or dose-response assessment. It describes the
implications of each question for the data gathering and analytic work that may be necessary to address them.
Also included are examples of analyses from the peer-reviewed literature and/or U.S. government analyses, which
may suggest approaches for an analyst to consider during planning, scoping, and problem formulation.
Planning for an Exposure Assessment
Patterns of exposure to stressors across population groups of concern may vary for a number of reasons. Variation
may be predominantly a spatial phenomenon, if exposure is highest within close proximity to pollution sources and
that is where the population group of concern is most likely to reside. Exposure differences may reflect variation in
behaviors (e.g., subsistence anglers) or exposures due to specific dietary or cultural practices of a population
group (e.g., exposures to pesticides in reeds used for basket weaving). Exposure may reflect unique aspects of the
use or application of the chemical (e.g., exposures to pesticide applicators) or it may be affected by yet other
factors that vary by population group. Text Box B.1 illustrates how five scoping questions (below) for integrating EJ
into an exposure assessment could be posed to evaluate dietary risks from pesticide residues.
Text Box B.1: Example of Scoping Questions for Integrating EJ Considerations into Assessments of Dietary
Risk from Pesticide Residues
To ensure that EJ considerations are explicitly considered in dietary risk assessments for pesticides, risk assessors
could consider the following scoping questions when evaluating whether risk concerns may exist.
 Based on the pesticide use patterns, are there population groups that might be more highly exposed to
pesticide residues because of their unique consumption patterns (e.g., ethnic diets; subsistence
consumers)?
 Is it likely that the pesticide or its metabolites/degradates will bioaccumulate such that increased
exposure and risk might be expected for certain population groups (e.g., life stages; subsistence
consumers of fish, shellfish, game)?
 Is the pesticide used on, or likely to be found in, foods that are consumed in substantially higher amounts
by certain ethnic or other population groups (e.g., lemon grass)?
 Does the pesticide have an atypical or unusual use pattern that could result in unusual exposures for
certain population groups (e.g., use in non-traditional agriculture, or locally-restricted use)?
 Do the physical and/or chemical properties of the pesticide indicate a potential for long range transport
(e.g., volatility, persistence), especially pesticides that may also bioaccumulate?
 Are there other groups within the population groups of concern (e.g. based on life stage) who might be
more highly exposed through their diet to the pesticide?
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Questions and Key Considerations
1. Based on the use and release patterns of the environmental stressors of concern, are there population
groups that might be more highly exposed?
Environmental stressors may be used and released in a variety of circumstances. However, even when the stressor is
intended for use in a particular circumstance or location, unintended releases can result. For instance, the stressor
could migrate to an unintended location. One example of this is spray drift from pesticide applications that result
in drift falling on “off-target” locations, which may lead to increased exposure to certain populations (e.g.,
farmers, migrant workers, children, sprayers). Text Box B.2 discusses how the potential risk for exposure due to
pesticide application and residues can be calculated using drift modeling and other methods while accounting for
evaporation of aerosols (i.e., volatilization), and the potential effects to bystanders. Some factors for consideration
when evaluating the use and release patterns of environmental stressors include evaluating the potential for risks
due to intended use and potential migration of the stressor, prevalence of use, environmental fate, and the
toxicological characteristics of the stressor.
2. Are exposure variabilities predominantly a spatial phenomenon (e.g., due to contaminant hot spots)? Is
proximity to source a reasonable proxy for estimating exposure to stressors of concern?
For environmental stressors that are dispersed locally in ambient media, exposure may be effectively captured
using proximity to the source as a surrogate measure. Further detail about these methods can be found in the
recent review by Chakraborty et al. (2011) and Section 6.
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Text Box B.2: Pesticide Spray Drift Risk Assessment to Bystanders
Farm workers and their families often live near the fields where they work, and can be exposed to pesticides
in a manner different from other population groups because of this proximity. While direct measures of the
degree of drift in the vicinity of fields may be difficult or impossible to obtain, exposure estimates from these
residues may be calculated using drift modeling and methods employed for typical residential risk assessments.
Spray drift can be characterized as the movement of aerosols and volatile components away from a treated
area as a result of the application process. Bystanders, defined as those who live on, work in or frequent areas
adjacent to treated fields, can be exposed to spray drift directly or by contact with resulting deposited
residues (e.g., children playing on lawns next to treated fields). The degree of such impacts is governed by
many processes (e.g., application method, nozzles used, release height) and the conditions at the time of
application (e.g., wind speed and direction).
To model potential high-end exposure to people living near treated agricultural fields (e.g., via deposition on
residential turf), the EPA used AgDRIFT (V2.1.1) and AgDISP (V8.26) to provide deposition values for
residential lawns, as a fraction of the application rate, at different distances downwind of a treated field.
Analysis of spray drift evaluates risks from pesticides similar to how they are evaluated for use on turf because
this scenario represents the highest potential for exposure that can be associated with spray drift and considers
different life stages, including children at different developmental stages. Data from pesticide studies that
determined turf residue levels and dissipation rates after application are often available, and in the absence
of these data, default assumptions can be used. This information is used in conjunction with the standard
residential methods to estimate exposure from treated turf, including exposures from all pertinent routes for
both adults and children.
Conceptual Model for Spray Drift Modeling (U.S. EPA, 2012c)

For more information, see draft EPA guidances under development on the consideration of spray drift in pesticide risk assessment
(White et al., 2013; U.S. EPA 2013b).
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3. Can exposure variability be estimated using ambient contaminant concentrations, either measured or
modeled? Are data available or can data be modeled at a reasonable spatial scale appropriate for
available demographic data?
Ambient concentrations can be used to identify and assess spatial variability in exposure that may contribute to
exposure differences between population groups. Two types of ambient concentration information exist: data from
ambient air quality monitors, and modeled estimates of ambient concentrations averaged over a period of time.
Monitoring data generally offer a more accurate estimate of the level of exposure to a stressor. However,
obtaining monitoring data at a level of geospatial resolution that allows for the evaluation of differences may not
be feasible for a number of reasons, including these: (1) some environmental stressors may not be routinely
monitored (e.g. consumer products); and (2) coverage for routinely monitored stressors is insufficient to provide the
level of geospatial resolution required to discern differences as most monitoring data are available only down to
the county level. This lack of detail is problematic given that racial, ethnic, and income diversity, as well as
differences in ambient concentrations, could vary widely with the level of geospatial resolution. An example of an
alternative strategy for evaluating multi-pollutant settings is provided in Text Box B.3.
Modeled data can sometimes serve as a surrogate for monitoring data. Ambient air quality modeling methods
have been developed to estimate ambient concentrations of a plume beyond its point of release, based on
relevant factors such as meteorology and chemical characteristics (e.g., reactivity and solubility). However, the
predictive accuracy of models is not comparable across stressors. Important considerations for using modeled data
should include the predictive accuracy of the model for the stressor in question, and the ability to predict ambient
concentrations for smaller geospatial units such as census tracts. Data provided at a larger geospatial scale than
the census tract may not support assessment of differences in exposure. An analyst may consider the use of
screening models to highlight concerns about exposure differences, which can be evaluated in greater detail with
more sophisticated models at a later stage.
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Text Box B.3: Detroit Multi-Pollutant Pilot Project Incorporating EJ
The EPA conducted a peer-reviewed case study (Fann et al., 2011) to test whether a multi-pollutant, risk-based
pollution control strategy represented a viable alternative to a traditional pollutant-by-pollutant approach to
air quality. This case study was designed using spatially resolved air quality, population, and baseline health
data in the Detroit metropolitan area. The authors performed both within-group and across-group comparisons
of exposure and risk. The objective of the case study was to demonstrate how states might design air quality
attainment strategies that met multiple goals: (1) attaining a tighter National Ambient Air Quality Standard
(NAAQS); (2) maximizing human health benefits of air quality improvements; and (3) achieving a more
equitable distribution of air pollution-related risk.
The study characterized the costs, benefits and risk inequality implications of two alternative emission control
scenarios constructed by Wesson et al. (2010) for the Detroit metropolitan area: a more traditional approach
to pollution reduction for NAAQS compliance, and achieving compliance using a multi-pollutant strategy that
maximized population risk reduction in the area. The assessment for potential EJ concerns followed four basic
steps: (1) identify and model exposure to population groups susceptible and/or vulnerable to PM2.5-related
mortality and morbidity impacts in the baseline, based on fine scale air quality modeling and population
characteristics including education attainment, race and poverty level; (2) design an emission control strategy
that maximized air quality improvements among these population groups, primarily by reducing emissions of
directly-emitted PM2.5, which exhibits a strong spatial gradient; (3) compare the multi-pollutant, risk-based
strategy with the traditional pollution control strategy for attainment by modeling the air quality impacts of
each strategy and comparing the results with the baseline scenario; and (4) calculate the change in
exposure/risk inequality from the baseline using economic measures to assess whether a multi-pollutant riskbased strategy results in a more equal distribution of exposure and risk than a traditional pollution control
strategy. The findings from this study revealed that the population risk reduction approach produced greater
net benefits.
Risk-Based, Multi-Pollutant Modeling Framework (Fann et al., 2011)

Additional information about the Detroit multi-stressor project can be found at
http://www3.epa.gov/scram001/modelingapps_mp.htm.
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4. Are bio-monitoring data available for the population groups of concern, including those with
potentially elevated exposures?
Although analysis using bio-monitoring data can be time consuming, it may be the most accurate way to estimate
exposures for population groups of concern. A literature search for previous assessments of differential exposure
using survey data should be conducted prior to beginning such an analysis. An important resource to consider is the
National Report on Human Exposure to Environmental Chemicals generated by the United States Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, 2009). Human exposure data in this report are presented by life stage,
race/ethnicity and income to the extent that such detailed breakouts are possible.
When using exposure biomarkers to draw inferences about exposure differences for a source-specific regulatory
action, an analyst should carefully consider the extent to which measured levels reflect exposure, and also whether
biomarkers represent total exposure to an environmental stressor from multiple sources. Comparisons at this stage
are often focused on point estimates or, at most, deterministic models rather than complex probabilistic models. An
analyst may use simple, well-established comparative methods such as ratios to examine between-population
group comparisons, or may apply more complex approaches such as analysis of variance or regression techniques
as needed. Comparisons may focus on particular segments of the distribution or on the percent of a population
group represented within a percentile group. Sometimes, several years of data may need to be combined to
obtain sufficient sample size to conduct analysis in the tail of the distribution, though this would be subject to
possible resource, analytic, and data constraints.
As discussed in Section 5.3.2 of this document, use of biomonitoring data has both benefits and limitations. While a
large population survey (e.g., National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey or NHANES) may suggest the
existence of exposure difference, locale- or site-specific surveys (e.g., NYCHANES) can yield more detailed insights
into the dimensions of the differences. For example, analysis of NHANES data from 1999-2004 demonstrated that
total organic blood mercury levels among New Yorkers was on average three times higher than the U.S.
population, and highest among Asian New Yorkers. The NYCHANES data provided the additional perspective that
among Asians, the levels were highest among foreign-born Chinese New Yorkers (Kass, 2009). 62
5. Are there population groups that may experience greater exposure to stressors because of their
unique food consumption patterns, behaviors or use of certain cosmetics?
When planning for an assessment of potential EJ concerns, an analyst can consider whether the population group
of concern has higher levels of exposure to a stressor due to food consumption patterns that differ from those of
the general population (e.g., unique ethnic diets or subsistence living), behaviors (e.g., pica), or through use of
imported cosmetics (e.g. dyes used for kumkum and bindi body art). Understanding potential exposures from these
types of sources will allow more accurate estimates of exposures to the stressor of concern. Differences in
exposures from ingestion may be due to several factors, including regional variation in dietary habits, and cultural,
ethnic or religious practices. A population group of concern may consume certain foods at higher rates than
members of other groups or consume parts of animals or plants not commonly consumed by the general population.
For example, children in tribal communities may consume as much as fifteen times more fish than children in the
general population (U.S. EPA, 2011e). Additionally, some population groups may eat food predominantly from
specific locations. Likewise, subsistence fishers may consume fish far more frequently and obtain it only from local
waterways. If fish from these waterways have higher levels of a contaminant, subsistence fishers may have higher
exposure levels both due to their increased consumption of fish and their dependence on particular water sources
(U.S. EPA, 2011e). Similar to foods, some cosmetics may contain lead. An analyst can evaluate the exposure
pathway (e.g. dermal or inhalation), frequency of use, and identify the populations most likely to use these
products in unique ways (Burger and Gochfield, 2011).

62 Combining inferences from different surveys should be done with a clear and cautious understanding of the key attributes of each survey,
including its design, the intended use of the data, how this intended use may bias the sample, statistical characteristics of each survey, and
use of validated laboratory methods, among other considerations.
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Planning For an Effects Assessment
As noted in Section 7.2.2, Effects Assessment includes hazard identification and dose-response assessment.
Planning, scoping, and problem formulation for the effects assessment of HHRA presents another opportunity to
incorporate potential EJ concerns into a risk assessment. Planning, scoping, and problem formulation play key roles
in identifying potential population groups of concern that may exhibit particular sensitivity to a stressor. This is also
the point at which the analyst can consider how demographic characteristics might modify effects seen in the
general U.S. population. The analyst can consider whether factors particular to a population may alter the doseresponse relationships of the contaminants in question. For example, stress level is a recognized effect-modifier that
may alter the dose-response curve for lead.
Below are a few key questions and sample responses that highlight the types and scale of analytic work that may
be required to adequately integrate potential EJ concerns into effects assessment.
Questions and Key Considerations
1. What demographic and population groups are most relevant from a risk perspective for the stressor in
question?
The purpose of asking this question is two-fold: (1) defining the susceptible and/or vulnerable population groups
and (2) considering what dose-response or concentration-response information is available for those population
groups. The goal should be to achieve as close a match as possible between the information available in the
literature and the characteristics of the population (i.e., care should be taken not to fit a dose-response function to
a population group to which it does not apply). To answer this question, the analyst may need to consider
stratification by race/ethnicity and income, or factors such as educational level, access to health care, and baseline
disease prevalence.
2. Are there population-specific effect assessments for minority populations, low-income populations, or
indigenous peoples?
In answering this question, an analyst can investigate these factors:
 Are there known or identified effect modifiers?
 For identified factors that modify hazards of interest, how are they distributed among minority
populations, low-income populations, or indigenous peoples?
 Are effect modifiers distributed differently among various life stages within population groups?
To answer these questions, a review of relevant literature is necessary to identify potential sources of population
group-specific dose-response information or data on effect modifiers (see Text Box B.4).
3. Are the spatial and temporal scales of the study or studies supplying the dose-response function consistent
with the spatial scale of the assessment of potential EJ concerns, from both an exposure and outcome
perspective?
Ideally, the dose-response functions chosen should match as closely as possible the geographic scale of the
proposed analysis for potential EJ concerns. An analyst may introduce measurement errors if dose-response
functions from studies conducted over smaller geographic areas are applied at a more aggregate scale to
evaluate potential EJ concerns. For example, if the study assigned each subject in the cohort a county-level
average, the study could underestimate the true relationship between exposure and outcome for an analysis of
potential EJ concerns at a finer spatial scale. Likewise, if the exposure in the study is acute, it cannot be applied
directly to an analysis for potential EJ concerns where the exposure of interest is chronic; rather, the exposure
duration being modeled in the regulatory analysis should be considered.
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Analysts may consider adjusting the geographic scale of an analysis for potential EJ concerns for this reason, and
also may need to change the scope if detailed data on factors such as baseline health are available only at a
certain scales (e.g., at the local urban level or at the acute exposure level).
Text Box B.4: Concentration-Response Functions Stratified by Demographic Factors
The literature on particulate matter (PM) provides examples of concentration-response functions stratified by
demographic factors that may be indicative of socioeconomic status. In particular, the proposed PM NAAQS (U.S.
EPA, 2012b) includes a distributional analysis of the estimated relative risk of PM2.5-related mortality modified
by race and educational attainment for counties projected to exceed baseline and rolled-back PM2.5 standards.
This analysis uses dose-response functions stratified by educational level from Krewski et al. (2009). Although
dose-response functions modified by race were not available, the analysis relied on county-level baseline
mortality rates stratified by race with the non- race-specific functions.
Similarly, Fann et al. (2011) incorporates educational attainment-specific dose-response functions from Krewski
et al. (2009), noting that: “Krewski et al. find that educational attainment is inversely related to all-cause PM
mortality risk, noting that ‘[a]lthough the reasons for this finding are unknown . . . level of education attainment
may likely indicate the effects of complex and multifactorial socioeconomic processes on mortality or may reflect
disproportionate pollution exposures” (Fann et al., 2011, pp. 912).
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Appendix C: Examples of Analyses of Potential
EJ Concerns from Regulatory Actions
This appendix presents summary information about data sources and methods used to assess potential EJ concerns
in recent EPA regulatory actions.
Example C.1. Lead Renovation, Repair, and Painting Program Rule (U.S. EPA, 2008b,c)
Under the Toxic Substances Control Act, the Lead Renovation, Repair, and Painting Program rule requires that firms
performing renovation, repair, and painting projects that disturb lead-based paint in homes, child care facilities
and pre-schools built before 1978 have their firm certified by the EPA (or an EPA authorized state), use certified
renovators who are trained by EPA-approved training providers and follow lead-safe work practices.
Summary of Potential EJ Concerns of the Regulatory Action
Through the 1940s, paint manufacturers used lead as a primary ingredient in many oil-based interior and exterior
house paints. Lead paint remains in some older homes, and, particularly during or after renovation, can pose
human health hazards through exposure by inhalation or ingestion. Lead causes neurotoxic effects in children and
cardiovascular effects in adults. Renovation, repair, and painting activities that disturb lead-based paint create
hazards. The Lead Renovation, Repair, and Painting Program rule reduces lead exposure to individuals living in
renovated units and their neighbors by containing lead contamination from renovation activities and reducing the
amount remaining after renovation is completed.
Because renters usually have no influence in selecting renovation contractors or renovation work practices, and
because renovations often take place between tenancies, renters may experience the most benefit from the rule.
The EPA qualitatively assessed how the rule could impact minority or low-income households, including relative
changes in risks and benefits accrued. The EPA also used Census data to identify individuals living below the
federal poverty level, as well as Blacks and Asians, are more likely to live in rental housing compared to other
households.
Qualitative Discussion of Relative Changes in Risk to Low-income and Minority Populations
Approach: The analysis presented a qualitative discussion of how minority individuals or individuals in poverty
could be affected by the rule. The discussion considered a range of scenarios, including behavior changes by
landlords to avoid regulation.
Results: The analysis qualitatively assessed that disadvantaged groups would experience no new risks from the
rulemaking, and would likely experience human health benefits. For example, see the excerpt below:
“Because these disadvantaged groups [racial minorities and low-income households] are more likely to
reside in rental and older housing, they are more likely to be affected under the options that emphasize
regulating older and/or rental housing. In addition, individuals and children with food insecurity (i.e., those
who do not have healthy diets or do not eat enough because of poverty) are more susceptible to ill health
effects from lead dust. Thus, they stand to accrue greater benefits under all of the options considered.
Following the work practice, cleaning, and cleaning verification steps specified in the rule will increase the
costs for renovation, repair and painting activities covered by the rule. These additional costs may lead
some lower income homeowners or some landlords of properties in lower income neighborhoods to avoid
using certified renovators or recommended practices. The incremental costs of the rule’s work practices are
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typically below $200. These costs are likely to be a small part of the total cost of the renovation, repair,
and painting projects. EPA believes that these costs are unlikely to result in significant changes in consumer
behavior. If however, the increased costs result in more projects being undertaken by uncertified firms or
by do-it-yourselfers, the risks in these instances would be the same as in the baseline and would not
constitute new risks resulting from the rule. EPA believes that the rule would result in new risks only if the
increased costs caused individuals to delay work such as painting until lead-based paint began peeling
and chipping, creating a lead hazard. This is expected to occur infrequently given the rule’s low cost per
event.”
Demographic Analysis of Individuals Living Below the Federal Poverty Level and Minority Populations Potentially
Affected by the Rule
Approach: This analysis used Census data to identify individuals living below the poverty threshold in owneroccupied housing compared to individuals living in renter-occupied housing for a range of housing age cohorts. The
analysis considered housing built prior to 2000, prior to 1980, prior to 1960, and prior to 1950. Separately, the
analysis also compared the rate of home ownership and renter status among Whites, Blacks, and Asians. The EPA
also conducted a similar analysis to examine the distribution of potentially affected children in four types of nonparental care arrangements (i.e., relative, non-relative, day care center, and no weekly non-parental care
arrangement) for children from families below and above the poverty threshold and by race. The main data
source on child-occupied facilities is from a statistical report by the National Center for Education Statistics.
Results: The EPA found that these groups may experience relatively greater benefits from the rule. Individuals living
below the federal poverty level were much more likely to be renters than homeowners, based on 2000 Census
data. Additionally, for each age of housing considered, renters were more likely to fall below the federal poverty
level than owner-occupants. The analysis compared these groups in Table C.1 below.
Table C1. Number and Percentage of Householders Below Poverty by Year Housing Built, by Tenure

Source: Table 8-49 in U.S. EPA (2008c)
The EPA used Census data to show that Blacks and Asians resided in rental housing at a higher rate than Whites,
suggesting that a rule impacting rental housing units would confer proportionally greater benefits to these
population groups of concern. Table C2 below presented the statistics used.
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Table C2. Number and Percentage of Householders by Race, by Tenure in 2000

Source: Table 8-50 in U.S. EPA (2008c)
The information on child-occupied facilities demonstrates that children under the age of six from families under the
poverty threshold are more likely to be cared for by a relative compared to those from families above the
poverty threshold. This is also the case for Black, non-Hispanic and Hispanic children compared to White, nonHispanic children. Hispanic children are also more likely to receive no child care on a weekly basis from anyone
other than their parents compared to children from other races and ethnicities. It is difficult to judge how the rule
will impact lower income and minority children, however, because some of these childcare arrangements may not
qualify as child occupied facilities under the rule. In addition, there is no information on whether child care is
occurring in pre-1978 buildings or whether lead-based paint is present in the facility. The data also exclude
children attending kindergarten. Thus, based on the information available it is unclear which children are likely to
benefit from the requirements of the rule.
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Example C.2. Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emission Standards for Medium-Heavy Duty Trucks (U.S. EPA, 2011j)
This national program sets GHG emissions and fuel efficiency standards for medium-heavy duty trucks. The
standards will begin with model year 2017 with final standards met by 2025. The program is expected to
decrease GHG emissions by about one billion metric tons and also significantly decrease emissions of criteria
pollutants, including carbon monoxide, fine particulate matter, and sulfur dioxide. The program will decrease
ozone levels by decreasing hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides, precursors to ozone formation. The EPA assessed
the potential EJ impacts of reductions in emissions for both GHG and criteria pollutants.
Summary of Potential EJ Concerns of the Regulatory Action
GHG emissions contribute to the broad impacts of climate change, which can include localized effects of heat and
severe weather events, as well as broader impacts on infrastructure and production that can affect prices of goods
and services throughout the economy. Exposure to non-GHG co-pollutants such as ozone, PM2.5 and toxics is
associated with a range of adverse health effects. The EPA reviewed the literature on the relationship between
emissions related to this rule (i.e., GHG and non-GHG emissions) and sensitive sub-populations. With regard to
non-GHG emissions, the literature indicates that those living near highways and areas with greater traffic density
are more likely to be affected by emissions of non-GHG co-pollutants through higher rates of various health
effects, such as cardiovascular disease. The EPA found that the rule would provide benefits to those populations
living near highways and areas with high traffic density.
Literature Review on Impacts from Greenhouse Gas-Induced Climate Change
Approach: The EPA conducted a review of the scientific assessment literature on climate change to identify potential
EJ implications of GHG emission standards. The EPA summarized the qualitative conclusions from the assessment
literature about the relationship between sensitive populations and GHG-induced climate change.
Results: The literature indicated that vulnerable populations are more likely to experience adverse impacts from
GHG-induced climate change (see the regulatory impact analysis for specific references). Excerpts from this review
include the following:
“Within settlements experiencing climate change, certain parts of the population may be especially
vulnerable; these include the poor, the elderly, those already in poor health, the disabled, those living
alone, and/or indigenous populations dependent on one or a few resources. In addition, the U.S. Climate
Change Science Program stated as one of its conclusions: ‘The United States is certainly capable of
adapting to the collective impacts of climate change. However, there will still be certain individuals and
locations where the adaptive capacity is less and these individuals and their communities will be
disproportionally impacted by climate change.”
Literature Review on Non-Greenhouse Gas Impacts
Approach: For criteria pollutants, the EPA concluded that it was not practicable to conduct a quantitative analysis
of non-GHG impacts on minority and/or low income populations. Instead, similar to the GHG impacts, the EPA
summarized relevant literature that qualitatively documents the links between of the effects of non-GHG impacts in
the context of traffic-related air pollution and populations of concern.
Results: Studies have documented that populations near major roads experience greater risk of certain adverse
health effects from non-GHG pollutants, including all-cause and cardiovascular mortality, cardiovascular effects
such as heart rhythm changes, heart attacks, and cardiovascular disease, and respiratory effects such as childhood
asthma onset or exacerbation and pulmonary function deficits (see the RIA for references). The EPA considered the
literature documenting these impacts and the types of populations affected. For example, see the excerpt below:
“There is a large population in the United States living in close proximity of major roads. According to the
Census Bureau’s American Housing Survey for 2007, approximately 20 million residences in the United
States, 15.6 percent of all homes, are located within 300 feet (91 meters) of a highway with 4+ lanes, a
railroad, or an airport. Therefore, at current population of approximately 309 million, assuming that
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population and housing are similarly distributed, there are over 48 million people in the United States
living near such sources. The HEI [Health Effects Institute] report also notes that in two North American cities,
Los Angeles and Toronto, over 40 percent of each city’s population live within 500 meters of a highway or
100 meters of a major road. It also notes that about 33 percent of each city’s population resides within 50
meters of major roads. Together, the evidence suggests that a large U.S. population lives in areas with
elevated traffic-related air pollution. People living near [major] roads are often socioeconomically
disadvantaged. According to the 2007 American Housing Survey, a renter-occupied property is over twice
as likely as an owner-occupied property to be located near a highway with 4+ lanes, railroad or airport.
In the same survey, the median household income of rental housing occupants was less than half that of
owner-occupants ($28,921/$59,886). Numerous studies in individual urban areas report higher levels of
traffic-related air pollutants in areas with high minority or poor populations.”
“Students may also be exposed in situations where schools are located near major roads. In a study of nine
metropolitan areas across the United States, Appatova et al. (2008) found that on average greater than
33 percent of schools were located within 400 meters of an Interstate, U.S., or state highway, while 12
percent were located within 100 meters. The study also found that among the metropolitan areas studied,
schools in the Eastern United States were more often sited near major roadways than schools in the
Western United States. Demographic studies of students in schools near major roadways suggest that this
population is more likely than the general student population to be of non-white race or Hispanic ethnicity,
and more often live in low socioeconomic status locations. There is some inconsistency in the evidence, which
may be due to different local development patterns and measures of traffic and geographic scale used in
the studies.”
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Example C.3. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Concentrated Animal Feeding
Operation (CAFO) Reporting Rule (U.S. EPA, 2011i)
The proposed CAFO Reporting Rule presented two options for the EPA to obtain facility information from CAFOs to
support implementation of the NPDES program and to ensure that CAFOs are complying with Clean Water Act
requirements. Under the proposed rule, the EPA would require CAFOs to respond to information requests published
in the Federal Register, unless a state provides the information on behalf of a CAFO. The EPA later withdrew the
proposed rule.
Summary of Potential EJ Concerns of the Regulatory Action
Manure, litter, and process wastewater from CAFOs contains nutrients, pathogens, heavy metals, and smaller
amounts of other elements and pharmaceuticals. Discharges of these wastes can impact water quality. The
information collected under this rule would benefit minority and low-income populations by providing easier access
to information on nearby CAFOs with potential effects on neighboring communities. To plan for rulemaking
outreach to EJ communities, the EPA used a geo-spatial analysis to identify areas with high densities of populations
of concern that also contained large livestock operations.
Spatial Analysis to Identify Co-Location of CAFOs and EJ Communities
Approach: The EPA used spatial analysis to identify areas of the United States with high densities of CAFOs and
populations of concern. This approach used USDA data on large livestock operations to identify the concentration
of CAFOs by county, overlaid with Census data for rural Census tracts on the densities of minority populations and
populations reporting income below the Census-defined poverty level. To align public Census of Agriculture data
with the EPA’s NPDES CAFO thresholds for large operations, the EPA used a custom USDA data tabulation for this
analysis. Based on field experience, the EPA also assumed that large livestock operations generally served as a
reasonable proxy for CAFOs. The beef sector is one exception, and the EPA used the Census of Agriculture
category of “cattle on feed” rather than “beef cows” generally. The combined map visually revealed geographic
regions in the U.S. with high densities of CAFOs and minorities and individuals below the poverty level.
Results: The EPA identified four geographical regions where the Agency planned to target its rulemaking outreach
(illustrated in Figure C1 below). These rural areas have both high densities of CAFOs and high densities of
minorities and individuals living below the poverty level, as shown in the map below. As stated earlier, the EPA
ultimately withdrew this proposed rule.

Figure C1. Overlaps of Rural Counties with High Densities of CAFOs and Populations of Concern
Source: Figure 3 in U.S. EPA (2011i)
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Example C.4. Mercury and Air Toxics Standards (MATS) (U.S. EPA, 2011f)
MATS will reduce emissions of mercury, arsenic, chromium, lead (and other toxic metals), and acid gases (such as
hydrochloric acid) from both new and existing coal and oil-fired electric utility steam generating units (EGUs) and,
as a co-benefit, will reduce the emissions of criteria pollutants such as (SO 2 ) and fine particulate matter (PM 2.5 ).
Additionally, the rule updates the new source performance standards for new fossil-fuel-fired EGUs. The rule
requires affected EGUs to update their Title V operating permits to reflect new requirements, a process that
involves formal public review. Once mercury emitted into the air reaches water, microorganisms can change it into
methylmercury, a highly toxic form that builds up in fish. In its regulatory impact analysis, the EPA examined the
effects of freshwater fish consumption by recreational fishers on IQ loss. The EPA also examined potential EJ
concerns by focusing on some high-risk populations known to have higher than average freshwater fish consumption
levels.
Summary of Potential EJ Concerns of the Regulatory Action
Mercury: Mercury is a metal that causes a number of neurodevelopmental problems, when ingested as
methylmercury. Children are especially vulnerable to mercury exposure, and exposure in utero or at young ages
can lead to permanent impacts such as lowered IQ and behavioral issues. Exposure to mercury (as methylmercury)
occurs primarily through consumption of fish. Subsistence fishers, who are likely to be low-income and from minority
populations (including, for example, African American, Southeast Asian, and some Native American communities),
consume self-caught freshwater fish at much higher rates than the national average. By reducing mercury emissions,
MATS will reduce mercury exposures by decreasing mercury concentrations in fish. The EPA assessed the effects of
the rule on population groups through a single exposure pathway – fish consumption. The EPA used a literaturesupported demographic analysis to identify populations that are located near water bodies with mercury
concentration data, and likely to have higher-than- average exposure to mercury in fish.
Non-Mercury Air Toxics Emissions: Exposure to air toxics other than mercury (e.g., arsenic and chromium) is
associated with a range of health effects (e.g., cancer, respiratory effects, reproductive effects, nervous system
effects) and communities near EGUs may receive higher levels of exposure to air toxic releases. The EPA used a
proximity analysis to identify and describe populations living near EGUs.
PM2.5 Formation: In addition to reducing air toxics emissions, MATS is expected to reduce emissions (as a cobenefit), of PM 2.5 and SO 2 (a precursor to PM 2.5 ). To assess the impacts of lower exposure to PM 2.5 concentrations,
the EPA modeled changes in emissions and exposure to characterize spatial and demographic distributions of
changes in health effects from the rule.
Literature Review and Demographic Analysis to Examine Mercury Exposure:
Approach: In the core analysis of the benefits of reduced mercury emissions from MATS, the EPA estimated the
changes in mercury exposure among pregnant women based on recreational fish consumption using nationalaverage rates. In addition, the EPA specifically estimated the impact of MATS on populations with higher-thanaverage daily fish consumption by estimating baseline and projected changes in IQ loss resulting from
methylmercury exposures in populations with subsistence fishers.
To identify these high-risk populations, the EPA conducted a literature review to identify population groups most
likely to fall into the high risk category for mercury exposure based on higher-than-average daily fish consumption.
The review identified six high-risk population groups, including African-American and White low-income
recreational and subsistence fishers in the Southeast, female low-income recreational and subsistence fishers,
Hispanic and Laotian subsistence fishers, and Chippewa/Ojibwe Tribe members in the Great Lakes area.
To assess the impacts of changes in mercury exposure to these populations under the MATS rule, the EPA used the
same general analytical approach taken in the nationwide analysis of recreational fishers, which based exposure
scenarios on populations in proximity to freshwater resources with mercury fish tissue estimates. However, the
analysis of high-risk populations used a smaller distance radius (20 miles) for fish caught, reflecting the lower
mobility of subsistence fishers, and used county-level growth projections to estimate the number of individuals in
each population group at highest risk for mercury exposure in 2016 with and without the rule. When growth
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projections were not available for a specific subgroup, the EPA used the closest available estimate (i.e., growth
rates for all Asian-Americans were used for the Laotian subsistence fisher population).
For the analysis of high-risk populations, the EPA estimated the distribution of risk for the entire subpopulation
nationwide and estimated the mean, median, 90th, and 95th percentile distributions of fish consumption. The EPA
also estimated national subpopulations for each group of subsistence fishers based on the populations in census
tracts with at least 25 members of a given high-risk group. The EPA did not monetize the ranges of estimated
avoided IQ losses in these six subpopulations.
Results:
The analysis presents information about the distribution of the demographics in a series of maps. Figure C2 shows
the forecasted growth in African-American populations below the poverty level in the baseline (i.e., absent the
rule); the RIA also displays similar maps for each of the other five high-risk groups.

Figure C2. Forecasted Population Growth for African-American Populations below the Poverty Level by Census
Tract in 2016
Source: Figure 5-6 in U.S. EPA (2011f)
Proximity Analysis to Examine Impacts from Non-Mercury Air Toxics Emission Reductions
Approach: In addition to the analysis conducted to examine impacts of the rule from mercury exposure, the EPA
used a proximity-based approach to compare the aggregate average demographic composition (i.e., by
ethnicity/race, age, and education) of Census blocks within a five kilometer radius of specific EGUs covered by the
rule to the national average. This approach is used as a proxy for exposure to hazardous air pollutants such as
nickel and chromium, for which the health effects are expected to be localized.
Results: The proximity analysis found that the percent of the population around EGUs that were minorities was 12
points higher than the national average. (37 percent vs. 25 percent).The population of African Americans and the
population living below the poverty line were also slightly higher surrounding EGUs. The EPA did not estimate
specific changes in exposure to these populations resulting from the rule.
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Risk Modeling to Examine Impacts from Reduced formation of PM 2.5
The EPA characterizes the distribution of mortality risk associated with PM 2.5 in the baseline and after
implementation of the final rule. Proximity-based analysis is not a good proxy in this case because criteria air
pollutants often travel long distances from sources, and because the formation of PM 2.5 is governed by a series of
complex reactions in the atmosphere. Using methods generally consistent with those used in other parts of the
regulatory analysis, mortality risk associated with PM 2.5 in the baseline is examined across population groups by
county. There are two differences in methodology between the EJ analysis and the benefits analysis for the rule.
First, the baseline mortality rates differ from what is used in the regulatory analysis in order to stratify by race.
Second, mortality risk coefficients differ to allow for variation by education level (instead of applying the same
risk coefficient across all socioeconomic groups).
There are a variety of ways to define a comparison group. For the final MATS Rule, analysts examined mortality
risk associated with fine particulate matter by race, income, and poverty level for people living in high risk counties
(i.e., in the top five percent). The comparison group was defined as people living in counties not facing a high
mortality risk.
Results: Using a photochemical grid air quality model and BenMAP (a GIS-based tool that estimates health impacts
based on air pollution concentrations), the EPA estimates changes in mortality risk in the baseline and after
implementation of the final rule for individuals living in counties with the highest PM 2.5 mortality risk in 2005
(defined as the top five percent), stratified by race, income, and educational attainment. Finally, the analysis
compares the change in risk for people living in high risk counties to that for people living in other counties. An
example of a table used to present this information is included as Table C3. It shows the estimated change in the
percentage of all deaths attributable to PM 2.5 with and without implementation of MATS in 2016 for each
population, by race. The EPA concluded that populations that are living in high risk counties experience reductions
in mortality risk that are at least as great as for those populations living in other counties, and this occurred
regardless of race.
Table C3. Estimated Change in the Percentage of All Deaths Attributable to PM 2.5 Before and After
Implementation of MATS by 2016 for Each Populations, Stratified by Race

Year

Asian

Black

Race

Native
American

White

Among populations at greater risk
2016 (pre-MATS rule)
2016 (post-MATS rule)

4.3%
4.1%

4.4%
4.1%

4.4%
4.2

4.5%
4.3%

Among all other populations
2016 (pre-MATS rule)
2016 (post-MATS rule)

3.2%
3.0%

3.1%
2.9%

3.1%
2.9%

3.3%
3.1%

Source: Table 7-17 in U.S. EPA (2011f)
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Example C.5. Formaldehyde Standards for Composite Wood Products Implementing Regulations Proposed
Rule (U.S. EPA, 2013c)
The Formaldehyde Emissions Standards for Composite Wood Products rule proposes requirements under the Toxic
Substances Control Act to implement formaldehyde emissions standards for hardwood plywood, medium-density
fiberboard, and particleboard sold, supplied, offered for sale, imported to, or manufactured in the United Sates.
The proposed requirements include provisions for testing, product labeling, recordkeeping, third-party certification,
and product inventory.
Summary of Potential EJ Concerns of the Regulatory Action
Formaldehyde, a hazardous air pollutant, is found in resins used in the manufacture of composite wood products.
Other indoor sources include household products (e.g., glues, carpets, cosmetics) and combustion processes (e.g.,
cigarette smoke, kerosene space heaters). Formaldehyde can cause sensory irritation and contribute to certain
cancers (e.g., nasopharyngeal cancer). In children, formaldehyde is associated with changes in pulmonary function
and increased risk of asthma. The EPA assessed the benefits of the proposed rule by population group to describe
the relative impacts of the proposed rule for indigenous peoples and race/ethnic groups, as well as for low-income
populations.
Quantitative Exposure Analysis to Estimate Health Effects for Specific Populations
Approach: The Economic Analysis for the proposed rule estimated and monetized the health benefits from reduced
cases of nasopharyngeal cancer and sensory irritation, endpoints for which sufficient information exists to estimate
monetary benefits. The main analysis modeled scenarios varying by climate zone, housing type, and age and
employment status to assess exposure to emissions from composite wood products. The exposure scenarios broadly
considered emissions from new home construction and major renovations, as well as temperature, humidity, and
time spent inside the home. The analysis disaggregated the health impacts for minority populations and tribal
populations, as well as for low-income populations (i.e., those living below Census poverty levels). The EPA used
toxicological concentration-response (C-R) functions derived from the literature to estimate changes in cancer and
non-cancer risks from reduced emissions. Demographic data from the American Community Survey and American
Housing Survey allowed the EPA to estimate the number of cancer and non-cancer cases avoided by population
group. Benefits for nasopharyngeal cancer and sensory irritation were monetized using standard valuation models
(e.g., value of mortality risk, cost-of-illness). All of the quantified cases were monetized. The other avoided cancer
and non-cancer effects were not quantified, due to the lack of C-R functions.
Results: The proposed emissions standards would reduce health impacts for all affected populations, with individual
benefits varying by population and income group. Minority populations (including indigenous peoples) and lowincome populations accrued more benefits relative to other groups. The analysis estimated that minorities represent
about 35 percent of the affected population and accrue about 39 percent of the total quantified benefits. Lowincome individuals compose 12 percent of the total affected population and accrue an estimated 14 percent of the
total quantified benefits. Total quantified benefits for the proposed rule were $20 million to $48 million per year
using a three percent discount rate and $9 million to $23 million per year using a seven percent discount rate.
Table C4 represents the distribution of the benefits for the proposed rule.
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Table C4. Comparison of Relative Benefits Accrued to Populations of Concern

Source: Table ES-15 in U.S. EPA (2013c)
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Example C.6. National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System – Final Regulations to Establish Requirements
for Cooling Water Intake Structures at Existing Facilities and Amend Requirements at Phase I Facilities; Final
Rule (U.S. EPA, 2014e, f)
The Cooling Water Intake Rule, also referred to as 316(b), reduces impingement and entrainment of fish and other
aquatic organisms at cooling water structures used by certain electric power generating and manufacturing
facilities regulated under the Clean Water Act. The rule sets limits for the location, design, construction and
capacity of these facilities through the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permit system. During the
process of withdrawing water to provide cooling at these facilities billions of organisms are removed and killed.
These species include fish and larvae, sea turtles and other aquatic life that are either impinged (i.e., pressed
against water intake screens) or entrained (i.e., drawn into the water intake system). The loss of these species
adversely affects the ecosystem, including the food web, nutrient cycles, biodiversity, and aquatic life. This rule
establishes best technology available (BTA) requirements that will reduce losses from impingement and entrainment.
Summary of Potential EJ Concerns of the Regulatory Action
The water withdrawn from water bodies to cool electric power generating and manufacturing facilities can
adversely impact the ecosystem in affected water bodies. These adverse impacts can include reductions in
recreation and commercial fishing opportunities, wildlife viewing and other “non-use benefits” (i.e., benefits that
accrue to those who do not directly use the resources). Minority and low-income communities are often located in
close proximity to these facilities, and therefore are at greater risk from these adverse impacts.
Analysis of Potential EJ Concerns
Approach: In order to examine potential EJ concerns from this rule, the EPA examined the distribution of the
benefits of this final rule across different population groups. Most of the facilities affected by the rule are located
in the eastern United States. The EPA specifically examined (1) individuals living within a 50-mile radius of
affected facilities and (2) any additional anglers living outside the 50-mile radius but within 50 miles of the river
segments, or reaches, nearest to facilities. Individuals living in proximity to facilities and anglers located further
away are more likely to use the affected water bodies for recreational fishing or wildlife viewing, for example,
and therefore would be affected by the rule.
The EPA used 2010 Census data and the Fish Consumption Module (U.S. EPA, 2014f) to collect information on the
socioeconomic characteristics of individuals and anglers within the two groups listed above and then compared
these characteristics to statewide averages. This information was combined with 2010 census data to examine the
socioeconomic characteristics of affected populations. Specifically, the EPA examined the percent of the population
with an annual household income of less than $25,000 and the percent Hispanic; black or African American; Asian,
Native Hawaiian, or Pacific Islander; American Indian; and Alaskan Native.
Results: A total of 47 states have facilities that are impacted by this rule. Within those states, 34 have a lower
percentage of low-income individuals residing near facilities compared to the state average. The EPA indicates
that this could imply low-income individuals receive fewer benefits from this rule than higher-income people,
however, the differences tend to be small and not statistically significant.
With respect to minority populations, the EPA finds that there are a greater percentage of minority populations
living in proximity to affected facilities compared to the state averages. On average, the percent of the
population residing near affected facilities that is minority exceeds state averages by 1.34 percent. However,
again, such a difference is small and not statistically significant. The EPA concludes that low-income and minority
populations do not receive a smaller share of the benefits of this rule.
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Example C.7. Disposal of Coal Combustion Residuals from Electric Utilities Final Rule (U.S. EPA, 2015g, h)
The Coal Combustion Residuals (CCR) Final Rule requires CCR landfills and surface impoundments to adhere to
location restrictions, design and operating criteria, ground water monitoring, closure requirements, and post-closure
care to reduce the risk of contaminants leaking into ground water and being emitted into the air as dust, as well as
to reduce the risks of catastrophic failure of CCR surface impoundments. The benefits of this rule include reduced
cleanup costs and damages from structural failure associated with surface impoundments; reduced ground water
contamination and the associated remediation costs and natural resource damages; increased beneficial use of
CCR in the future (e.g., reductions in air emissions and avoided energy and water consumption); reduced incidence
of cancer due to reductions in consumption of fish contaminated by CCR; mitigated IQ losses from exposure to
mercury and lead; improvements in air quality around coal-fired power plants, and more.
Summary of Potential EJ Concerns of the Regulatory Action
Although populations within the water catchment areas of coal-fired power plants with surface impoundments
appear to have disproportionately high percentages of minority and low-income residents relative to the
nationwide average, populations located within 1 mile of plants with landfills and surface impoundments do not.
Because landfills are less likely than impoundments to experience surface water runoff and releases, catchment
areas were not considered for landfills. Because the CCR rule is risk-reducing, with reductions in risk occurring
largely within surrounding surface water catchment zones around, and within ground water beneath, coal-fired
electric utility plants, the EPA concluded that the rule will not result in new disproportionate risks to minority or lowincome populations.
Proximity Analysis
Approach: The EPA examined the baseline characteristics of communities living within: (1) 1 mile of existing CCR
landfills and impoundments and (2) watershed catchment areas downstream of existing surface impoundments. The
1-mile radius selected for the analysis reflects an assessment of the distance over which possible risks may be
experienced by communities in proximity to CCR landfills and impoundments. To capture the relevant population
for water catchment areas, the EPA examined the populations that would receive surface water runoff and
releases from CCR surface impoundments within 24 hours from a coal-fired power plant under average water flow
conditions.
Results: Results show that approximately 16.1 percent of the population living within 1-mile of CCR surface
impoundments are minority and 13.2 percent are low-income (i.e., live below the poverty line), compared to an
average of 24.8 percent and 11.3 percent for the U.S as a whole. Results also show that approximately 16.6% of
the population living within 1-mile of CCR landfills are minority and 8.6% are low-income. The population near the
watershed catchment areas is larger than that within 1 mile of facilities and results show slightly higher
percentages of minority individuals and low-income individuals in this area. Specifically, 28.7 percent of the
population in the catchment areas are minority (compared to 24.8 percent for the U.S. as a whole, and 18.6
percent live below the poverty line compared to 11.3 percent for the U.S. as a whole. See U.S. EPA 2015f, Section
9.7.3 for more information.63
While these analyses only examine the baseline distribution of the population and therefore reflect the population
experiencing the baseline risk associated with proximity to CCR, the CCR rule reduces risk. The populations living in
close proximity will likely benefit from these reductions in risk, including the slightly higher averages of minority
populations and low-income populations living near coal-fired power plants and surface impoundments. However,
the rule will result in the closure of some surface impoundments. In this case, the risk for those populations will be
reduced but the overall distribution as reflected in the above analysis could change.

U.S. EPA (2015h), Section 8.3 provides a detailed description of the EJ analysis for this rule. However, the tables in this section do not
reflect the final analysis, as indicated at the beginning of the section. The information reported here reflects the updated information in the
final rule as presented in Section 9.7.3.

63
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Example C.8. Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards for the Steam Electric Power Generating Point
Source Category, Final Rule (U.S. EPA 2015i, j)
The Effluent Limitations Guidelines and Standards for the Steam Electric Power Generating Point Source Category
regulatory action sets limits under the Clean Water Act on the levels of toxic metals and other pollutants in
wastewater discharged from power plants. Steam electric plants generate steam as a by-product of producing
electricity. The steam contains toxic metals and other pollutants that are discharged into surface waters, causing
harmful health effects and environmental effects.
Summary of Potential EJ Concerns of the Regulatory Action
The steam discharged from power plants contains toxic metals and pollutants that can cause severe health effects
such as cancer and lower IQ in children, as well as environmental impacts such as deformities and reproductive
effects in fish and wildlife. Minority and low-income communities are often located in close proximity to these
facilities, and therefore are at greater risk from the discharges. In addition, some of these communities consume
high amounts of fish caught in affected waterbodies.
Distribution of Benefits among Population Groups in Affected Areas
Approach: The benefit-cost analysis for the Steam Electric final rule estimated and monetized effects, including
avoided cardio-vascular disease, IQ loss, and cancer from lead and/or arsenic exposure (U.S. EPA, 2015j). The
EPA also estimated the benefits of a number of other impacts such as avoided disposal costs and improved
recreation. In the EJ analysis, the EPA examined the characteristics of the population affected by the rule,
proximity to affected waters, exposure pathways, cumulative impacts, and susceptibility (e.g., reliance on
subsistence fishing for food consumption). The EPA analyzed the potential EJ concerns associated with this rule in
two ways: (1) a proximity analysis examining characteristics of the populations living in proximity to waters (also
called reaches) affected by steam electric power plant discharges and (2) an analysis of the health effects from
consuming fish caught by low-income and minority populations living within 50 miles of affected reaches (sometimes
referred to as subsistence anglers or subsistence fishers).
Socioeconomic Characteristics of Populations Residing in Proximity to Steam Electric Generating Plants
Approach: To examine the characteristics of populations most likely to be affected by the final rule, EPA examined
the percent of the population living below the poverty line and the percent of the population in different race and
ethnic minority groups within one mile, three miles, 15 miles, 30 miles and 50 miles of the reaches receiving
discharges from the approximately 1,100 affected units. The EPA examined the characteristics in census block
groups compared to state and national averages. The EPA used data from the 2006-2010 Census Bureau’s
American Community Survey to identify affected populations, as indicated in Table C5 below.
Table C5. Socio-economic Characteristics of Communities Living in Proximity to Receiving Reaches

Source: Table 14-1 in U.S. EPA (2015j)
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Results: The percent of the population that is below the poverty line is greater the closer the community is to the
affected waters (or receiving reach), while the percent of the minority population generally increases as distance
from the reach or surface waters increases. The EPA compared these results to state averages, as indicated in
Table C6 below. The EPA finds that there are no systematic differences in demographic characteristics of
populations living in proximity to affected waters.
Table C6. Socio-economic Characteristics of Affected Communities, Compared to State Average

Source: Table 14-2 in U.S. EPA (2015j)

Distribution of Human Health Impacts and Benefits
The EPA also examined the distribution of the benefits associated with reductions in harmful contaminants in fish
caught in waters affected by the rule. Specifically, the EPA examined the impacts on recreational anglers and
subsistence anglers, including specific exposures to lead and mercury from consumption of fish in affected waters,
and specific health endpoints (i.e., IQ decrements in children and cardio-vascular disease). The distribution of health
effects is estimated as a function of age, gender, race/ethnicity and reach water quality (see U.S. EPA (2015j) for
details on how the analysis was conducted). Table C7 shows the results. As indicated, subsistence fishers incur 7 to
17 percent of the IQ decrements, but only represent 5 percent of the population. Recreational fishers represent 83
to 93 percent of the IQ decrements and are 95 percent of the population. Because the rule reduces exposure,
however, there should be no adverse impacts to subsistence fishers.
Table C7. Distribution of Baseline IQ Point Decrements by Pollutant and Fishing Mode (2021 to 2042)

Source: Table 14-6 in U.S. EPA (2015j)
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Example C.9. Clean Power Plan Final Rule (U.S. EPA, 2015k, l, m)
The Clean Power Plan Final Rule establishes guidelines for states to follow in developing plans to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions from existing fossil fuel-fired electric generating units (EGUs). Under this rule, states will
develop programs to reduce emissions of carbon dioxide (CO 2 ), the primary greenhouse gas pollutant, to meet
state-specific goals established by the EPA. Implementation of the emission guidelines established under this rule is
anticipated to reduce CO 2 . In addition, the rule is expected to reduce emissions of SO 2 , NO 2 and directly emitted
PM 2.5 . By reducing emissions of these pollutants, the CPP provides significant climate and health benefits, including
fewer premature deaths, fewer asthma and heart attacks, and fewer hospital admissions, among others.
Summary of Potential EJ Concerns of the Regulatory Action
In the EPA’s 2009 Endangerment Finding (U.S. EPA, 2009c) cited in this rule, the EPA found that poor, elderly, very
young, those already in poor health, the disabled, those living alone, and indigenous peoples may be particularly
vulnerable to climate change risks. Specifically, the poor have limited resources to engage in adaptive capacities
to mitigate the impacts of climate change, and may be more dependent on resources such as local water and food
supplies that could be impacted by climate change. Native Americans also possess particular vulnerability to
climate change when unique cultural and natural resources of importance to them are impacted. Scientific literature
published since the 2009 Endangerment Finding have strengthened these findings.
Because low-income populations, minority populations, indigenous peoples, and others may be particularly
vulnerable to climate impacts, reductions in CO 2 under the Clean Power Plan will provide benefits in terms of
reductions in global climate impacts. In addition, an important co-benefit of this rule is a reduction in the adverse
health impacts of air pollution on low-income communities and communities of color in closest proximity to power
plants. To better understand how ancillary co-pollutant emission reductions from the Clean Power Plan Final Rule
may affect vulnerable populations, the EPA conducted a proximity analysis (U.S. EPA, 2015l) to assess the
characteristics of populations living near fossil fuel-fired EGUs affected by the emissions guidelines. In addition, the
rule establishes that states will conduct meaningful engagement with communities during the development of their
individual plans.
Proximity Analysis
Approach: Using the screening tool, EJSCREEN and data from the 2008-2012 American Community Survey, the
EPA examined the race, ethnicity and income of communities living within three miles of EGUs affected by the rule
compared to the national average. This information is reported at the national level as well as by state and EGU.
Results: The analysis shows that the percentage of the population that is minority or low-income within 3 miles of
EGUs is greater than national averages. As indicated in Table C8 below, 52 percent and 39 percent of the
population living within three miles of EGUs is minority and low-income, respectively, compared to 36 percent and
34 percent in the nation as a whole. The average percent minority within three miles of EGUs is only 32 percent
(compared to 36 percent minority in the nation as a whole), reflecting the fact that there is wide variability in the
composition of communities around EGUs. The average percent minority within three miles of EGUs is 37 percent,
greater than the average for the nation. Table C8 also indicates that 37 percent of the communities within three
miles of EGUs (i.e., “study areas”) have minority populations that are greater than the national average and 57
percent of the communities have low-income populations that are greater than the national average. Because the
Clean Power Plan reduces other ancillary co-pollutants from these EGUs, the EPA expects an important co-benefit
of this rule to be a reduction in the adverse health impacts of air pollution for low-income and minority communities
in closest proximity to power plants.
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Table C8. Minority or Low-Income Populations within 3 miles of EGUs

Source: Tables 1-3 in U.S. EPA (2015l)
Meaningful Engagement
The EPA recognizes that meaningful involvement with communities is integral to the Clean Power Plan Final Rule. As
such, the rule (U.S. EPA, 2015m) specifies that states need to conduct meaningful engagement with their
communities and other stakeholders during the initial and final process of submitting their state plans for
implementing the rule. Such engagement includes outreach to communities, sharing and soliciting input on the state
plan throughout its development, opportunities for public comment, listening sessions, public hearings, and more.
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Example C.10. Agricultural Worker Protection Standard Revisions Final Rule (U.S. EPA, 2015f)
The Agricultural Worker Protection Standard Revisions final rule updated and revised existing worker protection
regulations under the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act. The revised Worker Protection Standard
(WPS) strengthens existing information, protection, and mitigation measures for agricultural workers and pesticide
handlers on certain farms, forests, nurseries, and greenhouses. The EPA expects the changes to the WPS regulations
will reduce the risk of illness or injury from occupational exposure to pesticides. The new requirements include
improved training, clarified requirements for personal protective equipment, and updated response measures for
accidental exposures.
Summary of Potential EJ Concerns associated with the Regulatory Action
Occupational tasks performed by workers and handlers create a significant risk of pesticide exposure.
Agricultural workers face occupational exposure to a wide range of pesticides and pesticide residues and may
experience various short- and long-term health risks, including headaches, seizures, asthma, bronchitis, and cancers.
Pesticides transported by clothing and footwear can impact children and families. Research shows that agricultural
workers may have difficulty entering the health care system to receive treatment due to economic and language
barriers. The EPA considered the demographic characteristics of the affected populations and concluded that the
rule increases the level of environmental protection for these populations, which include high percentages of lowincome and Hispanic workers.
Qualitative Discussion of Relative Risk Borne by Low-Income Populations and Minority Populations
Approach: The EPA presented a qualitative discussion of how low-income populations and minority populations
could be affected, as well as estimates of prevented illnesses based on incident data. The EPA did not include a
separate EJ analysis. Rather, it included a discussion of why potential EJ concerns are integral to the rule and its
impacts. Throughout the development of this proposed rule, the Agency has used research on the demographic
characteristics, work habits, and culture of the worker and handler populations to revise the WPS to ensure it
provides effective protection. Information for the assessment and development of the rule was gathered through
field research and interaction with workers, handlers, worker and handler representatives, and stakeholders. The
EPA extensively engaged farmworker representatives, and when possible, worked directly with workers and
handlers, to solicit their feedback on the current regulation and ideas for improvement.
Results: The EPA found that the affected population consists primarily of minority individuals and low-income
individuals, to whom benefits would accrue. Low literacy rates, a range of non-English languages spoken by
workers and handlers, geographic isolation, difficulty accessing health care, and immigration status of workers and
handlers pose challenges for this workforce. According to the 2011-12 National Agricultural Worker Survey, 70
percent of agricultural workers originated from Mexico or from Central and South America, and over 55 percent
of respondents reported a total family income below $22,500 (roughly equivalent to the 2011 federal poverty
level for a family of four). 64 In its introduction, the analysis documents the role of potential EJ concerns in the rule
(U.S. EPA, 2015f, page 6):
“There are several reasons that environmental justice considerations are especially important for the agricultural
employees covered by the WPS.
 Because of their occupation, workers and handlers face more potential exposure to pesticides than the
general public, and may be subject to multiple exposures of different pesticides over the course of their
working life.
 Language barriers and challenges for this workforce make it difficult for workers and handlers to
participate in making decisions about the risks they face as they perform their jobs.

64 For more information on the 2011 federal poverty level, see the annual poverty guidelines published by the Department of Health and
Human Services: https://aspe.hhs.gov/report/federal-register-january-20-2011-volume-76-number-13.
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 Workers, handlers and their families may be subject to a higher risk of harm than non-agricultural workers.
Children and adolescents may be especially vulnerable to pesticide exposure, because their body systems
are still developing. Poverty, poor nutrition and lack of access to health care can exacerbate the risks from
this exposure.
 The cumulative effects of occupational pesticide exposure can have long term impacts on the health of
worker and handler communities.”
Based on a literature review and an analysis of reported pesticide illnesses, the benefit-cost analysis for this rule
quantified benefits from avoided healthcare costs and lost productivity due to acute incidents, and qualitatively
documented the health benefits from chronic exposure. These benefits would accrue to the populations indicated
above (i.e., primarily minority individuals and low-income individuals).
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Example C.11. Definition of Solid Waste Final Rule (U.S. EPA, 2014g, 2015b)
In 2008, the EPA revised the Definition of Solid Waste (DSW) rule to exclude certain hazardous secondary
materials (HSM) from regulation as hazardous waste under RCRA Subtitle C. Specifically, HSM, if properly
recycled, would not be required to meet Subtitle C regulations for recordkeeping, disposal, and other
requirements. Instead, HSM would undergo recycling rather than disposal, and the rule aimed to increase safe
recycling of such materials by offering these exclusions. In 2010, the EPA examined potential EJ concerns with the
2008 rule by considering the potential changes in the behavior of facilities handling hazardous secondary
materials, and by analyzing the communities surrounding these facilities. The EPA finalized its EJ analysis in 2014,
incorporating comments from peer review and public comment and identifying mitigation measures. To ensure that
the exclusions would encourage legitimate recycling and mitigate environmental and health effects from hazardous
substances, the EPA revised the DSW rule in 2015 to strengthen requirements for safe handling, notification, and
recordkeeping of HSM.
Summary of Potential EJ Concerns of the Regulatory Action
Hazardous secondary materials include toxic and flammable substances that can harm human health and the
environment in many ways, causing both chronic (e.g., long-term carcinogenic and non-carcinogenic health effects)
and acute (e.g., fire and explosion injuries) hazards. The EPA examined two common, high-volume types of HSM,
spent solvents and electric arc furnace dust, to assess changes in risk, and identified both potential increases and
decreases in risk from managing these wastes as HSM. Specifically, the EPA’s analysis revealed that the 2008 rule
could potentially increase risks to human health and environment through several changes to management, such as
potential increased accumulation of HSMs onsite, uncertainty about how HSM materials might be contained, and
reduced facility oversight. To identify whether minority and low-income population groups of concern would
potentially face differential impacts from the rule, the EPA quantitatively analyzed the demographic composition
of communities surrounding potentially affected facilities.
Proximity Analysis to Determine Demographic Characteristics of Communities Near Potentially Affected Facilities
Approach: To assess the characteristics of potentially affected communities, the EPA identified facilities likely to
take advantage of DSW exclusions and increase HSM recycling. Using geospatial methods, the EPA mapped the
locations of affected facilities and the estimated demographic characteristics of populations of concern in
proximate areas, including racial minorities, children under five, and low-income populations.
Using 2010 Census Data and 2006-2010 American Community Survey five-year estimates, the EPA analyzed the
demographics of populations within a three kilometer radius of each affected facility. When a facility’s buffer
zone intersected multiple Census block groups, the population size and characteristics of the community surrounding
the facility were estimated using area-weighted apportionment from all intersecting Census block groups.
In a community-level analysis, the EPA considered the demographic composition of communities around affected
facilities, relative to state and national comparison populations. The higher the average difference in demographic
characteristics between the potentially affected communities and the comparison group, the greater the potential
differential impact.
In a population-level analysis, the EPA considered the total potentially affected population compared to the total
population to evaluate (1) whether potentially affected communities are more likely to include populations of
concern compared to comparison populations, and (2) whether members of population groups of concern make up
a greater proportion of the potentially-affected population compared to comparison populations.
Results: In the community-level analysis, facilities identified by the EPA as having environmental problems
associated with hazardous waste recycling demonstrated differential impacts relative to both national and state
comparison populations. Additionally, facilities that had notified the EPA of intent to manage HSM and hazardous
waste generators likely to recycle under the rule were also more likely to be located near low-income communities
at both the national and state level. Table C9 illustrates these results.
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Table C9. Community-Level Analysis of Potential Disproportionate Impacts of the DSW Exclusions to Minority
and Low-Income Communities

Source: U.S. EPA (2014g), Executive Summary, p.12
The population-level analysis shows that that the affected communities surrounding facilities with higher proportions
of minority or low-income individuals also have significantly higher total populations. Table C10 illustrates these
results.
Table C10. Population-Level Analysis of Potential Disproportionate Impacts of the DSW Exclusions to Minority
and Low-Income Communities

Source: U.S. EPA (2014g), Executive Summary, p.13
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Review of qualitative and geospatial data to identify other vulnerability factors
Approach: Other factors may contribute to higher susceptibility to disease from multiple stressors, such as
cumulative effects of other environmental stressors, unique exposure pathways, ability to participate in decisionmaking, and access to infrastructure to help avoid exposure. To identify communities that face additional
vulnerability factors, the EPA gathered data on other pollution, health, lifestyle characteristics, and infrastructure
for the area with 3 km radius around the 61 notification facilities:
 Other facilities reporting to the EPA environmental programs (such as the Toxics Release Inventory (TRI))
 Cancer and neurological hazard incidence rates (using the 2002 National Scale Air Toxics Assessment)
 Public participation (using Census data for education and English literature)
 Number of hospitals
 Incidence of medically underserved population
Results: The EPA compiled data on factors that may increase vulnerability via multiple exposures to affected
communities. Communities around all notification facilities had multiple facilities reporting to EPA. Twenty-six
facilities had communities with cancer rates greater than the 80th percentile, and twenty-seven facilities were
above the 80th percentile in neurological hazard rates. Twenty-seven facilities had no hospital facilities within 3 km.
The EPA did not quantify the impact of these factors.
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EXHIBIT 18

October 1, 2022
Michael Regan, Administrator
1200 Pennsylvania Ave NW, 110A
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr Regan:
RE: Primacy of Ohio Department of Natural Resources for Class II Injection Wells
My purpose in submitting this letter is to ask you to withdraw the primacy of the Ohio Department of
Natural Resources, Division of Oil & Resources Management, for approving permits and monitoring Class II
injection wells in the state of Ohio.
I am a concerned resident of Washington County Ohio, which has the highest volume of brine waste
injected into its ground of any county in the state—over eight million barrels in 2019. I have done a close reading
of all the inspection reports on Class II injection wells in Washington County, reviewed reports of accidents and
spills, communicated with public officials and with Division personnel on this issue, and participated in meetings
about injection wells in our county.
On June 2 2022 I attended a meeting about a proposed injection well in western Washington County
(Arrowhead Road Services #2), a second well in approximately the same location as an already approved well. This
meeting was requested by the Washington County Commissioners and was attended by over 150 people from the
local community and from other parts of the county and of the Mid-Ohio Valley; 34 people publicly expressed
concerns about his proposed injection well—not one spoke in favor of the well. The meeting was organized by the
Division. At the beginning of the meeting the Division officials announced that there would be no dialogue or
responses to questions by those officials. Those in attendance as well as media reports on the meeting expressed
their outrage that there was no attempt by Division officials to respond to questions and concerns. A few days
after the meeting the President of the Washington County Commissioners met with the Division officials at their
headquarters in Columbus and stated that his constituents wanted answers to their questions. Three weeks later
the Division sent out what they regarded as responses to the questions raised at the June 2 meeting. In my
estimation, and in the estimation of many others in our county, these responses are inadequate to answering the
concerns of the residents of our county and, indeed, are applicable to the Division’s management of injection wells
throughout the state.
The Division’s responses to concerns raised at the June 2 meeting reflect an incompetence of the Division
and a lack of responsiveness to community concerns that, I believe, demonstrate the Division's irresponsibility to
manage Class II injection wells in our county and throughout the state of Ohio. Following are some major reasons
to support my position based on the Division’s attempt to address concerns about the injection of brine waste:
1. The Division has consistently stated that only public officials and those living with 1,500 feet of a
proposed well may request a public meeting about a proposed Class II injection well. Nowhere in the
state regulations that apply to these wells (Ohio Administrative Code 1501:9-3-06-Permit) does it
state that this is the case. We believe that concerned residents of the community and of the county
affected have the right to request and be granted a public meeting about proposed injection wells. In
a message from Adam Schroeder of the Division (April 6, 2022), the Division’s position on this is clear:
“Citizens within 1,500 feet of the proposed well may request a public meeting. Elected officials, such
a township trustees or county commissioners, may also request a public meeting.”
The Washington County Commissioners have been attuned to their constituents’ concerns about
injection wells as evidenced in their June 16 statement:
“Earlier this year the Commissioner’s office became aware of a public notice in the
Marietta Times regarding a proposed new injection well site in Washington County.
Because of the documented failure of the Redbird #4 well, in addition to recent
worries raised by oil and gas producers in the Veto Lake area, we have serious concerns
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with the permitting of another injection well in our County.
This Board, along with concerned residents, hoped to learn more at the ODNRhosted public meeting at St. Ambrose Church on June 2nd. All three Commissioners, as
well as a number of other elected officials, attended this meeting. While we appreciated
ODNR hosting the event, the format did little to allay the concerns of the nearly 200
people in attendance. While the public was allowed to comment on the proposed injection
well, ODNR representatives did not address either questions or comments that evening.
Since that time, our office has received a number of comments from citizens
opposed to permitting a new injection site. Sentiment has been uniform. Residents, many
of them citing the failure of Redbird #4, have been asking why Washington County
residents should be expected to shoulder the risk of another injection well with little
appreciable benefit to the County.”
But the response of public officials is not guaranteed throughout the state of Ohio; concerns of
local residents should be sufficient to justify the calling of a public meeting.
2.

3.

4.

5.

When asked about the contents of brine waste, the Division referred only to the functions of the
chemicals in brine waste, e.g., anti-corrosion, not the actual chemicals. Independent scientific
observers have noted that brine waste contains heavy metals such a lead, arsenic, dangerous
compounds such as benzene, and other toxic substance as well as radioactivity, yet ODNR does not
require characterization of waste before injection.
In its response to the concerns expressed at the June 2 meeting, the Division stated that if all the
application guidelines are met, the Division is obligated, to approve the application. Their response
means that concerns of local residents expressed in public meetings or elsewhere mean nothing in
the application process. Clearly, the application process should describe the importance of concerns
raised by local residents.
When asked about the impact of a proposed injection well on state, county, and township roads (due
to truck transport of brine waste), the Division responded that this was under the purview of the
Ohio Department of Transportation-not their responsibility.
When asked about the impact of a proposed injection well on-air pollution, the Division stated this is
the responsibility of the Ohio E.P.A.—not theirs.

The latter two issues clearly show that the Division is not interested in serious and comprehensive
environmental review of the impact of injection wells in the state of Ohio.
If an application for an injection well is approved, there appears to be no effective avenue for appeal.
Ohio does not have a law that allows the appeal of a Class II permit. The only appeal is made on the order to inject.
The order of the chief is not public noticed, therefore making it almost impossible to appeal it.
Regarding interstate transport of brine waste, in response to the question about why so much brine waste
is coming from other states (Pennsylvania and West Virginia primarily), the Division document states that each
state's rules on brine waste depend on their "regulatory set up." Why do these two neighboring states have
stricter "regulatory set ups", than Ohio does? This issue points to the need for management and oversight of
injection wells by an interstate body.
There was a question raised at the June 2 meeting about the lack of an emergency response plan in the
application for the Arrowhead Road Services #2 well. The Division's response was that this is not required--all the
applicant has to do is identify local first responders. The permitting process needs such a plan in the interest of
protecting the safety of local residents in the event of spills or other accidents.
ODNR has just issued (September 2022) the requested permit for Arrowhead #2 injection well in
Washington County, which was the focus of the June 2 meeting. All the concerns expressed by members of the
community and by elected officials are still left totally unaddressed and questions still unanswered.
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A serious issue of brine waste involves radioactivity. W. Lyons (May 13, 2002, Fractracker Alliance) has
elaborated on this point: “But most concerning are two isotopes of radium found in brine – Radium 226 and
228. We know this from the Ohio Division of Natural Resources (ODNR) actual tests in 2018 of brine from many
conventional (vertical) and unconventional (horizontal) wells throughout Ohio (see the Brine Factsheet and ODNR
Brine Study spreadsheet).
Some facts regarding the dangers of radium:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Radium 226 is water soluble and bone-seeking
The half-life of Radium 226 is 1600 years; thus, it will remain radioactive for thousands of years
Exposure to even low levels of radium is known to cause bone, liver, and breast cancer
Radium decays into radon gas which is the second leading cause of lung cancer in the U.S
The US EPA has set a drinking water limit of 5 pCi/L (picocuries per liter) for Radium 226 and 228
combined
The Ohio Administrative Code (OAC) has set environmental discharge limits for Radium 226 and 228 at 60
pCi/L each.”

The Division is paying insufficient attention to the issue of radioactivity of brine waste. This is a serious issue
statewide because many townships and counties utilize granulated brine waste as a de-icer on their roads during
the winter season.
Another issue concerning the review of applications for Class II injection well permits is the scheduling of the
review process. In the case of the Arrowhead Road Services #2, the application was received at the Division on
March 31, 2021. The Division took a full 12 months to review the application before announcing that the
application was submitted and that the public had only 30 days to respond with its concerns. Those directly
impacted by these wells deserve more time to assess the impact of these proposed wells. The Division ignored
requests for an extension of the public-review process.
When there is an accident or spill on an injection well site, the Division has a devious method of responding to
queries. Below is a record of their response to my request for information on a January 2021 spill in the Marietta
OH area (Washington County):
“Public Records Request #5344
Dear Mr. Banziger,
The Ohio Department of Natural Resources, Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management (“the Division”) sends
this letter in response to your public records request of May 18, 2021. Specifically, your request states:
We have just learned that there has been a spill (apparently from an injection well pipeline) near Marietta
reported on January 20, 2011. I have some questions about this spill:
a. Where exactly is it located?
b. Is there any information about its seeping into aquifers in that area?
c. Is the spill seeping into the Ohio River, and if so, has the U.S. E.P.A. been informed?
d. What action is ODNR going to take regarding this spill—with respect to Deep Rock, the owner, and to residents
of the area.
Unfortunately, your request must be denied because it is an overly broad request for information. State ex rel.
Kesterson v. Kent State Univ., 156 Ohio St.3d 22, 2018-Ohio-5110, ¶¶ 28-30 (2018) (public office properly denied
request as overly broad where categories of requested records impermissibly sought “‘information’ as opposed to
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specific records”); Capers v. White, 8th Dist. No. 80713 (2002) (requests for information are not enforceable in a
public records mandamus action). “
I finally was able to discover information on this spill from a U.S. E.P. A. site.
Brine waste that is injected into Washington County ground has also impacted oil & gas production wells. This
problem has reached such a level that certain oil & gas producers in the county have hired a law firm, which has
filed a law suit in a Washington County court on May 28, 2022. I will leave it up to those oil & gas producers to
state their position on the excessive injection of brine waste in the region and their concerns about threats to their
production wells and to water aquifers. It is regrettable that excessive and inadequately regulated brine waste in
our county is also impacting some oil and gas production wells in the area.
As mentioned in the beginning of this letter, I have done a close reading of the Division’s reports on Class
II injection wells in our county. In November/December 2020 I reviewed 23 violation reports, 26 compliance
reports, and 1,155 inspection reports provided by the ODNR.. (Division of Oil & Gas Resources Management)
After my review I posed several questions to the public representative of the Division on injection wells. These
questions had to do with specific reports on injection wells in the county, where spills or related violations were
reported, what action was taken, and whether follow-up was made. On December 9 I sent a list of over 25
questions from inspection reports, which I grouped into the following categories: Redbird #4 injection well (aka
#24), where numerous problems were cited, spills & leaks, conditions of wells at inspection, issues related to the
recently approved barge offload facility in Marietta (owner Deep Rock), ownership of wells, and roads and
transport to wells. I have not yet received responses to any of these questions, several of which relate to spills and
leaks (at dikes and other places), which may have flowed into aquifers, streams, and rivers.
On February 5, 2021 I sent another message to the Division, asking the representative to please respond
to the questions I posed on December 9 regarding inspection reports and to respond to some immediate questions
I had about a reported spill on January 20, 2021 at a Deep Rock injection well facility near Marietta. One of my
questions about this spill was whether there is any evidence that brine waste from this spill entered streams and
the Ohio River. At this date I have not yet received any response to these questions. Neither have there been any
public hearings on injection wells in this county regarding spills at these wells, what follow-up and enforcement
actions the Division has taken, and how such spills can be reduced or eliminated in the future.
As a concerned resident of Washington County and one who has reviewed the numerous reports of Class
II injection wells in the county, it is my observation that the Division does not have the human or physical
resources to conduct a complete regimen of inspection (which they are supposed to do every 11-13 weeks),
follow-up and enforcement required of these facilities which pose environmental and health risks to the county
and indeed to the entire state. .
For all the reasons stated above I am urging the U.S. E.P. A to rescind the primacy granted to the Division
for permitting and monitoring Class II injection wells in the state of Ohio.

Sincerely yours,

George Banziger
Cc: Region 5, E.P. A.
Chicago, IL
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EXHIBIT 19

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

3192

20

ASHTABULA
DENMARK

PHILLIP H. DIETRICH

P.H. DIETRICH #1

1/2/1985

MS 6975

9/30/1985

7/10/2013

1825

MS

6752-6975
(OPEN
HOLE)

4557

36

ASHTABULA
DENMARK

PHILLIP H. DIETRICH

P.H. DIETRICH #2

9/16/2015

NBG 3169

6/21/2016

2/16/2016

670

NGB

2902-3169

360

3

ASHTABULA
LENOX

C & D OIL & GAS, LLC

HERMAN & JANSON
#1

5/4/1978

CL 3202

12/11/1978

12/5/2011

715

NBG

3112-3130
3136-3162

MAIP BASED ON LAST MIT =630 PSI -- 2/27/2018
wells trasferred from Ridgway Rlty & Land Inc. to C &
D Oil & Gas LLC

245

9

ASHTABULA
LENOX

C & D OIL & GAS, LLC

LUKEY #1

7/14/1983

OQU 3425

12/18/1983

6/8/2004

760

NBG

3315-3351

PB FROM CL W/ CEMENT -- 2/27/2018 wells
trasferred from Ridgway Rlty & Land Inc. to C & D Oil
& Gas LLC

357

22

ASHTABULA
LENOX

PETROX INC.

ARCHIBALD
HAMILTON #1

3/28/2002

NBG 3230

11/23/1987

4/29/2002

710

NBG

3163-3198

<200 BPD

4523

29

ASHTABULA
MONROE

KASTLE RESOURCES ENT. INC.

MONROE #1

7/19/2010

MS

3/8/2011

10/5/2010

1590

MS

6900-7100

1293

26

ASHTABULA
MONROE

CLARENCE TUSSEL JR.

G. LASCH #1

1/22/1996

NBG 3100

4/1/1997

2/20/1997

690

NBG

3106-3248 &
3451-3471

REMARKS

SG<1.1

<200BPD

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22

2

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

CL 3360

3/19/1986

4/28/1995

630

NBG/CL

2760-3060
3256-3262
3264-3266

8/20/2013

MS 7105

2/13/2014

1/17/2014

1550

CRR-MS

6148-7100

SG<1.15

PERRY #1

8/19/1981

OQU 3594

10/1/1981

11/16/2010

1085

SLP

3390-3418

BRIDGE PLUG SET WHEN PB FROM CL

WHIRLPOOL INJECTION, LLC

RENSHAW/
BRADNAN #1

2/20/1987

CL 3608

4/28/1986

8/17/2011

714

NBG/CL

3106-3248 &
3451-3471

ASHTABULA
WINDSOR

B & B OILFIELD SERVICES, INC.

CLINTON OIL #2

2/28/1985

NBG 3525

8/27/1985

6/4/2015

1010

NBG

3288-3527

OPEN-HOLE COMP SG<1.05

28

ASHTABULA
WINDSOR

B & B OILFIELD SERVICES, INC.

MILLER & CO #3

11/8/2011

NBG

9/15/2007

11/28/2011

1010

NBG

3400-3500

SG<1.05

30

ASHTABULA
WINDSOR

B & B OILFIELD SERVICES, INC.

2/14/2011

NBG 3600

3/10/2011

2/17/2011

1010

NBG

3411-3482

SG<1.05

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

95

17

ASHTABULA
MONROE

REX DRUMMOND

1847

8

ASHTABULA NEW
LYME

US ENERGY OH, LLC

RHOA #3

1673

7

ASHTABULA NEW
LYME

BIG SKY ENERGY, INC.

919

23

ASHTABULA
PIERPOINT

3262

21

4355

3097

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

JOHN KLOSTERMAN
10/15/1984
#1

CLINTON OIL
973

#1-

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

REMARKS

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22

3

ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

3177

31

ASHTABULA
WINDSOR

B & B OILFIELD SERVICES, INC.

CLINTON OIL #2

11/8/2011

NBG 3600

7/16/2013

8/25/2015

1010

NBG

3448-3548

SG<1.05

3692

32

ASHTABULA
WINDSOR

B & B OILFIELD SERVICES, INC.

MILLER & CO. #1

11/8/2011

NBG 3600

11/8/2011

10/18/2011

1010

NBG

3400-3500

SG<1.05

3193

34

ASHTABULA
WINDSOR

B & B OILFIELD SERVICES, INC.

CLINTON OIL #3

1/6/2014

NBG 3600

3/16/2016

8/25/2015

1010

NBG

3420-3560

SG<1.05

2704

2

ATHENS
ALEXANDER

CARPER WELL SERVICE

H. GINSBURG #1

9/20/1984

BL 3161

7/8/1985

12/5/2012

675

DOR

2950-2980

POSSIBLE BRIDGE PLUG Plug Permit 1/14/2022

1892

6

ATHENS CANAAN

PETRO QUEST, INC.

CARLESS MILLER
ET AL #5

1/7/1988

OQU 4775

4/1/1988

3/23/2016

1075

MED

4684-4693

3480

7

ATHENS LEE

LEE OIL & GAS CO.

EARL AKERS #2

8/24/1993

DOH 2500

2/1/1995

4/10/2014

720

DOH

2450-2500

3761

9

ATHENS ROME

RELIABLE ENTERPRISES OHIO,
INC.

M. FROST #1

4/4/2013

DON 3810

6/28/2013

4/24/2013

630

DON/D
OR

2724-3810

REMARKS

MAIP BASED ON LAST MIT = 700 PSI

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22

4

ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

1899

1

ATHENS ROME

STONEBRIDGE OPERATING CO.

PAUL HAHN #2

6/18/2002

NBG 4300

9/19/1983

5/6/2014

420

DOH/
NBG

1808-4300

3821

8

ATHENS TROY

K & H PARTNERS LLC

K & H PARTNERS
LLC #1

11/13/2012

DOH 3916

5/24/2013

12/12/2012

495

DOH

1904-3916
(OPEN
HOLE)

3823

10

ATHENS TROY

K & H PARTNERS LLC

K & H PARTNERS
LLC #2

12/9/2013

DOH 4100

4/21/2014

2/10/2014

530

DOH

2000-4100

3824

11

ATHENS TROY

K & H PARTNERS LLC

K & H PARTNERS
LLC #3

3/18/2015

DOH

7/22/2015

5/6/2015

475

DOH

2071-4010

1502

6

BELMONT
KIRKWOOD

ALLSTATE DISPOSAL LLC

TRI-STATE #1

10/8/2021

BELMONT
KIRKWOOD

ALLSTATE DISPOSAL LLC

TRI-STATE #2

10/2/2020

1477

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

REMARKS

<200BPD

PERMIT EXPIRES 10/8/2023
ORSKSLNA

SLNA 5770

4835-5282

CL,
MED,
QN

1491

11

BELMONT
KIRKWOOD

BARNESVILLE DISPOSAL LLC

SHUGERT
BARNESVILLE #3

5/21/2021

1478

4

BELMONT
RICHLAND

OMNI ENERGY GROUP LLC

GMR #1

12/16/2020

1479

5

BELMONT
RICHLAND

OMNI ENERGY GROUP LLC

GMR #2

12/16/2020 SLNA 6375

ONDA
5370

PERMIT EXPIRES 10/2/2022

Permit Expires 5/21/2023

6/22/2021

1120

OHSLONDA

4862-5082

Permit to inject 11/5/21

6/24/2021

1315

SBISLNA

5702-5958

Permit to inject 11/5/21

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22

5

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

1476

8

BELMONT UNION

EMPIRE OH-SWD I LLC

TROO CLEAN #1

10/2/2020

1492

9

BELMONT UNION

EMPIRE OH-SWD I LLC

TROO CLEAN #2

5/21/2021

1490

10

BELMONT WARREN

BARNESVILLE DISPOSAL LLC

SHUGERT
BARNESVILLE #2

3/24/2021

609

2

BELMONT WARREN

FORCE ENVIRONMENTAL
SOLUTIONS LLC

BUCKEYE UIC
BARNESVILLE #1

12/1/2011

TPL10491

6/11/2012

5/23/2015

2390

790

2

CARROLL ORANGE

DOWNRIGHT BRINE DISPOSAL
LLC

STEPHENSON #1-D

6/28/1974

DOH 1098

10/1/1974

7/9/2012

750

2045

9

CARROLL ROSE

OWS ACQUISITION CO LLC
OPERATING LLC

LEE UNIT #1-1

4/17/2009

MS 9000

10/14/2010

11/13/2009

1875

326

8

CARROLL ROSE

OWS ACQUISITION CO LLC
OPERATING LLC

LINDENTREE #7

4/2/2002

OQU 5488

8/16/2002

11/15/2013

1220

CL

5297-5389

325

7

CARROLL ROSE

OWS ACQUISITION CO LLC
OPERATING LLC

LINDENTREE #6

4/2/2002

OQU 5490

9/1/2002

11/9/2013

1225

CL

5320-5366

7241

12

COSHOCTON
KEENE

BUCKEYE BRINE LLC

ADAMS #3

8/4/2014

MS 7400

1/15/2015

9/15/2014

1370

CKN/MS

5900-7300

CONVERTED TO CLASS 1 WELL

7177

10

BUCKEYE BRINE LLC

ADAMS #1

10/31/2011

MS 7200

1/18/2012

10/22/2015

1360

CRR/MS

5900-7075

CONVERTED TO CLASS I WELL

7178

11

BUCKEYE BRINE LLC

ADAMS #2

10/31/2011

MS 7200

3/27/2014

8/27/2015

1360

CRR/MS

5900-7075

COSHOCTON
KEENE
COSHOCTON
KEENE

DEEPEST
FM & TD

ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

REMARKS

PERMIT EXPIRES 10/2/2022

ONDA
5150

Ohio
Shale

Ohio Shale

4718-4890

CL,
MED,
QN
COPPER
RIDGE
10394-10491
DOLOM
ITE
952-1070
MBE
(OPENHOLE)
7930-8789
CCO/MS
(OPENHOLE)

PERMIT EXPIRES 5/21/2023

Permit Expires 3/24/2023

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22

6

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

4178

9

COSHOCTON
KEENE

M & R INVESTMENTS OHIO, LLC

PEW #2

7/10/1995

7255

14

COSHOCTON
OXFORD

GLENN O HAWBAKER, INC.

HAWBAKER #2

3/30/2021

7247

13

COSHOCTON
OXFORD

GLENN O HAWBAKER, INC.

HAWBAKER #1

12/30/2014

RM 7472

10/24/2018

12/22/2017

1595

TPL/RM

7021-7472

CHIEF'S ORDER 2018-285 GRANTED
AUTHORIZATION ON 10/24/2018

3353

3

COSHOCTON
TIVERTON

MFC DRILLING INC.

PAUL MICKLEY #8

103/1984

CL 2931

11/8/1984

9/18/2015

660

CL

2870-2920

<200 BPD

2041

2

COSHOCTON
WASHINGTON

MARAM ENERGY CO.

GERALD HINDEL #1

6//28/1983

CL 3380

8/23/1983

8/16/1995

670

NBG

2751-3030
(OPENHOLE)

<200 BPD

3277

1

COSHOCTON
WHITE EYES

M & R INVESTMENTS OHIO, LLC

RANDY MOORE #3

11/3/1982

CRR 6472

2/1/1983

10/20/2015

820

NBG

3595-3600

BRIDGE PLUG@ 3660' <200 BPD PLUG PERMIT
ISSUED 1/10/19 (EXPIRES 1/9/2021)

160

6

DELAWARE
BERKSHIRE

J-N-J OIL LLC

ALEXANDER #1

2/11/1983

OGR 3010

3/31/1983

3/31/2016

300

OGR

2940-2947

<200 BPD

43

2

ERIE FLORENCE

GEOPETRO LLC

FLEMING#1

5/20/1980

SLP 1020

7/2/1980

6/14/2007

237

DBB

834-950

API #

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

OQU 3747

INIT. INJ.

5/29/1986

LAST MIT

12/10/2015

720

NBG

3145-3265
(OPENHOLE)

REMARKS

<200 BPD - CONV FROM ERP#6 & PB TO NBG
EXPIRES 3/30/2023

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

968

1

GALLIA ADDISON

HUFFMAN-BOWERS, INC.

R.O.J.#1-A

11/15/1993

BL 3000

3/8/1994

3/26/2014

780

DOH

2682-2882

974

2

GALLIA WALNUT

PILLAR ENERGY, LLC

WHEALDON #2

9/10/2002

CL 3850

3/23/2003

9/21/2010

850

CL

3693-3703

1059

6

GEAUGA
HAMBDEN

BIG SKY ENERGY, INC.

L. NORLIN #1

17/19/1985

OQU 4050

4/30/1986

3/26/1996

800

NBG

3495-3612

773

4

GEAUGA
MONTVILLE

STMX GAS INC. DBA AUTUMN
RIDGE ENTERPRISES

F. MCKEON #1

5/20/1985

OQU 3882

10/20/1985

11/15/2011

770

NBG

3358-3489

4332

14

GUERNSEY
CAMBRIDGE

SILCOR OILFIELD SERVICES, INC.

SOS-D #2

2/12/2014

CL 5210

6/8/2015

1/29/2016

1200

NBG/CL

4450-5210

4202

12

GUERNSEY
CAMBRIDGE

SILCOR OILFIELD SERVICES, INC.

SOS-D #1

11/14/2011

MS 9200

2/4/2013

1/29/2016

1700

CRR/MS

7400-9000

3986

15

GUERNSEY
CENTER

CLEARWATER THREE LLC

CLEARWATER III #1

7/14/2014

MS 9100

12/19/2014

9/24/2014

1740

CKN/MS

7550-9100

4473

20

GUERNSEY
CENTER

CLEARWATER THREE LLC

BO #1

5/15/2015

RM 9268

8/15/2015

8/15/2015

1740

CKN/R
M

7912-9268

4594

26

GUERNSEY
CENTER

Loud Minerals LLC

Fox & Hound #1

2/24/2022

GLWDRM

Expires 2/24/24

4595

27

GUERNSEY
CENTER

Loud Minerals LLC

Fox & Hound #2

2/24/2022

GLWDRM

Expires 2/24/24

2688

3

GUERNSEY
VALLEY

DOVER ATWOOD CORP.

KOPOLKA #1

2/22/1984

CL 5395

5/3/1985

2/5/2016

690

CL

5234-5250

4067

11

GUERNSEY
WESTLAND

DAVID R. HILL, INC

DEVCO UNIT #1

5/21/2008

MS 8902

5/7/2008

2/6/2012

1660

CRR/MS

7216-8902

REMARKS

SG<1.13

MIT TESTED@690 PSO C.O. MODIFIED MIP

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

4188

13

GUERNSEY
WESTLAND

DAVID R. HILL, INC.

MITCHELL #1

11/28/2011

MS 9000

1/31/2012

12/6/2011

1670

CRR/MS

7245-8856

4445

17

GUERNSEY WILLS

CLEARWATER FIVE LLC

SHIELDS #1

11/19/2014

RM 9097

11/8/2015

1830

CKN/MS

7930-9097

4527

24

GUERNSEY WILLS

CLEARWATER FIVE LLC

Callaway #1

6/4/2018

RM 9500

139

2

HENRY RICHFIELD

SECOND OIL LTD.

SHIDLER #3-4 SWD

10/25/2004

MS 3600

8/1/2005

12/21/2006

940

MS

3100-3600

1543

4

HOCKING FALLS

KILBARGER INVESTMENTS, INC.

COSPER WELL
SERVICE, INC #1

2/1/1985

CL 2607

5/18/1985

7/12/2019

310

NBG

2026-2174

2161

1

HOCKING FALLS

JEANIE ENTERPRISES, LLC

ROBERTSON #14

7/25/1980

OQU 2600

11/5/1980

6/24/2015

700

CL

2427-2456

5019

5

HOLMES BERLIN

DOVER-ATWOOD CORP.

WILLIS MAST #1

5/3/2010

CRR 6373

9/26/2010

3/15/2013

1410

CRR

6134-6195

4527

4

HOLMES KILLBUCK

OOGC DISPOSAL COMPANY 1,
LLC

KILLBUCK
DISPOSAL WELL #1

6/21/1985

MS 6532

9/30/1985

4/23/2014

1470

MS

6402-6500

4375

2

HOLMES KNOX

MARAM ENERGY INC.

HOWARD WYLES #1

10/12/1984

OQU 3548

4/18/1985

6/15/2015

695

SLP

3028-3040

<200 BPD

2732

1

HOLMES
RICHLAND

MAC OIL FIELD SERVICES, INC.

F. HAWKINS #1

12/27/1982

OQU 3480

12/13/1983

12/20/2002

695

NBG

3016-3050 &
3118-3136

<200 BPD

4137

8

KNOX BUTLER

ELKHEAD GAS & OIL SERVICES

D. CHAPIN #7

7/26/2010

CKN 4920

9/26/2011

9/7/2010

1105

CKN

4800-4920

4603

11

KNOX CLAY

MORAN WELL SERVICE, INC

PHIL MORAN #2

10/9/2013

NBG 2400

7/31/2014

6/11/2015

540

NBG

2350-2400

4412

7

KNOX CLAY

MORAN WELL SERVICE, INC

PHIL MORAN #1

10/16/2009

SLP 2530

1/1/2010

4/12/2012

550

NBG

2300-2430

4072

9

KNOX HOWARD

MARAM ENERGY CO.

DANVILLE FEED &
SUPPLY #1

11/30/2010

TPL 4854

7/29/2012

5/2/2012

1100

TPL

4792-4799

CKN/R
M

REMARKS

PERMIT EXPIRES 5/21/2023

OPEN HOLE COMP NO RECORD OF PB FROM CL
BASED ON CHIEF ORDER #2001-21 MAISP 310
PSI
<200 BPD

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

4502

10

KNOX MORGAN

KNOX ENERGY INC.

HARSTINE TRUST #23591

1/9/2013

TPL 4842

10/31/2014

3/31/2014

1075

TPL

4668-4750

4195

6

KNOX UNION

B & J DRILLING, CO.

B&J DRILLING INC.
#1

7/21/2003

TPL 4950

2/24/2004

2/4/2015

1130

TPL

4900-4950

266

2

LAKE PAINESVILLE

PET PROCESSORS LLC

IRC FIBERS CO. #3

10/20/1983

CL 3041

10/20/1983

12/24/1990

200

DOR

1530-1566

1094

6

LAKE PAINESVILLE

GREAT PLAINS EXPL. CO., INC.

VROOMAN # 1

5/7/2008

MS 6332

6/14/2008

3/18/2008

1290

RR/MS

5595-6318

3406

1

LICKING LICKING

LIPPIZAN PETROLEUM INC.

DODRILL #4

12/16/1981

OQU 2524

7/1/1982

6/14/1982

690

CL

2383-2406

4792

2

LICKING PERRY

OOGC DISPOSAL CO

RONALD F. MORAN
#1

8/17/1983

PC 6237

6/15/1984

12/15/2011

1405

MS

6055-6171

1236

1

LORAIN EATON

CARTER OILFIELD TRUCKING
LLC

SAUTER #1

7/17/1984

CL 2674

8/1/1985

6/11/1985

565

NBG

2424-2469

INJECT IN NBG & PROD FROM CL

3158

12

MAHONING
BEAVER

6/28/2011

CCO 9481

10/29/2015

12/5/2015

1890

CKN/CC
O

8212-9481

PB TO CONASAUGA

3171

13

MAHONING
COITSVILLE

BOBCAT COITSVILLE, LLC

NORTHSTAR
COLLINS #6

11/10/2011

PC 9300

1/5/2012

1890

CKN/MS

8215-9180

PERMIT REVOKED, PB TO CONASAUGA,
AUTHORIZATION TO INJECT CO #2019-379
ISSED 11/22/19

903

7

MAHONING GREEN

WHITE ENERGY, INC.

SHEPARD-AMMON
#1

5/31/1991

OQU 5738

6/12/1992

2/17/1994

1280

CL

5564-5620

1613

16

MAHONING SMITH

BRINEAWAY INC.

GREENAWALT #2

2/12/2013

OQU 5430

8/1/2013

2/27/2013

1200

CL

5220-5354

NORTH LIMA DISPOSAL WELL 4 NORTHSTAR LUCKY
LLC
#4

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

REMARKS

INJECTION INTO DOR AT <200 BPD, PROD FROM
CL/DOH

PKR VAR @ 5532'

TOC @ 4148'

<200 BBL PER DAY

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

974

9

MAHONING SMITH

BRINEAWAY, INC.

JENKINS #1

10/25/2004

CL 5369

4/25/2005

3/23/2012

1190

CL

5182-5218

1956

4

MAHONING SMITH

BRINEAWAY, INC.

SALTY DOG #1

9/10/1985

SLP 5017

1/18/1986

3/8/2010

1115

NBG

4809-4910

3127

10

MAHONING
YOUNGSTOWN

NORTHSTAR DISPOSAL
SERVICES, LLC

NORTHSTAR #1

7/12/2010

PC 9184

12/23/2010

9/15/2010

2500

CKN/MS

8215-9180

SG<1.03 - SHUT IN PLUG PERMIT ISSUED 6/6/17,
IN ORPHAN PROGRAM

2010-2020
2140-2150
1760-1770
2586-2610

<200 BPD NO PAPERWORK FOR 1994 MIT

4515

3

MEDINA CHATHAM

HARLEY DRILLING &
PRODUCING LTD

KING #1

5/30/1989

SLP 2786

8/3/1989

5/23/2015

520

BI
DOR
NBG

3269

24

MEIGS CHESTER

JD DRILLING COMPANY

SHOWALTER #1

3/20/2015

DOH 3745

5/22/2015

3/30/2015

680

DOH

2958-3314

3268

18

MEIGS CHESTER

JD DRILLING COMPANY

CONROY #1

10/19/2010

DOH 3777

2/20/2013

10/16/2012

880

DOH

3000-3728

3590

17

MEIGS COLUMBIA

M & R INVESTMENTS OHIO LLC

REX CHEADLE #1

9/23/2009

DOH 2614

2/25/2010

10/25/2016

375

BE/DOH

1272-2575

3652

21

MEIGS LEBANON

ROSCOE MILLS

ROSCOE MILLS #2

12/20/2013

OQU 5835

2/26/2014

10/9/2013

1290

CL

5593-5656

3651

23

MEIGS LEBANON

FQ ENERGY SERVICES, LLC

MCKELVEY #3

9/2/2014

OQU 6000

7/22/2015

6/10/2018

1466

CL/MED

5532-5593
5658-5668

3743

27

MEIGS LEBANON

FQ ENERGY SERVICES, LLC

MILLS #4

11/25/2019

REMARKS

<200 BPD

81 SHOTS
EXPIRES 11/24/2021

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22

11

DEEPEST
FM & TD

ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

3742

28

MEIGS LEBANON

FQ ENERGY SERVICES, LLC

Harris #2

11/25/2019

3619

19

MEIGS LEBANON

ROSCOE MILLS JR TRUST

ROSCOE MILLS #1

7/29/2011

NBG 5000

10/16/2011

10/25/2011

1095

NBG

4757-5000
(OPEN
HOLE)

PERMIT MODIFICATION

3637

22

MEIGS LEBANON

ROSCOE MILLS JR TRUST

HARRIS C & W #3

5/13/2014

OQU 5767

7/22/2015

9/11/2014

1472

CL

5554-5767

PKR VAR DEPTH @ 4860' TOC @ 4511'

2461

9

MEIGS OLIVE

MOUNTAINEER STATE
OPERATIONS, LLC

C.L.CRAFT #249

7/19/1985

MBE 1908

1/28/1986

4/29/2015

405

MIN

1395-1425

<200 BPD

2738

2

MEIGS RUTLAND

JD DRILLING

L.&R. CLONCH #1

4/12/2006

DOH 3100

4/1/1984

8/11/2006

805

DOH

2745-3040

2739

3

MEIGS SALISBURY

JD DRILLING

EDITH FOREST #4

8/25/1986

CL 4386

10/2/1983 &
2/24/1987

7/13/2005

880

DM

3020-3088

PB FROM CL INJ. ZONE

3185

5

MEIGS SALISBURY

JD DRILLING

BRINKER #2

8/25/1986

CL 4431

1/21/1985

7/1/2011

890

DM

3046-3092

PB FROM CL INJ. ZONE

3319

7

MEIGS SALISBURY

AMERICAN NATURAL GAS, INC.

TIMOTHY
WOODYARD #1-C

10/22/2001

DOH 3150

1/7/1985

1/17/2013

640

DOH

2190-3250

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

REMARKS

EXPIRES 11/24/2021

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

3433

10

MEIGS SALISBURY

AMERICAN NATURAL GAS, INC.

3473

13

MEIGS SUTTON

4759

5

4949

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

JAYMAR COAL CO. 10/29/1985&
DOH 2663
#2-D
10/22/2001

8/1/1986

6/26/2012

740

DOH

2512-2522
2616-2620

PROGRESSIVE OIL & GAS, INC.

GOLDBERG/WESTE
N #3

2/17/1988

MIN 1204

4/21/1988

6/17/2005

320

MIN

1100-1204
(OPEN
HOLE)

<200 BPD

MONROE CENTER

LIQUI-GEN ENERGY, LLC

SUGARTREE #1

10/3/2019

DOH 5300

5/31/2020

2/12/2020

775

DOH

3362-5300
(Open Hole)

AUTHORIZATION GRANTED 5-29-2020

7

MONROE CENTER

ALLSTATE DISPOSAL LLC

MONROE CO DEV #1

11/4/2021

PERMIT EXPIRES 11/4/2023

4948

8

MONROE CENTER

ALLSTATE DISPOSAL LLC

MONROE CO DEV #2

11/4/2021

PERMIT EXPIRES 11/4/2023

4947

6

MONROE JACKSON

K A BROWN OIL & GAS LLC

GUY BROWN #1

10/12/2021

Permit Expires 10/12/2023

2796

8

MORGAN BLOOM

M & R INVESTMENTS OHIO, LLC

APPERSON #2

3/23/1983

OQU 4606

4/20/1983

7/13/2018

520

DEB

2272-2287

4096

22

MORGAN CENTER

GENESIS RESOURCES, LLC

ULLMAN #1-B

7/19/1989

DOH 1725

4/19/1990

4/6/1995

560

MBE

1623-1633

SG<1.106

2981

11

MORGAN MARION

M & R INVESTMENTS OHIO LLC

COOK #2-A

1/12/1984

MBE 1498

4/1/1984

2/7/2011

700

MBE

1388-1392

<200 BPD

4658

26

MORGAN MARION

M & R INVESTMERTS OHIO LLC

COOK #102

1/9/2013

DOH 1784

4/2/2014

5/13/2013

360

MBE

1568-1574

<200 BPD

LEASE NAME

REMARKS

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

2617

20

MORGAN UNION

M & R INVESTMENTS OHIO

H.D. & L. DRAKE "B"
#1

2/6/1989

DOH 1575

5/6/1989

7/26/2018

405

MBE

1387, 1404,
1464, 1468

<200 BPD

1896

3

MORGAN WINDSOR

STONEBRIDGE OPERATING

KORTING #1

11/10/1997

MED 5129

1/1/1982

12/18/2014

405

DOH/M
ED

1758-5028

NO PAPERWORK ON CONST & TSTG.

2527

19

MORGAN YORK

M & R INVESTMENTS OHIO LLC

PENNSYLVANIA
FARMS #1

12/1/1988

OQU 4506

1/11/1990

7/13/2018

1010

CL

4392-4416

<200 BPD

432

15

MORGAN YORK

TEMPLE OIL & GAS CO.

SMITH-SWYSTER #J1

3/6/1985

OQU 4104

4/26/1985

7/21/2014

1040

NBG

3388

45

MORROW
BENNINGTON

3516-3620
(OPEN
HOLE)

FISHBURN PRODUCING INC.

FISHBURN #1

3/24/1981

CMA 3986 12/15/1981

5/30/2000

1100

CKBL

3800-3986

3414

46

MORROW
CARDINGTON

FISHBURN PRODUCING INC.

CLINGER UNIT #1

5/7/1985

TPL 3061

8/4/1983

5/30/1997

860

CFR

3145-3180

239

61

MORROW
CARDINGTON

PETTIGREW PUMPING SERVICE

CLINGER #1

10/27/2006

TPL 3000

8/1/2007

9/27/2010

GRAV

TPL

2940-2990

3781

56

MORROW
CONGRESS

MARAM ENERGY CO.

ZEGER #1-A

12/2/1987

TPL 3885

7/25/1988

8/5/2014

320

TPL

3764-3772

4222

64

MORROW GILEAD

HOUGHTON INVESTMENTS, LLC

E. DUMBAUGH #1

7/18/2013

TPL 3415

2/13/2014

12/19/2013

GRAV

TPL

3408-3415

2260

54

MORROW GILEAD

M & R INVESTMENTS OHIO, LLC

SHAFFER &
HOLZBACHER #1

4/6/1987

TPL 3215

1/1/1992

7/26/2013

850

TPL

3100-3103

1472

62

MORROW GILEAD

FISHBURN PRODUCING, INC.

REX MCPEEK #2

10/3/2008

TPL 3105

6/1/2011

5/22/2014

GRAV

TPL

3103-3105

2109

51

MORROW LINCOLN

FISHBURN PRODUCING INC.

POWER (FEGLEY) #1

7/9/1984

TPL 3308

10/10/1986

6/16/2015

400

TPL

3064-3092

1408

67

MORROW PERU

MARAM ENERGY CO.

SHAVER-COWGILLWILLIAMS #1

6/26/2018

TPL
3195

715

TPL

3105-3157

REMARKS

PERMIT MOD-LOWER INJ. PSI 320 PSI

<200 BPD

CONVERSION PERMIT EXPIRES 6/25/2020

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

1901

48

MORROW PERU

GEORGE W. WOODCOCK III,

TRETOW #2

3/21/1983

TPL 3061

7/1/1983

9/13/2010

20

TPL

3096-3108

1444

60

MORROW PERU

MARAM ENERGY CO.

SHAVER-NEFF #2

4/29/2002

TPL 3192

11/14/2002

10/30/2014

GRAV

TPL

3088-3116

4143

65

MORROW
WASHINGTON

PETTIGREW PUMPING SERVICE

POLAND #1

8/19/2013

TPL 3284

8/7/2015

750

TPL

3254-3302

CONVERTED TO SWD - SURFACE FACILITY
UNDER CONSTRUCTION. NOT AUTHORIZED

4439

17

12/20/1985

DOH
1575

12/14/2011

10/14/2015

420

BE

1438-1494

<200 BPD

8531

24

MUSKINGUM
BRUSH CREEK

ROBERT W. ORR, JR.

SHIRLEY GIST #5-D

5/31/2005

BIG INJUN
875

10/8/2005

7/11/2005

235

BIG
INJUN

795-875

FLUID MONITORING REQUIRED

7350

18

MUSKINGUM
FALLS

MESH LTD

KENT #1

5/8/1986

CRR 5900

11/12/1986

9/25/2014

1315

RR-MS

5721-5795

8780

28

MUSKINGUM
PERRY

CAMBRIAN WELL SERV

KEMBLE #1-D

2/19/2013

MS 8200

12/21/2013

6/22/2013

1470

CKN/MS

6288-7670

8803

30

MUSKINGUM
PERRY

ENVIRONMENTAL ENERGY
SOLUTIONS

PATTISON TRUST

2/26/2015

CCO 9268

10/6/2015

9/2/2015

1510

CRR-MS

6550-7750

8776

27

MUSKINGUM
UNION

HECKMAN WATER RESOURCES

GOFF SWD #1

12/28/2012

MS 8300

10/28/2013

6/19/2013

1510

CKN/
MS

6504-8085

4047

16

NOBLE CENTER

GENESIS RESOURCES, LLC

EDITH
WENTWORTH #1

3/30/2021

1/12/2022

1425

CL

6189-6316

EXPIRES 3/30/23

1981

17

NOBLE CENTER

GASSEARCH WATER SERVICES,
LLC

HUPP SHOCKLING
#1

3/30/2021

MED 5838

1310

CL/MED

5683-5721

issued 3/30/21

1982

12

NOBLE CENTER

GASSEARCH WATER SERVICES,
LLC

MICHEL SERGIS #1

11/4/2019

CL 5850

CL

5782-5820

2091

19

NOBLE CENTER

GASSEARCH WATER SERVICES,
JOHNSON HERIES #1
LLC

10/2/2020

CL 5838

CL/MED

5782-5820

4654

18

NOBLE ELK

MUSKINGUM BLUE
RODGERS & ROSEN
J. M. ADAMS ROUSTABOUT, INC.
ROCK
#8

WILLIAMS DISPOSAL, LLC

WILLIAMS #2

3/24/2021

10/9/2020

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

1335

CLREED

REMARKS

PERMITED 10/2/2020
EXPIRES 3/24/23

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

REMARKS
Drilling permit issued 8/8/2018, Convert to new
injection interval permit issued 1/28/20 to be completed
with voluntary plugback. Another permiti to convert to
clinton-queenston issued 3/24/21

CLNNQSTN

4636

10

NOBLE ELK

WILLIAMS DISPOSAL, LLC

WILLIAMS #1

3/24/2021

4639

11

NOBLE JACKSON

FQ ENERGY SERVICES, LLC

DEXTER NO. 3

11/30/2018

3995

6

NOBLE JACKSON

FQ ENERGY SERVICES, LLC

WARREN DRILLING
#1

8/11/2008

OQU 6074

9/26/2008

1/27/2012

1680

CL/MED

5764-5892

PKR VAR DEPTH @ 5575' TOC @ 4113' SG <1.06

4086

7

NOBLE JACKSON

FQ ENERGY SERVICES, LLC

TRAVIS UNIT #
200405

6/7/2010

OQU 6157

2/16/2011

2/8/2016

1735

CL/MED

5866-5981

SG<1.06

3390

3

NOBLE NOBLE

CARPER WELL SERVICE

OQU 5554

10/11/1988

6/8/2015

1225

CL/MED

5327-5447

PKR VAR DEPTH @ 5072' TOC @ 4728'

4118

17

NOBLE SENECA

TRINITY ENERGY SOLUTIONS
LLC

FRAKES I R #1

1/24/2020

OQU 6122

4/5/2020

2/20/2020

1365

CL

5919-5952

4250

9

NOBLE SHARON

NORTHWOOD ENERGY CORP.

W.D. MORRIS #3

1/18/2013

OQU 5834

11/20/2014

8/19/2012

1280

CL/MED

5556-5716

2459

1

NOBLE SHARON

BUCKSHOT DISPOSAL, LLC

H. DUDLEY #1

1/29/1985

OQU 5737

4/29/1985

4/28/2015

1510

CL

5513-5573

SG <1.1 WELLS TRANSFERRED FROM SELECT
ENERGY TO BUCKSHOT 7/2018

2616

9

PERRY JACKSON

M & R INVESTMENTS OHIO, LLC

STANLEY ADCOCK
#J-1

6/14/1999

CL 3037

9/27/1999

7/26/2018

690

CL

2995-3037

<200 BPD

6595

5

PERRY JACKSON

R.C. POLING CO., INC.

RUSHCREEK
PARTNERS ET AL #1

5/2/1985

PC 6395

7/11/1985

1/7/1992

1410

MS

6168-6248

4260

7

PERRY MONROE

ALTIER BROTHERS, INC

DALE DEW #2

9/18/1989

OQU 3878

9/7/1990

12/30/1993

860

CL

3773-3800,
3803-3807

BRYAN-SMITH UNIT
11/20/1987
#1

RM 10650

5/30/2019

1/21/2019

PERMIT EXPIRES 11/29/2020

<200 BPD Plug permit issued 6/24/19, expires
6/23/2021

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

125

4

PICKAWAY
JACKSON

LAYLINE OIL & GAS, LLC

WARNER-JUSTUS
UNIT #1

7/17/1996

TPL 2647

7/22/1997

4/6/2011

775

CKN

2544-2548,
2604-2608

WELLS TRANSFERRED FROM DART O&G TO
LAYLINE OIL & GAS 7/2018

95

3

PICKAWAY
JACKSON

LAYLINE OIL & GAS, LLC

WARNERPRITCHARD UNIT #1

5/20/1996

TPL 2644

8/28/1996

11/9/2011

755

CRR

2548-2558

WELLS TRANSFERRED FROM DART O&G TO
LAYLINE OIL & GAS 7/2018

105

9

PICKAWAY
JACKSON

HOUGHTON INVESTMENTS, LLC

BJ 78 CO. #1

6/1/2010

CRR 2411

7/13/2010

7/13/2010

670

CRR

2393-2410

MAIP limited by line test @ 305 psi

194

7

PICKAWAY
JACKSON

HOUGHTON INVESTMENTS, LLC

2/2/2001

TPL 2504

12/20/2006

10/9/2007

500

TPL

2446-2460

MAIP limited by line test @ 500 psi

224

11

PICKAWAY
JACKSON

RICHARDSSTEVENSON #1

8/8/2018

2604

11/7/2018

9/20/2018

585

TPL

2552-2604

157

8

PICKAWAY
MADISON

CORTLAND ENERGY CO., INC,

MCCRAY FARMSSTRAWSER #1

12/1/2004

CRR 2767

10/7/2005

10/3/2007

810

CRR

2703-2767

<200 BPD

59

6

PICKAWAY
PICKAWAY

WE ENERGY, LLC

BJM CO., INC. #2

7/10/2011

CRR 2519

10/6/2000

5/9/2008

735

CRR

2451-2519

<200 BPD

88

2

PICKAWAY WAYNE

LAYLINE OIL & GAS, LLC

BURKE-MAY UNIT
#1

5/10/2011

MS 3988

2/29/1996

4/17/2014

740

CRR

2460-3988
(OPEN
HOLE)

WELLS TRANSFERRED FROM DART O&G TO
LAYLINE OIL & GAS 7/2018

251

10

PICKAWAY WAYNE

CHUCK HENRY ENERGY LLC

GIFFORD C & B #3

9/23/2015

MS 3424

5/25/2016

2/4/2016

550

CRR-MS

2387-3424

PB to 3424'

3614

26

PORTAGE
BRIMFIELD

DUCK CREEK ENERGY, INC.

PLUM CREEK #1

8/21/1987

SLP 4050

11/24/1987

5/22/2014

850

NBG

3795-3880

WELL TRANSFERRED FROM HECKMAN TO
DUCK CREEK 11/21/2019

2860

4

PORTAGE
DEERFIELD

M & R INVESTMENTS OHIO LLC

VIKING RESOURCES
CORP. #1

6/14/1989

PC 8797

11/19/1982

5/7/2013

1790

CRME
MS

7784-7792,
7836-7856,
8522-8712

BP @ 7900' & MTSM PERFS NOT PLUGGED

HOUGHTON INVESTMENTS, LLC

BJ 78 CO. #4

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

REMARKS

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

2283

13

PORTAGE
EDINBURG

OWS ACQUISITION CO LLC
OPERATING, LLC

THOMAS-NOVAK #1

6/9/2009

OQU 4756

9/8/1984

11/6/2009

955

NBG

4144-4330

1076

31

PORTAGE
EDINBURG

STALLION SWD LLP

MYERS #1 UNIT

5/5/1997

OQU 4781

8/5/1997

7/5/2013

950

NBG

4125-4150

4189

33

PORTAGE
EDINBURG

STALLION SWD LLP

MYERS #2

5/16/2011

NBG 4300

8/27/2011

8/24/2011

945

NBG

4125-4250

3542

35

PORTAGE
EDINBURG

PURSIE PIPES

H. MYERS #2

3/10/2010

NBG 4300

7/11/2010

4/23/2010

950

NBG

4136-4220

525

1

PORTAGE HIRAM

HAMMERHEAD OILFIELD, LLC

J. & D. BLAZDEK #2

9/12/1974

MED 4347

2/15/1975

5/21/2015

885

NBG

3850-3900

3343

19

PORTAGE NELSON

OWS ACQUISITION CO LLC
OPERATING, LLC

ENERGY
OPERATING SERV
#1

1/2/1985

SLP 3984

6/10/1985

9/20/2010

860

NBG

3896 3902,
3924-3940

4096

34

PORTAGE NELSON

STALLION SWD LLP

GROSELLE #2

3/27/2007

SLP 4000

11/1/2007

7/2/2013

865

NBG

3756-3898

114

29

PORTAGE
ROOTSTOWN

STALLION SWD LLP

WILCOX #1

7/21/1989

OQU 4579

10/10/1989

6/4/2015

920

NBG

4180-4190

1459

14

PORTAGE
SHALERSVILLE

PETROX, LLC

F.CRANE #1

7/16/1984

OQU 4467

7/1/1985

3/29/1995

995

CL

4326-4355,
4400-4402

747

3

PORTAGE
SHALERSVILLE

OWS ACQUISITION CO LLC
OPERATING, LLC

J. SOLAK #1

5/4/1979

OQU 4321

5/17/1979

11/14/2007

1097

NBG

3744-3770

1473

27

B & B OILFIELD SERV. INC

FERRARA &
FERRARA #2

8/5/1988

OQU 4533

8/27/1988

1/17/2014

1215

NBG

4169-4176

4462

37

AMERICAN ENERGY, INC.

SOINSKI #1

7/18/2013

NBG 4200

1/22/2016

11/5/2014

920

NBG

4000-4200

2523

12

DIAMOND DISPOSAL, LLC

MILLER #1

11/29/1984

OQU 4295

4/20/1984

3/27/2015

1140

NBG

3866-3876

PKR VAR DEPTH @ 3675' TOC @ 3800' SG<1.05

2736

16

B & B OILFIELD SERV. INC

LONG #1

3/6/1985

OQU 4558

1/1/1986

1/8/2013

1150

NBG

3894-4104

SG<1.05

244

1

SENECA CLINTON

ROGER FRANTZ

J. WATSON #4

6/6/1980

PC 2830

8/1/1980

11/4/1985

745

MS

348

2

SENECA LIBERTY

ROGER FRANTZ

ROGER FRANTZ #1

7/24/1988

1/12/1988

480

TPL/CK
BL

PORTAGE
SHALERSVILLE
PORTAGE
WINDHAM
PORTAGE
WINDHAM
PORTAGE
WINDHAM

11/16/1987 CKBL 2265

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

2723-2741
2775-2795
2093-2265
(OPEN
HOLE)

REMARKS

PB TO NBG

(OPEN HOLE) 4095'-4370

SG<1.06

<200 BPD

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

1179

11

STARK LAKE

RIVERSIDE PETROLEUM & PROD.

ALLOWAY #1-D

8/27/1990

CL 4527

5/18/1986

4/24/2003

1130

NBG

4116-4134,
4170-4188

SG<1.1

4352

19

STARK LEXINGTON

OWS ACQUISITION CO LLC
OPERATING, LLC

BARBER UNIT #2

5/4/1990

OQU 5056

8/27/1990

10/6/1993

1110

CL

4826-4948

ALSO PERMITTED FOR NBG BUT ONLY
INJECTING INTO CLINTON

3877

17

STARK LEXINGTON

OWS ACQUISITION CO LLC
OPERATING, LLC

BARBER UNIT #1

11/6/1989

OQU 4987

10/16/1991

9/13/2007

1020

NBG

4426-4612

5237

26

STARK MARLBORO

OWS ACQUISITION CO LLC
OPERATING, LLC

GIBBS UNIT #1-K

12/30/2008

PC 8800

7/18/2009

6/23/2009

1920

CCO/
MS

8340-8570

3420

5

STARK MARLBORO

HECKMAN WATER RESOURCES

BELDON & BLAKE
CORP. SWDW #5

12/22/1980

NBG 4620

4/11/1981

12/8/2011

1270

NBG

4380-4398
4403-4406

PKR VAR DEPTH @ 5072 FT TOC @ 2386'

2088

21

STARK OSNABURG

WILLIAM S. MILLER, INC.

FOLTZ #2

7/17/1995

OQU 5240

10/26/1996

4/12/2011

1160

CL

5078-5120

<200 BPD

1295

23

STARK OSNABURG

BRINEAWAY, INC.

KOLM #1

12/9/1996

CL 5164

1/2/1997

2/7/2013

1140

CL/ NBG

4955-5039

ONLY INJECTING CL

1351

18

STARK OSNABURG

BRINEAWAY, INC.

THE SALTY DOG #2

6/18/2002

MBE 1075

12/15/1990

9/11/2003

200

MBE

836-916

<200 BPD

1198

6

STARK OSNABURG

HECKMAN WATER RESOURCES

ED LYONS (GENET)
#1

9/8/1982

OQU 5060

10/11/1982

8/20/2009

1345

NBG

4594-4622

BP & 4842'. CL NOT PLUGGED

2459

20

STARK OSNABURG

BRINEAWAY, INC.

J & E WALKER #2

8/31/1994

OQU 5279

11/24/1994

4/6/2015

1090/
1175

NBG/CL
/ MED

5107-5165

ONLY INJECTING INTO THE CL/MED <200 BPD

2783

13

STARK PARIS

PETROX, INC.

NIUMAN #1

9/15/1989

OQU 5575

1/13/1987

11/5/2008

1324

NBG

5040-5070

SG<1.125

2849

24

STARK PERRY

OWS ACQUISITION CO LLC
OPERATING, LLC

HOL-WIT, INC #2

12/17/2001

OQU 4659

9/14/1997

4/17/2015

950

NBG

4118-4152

PB TO NBG

REMARKS

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

3018

22

STARK PERRY

OWS ACQUISITION CO LLC
OPERATING, LLC

HOL-WIT, INC #3

10/27/2008

SLP 4272

8/14/1997

11/17/2008

945

NBG

4106-4182

2089

3

STARK SANDY

RIVERSIDE PETROLEUM & PROD.

W RARRIC #2

4/9/1974

OQU 5069

4/9/1974

6/25/2014

1392

NBG

4616-4640,
4652-4668

1920

9

STARK SANDY

DANNY LONG

CREIGHTON #1

11/17/1983

OQU 5130

6/1/1984

4/7/2006

1085

NBG

4630-4688

4256

12

STARK SANDY

DANNY LONG

THEODORE
SUMMERS #4

1/6/1986

SLP 4700

2/8/1987

4/1/1987

1055

NBG

4627-4684

907

2

SUMMIT
NORTHAMPTON

MOORE WELL SERVICE, INC.

NORTHAMPTON
BOARD TRUSTEES
#2.

11/18/1980

PC 7185

6/1/1981

2/19/1998

2020

MS

6961-7130

NO PAPER WORK ON ORIGINAL
CONSTRUCTION & TESTING

4091

35

TRUMBULL
BROOKFIELD

AMERICAN ENERGY INC.

HRAY-MULLENAX
DISPOSAL #1

8/4/2014

MS 8500

6/13/2016

1730

CKN/MS

7500-8500

DRILLED - NOT IN OPERATION

4099

37

6/22/2017

RM 8550

10/24/2018

7/14/2018

1750

7600-8750

CHIEF ORDER 2018-286 GRANTED INJECTION
10/24/2018

4103

40

3/16/2018

RM 8535

6/12/2019

4/16/2019

1840

2403

7

TRUMBULL
FOWLER

HECKMAN WATER RESOURCES

EASTERN
PETROLEUM SERV.
#1-D

10/6/1983

SLP 4480

4/9/1984

6/1/2013

1120

NBG

4230-4480
(OPEN
HOLE)

4063

23

TRUMBULL
GREENE

AMERICAN ENERGY, INC.

JOHNSON DISPOSAL
#1

05/08/2013

MS 8300

5/12/2014

5/10/2013

1540

CKN/MS

6669-8300

682

11

TRUMBULL
HARTFORD

BIG SKY ENERGY, INC.

OHIO WATER
SERVICE #2

OQU
4814

7/16/1989

12/12/2000

990

NBG

4292-4322

TRUMBULL
BROOKFIELD
TRUMBULL
BROOKFIELD

HIGHLAND FIELD SERVICES LLC
HIGHLAND FIELD SERVICES LLC

HIGHLAND
BROOKFIELD #5
HIGHLAND
BROOKFIELD #4

12/3/1985

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

CKN/R
M
CKN/R
M

REMARKS

<200 BPD

PKR VAR DEPTH @ 4305'

7985-8535

SG<1.12 or back to 975

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

3794

16

TRUMBULL
NEWTON

HECKMAN WATER RESOURCES

PANDER #2

1/31/2013

NBG 4300

10/23/2013

4/8/2013

920

NBG

4000-4200

1893

6

TRUMBULL
NEWTON

HECKMAN WATER RESOURCES. EVA ROOT WOLF #1

6/13/1983

OQU 4550

10/1/1983

7/21/2011

1125

NBG

3990-4090

SG<1.09

3203

12

TRUMBULL
NEWTON

HECKMAN WATER RESOURCES

EVA ROOT WOLF
#4

6/2/1988

SLP 4196

10/10/1988

9/30/2002

1120

NBG

3961-4017,
4080-4138

SG<1.08

1894

13

TRUMBULL
NEWTON

HECKMAN WATER RESOURCES

WOLF #2

6/5/1992

OQU 4497

11/1/1992

5/4/2012

1095

NBG

3886-3977,
4030-4062,
4090-4114

SG<1.08

3795

15

HECKMAN WATER RESOURCES

PANDER #1

10/26/2005

NBG 4300

10/1/2006

10/19/2011

1230

NBG

4050-4200

SG<1.03

4078

32

KLEESE DEVELOPMENT

KDA #1

8/20/2013

MS 9100

7/2/2014

2/10/2014

1845

CKN/MS

8000-9100

4079

33

TRUMBULL
VIENNA

KTCA HOLDINGS, LLC.

B & J #1

8/20/2013

MS 9100

9/7/2016

8/30/2016

1795

CKN/R
M

7796-8354

3732

24

TRUMBULL
VIENNA

KLEESE DEVELOPMENT

KLEESE #4

1/18/2013

OQU 5150

6/10/2013

1/29/2013

1350

CL/MED

4940-5078

SG<1.1

3759

25

TRUMBULL
VIENNA

KLEESE DEVELOPMENT

KLEESE #5

1/18/2013

OQU 5105

6/4/2013

1/17/2013

1340

CL/MED

4885-5033

SG<1.01

1438

18

TRUMBULL
VIENNA

KLEESE DEVELOPMENT

KLEESE #1

9/9/2011

OQU 5058

4/20/2012

10/31/2011

1350

CL

4924-4974

SG<1.1

1447

19

TRUMBULL
VIENNA

KLEESE DEVELOPMENT

KLEESE #2

9/9/2011

OQU 5186

4/17/2012

10/17/2011

1260

NBG/CL

4604-4670
4900-5000

SG<1.1

3223

29

TRUMBULL
WARREN

PAC DEVELOPMENT, LLC

NATALE #2

2/1/2013

SLP 4120

6/10/2013

5/2/2013

1070

NBG

3896-4020

SG<1.1

3196

28

TRUMBULL
WARREN

PAC DEVELOPMENT, LLC

NATALE#1

2/1/2013

SLP 4140

6/10/2013

11/26/2013

1070

NBG

3884-4040

SG<1.1

TRUMBULL
NEWTON
TRUMBULL
VIENNA

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

REMARKS

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

3584

14

TRUMBULL
WARREN

TRI-COUNTY DISPOSAL WELL
LLC

KOONTZ #1

5/6/1997

OQU 4679

11/6/1997

11/19/2004

1240

NBG

4100-4150

4076

21

TRUMBULL
WEATHERSFIELD

AWMS WATER SOLUTIONS LLC

AWMS-1

7/18/2013

SLP 4700

4/1/2014

2/6/2014

1200

NBG

4056-4403

4075

22

TRUMBULL
WEATHERSFIELD

AWMS WATER SOLUTIONS LLC

AWMS-2

7/18/2013

MS 9100

4/1/2014

2/11/2014

1680

CKN/MS

7201-8501

SHUT IN

575

1

TUSCARAWAS
CLAY

ECHO DRILLING, INC.

E. & L. GARDNER #1

9/27/1973

DOH 1050

5/26/1975

7/18/2013

700

MBE

542

4

TUSCARAWAS
CLAY

ECHO DRILLING, INC.

GLASS #1

9/19/1984

MBE 1037

11/8/1985

7/2/2014

720

MBE

<200 BPD

4311

6

TUSCARAWAS
CLAY

LLP OIL & GAS CORP.

NORA GARRETT #21

8/13/1985

MBE 960

1/1/1986

8/15/2013

725

MBE

5536

17

TUSCARAWAS
OXFORD

972-1003
(OPEN
HOLE)
1017-1037
(OPEN
HOLE)
870-960
(OPEN
HOLE)

ELKHEAD GAS & OIL CO.

JP MOZENA #1

6/5/2018

RM 8200

5535

16

TUSCARAWAS
OXFORD

PRODUCED WATER TRANSFER 1
LLC

MARK & DAISY
MOZENA #2

6/5/2018

RM 8347

12/6/2018

5/10/2019

1700

CKNRM

7400-8301

WELLS TRANSFERRED FROM ELKHEAD GAS &
OIL 1/6/2020

5511

13

TUSCARAWAS
OXFORD

PRODUCED WATER TRANSFER 1
LLC

MOZENA #1

8/4/2014

MS

10/31/2014

7/7/2014

1650

RR/MS

7160-8260

WELLS TRANSFERRED FROM ELKHEAD GAS &
OIL 1/6/2020

5465

12

TUSCARAWAS
OXFORD

KIMBLE COMPANY

GENERAL CLAY #1

3/26/2014

MS 8400

4/7/2016

1630

RR/MS

7075-8400

CONVERTED TO SWD - SURFACE FACILITY TO
BE CONSTRUCTED

5519

14

TUSCARAWAS
RUSH

CHESAPEAKE ENERGY

CHK TUS SWD #1

6/6/2016

RM 8289

9/7/2016

8/4/2016

1935

CKNRM

7637-8875

SG<1.15

5506

10

TUSCARAWAS
UNION

MASON DRILLING INC.

RE-HYDRO #1

8/20/2013

MS 9268

4/13/2015

6/10/2014

1855

OBR-MS

8020-9268

CKNRM

REMARKS

SG<1.0328 PERMIT REVOKED

<200 BPD
EXPIRES 6/4/2020

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

5507

11

TUSCARAWAS
UNION

DENNISON DISPOSAL LLC

DENNISON
DISPOSAL LLC #1

8/30/2013

MS 9000

6/30/2015

1/19/2015

1820

RR/MS

5521

15

TUSCARAWAS
UNION

DENNISON DISPOSAL LLC

DENNISON
DISPOSAL LLC #2

Revised
Location
1/26/18

RM

8/16/2019

1950

CKNRM

3690

3

TUSCARAWAS
WARREN

BRINE X, LLC

R.D.& M.K. GRIMM
#1-D

12/31/1981

DOH 1118

4/20/1983

10/1/1991

775

MBE

953-1025

541

11

VINTON KNOX

BANCEQUITY PETROLEUM CORP.

RATLIFF #2

8/30/1990

DOH 1947

11/2/1990

2/26/2016

430

DOH

1860-1947
(OPEN
HOLE)

337

12

VINTON KNOX

CLEARWATER OPERATIONS LLC

TEDRICK #1-B

8/30/2011

DBI 2600

1/1/2012

6/4/2014

370

DOH/
DBI

1271-2600

705

6

VINTON KNOX

CLEARWATER OPERATIONS LLC

LAURA
MCGLAUGHLIN #6

6/28/1985

NBG 3086

6/16/1985

4/21/2011

680

DON

2485-2495

885

8

VINTON KNOX

BANCEQUITY PETROLEUM CORP.

AHMED/ELLIS #2

1/27/1986

DON 2620

6/18/1986

8/22/2011

735

DON

2508-2520

756

9

VINTON KNOX

BANCEQUITY PETROLEUM CORP.

MCVEY #4

1/24/1986

CL3660

4/8/1986

7/21/1992

615

DON

2576-2594

883

10

VINTON KNOX

BANCEQUITY PETROLEUM CORP.

BECKLEY #9

3/20/1986

SBI 2680

5/11/1986

9/1/2011

760

OR

2594-2606

REMARKS

7900-9000
Revised Location PERMIT EXPIRES 1/26/2020

PKR VAR DEPTH @ 1956' TOC @ 1660'

<200 BPD

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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ODNR DIVISION OF OIL AND GAS
RESOURCES MANAGEMENT

API #

SWIW
#

COUNTY & TWP.

OPERATOR

LEASE NAME

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

816

13

VINTON KNOX

JD DRILLING COMPANY

FLOYD & MARY
HANNING #6

10/7/2021

DOH 2400

7958

9

WASHINGTON
BARLOW

CARPER WELL SERVICE

DAVIS-HUFFMAN #3

9/3/2008

BE 1850

3/23/2009

5/29/2015

530

BE

1802-1806

7401

2

WASHINGTON
BARLOW

CARPER WELL SERVICE

DAVIS-HUFFMAN #2

5/3/1989

MBE 1911

8/29/1990

5/29/2015

530

MBE

1811-1816

<200 BPD

8462

4

WASHINGTON
BELPRE

M & R INVESTMENTS OHIO, LLC

H.L. FLOWER #1

9/8/1989

OQU 6119

7/18/1990

6/4/1998

1215

OR/
CL/MED

4433-4443,
5930-5993,
6064-6068

SG<1.1

9771

27

WASHINGTON
BELPRE

ARROWHEAD ROAD SERVICES
LLC

ARROWHEAD ROAD
SERVICES LLC #1

10/2/2020

9731

18

WASHINGTON
DUNHAM

REDBIRD DEVELOPMENT LLC

RED BIRD #2

8/30/2013

OQU 6324

7/22/2015

5/14/2015

1490

CL/MED

5542-5708

9767

24

WASHINGTON
DUNHAM

REDBIRD DEVELOPMENT LLC

REDBIRD #4

8/8/2018

SBI 4500

8/8/2018

10/13/2018

990

SBI

4268-4510

9768

25

WASHINGTON
DUNHAM

REDBIRD DEVELOPMENT LLC

REDBIRD #5

8/8/2018

SBI 4630

1005

DOHSBI

3770-4630

Authorized 10/6/2020

9766

23

WASHINGTON
MARIETTA

DEEPROCK DISPOSAL
SOLUTIONS, LLC

AMERICAN
GROWERS #1

12/7/2018

OQU 6195

4/23/2019

1/22/2019

980

DOHSBI

4250-5744

Authorized to inject 4/18/2019

6

WASHINGTON
NEWPORT

OOGC DISPOSAL CO.

OHIO OIL
GATHERING II, UNIT
#1

5/28/1999

OQU 7216

9/9/1999

4/12/2000

1900

CL

6930-7090

SG<1.13

9395

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

REMARKS

PERMIT EXPIRES 10/7/2023

PERMIT EXPIRES 10/2/2022

SG <1.1

INJECTION WELL DATA SHEET
REVISED 6/13/22
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API #

SWIW
#

9658

8

9685

10

9719

16

9543

20

9445

COUNTY & TWP.
WASHINGTON
NEWPORT
WASHINGTON
NEWPORT

OPERATOR

OOGC DISPOSAL CO
OOGC DISPOSAL CO.

LEASE NAME
LONG RUN
DISPOSAL #1
NEWELL RUN
DISPOSAL #1

DATE
PERM.

DEEPEST
FM & TD

INIT. INJ.

LAST MIT

MAX
INJ. FM INJ. INTER.
PRESS.

2/5/2008

OQU 7399

7/29/2008

10/7/2008

1910

CL/MED

6978-7134

SG<1.1

8/5/2009

OQU 7400

12/16/2009

1/26/2010

1950

CL/MED

7125-7299

SG<1.1, Plug Permit Issued 2/14/20, expires 2/13/2022

11/13/2012

OQU 7547

7/10/2013

7/18/2014

1970

CL/MED

7324-7332

PLUGBACK PERMIT ISSUED 5/17/19

6/22/2015

OQU 6455

6/30/2015

6/23/2015

1435

CL/MED

6220-6344

REMARKS

WASHINGTON
NEWPORT
WASHINGTON
WARREN

DEEPROCK DISPOSAL
SOLUTIONS, LLC

21

WASHINGTON
WARREN

DEEPROCK DISPOSAL
SOLUTIONS, LLC

HEINRICH UNIT #1

6/22/2015

OQU 6458

12/21/2015

11/16/2015

1420

CL/MED

6176-6302

9464

22

WASHINGTON
WARREN

DEEPROCK DISPOSAL
SOLUTIONS, LLC

HEINRICH UNIT #2

6/22/2015

OQU 6445

12/21/2015

11/16/2015

1410

CL/MED

6134-6289

9770

28

WASHINGTON
WARREN

DEEPROCK DISPOSAL
SOLUTIONS, LLC

STEPHAN #1

10/17/2019

1767

1

WAYNE
BAUGHMAN

DOMINION EAST OHIO

EAST OHIO GAS CO,
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Spatial Modeling to Identify Sociodemographic Predictors of Hydraulic Fracturing
Wastewater Injection Wells in Ohio Census Block Groups
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BACKGROUND: Hydraulically fractured wells produce 2–14 million liters of wastewater, which may contain toxic and radioactive compounds. The
wastewater is predominantly disposed of using Class II injection wells.
OBJECTIVE: Our objective was to evaluate the relationship between sociodemographic characteristics and injection well locations in Ohio.
METHODS: Using state and federal data sources, we classiﬁed Ohio census block groups by presence of injection wells, number of hydraulically fractured wells, sociodemographic factors (median household income, % white, population density, % ≥high school education, median age, voter turnout),
and geographic information (land area, water area, situated over shale). We modeled the odds of having at least one injection well within a block
group with respect to all covariates using three multivariable models incorporating diﬀerent spatial components to account for similarities in neighboring block groups.
RESULTS: In bivariate analyses, block groups with injection wells (n = 156) compared with those without (n = 9,049) had lower population density
(71 vs. 2,210 people=mi2 or 27 vs. 854 people=km2 ), larger median area (43.5 vs. 1:35 km2 ), higher median age (42.8 vs. 40.2 y), and higher % white
(98.1% vs. 92.1%). After adjustment using a spatial logistic regression model, the odds of a block group containing an injection well were 16% lower
per $10,000 increase in median income [odds ratioðORÞ = 0:837; 95% credible interval (CI): 0.719, 0.961] and 97% lower per 1,000 people=mi2 (or
per 386 people=km2 ) increase (OR = 0:030; 95% CI = 0:008, 0.072). Block groups on shale and those containing fewer hydraulically fractured wells
were more likely to include an injection well. Percentage white, median age, % ≥high school education, and % voter turnout were not signiﬁcant predictors of injection well presence.
CONCLUSION: In Ohio, injection wells were inversely associated with block groups’ median incomes after adjusting for other sociodemographic and
geographic variables. Research is needed to determine whether residents in census blocks with injection wells face increased risk of chemical exposures or adverse health outcomes. https://doi.org/10.1289/EHP2663

Introduction
The production of natural gas has been increasing in the United
States due to advances in drilling technologies, ﬂuctuating oil prices, and a desire to replace coal with a cleaner-burning fuel (de
Gouw et al. 2014). In 2015, approximately 430 billion cubic meters
of natural gas were produced in the United States from shale rock
formations, and production volumes are projected to continue
increasing through 2050 (U.S. EIA 2016a, 2017). Natural gas is
extracted from low-permeable, organic-rich shale using hydraulic
fracturing, that is, the injection of large volumes of pressurized ﬂuids and proppants ∼ 2,500 m underground to create ﬁssures in the
rock and release the gas stored within (Jackson et al. 2015). After
completion of the fracturing process, pressure is released and
wastewater, composed of residual fracturing ﬂuids and water from
the geologic formations, ﬂows up the well along with the gas.
Each hydraulically fractured unconventional natural gas (UNG)
well yields 1.7 to 14.3 million liters of wastewater over the ﬁrst
5–10 y of production (Kondash et al. 2017). Within the ﬁrst 2 wk,
the wastewater primarily consists of residual fracturing ﬂuids,
which contain anti-corrosive agents, biocides, surfactants, and lubricants (Stringfellow et al. 2017). These ﬂuids ultimately account for
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a relatively small percentage (4–8%) of the total volume of wastewater produced, given that the composition of the wastewater
becomes dominated by the formation brine. This highly saline formation water may contain radioactive materials, dissolved hydrocarbons, shale minerals, and metal ions originating from the
surrounding rock (Kondash et al. 2017; Shih et al. 2015; Shrestha
et al. 2017; Thacker et al. 2015; Warner et al. 2013). Overall, UNG
fracturing ﬂuids and wastewater can contain hazardous constituents,
including chemicals classiﬁed as endocrine disrupting compounds
(Kassotis et al. 2016), reproductive and developmental toxicants
(Elliott et al. 2017a; Webb et al. 2014), and carcinogens (Elliott et al.
2017b).
In many regions, the primary method of UNG wastewater disposal is via Class II (CII) underground injection wells (NRC
2013). CII injection wells, designed for brine and energy extraction ﬂuid disposal, have less stringent requirements in terms of
permitting, depth, and construction than do Class I injection wells,
which are designed for hazardous waste (U.S. EPA 2016b). In the
CII method, wastewater is injected through a well pipe drilled vertically into underground rock formations. The inner injection tubing
carrying the wastewater is enclosed by varying degrees of protective
steel and cement casing, dependent on the pipe depth (NRC 2013).
Wastewater is released through openings in the casing at the ﬁnal
“injection zone.” The wastewater ﬂows out between layers of rock,
which act as natural containment barriers for the waste.
The prevalence of CII injection wells and the implementation
and enforcement of their regulation varies by state. Ohio, the focus
of our analysis, sits partially above the Marcellus and Utica Shales
and receives wastewater from both its own UNG wells and those in
Pennsylvania (Lutz et al. 2013; ODNR Division of Oil & Gas
Resources 2016b). The Ohio Department of Natural Resources
states that the wastewater injection zone must be located at least
(50 ft or 15 m) below the deepest potential underground source of
drinking water (water containing <10,000 mg=L of chlorides)
(State of Ohio 2009). However, potential pathways of contamination include spills at the surface during the transport or initial
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injection of the wastewater, subsurface leaks if the injection pipe
casing deteriorates over time, and permeation of wastewater
through the conﬁning rock layers (U.S. EPA 2015; Shrestha et al.
2017; Vengosh et al. 2014).
There is a signiﬁcant history of disproportionate placement of
hazardous facilities, particularly waste disposal facilities, in communities with a lower average income and a higher proportion of
minority residents (Agyeman et al. 2016); however, little is
known with respect to the characteristics of populations living
near CII injection wells in particular. To our knowledge, only
one study in one state has evaluated sociodemographic proﬁles
speciﬁcally in regions of CII injection well siting (Johnston et al.
2016). In that Texas-based study, Johnston et al. (2016) found
that CII injection wells were disproportionately permitted in areas
with greater proportions of minority populations and residents
living in poverty. Racial disparities persisted after adjustment for
income.
The objective of our research was to evaluate the association
between the spatial locations of CII injection wells and sociodemographic characteristics at the block group level in Ohio. To
meet this objective, we applied diﬀerent multivariable statistical
models to estimate associations between predictors deﬁned at the
block group level, while also accounting for spatial correlation
among characteristics of neighboring block groups.

Methods
Data Sources
We conducted all analyses at Ohio’s census block group level,
the smallest geographic unit for which the required sociodemographic data could be obtained. Working at the block group level
allowed us to investigate associations of interest using data at a
localized spatial scale and allowed for spatial alignment with the
majority of our predictor and outcome variables. We linked the
block group geographic boundary information with data from
multiple sources to provide information on four critical areas: (a)
geographic coordinates and waste volume of CII injection wells,
(b) sociodemographic factors and voter turnout data as indicators
of population vulnerability, (c) geographic coordinates of UNG
wells as a possible predictor of where CII injection wells may be
placed, and (d) geospatial data related to block group land and
water areas and boundaries of the Marcellus and Utica Shales.

or low volume, based on whether the cumulative waste volume
was > or ≤ the median across all wells analyzed.

Sociodemographic Characteristics
A critical aspect of environmental justice, as delineated by the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, is that no group of people,
including a racial, ethnic, or socioeconomic group, should bear a
disproportionate environmental health burden resulting from
industrial, municipal, or commercial operations (Brulle and Pellow
2006; Cushing et al. 2015; U.S. EPA 2017). To address this, we
examined variables describing social vulnerability, which we
deﬁne as sociodemographic characteristics that increase an individual’s susceptibility to health detriments from exposure to potential environmental hazards (Molitor et al. 2011; Morello-Frosch
et al. 2011; Solomon et al. 2016). We included six sociodemographic variables from the 2010–2014 American Community
Survey 5-y estimates (U.S. Census Bureau 2016a) at the block
group level: median household income (U.S. dollars), median
household value (U.S. dollars), percentage of population identifying as white only, population density (population per square mile),
percentage of population with a high school education/GED or
higher, and median age of the population.
We also obtained voter turnout percentages for 2012 from the
State of Ohio (2017) and 2012 voter turnout district boundaries
from the U.S. Census Bureau (2012). Because voting districts did
not align with census block group boundaries, we calculated the
average voting percentage for all voting districts intersecting a
block group, weighted by the area of the intersecting segment. If
data were completely unavailable for a block group (561 of the
9,205 block groups, or 6%), we assigned it the corresponding
county voter turnout percentage.
Collectively, these variables serve as proxies for susceptibility
to biases in healthcare treatment; limited ﬁnancial resources to fund
better medical care, legal power, infrastructure, or relocation;
decreased knowledge about environmental exposures; and limited
access to resources to advocate on one’s behalf or mobilize political
change (Institute of Medicine 2003; Molitor et al. 2011; MorelloFrosch et al. 2011; Solomon et al. 2016; Su et al. 2012). Prior environmental justice studies evaluating spatial components of environmental risk factors have included similar variables as metrics of
community disadvantage (Johnston et al. 2016; Lamichhane et al.
2013; Ogneva-Himmelberger and Huang 2015).

UNG Wells and Other Spatial Variables
Class II Injection Wells
Geographic coordinates and quarterly volumes of wastewater
injected in all Ohio CII injection wells that were active at some
point between July 2010 and March 2016 (Figure 1) were provided by FracTracker Alliance (2016) and T. Auch (written communication, September 2016). FracTracker Alliance is an
organization that compiles existing data on oil and gas facilities.
FracTracker obtained data on CII injection well locations and
quarterly waste volumes from the Ohio Department of Natural
Resources (ODNR) Underground Injection Control program and
the ODNR’s Risk-Based Data Management System Microsoft
Access Database. We linked these location and volume data with
geospatial data for Ohio’s block groups, based on the 2010 U.S.
Census, from the TIGER/Line Shapeﬁles database (U.S. Census
Bureau 2016b) and identiﬁed each block group by the presence
or absence of a CII injection well. We also calculated the cumulative volume of waste received by each of the 257 CII injection
wells across the study period of 2010–2016 by summing the
quarterly volumes from July (Quarter 3) 2010 to March (Quarter
1) 2016. Each CII injection well was classiﬁed as high volume
Environmental Health Perspectives

We calculated the number of UNG wells within a block group using
data from the Ohio Department of Natural Resources [in North
American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83) format] for all UNG wells permitted through March 2016 (ODNR Division of Oil & Gas
Resources 2016a). Each block group was assigned an indicator
value representing whether or not it was at least partially situated on
a shale formation (Marcellus or Utica) using boundary shapeﬁles
for the Marcellus and Utica Shales obtained from the U.S. Energy
Information Administration (U.S. EIA 2016b). We included the
Marcellus and Utica Shales as separate predictors to allow for the
relationship with CII injection well presence to diﬀer by formation.
We also created variables representing the land area and water surface area (squared kilometers) covered by each block group.
We eliminated 7 of Ohio’s 9,238 census block groups (0.08%)
because they were completely covered by water or had no neighboring block groups containing land area (a criterion for our spatial
models). A total of 26 additional block groups (0.30%) were also
removed due to missing information for median age and/or median
income, leaving n = 9,205 (99.6%) block groups for statistical analysis. None of the removed block groups contained a CII injection
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well within their bounds; their removal should have a negligible
impact on results, because the number of block groups with CII
injection wells is small relative to the total.

Statistical Analyses
We ﬁrst conducted two-sample t-tests to evaluate individual diﬀerences in sociodemographic characteristics between block groups
with and without CII injection wells. We then performed multivariable regression analyses to jointly investigate associations between
the predictors and the presence of CII injection wells. For the multivariable models, we ﬁrst evaluated the correlation among all independent variables using Spearman’s rank correlation (rSpearman ).
Results showed relatively high correlation between two sets of variables: median household value/median income (rSpearman = 0:77)
and population density/land area (rSpearman = − 0:94). Based on
these ﬁndings, we excluded median household value and land
area from the ﬁnal set of multivariable analyses. Given the small
number of independent variables and the large number of block
groups, we opted to retain all other covariates in the ﬁnal models
regardless of eﬀect magnitude or statistical signiﬁcance.
To correctly estimate the relationships between CII injection
well presence and the sociodemographic predictors, we applied
three statistical models that used diﬀerent approaches for jointly
(a) modeling associations with all block group–level predictors,
(b) accounting for spatial correlation among the block group data,
and (c) reducing the impact of spatial confounding that may arise
as a result of modeling the spatial correlation (Clayton et al. 1993;
Hodges and Reich 2010; Reich et al. 2006). Accounting for spatial
correlation is necessary to accurately quantify uncertainty in estimated associations and, therefore, to determine whether associations are statistically signiﬁcant (Hodges and Reich 2010). In
addition, spatial confounding may occur when spatially correlated
random eﬀects are also correlated with model covariates; failure to
correct for spatial confounding can bias estimated associations and
inﬂate standard errors (Hodges and Reich 2010). We applied the
following three models: (a) NSGLM: nonspatial generalized linear
model, (b) SGLMM: spatial generalized linear mixed model, and
(c) Sparse SGLMM: sparse version of the SGLMM, as introduced
by Hughes and Haran (2013).
In brief, NSGLM represents a standard multivariable logistic
regression model in which the log of the odds of a block group
containing a CII injection well is modeled as a function of the
available covariates. NSGLM does not directly account for any
spatial correlation that may be present in the data (i.e., beyond
the available spatially varying covariates). The model is given
as Yi jpi ∼ Bernoulliðpi Þ, i = 1, . . . n and logitðpi Þ = xTi b, in which
Yi is equal to one if block group i contains at least one CII injection well and is equal to zero otherwise; n is the number of
block groups in the analysis; pi represents the probability that
block group i contains a CII injection well; logit(.) represents
the logit link function; xi is the vector of available covariates;
and b is the vector of unknown regression parameters describing the associations between the covariates and the probability
of interest.
SGLMM extends NSGLM to directly account for spatial correlation through the introduction of spatially correlated random
eﬀects. The logistic regression model is given as logitðpi Þ =
xTi b + hi , in which hi is the random eﬀect speciﬁc to block group i.
We modeled these random eﬀects using the intrinsic conditional
autoregressive (CAR) model (Besag et al. 1991). The CAR model
accounts for similarities among the neighboring block groups (i.e.,
those sharing a border) by assuming that the conditional mean of
one of the normally distributed random eﬀects is equal to the average of its neighbors’ random eﬀect values.
Environmental Health Perspectives

Sparse SGLMM further extends NSGLM by both accounting
for spatial correlation and controlling for potential spatial confounding between the introduced random eﬀects and the ﬁxed
eﬀects of interest (Hughes and Haran 2013). Sparse SGLMM is
given as logitðpi Þ = xTi b + mTi ds , in which mTi ds represents the
block group–speciﬁc random eﬀect. This model is denoted as
“sparse” because the speciﬁcation of the random eﬀect results in
a model with fewer parameters than SGLMM given that mi is
the ith row of an n × q matrix M (q ≪ n) in which M contains the
ﬁrst q eigenvectors of the Moran operator. The ds vector (length
q) is modeled using a modiﬁed intrinsic CAR model, in which
the original CAR precision matrix is multiplied by the matrix
M T (on the left side) and M (on the right side). We set q = 250
based on exploratory analyses of our data set and results from
Hughes and Haran (2013).
All models were ﬁt in the Bayesian framework to facilitate
model comparisons. Posterior means of odds ratios (OR) and
quantile-based 95% credible intervals (CIs) were obtained from
each model. We considered estimates with 95% CIs that did not
include 1.00 to be signiﬁcant associations. We preferentially speciﬁed weakly informative prior distributions to enable the data,
rather than our prior beliefs, to drive the inference. Speciﬁcally,
across each model, the bj parameters that describe the association
between covariate j and the response were given independent and
identically normally distributed prior distributions centered at zero
with a variance of 1,000. In SGLMM, the intrinsic CAR random
eﬀect variance parameter was given an inverse-gamma (3, 1) prior
distribution. In Sparse SGLMM, the comparable variance parameter was given an inverse-gamma (0.50, 0.0005) prior distribution.
We ﬁt the three models using packages within R statistical software (version 3.4.1; R Development Core Team). NSGLM was ﬁt
using “rjags” (Plummer 2016), SGLMM was ﬁt using “CARBayes”
(Lee 2013), and Sparse SGLMM was ﬁt using “ngspatial” (Hughes
and Cui 2017). For each model, we obtained 1,000 approximately
independent posterior samples from all model parameters after a
lengthy burn-in period (i.e., before convergence of the model),
which were used to make inferences on the associations of interest.
Approximate independence of the posterior samples was achieved
by thinning the complete set of correlated posterior samples. The
length of burn-in and amount of thinning were model speciﬁc. We
assessed convergence through visual inspection of trace plots as well
as the calculation of the Geweke convergence diagnostic for each parameter individually (Geweke 1991). There were no obvious signs
of nonconvergence for any of the models.

Model Evaluation
We compared the three models using four criteria. We assessed
(a) the deviance information criterion (DIC) to evaluate ﬁt to the
data [smaller values preferred (Spiegelhalter et al. 2002)], (b) overall complexity of the model by eﬀective number of parameters
(Spiegelhalter et al. 2002), (c) changes in estimated ORs and 95%
CIs between the diﬀerent models, and (d) maps of the estimated spatially correlated random eﬀects to evaluate spatial confounding.

Sensitivity Analyses
We carried out several sensitivity analyses to test our modeling
assumptions and examine the robustness of our ﬁndings to the
diﬀerent modeling choices. We repeated our statistical modeling
while deﬁning the outcome as having at least one CII injection
well within 5 km of a block group’s centroid to examine whether
associations changed using a buﬀer-zone deﬁnition versus using
an administratively deﬁned unit. We only included CII injection
wells within Ohio in this analysis. We also examined the associations of interest while restricting the outcome to block groups
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contained a CII injection well (Table 1). Compared with block
groups without CII injection wells, block groups with CII injection wells had a slightly older median age [median 42.8 y; interquartile range (IQR): 39.5, 47.5 vs. 40.2 y; IQR: 33.9, 46.2,
respectively] and were substantially less densely populated (median population density of 71:2 people=mi2 ; IQR: 40.1, 157 vs.
2,210 people=mi2 ; IQR: 433, 4,750) (Table 1). Further illustrating the marked diﬀerences in population density, block groups
containing CII injection wells had densities ranging from
11:93 people=mi2 to 1,703:01 people=mi2 , whereas over half of
block groups without CII injection wells had population densities
greater than 1,703:01 people=mi2 .
Median land area was greater in block groups with CII injection
wells (43:5 km2 ; IQR: 25.4, 74.3) than in those without (1:35 km2 ;
IQR: 0.51, 7.43) (Table 1). The median percentage of the population identifying as white was higher in census block groups with a
CII injection well (98%) compared with without a CII injection
well (92%). Median income, median household value, percentage
of the population with a high school education and above, and percentage voter turnout were not signiﬁcantly diﬀerent between the
two block group types based on these bivariate analyses (Table 1).
Both median income and median household value were higher in
block groups with CII injection wells ($49,097 vs. $46,250 and
$118,750 vs. $109,800, respectively), although these diﬀerences
were not statistically signiﬁcant.

Multivariable Analyses
Figure 1. Locations of Class II injection wells in Ohio (2010–2016),
delineated by census block group. Data obtained from the U.S. Census
Bureau (2016b) and FracTracker Alliance (2016).

that contained at least one high-volume (≥141,367 barrels, the
median volume) waste wells, which could represent greater
potential for water contamination or seismic activity. In addition,
we conducted our analyses within the subset of block groups
classiﬁed as rural (<1,000 people=mi2 or <386 people=km2 )
(U.S. Census Bureau 2000) to determine if the associations with
the sociodemographic predictors remained when urbanized areas
of the state were excluded. Finally, we evaluated the consistency
of the Sparse SGLMM by varying the value of q (50, 150, and
250), a term that controls the complexity of the model.

Results
Bivariate Analyses
During our study period, 257 CII injection wells were identiﬁed
in Ohio (Figure 1). Of the 9,205 block groups, only 2% (n = 156

In multivariable regression analyses, the odds of a block group
containing a CII injection well decreased 13–17% for each $10,000
increase in median income across the models (e.g., OR = 0:837,
95% CI: 0.719, 0.961 for Sparse SGLMM), although this association did not reach statistical signiﬁcance in SGLMM (Table 2).
The estimated OR for a CII injection well in relation to population
density was far below 1, indicating a strong inverse relationship
(Sparse SGLMM OR = 0:030, 95% CI: 0.008, 0.072), consistent
with the pronounced diﬀerence in population density between
block groups with and without CII injection wells. The percentage
of block group residents with a high school degree or greater, percentage who were white only, voter turnout, and median age were
not statistically signiﬁcant predictors of CII injection well status in
any model. The odds of a block group having a CII injection well
decreased ∼ 3% with the addition of one UNG well across all models (e.g., OR = 0:967; 95% CI: 0.939, 0.989 for Sparse SGLMM).
Block groups with greater water surface area were also less likely
to have a CII injection well. Associations between CII injection
well presence and whether a block group was located on the
Marcellus or Utica Shale varied across the models, with signiﬁcant
positive associations for both shales based on NSGLM and Sparse

Table 1. Characteristics of Ohio census block groups by the presence of Class II (CII) injection wells (n = 9,205), from 2010 to 2016. Data are medians
(25th–75th percentiles) or n (%).
Characteristic
Median age (y)
Population density (people=mi2 )b
Median income ($)
Education ≥high school (%)
White only (%)
Voter turnout (%)
Median household value ($)
Land area (km2 )
Water area (km2 )
Utica Shale
Marcellus Shale
Any UNG well

CII Well within Block Group (n = 156)

No CII Well within Block Group (n = 9,049)

p-Valuea

42.8 (39.5–47.5)
71.2 (40.1–157)
49,097 (41,333–57,050)
88.6 (84.3–92.6)
98.1 (95.3–100.0)
71.6 (68.1–75.2)
118,750 (91,625–147,700)
43.5 (25.4–74.3)
0.16 (0.02–0.58)
124 (79.5%)
42 (26.9%)
23 (14.7%)

40.2 (33.9–46.2)
2,210 (433–4,750)
46,250 (33,100–61,944)
89.9 (82.6–94.9)
92.1 (74.7–97.7)
71.8 (64.1–76.4)
109,800 (78,600–153,800)
1.35 (0.51–7.43)
0.00 (0.00–0.04)
3,979 (44.0%)
456 (5.0%)
161 (1.8%)

2:1 × 10−6
<2:2 × 10−16
0.36
0.58
2:2 × 10−16
0.0017
0.36
<2:2 × 10−16
0.041
<2:2 × 10−16
6:9 × 10−9
1:1 × 10−5

a

Difference between block groups with and without CII injection wells, two-sample t-tests.
Each unit of people=mi2 is equivalent to 0:386 people=km2 .

b
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Table 2. Odds ratios (posterior means) and 95% credible intervals for associations between block group–level sociodemographic and geographic characteristics
and the presence of Class II injection wells in Ohio (2010–2016), based on three models (n = 156 block groups with CII injection well; n = 9,049 without CII
injection well).
Characteristic
UNG well (per 1 count)
Median age (per 1 y)
Education ≥high school (per 1%)
Median income (per $10,000)
White only (per 1%)
Voter turnout (per 1%)
Population density (per 1,000 people=mi2 )b
Water area (per 1 km2 )
Utica Shale (yes vs. no)
Marcellus Shale (yes vs. no)

NSGLM
(DIC: 1095.89, pD : 10.13)

SGLMM
(DIC: 985.72, pD : 114.13)

Sparse SGLMM (q = 250)
(DIC: 1049.71, pD : 47.50)

0.968 (0.943, 0.988)a
0.987 (0.964, 1.01)
1.01 (0.991, 1.04)
0.834 (0.727, 0.939)a
1.01 (0.986, 1.04)
0.993 (0.961, 1.02)
0.023 (0.006, 0.050)a
0.933 (0.815, 1.00)
6.13 (4.08, 9.07)a
1.76 (1.14, 2.63)a

0.974 (0.947, 0.994)a
0.980 (0.952, 1.01)
1.01 (0.986, 1.04)
0.867 (0.733, 1.01)
1.01 (0.982, 1.04)
1.01 (0.965, 1.05)
0.017 (0.004, 0.045)a
0.903 (0.751, 1.00)
1.18 (0.350, 2.93)
1.49 (0.577, 3.12)

0.967 (0.939, 0.989)a
0.984 (0.959, 1.01)
1.01 (0.988, 1.04)
0.837 (0.719, 0.961)a
1.02 (0.990, 1.05)
0.994 (0.959, 1.03)
0.030 (0.008, 0.072)a
0.904 (0.761, 1.00)
5.06 (2.76, 8.36)a
2.58 (1.29, 4.45)a

Note: All posterior summaries were generated using models that included all characteristics shown in Table 2. DIC, deviance information criterion; NSGLM, non-spatial generalized
linear model; pD , effective number of parameters; q, model complexity; SGLMM, spatial generalized linear mixed model; Sparse SGLMM, sparse version of the SGLM; UNG,
hydraulically fractured unconventional natural gas well.
a
Indicates statistical significance; 95% credible interval does not include 1.00.
b
Each unit of people=mi2 is equivalent to 0:386 people=km2 .

SGLMM, but near-null ORs for both shale formations based on
SGLMM.

Model Evaluation
SGLMM had the smallest DIC, followed by Sparse SGLMM,
indicating that the spatially adjusted models ﬁt the data better
than the nonspatial model (NSGLM), consistent with the presence of spatial correlation (Table 2). Of the two spatial models,
Sparse SLGMM had a smaller eﬀective number of parameters
(pD : 47.50 vs. 114.13), indicating less complexity than SGLMM.
Large diﬀerences in the estimated ORs and statistical signiﬁcance
for the Utica and Marcellus Shale predictors were observed
between NSGLM and SGLMM, potentially indicating the presence of spatial confounding (Table 2). Additionally, the map of
posterior means of the spatial random eﬀects from SGLMM
(Figure 2B) shows larger estimated random eﬀects overlaying the
Utica and Marcellus Shale locations, even after including the
shale predictors in the model. The ORs and 95% CIs for the Utica
Shale location variable for Sparse SGLMM were consistent with
NSGLM, and the map of estimated spatial random eﬀects (Figure
2C) does not suggest any obvious spatial patterning. Therefore,
we concluded that Sparse SGLMM had the best overall performance because it provided a better ﬁt than NSGLM, was less complex than SGLMM, and, in contrast with SGLMM, could reduce
spatial confounding caused by the introduction of spatially correlated random eﬀects.

Sensitivity Analyses
Using the presence of a CII injection well within a 5-km buﬀer
from the block group centroid for classiﬁcation, 718 block groups
were classiﬁed as containing a CII injection well, compared with
156 block groups with a CII injection well located within their
boundaries (see Table S1). Using the buﬀer-based outcome metric, statistically signiﬁcant associations for median income, number of UNG wells, and block group overlying the Marcellus
Shale were similar to, but farther from, the null than ORs estimated using the CII injection within block group boundary outcome metric, based on the Sparse SGLMM model (see Table
S1). For example, the OR for a block group overlying the Utica
Shale increased to 33.7 (95% CI: 18.3, 56.2) compared with the
OR of 5.06 (95% CI: 2.76, 8.36) for the buﬀer versus block group
boundary metrics. The odds of a Class II injection well within
5 km of a block group centroid were signiﬁcantly lower with a
1% increase in voter turnout (OR = 0:974; 95% CI: 0.954, 0.993)
as compared with the null association estimated for a Class II
Environmental Health Perspectives

injection well within a block group’s bounds (OR = 0:994; 95%
CI: 0.959, 1.03) (see Table S1). Signiﬁcant associations with
population density were not observed when using this buﬀerbased outcome metric.
A total of 90 block groups had at least one high-volume CII
injection well within their bounds. Population density was the
only socioeconomic variable statistically signiﬁcantly associated
with siting of the higher waste volume CII injection wells, and
the OR was similar to that estimated in our primary model
(OR = 0:037; 95% CI: 0.007, 0.096 vs. OR = 0:030; 95% CI:
0.008, 0.072). Results restricted to the rural block groups
(n = 3,237; n = 152 containing a CII injection well) were consistent with those for all block groups except for the relationship
with the Marcellus Shale, which became null. Finally, estimated
associations based on Sparse SGLMM with q = 50 and 150 were
similar to those from the primary model (q = 250) (see Table S2).

Discussion
Our Ohio-based study addresses one of the many public health
concerns raised about hydraulic fracturing: the placement of
waste disposal sites. Results from our primary model, including
multiple sociodemographic and geographic predictors and controlling for spatial correlation and confounding, indicated an
inverse association between CII injection well presence and median income within census block groups. This association was robust to the diﬀerent sensitivity analyses conducted. In addition,
block groups with at least one CII injection well had fewer UNG
wells, were more likely to be located on a shale formation, and
had substantially lower population densities than Ohio block
groups without a CII injection well. Although estimated associations with sociodemographic characteristics were generally consistent among the three models, we found evidence of both
spatial correlation and spatial confounding, which may be important to address in other settings.
The inverse association between block group median income
and the presence of waste disposal sites in Ohio suggests a pattern of environmental inequity and is consistent with ﬁndings
from a study in Texas that reported a greater proportion of disposal wells in high poverty block groups (those with a mean percentage of residents living in poverty above the regional mean of
18.6%) (Johnston et al. 2016). Populations with lower income
may be at increased vulnerability to potential exposures and risks
posed by CII waste sites due to limited ﬁnancial resources to support medical care, legal questions, exposure mitigation strategies,
and relocation expenses.
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Figure 2. Utica Shale, Marcellus Shale, and their (A) overlapping areas in Ohio;
(B) posterior mean spatial random eﬀects (magnitude and direction indicated
by color gradation) from SGLMM; and (C) posterior mean spatial random
eﬀects (magnitude and direction indicated by color gradation) from Sparse
SGLMM. Large positive random eﬀect values represent elevated risk of CII
injection well after adjustment for the considered predictors, whereas large
negative values indicate the opposite. Images represent random eﬀects from
models of presence/absence of a CII injection well within a block group (dependent variable) against the following independent predictor variables:
UNG wells, median age, % ≥high school educated, % white only, % voter
turnout, population density, and water area.
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The association between low population density and the likelihood of the presence of a CII injection well was expected given
the impracticality of establishing a wastewater disposal facility in
a densely populated urban center. Although this suggests that
fewer people could be potentially exposed to suspected hazards
posed by CII injection wells, some of the disadvantages of rurality, such as distance from high-staﬀed healthcare facilities, could
serve to exacerbate the exposure and health risks potentially
faced by residents of block groups with a waste disposal facility.
Race was not associated with the presence of CII injection
wells. However, race was a diﬃcult determinant to examine, due
to the overwhelming majority of white-only populations across
Ohio’s block groups (IQR: 75.1%, 97.8%); any deviations were
clustered in urban centers of the state, which are not generally suitable for construction of CII injection wells. These results contrasted with those reported by Johnston et al. (2016); however, the
study by Johnston et al. (2016) was conducted in Texas, which has
extensive drilling in densely populated areas with substantial racial
and ethnic diversity (Whitworth et al. 2017). Interestingly, our
study found that the number of UNG wells within a block group’s
bounds was negatively associated with the presence of a CII injection well. This inverse relationship between UNG well count and
CII injection well presence could exist because oil and gas companies may prioritize a region of shale that is accessible and productive
enough to merit multiple UNG wells for shale gas extraction rather
than for injecting wastewater, which would consume valuable surface area. However, CII injection wells are sited overwhelmingly
over the eastern half of Ohio overlying the Utica and Marcellus
Shale formations, indicating that wastewater is still disposed of relatively close to the location of drilling into the shale.
Our analyses using three diﬀerent models demonstrated the
presence of spatial correlation and confounding in our data set.
Spatial confounding biased SGLMM estimates of associations
with location over the Utica and Marcellus Shales toward the null,
whereas strong positive associations with shale locations were estimated when Sparse SGLMM was used. Our spatial analysis
enabled visualization of the estimated spatially correlated random
eﬀects (Figure 2). Block groups with large positive random eﬀect
estimates (Figure 2C) had a greater risk of having CII injection
wells than can be explained by the covariates alone. This information could be used to focus attention on these block groups to
determine what common features they have that may be leading to
this increased probability of CII injection well presence.
We used the deﬁned geographic boundary of the census block
group as our primary unit of analysis to ensure spatial alignment
of the majority of our data sources. We found some diﬀerences
when deﬁning our outcome as presence of a CII injection well
within 5 km of the block group centroid, which had the advantage of capturing CII injection wells located across block group
borders. For instance, there was a statistically signiﬁcant inverse
relationship between voter turnout and presence of CII injection
well only when using this buﬀer-based metric. This ﬁnding could
indicate a link between reduced civic engagement capacity and
siting of CII disposal wells, which warrants follow-up. Population
density was not associated with the buﬀer-based outcome, potentially due to spatial misalignment between the outcome metric and
census data, leading to greater land area, and therefore a potentially
more heterogeneous population distribution. Another limitation of
the buﬀer-based metric is that we did not have data on injection
well locations in bordering states. However, injection wells are
less prevalent in Ohio’s neighboring states of Pennsylvania and
West Virginia (U.S. EPA 2016a).
Data on CII injection well locations and other data attributes are
available from other data sources, such as the commercially available DrillingInfo (https://info.drillinginfo.com/). Future analyses
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could evaluate the agreement in CII injection well coordinate data
among diﬀerent published databases.
It is important to note that, although we estimated signiﬁcant
associations between sociodemographic and other factors and CII
injection well presence in this ecologic analysis, we cannot claim
causation or a temporal relationship from our results. One must
consider whether income values decreased following placement of
CII injection wells or whether the CII injection wells were placed
disproportionately in regions with already lower income values.
Irrespective of the temporality or intentionality of the placement of
CII injection wells, our ﬁndings suggest a pattern of environmental
injustice, in which block groups of lower median income could
have a greater likelihood of facing deleterious impacts from containing a wastewater disposal facility. Data regarding those potential health impacts are still sparse, but recent studies comparing
surface water samples collected upstream and downstream of a
West Virginia CII injection well facility suspected of a contamination event observed in the downstream samples elevated concentrations of a range of inorganic and organic pollutants (Akob et al.
2016; Orem et al. 2017) and increased antagonist hormonal activities for estrogen, progesterone, glucocorticoid, and thyroid hormone receptors assessed with mammalian and yeast reporter gene
assays (Kassotis et al. 2016). Furthermore, there is increasing evidence of the seismic activity induced from CII injection wells
(Ellsworth 2013; Frohlich et al. 2011, 2014; Horton 2012; Kim
2013; McGarr et al. 2015; Zoback 2012). These microearthquakes
could cause physical harm, structural property damage, anxiety,
and fear in the aﬀected communities (Bommer et al. 2015). They
may occur up to several kilometers from the injection point
(Horton 2012; Justinic et al. 2013; Keranen et al. 2014), and therefore the impact may not be conﬁned to block groups containing the
disposal facility. More water sampling, human exposure, and
health studies in communities with CII injection wells would provide further insights into the potential environmental health
impacts of living in proximity to these disposal wells.

Conclusions
Our analysis presents evidence of an inverse association between
median income, population density, and number of UNG wells
and CII injection well presence in Ohio census block groups after
adjusting for other sociodemographic and geographic variables
and spatial correlation and confounding. Although we observed
positive, signiﬁcant associations between median age and % population white and CII injection well presence in bivariate analyses, these associations did not remain after adjustment for other
factors in the multivariable regression analyses. Our ﬁndings
advance understanding of the sociodemographic characteristics
of Ohio populations living in census areas with higher likelihoods
of containing CII injection wells, and they demonstrate the importance of examining hydraulic fracturing activities in terms of
waste disposal and the surrounding communities. More studies
must still be conducted to determine speciﬁc exposures, health
risks, and economic impacts that may be associated with CII
injection well presence. These types of ﬁndings can inform future
public health regulations and wastewater management and siting
policies, both in Ohio and in all regions in which hydraulic fracturing occurs.
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ABSTRACT
Background Appalachia is a region of the United States that faces significant
environmental and health disparities. Understanding these disparities and the social
determinants that contribute to them are critical to reducing health inequities. The
purpose of this research is two-fold. First, through secondary data analysis, we document
environmental and health disparities as well as demographic and economic conditions
that may contribute to these disparities between Appalachian and non-Appalachian Ohio.
Second, we examine perceptions of environmental health practitioners about the
differences in environmental conditions between Appalachian and non-Appalachian
Ohio.
Methods We gathered secondary data about economics, health, and the environment from
the Ohio Department of Health, Healthy Ohio Community Profiles, the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, and the U.S. Census. In addition, we conducted an
online survey of environmental health professionals across Ohio. Comparisons were
made between the 32 Appalachian counties in the state and the 56 non-Appalachian
counties.
Results The secondary data indicates that there are significant differences between
Appalachian and non-Appalachian Ohio in terms of socioeconomic, health, and
environmental indicators. In addition, environmental health professionals perceive worse
environmental conditions in the Appalachian region and indicate that there are
environmental and health conditions found in this part of the state that do not exist
elsewhere.
Conclusions The results contribute to understanding environmental and health conditions
that may contribute to health disparities in the Appalachian region.
Keywords: Appalachia, environment, social determinants
INTRODUCTION
The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC, 2013) and other public
health agencies (AHRQ, 2012) are calling attention to the importance of documenting and
understanding health disparities in order to improve the nation’s health. To understand disparities
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fully, we need to examine social determinants that contribute to health. The World Health
Organization Commission on Social Determinants of Health (WHO, 2008) contends that
focusing on social determinants of health, such as living conditions and economic inequality, is
critical to reducing health disparities and achieving social justice. Social determinants of health
“are the conditions of daily life” in which people are born, grow, live, work and age, and “are
responsible for a major part of health inequities between and within countries” (WHO, 2008, 26).
In the United States, the national plan for improving health, Healthy People 2020, refers
to the work of the WHO Commission and includes social determinants of health as critical
benchmarks for achieving its goals (DHHS, 2013). The social determinants in Healthy People
2020 include both social and physical factors that are important to address in order to reduce
health disparities. Social factors include access to education and health care, socioeconomic
conditions, and culture. Environmental conditions, such as green space, the built environment,
and exposures to toxic substances, are examples of physical factors in Healthy People 2020.
Because social determinants have a geographic scope, they contribute to a “place-based”
approach to improving health, which is the overarching goal of Healthy People 2020.
Economic conditions substantially contribute to health and environmental disparities.
Decades of research has documented that poor people are more likely to live in areas with worse
environmental conditions than wealthier people (Bullard et al., 2008). In addition, research is
demonstrating this relationship between living in poverty and adverse health outcomes in
specific neighborhoods (Ludwig et al., 2011). Although both environmental and economic
conditions contribute separately to health disparities, they also interact, amplifying disparities
and enhancing vulnerability.
In the realm of public health vulnerability “refers to groups who, because of their
position in the social strata, are commonly exposed to contextual conditions that distinguish them
from the rest of the population” (Frohlich and Potvin, 2008, 218). These contextual conditions
include environmental exposures, poverty, and health factors that are related to health outcomes.
In both urban and rural areas in the U.S., those who live in poverty are more likely to be subject
to environmental factors that can affect their health, including air pollution, facilities that emit
toxic substances, and living conditions that contribute to specific health outcomes, such as lead
poisoning. Because access to health care is often inadequate, the health impact of environmental
exposures can be exacerbated by poverty. This can be viewed as a cycle in which poor people are
more likely to suffer from poor health and are exposed more frequently to harmful environmental
conditions that in turn contribute to their poverty and poor health.
In developing countries, environmental factors such as minimal or no access to clean
water, indoor air pollution associated with cooking and heating, and lack of vector control result
in acute illnesses such as diarrhea, respiratory disease, and malaria. While there appears to be
higher rates of environmentally-related diseases in developing countries than developed
countries (Prüss-Ustün, Bonjour, & Corvalán, 2008), social determinants affect public health in
both. Regardless of a country’s development stage, poor people are more likely to live in areas
which may contribute to adverse health outcomes that include both acute and chronic disease.
Even though the poorest countries bear the greatest overall burden from environmental-related
disease, it is the poorest people within any given country (including the United States) that suffer
the most (PEN, 2008). In the United States some of the poorest people live in the Appalachian
region and, like people in developing countries, their poverty makes them vulnerable to health
impacts from environmental exposures (Hunter et al, 2011).
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Because of historic and current economic, health, and environmental factors, the
Appalachian region of the United States, which includes 420 counties in 13 eastern states,
provides an opportunity to examine the relationship between social determinants and health
disparities. Federal legislation first passed in 1965, and amended several times since, defines
Appalachia as “ abundant in natural resources and rich in potential,” but also a region that “lags
behind the rest of the Nation in its economic growth and [whose] people have not shared
properly in the Nation's prosperity” (Appalachian Regional Commission, n.d.). In defining
Appalachia and providing targeted support for economic development of this area, U.S.
Congress explicitly stated that Appalachia is different from the rest of the country. In other
words, Appalachian people are vulnerable because of contextual conditions in which they live.
This includes environmental conditions derived from the region’s legacy of resource extraction
(coal mining in particular) that are related to documented health disparities (Hendryx, 2008).
Despite past research in Appalachia, there are challenges to drawing conclusions about
the relationship between poverty, the environment, and health factors that may result in disparate
health outcomes. Measuring relationships between social determinants and health outcomes is
compounded by the fact that health status is often measured qualitatively and sometimes
anecdotally. Studies that assess actual health status through diagnostic testing are rare, and most
of the research related to health disparities, specifically in Appalachia, relies instead on
secondary data and self-reported measures of behavior and health (Fisher et al., 2008; Morrone,
2008). This situation suggests that research should include both objective and subjective data
related to realities and perceptions of health disparities. Recently, public health professionals and
community health researchers have been focusing on not only quantifying health disparities in
Appalachia, but also seeking strategies for reducing these disparities including addressing health
behaviors and perceptions of health (McGarvey et al., 2011; Griffith et al., 2011).
Within Appalachia, Ohio offers an interesting case study for identifying factors that may
contribute to health disparities. Of Ohio’s 88 counties, 32 are designated “Appalachian” by the
Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC). With slightly more than one-third of the state located
in Appalachia, comparisons can be draw between the Appalachian and non-Appalachian portions
of Ohio. In addition, there are distinct ecological, demographic, and economic differences
between Appalachian and non-Appalachian Ohio. Ecologically, Ohio is divided into five major
physiographic regions and the two regions that comprise the counties in Appalachia are part of
what is identified as the “Appalachian Plateaus” (Brockman, 1998). While southeastern Ohio
might not conjure up images of mountains, this unglaciated region of the state consists of hills
and valleys, shale and sandstone, and is home of the Wayne National Forest.
The largest city in the 32 Appalachian Ohio counties is Youngstown which has a
population of approximately 65,000 people; otherwise, the region is mostly rural. However,
Appalachia is different from rural areas in the rest of Ohio in that, due to its rolling terrain, crop
agriculture is not a major component of the local economy. The Appalachian counties are
bordered by the Ohio River to the east which is a major shipping and industrial corridor. Some of
the largest coal-burning power plants in the country are located in this region along with many
significant manufacturing facilities. Appalachian Ohio also suffers from a legacy of poor
environmental conditions related to resource extraction, specifically coal mining. Because of
geology, there are significantly more acres of past, current and permitted coals mines in
Appalachian than non-Appalachian Ohio. Water quality in the region has been affected by both
past and present mining activities and specific attention is currently being paid to surface mining
impacts on water quality in region (Hopkins et al., 2013).
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The ARC monitors economic status of the Appalachian counties annually. Using three
economic indicators, three-year average unemployment rate, per capita market income, and
poverty rate, ARC categorizes the conditions in each county. The five categories that classify
economic status are: 1) distressed, 2) at-risk, 3) transitional, 4) competitive, and 5) attainment.
None of the 32 Appalachian Ohio counties are identified as competitive or attainment, which are
the categories indicative of strong economies based on employment, income, and poverty levels.
According to ARC, in 2014, seven Appalachian Ohio counties are distressed, meaning that they
are among the worst 10 percent of the counties in the country. Eleven counties are at-risk and
the remaining 14 are transitional.
These differences between Appalachian and non-Appalachian Ohio make examining the
contextual conditions that may be related to health disparities possible. Thus, the goals of this
research are two-fold: 1) to explore and compare documented and perceived socioeconomic,
health, and environmental factors between Appalachian and non-Appalachian counties in Ohio,
and 2) to examine relationships among economics, health factors, and the environment that could
contribute to place-based health disparities.
METHODS
To better understand how socioeconomic, environmental, health factors and health
outcomes differ between Appalachian and non-Appalachian Ohio and to examine the
relationships between the environment, poverty, and health, we first analyzed existing secondary
data. This data is used to exemplify some of the realities of contextual conditions between the
two regions. In order to assess perceptions, we conducted primary research through the use of an
online survey of Ohio environmental health professionals.
Secondary data analysis Table 1 summarizes existing data that was used to explore the
relationships among the environment, poverty, and health throughout the state of Ohio. In an
attempt to use the most current data, we consulted several sources for economic and
demographic indicators including 2010 U.S. Census, the Ohio Department of Job and Family
Services, the Ohio Department of Development, the 2010 American Community Survey, and the
Economic Research Service of the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). The U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 2010 Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) is the source of
emissions data, specifically the total pounds of pollution emitted reported by required facilities.
The U.S. EPA’s Envirofacts is the source of the numbers of facilities in each county in Ohio that
have permits to emit pollution to the land, water, and air.
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Table 1.
Summary of Publicly-available (Secondary) Data Sources Used in Analysis (All data
collected on the county level, N= 88)

Indicator category

ECONOMIC

ENVIRONMENTAL

HEALTH
(Outcomes and Factors)

Variables

Data source

Per capita income

2010 US Census

Median household income, 2010 USDA Economic Research
Service
Percent below poverty level
Ohio Department of
Development, Ohio Poverty
Report, 2011
Percent unemployed
Ohio Department of Job and
Family Services, 2011
Number of manufacturing jobs
2010 American Community
Survey
Total TRI releases in pounds
2010Toxic Release Inventory
(US EPA)
Number of permitted facilities

USEPA Envirofacts

Outcomes:
Cancer incidence per 100,000,
(age adjusted)

Healthy Ohio Community
Profiles, 2008, Ohio
Department of Health

Cancer mortality per 100,000,
age adjusted
Asthma prevalence
Factors:
Percent smoker
Percent with no physical activity
Percent overweight
Percent obese

To explore the consequences of pollution and the relationship between environmental
conditions, health, and poverty, we gathered data related to health status. The health status
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indicators include the health outcomes of cancer incidence and mortality per 100,000 in each
county. Health factors are the second component of health status and include the percent of
population in each county in regards to specific behaviors and characteristics. The Ohio
Department of Health is the source of the cancer incidence and mortality data. The behavioral
health indicators and characteristics were compiled from the 2008 Healthy Ohio Community
Profiles.
For the data analysis, counties were coded as “1” if they are part of the 32 Ohio counties
in the Appalachian region and “0” if they were not. This coding allowed for comparisons of
Appalachian data with non-Appalachian data. The data were analyzed using descriptive
statistics, correlations, and t-tests to identify significant differences in means between the two
regions.
Survey of environmental health professionals In addition to examining existing secondary
data, we conducted a survey of environmental health practitioners to gather professional
judgment and perceptions about Ohio’s environment in general, important environmental health
issues, and differences in conditions between Appalachian and non-Appalachian Ohio.
There are 125 local health departments (LHD) in Ohio. All 88 counties have at least one
local health department and several counties have both city and county health departments. We
were able to locate e-mail addresses of environmental health directors or staff from 111 of the
125 LHDs. However, despite several attempts, it was not possible to identify environmental
health contacts for the remaining 24 LHDs, primary due to position vacancies. We sent personal
emails to each contact requesting their participation in our online survey. Five emails were
returned as “undeliverable,” leaving a population of 106 environmental health directors. The
email invited each director to complete the online survey and to forward the email to others
inside and outside of their organization. This “snowball” approach to recruiting survey
respondents has limitations which are noted below.
As part of a larger study, participants responded to several questions about their
perceptions of Appalachian Ohio including differences between Appalachian and nonAppalachian Ohio. Specifically, participants identified the first word that came to their mind
when they looked at a map that identified the Ohio Appalachian region. Then participants
indicated whether they believed that the 32 Appalachian Ohio counties experience different
environmental problems than the rest of the state. Finally, the environmental health professionals
specified whether 15 public health problems are better, worse, or the same in Appalachian Ohio
compared to non-Appalachian Ohio. Survey data was analyzed using descriptive statistics.
RESULTS
Secondary data analysis The secondary data analysis suggests relationships among
variables and significant differences between Appalachian and non-Appalachian Ohio counties
in terms of demographic, environmental, and health indicators. The relationship between
economics and health emerges when examining the correlations between poverty and
unemployment and cancer. As Table 2 shows, poverty is positively correlated with both cancer
incidence and cancer mortality. Unemployment also shows a positive significant correlation with
cancer mortality. Not shown in Table 2 are the relationships between the health factors and the
health outcomes which were significant. Table 3 compares demographic, environmental, and
health indicators between Appalachian and non-Appalachian counties and suggests the impact
that health factors may have on cancer incidence and mortality.
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Table 2.
Correlation Coefficients
POP

POV

UNEMP

MHI

PCI

MFGJO

MFGEA

TRI

PERM

REMFG

CANCI

POV

.029

UNEMP

-.213*

.496**

MHI

.125

-.734**

-.572**

PIC

.400**

-.637**

-.529**

.895**

MFGJO

.948**

-.074

-.260*

.168

.445**

MFGEA

.242*

-.516**

-.393**

.793**

.842**

.272*

TRI

.154

.272*

.022

-.175

-.019

.172

.094

PERM

.970**

.046

-.187

.050

.351**

.966**

.186

.204

REMFG

-.105

.396**

.126

-.245*

-.183

-.140

-.062

.739**

-.089

CANCI

.235*

.290**

.195

-.059

.076

.174

.202

.354**

.205

.230*

CANCM

.036

.391**

.311**

.308**

-.264*

.000

-.105

.169

.043

.179

.306**

ASTHM

.197

-.346**

-.146

.223*

.282**

.371**

.113

.014

.275**

-.232*

-.135

CANCM

-.118

* p < 0.05 (2-tailed); ** p< 0.01 level (2-tailed)
Key: POP (total population); POV (% poverty); UNEMP (% unemployed); MHI (median household income); PIC (per capita income); MFGJO
(manufacturing jobs); MFGEA (earnings per MFG job); TRI (toxic release inventory); PERM (permitted facilities); REMFG (release per mfg
job); CANCI (cancer incidence); CANCM (cancer mortality); ASTHM (asthma).

Relationships between environmental and socioeconomic conditions are also evident in
the correlations between mean toxic releases per manufacturing job and mean household income
and poverty. Toxic releases are negatively correlated with household income such that lower
income is associated with more toxic releases per manufacturing job. Similarly, poverty is
positively correlated with toxic releases per job indicating that greater poverty is associated with
more toxic releases per manufacturing job. Finally, correlation coefficients suggest a relationship
between environmental conditions and specific health conditions; specifically, positive
relationships between toxic releases and cancer incidence and the number of permitted facilities
and asthma.
In regards to exploring differences between Appalachian and non-Appalachian counties,
we computed t-statistics for many of the variables to compare means. Table 3 summarizes
comparisons using the t-statistic and shows the 32 Ohio Appalachian counties have lower
median household incomes, lower numbers of manufacturing jobs, and lower per capita income
compared to the 56 non-Appalachian counties. Appalachian Ohio also has higher rates of
unemployment and poverty. According to the Ohio Department of Job and Family Services, the
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Appalachian region includes nine of the 11 counties in the state with unemployment rates higher
than 10 percent. All eight of the counties in the state with poverty rates above 20 percent are in
Appalachia.
Table 3.
Comparisons of Means Between Appalachian and Non-Appalachian Counties in Ohio
Appalachian
Counties (32)

NonAppalachian
Counties (56)

t (df)†

Total county population

63,813

169,544

-2.97 (64) **

Percent below poverty a

17.23

11.21

7.32 (86)***

Percent unemployed

9.09

7.70

4.05 (50)***

Median household income

$38,364

$48,061

-7.52 (85)***

Per capita income

$19,733

$24,276

-7.22 (86)***

4,565

12,740

-3.95 (73)***

$36,161

$40,496

-3.38 (86) ***

2,826,373

1,441,609

1.41 (38)

Mean number of permitted facilities

229

617

-2.99 (65)**

TRI releases per manufacturing job
(lbs)

838

117

2.39 (28)*

Cancer incidence/100,000a

465.64

448.12

2.88 (86)**

Cancer mortality/ 100,000a

210.53

193.01

3.12 (86)**

Percent with asthma

5.78

6.92

-5.42 (49)***

Percent smoker

27.28

22.80

7.50 (35)***

Percent no physical activity

26.77

23.51

6.96 (37)***

Percent overweight

32.88

36.05

-5.89 (36)***

Percent obese

29.77

26.92

4.55 (36)***

Indicator

Demographic/Economic Indicators

# of manufacturing jobs
Median manufacturing earningsa
Environmental Indicators
Mean TRI releases (lbs)

Health Indicators

Note. †All t values based on unequal variances, except items marked with an “a”
* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001
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The pollution burden in each county is one indicator of environmental conditions that
could lead to localized exposures. Table 3 shows that mean pollution releases per county, as
reported by the TRI, are about 1.4 million pounds higher in Appalachian counties than in nonAppalachian counties; however, the difference is not statistically significant. Another way to
assess pollution burden using the TRI is to look at the counties that report the most toxic
releases. Of the top 10 counties in the state in terms of total releases reported in the TRI, seven of
these are located in the Appalachian region and account for almost 45 percent of the total toxic
releases in the state. A third way to look at the pollution burden of a community is to examine
the mean toxic releases per manufacturing job (Matthews, 2010). In Ohio, Appalachian counties
average 838 pounds of pollution per manufacturing job whereas non-Appalachian counties
average only 117 pounds for each manufacturing job. Despite having greater toxic releases,
Appalachian counties have significantly fewer permitted facilities per county indicating the
localized impact of pollution from large emitters in the region.
Cancer incidence and mortality are two health outcomes that are significantly higher in
Appalachian Counties. On the other hand, asthma incidence is higher in non-Appalachian
counties. As Table 3 suggests, a main reason that cancer incidence is higher in Appalachian
counties could be because people in Appalachia are more likely to smoke and less likely to be
engaged in physical activity. These health factors should be taken into account as conclusions are
drawn about differences between Appalachian and non-Appalachian counties in terms of health
outcomes. Indeed, a significant challenge to health disparities research is that cause and effect
relationships are difficult to identify and separate from confounding relationships, especially
when it comes to complex, multi-causal health outcomes, such as cancer. There are myriad
confounding factors that contribute to cancers, including chronic exposures to multiple
environmental factors.
Survey of environmental health professionals In addition to exploring empirical data
related to socioeconomic, environmental, and health indicators, we also documented perceptions
of environmental health professionals. Seventy-six surveys were completed online, representing
43 counties, including 33 non-Appalachian and 10 Appalachian. Only 12 of the respondents
represented city health departments, the remainder were affiliated with combined city/county or
county health departments. Most of the respondents were environmental health staff or managers
and 49 of the 76 respondents have been working in the field for more than 15 years. It is not
possible to calculate a survey response rate because it is likely that the link to the online survey
was shared within health departments, and this is one of the limitations of the purposive snowball
sampling method.
The words that survey respondents most often associated with Appalachian Ohio were
“poor” and “rural.” Survey results also indicate that environmental health professionals in Ohio
perceive differences between Appalachian and non-Appalachian Counties. Nearly one-half of
respondents indicated that Appalachian Ohio experiences different environmental health issues
than the rest of the state (Figure 2). The environmental health professionals also perceived
several issues, including the built environment, environmental justice, solid waste, oil and gas
drilling waste, and oil and gas drilling, to be worse in Appalachia than the rest of the state
(Figure 3).
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Figure 2. “In your opinion, do the 32 counties in Appalachian Ohio experience
different environmental problems that the rest of the state?”
(n=76 environmental health professionals)
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Figure 3. Percentage of respondents (EH Professionals) who believe these issues are worse in
Appalachian Ohio than the rest of the state.
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DISCUSSION
The results of this study contribute to health disparities research in several ways. First, it
examines quantitative and qualitative data about the contextual conditions that distinguish two
geographical regions. The quantitative data compares social determinants of health between
Appalachian and non-Appalachian counties and suggests the presence of place-based disparities.
The study further enhances health disparities research by including subjective perceptions of
environmental health professionals in the state. The quantitative data are related to the realities
of disparities in the state; the qualitative data are perceptions of disparities.
Realities Secondary data analysis indicates that Appalachian residents are poorer, less
healthy, and exposed to worse environmental conditions than those who live elsewhere in Ohio.
Statistically significant differences emerged between Appalachian and non-Appalachian Ohio in
terms of demographic, environmental, and health factors, and since these conditions interact,
Appalachian people are likely to be more vulnerable to disparate health outcomes than others.
The health outcomes of cancer incidence and cancer mortality support the presence of disparities
in Appalachia. In terms of socioeconomic factors, Appalachian Ohio has lower median
household incomes, lower numbers of manufacturing jobs, lower per capita income, higher rates
of unemployment, and higher poverty. Low income, poverty, unemployment and other
socioeconomic indicators are associated with decreased access to health care (AHRQ, 2012),
exacerbating disparities between Appalachian and non-Appalachian Ohio.
Appalachian Ohio has higher cancer incidence and mortality; however, these differences
must be interpreted with caution since the may be related to lifestyle and behavior. Residents of
Appalachia are more likely to smoke and self-identify as obese, but less likely to engage in
regular physical activity than non-residents. On the other hand, those living outside of
Appalachia in Ohio are more likely to have asthma. Health outcomes are used as one indicator of
possible consequences from environmental exposures, but it is not possible to draw conclusions
that environmental conditions cause health outcomes because there are too many factors than can
contribute to cancer in particular.
Environmental indicators examined in this study suggest that Appalachian counties are
vulnerable to pollution as measured by several sources of data. Although there a fewer facilities
with permits to emit pollution in Appalachian Ohio, there are higher levels of reported pollution
releases. This suggests localized, or place-based, environmental exposures because the average
amount of pollution emitted from each facility in Appalachian counties is higher than nonAppalachian. This localized impact is found in the data that show significant differences between
the two regions in terms of reported toxic releases per manufacturing job which is much higher
in Appalachia. So, while there are fewer manufacturing facilities in Appalachia, they produce
more pollution for every job that is associated with them. In other words, the TRI facilities in
Appalachia report higher overall releases than those outside of the region.
The data also support the interactions between environment, health factors, and the
economy that contribute to health disparities. First, since reported toxic releases are positively
correlated with cancer incidence, questions can be raised about the impact that localized
pollution may have on health. Second, poverty is positively correlated with cancer incidence and
mortality and unemployment is also positively correlated with cancer mortality. This relationship
suggests that, while employment status might not affect the diagnosis of cancer, it could affect
treatment since higher unemployment rates are related to higher rates of cancer mortality. The
higher levels of mortality are also likely the result of access to health care. Finally, lower income
and greater poverty are associated with more toxic releases per manufacturing job, so poorer
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people live near facilities that generally emit more pollution which further heightens their
vulnerability to numerous health outcomes. Even though there are differences in health outcomes
between the two regions, it is important to reiterate that it is not possible to draw conclusions
about cause and effect relationships.
Perceptions The realities that the secondary data analysis suggests are both understood
and misunderstood by environmental health (EH) professionals in Ohio. Survey data indicate
that those most closely involved in managing environmental health conditions in order to prevent
adverse health outcomes understand that there are differences based on where people live in
Ohio. These professionals perceive Appalachia as poor and rural and identify specific
environmental health conditions that they believe are worse in Appalachia than the rest of the
state. Private wastewater management (e.g., septic systems), solid waste disposal, environmental
justice, and the built environment are perceived as worse in Appalachian Ohio.
On the other hand, EH professionals believe that the region has better food quality,
drinking water, and outdoor air quality than the rest of the state. Only 32 percent of the
respondents perceive outdoor air quality worse in Appalachia, 24 percent perceive public
drinking water worse, and less than one-half perceive hazardous waste as a bigger issue in the
region. However, the secondary data examined in this study suggest that this may not be reality
especially based on the magnitude of toxic releases in Appalachian Ohio.
Strengths and limitations The results presented here must be understood in the context of
the strengths and limitations of the data and methods. The strengths of this research are that it
examined numerous data sources to explore the contextual conditions that could be related to
health disparities between Appalachian and non-Appalachian Ohio. By using multiple sources
for our secondary data, we avoid any systematic bias that might be present in one particular data
source. Additionally, the combination of both objective realities and subjective perceptions
suggests possible policy implications, especially when perceptions of health officials diverge
from existing quantitative data.
Despite its strengths, this research also has limitations. Multiple data sources are also a
limitation because of their temporal nature. While attempts were made to include data from the
same year, this is not possible with all data sources. This is especially the case with data that
compared Appalachian to non-Appalachian Ohio in terms of health outcomes since this
comparison was only made in 2008 as part of a special report. In addition, we rely on data from
both federal and state sources that are constantly evolving, so comparisons made here might not
be consistent in future studies. The main source of environmental indicators, the Toxic Release
Inventory, is a dataset with numerous limitations including the fact that it based on self-reported
estimates of pollution releases and reporting requirements change periodically. Nevertheless, the
TRI is considered the best source of quantitative emissions data for the purpose of comparing
pollution in both time and place.
An additional limitation is found in using the county as the geographic level of analysis.
Selecting the geographic level of analysis can significantly affect how exposures are documented
(Chakraborty, Maantay, & Bender, 2011). When the county is the level of analysis,
neighborhoods close to county borders may not be identified as being at risk from a polluting
facility in the adjacent county, even if they are relatively close to the facility. However, using
county boundaries has the advantage of being able to compare multiple sources of data including
demographic, environmental, and health since Appalachian Ohio is identified by counties.
Finally, correlating variables and comparing means do not suggest cause and effect
relationships between the environment, health, and economic conditions. Rather the results
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indicate relationships among the variables and differences between Appalachian and nonAppalachian Ohio on factors that contribute to vulnerability to health disparities. Quantifying
cause and effect relationships is very rare in environmental justice and health disparities
research, often because there are too many confounding factors that contribute to the health
outcomes (e.g. cancer and asthma) that also may be related to environmental conditions. It is also
rare to find data sets that provide data on the same geographic scale that would enable crossdataset comparisons. The small sample size of 88 counties, 56 non-Appalachian and 32
Appalachian, as well as the different dataset specificity inhibit the use of more sophisticated
analysis that would enable the identification of causes and effects. Despite our inability to draw
conclusions about causes and effects, this research presents relationships that are fruitful for
additional study.
CONCLUSION
As the public health profession continues its focus on reducing health disparities and
creating health equity, this research supports the fact that “health disparities are driven by a
combination of social factors” (APHA, n.d.). It will take a coordinated approach that addresses
socioeconomic, environmental, and health factors that lead to health disparities to make progress
in improving everyone’s health. Even so, this research suggests that there are interactions among
the social determinants of health, such that addressing one could result in changes to others.
Reducing environmental exposures by focusing on areas with high poverty rates could improve
health of vulnerable populations and reduce place-based health disparities. On the other hand,
reducing environmental exposures caused by manufacturing facilities could also lead to policies
that result in greater unemployment, which could negatively affect health outcomes.
Public health practitioners who make policy decisions should be aware of the realities
and perceptions of conditions in the localities in which they work. Understanding why there are
discrepancies or inconsistencies between reality and perception could lead to more effective
programs and policies that could minimize health disparities. CDC notes that one of the first
steps to reducing disparities is “to shine a bright light on the problem to be solved” (CDC, 2013)
and this research offers compelling data that can assist public health practitioners in shining this
light.
There are several unanswered questions that still persist when it comes to health
disparities research. Even though data is suggestive of the impact that social determinants can
have on health disparities and public health professionals are aware of these disparities, linking
social determinants to actual health outcomes will remain an area ripe for research for many
years to come. Combining quantitative research using geographic information systems,
secondary data sources, and monitoring data with in-depth qualitative research such as health
status surveys and professional opinion help us see potential relationships among poverty, health,
and the environment. However, identifying cause and effect will endure as a research question
related to health disparities.
Many health disparities are a function of multiple social determinants, including those
that are specifically linked to place and culture. Future research that examines beliefs and
perceptions of populations at risk could contribute to more effective strategies in reducing health
disparities. This research should be community-based in order to increase the likelihood that
public health interventions are realistic and tailored to the needs and capacity of the population at
risk.
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Appalachian Ohio has significant economic, environmental, and health factors that may
contribute to health disparities compared to non-Appalachian Ohio. Only through the continued
efforts of public health practitioners to address the social determinants and contextual conditions
will we make progress toward reducing the disparities. This research is one step toward
understanding the objective and subjective disparities that exist, the relationships between
disparities, and implications for public health practice.
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APPALACHIAN OHIO

APPALACHIAN OHIO

MORTALITY
Heart Disease Deaths



Appalachian Ohio’s heart disease mortality rate is 22 percent higher
than the national rate and 15 percent higher than the rate in nonAppalachian Ohio.

Cancer Deaths



Appalachian Ohio’s cancer mortality rate is 15 percent higher than
the national rate and 5 percent higher than the rate in nonAppalachian Ohio.

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Deaths



Appalachian Ohio’s COPD mortality rate is 35 percent higher than the national rate and 15
percent higher than the rate in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Injury Deaths



Appalachian Ohio’s injury mortality rate is 29 percent higher than the national rate and 21
percent higher than the rate in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Stroke Deaths



Appalachian Ohio’s stroke mortality rate is 17 percent higher than the national rate and 8
percent higher than the rate in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Diabetes Deaths



Appalachian Ohio’s diabetes mortality rate is 28 percent higher than the national rate and 8
percent higher than the rate in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Years of Potential Life Lost



Appalachian Ohio’s YPLL rate is 28 percent higher than the national rate and 16 percent higher
than the rate in non-Appalachian Ohio.

MORBIDITY
Physically Unhealthy Days



The average adult in Appalachian Ohio reports feeling physically unhealthy 11 percent more
often than the average American and 8 percent more often than the average adult in nonAppalachian Ohio.
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Mentally Unhealthy Days



The average adult in Appalachian Ohio reports feeling mentally unhealthy 17 percent more
often than the average American and 5 percent more often than the average adult in nonAppalachian Ohio.

HIV Prevalence



Appalachian Ohio’s HIV rate is 75 percent lower than the national rate and 61 percent lower
than the rate in non-Appalachian Ohio.
Diabetes Prevalence



The prevalence of diabetes in Appalachian Ohio is 12.7 percent, a mark higher than the 9.8
percent experienced by the nation as a whole, and the 11.0 percent experienced in nonAppalachian Ohio.

Obesity Prevalence



The prevalence of adult obesity is 32.7 percent in Appalachian Ohio, a mark higher than the
27.4 percent experienced in the nation as a whole, and the 30.0 percent experienced in nonAppalachian Ohio.

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
Depression Prevalence



The prevalence of depression among fee-for-service Medicare beneficiaries in Appalachian
Ohio is 18.7 percent, compared to 15.4 percent for the United States as a whole and 18.0
percent for non-Appalachian Ohio.

Suicide Incidence



The suicide rate in Appalachian Ohio is 19 percent higher than the national rate, and 26 percent
higher than the rate in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Excessive Drinking



The percentage of adults reporting excessive drinking in Appalachian Ohio (16.8 percent) is
lower than in the nation as a whole (17.7 percent), and lower than the percentage in nonAppalachian Ohio (18.1).

Poisoning Deaths



The poisoning mortality rate in Appalachian Ohio is 48 percent higher than the national rate,
and 18 percent higher than the rate in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Opioid Prescription Rates



Of all Medicare prescription claims in Appalachian Ohio, 5.4 percent are for opioids, compared
to 5.3 percent in the United States as a whole, and 5.4 percent in non-Appalachian Ohio.
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CHILD HEALTH
Infant Mortality



The infant mortality rate is 21 percent higher in Appalachian Ohio than in the nation as a whole,
and 1 percent lower than in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Low Birth Weight Incidence



The incidence of low birth weight in Appalachian Ohio is 8.4 percent of all newborns, a higher
percentage than the national average of 8.1 percent, but lower than the non-Appalachian Ohio
average of 8.6 percent.

Teen Birth Rate



The teen birth rate in Appalachian Ohio is 11 percent higher than the national rate and 13 percent
higher than the rate in non-Appalachian Ohio.

COMMUNITY CHARACTERISTICS
Average Travel Time to Work



The average travel time to work in Appalachian Ohio is 25.1 minutes, which is comparable to
the national average of 25.7 minutes, and higher than the average in non-Appalachian Ohio of
22.7 minutes.

Grocery Store Availability



There are 10 percent fewer grocery stores per 1,000 population in Appalachian Ohio than in the
United States as a whole, and 6 percent more than in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Student-Teacher Ratio



Appalachian Ohio’s student-teacher ratio is 15.4, which is a lower (better) ratio than the
national average of 16.5, and a lower (better) ratio than the non-Appalachian Ohio average of
16.5.

LIFESTYLE
Physical Inactivity



In Appalachian Ohio, 30.1 percent of people report being physically inactive, a figure higher
than the 23.1 percent reported in the United States as a whole and the 25.5 percent reported in
non-Appalachian Ohio.

Smoking



In Appalachian Ohio, 20.9 percent of all adults report being cigarette smokers, a figure higher
than the 16.3 percent at the national level, and the 18.9 percent in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Chlamydia Rate



Chlamydia incidence in Appalachian Ohio is 37 percent lower than the national average, and 42
percent lower than the average in non-Appalachian Ohio.
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HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS
Primary Care Physicians



The supply of primary care physicians per 100,000 population in Appalachian Ohio is 25
percent lower than the national average, and 30 percent lower than the average in nonAppalachian Ohio.

Mental Health Providers



The supply of mental health providers per 100,000 population in Appalachian Ohio is 51 percent
lower than the national average, and 41 percent lower than the average in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Specialty Physicians



The supply of specialty physicians per 100,000 population in Appalachian Ohio is 60 percent
lower than the national average, and 65 percent lower than the average in non-Appalachian
Ohio.

Dentists



The supply of dentists per 100,000 population in Appalachian Ohio is 36 percent lower than the
national average, and 33 percent lower than the average in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Uninsured Population



The percentage of the population under age 65 that is uninsured in Appalachian Ohio is 13.9
percent, which is lower (better) than the national average of 16.8 percent, but higher (worse)
than the non-Appalachian Ohio average of 12.9 percent.

Heart Disease Hospitalizations



Hospitalization rates for heart disease in Appalachian Ohio are 40 percent higher than the
national average, and 20 percent higher than the average in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease Hospitalizations



Hospitalization rates for COPD in Appalachian Ohio are 42 percent higher than the national
average, and 21 percent higher than the average in non-Appalachian Ohio.

QUALITY OF CARE
Electronic Prescribing



Electronic prescribing is less common in Appalachian Ohio (64.8 percent of prescriptions) than
in the nation as a whole (65.8 percent), and less common than in non-Appalachian Ohio (74.2
percent of prescriptions).

Mammogram Screenings



The percentage of Medicare-covered women undergoing mammogram screenings in
Appalachian Ohio is lower than the percentage at the national level. In Appalachian Ohio, 58.5
percent of Medicare-covered women ages 67 to 69 have had a recent mammogram, compared
to the 62.1 percent reported in the nation as a whole, and the 60.4 percent in non-Appalachian
Ohio.
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Diabetes Monitoring



Diabetes monitoring is about the same among Medicare patients in Appalachian Ohio (84.6
percent) as among Medicare patients in the United States as a whole (84.7 percent), and slightly
lower than among Medicare patients in non-Appalachian Ohio (85.1 percent).

SOCIAL DETERMINANTS
Median Household Income



The median household income in Appalachian Ohio is 22 percent less than the national median,
and 15 percent less than the median income in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Poverty



The household poverty rate is 18.1 percent in Appalachian Ohio, a figure higher than the
national rate of 15.6 percent, and higher than the 15.3 percent in non-Appalachian Ohio.

Disability



The percentage of people receiving disability benefits is higher in Appalachian Ohio (7.3
percent) than in the United States as a whole (5.1 percent) and in non-Appalachian Ohio (5.3
percent).

Education



In Appalachian Ohio, 52.2 percent of adults ages 25 to 44 have some type of post-secondary
education, compared to the 63.3 percent in the nation as a whole and the 65.3 percent in nonAppalachian Ohio.

Social Associations



The social association rate in Appalachian Ohio is 37 percent higher than the rate found in the
nation as a whole, and 16 percent higher than the rate in non-Appalachian Ohio.
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Responses to comments on Class II Disposal Well and Surface Facilities draft rule

Section
1501:9-3-01

Comment

Definition of surface facility with 10,000 bbls or less does not take into account a storage
design used by Ohio operators. Design provides for increases in increments of 3,000 and
commentor suggests limit of 12,000 bbl.

The Draft rule establishes the top end at which the maximum allowable injection pressure
can be established, but does not set a minimum. Request to add "the maximum allowable
injection pressure shall be set using the formula prescribed in…."
1501:9-3-07 (C) (1)
1501:9-3-05(E)(3)
Does this provision mean that the chief has the ability to combine several individual facilities
that might each be placed in different counties into one public hearing process? If this is the
case, public participation could be diluted and the individual, unique needs and resources of
an individual community might not be recognized or taken into consideration in the process.
Work needs to be done to limit the number of facilities, consider facility proximity as well as
geographic distance limits for the chief to exercise this option.
1501:9-3-05(E)(3)(b)(i)(b) In many cases, absentee landowners have long-term lease agreements with tenants and
farmers for maintaining their property. Farm Bureau has been involved in a variety of power
siting cases where mailings were missent and/or ignored by an absentee landowner at a
tenant’s expense. Work needs to be done by the applicant to personally identify and notify
truly adjoining residents and tenants so they can be involved in the process, too.
1501:9-3-05(E )(3)(c)(ii)
Accordingly, (E)(3)(b) should replace (E)(5)(b) as detailed above and tenants to adjoining
properties should be added to the eligibility list. At the applicant’s expense, the public
meeting should be held in the community and notice of the public meeting should be mailed
to the parties listed. If the meeting is requested by the county commissioners, township
trustees and/or municipal government, meeting information should be posted in the
newspaper of record and other interested community stakeholders should have the
opportunity to participate in this session. Many landowners in Ohio, especially in Appalachia,
do not have access to broadband and still need to be notified by letter and publication.

1501:9-3-10 (B)

1501:9-3-06(F)(2)

October 5, 2021

We suggest ODNR revise OAC 1501:9-3-10 (B) to require a project developer to submit a
decommissioning plan for approval and a performance bond to finance reclamation in case
of owner default as part of the permit process, instead of when the well is plugged at the end
of its service life.
Under the current rules, a permit to drill an injection well expires after one or two years
(depending on where the well is located) if construction has not actually begun. Under the
proposed rules, the operator has five years to apply for and receive a permit to inject into the
well before they must plug the well (and the operator can then take even more time to
actually begin injection after receiving the permit to inject).

Discussion
Response/Result
Increasing the storage amount allows a standard design used by Ohio
operators to continue to be used as surface facilities. The design allows for
more efficient operations at a surface facility and all appropriate standards
will still have to be met.
Definition of surface facility edited to say "12,000 barrels or less."
Edit: "The maximum allowable injection pressure will be set using the
Division understands request but wants flexibility if an unusual
formula prescribed in paragraph (C)(1)(a) of this rule, unless an alternate
circumstance were to occur. We believe proposed edit addresses all
pressure is established in a plan accepted pursuant to paragraph (O) of
questions/concerns.
this rule."
Often, applicants will permit more than one well at the same location. The
intent of this provision is to allow multiple class II disposal wells from the
same operator in the same location to be combined for one public notice
Revise rule to say "the chief may combine multiple applications from the
process.
same applicant on the same subject tract into a single public notice
process."
The definition of "notice of application" includes language requiring "the
owner of real property, who receives the notice of application, that within
five business days of receipt of the notice of application, the owner of real
property is required to provide notice of application to each residence in
The definition contains language addressing the comment.
an occupied dwelling that is located on the owner’s parcel of real
Comments regarding tenant concerns are addressed by the definition of
notice of application. Incorrect references have been corrected. The
Division's intent is to hold meetings in the communities where the well is
proposed to be located, but the rule is written to allow for flexibility, i.e.
public health emergencies. Some areas are no longer served by
newspapers of record, and the Division has encountered instances of
newspapers refusing to run public notices required to be placed by the
Division. A posting on our website is accessible and accepted in other
Incorrect paragraph reference has been edited (5 changed to 3). No
areas of rule and law, especially considering broadband access is not
additional changes to be made.
necessary to view a posting on a website.
Financial assurance for Class II Disposal Wells and surface facilities is being
discussed in a separate rulemaking process. This comment will be included
as part of those deliberations.
No changes to be made.
The permit to drill a class II disposal well is issued under 1509.06 of the
Revised Code which states a permit expires after 1 or 2 years and this draft
rule has no impact on that language. The Division considers the language
referenced in comment the draft rule an improvement over current rules
because it forces operators to place a well into operation, or plug the well.
Current rule allows a company to drill a well, ready it for operation, but
not use the well. The language referenced in this paragraph combined
No changes to be made.
with 1501:9-3-07(P)(1) ensures Class II Disposal Wells do not sit idle
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Section

1501:9-3-01(E)

1501:9-3-07(B).

1501:9-3-04

1501:9-3-05

October 5, 2021

Comment
The Division has allowed the eastern portion of the state to be used as a dumping ground for
waste disposal, with much of that waste coming from other states. By comparison,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia have permitted just a small fraction of the injection wells that
Ohio has, and take on far less of the waste burden. Ohio should use its rulemaking authority
to address the serious issues caused by the increase in the state’s permitting of Class II wells.
The area of review should be based on cumulative injection, and should require a survey for
abandoned wells.

Discussion
Neither Ohio rule or law can prevent a person from transporting waste
generated in one state to another state. The Division believes the updated
draft provides appropriate updated standards for the regulation of Class II
Disposal Wells and surface facilities that take into account recent incidents
and changing industry practices.
The purpose of an area of review is to identify wells near a proposed Class
II Disposal well and if any of those wells need corrective action. This
review would consider any Class II disposal wells that are operating or
proposed to be operating. The area of review is not meant to calculate the
ability of the proposed injection formation to accept a certain amount of
fluid. The Division agrees that abandoned wells can serve as a conduit for
fluid migration. That is why the area of review was expanded, requiring
operators to review a larger area for any well that might need corrective
action. The rule also includes languages that allows the Division to add
wells that might need corrective action to the area of review. Additionally,
the definition of corrective action was expanded increasing the number of
wells that need to examined and corrective action completed for a well to
The draft rule clearly defines "brine" and "other waste substances" and
The draft rules should require characterization of the waste.
states that only these items may be disposed of in a Class II Disposal Well.
The definitions meet the standards in the Division's primacy agreement
with US EPA. The definition of a manifest requires a description of the
brine or other waste substances, similar to waste characterization.
The draft rule creates a minimum subject tract for a Class II Disposal Well;
increases setbacks by 400% compared to current standards for occupied
dwellings not located on the surface tract; increases setbacks to wetlands,
ponds and other water by 100%; implements a 1,000 feet setback near
public water sources water; prohibits the placement of pipelines in certain
areas and allows the chief to require pipeline in other areas to add certain
safety standards. Regarding floodplains, the rule requires any construction
in a floodplain to meet local floodplain standards.
The siting criteria is inadequate and the setbacks should be increased.
The draft rule creates a minimum subject tract for a Class II Disposal Well;
increases setbacks by 400% compared to current standards for occupied
dwellings not located on the surface tract; increases setbacks to wetlands,
ponds and other water by 100%; implements a 1,000 feet setback near
In that particular rule, the allowable distance stated between a class II injection well or a
public water sources water; prohibits the placement of pipelines in certain
surface facility and an occupied residence is 750 feet. That distance must be increased to
areas and allows the chief to require pipeline in other areas to add certain
1000 feet to properly protect the health and safety of residents located inside the area of
review. Please revise this rule to accommodate this change. Thank you for your consideration safety standards. Regarding floodplains, the rule requires any construction
in this matter of critical importance.
in a floodplain to meet local floodplain standards.
The Division confirmed with US EPA that Ohio's Class II Disposal Well rules
are not required to match each provision of the federal UIC well
regulations word for word. The state, as a Section 1425 state, must
implement rules that demonstrate that their existing standards are
The public participation procedures in the draft rules do not meet the minimum
effective in preventing endangerment of USDWs.
requirements outlined in the federal UIC well regulations.
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Response/Result

No changes to be made.

No changes to be made.

No changes to be made.

The rule was already edited based on this comment (floodplains).
Additional edits are not necessary.

No changes to be made.

No changes to be made.

Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management

Section

Comment

1501:9-3-05(C)(2)(i) and
(j).

The rules lack pass/fail criteria for continuous pressure testing.

1501:9-3-05(B)(3)

The Draft Rules Should Prohibit Injection into Shale Formations.

1501:9-3-05(B)(2)

The Division Should Prohibit Disposal Where the Area of Review Contains a Producing or
Abandoned Well.

1501:9-3-07(G)(1)

The Draft Rules Should Be Revised to Require More Frequent Reporting of waste disposal

1501:9-3-07(D)

The Rules Related to Mechanical Integrity Testing Should Be More Protective.

The Draft Rules Should Provide For a Periodic Review or an Expiration of the Permit Term.

October 5, 2021

Discussion
1501:9-3-05(C)(2)(k) requires positive pressure to be maintained,
establishing a failure standard. The continuous pressure monitoring
coupled with the Division's authority in 1501:9-3-07(D) to require a
mechanical integrity test at any time provides a regulatory standard that
establishes a standards and enforcement tools to ensure the standard is
The Division recognizes the unique situation that occurred in Washington
County and wrote the referenced draft rule in response. Additionally, the
requirement of a confining zone and duty to provide information
substantiating the confining zone; the expansion of the area of review;
enhancement of the wells to be reviewed for corrective action, and steps
to be taken all work together as a reasonable response to prevent a similar
situation occurring to what happened in Washington County.
The Division believes the added provision (B)(2) will add enhanced added
protections in the limited areas where a producing well is located in the
same formation as a class disposal well. Additionally, the requirement of a
confining zone and duty to provide information substantiating the
confining zone; the expansion of the area of review; enhancement of the
wells to be reviewed for corrective action, and steps to be taken all work
together to provide enhanced protections to public health, safety and the
The draft rules require the reporting of information quarterly as required
by the Revised Code.
The Division believes the testing requirements in the draft rule, including
regular testing, continuous monitoring, and inspections comply with the
requirements of the safe drinking water act and protect human health,
safety, and the environment.
The Division believes this updated rule offers reasonable and effective
standards governing class II disposal wells and surface facilities. Regular
rule reviews every 5 years provide the Division the opportunity to update
operating standards in response to changing conditions or events.
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Response/Result

No changes to be made.

No changes to be made.

No changes to be made.
No changes to be made.

No changes to be made.

No changes to be made.

Ohio Department of Natural Resources
Division of Oil and Gas Resources Management

EXHIBIT 24

Ashtabula H Perry
DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

3/8/2022 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no recent activity since my previous inspection.
There were a few inches of water surrounding the
wellhead. The wellhead has a corroded and rusty
appearance. There were several inches of water in the
secondary containment. The water in the containment has
a rusty orange appearance. The identification was faded
and unreadable. The pumphouse has corroded and rusty
equipment. The injection well and facility were incapable of
injection operations.

12/23/2021 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no recent actively. The Perry 1 injection well has a
rusty appearance and incapable of operation. There were a
few inches of water around the wellhead. The identification
was faded. There were several inches of water and ice in
the secondary containment. The water and ice in the
secondary containment had an orange rusty appearance.
The equipment in the pumphouse was corroded and rusty.
There was overgrown vegetation around the secondary
containment and pumphouse.

10/21/2021 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no recent activity at the H Perry 1 injection well. The
injection has a rusty appearance. There were a few inches
of water around the injection well. The equipment in the
pumphouse have a rusty and corroded appearance. There
was overgrown vegetation. The identification sign was
faded. There were several inches of water in the secondary
containment.

Wednesday, August 31, 2022
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

8/26/2021 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found the Perry 1 injection well not actively injecting and
incapable of operation. There was some water around the
injection well. The ball valve on the injection tubing and the
ball valve on the injection line were in the open position. A
very faded identification was posted at the secondary
containment. The equipment in the pumphouse were highly
corroded. There was water in the secondary containment.
There was overgrown vegetation. I observed no recent
activity.

6/24/2021 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. The H Perry 1
injection well was not actively injecting and incapable of
operation. The injection well has a corroded and rusty
appearance. There was some water around the injection
well. There was overgrown vegetation around the
secondary containment, off-loading pad, and pumphouse.
The equipment in the pumphouse was highly corroded and
rusty. There were several inches of water in the secondary
containment. The 3” piping between the storage tank
appeared corroded. The identification sign posted on the
catwalk was very faded and nearly unreadable.

5/17/2021 340072167300 SW

True

False

Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
2020 Annual Report (Form 204) that was due on April 15,
2021.

5/3/2021 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found the H. Perry 1 injection well not capable of operation
during my inspection. I noticed no evidence of recent
activity. The injection well has a corroded and rusty
appearance. There were a few inches of water around the
injection well. The equipment in the garage/pumphouse
was corroded. There are several inches of water in the
secondary containment. I noticed the bottom 12” of the
storage tanks were rusty and appear corroded. The piping
between the storage tanks was corroded. The identification
was faded and difficult to read.

Wednesday, August 31, 2022
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

3/4/2021 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found the H Perry injection well not capable of operation.
There was no evidence of recent activity. There were a few
inches of water around the injection well. The equipment in
the pumphouse was highly corroded and rusty. I
identification sign has gotten faded and nearly unreadable.
There are several inches of water in the secondary
containment. Everything below the water in the secondary
containment has an orange color.

1/5/2021 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. The injection well
was not in use and incapable of operation. The injection
well was on vacuum and the ball valve on the injection
tubing was open. There were a few inches of water around
the injection well. The injection well has a corroded and
rusty appearance. There are several inches of water and
some ice in the secondary containment. The portion of the
storage tanks and piping under the water in the secondary
containment have a corroded and rusty appearance. The
equipment in the pumphouse was corroded. The door on
the pumphouse was still open. There was a faded
identification sign.

11/23/2020 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. The injection well
was incapable of operation. The injection well has a
corroded appearance. There were a few inches of water
around the injection well. The ball valve on the injection
tubing and the ball valve on the injection line were in the
open position. The equipment in the pumphouse have a
corroded and rusty appearance. The door on the
pumphouse was open. There were several inches of water
around the storage tanks in the secondary containment.
The storage tanks and piping below the standing water in
the secondary containment has an orange appearance. The
identification was posted and faded. There was overgrown
vegetation around the facility.

Wednesday, August 31, 2022
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

8/20/2020 340072167300 SW

False

False

At the time of my inspection the injection well facility was
overgrown with vegetation. The tubing valve and flow line
valves were open. There was a dike around the wellhead
and there were salt crystals on the wellhead and the floor of
the diked area. The tank battery dike had standing water in
it. The water inside the dike was discolored orange.
Pictures were taken of the tank battery and wellhead
location. A faded identification sign was still present.

8/5/2020 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. The entire site has
overgrown vegetation. The water in the secondary
containment has a sheen. The identification sign on the
catwalk was faded and difficult to read. The equipment
inside of the pumphouse has a corroded appearance. There
was water around the injection well. The annulus has
corroded fittings. The ball valve on the injection tubing was
in the open position.

5/6/2020 340072167300 SW

True

False

Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
Salt Water Injection Well Annual Report (Form 204) that was
due on April 15, 2020.

4/23/2020 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. The injection well
was not capable of operating. The ball valve on the injection
tubing was open. The fittings on the annulus are corroded.
There were a few inches of water around the injection well.
The equipment in the pumphouse has a rusty and corroded
appearance. The dike still has several inches of water. The
identification sign on the catwalk was fading.

3/5/2020 340072167300 SW

True

False

The Division has not received the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
quarter brine disposal fees/reports for 2019. Please forward
disposal fees and sheets to the Division by 4/5/2020.

3/3/2020 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. There has been no
clean up or remediation of the facility and injection well.
The equipment inside of the pumphouse has a corroded
appearance. There are several inches of water in the dike.
A faded identification sign was posted on the catwalk. There
are a few inches of water surrounding the injection well.

Wednesday, August 31, 2022
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

1/15/2020 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. There are several
inches of water in the diked tank battery. The equipment in
the pumphouse have a corroded appearance. A faded
identification was posted on the tank battery.

1/3/2020 340072167300 SW

False

False

At the time of my inspection I was on site with supervisor
Tom Hill. My inspection found that both the tubing valve
and flow line valves were open. There was a dike around the
well, head itself that had high levels of chloride’s that was in
the standing water inside the dike. There is orange colored
water in the diked tank battery with the sides of the dike oil
stained. Also an oil sheen on the surface of the water. The
facility is run down, with oil stained injection equipment and
vegetation taking over. There is also a breech in the dike
letting water seep out with high chloride’s that’s running
towards the road ditch. A faded identification sign was
posted.

12/23/2019 340072167300 SW

False

False

I was on location with ODNR Environmental Section Tamara
Richards. While on location, we collected water samples
from the diked tank battery, from the north side of the
pumphouse, and from the four (4) monitoring wells around
the diked tank battery. We collected two (2) soil samples
from the site: one (1) from the field to the north of the
facility and one (1) from the south.

Wednesday, August 31, 2022
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

12/11/2019 340072167300 SW

False

False

I was on location with ODNR Environmental Assessment
Section Tamara Richards and ODNR Inspector Dave
Morrison to obtain water samples from monitoring wells,
water from the diked tank battery, and soil samples. Due to
the extreme cold temperatures, we were unable to collect
the samples at this time. The water in the diked tank
battery was frozen as well as the soil. Another attempt to
collect samples will be conducted on a later date.
There were several inches of water in the diked tank
battery. The injection well was incapable of operating.
There were a few inches of frozen water around the
injection well. The injection tubing was on vacuum. The
fittings on the annulus are corroded and under frozen
water. The injection pump, filter equipment, and circuit
breaker boxes in the pumphouse were rusty and corroded.
The garage door on the pumphouse was open. The
identification was faded. Photos were taken and are
available upon request.

9/11/2019 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. The ball valve on the
injection tubing was open and the ball valve on the injection
line was open. The injection well is not capable of
operating. The injection well equipment and injection pump
have a rusty appearance and corroded. There was no piping
connected to the injection pump. The filter container has
no lid. There was overgrown vegetation around the
injection well and around the facility. There were still
several inches of water in the diked tank battery with a rusty
orange color. A faded identification sign on the catwalk was
posted.

Wednesday, August 31, 2022
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

8/8/2019 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. The well was no in
operation. The ball valve on the injection tubing was open
and the ball valve on the injection line was open. The
injection well appears to be rusty. There are several inches
of water in the diked tank battery. The water in the dike
and the equipment have an orange color. There was an oil
sheen on the water. The edges of the dike are oil stained.
The equipment in the pumphouse had a rusty and corroded
appearance. An identification sign was posted on the
catwalk on the storage tanks. The sign was readable but
fading. There was overgrown vegetation around the diked
tank battery and pumphouse.

6/13/2019 340072167300 SW

False

False

I was on location with ODNR UIC Manager Kenny Brown and
ODNR UIC Dominique Haneberg-Diggs. I found no evidence
of recent activity. The injection well is not in operation.
There is still water in the diked tank battery with the sides of
the dike oil stained. There is overgrown vegetation
throughout the site. The equipment inside of the pump
house appears corroded. The is a partially faded
identification sign posted at the tank battery.

4/29/2019 340072167300 SW

True

False

Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
Salt Water Injection Well Annual Report (Form 204) that was
due on April 15th for 2018, Please submit the Form 204 to
the Division by 5/29/2019.

4/19/2019 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. The injection well
was on vacuum. The fittings coming off of the 4.5” casing
are corroded. There are a few inches around the wellhead.
The pump and well equipment in the pump house are
corroded. The garage door on the pump house was open.
There are several inches of water in the diked tank battery
with a sheen. The surface area under the water and around
the storage tanks has an orange/rusty color. The
identification sign was partial faded.

2/11/2019 340072167300 SW

True

False

The Division has not received the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, & 4th
quarter brine disposal fees for 2018. Please forward disposal
fees and sheets to the Division by 3/12/2019.

Wednesday, August 31, 2022
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

1/2/2019 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. I found no sign of any
remediation of the facility. The injection well was not in
operation. There is approximately 2” of standing water
around the injection well. The fittings on the annulus are
corroded and need replaced. The injection pump was in
disrepair and has a corroded appearance. The pumphouse
is unsecure with an open garage door. There are several
inches of water in the diked tank battery. There is a faded
identification sign posted on the catwalk.

11/19/2018 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. The facility
equipment and injection well are highly corroded and rusty
in appearance. The garage door on the pump house is
open. There are several inches of water in the diked tank
battery and around the injection well. A partially faded
identification sign is posted.

10/26/2018 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. There has been no
remediation started. There are several inches of water in
the diked tank battery. The side of the dike is oil stained.
The pump house garage door is open and the equipment
inside has a corroded appearance. There injection well has
a rusty appearance. There is overgrown vegetation around
the facility and well. A slightly faded identification sign is
posted. Photos were taken and are available upon request.

7/18/2018 340072167300 SW

False

False

I found no evidence that Big Sky Energy has performed any
remediation or clean-up operations. The ball valve on the
tubing at the injection well is in the open position. The
fittings on the annulus are corroded. There is crystalized salt
on the wellhead. Overgrown vegetation surrounds the
facility. There are several inches of water in the diked tank
battery with oil residue. A faded identification sign is
posted. The equipment inside of the pump house has a
corroded appearance. Photos were taken and are available
upon request.

Wednesday, August 31, 2022
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

6/11/2018 340072167300 SW

Wednesday, August 31, 2022

VIOL

False

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

False

I found no evidence of recent activity. There are several
inches of standing water inside the diked tank battery. The
equipment in the green shed has a corroded appearance. I
was unable to gauge the annulus due to fittings need
replaced. Overgrown vegetation surrounds the entire
facility. An identification sign is posted.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

5/15/2018 340072167300 SW

False

False

I inspected this well location as part of an evaluation of
open compliance violations. As such, the following
deficiencies had previously been noted: release of oilfield
fluids (oil and brine) from the storage tanks, into the
impoundment, and the fluid unloading areas requiring
remediation. At the time of this inspection, I noted the
following: the facility was inactive and in a state of disrepair,
with a small pump house structure, a multi-tank battery
with a receiving dock station, and a single well that had been
utilized as a brine disposal injection location. The tank
battery system was comprised of four 210-barrel steel tanks
and one 100-barrel steel tank within a common, earthen,
plastic-lined impoundment structure that formed a
secondary containment system. The secondary containment
was filled with several inches of rusty water and oily sludge,
with oily staining on the sidewalls. The piping system and
tanks were extensively corroded with numerous
perforations. The tanks were full to within 2 feet of the top,
with fluid. The unloading dock and associated collection
sump was full of oily sludge. The pump house shed
contained a sump collection system and associated pumping
apparatus. The sump was full to grade with oily water, and
the interior of the shed was coated with oily staining.
Adjacent to the shed was an approximate ten thousand
gallon portable steel storage tank, the contents of which
were not ascertainable. 150 feet east of the impoundment
and shed was the wellhead, in an open field. The wellhead
was comprised of a 4.5-inch casing with 1-inch flexible flowline fittings and connections. There was an approximate 15'
by 15' earthen pad with shallow berm surrounding the well.
There was no visible active leaking fluids or gas from any
portions of the system. There was no evidence that any
actions had been taken to remedy or mitigate the impacted

5/3/2018 340072167300 SW

True

False

Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
2017 Salt Water Injection Well Annual Report (Form 204)
that was due to the Division by April 15, 2018. Please submit
the requested report by June 4, 2018. Report received,
5/12/2018

Wednesday, August 31, 2022
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

3/23/2018 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

I found no change from the previous inspection. Big Sky
Energy has not begun any remediation. There is no
evidence of recent activity. The injection well is not in
operation. I was unable to gauge the annulus due to
corroded fitting. The storage tanks are still surrounded by
several inches of standing water with old oil residue. Photos
were taken and available upon request.

2/27/2018 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

I was on location to inspect the UIC well and facility. I found
no change from the previous inspection. There is no
evidence of recent activity. The injection well is not in
operation. I was unable to gauge the annulus due to
corroded fittings. There is 3” to 4” of standing water around
the wellhead. The storage tanks are still surrounded by
several inches of standing water with old oil residue in the
northeast corner.

2/16/2018 340072167300 SW

True

False

Wednesday, August 31, 2022

Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
Salt Water Injection Well disposal fees for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd,
& 4th quarter of 2017 . Please submit the appropriate
reports by March 17, 2018. REPORTS RECEIVED BY THE
DIVISION FEBRUARY 26, 2018
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

11/3/2017 340072167300 SW

Wednesday, August 31, 2022

VIOL

False

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

False

0

I found no evidence of remediation on the day of my
inspection. The injection well is not in operation. The ball
valve on the injection tubing is in the open position. I was
unable to gauge the annulus due to it being under water.
There is an earthen dike around the injection well with
approximately 3” to 4” of standing water. The pump house
is unsecure with an open garage door and surrounded by
overgrown vegetation. The equipment inside of the pump
house has a rusty/corroded appearance. The diked tank
battery with five (5) storage tanks has approximately 7” to
10” of standing water with old oil and sheen on top. The 3”
pick-up line connecting the storage tanks is under water and
has a rusty/corroded appearance. The unloading pad is
surrounded by overgrown vegetation and has standing
water. An identification sign is posted on the walkway along
the storage tanks. Photos have been taken and are available
upon request.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

11/1/2017 340072167300 SW
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VIOL

False

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

False

I inspected this well location as part of on-going
enforcement proceedings. As such, the following
deficiencies had been noted: release of oilfield fluids (oil and
brine) from the storage tanks, into the impoundment, and
the fluid unloading areas requiring remediation. At the time
of this inspection, I noted the following: the facility
appeared to have been inactive for an extended amount of
time. The There was a tank battery system comprised of
four 210-barrel steel tanks and one 100-barrel steel tank
within a common, earthen, plastic-lined impoundment
structure that formed a secondary containment system. The
tanks were full to within 2 feet of the top, with fluid. The
secondary containment was partially filled with water and
substantial oily sheen and rust, and extensive oily staining
along the sidewalls. There was an unloading dock with
subsurface tanks for fluid collection which were full to
ground surface with oily water. Adjacent to the tank
impoundment was a small pump house shed with sump
collection system and associated pumping apparatus. The
sump was full to grade with oily water, and the interior of
the shed was coated with oily staining. I tested the ponded
water within the impoundment and found the pH to be 6-7,
and the chloride level to be less than 400 ppm. Adjacent to
the shed was an approximate ten thousand gallon portable
steel storage tank, the contents of which were not
ascertainable. 150 feet east of the impoundment and shed
was the wellhead, in an open field. The wellhead was
comprised of a 4.5-inch casing with 1-inch flexible flow-line
fittings and connections. The flow-line valves were open.
There was an approximate 15' by 15' earthen pad with
shallow berm surrounding the well. The bermed area was
full of water which I tested and found to be pH 6-7, and less
than 400 ppm chlorides. There was no visible active leaking
fluids or gas from any portions of the system. There was no
evidence that any actions had been taken to remedy or
mitigate the impacted areas.
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DT_INSPTD API_WELLNO

TYP_INS

VIOL

SNC
INJECTIONPRESSURE
ANNULUSPRESSURE CMMNT

9/27/2017 340072167300 SW

False

False

9/12/2017 340072167300 SW

False

False

At the time of my inspection the operator had isolated the
storage tanks by closing the valves at the bottom of the
tanks. No action has been taken to remove free brine and oil
from the containment. Scalding along the north side of the
tank battery was evident (barren areas in the agricultural
field and dead vegetation.) Sump behind the pump house
was still full of fluid. The pump motor remained in
disrepair. The sumps at the west end of the unloading pad
remained full.

2/28/2017 340072167300 SW

True

False

Our records indicate that the Division has not received the
Salt Water Injection Well disposal fees for the 1st, 2nd, 3rd,
& 4th quarters of 2016. Please submit the appropriate
reports by March 14, 2017Reports received 3/15/2017

2/17/2017 340072167300 SW

False

False

Myself, Tom Hill, Rick Anderson, Terry Whitehair and Gene
Park with ODNR Division of Oil & Gas met with Bob Barr Sr.,
Charles Mosio and Gino Pulito with Big Sky Energy on site to
discuss the required remedial work needed to comply with
the compliance issues with this well.

12/8/2016 340072167300 SW

False

False

Wednesday, August 31, 2022

0

0

I found no changes since the last inspection. The injection
well has a rusty appearance and there are salt crystals on
the wellhead. I was unable to gauge the annulus due to a
corroded needle valve. There are no signs of recent
activity. There is overgrown vegetation around the entire
facility. There is approximately 6” to 8” of standing water in
the diked tank battery. There is an identification sign
posted. There is a 300 bbl. frac tank with rust pitting and
surrounded by overgrown vegetation on location. Photos
have been taken and are available upon request.

0 Myself and Tom Hill inspected the storage facility to find the
company has not performed any remediation to resolve the
compliance issues with this well. Tom took photos of the
storage facility and the buried collection tanks for the
unloading pad and the pump house.
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11/7/2016 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 Inspection of this well found there has been no action to
remediate the contamination issues at and around the
storage facility. There was one foot of fluid inside the
storage impoundment area. The buried sump tanks for the
unloading pad and the pump house were full to point of
overflowing. This well was not in operation at the time of
my inspection.

6/22/2016 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 My inspection found the sump tanks for the pump house
and the unloading pad were full of fluid to point of
overflowing. There was 4-6 inches of fluid inside the storage
impoundment for the brine storage tanks. This well was not
in operation at the time of my inspection.

3/18/2016 340072167300 SW

False

False

12/31/2015 340072167300 SW

False

False

12/2/2015 340072167300 PW

False

False

10/7/2015 340072167300 SW

False

False

7/21/2015 340072167300 SW

False

False

Wednesday, August 31, 2022

I was accompanied by Jen Barret, Dan Martin, Mike Williams
[ Attorney Generals Office ], Rick Anderson and Tom Hill [
ODNR Division of Oil & Gas ]. I took photos of the areas
inside the impoundments for the storage tanks and the
sump pump on the north side of the pump house.
0

0 My inspection of this well found the well was not in
operation, the excessive fluid in the sump tanks and the
fluid in the containment area for the storage tanks has not
been removed.

I conducted an inspection of this well and found that the
emptied 300 BBL frac tank was still on site and had not been
removed. There was excessive fluid in the sump tanks and
in the storage facility area. Stained soil around the sump
tanks was also observed at the time of this inspection.
0

0 Inspection of this well found the well is not in operation at
this time. The sump tanks for the pump house and the
unloading pad are full of fluid to the point of overflowing.
There was 1.5 feet of fluid inside the storage facility
impoundment for the storage tanks.
My inspection found the leaking 300 bbl frac tank has been
emptied. There is still excessive fluid in the sump tanks and
in the storage facility.
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6/2/2015 340072167300 SW

False

False

I was on site to assist Kyle Tharp in collecting water samples.
The company has not removed the excessive fluid from the
storage facility.

5/28/2015 340072167300 SW

False

False

Myself, Tom Hill and Rick Anderson inspected the site. There
has been no remedial work performed.

5/27/2015 340072167300 SW

False

False

My inspection found the excessive fluid in the buried tanks
and the facility has not been removed.

5/6/2015 340072167300 SW

True

False

0

0 My inspection of the well pressures no compliance issues. I
found there was fluid inside the impoundment one and a
half feet deep. The underground tanks for the unloading pad
and the pump house were full of fluid to the point of
running over. I contacted Don Goosman and told him of the
excessive fluid in the impoundment and the underground
tanks. He told me he would have them emptied within a few
days.

3/5/2015 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 My inspection of the storage facility and the well pressures
found no compliance issues. I was unable to get a pressure
reading of the tubing annulus due to a frozen valve.

11/26/2014 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 My inspection of the well pressures and the storage facility
found no compliance issues.

8/29/2014 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 Inspection of the well pressures and the storage facility
found no violations.

7/31/2014 340072167300 SW

False

False

Wednesday, August 31, 2022

Myself and supervisor Hill were on site to witness
mechanical integrity test on annulus of production casing.
Company pressured the annulus of the production casing to
1100 psi and then shut-in the annulus and held the pressure
for 15 minutes with no drop in the pressure. The test
passed. After further inspection of the remedial work
required by the compliance notice issued on 8-7-2014. The
remedial wok has been completed. The compliance notice
has been resolved.
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5/9/2014 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

640 My inspection found there has been no further action to
comply with the compliance notice issued on 8-7-2013 . The
deadline was on 9-27-2013 . The well was not in operation
at this time .

2/25/2014 340072167300 SW

False

False

400

490 I checked this well for remedial work in accordance with the
compliance notice issued on 8-7-2013 and to determine if
the company is in compliance with the chiefs order #201443 . Upon my inspection I found there is still oil saturated
soil and gravel on the west side of the pump house and the
pump house floor is still covered with wet oil . The injection
pump motor has been installed and the injection line is
hooked-up to the injection pump . There was not a pressure
release switch installed on the pressure side of the injection
pump . The injection pump was not operating at the time of
my inspection . Upon further inspection of the well
pressures I found the tubing had 400 psi and the annulus
had 490 psi . There has been 0 psi on the tubing and the
annulus for the last 3 inspections dating back to 7-15-2013 .
There is a indication that a mechanical integrity test should
be performed before any further injection of fluid is done . I
will address the integrity test and the pressure release
switch when the chiefs order # 2014-43 is resolved .

2/25/2014 340072167300 SW

False

False

10/18/2013 340072167300 SW

False

False

Inspection found the underground tanks for the pump house
and the unloading pad have been emptied . There is about
8'' of fluid inside the impoundment walls around the storage
tanks . There has been no action to clean-up oil stained
gravel and soil or to clean the fresh oil from pump house
floor . I spoke with Bob Barr Jr. and he told me they are
repairing their high pressure steam cleaner to complete the
remedial work . He gave me no certain time frame for
completion of the remedial work .

9/24/2013 340072167300 SW

False

False

The statis of any remedial work to comply with the
compliance notice has not changed since my inspection on 911-2013 . No remedial action at all .

Wednesday, August 31, 2022
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9/11/2013 340072167300 SW

False

False

Inspection found there is over a foot of water inside the
impoundment around the storage tanks and the
underground tanks for the pump house and the unloading
pad are still full of fluid to the point of overflowing . There
has been no action from the company to clean-up the fresh
oil lying over the pump house floor or to remove oil
saturated gravel and soil on west side of pump house .

8/28/2013 340072167300 SW

False

False

Inspection found there has been no remedial work done to
comply with the compliance notice issued on 8-07-2013 .
NOTE: There is one foot of fluid inside dike walls , also the
underground sump tanks for the pump house and the
unloading pad are full of fluid to point of overflowing .

8/7/2013 340072167300 SW

True

False

Inspection of the storage facility I found a fresh oil stained
area 10' X 3' located between the pump house and the
impoundment area . Further inspection I found the fluid
level inside the dike walls was 2' deep , also the
underground sump tank for the unloading pad was full of
fluid to the point of overflowing . The underground sump
tank for the pump house located on the north side of the
pump house was full of fluid to the point of overflowing .
Inspection of the interior of the pump house I found fresh oil
lying over the entire area of the pump house floor . There
was a new electric motor installed to run the injection pump
but it had no belts installed to operate the injection pump .
The well was not in operation at the time of my inspection .
REMEDIAL WORK REQUIRED TO RESOLVE THE COMPLIANCE
NOTICE : REMOVE ALL THE OIL STAINED MATERIAL AND
DISPOSE OF IN AN APPROVED MANNER , REMOVE ALL THE
EXCESSIVE FLUIDS FROM THE IMPOUNDMENT AREA AND
THE UNDERGROUND TANKS FOR THE UNLOADING PAD
AND THE PUMP HOUSE , CLEAN ALL THE FREE OIL FROM
THE PUMP HOUSE FLOOR . NOTE: I contacted Bob Barr Jr.
and told him of the compliance notice and the remedial
action needed to resolve the compliance notice .

7/15/2013 340072167300 SW

False

False

Wednesday, August 31, 2022

0

0 Inspection of injection well pressures and storage facility
found no violations .
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4/26/2013 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 Inspection of injection well pressures and storage facility
found no violations ,

12/7/2012 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

880 My inspection of injection well pressures and storage facility
found no violations .

9/20/2012 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

910 My inspection of injection well pressures and the storage
facility found no violations .

6/14/2012 340072167300 SW

False

False

240

595 My inspection of injection well pressures and the storage
facility found no violations.

2/24/2012 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

200 check uic facility .

11/16/2011 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

300 Status check of underground injection facility.

9/22/2011 340072167300 SW

False

False

340

320 Status check of underground injection facility.

6/7/2011 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

2/23/2011 340072167300 SW

False

False

290

9/15/2010 340072167300 SW

False

False

Company run impression tool to determine statis of
seperated tubing .

9/14/2010 340072167300 SW

False

False

Company attempting to fish seperated tubing from well with
no success .

8/16/2010 340072167300 SW

False

False

Company still attempting to release packer . Rig pulled 93
thousand lbs on tubing when it seperated approx. 300'
down hole .

8/10/2010 340072167300 SW

False

False

Company pumping fluid through tubing and circulating to
surface with Duplex mud pump in a attempt release packer
with no success .

8/9/2010 340072167300 SW

False

False

Company still trying to release packer with no success .

8/6/2010 340072167300 SW

False

False

Company still unable to release packer.

8/5/2010 340072167300 SW

False

False

Company pumping fresh water through tubing and
circulating to surface in a attempt to release packer . They
were still unable to release packer .

8/4/2010 340072167300 SW

False

False

Company attemting to release packer with no success .

Wednesday, August 31, 2022

920 no violations .
0 check uic facility.
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8/2/2010 340072167300 SW

False

False

4/21/2010 340072167300 SW

False

False

20

1/26/2010 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 no violations .

10/15/2009 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 check uic facility .

6/26/2009 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 check uic facility .

3/25/2009 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 check uic facility .

12/9/2008 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 check uic facility .

9/24/2008 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 check uic facility .

6/13/2008 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 check uic facility .

3/18/2008 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 no violations .

12/27/2007 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 check uic facility .

9/4/2007 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 check uic facility .

6/19/2007 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

380 CHECK UIC FACILITY .

3/8/2007 340072167300 SW

False

False

240

12/6/2006 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

840 Check UIC facility .

9/22/2006 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

860 check uic facility .

8/9/2006 340072167300 SW

False

False

On site to collect soil samples in oil spill area . After
collection of soil samples , a field test of dilluted samples
with 1176 quantab showed 0 chlorides . A lab test is not
required at this time .

7/21/2006 340072167300 SW

False

False

Remedial work has been completed . No violations .
RESOLVED .

7/18/2006 340072167300 SW

False

False

Company building dike around pumphouse .

7/13/2006 340072167300 SW

False

False

Check oil spill clean-up progress . Some clean-up still needed
.

7/11/2006 340072167300 SW

False

False

On site for oil spill clean-up .

Wednesday, August 31, 2022

Company is blowing down well to pull tubing and packer .
0 CHECK UIC FACILITY

380 CHECK UIC FACILITY
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7/7/2006 340072167300 SW

False

False

On site for oil spill clean-up .

7/6/2006 340072167300 SW

False

False

On site for oil spill clean-up .

7/5/2006 340072167300 SW

True

True

Arrived on site to find a oil spill from pump house flowing
west 100' to road culvert at route 46 , through culvert to
west side of road into storm ditch . Oil then flowed
approximately 350' into low area , then spread out
approximately 50' to 75' wide in very thick grass . After oil
spread out it traveled approximately 100' then stopped .
Bob Barr with Big Sky Energy advised me they lost
approximately 10-20 barrel of oil and 60 barrel of brine from
facility . I contacted EPA and advised them of spill . Jim
Urwin with EPA arrived on site and inspected spill . NOTE:
Company was already cleaning oil spill up .I collected water
sample from three homes north and south of spill . House
numbers 6419,6375 and 6353 . Samples were taken to lab
for analysis .

5/18/2006 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

3/9/2006 340072167300 SW

False

False

360

940 Case# 06-005 , Curtis Hill . Inspection showed no visible
violations . While on site a brine truck from Petrowater
unloaded brine causing a loud screeching noise . Conf. With
brine hauler revealed the unloading valve was insufficient
causing him to by-pa

11/18/2005 340072167300 SW

False

False

150

800 Check U.I.C. facility .

8/10/2005 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

220 Check uic facility .

5/9/2005 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

240 no violations .

Wednesday, August 31, 2022

920 check uic facility .
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4/5/2005 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

1/28/2005 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 check uic facility .

10/28/2004 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 Check U.I.C. facility .

8/27/2004 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 Check UIC facility .

5/7/2004 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 Check U.I.C. facility .

4/6/2004 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 Check UIC facility .

11/7/2003 340072167300 PL

False

False

0

0 Check U.I.C. facility .

9/17/2003 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 Check U.I.C. facility per request from Curtis Hill .

8/26/2003 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

0 Check U.I.C. facility .

7/11/2003 340072167300 SW

False

False

30

0 Check U.I.C. facility .

5/30/2003 340072167300 SW

False

False

20

0 Check U.I.C. facility .

3/28/2003 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

30 Check U.I.C. facility.

9/27/2002 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

Wednesday, August 31, 2022

238 Complaintant ; Curtis Hill . Inspection of injection well
showed no violations . Myself and suprv. Cheslock talked
with Mr. Hill per complaint [ contaminated water well ] , we
asked him to acquire water samples from his water well to
dertermine if contamination was related to oil & gas well .
He advised us he did not want us to collect any samples
from his well . Mr. Hill told us even if we took a sample and
it tested no contamination he still would not drink the water
because he had it tested in 1985 and at that time the person
testing the well told him the water could be safe to drink
one day but the contaminate could reapear days later , not
making it safe to drink . Myself and suprv. Cheslock left site
without collecting a water sample .

490 On site to pressure test injection line. Pressure injection line
to 1100 P.S.I. And shut-in for 15 minutes with 0 P.S.I. Loss.
Pressure test passed.
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9/25/2002 340072167300 SW

False

False

0

4/23/2002 340072167300 SW

False

False

110

10/1/1992 340072167300 SW

True

False

1501: 9-3-05 (B) (7) STORAGE FACILITIES

10/1/1992 340072167300 SW

True

False

1501: 9-3-04 PREVENT CONTAMINAT.

10/1/1992 340072167300 SW

True

False

1509.03 RULES & REGULATIONS

9/18/1991 340072167300 SW

True

False

1501: 9-3-07 (E)&(F) QUARTERLY REPORTS

11/28/1990 340072167300 SW

True

False

1501.9-3-04

11/28/1990 340072167300 SW

True

False

1509.22 A 1.2 C-STORAGE & DISPOSAL

4/12/1990 340072167300 SW

True

False

1501:9-3-05 (6) CONSTRUCTION & CONVE

Wednesday, August 31, 2022

490 Inspection per request by Curtis Hill [ local resident ] .
Inspection showed well pressures are within allowable
limits. Conversation with Don Gooseman[field supervisor]
by telephone he advised me they had recently replaced the
injection line from pump house to wellhead. I then advised
him a pressure test is required of new injection line. He
scheduled a test for Friday [9-27-02].
670 Check U.I.C. facility.
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